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i. Gandhakuti—the Buddha's Private Abode.

By H. C. Norman.

The object of this note is to determine from an examination
of Pali and other sources what precisely a Gandhakuti is.

The question is an interesting one, both because anything that
throws light on the Buddha's habits as a private individual is

welcome to the biographer contending with the difficulties of

extracting the particles of truth from the masses of legendary
fiction, and because students of epigraphy have been confronted
with tbe term and will probably often meet with it again as more
relics are unearthed by the patient labours of the archaeologist.

The Abhidhanappadipika (to begin with the definition of the
standard Pali Kosha) says: Gandnukutf-Jmussa va.abhavanam
"The perfumed chamber of the Jina." This is repeated by
Childers s.v. How far is this definition borne out by Pali docu-

The Sumangala-Vilasini in the Brahmajalasuttavannana gives

a clear and apparently authentic account of the Buddha's daily
and nightly routine. It has been translated by Wanen in his

~" Buddhism in Translations," so that only the details in reference
to the "perfumed chamber" need be considered here. Here we
learn that after the eating of the midday meal by the Bhikkhus
intelligence of the fact is given to the Blessed One, who then enters

the Gandhakuti. This concludes the forenoon duties (purebJrd-

takiccam). After entering, the Buddha has his feet washed by his

special attendant and then, standing on the jewelled staircase of the

Gandhakuti, delivers a short homily to the Sangha, the members
of which receive from him special subjects for meditation and then
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disperse. He himself re-enters the " perfumed chamber," and, " if

he so desires, lies down for a time on his right side, like a lion."

This terminates the first portion of the afternoon. During the

second portion the Buddha rises up refreshed in body and looks

forth on the world. In the third part the people living near the

monastery in which the Buddha happens to be dwelling come in

tlieir best clothes, bringing perfumes, flowers and so on. Then the

Buddha goes to the Dhammasabha and delivers an apposite

harangue on Dhamma to the assembled multitude ; after which the

people pay him their respects and go. This ends the afternoon

duties (pacchabhattakiccam). Thereafter, if he desired to bathe,

he would enter the nahana-kotthaka or bathroom, and his special

attendant would get ready for him the Buddha-seat in the

Gandhakuti-cell (gandhakutiparivene). After telling us how the

Bhagava passed the first two watches of the night sitting on
his special seat, the biographer informs us that the last watch was
divided into three parts. During the first, being tired with so

much sitting, he would pace up and down. In the second part
" gandhakutim pavisitvO. dakkhinena passena sato sampajano slhasey-

yam kappeti." In the third part the Buddha rises to survey the

world and find out who, through meritorious deeds in the time of

a former Buddha, has made himself deserving of reward.

In the 15th section of the same work (p. 7 of the P. T. S.

edition) occurs a paragraph so interesting that I translate it in

toto. It describes the doings of Ananda upon his visit to Savatthi
with a retinue of five hundred monks after the Parinibbana of the
Tathagata. The inhabitants come out to meet him with perfumes,

garlands, and the like. " Reverend Ananda," say they, " formerly
you used to come with the Blessed One, but now where have yon
left the Buddha to come here ? " Uttering remarks of this kind
they wept, and a mighty lamentation arose like to that on the day of

the Parinibbana of the Blessed Buddha. " Thereupon the venerable

Ananda having consoled the multitude with a homily dealing with
the perishability of things and such like entered the Jetavana and
having saluted the Gandhakuti once dwelt in by him of the ten

powers (Dasabalena vasitagandhakufitn) opened the door, took
down the chair and dusted it thoroughly, swept out the Gandha-
kuti, threw away the rubbish of the faded garlands, moved about
the chair and the bed and then put them back in their proper
places, and performed all the round of duties that had to be per-

formed in the lifetime of the Blessed One. And whilst he was
performing them, at the times for sweeping out the bathroom,
setting the water ready and so on, he would salute the Gandhakuti
and say :

" Lo, Blessed One, now is your time for washing, now
is the time for expounding the Law, now is the time for haranguing
the mendicants, now is the time for lying down like a lion, now
is the time for washing your face," and so on. In such ways
as this, he performed his tasks weeping bitterly. This was because

love arose in his heart through his being acquainted with the

ambrosial essence of the host of virtues (read gunagandmatarasa—
rinutaya) of the Blessed One, and likewise because he was not yet
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freed from the passions (not yet an Araliat), and because his heart

was melted at the memory of their kindnesses to one another in

countless hundreds of thousands of births."

These two passages point clearly to the Gandhakuti beini: the

private "study" of the Buddha, and the mention of the withered
garlands helps to explain the prefixed " Gandha." Let us next

look at the Jataka-Book (ed. Fausb611 = F. J.).

In F. J. I. 92 we read that when Anathapindika built the

Jetavana he had made in its middle the Gandhakuti of Dasabala
{majjhe Dasabalassa gandha kutim knresi). Round it were separate

dwellings for the eighty elders with other residences with Bingle

and double walls and long halls and open roofs ornamented with
ducks and quails and ponds also, and terraces to walk on by day
and night. F. J. I. 119—After the morning meal at Jivakas house
the teacher returns accompanied by mendicants to his Vihara.
When the mendicants have completed their daily tasks, "having
risen from his seat he stood in front of the Gandhakuti and
harangued the assembly of mendicants. Then having told them fit

subjects for meditation and dismissed the assembly, he eutered the

Gandhakuti redolent with sweet-smelling perfumes (surabhi-

gandhavasitam gandhakutim), and lay down like a lion on his right

side." A discussion arising among the monks on the day's doings,

the Buddha hears the noise of their talk, rises and leaves the

perfumed Gandhakuti (surabhigandhakutito nikkhamma) to see what
is the matter. This, by the way, is a very common motif in the

Jatakas and in the Dhammapada Commentary. Other examples
are F. J. I. 316 Sayanhasamaye Satthari surabhigandhavasitSya

gandhakutito nikkhamitva dhammasabham gantva ; I. 330 sura-

bhigandhakutim pavisitva; I. 501 sabbe va gandhakutiparivene

sannipatehiti sabbe bhikkhu gandhakutiparivene sannipatetva Bud-
dhdsanam pannapesi; III. 67 gandhakutiparivene nisidi ; V. 337

gandhakufito nikkhamitva, so 382 ; V. 413 sayanhasamaye gandha-
kutito nikkhamitva ; V. 456 gandhakutiyam nis'inno va dibbasotena

katham sutva. In the introduction to the Palayijataka we read

(F. J. II. 216) of a certain Parivrajaka called Palayi (" Runa-
way ") who wandered over India overcoming rival dialecticians in

wordy warfare. At last he came to Savatthi. The people told

him that however many victories he might hitherto have won he

would here taste defeat, whereupon he asked to be confronted

with the Buddha. So off he went to the Jetavana. When he

came to the portico which had been built by Prince Jeta at a cost

of nine crores, he asked: 44
Is this the palace of the Sarnana

Gotama ? " and hearing it was only the portico he said: " If the

portico is so fine, what will his dwelling be like ? " " Oh, " they

said, "his Gandhakuti is incomparable" (gandhakuti ndma
appameyya). Hearing this he said: "Who can dispute with

To turn to the Commentary on the Dhammapada. Here we

have a passage : Revatatthero pi Satthu agamanam fiatva Bhagavato

i ~

; ;

parica rattitthanadivatthanasatani ca mdpesi, which shows that to
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construct a Gandhakuti was a matter of the first importance when
a monastery had to be 'built to receive the Buddha and his retinue.

In the commentary on verse 68 we meet with an interesting story.

A certain malakara is in the habit of taking King Bimbisara
flowers every morning. One day he meets the Buddha and does
Puja to him with the flowers, which adhere to the Buddha's
person. The king is pleased, and rewards the gardener with a
sabbatthakadanam (a gift of eight of everything). The Buddha
returns to the monastery and makes for his Gandhakuti, at the
porch of which all the flowers drop off. Afterwards the monks
make a great ado about the wonderful event. The Buddha hears
them from his Gandhakuti and goes by one of the three ways
going to the public hall to enquire what is uip—Sattha gandhakufito
nikkhamitvS, tinnam gamananam annatarena gamanena dhammasa-
bhatn gantva. It would be interesting if archaeologists could tell

us something about these " three ways " and whether they lead
from the Gandhakuti direct to the public hall itself. So much
seems to be certain from our evidence that the Gandhakuti was

:

(1) The private dwelling-place of the Buddha.
(2) A structure standing in the middle of the monastery,

with a stair leading up to it. Great care was taken to

make both building and stair as splendid as could be.

(3) The repository of floral offerings which gave it its

sweet perfume and its Pali name.

This seems to be borne out by the passage quoted from the

Dulva apud Rockhill in Griinwedel's 14 Buddhist Art" (Eng.

tr.,.p. 46): "On the door of the Buddha's special apartment
I gandhakuti—read gandhakuti—" hall of perfumes") a Yaksha
holding a wreath in his hand." This points to the connection
with flowers. Again Vakpati in line 319 of his Gaiidavaho
say8

jr^-j^ fmf^ <%w w^^m^mt
Commentator JWf^t™ JPTJJ^JZ^ . The Indian Antiquary

IX. 142-3 has a review on Dr. Rajendralalamitra's book on Gaya,
where, commenting on vajrdsanabrhadgandhakuti-prasdde, the
reviewer says :

" Gandhakuti is a temple in which is an image, not

'a receptacle for aromatics.'" (R.'s version). From what we
have seen above, the reviewer does not seem to be justified in his

strictures, even though on the same page we have : tena gandha-
kuti pratimatraydnvita vihita. Containing an image is an

accident not a property of a Gandhakuti. It is quite probable

that after the Teacher's death the word might come to connote a

shrine within a monastery in which an image of the Buddha
might be set up and later perhaps a shrine containing images of the

Buddha and his two principal disciples Sariputta and Mocrgallana

(v. Griinwedel, p. 182). In fact, later the Gandhakuti might have

become what in Pali is called a patimagharam " the hall in a

Buddhist temple which contains the colossal statue of Buddha."

(Childers s. v.).
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The word also occurs in a position of importance in the now
famous " Maliipala " Inscription of Sarnath. The latest discus-

sion of this inscription is to be found in the Journal and Proceed-
ings, Asiatic Society of Bengal (New series), Vol. II, No. 9, 1906

:

"Some notes on the so-called Mahipala Inscription of Sarnath.

By Arthur Venis." Mr. Venis rightly says " shrine " for Gandha-
kuti, hut does not attempt to locate the building. From our Pali

evidence it ought to be found in the middle of a Vihara. He is

certainly quite right in taking mila "of stone" with yandhukuti
and not with astamahasthana

;
grammar imperatively demands

such an analysis of the compound as he has given. " From eight

holy places," the suggested interpretation of Messrs. Hultzsch and
Vogel is fascinating and romantic, but I think with Mr. Venis
that it is not beyond suspicion. With the latter I would translate :

"A Gandhakut'i of stone having eight great places." What stood

in these eight places ? Might one venture to suggest the eight

Buddhas (the six Buddhas previous to Gautama, Gautama himself,

and Maitreya—v. Griinwedel op. cit. p. 188) ?





2. Sinhalese Historical Documents and the Maurya
Inscription of Sarnath.

By H. C. Norman.

The following may serve the readers of the J.R.A.S.B. as a
pendant to the paper, in Volume III of the Journal for 1907, by
A. Venis, Esq. :

" Some Notes on the Maurya Inscription at

Sarnath."
It is quite evident to anyone reading over the inscription

that it is an edict framed to prevent entrance into the Buddhist
Order of unprivileged persons who raise schisms in it, and also

to ensure strict attention to the keeping of Uposatha days, the
sabbaths of the Buddhists. One could also infer from the
inscription alone that these things are closely connected—that

people had become remiss in their attention to the Uposatha
days, because the Order was becoming itself slack and negligent
owing to these pestilent schismatics, who had indeed to be
" unfrocked " by royal mandate before the evil could be remedied,
so widespread had it become. All this harmonises remarkably
with what we know from the Sinhalese records. Let us first of

all consider the account of the matter given in a somewhat late

compilation, the Saddhamma Samgaha of Dhammakitti, edited

by Nedimale Saddhananda in the J.P.T.S. for 1890, pp. 21-89,

which is admittedly based on the Chronicles and Buddhaghosa,
but contains one or two additional items of information.

Sammasambuddhaparinibbanato dvinnam vassasatanam upari

atthavisatime vasse sabbe ahnatitthiya satthisahassamatta

vihinalabhasakkara hutva antamaso ghasacchadanam pi alabhanta

labhasakkaram patthayamana sayam eva munde katva kasayani
acchadetva viharesu vicaranta uposathadikammam pi pavisanti.

Sasanass'abbudafi ca malan ca kanthakafi. ca samutthapesum,
tasma imasmirn sakala-Jambudipe bhikkhu-samgho cha samvac-

charani uposatha-kammam na akasi. Tada Asoko dhammaraja
pannarasavassabhiseko ahosi. Raja sasanam visodhetu-karao

Asokarame bhikkhusamghaip sannipatapesi. Tasmim sannipatite

ayasma Moggaliputtatissatthero samghatthero hutva rajanam
samayam agganhapesi. Raja annatitthiye pucchitva "na ime
bhikkhu annatitthiya ime " ti fiatva setavatthani datva uppab-

bajesi. Tato Raja : Suddham dani bhante sasanam, karotu bhik-

khusamgho uposathan ti arakkham, datva nagaram eva pavisi.

Samag'go samgho sannipatitva ' uposatham akasi. Tenahu

9. Sambuddhaparinibbana dve ca vassasatani ca

A^thavisati vassani rajasoko mahipati.
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10. Vasanto tattha sattaham rajuyyane manorame
Sikkhanto so mahipalo sambuddhasamayam subham.

11. Tasmim yeva ea sattahe dve ca yakkhe mahipati
IV-.'tva mahiyam bhikkhu asese sannipatayi.

12. Sattame divase gantva sakaramam manoramam
Karesi hh :

..

13. Te micchadittbike sabbe pucckitva anfiatitthiye

Natva satthi sahassani uppabbajesi bhupati.
14. ' Samgbo visodhito yasma tasma samgho uposatham

Karotu bkante ' iccevam vatva tberassa bhupati
15. Samghassa rakkham datvana nagaram pavisi subham

Samgho samaggo hutvana tadakasi uposathan ti.

Tasmim samagame Moggaliputtatissattbero parappavadam
maddamano Katbavattlmpakaranam abhasi. " In the 228th year

after the Parinibbana of tbe Perfectly Enlightened One all the

heretics, sixty thousand in number, having lost their gain and
honour, at last getting not even food and clothing, became desirous

of gain and honour and so, of themselves, they shaved their heads
and put on the orange-coloured robe and, living in monasteries,

even entered upon the performance of the Uposatha and other

duties. They became a canker and a blemish and a pest of the

religion. Hence in the whole of India the Order of mendi-
cants did not hold the Uposatha for six years. Then Asoka, the

king of righteousness, was in the 15th year of his consecration.

The king being desirous of purifying the religion caused the

Order of mendicants to be convened at the Asokarama. When
they were assembled, and met together, the reverend elder Mogga-
liputtatissa having been made president instructed the king in

the tenets of the religion. The king then asked the heretics

questions, and, finding out that they were not mendicants (bhik-

khus) but heretics, gave them white garments and cast them out

of the Order. Then said the king :
' Now, sirs, is the religion

purified; let the Order of mendicants perform the Uposatha,' and,

having given the Order his protection, he entered the city. The
whole of the assembly having met together performed the Upo-
satha. And so those of old have said : 'Two hundred and twenty-
eight years after the Parinibbana of the Perfectly Enlightened,

the king Asoka, the lord of earth, dwelling there for seven days
in the pleasant royal pleasure-garden, learnt the excellent religion

of the Perfectly Enlightened, and during those same seven days
the king sent two Yakkhos and caused all the bhikkhus in the

land to be assembled. On the seventh day he went to his

own pleasant temple 1 and caused the whole priesthood without
exception to assemble. Then he questioned all the false-believing

heretics, and, having found them out, he, the king, expelled sixty

thousand from the Order. Then the king said to the elder :
« As

the Order has been purified, reverend sir, let the Order perform the

Uposatha,' and having given the Order his protection he entered

The Asokarama which he had caused to be built.
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the fair city. Then, the whole Order met together and performed
the Uposatha. At that assembly the elder Murgaliputtatissa
smashing the arguments of other (sects) gave utterance to the
composition dealing with the (ten) subjects of discourse (the
Kathavatthu)."

This is our best summary account in Pali of the events
which led to the third council of the Buddhist clergy, which
lasted nine months. The prose portions are based upon Buddha-
ghosa's Samaiitapasadika. Introduction; the poetical quotations
10, 11, 12, 14, 15 are from the 5th chapter of the Mahavamsa.
The other verses may come from the old Sinhalese Atthakatha
Mahavamsa, which is the source of our Pali authorities, the
Dipavamsa, Mahavamsa and Buddhaghosa. Verse 9 is interest-
ing as giving a date 228 A.B. for the schism. The additional in-

formation in the prose portion " fifteen years " gives us 213-
214 A.B. for the coronation, a figure which agrees with the
Burmese date as given in Bigandet's work founded on the Mala-
lankaravatthu, and would agree with the date of the Mahavamsa if

we give Candragupta a reign of 24 years instead of 34 years (the
Dipavamsa gives 24 years, and so does Buddhaghosa). Both
the Dipavamsa and Mahavamsa consecrate Asoka in 218 A.B., but
the Mahavamsa tells us that he came to the throne in 214 A.B.
Buddhaghosa tells ns that the interval of four years was occu-
pied in slaying 100 sons of Bindusara, Asoka's rivals. The
evidence, as a whole, seems to point to 214 A.B. as the date of

Asoka's accession at any rate, whatever may have happened
afterwards. 1 As to the date of the third council, the account
given above would make it 234 A.B. Bigandet gives 235, and
says that the schism had lasted seven years, which gives us the
date 228 A.B. also for the beginning of the disorder. All our
old accounts agree in telling us that the matter was brought to a
head by the fact that a minister, sent by Asoka to order the Bhik-
khus to hold the Uposatha, cut off the heads of several of them,

1 Chronological note.—One cannot help feeling that if the 256 of the
R.S.B. edict is a date, and if 214 or thereabout be taken as the date of
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because they said :
" We will not perform the ceremony of

Uposatha with the heretics." This gave rise to enquiry and a
detailed examination of the whole business by Asoka, with the
assistance of Tissa, son of Moggali.

The " white garments " mentioned above also occur in

Bigandet's account and Buddhaghosa (" setakani vatthani").
The Dipavamsa and Mahavamsa do not mention this precise fact,

but the Dipavamsa has, p. 53

:

Theyyasarpvasabhikkhuno 1 naseti linganasanam,
which Dr. Oldenberg translates : (the king -raja in the preceding
line) " destroyed the Bhikkhu emblems of those who had furtively

attached themselves (to the Samgha)." This would come to

much the same thing as stripping off the orange-coloured robe
and giving them " the white dress, that is to say, the one befitting

the Pounhas " (Bigandet). These seem to be the " odatani
dusani " of the edict. The assembly was also held at Patali-

putra, which the " Pata," of the inscription may be said to

represent. And a further coincidence would be furnished by Mr.
Venis's reading " bhakhati, " which would give excellent sense,

for breaking up of the Order is exactly what these heretics are

represented as doing.*

Again, if we consider the perturbed state of the Buddhist
community at this time owing, first of all, to the tricks of the here-

tics, and, secondly, to the high-handed action of the king's officer

in regard to the holding of tJposatha, we can easily understand
why the Upasakas should be told to come and read the Sarnath
edict (and its equivalents at Allahabad and Sanchi ?) on Vposatha
days in order to be inspired with confidence. The religion of the
Sammasambuddha had received a very severe shock, and a royal

edict was the only thing to put matters right.8 Would it be too

great a stretch of imagination if one hazarded the suggestion that

the phrase " samghassa rakkham datvana " ("arakkham datva "

Buddhaghosa) is actually a reference to a proclamation similar to

the Maurya edict, of which Mr. Oertel (" Sujanappasadaya ") has
unearthed so fine an exemplar on the very spot where the order
first took its rise ?

i Monier- Williams' Skt. Diet., p. 1260. Steyasamvdsika : One who has
stolen into any dwelling in the fictitious character of' a monk, Buddh. The
Pali theyyasamvdsako occurs often in Vinaya texts, for the best illustration

see Mahavagga I., 62 ed., Oldenberg. The punishment for such an offence

is expulsion, " nasetabbo, " according to the Buddha. Compare Mahavagga
II, 36: na theyyasamvasakassa nisinnaparisaya patimokkbam
uddisitabbam. Yo uddiseyya, apatti dukkatassa.

* Dipavamaa p. 52, ed. Oldenberg :—

Pana bhedo ajayatha theravldlnam nttamo ....
Asokaramaviharamhi pltimokkho paricchiiji,

^ ^
Karapento patimokkham amacco ariyanani aghatayi.

at the " sajpsalanasi, " or the place of meeting of the " samagama " of oar



3. Note on a Persian Charm.

By M. K. Shirazi, Persian Instructor, Board of Ext

Communicated by the Philological Secretary.

It has been handed by tradition down from the Imams that

whoever looks daily at the following diagram after each of the

five daily prayers, and also looking at it on first seeing the new

moon, immediately after gazes at the object mentioned in the list

below for each month, will be protected from all evil, from the

oppression of tyrants, and the magic of magicians ; he will pass

the month in prosperity, will be free from sickness, be secure from

injury from man, and be under the protection of God.

After viewing the new moon and looking at the diagram given

below, the gaze should be directed at the following objects :—

1. Muharram 'Gold."

2. $afar

3. Rabiiv
'l-Anneal " Water."

4. BabVs-Sani • Flocks."

5. Jumada -l- Awwal

6. Jumada-s-Sani " An aged man's face.

•' The Qur'an."

Sha'ban

9. BamazBn

10. Shawwal •'Verdure."

u. ZuH Qa'da < A child's face."

12. Zii'l Hijjah " The face of a mascot
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4. Studies in the Experimental Breeding of the Indian

Cottons,—an introductory note.

By H. Martin Leake, M.A.

The Genus Gossypium affords a good illustration of the con-

fusion in terminology, which is apt to arise in the classification of

widely cultivated plants. This confusion has been dealt with by
previous writers on the subject (1—4). For the purposes of this

note it is undesirable to enter into this question again, and the
names here used bear the interpretation that lias been given to

them by Gammie (3).

The present experiments refer to six of the species there

(pp. 4—8) noted. They are—
Gossypium arboreum, Linn. Gossypium indicum, Lamk.

herbaceum, Linn. „ neglectum, Tod.

intermedium, Tod. „ cernuum, Tod.

Of the remaining three species, Gossypium obtusifolium

Roxb., and Gossypium sanguineum, Hassk., have been under
observation for too short a period to be dealt with at the present

time ; while Gossypium hirsutum, Mill., is definitely excluded.

Gossypium Stocksii, Mast., has recently been obtained from the

neighbourhood of Karachi, but the generalisations that follow do
not include that species, unless especial mention is made of the

fact.

The above six species—to which may be added Gossypium
obtusifolium, Roxb., and, probably, also Gossypium Stocksii,

Mast.,—form a definite group, the members of which, when crossed

inter se, are completely fertile. In the same six species—to which
may be added G. obtusifolium Roxb.,—there occurs a range of

variation which, added to the readiness with which the flowers

may be handled and the duration of the flowering period, affords

most suitable material for a study in plant-breeding.

Little has hitherto been recorded of the behaviour of the

various species when crossed with one another. The behaviour

of the differentiating characters is unknown and it is, further,

doubtful what may be considered a definite character. The
problem, in its present stage, is purely theoretical—the isolation

of those characters, which behave as units under artificial crossing.

The vegetative characters are, naturally, most readily determined,

and the present note deals with these. The characters of the

cotton—that portion of the plant on which its economic value

depends—are not so readily isolated, and further observation and

experiment will be necessary before these can be elucidated.

The experiments.—A series of cotton plants have been under
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observation for three 1 seasons. In the first of these, systematic

experiment was impossible, and the seed saved for sowing in the

second season was, without exception, from flowers naturally

fertilized. These were sown at Cawnpore, and in that year a sys-

tematic series of experiments was commenced. The facts dealt

with in the following note relate chiefly to the offspring—number-
ing some 2,000—raised during the present season from the seed

obtained by artificial fertilization. The results of another genera-

tion must be awaited before the experiments can be recorded in

detail. For the present two points only will be discussed.

1. The leaf.—The leaf of the cotton plant is, in all cases,
palmately divided, and the degree of this division ' varies from
palmatifid to palmatisect. The extreme variations of this character
are very distinct, and it has been employed in the subdivision of
the neglectum and arboreum ' species ' into ' varieties. ' The
character, however, on close scrutiny appears to be elusive. In a
field of cotton (Gossypium neglectum, Tod.) such as is commonly
met with in the United Provinces, the two extreme types are
readily identified ; but there occur, also, numerous forms which
are not readily classed, and which must be recorded as intermediates.
The point appeared worthy of closer study, and the first step there-
to lay in the identification of a means for the accurate record of
the degree to which the leaf is palmately divided. As the result

1 In the first at Saharanpnr and in the second and third at Cawn-
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of numerous measurements—numbering, in all, over 10,000—it has

been found that the value of the factor (vide diagram opposite)

gives the readiest means of estimating this character. Full dis-

cussion of this factor, its legitimate use and its limitations, fall

beyond the scope of the present note. The plants for which this

factor has been determined, number considerably over one thousand,
and the limiting values have been found to be 0 8 and 5'1. Plants
for which this factor bears a value between 0'8 and 21, may
be classified as bearing palmatifid—or ' broad '-lobed, 1—leaves,

while plants for which this factor bears a value of 3'0 or over may
be classified as bearing palmatisect—or ' narrow '-lobed 1—leaves.

This numerical expression for the ' breadth ' of the leaf lobes will

be, in future, referred to as the leaf-factor of the plant.

If, now, a plant of which the leaf-factor is less than 21, be
crossed with a plant of which the leaf-factor is greater than 3'0, it

is found that the leaf-factor of the offspring in the Fj generation
aproximates remarkably to the arithmetic mean of the two
parental leaf-factors. This appears to be true for all crosses
whether they are made between the extreme forms of G. neglectum
or between such divergent types as G. arboreum (leaf ' narrow '-

lobed) and G. herbaceum ( leaf ' broad '-lobed). The following
examples illustrate this, the leaf-factors of the parent being
taken as the average of the values found for the offspring. :

—

Leaf-factor.
|

No. of plants used

seed parent G. indicum 8 1«H 20
pollen parent G. arboreum 321 3
mean of factor of parents i 2-42

1

G. indicum x G. arboreum 2-45

j

io

seed parent G. indicum

pollen parent G. neylectum ...

mean of factor of parent

G. indicum x G. neglet turn

Leaf-factor.
)

1-64
335
2-49

|

242

No. of plants used

20

17

sidering the two expressions-the degree to which the leaf i8 divided and the

'breadth' of the leaf lobes-as synonymous. The leaf-factor, however, in-

volves both characters ; and since this appears to behave as a definite character,

there is reason to believe that they may be considered to be so.

2 For the purpose of this note distinction between G. indicum and
G. neglectum is unnecessary.
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are given the number of plants found for each value of the leaf-

factor calculated to the first decimal place. The leaf- factors

of the parents were not determined and they were roughly divided
according as the leaf appeared to the eye '

' broad '- or ' narrow '-

lobed. The following table gives the range in the value of the
leaf-factor in the offspring «'(' each parent:

—

When the two sections of the above diagram are amalgamated,
it is observable that the plants raised by self-fertilization form
are uninterrupted series, in which plants with every value of leaf-

factor from 1-2—4 5 occur. From the table, however, as also

from the two sections of the diagram, it is evident that, with the
smgle exception of serial No. 19, all the parents examined pro-

vithin t

longed—in other words, this leaf-factor, with one exception,

proved to be a constant character for the particular plant.

This exception requires further consideration. The parent
was noted as possessing a ' narrow '-lobed leaf. From the her-

barium specimen of this plant which has been preserved, the leaf-

factor has been calculated and found to be 2*40. The leaf-

factor was, therefore, in reality intermediate. Now it has already

been shown that the F, generation of a cross possesses a leaf-
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factor, which is the arithmetic mean of that of the two parents ; and,

while it would be legitimate to expect that the F3
generation of

such a cross would contain, among others, plants with typical
' broad '-, and typical ' narrow '-lobed leaves, it is unnecessary to

depend on assumption
;
since, where observations have extended

to the Fa
generation, this expectation has been found to be ful-

filled.

The conclusion is, therefore, that the plant which gave rise to

serial No. 19, is a natural cross between a ' broad '-, and a
1 narrow '-lobed form of G. neglectum.

It has already been noted that in the field in the United Pro-
vinces there normally occur, in addition to the typical 4 broad '-,

and ' narrow '-lobed forms, plants of which the leaf-factor is

intermediate. It is difficult to escape from the conclusion that

these plants with an intermediate leaf-factor are crosses, and that

cross-fertilization must be of common, though not necessarily of

general, occurrence. All observations hitherto made in the

course of these experiments—including those on such definite

characters as the leaf-glands and colour of the petals—indicate

the same fact.

2. Gross-fertilization of the cottons in nature.—This fact the

common occurrence of crossing among the cottons under natural

conditions—requires to be emphasised as it has recently been

denied (3 and again in 4) ; and it is desirable to discuss it in greater

detail. Indirect proof exists in abundance. It would be hardly
conceivable that a plant, whose flowers are visited by insects as it

has been shown that cottons are visited (5), is invariably self-

fertilized. That impurity frequently results when the flowers are

naturally fertilized, that purity is readily obtained by the artificial

self-fertilization of selected plants, and that the pollen of one
species is frequently to be observed on the stigma of a second, are

points that have come under personal observation. It is

unnecessary to enter into the details of such observations when
direct evidence exists. Such evidence is to be found in the occur-

rence of plants—raised from the seed given by flowers naturally
fertilized—which, when judged by their offspring, behave in all

details as a cross. Several instances of this have come under
observation. It will be sufficient, however, to record the salient

features of that case of which the most detailed record has been
kept.

From a packet of seed of G. arboreum 14 plants were raised,

and of this number 12 proved true G. arboreum. The remaining
two plants, though similar to each other, differed markedly from
that type. Seeds of one of these (from flowers naturally fertilized)

were collected and 30 plants raised. Eight of these 30
plants were self-fertilized, but owin? to the lateness of the season

at which this was carried out, only four plants yielded any seed.

From these four plants 63 have been raised.

The leaf-factor of the two initial plants was not observed

since this character had not at that time been identified. The
records, however, are sufficiently detailed to show that the leaf-
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factor was undoubtedly intermediate. The offspring for which the
leaf-factor has been determined can be arranged in a series of

which the limiting values for the leaf-factor are 3 -47 and 1-26
;

in other words, among the offspring there occur both plants with
typical ' broad '-lobed leaves and plant, with typical ' narrow '-

lobed leaves. The intermediate types have, on self-fertilization,

again split up, and their offspring include, iu addition to inter-

mediate forms, both extreme types. No offspring have, so far,

been raised from plants known definitely to have possessed an
extreme leaf-factor.

The colour of the petals is somewhat more intricate, and is in

the process of further investigation. For the present purpose it

may be described in the simplest form. The petals of the parent
plant were red upon a yellow ground, and in appearance were
indistinguishable from those of the F

t
generation of the cross

G. arboreum x G. herbaceum. Of the 30 plants in the second
generation eight bore flowers with yellow petals, while the
remainder gave flowers with red petals—this colour varying, how-
ever, from the pure red of G. arboreum to the red upon a yellow
ground of the parent. In the third generation complications have
arisen. In all cases the parents of this generation bore flowers
with the petals red upon a yellow ground. They may be tabulated

White. Red

Other characters, each as the leaf glands, stigmatic
glands, colour of cotton etc., have been recorded, and all

show similar variation. It is impossible to arrive at other conclu-
sion, then, that plants, such as the above, are the product of natural
crossing. In the present case one parent is undoubtedly G. arbo-

reum, the other parent is doubtful. The occurrence of two similar
plants from the same sample would indicate that the parent was
the direct product of a cross between two plants of which G. arbo-

reum was the seed parent, but of which the pollen parent remains
doubtful.

It is as yet impossible to state with certainty to what extent

cross-fertilization takes place. The evidence so far obtained

indicates that natural crossing occurs with sufficient frequency to
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render it impossible to keep types pure when they are grown in

the proximity of other types. During the present season the off-

spring—numbering nearly 2,000—of 60 plants belonging to the

two species, G. neglectum and G. indicum, have been raised. A few
only of these 60 plants have bred true. Without doubt, in

certain cases, the parent was itself impure. In other, and not a
few cases, however, the variability was as certainly the direct

result of natural crossing.
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5. Note o] the Shrine

D. C. Phil

The following description of the important Shrine of " Taunsa
Sharif," in the district of Dera Ghazi Khan, has been translated
and considerably abridged from a short manuscript-history of the
shrine, written and sent to the translator by Miyan Mahmud,
§ahib-zada, son of the late Fakhr* H-Atdtya* Khwaja Allah
Bakhsh, who occupied the gaddt for about fifty-two years. Dur-
ing his sajjn&a-nishinl, the translator had the honour of being a
guest of the shrine for a fortnight. There was then accommoda-
tion in the serais for some seven thousand pilgrims, for whom a
staff of eight hundred langris or cooks was said to be employed.
The history is written up to date.

Taunsa Sharif.

-if lies in the district of Sanghar, about 45 miles

north of Dera Ghazi Khan and six miles

to the west of the Indus.
There is a tradition that once some king of Khurasan, on a

r>r.i <*; f iw., visit to India, reached the site of Taunsa,
Origin of Name.

and^ losfc by death a certain pet

peacock. To perpetuate its memory, he erected a monument over

its tomb. The tomb has disappeared, but the village that rose

on its site was named, after the bird, Taunsa, a corruption of

ta*iis, a peacock. Latterly, i.e., for the last century, the epithet
' Sharif has been added on account of sacred associations.

There are two traditions regarding the origin of the village.

-c o„4.i_ According to one, some four hundred
Foundation.

yearg ago? a pastoral tribe called Bhutpi
or Jat resided in this spot. Later, another tribe called Chacha
immigrated here from Rakhni in the Sulayman Range. When
the latter tribe settled at Taunsa, a lady was at the head of the

Bhuttas, and she married her son to a daughter of the chief of

the Ohachas, and thus both tribes dwelt together, sharing the

land. The second tradition is that the Ghachas were the original

inhabitants, and that the Bhuttas subsequently settling near

them, both intermarried. Though the village is of great anti-

quity, it was, a century ago, no more than an ordinary pastoral

village. It consisted of hut a few mud huts ; its primitive inhabi-

tants cultivated only common crops, wore a coarse kind of cloth,

and subsisted chiefly on milk.
In the middle of the 12th century A.H., there lived, in
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Gurgoji, a village in the Tahsil of Bazar Musa Khayl, an
. Afghan tribe called Ja'far Durani. One

itlSe
- of its members was Zakariya Khan.

Like his brethren he was a cultivator and a herdsman. He
was pious and hospitable. Though no richer than his fellow-

villagers, he was regarded by all with respect, on account of his

ancient family and high character. In the year 1188 A.H., he
had one son, born after three successive daughters. Mountain
superstition has decided that such a child, locally styled Urikkil,

is inauspicious ; so this fortunate infant was regarded with suspi-

cion by the tribe, and the death of its father, shortly after its

birth, confirmed their suspicions.

As the child grew up, the signs of greatness appeared in his

countenance ; the tribe gradually changed its opinion, and local

prophets began to predict great things of his future. While this

child was still in his honourable mother's auspicious womb,
a saintly beggar came to her threshold asking for alms.

Knocking at the door, he cried out, " 0 inmates of this house ! a
great and perfect saint will be born to you ; his foundations are

already laid. Numbers of God's creatures will be benefited

by his existence, but I shall not live to see his day
;
you should

therefore bestow on me something now, out of bounty." The
ewarded, and in course of time his prediction was

verified.

Another version is that an " abstracted " saint used to visit

the mother of the infant during her pregnancy, treating her
with unusual respect. On being questioned as to the reason, he
predicted that she would bear a noble child who would enlighten
the Earth, from the East to the West.

A third tradition states that in old days there were no
barbers in these mountain villages, so the mountaineers had to

shave each other. When this sainted boy grew up, a certain

pious man used to come to shave him, exhibiting great affection
;

but the boy used to flee from him. People asking the man the
reason of his ill-requited service received the reply :

" This
saint will say prayers over my corpse, and through his prayers
I shall attain salvation."

Years later the youth related :
" Once, while returning from

the Panjab. 1 heard voices from behind a neighbouring mound.
Fancying there were robbers, I proceeded with caution, but found
the voices came from men of my own tribe. I found the man who
used to shave me lying dead. There was none to say prayers over
the corpse, so I performed the burial service, and thus the man's
prophecy was fulfilled."

While this sainted youth was still a child, his father marched
from this transient world for the mansions of Eternal Bliss.

When about 12 years of age, according to local custom, he
travelled to the villages of Sokar, Jhang, Taunsa and others, to

study religion, spending some time at each place. As the horse

of his ambition could not stop at the ordinary stages, he abandoned
his native place for Kot Mathan, situated about 80 miles from



place was then a seat of learning. In it

there dwelt a godly sage, by name Qazi 'Aqil Muhammad (Peace
be on him), a khalifa of Hazrat Qibla-yi-'Alam, Muhanuri. The
youth became a pupil of Qazi Muhammad 'AH, brother of the fit st-

named Qazi, and studied under him for a year or two. During
this period this " Murshid " or elder brother of the Qa/.i Sahibs
went on a pilgrimage to Uch Sharif, on the opposite bank of the
river, in the Native State of Bahawalpore, to visit the tomb of

Makhdum Sayyid Jalal* 'd-Din Bukharl. The Qazi Sahib was
accompanied by all his pupils. The Qazi's predecessor bad been
desired by his religious teacher, Maulana Fakhr* 'd-Din of Delhi, to

search for this youth. When the youth came to him, the Qazi at

once recognised him, and, according to the instructions of his Pir,

joyously made him his disciple. The youth spent six years in the
study of esoteric doctrines {'ulum-i batiw), and within this short
time attained a perfection, such as others have failed to obtain in a
lifetime. After his teacher's death, he left and settled at Taunsa,
which place gradually rose to importance. This youth, who
had received from his Pir the name of Muhammad Sulayman,
will henceforward be styled the Khwaja Sahib.

In the meantime the Khwaja Sahib had married. As soon

he settled at Taunsa H*Development.
habitants became secure from the inroads

bers to visit him. Disciples came to him, not only from the Pan-
jab, but from Hindustan, Baluchistan, Kashmir, Afghanistan,
and from Persia and Arabia. During his prosperous days there
was a great influx of learned Muslims. Through his efforts

Madrasahs were established, to which students from distant parts
resorted to study Arabic, Persian, the Hadis, Tafsir and Fiqh.
Learned men versed in Physics, Mathematics, Philosophy, and
Medical Science, gathered together at Taunsa. The people of
the Sanghar District were hopelessly ignorant and illiterate, but
the Khwaja Sahib made the district, especially Taunsa Sharif, a
rival of Baghdad. Polite manners and rules of conduct for civil

life were taught to the people, who began to realize the difference

between man and the lower animals.
There were more than twenty teachers for teaching the

BeUgious Teaching ^^Z^Jof^M
this period all could at least read the Qur*an.

Spiritual training (ta'lim-i tasjiya-yi batini) was studied,

and Sufis thronged to the spot. Zikr-i Jali (audible prayers ) and
Zikr-i Kbaft (inaudible prayers) were practised, and at night the

murmur of prayer and religious cries drowned all other sounds.

. At the beginning of his career, the Khwaja Sahib lived a

simple life, spending most of his time in solitude. Sometimes, for

weeks at a time, none could obtain even a glimpse of him.

However, after he attained the Perfect Life (TakmiU Svluk), he

used to hold something like a public assembly where all, from

prince to beggar, were treated without distinction.
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He opened a public library and collected many ancient

^. r .. books by known authorities. This
Public Library. Ubrary^ the largegt in lndia> next to

the Royal Library.

Great attention was paid to caligraphy. Many people

.. a „ earned their livelihood by this profes-

.rannv ^ Qur^ns transcribed by
?

Haji
graphy. Muhammad were treasured in Kashmir,

Persia, and Afghanistan, and copies by him were sent as presents

to high personages of Sindh, to Nawab Bhawal Khan and other

nobles, and even to the Emperor himself at Delhi. Though these

manuscripts were necessarily not illuminated, still they fetched

as much as a thousand rupees a copy.

The chief source of livelihood was agriculture, the land

ug irrigated by 1

Agriculture.

the KJrwaja Sahib di

ayman Range. Some of

disciples of the Khwaja Sahib diverted the current of

named ' Mudchur,' and owing to this increased supply of

Public Works.

my people took to cultivatk

drinking purposes there was at Taunsa but one well.

Few could then afford to sink a well,

which, in that district, had to be unusu-

ally deep. However, during the prosperous days of the Khwaja
Sahib three new wells were sunk.

Amongst the influential men who were disciples of the

Khwaja Sahib was Muhammad Massu
Massu ^.an. Baluch, of the Nutkani tribe.

Born in Mangrota, he was Governor of Sanghar, and practically

an independent ruler under Ranjit Singh. It was owing to the

influence of the Khwaja Sahib, that Muhammad Massu Khan earned

the reputation of being a rival of Nosherwan and Hatim. Under
instructions from the Khwaja Sahib, Massu. Khan undertook many
public works of benefit, such as the construction of irrigation-

canals, bands, etc. This chief, who lived at a distance of three

miles from the Khwaja's village, used to visit him every alternate

day, and kept permanently iu the village one Shaykh Muham-
mad Yar, as his representative, who used also to superintend the

alms-kitchen (langar).

Massu Khan, Baluch, was succeeded by his grandson
Muhammad As'ad Khan. At first the

new chief sought and followed the Khwa-— ' ja Sahib's advice, and all went smooth-
shortly, the chief fell under the influence of irres-

5 and unprincipled cn, and by their advice he, one by one,

3d his old officers. Hie Khwaja Sahib reasoned with him
The result of his imprudence was that the new chief was

twice imprisoned and ended his days
,re poor and common people. Ranjit

Singh sent to the Khwaja Sahib, through Diwan Sanwal Mai, the

Subadar of Multan, some valuable presents as a token of esteem.
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This Governor with his son, Mulraj, became devoted followers of

the Khwaja Sahib.

Nawab Bhawal Khan III and his family were also amongst

^ -v.™.- i-^- the disciples of the Khwaja Sahib. The
Nawab Bhawal Hian Naw -

b £ished to grant h
J

im a ja.gir for
111

the extension of the langar ;
but the

Khwaja Sahib for certain reasons declined. The Nawab then sane
tioned a money grant for the maintenance of the langar, and fixed

allowances for those connected with the langar as well as for the

needy, and there are still some living who are recipients from this

Shah Shuja' Durani once came to the Khwaja Sahib request-

his royal arrogance in his speech and as his plans were not for the

public good, he had to return unsuccessful.
The Multani Pathans, who were then rulers of Dera Isma'il

iirnHo.- -n„^^
' Khan, weir all disciples of the Khwaja

Multani Pathans. ^ . and the g
-
hib was eyer a

loyal subject to the Government of the time. During the Sikh
rule, he did nothing to offend, and the Governors treated him well.

When, with a view to curb the increasing influence of

Mulraj, the British attacked Multan, the Pathan ruler of Dera
Isma'il Khan sought the Khwaja Sahib's advice. He was
counselled to obey the British and to send his men against

Multan, which counsel he was wise enough to follow. From that

time forward, the Pathans of Dera Isma'il Khan have remained
well disposed to the British Government, and ready to help when-
ever necessary. The just Government repaid their services at

Multan by granting them jagirs, which are still enjoyed by their

descendants. The Wahhabis of Delhi raised an :army for a jihad

against the Sikhs, and collected in numbers near Peshawar, inviting

the Khwaja Sahib to joiu them ; but he declined to war against

his rulers. 3 His desire was peace and education.
The Khwaja Sahib lived a very simple life, dwelling in

a mud-hut. His dress and diet was as simple as possible, and
all money received in presents was distributed in charity. His
talents and energy were solely devoted to the public good. As
death is the lot of all, the Khwaja fell ill ; and in spite of all

the efforts of Khuda Yar Khan, the physician of Nawab
Bhawal KJian, and of costly medicines sent by the Nawab him-

self, he breathed his last on Thursday before day-break—
"Verily to God do we belong; verily to Him do we return"

—and found a habitation in the highest heaven. He was
so studiously observant of prayers and fasts, that, on the night

of his death, he said his Hsha prayer several times and died while

praying. So loved and respected was he by all, that even Hindu

Th-r
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ladies mourned his death. It would fill a volume to detail all

the miracles performed by him ; but to draw down a blessing on
my head I will mention one or two.

No famine visited this bare and rainless country during his life-

Miracles
^me

'
^or wnen there was fear of drought,

he directed the people to pray for rain at

the tombs of certain saints, and their prayers always received

an immediate answer. So efficacious were his prayers, espe-

cially in this respect, that he was styled Menh-vasa^orS , or the
" Rain-bringer." Once in the month of Sdvan (July and August),
when the river Indus was in deep flood, his qafila wished to cross,

but the Governor had impressed all the boats for Government
purposes. The Khwaja remarked that the river was occasionally

fordable and he directed the qafila to try. All plunged into the
water, which at once became knee-deep. When the qafila had crossed

in safety, the river again rose to its former level. The writer has
heard this fact from persons who were of the party and whose evi-

dence cannot be disbelieved ; it is also corroborated by contempo-
rary writings. LaiKhan, the ?econd son of Massu Khan, Baluch, was
a high-handed tyrant and imprisoned certain respectable men of the

Khosa tribe in the village of " Miti," about 25 miles south of Taunsa,
meaning to kill them. Some people came to the Khwaja Sahib

i pray for their delivery, and he himself started to plead for them.
*

is coming, V
ing the ne^

"Cursed be Lai, ill-deserving the name ; his name shall die."

When Lai Khan heard this, he raised his arm and cried out,
" Hazrat Sahib, mujhe banduq mar-deve /" After this there was
fighting between the Khosas and Nutkanis, and Lai Khan was
wounded. When being borne off the field in a dttli, he was con-
tinually hit in the very hand he had defiantly raised against the
Khwaja.

The Khwaja Sahib had three sons who died during their

father's life-time. The eldest, Gul Mu-
hammad, left two sons

;
Khwaja Allah

Bakhsh, who succeeded his grandfather,
and Miyan Khayr Muhammad, who became a majzub saint of the
highest order : all his prayers were heard.

Khwaja Allah Bakhsh succeeded his grandfather at the age

T-r:, 4 n Bl,
°f 27 » and crowned the improvements

_ t^faja A11 ^ started by the former. It was during the
Balkan. time of thig , Pride of gaintg , {FaMrV, ^
Auliya*) thatTaunsabecame Taunsa Sharif. The number of schools
was doubled. The pecuniary condition of the langar improved
greatly, and meat and vegetables were added to the ordinary
bread-ration doled out to the students and the poor. Special
arrangements, too, were made for the accommodation of pilgrims.

Besides being a saint, a mystic, and a seer, Khwaja Allah
Bakhsh was also a skilled physician. He was too, by* nature, a
great organizer. His disciples were innumerable. They came
from Afghanistan, Baluchistan, and Arabia, to gain their ' objects.'
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The first thing he did was to settle the accounts of the langar.

He had all sums due to the shop people transferred to his private

account and gradually paid them in full. He then, at the cost

of a lakh-and-a-quarter built a KhSngah over the old Khwaja, the

cost being partially defrayed by Nawab Bhawal Khan. The tomb
of the elder Khwaja is very fine. Though built only of brick, it

surpasses stone, both in beauty of structure and durability. In

the north and south of the Rawza-yi-Sharif are two mnjUs-khnna

unsupported by pillars, which, on account of their dimensions, are

considered triumphs of engineering skill. On their east and west

sides are domed verandahs.
The income from presents was chiefly spent on improving the

langar-khana. Once, during a famine, the young Khwaja Sahib daily

distributed large quantities of food to thousands of starving

poor. Crowds of the hill tribes swarmed to Taunsa for relief. As
his charity tended to make its recipients idle, the Fak£r« 'l-

Auliya* commenced building and made all the poor work, except

students and faqirs.

During the short period of his life, five buildings were erected,

wells were sunk, carpet manufactories were established, and even

glass-lamps were made. Artisans settled in Taunsa, and, as it

were, a new epoch of civilization dawned on that favoured spot.

He also encouraged agriculture, and it was through his influence

that the Sanghar canal was repaired. He further built an embank-
ment to safeguard the town against inundation, half the cost

being defrayed by him, and half by the British Govern]
He succeeded in preserving peace amongst the

t, became peacable artisans. He was
During the great mutiny of 1857,

a force composed of his Afghan and Baluch disciples took part in

the siege of Delhi. The British Government showed their recogni-

tion of his services, and the Viceroy, when making a tour in the dis-

trict, paid a visit to him at his own residence. When Lord North-

brook visited the Dargah, he expressed a desire to bestow a ja-glr

on the Fakhr" 'l-Auliya*, who, however, was then absent on a

pilgrimage to Ajmere, and so the matter fell through. Later, when
the Lieutenant-Governor, Sir D. Fitzpatrick, visited the place, the

Fakhr* 'l-Auliytii* was exempted from appearing as a witness in law-

as a witness, and by causing him to be summoned as such, lower

his dignity in the eyes of outsiders. At the same time his camels

were exempted from begar.

Three classes, chiefly Afghans, used to come to the langar-

khana. First, rich men as guests. Second, religious mendicants.

Third, small merchants who used to tarry a month or two on their way
to Hindustan. Learned men from Hazarah, Rawalpindi, Shah pur,

and Jheelum, also visited or settled at Taunsa. Population and
trade greatly iucreased. The Fakhr* 't-Auliya* used, annually, to

visit Mahar Sharif in lihawalpore, the burial place of his Dada Pir.

He also, every alternate year, visited PakPa$an, on the occasion of

the 'Urs of Sazrat Babd Ganj-i Shakar. On these occasions he used

-
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to take with him a large number of the residents of Taunsa, for

the development of trade. He also visited the holy shrines at

Delhi, Ajmere, Allahabad, Ahmadabad, and Aurangabad, taking
with him men from Taunsa, who thus acquired the arts of archi-

tecture, painting, stone-cutting, carving, caligraphy, and tailor-

ing, etc. The art of glazing earthenware was learnt and practised

to learn clock-making. Returning to Taunsa, this artizan made
the town clock there, the sound of which can be heard for miles

round. All the machinery and materials of this clock were made
at Taunsa itself, and European visitors have often remarked on
the excellence of the workmanship. The same artizan also made
many watches, wbich were sent out as presents. He is now
engaged in making a town clock at Pak Patan, for the tomb of the

Baba Sahib.

In 1881, or 1882, the Fakhr* 'l-Auliya* went on the pilgrimage
to Mecca. Hundreds of his followers accompanied him on the Hajj
and took with them merchandise on which they made a good profit.

The mosque of the old Khwaja's time was improved and
made to give ample accommodation to the numerous travellers.

A marble dome over the mosque was erected at a cost of

seventy-five thousand rupees. By this, the shrine was beautified,

and the poor also provided with work.
The Fakhr* 'l-Auliytf died in 1319 A.H. at the advanced

Death age of 80
'

Even on his deatn "bed he
continued to impart religious teachings

to his descendants and disciples. (
" Verily from God we come ;

verily to Him do we return." ) He ever tried to keep the peace

between the Hindus and the Muhammadans. The day of the

Fakhru l-Auliya^s death was to the people of Taunsa as the

Day of Resurrection. The Government courts and schools were
closed ; Hindus and Muhammadans shut their shops ; there was
a general mourning in the town. He was buried in the Bawza
by the side of his sainted grandfather, and a world-illumin-

ating sun disappeared from the ken of mankind.
The Fakhr" %Auliya* left two sons. The eldest Khwaja

Son8
Hafiz Muhammad Musa, aged 50, suc-

ceeded him, and the youngest Hazrat
Muhammad Sa*in became his right hand. Though the gaddi was
the right of the elder, the Tauliyat 1 of the Mas j id and the Klianqah
were divided equally between the two brothers, according to the will

of the deceased. Hafiz Muhammad Musa died five years later, in

the month of Zu 'l-Hijjah, in 1324 A.H. Though no progress

was made in his time, still there was no decline. His son,

Miyan Hamid, aged 31, succeeded to the gacldi, and Makhdum-
zada Hazrat Miyan Mahmud Sahib continued to act as minister.

Though Miyan Mahmud Sahib did not succeed to the gadcli,

he is said to be regarded as the real successor in spiritual matters.

Most of the traders and shop people of Taunsa Sharif are
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Hindus, though there are a few Muhammadan merchants. The
trade of the town extends to Karachi,

iraae. Bombay, Lahore, Multan, and Dera
Isma'il Khan. Salt, gur, rice, cotton, iron, and cloths, are the

chief articles of import ; while food-grains (especially mustard

seed), embroidered shoes, and combs of kahit wood are exported.

Two 'Urs or Anniversaries are held—one in the month of Safar

. from the 1st to the 13th, and the other
<Aras or Anniversa-

in the month JuiMa U)nra!y frnm
rieB

- the 27th to the 29th. The former is

in commemoration of the death of the old Khwaja. People

attend from a distance, many as traders, but more as pilgrims.

Asacred singing party {mujli*-i-<sannr i is held, and experts are re-

warded. In this, the whole of the Qur*an is first read aloud

( Khatm-i-Qur^on) and then the Qawwals sing their sacred ghazals.

The second 'TJrs is held with even greater pomp.
The chief places of interest in Taunsa are th. K>

Places of Importance.
d its surrounding buildings, the clock

tower, the Shis-Mahall, the mosque, the

station, theGovernment buildings, i.e., the Tahsll, the Police

Hospital, the Post Office, and the Middle English Sc

Miyan 'Abdn-r-Rahman, Miyin i

rat-i Hafia Musa flazrat-i-Khwaja Hazrat-i-Khwaja
Sahib, Mahmud Sahib, Ahmad Sahib,

ed 1324 A.H.) (living). (died 1297 A.H.)





JANUARY, 1908.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the 1st January, 1908, at 6-30 p.m.

G. Thibaut, Esq., Ph.D., C.I.E., Vice-President, in the

The following members were present :

—

Dr. N. Annandale, Mr. I. H. Burkill, Mr. F. Doxey, Major
W. D. Hay ward, I.M.S., Dr. M. M. Masoom, Lieut-Colonel I).'

I".

Phillott.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The following six candidates were ballotted for as Ordinary
Members :—

Babu Suresa Chandra Ghatak, M.A., Deputy Magistrate,

Eastern Bengal and Assam, Dacca, proposed by Pandit Yogesa
Chandra Sastri-Sankhyaratna-Vedatirtha, seconded by Mahamaho-
padhyaya Satish Chandra Vidyabhusana

;
Oaptain I. M. Conwuy

Poole, I.A., Allahabad, proposed by Lieut-Colonel D. C. Phillott,

seconded by Lieut.-Colonel W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S. ; Mr. A.N.
Moberly, I.C. S., Sambalpur, proposed by Dr. N. Annandale, second-
ed by Captain R. E. Lloyd, I.M S. ; Dr. E. M. Crake, Plague
Medical Officer, Calcutta, proposed by Major L. Rogers,
I.M.S., seconded by Dr. W. C. Hossack ; Lieut.-Colonel H. W.
Pilgrim, M.B., F.R.C.S., I M.S., Surgeon Superintendent, Presi-
dency General Hospital, proposed by Major L. Rogers, I.M.S.,

seconded by Mr. T. H Holland ; and Assistant-Surgeon Upendra
Nath Brahmachm, 1st Physician, Campbell Hospital, proposed by
Lient.-Colonel G. F. A. Harris, I.M.S., seconded by Major L.

Rogers, I.M.S.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Society was held on "Wednes-
day, the 8th January, 1908, at 9-15 p.m.

G. Thibaut, Esq., Ph.D., CLE., Vice-President, in the chair.

The following members were present :
—

Dr. N. Annandale, Mr. I. H. Burkill, Mr. D. Hooper, Mr.
W. W. K. Page, Rev. A. H. Phillips, Lient.-Colonel D. C. Phillott.

Maulvie Abdus Salam, Pandit Yogesa Chandra Sastri-Samkhya-
ratna-Vedatirtha, Pandit Umapati Dutta Sharma, MahamaW-
padhaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, and Rev. A. W. Young.

Fifty-eight presentations were announced.

The General Secretary announced that Pandit Rajendra
Nath Vidyabhusana and Pandit Promatha Nath Tarkabhnsana
had expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.
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The General Secretary reported the death of Sayid Abdul
Alim, an Ordinary Member of the Society.

The Chairman announced :

—

1. That he has received two essays in competition for the

Elliott Prize for Scientific Research for the year 1907.

2. That Babn Parmeshwar Narain Mahatha and Babu
Bhnpendra Sri Ghosh being largely in arrears of their subscrip-

tions have been declared defaulters, and that their names will be
suspended in the Meeting Room in accordance with Rule 38.

3. That the elections of Mr. S. Khuda Baksh, Mr. T. K.
Ghosh, Babu Satyendra Nath Bhadra and Miss Mary Corbitt,

have become null and void under Rule 9, as they have not paid

their admission fees.

4 That he has received a circular from the National

Museum of Natural History of Paris, asking for subscriptions to

the memory of A. Lamarck, in order to erect a statue in his

memory, and that the Council invites members to subscribe.

Subscriptions may be seni to the Treasurer.

5. That Captain R. E. Lloyd, I.M.S., carried on the duties

of the Anthropological Secretary for three months, and that Dr. N.

Annandale resumed the duties on his return.

The following papers were read :

—

1. Descriptions of a Jam-i-chihil kalTd such as that described
in Lane's Modern Egyptians, page 254.—By Lieut.-Colonel D. C.
Phillott, Secretary, Board of Examiners.

This paper has been published in the Journal for December
1907.

2. Note on a Persian Gharm to be used on first seeing the New
Moon—By M. K. Shirazi. Communicated by the Philological Secre-
tary.

3. Sinhalese Historical Documents and the Muurya Inscription

of Sarnath.—By H. C. Norman.

4. The Babamama Fragments.—By fl. B eve ridge.

^
This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the

5. The Shrine ofTaunsu.—By Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott,
Secretary, Board of Examiners.

6. Note on Indian Mathematics, II.—Aryabhata.—By G R
Kate.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the

7. ^ Studies in the Experimental Breeding of the Indian Oottons,—an introductory Note.—By H. Martin-Leake.
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PRINCIPAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOCIETY.

Asiatic Researches, Vols. I—XX and Index, 1788—1839.
Proceedings, 1865—1904 (now amalgamated with Journal).

Memoirs, Vol. 1, etc., 1905, etc.

Journal, Vols. 1—73, 1832—1904.

Journal and Proceedings [N. £.], Vol. 1, etc., 1905, etc.

Centenary Review, 1784—1883.

Bibliotheca Indica, 1848, etc.

A complete list of publications sold by the Society can be

obtained by application to the Honorary Secretary, 57, Park Street,

Calcutta.

PRIVILEGES OF ORDINARY MEMBERS.

(a) To be present and vote at all General Meetings, which

are held on the first Wednesday in each month except

in September and October.

(6) To propose and second candidates for Ordinary Member-

(c) To introduce visitors at the Ordinary General Meeting*

and to the grounds and public rooms of the Society

during the hours they are open to members.

(d) To have personal access to the Library and other public

rooms of the Society, and to examine its collections.

(e) To take out books, plates and manuscripts from the

(/) To receive gratis, copies of the Journal and Proceeding*

and Memoirs of the Society.

(g) To fill any oflfice in the Society on being duly elected
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6. A Short Note on the Qadam Rasul Building at

Balasore.

tion as to when the Qadam Rasul building at Balasore wag huilt

But its foundation is popularly associated with the memory of
Nawab Muhammad Taqi Khan, Nazim or Governor of Orissa, and
son of Nawab Shuja-ud din Muhammad Khan (Nawab or Vice-
roy of Bengal), who flourished towards the secoud quarter of

the eighteenth century.

I have seen a copy of a Persian sannd which lends colour, in

some measure, to the above popular belief. The snnad in ques-
tion purports to have been granted by Nawab Muhammad Taqi
KJian referred to above, and is dated 24th Shawal 11*7, Audi
year, which corresponds to 1730 A.D. In this sanad Nawab
Muhammad Taqi Khan notifies to the " Amils, Chowdharies.
Qannoongos of Perganah Soonhat, Sarkar Raamna, included in

Ctiakla Balasore Port, adjoining to the south of the Province of

Bengal," that he has grantedjagirs of about 30 batis, 12 mans out

of his purchased lands in Rakha Patna Korea, Khodanda,
Mauzas Bahal, Bendoo, Balipal, etc., to certain functionaries con-

nected with the Qadam Rasul building, for due performance of

their respective duties.

The Balasore Qadam Rasul building is quadrangular in shape

and is said to cover 8 mans of land. There are four gateway rooms,

intended to afford shelter to travellers; two of these still remain,

whilst two others have crumbled down. The archway at the

gateway is fairly imposing, and from the gateway runs a paved

straight pathway to the interior enclosure, containing the actual

Qadam Rasul building and the mosque attached thereto. On
both sides of the paved pathway, in former days, a flower garden

existed. A stone-paved reservoir of water also exists. The ac-

tual Qadam Rasul buildimr contains the foot-marks on a stone

slate of the Muhammalan Prophet, and of his companion, Ali.

In front of the building there is a raised courtyard containing on

one side a small mosque, and on the other the Mausoleum of

Nawab Sayed Habibullali Khan, a past Governor of Orissa.

A full account of Mir Habib. surnamed Nawab Habibullah

Khan (a past Governor of Orissa in the days of Nawab All

V:. • K , • - ;

Riyaz-us Salarin. He was a man of capacity, resourcefulness

and energy. He subdued and conquered the old Hindu Kmgdom

of Tippe. ah, whilst serving at Dacca as Oiwan of Marshid Quh
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Khan IF (son-in-law of Nawgb Shuja nd-din). (See my Trans., Ri-

yaz us Salaiin, pp. 3d and Hv2 ) He came with his old master
in the same . apacity to Cuttack, when the latter succeeded Nawab
Muhammad Taqi Khan as Governor or Nazim of Ori>sa, and vigor-

ously administered the Province of Orissa. Dissensions, how-
eve,, broke out between Nawab Ali Vardi Khan (Nawab of

Bengal) and Mir Habits master, Mursh.d Quli KLan II (Nazim
of Orissfg, culminating in a batile at Bah. sore, in which the

latter Wi.8 defeated, and, in consequence, had to flee from Orissa to

the Dak bin. Mir Ha bib now resolved to avenge the defeat of his

old master, and, with this object in view, took a course which
eventually proved suicidal and sho. -t-sitrhted. He flung himself

guine. friend ami phdos.-pher, and led them to invade and harry
repeatedly tin- fair provinces of Orissa »nd Bengal f..r a period of

ten vears. In the end a peace was pa>ched up between Nawab
Ali Vardi Khan and the Mahrattas, and, under its terms, Hahib-
ullah Klvin became the Governor of Orissa (nominally under
Nawab Aii Var.li, but actually under the Mali- at tas ). Habib-
ullah's triumph was sh<>, t-ii v ed, as all such triumphs inspired

by such nnworthv motives g.noally are; lie was soon aft r invited

to a feast, by ihe Mahratta leader j ,noji ( son of Iiagnuji Hhonsla),

who did not, scrapie to treacherously murder his old guide, friend
ami philosopher !

I sln.ud a id that Nawab Muhammad Taqi Khan, who en-
dowed larsre prope.ties in connection with i he Balasore Qadam
Rasul building, and win. is pop.ihirlv supposed to be its founder,
lies b-o ied not, here, but in the Qadam Rasnl buil.iing of Cuttack.

Tne following inscription eMsts on a slab affixed to the Mau-
soleum of tiayid Habibullah Khan in the Balasore Qadam Rasul
buil.iing:—

• in o-^' is/** fv > ) ^~ y^j^ cM i

Translation of inscription.

« Death of Sved Habibnllah Khan (on whom be peace !), son of

Syed A lima. I Shustani, on 2UU Shawal 1165 Hijri.' [Note A.H.
1165 coresponds to A D. 1755.]

Balas..rt% I enlis-ed the svmoath. tic interest of the then' Co lector.

Mr. Ege.to,. ICS., iu iegar.1 to the renovation of this old his-

toric builiinif. but, before the work of repair and renovation
was completed, both Mr. Egerton and rmself lef; ih- district.

May 1. therefore, commend the subject of its repair to the Direc-

tor of Archaeology in Hengal, as this hnihlin like tin- Qadam
Rasul building at Cuttack, deserves to betieatedasa historic

land-mark in Orissa.



7. Fat of the Himalayan Bear

—

Ursus torqttatus, Wagner.

By David Hooper.

and^V^etab^le^f^t s,

^

u it h.»nt liuun^ a:n
^

l ^niirr^.m^\\ illijju. u> si no

samp e of the tat oi.taine.l fro Kan^ra was sli.,\vn at the Punjab
Exhibition in Lahore in 186-1, and a specimen horn ibe Kumaon
Hills was sent to t\v Am^t rdam Inhibition in 1883.

The fat of this animal is occasionally referred to bv travellers.

Dr. A. L. Adams
( Wanhri,,^ of a Nufuruhst in fW^.'lvhnb -h,

1867) alludes to the capture of abearin Ka-hmir and n e col e.-tionof

a considerable quantity of grease. He observed that the external fat

was alwavs preferred to that . .f the internal parts. It was noticed
th

;

t the fat from the region of the kidney had a strong sm.-ll of

Diary of an fob an Officer (1865) it is st-ted that the carcase

of one animal afforded several bottles of grease ''which the ladies

found very acceptable."

The fat is easily refined by heating the fatty tissue in a oanl-

dron, as in rendering lai d from the leaf of a pig, and straining

while hot through a . loth. Another method is t » • ut up the tis-

sue into long strips, place them in a bottle tili full, cork d..wu and
keep in the sun. The fat melts and rises to the surface Ik- an
oil, when it may be decanted. At or.linary temperatures it ia

almost white in colour and nearly solid. Bear's grease is burnt in

lamps by the poor, and is used for cleaning yuns, but it is most
appreciated medicinally as an emollient in rheumatism, and as a

healing application to wounds, bruises and sores.

The onlv available analysis of bear's fat is one found in an

article on " Some curious oils" by L. F. Keblerand G. R. Pant-oast

[Proc. Amer. Pha>m. Ass. (1902), 50, 362]. It i* described a- a

pale yellow, semi-opaque, oily liquid at summer linat, but s.-li<li6es

in cold weather; having a peculiar odour and a bland taste. It

congealed at r C., and had a speeiHc gravity of 0 913 at lh\ Ifc

had an acid number of 3 93, a saponification number equal to 203 *,

and an iodine figure of 80'43. This fat was obtnincd from the

black bear of the United States, but the cinnamon and grizzly

bears often furnish the grease.

The two samples—analyses of which are recorded in the present

paper—were obtained from Mussoo-ie, in the Unned Provh.es.

No. 1 was purchased in the Landour bazar, and No. 2 was separated
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by ether from a small quantity of genuine, though partly decompos-
ing, adipose tissue supplied by a shikari. The fat is locally know i,

as Balt'-k, -cherber. and i- obtained from the Himalayan black bear

(V>:<».< !<-r<jtottns). Both samples had a yellowish-white colour, a

rancid odour, and a soft, granular and pasty consistence at 21° C.

(69-8° F. ).

The following constants were obtained :—

No. 1. No. 2.

Specific gravity at 50° ... '9013 -9007

Melting point ... ... 37'5° 34-5°

Acid value ... ... 13-8 3319
Saponification value ... 203-8 204'25

Iodine value ... ... 52 77 62"80

Reichert-Meissl value ,.. "93 "86

The fatty acids afforded the following constants :

—

Percentage ... ... 94'78 93-81

Melting point ... ... 42° 40°

Saponification value ... 205'64 207-37

Iodine value ... ... 57 28 62'98

The fats possessed no distinct drying properties.

The fatty acids of the second sample were converted into lead
salts, and, by means of ether, were separated into two portions,

yielding 59" i per cent, of soluble, and 40'9 per cent, of insoluble
anids. The soluble fatty acids formed a yellowish liquid oil hav-
ing an iodine value of 82 36 and an acid value of 198-34. The
insoluble fatty acids were white and crystalline, melting at 54°.

and possessing an acid value of 214-84.

By recrystallisationfrom alcohol the solid fatty acids yielded a
small quantity of crystals melting at 70°, corresponding to stearic

It would appear from the above constants that the fat of the
Himalayan bear consists chiefly of olein and palmitin, and agrees

-i' pig's fat,



8. Oil of Lawsonia nlfro, Lamk.

Latcsonia alba, Lamk., the h

known as mehndi throughout In

cultivated. The most important

the toilet, the leaves being used
and feet, and for dyeing the hair.

In Sir George Watt's " Dictionary of Kconomic Products" it

Since the oifi> not ivferred to in Dr. M. C ( L\ Oils anT oil-

seeds of India," or any more recent work, efforts have been made
by the Reporter on Economic Products to obtain a supply of the
seeds for examination. Last, year the Superintendent, Govern-
ment Botanical Ganh'ii-. Sa li a ranpur, forwarded a few pounds of

the seeds, and they were analysed in the Industrial Section of

the Indian Museum.
The seeds are contained in a capsule of the size of a pepper-

corn, and consist of anirnlar irrains of a cinnamon-brown colour,

with no pronounced taste or smell, and 1'5 to 2 millimetres long.

One hundred seeds weighed only 0 073 gram or 1-126 grains.

They were found on analysis to contain the following prin-

Moisture ... ... ... 1060
Oil (by ether) ... ... ... UN8

These seeds are, therefore, not true oil-seeds, and would

yield nothing to pressure in a mill. They were dry and fibrous

in character, contained some tannic acid, and would be considered

very innutritious dietetically.

The oil was thick, dark- green in colour, and slowly oxidiai I

to a solid jelly. It solidified at 25'5° C., and had a slight acid

reaction. The iodine value of the crude oil was 121-63, and

of the fatty acids 127"45. The oil, except for its green colour, is

similar in nature to poppy-seed oil, but can never be expected to

rank among commercial fixed oils.

Albuminoids
Carbohydrates
Fibre

Ash

500
33-62

3.v:>r>

10000





Translation of one of the Tardiyfit or Poems on

Sport, of Abu Nu*a
, the Poet-Jester of the

Court of Harumt r-Bashid.

By Mr. D. Petrie and Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott.

TRANSLATION.

On the Goshawk-Tiercel. 1

Grey broke the dawn, as forth betimes I went
To fly ray noble hawk of pure descent.

Striking with all his pois-md talons' might,
And without ever wearying in his flight.

Full fifty head he brouyht to bag that day
Some quick, some (Jiea.l, but all my goshawk's prey :

A bright-eyed, fail-, unruffled tiercel he,

From all rude vie-, defect and blemish free.

With o-.e who is the treasure of my h-art.

To fortify his sinews and his frame.
The lore and scanty fare were all my school,

Save when 1 damped his ardour from the pool;

Now, though fierce pride sustains his spirit still.

His chastened body swift obeys my will.

My voice he hears, attends my orders all,

And ever hastens to my beck and call.

Oft the quick-rising coot,8 black as the night,

Seeks safety in the swiftness of its flight
;

Of none avail the speed that it can show
Against, so crafty and so strong a foe.

Often my wind-winged hawk, with courage rare,

Has struck iind seized its quarry in mid-air.

ORIGINAL.8

<i>jj! lt9 y ju

U^-SS * tj*^' f

Zurraq, the male of the bat or goshawk : arabicised from the

Tuwwal is dpRori»<ed i" " ™te as being a " lonpr 1-Kf?ed water-bir

From the Diwdn of Abii Nu'as, p. 226, Cairo Edition of 1898.
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The Babarnama Fragn

teille's translation therefrom, the authentic memoirs are followed

by some chapters which give an account of the last years of

Babar's life and also contain notices of his officers and of some
contemporary poets. The authentic memoirs break off in the
beginning of 936 A.H. 1529, or about fifteen months before

Babar's death, and the Fragments carry on the narrative down
to his illness and death. They also give some details about the
victory of Khanwa and other events of the year 933-:iG —matter*
which are also described in tho authentic memoirs. In the latter,

however, though Babar gives an account of the preparations for

the battle, he does not give us in his own words any description

of the victory, and ((resents us instead with the grandiose Bulletin

of Shaikh Zain.

Dr. Teufel has shown in an elaborate paper in the D.M.G.
Zeitnng, Vol. 37, 1883, p. 141, that t he Fragments are, in all pro-

bability, a translation from the Akbarnama ofAbu 1-Fazl ; and he
has also argued with great ability and learning that the Frag-
ments cannot be authentic, as their Turki is different from, and
inferior to, Babar's compositions. There can be no doubt that

Abu-l-Fazl's account and the Fragments either derive from one

common source, or that one of them is a translation of the other,

and Dr. Teufel has pointed out that, Ilminsky had also observed

the coincidence between the two. Ilminsky, apparently, has des-

cribed the corresponding passage of Abu 1-Fazl as occurring in the

introduction to the Ain-Akbari, but by this he clearly means rite

historical part of the Akbarnama, which is often spoken of, and

was regarded by Abu-l-FazI himself, as an introduction to the

Ain-Akbari on " Institutions' of Akbar."
The interesting question is, who was the author of the Frag-

ments, or, if they are not original compositions, who translated into

Turki the Persian of Abu-1 Fazl ? Possibly the first part of them

that, namely, in which the first person is used, was written by

Babar himself, though if so it is extraordinary that it does not

occur in the Haidarabad MS. of the Turki memoirs, or in the Per-

sian translation ascribed to 'Abdu-r-Eahim. But the whole of the

Fragments cannot be Babar's, for they record his death, this

part must be an addition made to complete the biography on the

same principle as Timor's memoirs have been rounded off with a

notice of his death. _ , ,

My own impression is, and long has been, that Babars great-

grandson, Jahangir, is the author of the Fragments, or i-atner tne

translation into Tnrki of the account on the Akbarnama; and t
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think fchafc Dr. Teufel would have thought so too^had ^been

wrote with his own hand four chapters, or parts of Babar's

memoirs. 'I lie parage is thus translated iti Elliot and Duvvson's

History of India, Vol. vi, p. 315 :—
« With .he ..bj.-CT of acqiiirii.s information »hmii the history of Knbul, I

.,.*->.'
l^na^e to show i Lt tlejwotw. ii tei»" yJme^^ISJougu 'iwi* brought

The impression above referred to h;is reeently l>een deepened by

my finding from the excebent H.itish Museum MS. Or. 3276,

p. 69A
, tha> in most of the other MSS.o. theTazuk Jahangiri and

Mag i7 rhalwr juzu ke nnrn ba (ehatfshwud uavishtam, " Kxcep^. lour

chapters (<>r pa. ts ) which I wrou- with my own hand." But in

Or. 3276 the words are Magar chuhar jazu «/««».» anrn ba khat khud
nuvishtum. " But four chapte s were missing (or wanting), (and)

ii.g chap ers here spoken of are the Fragments or, at lea-t, those

portions of th. m which Babar c uld not possibly Imve written. It

Jahanyir wrote them, iheir absence Irom the Haidara bad MS. and
from -Ab I u-r-Rabim'a translation is explained. We know from
the Tfizak Jahangiri that. Jahanglr was well acquainted wiih the

Akba.nama, and that thongh he killed the author, he never
scrupled to c py ids descriptions. What, then mote likely than
that ne should desire to show his knowledge of Turki, and to

complete his ancestor's bode by finishing the biography which had
broken off abruptly more than a t welve mom b before Bazar's
death ? I think, to... th=.t the Indian and Persian expressions in the

Fragment* are better explained hy the hypothesis that the Frag-
ments were written by Jahangir tliau by Dr. Teufel*s idea t.iat

tliey were composed by a Sartor an Uzbeg in order to make his

It will he observed that Jahansrir does not clearly say where
and when he wrote the four chapters. The passage occurs in the
narrative of the second year of his Memoirs, and is included in the

ace it of his vi-dt to Kabul. But he may have composed the

chapters at an earlier period, and possibly as an exercise in his

school days. It will also he seen that in the translation in Elliot,

complete the wnk. This h-oks as if the word (/uw had occurred
in the MS. used by the translator.
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Another question remains, namely, where did Abu-1-Fa?l get
his information about Babar's hist years and about bis offieerH and
the poets of his court P Some of it lie got from the Tarikh
Rashidi and from Gull»adan Bream's Memoirs, but there are other
statements, the source of which does not appear. Aba-l-Fa/1 was
writing marly seventy years after Babar's death, and it "is not
likely that he got such facts j.stlie merits of Turki poets from

tfil wnteis lie hoi rows, whenever he can. and generally without

haps Babar's secretary, Shaikh Zuin—carried Babar's memoir.-

down to bis death, writing them in Persian, ami that Abu-l-Fazl,

who probably did nob know Turki, copied therefrom. Some
support to tins view is given by Abu-l-Fazi's statement that Bab»r
wrote his memoirs down to the time of his departure frnm this

real tact, and may refer to that part: of the Fragments which is

written in the first person.





ii. Note on the calm region in the atmosphere above
Calcutta, which, during the cold season, is at a height
of about 3tOOO feet.

For many years 1 have had a desire to obtain definite informa-

tion regarding- the air movements at different heights above us :

and at times 1 have collected items of information which, however,
even when allowed to accumulate, have not become sufficiently

comprehensive to make publication urgent. The importance of

such information is allowed by all who are interested in meteoro-
logy. The necessity is readily proved by a reference to weather
reports and the attempts to forecast the weather during the
coming 24 hours. These attempts are on no higher a basis than
the mail forecasts which one reads of in the newspapers, depend-
ing, as these do, on the telegraphed reports of the departure and
probable arrival of the mail steamer. Until other information

can be brought in nothing better can be anticipated.

Ever since I began to see that more information was necessary

towards the solution of weather problems, I have been wondering
how far it is possible to penetrate into the secrets of the air over
Calcutta, in a cold season day, say. with blue sky everywhere and
not a cloud visible. When there is cloud visible something can
be seen, but even that is of doubtful advantage because the height

of the cloud is not known. In other places where men are work-

ing in this dii-ection, kites have been used, and what are called

balloons. In my opinion kites are of no use in this

rid, because of the calm region which I have made
the subject of this paper. I think it may be taken as certain

that, however strong the wind may be at the ground level, if it

dies away with increased height, a kite will not rise far and it

will never be made to pass through a region of calm or of light

winds. Kites which are intended to rise high, have to be made
strong, and must be held by steel wire, of which they will take

out perhaps several miles. They cannot, therefore, be used

except in winds of 10 to 20 miles an hour. Such would be useless

in Calcutta, except on a few occasions each year, and then they

would be of doubtful assistance.

A long time ago I tried to use the light country kites to

show convection current in a still warm dav in April and May.

They showed these currrents very clearly, but watching them

was trying to the eyesight.

The days on which I used them were so still that even

the lightest kites with the lightest thread would not remain up

of themselves. They had to be kept continually going by the

jerks with which kite-fliers are familiar. By these jerks I

kept them up at a height of two or three hundred feet, until a

•The

1

';
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convection current came their way. Then away they went, pulling
out string at about five miles ar hour, almost straight up, and soon
they were out of sight. I hid nothing except the string moving
away into space until, perhaps. 2,000 feet had been pulled out.

Then it would slacken and I be-' an taking it in. On these

occasions I was never able to get a pull on the kite again. By the
time T had the string in the kite was amongst the trees. From
that fact I inferred that, as soon as the kite ceased to pull, it got

into a downward current which brought it rapidly to the ground
again.

There was one item of information which I obtained from
these observations, and it was this: If there -were any cloud

about, there was always one just above one of these convection

ascensional currents. The cloud had the appearance of ;u*r rising

below it and of spreading out, and dissipating at the edges. From
what 1 have since seen, 1 believe that at that height very important

cl'anges take place, that is, at the height of about 3,000 feet. One
of these l>eing of the nature of a check to the ascensional con-

vection currents which begin near the earth's surface, the upward
current ceases and the downward current begins. Up to the level of

by descending air on all sides. While the kite remained in the
central part it moved upwards ; when it passed out of that it moved
downwards about as rapidly. I don't suppose tlie kites I observed
ever reached half way to the top. If they had reached as far as
the cloud, they would have gone no further. My belief is that at

that cloud the movement ends.

Watching such small objects in the heat and glare of an Indian
summer day meant, I found, that I would soon not be able to see at

all. I consequently discontinued it.

But the idea remained that it would be possible to collect

valuable information by inexpensive means, I turned my thoughts
to paper balloons, and it is some of the information that I have so
collected that I propose to put before the Society in this paper.

I had no thought of imitating the wealthy meteorologists in

other parts of the world, who could send into space a silk balloon
with an equipment of self-registering apparatus, trusting to have
the balloon, etc.. returned by the finder. I had no money for such
work, even if there had been much likelihood of such a balloon
ever being returned by the astonished Indian finder. All I could
do was to get the lightest paper, make a balloon of the most con-
venient size, fill it with some sort of gas, and take observations
..f its j.n.ition with the best assistance and best instruments avail-

able. All of these seem easy, but in reality many difficulties arose

at every step. Procuring paper, cutting it into the most suitable

and, though only paper, most economical shapes, gumming the

parts so th it at the time of inflating there would be no escape of

gas, the provision gas
;
and, last but not least, taking observations

which would give the position of the balloon at regular intervals.

This last part conId only be done by trained observers, and the

observers had to be trained.
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obligation to Mr?* James \V a t ^o u .~ M a n aJ 'r
'

< , f jbh
e"

(Jas Wc

me to inflate some of rav balloons in llia^wmdsfh^noriSv

made iu Calrnt-;,. I will s t ;i I e in some detail

respectively—made of what is called gie;;

As showing one of the practical difficult h

ble paper for the purpose i

order.

ants had a special liking for that paper and would overcome uitli

paper. My first consignment was ruined by these penetrating

The two smaller sizes I used with hydrogen gas, the larger
sizes with coal gas. I found that the six-f»ot balloons were about
as large as I could manage, taking into consideration the strength
of the material and the surface exposed to the ground wind. I

also f.-und that the smaller balloons filled with hydrogen gave me
almost as much information -as the 1 rger ones filled with coal gas.

The greatest height the large balloons attained iv.-is reckoned by me
to be 10,001) feet, and 1 eon d easily reach 4,000 with the two-foot

balloon and 6,000 with the three-foot one. The heights given in

this paper being all under o,»K)0, the smaller balloons were of suffi-

cient rising power for my present purpose.

The measurements were made with a telescope of 3-inch ob-

jective. At first I used a ruled glass diaphragm for measuring
the size of the image of the balloon, but latterly I have used a

micrometer. For all except comparatively small distances the

focal length of t e telescope may be taken to be 42 inches. If

D be the diameter of the balloon in feet. of the image inches in

the field of view of the telescope, y the distance of the balloon in

feet, we have
]f_ _^L.
b' ~'d"

7) 1 9fi000
or y= 42 -

d
= feet for a balloon of 3' diameter, x being

the number of thousandths of an inch given by the micrometer.

The mifu-ometer was an ordinary reading micrometer with

the larger divisions in hundredths of an inch, which could be easily

subdivided to thousandths or even less. There was. of course, a

limit to accurate measurement due to the thickness of the threads

of the micrometer and the difficulty of placing the wires in an

accurate tangential position to a small .noving object, but I con-

sider I made re iahle measurements of the diameter of the image

to five thousandths of an inch.
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kanta De and JanakiNath Lahiri, Student-assistants in the Astro-

nomicnl Observatory of the Presidency College. I have also

received mucli ready assistance from Mr. S. Woodhouse of the

Mathematical Instrument Department.
From the above it will be seen that a good deal of trouble is

involved in such observations, and that they cannot be made with

any pretence to accuracy without fairly extensive preparations,

skilled atsTstance.' *
° ™ * " ^

It is not my intention to give in this paper the whole or even

a considerable pad of the results I have obtained. I hope to have
th.-m worked out at leisure, and published elsewhere when I have

time and opportunity to look np the work done by others in this

direction. Here I leave little chance of keeping up with the times;

all I can hope for is to keep up with, and perhaps get ahead of.

meteorological work in Calcutta audits neighbourhood, no very

loftv ambition as I understand it.

" One definite problem which [ have had in view for some time

i» the calm region, a short wa\ up durum" the cold season. One has

balloon at Olympia, two years ago, was cast loose for a voyage in

space, it moved eastward and rose slowly until it reached this

calm region. There it remained as it anchored for a long time.

I accidentally saw it in that position and thought it must he fixed

by some mechanical means, it was so motionless. 1 subsequently
saw in the newspapers that it was becalmed.

On any ordinary cold weather day, when there is not very
much wind, there is no difficulty in obtaining information of the
height of the calm region and of the thickness of that layer of

still air. One of the first series of observations I obtained at the

gas works was of a kind characteristic of the first half of the cold

weather, and J will give figures and diagrams showing what the

air cm-rents were that evening, the 19th December 1907. The
former are given in the table inm.e.liatelv following, and the

diagrams in Plate I.

horizontal position of the balloon, the scale being -2,000 feet to the

inch, with east ami south in the usual topographical directions.

The position of the balloon ,,, the curve at the various times of

^^h^ppCT^urre^in the diagram gives the height of the

shown along the base line, and the' scale being 2,000 feet to the

inch.

The observations Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7 are of most importance in

connection with the subject of this paper. From the observations
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or from the horizontal position curve, it may be readily seen that

not only is the air, at the height the balloon was then, at very

nearly in a state of rest, but that above 4,000 feet altitude there

is quite a different wind direction from what there is below 3,000.

In fact the directions are almost diametrical! v opposite. Between
observation No. 4 and No. 5 the wind is from the north-east, and
that between No. 5 and No. 6 from the south-west. After passing

the 4,000-foot altitude the westerly wind becomes more rapid, and
oscillates about a direction a little to the north of west, that is, up
to a height of about 7,000 feet. For higher altitudes the direction

tends to become almost due west, but it is very exceptional for

the balloons of the size I have used, and with the gas at my dis-

posal, to rise above 7,000 feet. On one occasion only did the

observations indicate a height of about 10,00/) feet, and then the
balloon was moving eastward.

Tablt yiriny observation,
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I will presently attempt to show how important the layer of
the atmosphere between 3,000 and 4,000 feet is in connection with
weather changes, and how necessary it is that information should
be collected regarding that level during the cold season. At this
stage I will merely point out that the existence of this layer of still

air was until now only a matter of surmise, because no attempt has
been made to find out what is happening except on the ground level.
All I have been able to show is that there are unexpected changes
of wind at that height. Correct information is required regarding
the humidity and temperature also. Such observations could, with-
out much difficulty, be organised and at no great cost. Though the
cost would not be great it is not within my limits.

Throughout the observations I have made in the cold season—
and they are fairly numerous—embracing disturbed
settled wea day after day 1ppears (

eight. The balloon if

evening follows m settled weather a curve almost invariably lik<

that of Plate I. up to the figure 5, then it almost quite suddenly anc
at times with such unexpected velocity shoots off to the east thai
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about half of that. Sometimes it seems as if the hi-her velocity

were lowest, and it is hi such cases that unless carefully watched the

balloon may be lost altogether. But whether these results as re-

gards magnitude be correct or not, there can be no ijuestion as to

the sudden change of wind direction and velocity in passing through

Another point of, I think, first-class importance, emerges from
the observations I have made in weather which, though not serious-

ly disturbed, is still not of the settled cold-season tvpe. The settled

cold weather is cloudless, and the slight disturbance to which I refer

is shown by passing clouds. These are usually of two kinds, (1)
cirrous at a height of probably of 20,000 feet or more. They pass
across the sky from almost due west, and while within range of

observation undergo almost no change. They are supposed to be
due to a disturbance such as takes place in a thunderstorm,
originating probably in a region of heavy cloud and rain in the west,
and it may be at a distance of hundreds if not thousands of miles.

Moving. Sl s they probably do, with velocities of 30 to 40 miles an

heiirhi f. it mm be. 20,000 to oU.000 feet, is carried eastward and
falls slowlv in tlie form of minute crystals. With these high cirrous

clouds this paper has no connection. But there is a second class

of cloud which becomes visible occasionally in the cold weather, it

may be all through the day, but more especially in the evening.

These are low clouds and have an intimate connection with the

calm region which I am here discussing.

Assuming the air movement, at the different levels through
which the balloon passes, to be horizontal, the curve giving the

horizontal displacement of that object will also give the air move-
ment. It will be seen from the curve that in the lower levels there

is a good deal of variation, and that above 4,000 feet the general wind
direction is westerly. If, therefore, a cloud is seen to have a mo-
tion from the west it would undoubtedly be higher than 4,000 feet,

whereas a cloud which was at rest or was moving from a direction

say southerly or northerly, would as certainly not be in the upper
current. If' it were at rest it would certainly be in the calm region,

and if it had a motion differing considerably from one towards the

east it would as certainly be below the calm region. What
I have observed is that a great part of the cloud wdiich forms

in the cold season consists of two layers, one just below and one

just above the calm region, and I have also noticed that the reverse

or compensating movements of these two layers of air, that is, of one

immediately below and one just above the calm region, have a well-

marked connection with the occurrence of rainfall.
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If further evidence be necessary as to the existence of cloud

below the calm region. I may state that a balloon, while under ob-

servation, has been frequently seen to enter a cloud at an elevation

of less than 3,000 feet.

Beginning- with the lowest cloud as having a height of aboui

3,000 feet, it is comparatively easy to indicate the height and
character of the more lofty cloud formations at a time when weather
is just beginning to be unsettled At such times a not uncommon
feature in Lower Bengal is a line of huge cumuli on the eastern

horizon lit up by the setting sun. The base line which is well de-

fined, and is at a heighl of -.000 feet, has an angular elevation of

about 2° at a distance of 18 miles, allowing 200 feet for the effect of

dip. The cumulus clouds are rapidly changing. They rise to a

height which is well defined, and which, with the baseline at a

height of about 2°, is generally about 8°, if there be no thunder.

If at 18 miles' distance the top <-f t he cloud subtends an angle of 8°,

then the height is roughly 12,000 feet. At that height stratus

( loud- form, and it is by no means uncommon to see the cumulus
with its tip just visible over the layer of stratus through which it

has penetrated. At the same time the layer of air in which the

stratus cloud forms, appears to have a retarding effect on the as-

cending cumulus, because, generally, the ascending motion ceases

at that point. The top of the cloud becomes flat and is seen to

drift away eastward.
If the ascensional motion should be sufficiently strong to over-

come the obstacle which it meet'- at that level, then electrical effects

begin. It appears that in air which has not been seriously disturbed
lightning begins at a height of about 15,000 feet. A thunder-
storm occurs with a cumulus cloud which has risen above 12,000
feet, and it may be to a height of between 20,000 and 30,000. The
cirrous cloud which I have referred to above is formed in the highest

layer to which the cumulus ascends. I have been unable to fix by
this means the height of the cloud layer which is just above the

calm region, that is, at a height of more than 4,000 feet.

These measurements can be made with what is, I believe, fair

accuracy with a line of cumuli at the distance I have mentioned or

at a somewhat greater distance. But as they all depend upon the

height of the base line, it will be evident that any considerable in-

crease in the distance will materially lower that line towards the

horizon and will, therefore, make its estimation more difficult owing
to haze, etc., as well as to the loss of measurable quantity.

I may mention, as showing the distance at which these cumuli
are visible in the clear air such as we have at the end of the mon-
soon season, that I have seen just above the horizon the bright tip

of a cloud which I knew from its appearance to be about 6,000 feet

high. It must have been 200 to 300 miles away.
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12. Hindustani-English Vocabulary of Indian Birds.

By Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott and Pandit Gobin Laj

In the dictionaries, the names of birds, like the names of

plants, are rarely translated correctly. Jerdnn, however, is re-

markable for his extreme accuracy, though his spelling is some-
what erratic. The following vocabulary has been compiled
almost entirely from Je.don and his spelling h« s been retained,
except in the cases of those words that have been met with by
the compilers in the course of reading. The Urdu and Hindi

the serial nmni-.T in J..-rd..n. W-abiilarv »f "the brdu and
Hindi names of birds is compiled Uom Sartre, .n- M a jor T. C. Jer-

don's " Birds of India,"

Abali, The Indian Bank .Martin ( Cotyle sinensis, Gray). 89.

Abi, The Large Stone-plover (Esacus recurvirostris, Cuvier ).

858.

Abi Bara \ The Large Stone-plover ( Esacus recurvirostris,

„ Kharwanak ] Cuvier). 858.

Ablaq Mayna, The Pied Starling (Sturnopastor contra, Liu-

naaus). 683.
Aggiya, The Rufous-tailed Finch-lark (Ammomanes phseni-

cura, Franklin ) 758.
Agin or Agm»i, The Singing Ibisli-lark iMirafra cantillans, Jer-

\giyfi, r.. The Bengal Bush-lark ( Mirafra assamica, McLelland).
7-

r
>4.

AUpat (in Sindh.. The Shoveller (Spatula clypeata, Lin... ).

957.

Amrai hi Hhvnlu. The Hrmvn Fi>h 0 « 1 (Ketupa ceylouensis,

Gmel.). 72.

Andha Bayla, The Pond Heron (Ardeola lencoptera, Boddaert

930.
'

Andhi Ohiri (i.e., The Blind Bird), Hodgson's Frog-Mouth.

(Otothrix Hodgsonii caprimulgus, Lin.). 106.

Argul, The Bearded Vnlture ;
' Golden Eagle '

of the Anglo-

Indians (Gypaetus barbatus, Lin.). 7.

Ateran (in Dera Ismail Khan), The Common Snaliow (Hirundo

rustica, L.). 82.
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Aivank (in Kapurthala), The Night-heron (Nycticorax griseus,

Babila, The Common Indian Swift ( Cypselus aftinis, Gray ).

100.

Bagati Juniiz (Golden Eagle), The Dwarf Eagle ( Aquila pen-
nata, Gmel.). 31.

Bagera or Bageri, The Short-toed or Social Lark (Calandrella
brachydactyla, Temminck). 761.

Bag-hans (i.e., Heron-goose), The Flamingo i Phoenicopterus
roseus, Pallas). 944.

Baghoda, The Short-toed or Social Lark (Calandrella brachy-
dactyla. Temminek). 761.

Bagla, andha\The Pond Heron (Ardeola lencoptera, Bod-
tea J daert). 930.
Barn

| The Large E (Herodias alba, Linnaeus).

;; 5
925 -

Bahmanl (or BOhmini) CldK The Maroon-backed Kite
( Halias-

tur Indus, Bodd.). 55.

Ba}ri, vide Bhyri.

Bakkt-titar, The Common Sand-grouse (Pterocles exustus, Tem-
minck). 802. Vide Ban-tltar.

Bamani baya, The Striated Weaver-bird (Ploceus manyar, Hors-
field). 695.

Bamuni Maina, The Black-headed Myna (Temenuchus pagoda-

Banaras, The Black-necked Stork (Mycteria australis, Shaw).
917.

Ban-bakra {i.e., Jungle-goat), The Himalayan Black Bulbul
(Hypsipetes psaroides, Vigors). 444.

Ban-bakra, The Rusty-cheeked Scimitar- babbler (Pomatorhinus
erythrogenys, Gould). 405.

Banchil, The Cheer Pheasant (Phasianus Wallichii, Hardwicke ).

809.

Bang-gor (gaur ?), The Hair-crested Stork ( Leptoptilos javanica,
Horsfield). 916.

Ban-murgki The Red Jungle fowl (Gallus ferruginous, Gmelin).

Ban-sarrah, The Black-throated Jay ( Garrulus lanceolatus,
Vigors). 670.

Ban-tltar, The Black-throated Hill- Partridge (Arboricola tor-

queola, Valenciennes). 824; also bakht-tUar q.v.

Banu,ri, The Indian Snake-bird (Plotus melanogaster, Gmelin).
1008.

Bara-bagla, The Large Egret (Herodias alba, Linnaeus). 925.

Bafd-podna, The Yellow-eyed Babbler (Pyctorhis sinensis,

Gmelin). 385. [859.

Barsiri. The Stone-plover ( OEdicnemus crepitans, Temminck).
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Bar-titar (or Bhar-titar), The Common Sand-grouse
I
Pterocles

exustus, Temminck). 802.

Basha (the female), The European Sparrow-hawk (Accipiter
Nisus, Linn.). 24.

Bashin (the male), The European Sparrow-hawk i Accipiter
Nisus, I jinn.). 24.

Bcita, The Large Egret (Herodias alba, Linnrous I. 925.

„ The Spotted-billed Duck ( Anas poecilor-hyncha, Pennant).
959.

Batan, The Spotted Redshanks (Totanus fuscus, Linmeus).

Battmi. Hurra, The Grey Plover iSquatarola Helvetica, Gmelin).
844.

Battan Chota, The Golden Plover ( Charadrius longipes, Tem-
minck). 845.

Bafer. The Black-breasted Quail Coturuix coromandelioa, Gme-
lin ). 830.

Bntrr Bar,!. The f,ai-v Grev <
t>uail (Coturuix communis, Bona-

terre). 829.

Baya, The Co:

%\^
h
Jurm

Besra (the female), The Besra Sparrow-hawk (Accipiter Vir-
gatus, Tern.). 25.

Bharka Bharak, The Common Snipe ( Gallinago scolopacinus,
Bonap.). 871.

Bhanwra, Black Vulture (Otogyps calvus, Scop.). 2.

Bhatal (in Muttra), The Bengal Bush-lark (Mirafra assamica,
McLelland). 754.

Bhhnraj or Bring-raj (i.e.. King of the bees), The Large Racket-
tailed Drongo (Edolius paradisens, Lin.). 284.

Bhiriri fin Bhagalpur), The Bengal Bush-lark (Mirafra assa-

mica, McLelland). 754.
Bhooroo, The White eared Crested Bulbul (Otocompsa leucotis,

Gould). 459.
Bhom or Bho-ara, The Indian Lorikeet (Loriculus vernalis,

Sparrm.). 153.

Bhuchanja or Bhujanga, The Common Drongo-shrike, The Knig-

crow " of Europeans in India Dicrurus macrocercus, Vieil-

lot). 278.
Ilhumt. The Indian Sky-Lark (Alanda gulgula, Franklin). 767.

Bhyr or Bhair, The Snow Partridge (Lerwa nivicola, Hodgson).

817.

Bhyri for bahri (the female) ) The Peregrine Falcon (Falco

„ bachcha (the male) ) peregrinus, Gmel.). 8.

Boot-bur, The Painted Sand-grouse (Pterocles fasciatus, Scopoh).

800.
Bor (in Kashmir), The Night-heron (

Nyctieorax griseus, Lin-

naeus). 937. T
.

Brait (in Kashmir). The Little Egret (Herodias garzetta, Lm-



Bwhan'jn for bhuchanga, q.v., The Common Drongo-shrike, The
" King-crow" of Europeans in India ( Dicrurus macrocercus,
Vieillot). 278.

Bukht-tHn, or Bnr-titar, The Large Sand-grouse (Pterocles are-

narius, Pallas). 799.

BwZaZ thasm, The Small Minivet (Pericrocotus peregrinus, Lin.).

276.

BiiZaZ cAasm, The Yellow -eyed Babbler (Pyetorhis sinensis, Gme-
lin). 385.

Bulbul, The Common Bengal Bulbul (Pycnonotus pygseus, Hodg-
son). 461.

Bulbul, The Common Madras Bulbul (Pycnonotus hsemorhous,
Gmelin). 462.

Bulbul, Husainl } ,,

vhe whitfl bird)
, The Pflradise Fly .catcher
< (Tehitreaparadisi,Lin.).

„ Hung I

Sultana )

[

Bur, The Bittern < Botaurus stellaris, Linnaeus). 936.

B«»-i rJuri (/./..., The had bird), The Indian Screech-owl (Strix

javaniea, De Wurmb). 60.

Hutimn,- (in Kapuithala), The Blue Heron (Ardea cinerea,

Linnams). 923.

Bvza
I
The Warty-headed or Black Ibis (Gerontieus papil-

„ Kala) losus, Temminck). 942.

Bya, The Rose-coloured Starling (Pastor roseus, Linnaeus). 690.

C

Chachari, The Indian Tit-lark t Corydalla rufula, Vieillot). 600.
Ohdhil, The Common Snipe (Gallinago scolopacinus, Bonap.).

871.

Ohahan (in Dera Ismail Khan), The Indian Roller (Coracias
indica, Linn.). 123.

Chak, The Grey and Yellow Wagtail ( Calobates sulphurea,
Bechstein). 592.

Vhe White-throated Fantail (Leucoeerca fuscoventris,
Franklin). 291.

Ohakotra, The Common Grey Horn-bill (Meniceros bicornis,
Scop.). 144.

Ch«k iV a or Chakv:u The Ruddy Shieldrake (Casarca rutila, Pal-
las). 954. [145.

Chaiotra, The Jungle Grey Horn-bill (Tockus gingalensis, Shaw).
Chammach buza or Ohamcha-buza, The Spoon-bill (Platalea leuco-

rodia, Linnaeus). 939.

L'huti'la-bi.r,i-i, The Alexandrine Parrakeet i Palseornis alexandri,
Li...). 147.

Ghandnna ( in some parts of India), The Hair-crested Stork (Lep-
toptilos javaniea, Horsfield). 916.

Ghandiari, The Hair-crested Stork fLeptoptilos javaniea, Hors-
field). 916.
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ChftiidtV or Chant! fir. The La rye-crested Lark ( Guleric
Linnaras). 769.

Chuj.r.kJ (in Derajat}, The Spotted Owlet ( Athene bra
76.

Ohappom; The Grey-headed Lapwing i Chettusia in

and Schleg.). 854.
'

r Gharz, The Bengal Floi ikin Sypheotides be
"'iv.,:::,;'

CA«/v/- or C/,„,-j (in Baluchistan hills near i)era Cha/i Khan).
The Lesser Florikin (Sypheotides auritus, Latham). 839.

Charchara, The Plain Brown Mania Munia malabarica, Lin-

nams). 703.

'V,-/rct4 'the ten, ale i. The Sake, or Cherrug Falcon ( Falco sacer,

Schlegel). 10.

Churtjfi,-',, (the male). The Sakemr Clierrn- Falcon Falco sacer,

Schle-eU. 10.

Chufak, The Pied-crested Cuckoo (Coccystes melanoleucos,

th ( Otothrix Hodgsonii capri-

Du-
meril). 438.

CMllu, The Stone Pipit ( Agrodroma campestris, Liu.). 602.

di/mn-i j. Tie But ton-,, uail Turnix Sykesii, A. Smith). 835.

Ghindnkh-khurni, i.e., Frog-eater (in Bammu), The Purple Heron
( Ardea purpurea), Linnams). 924.

Ghiuj.mt, The Naii-er. -:.] Srork ( Leptoptilos javanica, Hors-

field). 916.

Ghipkha or Chfppak, (the male, incorrectly female i
The Shikra

( Micronisus badius, Gmel. ). 23.

Ohirckira, Tl .. Mirafra afflnis, Jerdon). 755.

GMn
l
The India-. House Sparrow (

Passer

„ khas (in the south) ) indicus, Jard. nnd Selby). 706.

„" Jungti, The Yellow-necked Sparrow I
Passer flavicollis,

Franklin). 711.

Ghitln or QUtlS, The Spotted Dove (Turtur suratensis, Gmehn).

795.

Chobaha, The Spotted Sandpiper (Actitis glareola, Gmehn).

891. [703.

Chorga, The Plain Brown Munia (Munia malabarica, Linnaeus .

Ohug&d, The Spotted Owlet (Athene Brama, Term). 76.

„ iW, The Brown Hawk-owl (Ninox scutellatns,

Raffl.). 81.
. , T ., m

Ghughd, Jungli, The Jungle Owlet ( Athene radiata, licfceiu.

OhahSmSr, The Long-legged Buzzard ( Buteo canescens, Hodg
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Ghukor, The Chukor Partridge ( Caccabis chukor, Gray). 820.

Qludla char-, The Lesser Florikin i Sypheotides aritus, Latham).

Ghupka or Ghopka, The Spotted Sandpiper (Aetitis glareola,

Gmelin). 891.

Ghuraka, The Little Grebe < Podiceps philippensis, Gmelin).

975 ; also Pandubi.

D

Dab-churi
y
Hodgson's Frogmouth ( Otothrix Hodgsonii caprimul-

gus, Gray). 106.

Dabhak (Squat-bird) Hodgson's Frogmouth (Otothrix Hodgsonii
caprimulgus, Gray). 106.

Dabhak churi {i.e., Squat-sparrow), The Black-bellied Finch-lark

(Pyrrhulanda grisea, Scopoli). 760.

Dabki, The Button-quail (Turnix Sykesii, A. Smith). 835.

Dad hit (in Dera Ismail Khan), The Dwarf Eagle (Aqudla

Pennata, Gmel). 31.

Dahak, Bank or Dawak, The White-breasted Water-hen (Gal-

linula phoenicura, Pennant). 907.

Dalchidi, The Red-headed bunting (Euspiza luteola, Sparr-

Darya gajpaon ( i.e., Sea-Longshanks), The Oyster-catcher
(Hsematopus ostralegus, Linnaeus). 862.

Dasari or Dasarni, The Bald Coot (Fulica atra, Linnseus). 903.

Dashtmal (Tera in Darajat), The Pale Harrier (Circus Swain-
sonii, A. Smith). 51.

Dayal or Dayar, The Magpie-Robin ( Copsychus sanlaris, Linn.).

475.

Dew-kdo (in Kashmir), The Common Indian Crow (Corvus splen-
dens, Viallot). 663.

Dhak, The White Stork (Ciconia alba, Belon). 919.

Dhan-Ohuri, The Malabar Pied Hornbill (Hydrocissa coronata,
Bodd). 141.

Dhanmar, The Common Grey Hornbill (Meniceros bicornis,
Scop.). 144.

Dhapri, The White-bellied Drongo (Dicrurus ccerulescans,
Lin.). 281.

Dhar or Dhal Kowa, The Indian Corby (Corvus culminatus,
Sykes). 660.

Dheri-kowa, The Indian Corby (Corvus culminatus, Sykes).
660.

Dhobin (i.e., the washerwoman), The White-faced Wagtail (Mota-
cilla luzoniensis, Scopoli). 590.

Dhodhar (in the Punjab), The European Raven (Corvus corax,
Linnams.) 657.

Dhoti, (the male), The Besra Sparrow-hawk (Aceipiter virga-
tus, Tern.). 25.

Dig-dall, The Red-billed Blue Magpie (Urocissa sinensis, Lin-
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Diyora, The Black-bellied Finch-lark i Pyrrhulanda grisea,

Doda, The European Raven (Corvus corax, Linnaeus). 657.

Dokar or ") The Shell Ibis I Anastomus oscitans, Boddaert).
Dokhahar ] 940.

Dokh, The Pelican Ibis (Tantalus leucocephalus, Gmelin).
938.

Dom-kak, The European Raven (Corvus corax, Linnreus).

657.

Ihot; The Streaked Wren- warbler ( Burnesia lepida, Blyth).

550.

Doria-bagla, The Cattle Egret (Buphus eoromandus, Boddaert ).

Dubaru, The Tufted Duck (Fuligula cristata, Ray). 971.
Dukul, The Bronze-backed Imperial Pigeon ( Carpophega insig-

nis, Hodgson). 781.

Dumbak (in Sindh), The Indian Blue-throat Cyaneula suecica,
Linn.). 514.

Dunkul or Doomkul, The Green Imperial Pigeon (Carpophega
sylvatica, Tickell). 780.

Dumri, The Striated Bush-Babbler (Chatarrhcea caudata,

Dusta, The Gigantic Stork ( Leptoptilos argala, Lii

akhta in the >outh ), The Bar-tailed Tree-dove (Macropygia
tusalia, turtur, Hodgson). 791.

„ Basko \ The Rufous Turtle-dove (Turtur Meena, Sykes).

„ kulla J 793.

„ Chitroka, The Spotted Dove (Turtur suratensis, Gmelin).
795.

„ Dhor, The Common Ring-dove (Turtur risoria, Linnaeus).

796.

„ Seroti, The Red Turtle-Dove (Turtur humilis, Tem-
minck). 797.

„ Tortru, or tortaru, The Little Brown-Dove (Turtur cam-
bayensis, Gmelin). 794.

urjbaj, The Crested Serpent-Eagle ( Spilornis eheela, Daud.).

Qadri (in Sindh), The Night-heron (Nycticorax gnseus,

Linnseus). 937.
Oaghar. The Black Partridge (Prancolinus vulgaris, Ste-

phens). 818. _
Gate-bagla, The Cattle Egret ( Buphus eoromandus, Boddaert).
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Goi-kuo (in Kashmir), The Pheasant-tailed Jaeana ( Hydro-
phasianus chirurgus, Scopoli). 901.

Gairiya, The Small Godwit ( Limosa segocephala, Linnaeus).

875.

Gaj-pa,un, The Stilt or Long-legs (Himantopus candidus,

Gal-chasm, The Yellow-eyed Babbler (Pyctorhis sinensis, Grae-

lin). 385.

Gallar, The Rose-ringed Parrakeet (Palaeornis torquatus,

Bodd.). 148.

(t.indum. The Black-headed Bunting (Euspiza melanocephala,
Gmelin). 721.

„ The Red-headed Bunting ( Euspiza luteola, Sparr-

man). 722.

Gangai, The Large Grey Babbler (Malacocircus Malcolmi,
Sykes). 436/

Ganga Maina, The Bank-myna (Acridotheres ginginianus,

Qarm-pai, The Spotted-billed Duck ( Anas poeeilorhynoha, Pen-
nant). 959.

Geh-wala, The Ruff (Philomachus pugnax, Linnaeus). 880.

Giu'njar t in Derajat), The Large Connorant ( Graculus carbo, Lin-
naeus). 1005.

Ghcigas hater, The Large Grey Quail (Coturnix communis, Bona-
terre). 829. [ GhUgas means " large "; of birds only.

]

Gha,;ri Kan iv (in Derajat), The Indian Corby (Corvus culminatus,
Sykes). 660.

GhSs ka-pKutki
| The Rufous Grass .wai,b ]er (Cistocola schseni-

QhaskapitpitU S
cola, Bonaparte). 539.

QhoghiL or pan ghoghil (A water bird).

Ghogoi (gtiug&a,i ?), The Large Grey Babbler (Malacocircus
Malcolmi, Sykes). 436.

Ghughn, Chhofa, The Short-eared Owl (Otus brachyotus, Gmel.).

Gidh, Brown Vulture, Common White-hacked ( Gyps bengalensis,
Gmelin). 5.

Gidh Bard, Brown Vulture, Long-billed (Gyps Indicus, Scop.).

Gil gild or galgalzyo, The Bank-myna (Acridotheres ginginianus,
Latham). 685.

Gilahrimar {i.e., Squirrel-killer), The Dwarf Eagle (Aquila
pennata, Gmelin). 31.

Gir-chao»dia, The White-capped Redstart (Chaemorrornis leu-

Vigors). 506.

The White-bodied Goose-teal (Nettapas coro-

, Gmelin). 951.
Girza, The Jungle Bush-quail (Perdicula cambayensis, Latham).

826.
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Goar, The Curlew ( Numenius arquata, Linnams). 877.

Godhan, The Water-hen (Gallinula chloropus, Linnrous). 905.

Bara, The Bald Coot (Fulica atra, Linmeus). 903.

Got (in Kashmir), The Little Bittern of Europe I Ardetta minuta,
Linnams). 935

<iolabi hi.iinn, Tiu' K.'si'-L-.'I.Miivd Starling ' Pastor roseus, Lin-

nseus). 690.

Gor-besra, The Crested Goshawk l probably Tug&ral of the " Baz
Namas") [ Astur ( Lophospiza ) trivirgutus, Temm. ] 22.

Goungh, The Curlew (Numenius arquata, Linnaeus). 877.

„ Ohhota, The VVhimbrel (Numenius philopus, Limueus).
878.

Gourkayu, The Himalayan Snow-cock ( Totraogallus himalayan-
sis, Gray). 816.

Gred (in Kashmir), The Ring-tailed Sea-eagle (Halisetus fulvi-

venter, Vieill.). 42.

Gttour, The Rock-Horned Owl (Urrua Bengalensis, Franklin

69.

Gngnnbher, The Indian Bustard (Eupodotis Edwardsii, Gray).
836.

Gulilbiluti, The Spotted-winged Rose-Finch (Propasser rodopep-
lus, Vigors). 739.

„ The Pink-browed Rose-Finch (Propasser rhodo-
chrous, Vigors). 742.

Gulu, The Black-breasted Bustard-Quail (Turnix taigoor, Sykes).
832.

Gumbara (in the Punjab), The Short-eared Owl (Otus brachyotuB,
Gmel.). 68.

Gundlu, The Black-breasted Bastard-Quail (Turnix taigoor,

Sykes). 832.

Gungla
| The gmnU Ibig (Anastomua oscitanS, Boddaert).

GhZgal j
94°-

Gurain, or Guraini (in some districts ), The Indian Houbara Bustard
(Houbara Macquesnii, Gray). 837.

Gurayin, Tlie Indian Bustard (Eupodotis Edwardsii, Gray).

Ham (the female), The Monaul Pheasant (Lophophorus Im-
peyanus, Latham). 804.

Hammesl.a ?iya sa {i.e., always thirsty), The Red-headed Trogon

( Harpactes Hodgsonii, Gould ) . 116.

Eaaden (in the South), The Painted Sand-Grouse ( Pterocles

Firms or ham. The Grey Goose (A. cinereus, Meyer). 945.

Harewii, The Common Green Bulbul (Phyllornis Jerdoni,

Blyth). 463.
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Hargila or Hargeyla, The Gigantic Stork (Leptoptilos argala,
Litmams). 915.

Hari Lai (male) \The Green Wax Bill (Estrelda for-

„ Muniya (female) J mosa, Latham). 705.

Hariyal or hariyal Bura, The Green Imperial Pigeon ( Carpo-
phaga sylvatica, Tickell). 780.

Hariyal or Hurrfi, The Bengal Green Pigeon I Crocopus phosni-
copterus, Latham). 772.

Hai iyal or Hnrril, The Southern Pigeon (Crocopus chlorigaster,

Blyth). 773.

Hariyal or 4 hariyal ' Ghhota, The Orange-breasted Green Pigeon
(Osmotreron bicincta, Jerdon). 774.

Harwat (male) ] (in Kashmir), The White-eyed Duck
Harwachi (female) j ( Aythya nyroca, Guldenstadt). 969.

Uarvaji, The Rufous-backed Shrike (Lanius erythronotus
Vigors). 257.

Hedo, The Striated Bush-babbler ( Chatarrhcea caudata, Dume-
ril). 438.

Herrily The Cheer Pheasant (Fhasianus Wallichii, Hardwicke)
809.

Hidela, The Long-tailed Reed-bird ( Euryeercus Burnesii,
Blyth). 443.

Hudhud, The European Hoopoe (Upupa epops, Linn ). 254.

„ The Indian Hoopoe (TJpupa nigripennis, Gould). 255.

Huin-wal, The Himalayan Snow-cock ( Tetraogallus himalayen-
sis, Gray). 816.

Hukdra (in Kunan Valley), The Blue Heron, Ardea cinera,
Linnams). 923.

Huko (in Dera Ghazi Khan), The Himalayan Wood-Owl
( Syrnium nivicolum, Hodgson). 66.

Huma, The Bearded Vulture (Gypaetus barbatus, Lin.). 7.

Hurrial, The Common Indian Bee-eater (Merops viridis, Linn.;.

117.

fjusaynt-pidda, The Indian Blue -throat fCyaneula suecica,

Linn.). 514.

Huura bil-bil, The Common Indian Swift ( Cypselus affinis, Gray).
100.

Ispalandu (in Chach District), The Curlew ( Numenius arquata,

Linnams). 877.

J

Jah (in Sialkot District), The Purple Heron ( Ardea purpurea
Linnaeus). 924.

Jahgi, The Simla Horned Pheasant (Ceriornis melanocephala,

Gray). 806.

Jal-aggin (i.e., Water-lark), The Striated Marsh-Babbler (Mega-

lurus palustris, Horsf . ) . 440.
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Jal-murg&i, The Water-hen i Gallinula chlor<

'/'/A-'.,,. Tl... Jun-le Bahhl.-r

Jerdon). 434.

n<jli Murgh, The Grey Jungle-Fowl i Gallus Sonneratii. Tem-

„ Ghhotn, The Red Spur-fowl < Galloperdix spadiceus,
Gmelin). 814.

nguria, The Snow Partridge I Lerwa nivicola, Hodgson). 817.
pal Kalchit, The Common Drongo-Shrike, The " King-rrow "

.hvon/hal or ./„-,( //,//. The IVlican Ibis Tantalus lencocephalus.
Gmelin). 9:38.

Jer-monal, The Himalayan Snow-cock i Tetraogallus Hima-
layensis, Gray ) . 816.

Jer-titar, The Snow Partridge (Lerwa nivicola, Hodgson ). 817.
Jeioar ov Jowiir. The Simla Horned Pheasant ( Ceriornis melano-

cephala, Gray ). 806.

Jhoiiti maiwi. The Hill-mvna ( Acridotheres fuscus, W'usU-v.
686.

Jithiri, The Yellow-wattled Lapwing i Sareiophorus bilobus,
Gmelin). 856.

Jiyudh". The Long-leguL-d Eagle (Aquila hastata, Less.). 30.

Jograbi, The Little Cormorant i Graculus javanicus, Horsf.j.

1007.
.lothmlL The Black-bellied Finch- Lark Pyrrhulanda grisea,

Scopoli). 760.

Jumiz or Jnmbir.. The hnperial Fugle (Aquila imperialis,

Bechst). 27.

Jan buyla, The Yellow Bittern (Arditta sinensis, Gmelin). 934.

Jungli Aggia. The Red-winged Bush-lark (Mirafra erythroptera,
Jerdon). 756.

Jungli Kasya, The Black-headed Cuckoo-Shrike (Volvocivora
Sykesii, Strickland). 268. [437.

Khyr, The Rufous Babbler (Layardia subrufa, Jerdon).

-MurgA, The Red Jungle-Fowl I
Gallus ferruginous,

Gmelin). 812.

„ -totah, The Southern Sirkeer < Taccocua Leschenaultii,
Lesson). 219.

Jurra (male) of the Goshawk (in Sindln, Shahbaz ( Astur palum-
barine, Lin. ). 21.

alayan Snow-cock (Tetraogallus himalayeneis,
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Kabud (in Haiderabad, Deccan), The Blue Heron (Ardea cinerea,

Linnaeus). 923.

Kabutar, The Blue Rock-pigeon ( Columba intermedia, Strick-

land). 788.

Ibis (Threskiornis melanocephalus,
Kacha-tor "W

e White B

Kachia toriJ I™""**)-

Karachi hi! (in Dera Ismail Khan), The Common Pariah Kite,

the fork-tailed (Milvus Govinda, Sjkes). 56.

KGjla, The Red-breasted Parrakeet (Palaeornis javanicus, Os-

beck). 152.

Kaku (in Kashmir), The Chukor Partridge, (Caceabis chukor,
Gray). 820.

932.

KSld-phutki, Stewart's Wren- Warbler (Prinia Stewartii, Blyth).

585.

K&la pidha, The White-winged Black Robin (Pratineola caprata,
Linn.). 481.

Kala tiliyil (in Deraj at), The Common Starling (Sturnus vulga-
ris, Linnaeus). 681.

KUla-titar, The Black Partridge ( Francolinus vulgaris, Ste-

phens). 818.

Knla-r.tar, The Painted Partridge (Francolinus pietus, Jard. &
Selby). 819.

Kalchnri, The Indian Black Robin (Thamnobia fulicata, Linn.).

479.

Kali, The White-necked Stork ( Ciconia leucoeephala, Gmelin).
920.

Kalij I The White crested Kalij-pheasant (Gallophasis

„ Muryh ) albocristatus, Vigors). 810.

Kalim or Kharim, The Purple Coot (Porphyrio poliocephalus,
Latham). 902.

The Spotted Eagle ( Aquila n&evia, Gmel.). 28.

Kaljit, The Yellow-billed Whistling Thrush (Myiophonus Tem-
minckii, Vigors). 343.

Knl-l.arlchhi (in Derajat), The Common Drongo-shrike, The
" King-crow " of Europeans in India (Dicrurus r

Vieillot). 278.

Kallank, The Grey Goose (A. cinereus, Meyer). P45.

Kal Murgh, (in Jul land ha r), Scavenger Vulture, White ' Shank -

of Anglo-Indians (Neophron percnopterus, Lin.). 6.

Kanera Bulbul, The Red-Whiskered Bulbul (Otocompsa jocosa,

Lin.). 460.
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Kancha bagla^ The &reen Heron (ButoridM javanioaj

Kannbagm J
Horsfield). 931.

Kani bagla. The Pond Heron (Ardeola leucoptera, Boddaert).
930.

Kantur (in Kashmir), Well-sparrow (Passer indicus, .Tard. *
Selby.) 706.

KSnwali "(in some parts of the Punjab Frontier). The Warty-
headed or Black Ibis (Geronticus papillosus, Temminck).
942. [59.

Kapasi, The Black-winged Kite (Elanus melanopterus, Daud. i.

Kappra-popga, The Small <
! rccii-hilled Malkoha t Zanclostonius

viridirbstris, Jerdon). 216.
Karakul

» Thg Warty.headed m. B]aek Ibig ( Gironticus papii.

Karankul i
losus, Temminck). 942.

Karaya or karail, The Indian Screech-owl i Strix javanica, De
Wurmb). 60.

Karghah (in Pushtu), The Common Indian Crow (Corvus splen-
dens, Viellot). 663.

Karhans, The Grey Goose ( A. cinereus, Meyer). 945.
Karjnnna or Karjoona, Red-legged Falcon (Erythropus Vesper -

tinus, Lin.). 19.

Karkarm, Qarqara and Kharkhara, The Demoiselle Crane (An-
thropoides virgo, Linnaeus). 866.

Karrail, The Indian Corby, The Raven of some Europeans in

India (Corvus culminatus, Sykes). 660.
Karwnnak, The Stone-plover (CEdicnemus crepitans, Tem-

minck). 859.
Kasturii, The Yellow- hilled Whistling Thrush fMyiophonus

Temminckii, Vigors). 343.
Kasturi, The Black-capped Black-bird (Merula nigropileus,

Lafr.). 359.

„
3gi

The Grey-winged Black-bird (Merula boulboul, Lath.)-

Tin rang ka, The Three-coloured Thrush, The White-
winged Ground Thrash (Geocichla cyanotus, J. & S.). 354.

Kaeya, The Large Cnckoo-shrike (Graucalus macei, Lesson\
270.

Katij, The Kashmere House Merlin (Chalidon Cashmiriensis,
Gould). 93.

Kat-khora, The Crimson-breasted Barbet (Xantholaema Indica,
Lath.). 197.

Kat-kUlo, Tbe European Hoopoe (Upupa epops, Lin.). 254.

Kattoi, The Bronze-winged Jacana (Metopidius indicus,

Latham). 900.
Kavin, The Common Jack-daw (Colseus Jackdaw, Linnaeus).
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Keim or kaima, The Purple Coot (Porphyrio poliocephalus,
Latham). 902.

Keroula, The Common Wood Shrike (Tephodornis pondiceri*
ana, Gmel.). 265.

Kesrdj, krixlinaraj ") The Hair-crested Drongo (Chibia hotten-
or kishnrBj ) tota, Linn.). 286.

Ohhotfh The Bronzed Drongo ( Chaptia senea, Vieillot).

Kharkar, The rurple Heron (.

Kharhhar (in Chach), The Bittern (Botaurus stellaris, Linna>us).

Khar-pidda, The White-tailed Bush-chat (Pratincola leucura,

Blyth). 484.

Khtr-glinia. The Rufous Grass- Warbler i Cisticola schsenicola,

Bonaparte). 539.

Khurasani chiri, The Indian Tree-Pipit ( Pipastes agilis, Sykes).

Khur-phoothi, The Streaked Wren-Warbler ( Burnesia lepida,

Blyth). 550.

Knur. The Kyah Partridge (Ortygornis gularis, Temminck).
823.

„ The White-headed Babbler i Malacocireus griseus,
Gmelin). 433. [923.

Khyra (in Behar), The Blue Heron (Ardea cinerea, Linnaeus).
Kilchia or hirchia bagla. The Little Egret (Herodias garzetta,

Kilkila chhota, The Common Indian King-fisher (Alcedo bengal-
ensis, Gmelin). 134.

Kilkila, The White-breasted King-fisher (Halcyon fuscus,
Bodd.). 129.

Koel
)

or > The Indian Koel (Eudynamys orientalis, Liu.). 214.
Ko.il )
Kohassa, The Grey-backed Sea-eagle (HaliaJtus leucogaater,

Gmel.). 43.

Kohi or koela (the male), The Shahin Falcon (Falco peregrina-
tor, Sundwall). 9.

Kokai Maina, The Southern Hill-myna (Eulabes religiosa, Lin-

Koka**ti*The Pintail Duck (Daflla acuta, Linn.)- 962.
Kohia-kak, The Himalayan Magpie (Dendrocitta sinensis,

Latham). 676.

Kokin lawa, The Painted Bush-Quail (Perdicula erythrorhyncha,
Sykes). 828.

Kokin or kokila, The Kokla Green Pigeon ( Sphenocercus sphe-
nurus, Vigors). 778.

Koklah, The Orange-breasted Green Pigeon

cincta, Jerdon ). 774.
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Koklas or kckla, The Pukras Pheasant I Pucrasia macrolopha,

Lesson). 808.

Kolru, a kind of Coot in Kashmir ( Fulica atra, Linnanis). 903.

Kolsa, The Common Drongo-shrike, The - King-crow" of Euro-
peans in India ( Dicrurus macroeercus, Vieillot). 278.

Kulu-tunih (in Kashmir), Small King-fisher (Aloedo bengal

Koo,--m»nai. The Snow I'at fridge Lerwa nivicola, Hodgson).
817.

Kora or kho.a \ The Water-cock (Gallicrex cristatus, Latham).
or kongra ) 904.

Konujahi kilkita <<>., Spotted King-fisher). The Pied King-fisher

(Ceryle rudis, Lin.). 136.

Koreyafa i female) ( /.«>.. Spotted ), The Indian Koel (Endynamys
orientalis, Linn.). 214.

Kor-quch (in Kashmir), The Common Reed Warbler lAcroce-
phalus brunnescens, Jerdon ). 515.

JSToin, The Common Indian Magpie ( Dendrocitta rula, Scopoli).

674.

Kotwal, The Common Drongo-shrike, The " King-crow " of Euro-
peans in India (Dicrurus macroeercus, Vieillot). 278.

Kotcar or kowara (in Purnea), The Glossy Ibis (FaleineUus
igneus, Gfmelin). 943.

Kru (in Kashmir), The Small Marsh Tern (Hydrochelidon
Indica, Stephens). 984.

Kudrunga, The Common Green Barbet (Megalaima caniceps,
Franklin). 193.

K»tin churi. The .Malabar Trogon (Harpactes fasciatus, Gmelin).
115.

Kuhar, The Common Sand-Grouse Pterocles exustus, Tem-
minck). 802.

Kukera, The White-crested Kalij-pheasant (Gallophasis albocris-

tatus, Vigors). 810.
Kulang, The Common Crane (Grus cinerea, Beohstein). 865.

Kulesir, The Marsh Harrier (Circus ^Iruginosus, Lin.). 54.

Ku'-kn... (in Kashmir). The Red-wattled Lapwing (Lobivanellus
goensis, Gmelin). 855.

Kumar-tit, The Common Sand-Grouse (Pterocles exustus, Tern-

ininck). 802.
Kummer-kalla, The Indian Stock-Pigeon (Palumboma Evers-

manni, Bonaparte). 787.

Ktmich, The Common Drongo- Shrike, The King-crow " of Euro-
peans in India (Dicrurus macroeercus, Vieillot). 278.

Kupak or TJpak, The Common Hawk-Cuckoo (Eieroeoccyx
varius, Vahl.). 205.

Kurayi, The AVhite-breasted Water-hen ( Gallinula phomicura,
Pennant). 907.

Kurl, The Ring-tailed Sea-Eagle (Haliaetus fulviventer, Vieill.).

Kuskandra or Kushanbra, The White-eared Crested Bnlbul (Oto-

compsa leucotis, Gould). 459.
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Kusyachaha, The Avoaet (Recurvirostra avocetta, Linnaeus).
899.

Kutar, The Marsh Harrier (Circus aeruginosus, Lin.). 54.

Kutumra, The Common Green Batbet (Megalaima caniceps,
Franklin). 193.

Kyah or Kaijah, The Kyah Partridge (Ortigornis gularis, Tem-
minck). 823.

Kyphnl-pucka, The Hill-Cuckoo (Cuculus striatus, Drapiez).

L

Lagar (the female), The Laggar Falcon ( Faloo Jugger, Gray )

.

Lag-lag or laq-laq, The White Stork (Ciconia alba, Belon.). 919.

Lailo, The Striated Bush-babbler (Chatarrhaea eaudata, Durae-

Lal-bagln, The Chestunt Bittern (Ardetta cinnamomea, Gmelin).
933.

Lali, Tlie Bank-myna I Acridotheres giaginianus, Latham).
685.

Lali (in Dera Ismail Khan), The Common Myna ( Acridotheres
tristis, Linnaeus). 684.

Lal-muniya, Lai (the male) \The Red Wax-bill (Estrelda
Muuia (the female) / amandava, Linnasus). 704.

Lal-sira, The Pink-headed Duck (Anas caryophyllacea,
Latham). 960.

Lambiy The Stone-plover ( CEdicnemus crepitans, Temminck).
859.

Lamdar, The Common Grey Hornbill (Meniceros bicornis.
Scop.). 144.

Latora, Dudiya or Sufeid, The Indian Grey Shrike (Lanius
lahtora, Sykes). 256.

kajalu, The Rufous-backed Shrike (Lanius erythroilo-
tus, Vigors). 257.

Mattiya (i.e. Earthen Shrike), (Lanius erythronotus,
Vigors). 257.

Lawa, The Rock Bush-quail (Perdicula Asiatica, Latham).
827.

Leepee (in Central India). The Madras Bush-lark (Mirafra
affinis, Jerdon). 755. [84.

Leishra, The Wire-tailed Swallow (Hirundo filifera, Stephens).

Lerwa, The Snow-Partridge (Lerwa nivicola, Hodgson). 817.

Libbia, The Button-Quail (Turnix Sykesii, A. Smith). 835.

LilcK The Lesser Florikin (Sypheotides auritus, Latham). 839.

Loharjnng, The Black-necked Stork (Mycteria australis, Shaw).
917.

Lont, (the male) The Monaul Pheasant (Lophophorus Impeya-
nus, Latham). 804.

Lungi, The Simla Horned-Pheasant (Ceriornis melanocephala,
Gray). 806.
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M

Mavharang also \( in Kashmir Ored ) The Ring tailed Sea-eagle
Machmanga J ( Haliretus fulviventer, Vieill). 42.

Machariya also 1 The Osprey (Pandion haliastus, Linn). 40.

ManchmangaJ
Macharya {i.e., The Mosquito-catcher). The White-browed Fantail

(Leucocerca albofrontata, Frankl.). 292.

Madatitjour tot a. The l?liie-\vingeil Parrakeel i PalffiorniS COlum-
boides, Vigors). 151.

Madhuya, The White-tailed Sea- Kairle Paliosetus ichtbyoetus,
Horsf.). 41.

Magh. or Mangh (in the Punjab), The Grey-goose i A. cinereus,
Meyer).* 945.

Maha-lat {i.e., Large Shrike) The Common Indian Magpie (Den-
drocitta rufa, Scopoli). 674.

Mahoka, The Common Coucal i Centropus ruflpennis, Illiger ).

217.

Maina \ The Common Myna ( Acridotheres tristis, Lin-

„ Desi } nseus). 684.

Malang bagln, The Large Egret (Herodias alba, Linnaeus). 925.

Mamala, The Indian Grev-Shrike ( Lanius lahtora, Sykes>.
256.

Mamalt, The Rufous-backed Shrike (Lanius erythronotus,
Vigors). 257.

Mamola (in Dera Ismail Khan), also Sheikh Mamola, The White-
faced Wagtail (Motacilla luzoniensis, Scopoli). 590.

Mamula, The Pied Wagtail (Motacilla Maderaspatana, Bris-

Manik-jor, The White-necked Stork (Ciconia leucocephala,
Gmelin). 920.

Manjur, The Common Peacock (Pavo cristatus, Linnaeus). 803.

Manmantor (in the Chaeh District), The Rail (Porzana
maruetta, Brisson). 909.

Mayid AbabU {i.e., Mosque Swallow), The Red-rumped Swallow
(Hirundo daurica, Lin.). 85.

Mor, The Common Peacock (Pavo cristatus, Linnaeus). 803.

Morangah or 1 {i.e., Peacock-killer) The Crestless Hawk-Eagle
Morangi \ (Nisaetus Bonelli, Temm.). 33.

Mortal 1 The Monal Pheasant (Lophophorus Impeyanus,
„ Ghuer j Latham). 804.

Mor, The Common Peaeock (Pavo cristatus, Linnaeus). 803.

Mulla-gidh, Black Vulture (Otogyps calvus, Scop.). 2.

Mullaki, The Yellow-eyed Babbler (Pyetorhis sinensis, Gmelin).

Munda, The White Ibis (Threskiornis melanocephalus, Lin-

naeus). 941.
Miirgh-i-zarin (in Kunan Valley), The Monaul Pheasant (Lo-

phophorus Impeyanus, Latham). 804
Musarichi. The Indian Tree-Pipit (Pipastes agilis, Sykes). 596.
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Nakal-nor, The Black-headed Mania (Munia Malacca, Linnaeus).

697.

Nakshi teltyS, The Common Starling (Sturnus vulgaris, Lin-

naeus). 681.

Nanachura, The Red-billed Hill-tit < Leiothrix luteus, Scopoli).

614.

Naorung (i.e., the nine-coloured), The Yellow-breasted Ground-
thrush (Pitta Bengalensis, Gniel.). 345.

Nari, The Purple Heron ( Ardea purpurea, Linnaeus). 924.

Narzfinak (the male) (in Pusthu Larzanak) (i.e., the little

vibrator). The Kestril (Tinnunculus Alaudarius, Briss.).

17.

Narzi (the female), The Kestril (Tinnunculus Alandarues,
Briss.). 17.

Nilich (male ) \(in Kashmir), The Mallard ( Anas boschas,

„ fty(feraale) J Linnaeus). 958.

Ntlkant {i.e., Blue-throat) The Indian Roller (Coracias indica,

Linn.). 123.

NllHtonthi, The Indian Blue-throat (Cyanoula suecica, Linn.).

514.

ffilkanf, The Red-billed Blue Magpie (Urocissa sinensis, Lin-

naeus). 671.
Nlraji. The Shieldrake < Tadorna vulpanser, Fleming). 956.

Nir-goung, The Bittern (Botaurus stillaris, Linnaeus ). 936.

Nirqji (in Sindh), The Mallard (Anus boschas, Linnaeus). 958.
Nukal-pan (in Dera Ismail Khan), The Indian Courier Plover

( Cursorius coromandelicus, Gmelin). 840.

Nukrt, The Indian Courier Plover (Cursorius coromandelicus,
Gmelin). 840.

Nukta, The Black-backed Goose i Sarkidiornis melanonotus,
Pennant). 950.

0

Obarra for hubara, etc., The Indian Houbara Bustard (Houbara
Macqueenii, Gray.) 837.

Pachnak, The Bay-backed Shrike (Lanius Hardwickii, Vigors).

260.

Paharia maina, The Nepal Hill-Myna (Eulubes intermedia, A.

Hay). 693.

PahSri maina, The Hill-Myna (Acridotheres fuscus, Wagter)..

686.

Pahari tuiya, The Slaty-headed Parrakeet (Palgeornis scbisti-

ceps, Hodgson 150.
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Pahariya hangdhara, The Black-crested Yellow-bulbul
flaviventris, Tickell). 456.

Pahatai. The Pied Harrier Circus melanoleucos, Gi
Pamhibl. ' vide ' Churaka.
Pawrfti/,: ( in Behar), The Bar-tailed Tree-Dove (

1

Turtur, Hodgson ). 791.

Pn,i-kair,rn. The Little Cormorant i Graculus javanic
1007.

., or Pan-kaivical, The Large Cormorant » Gracu
Linnreus). 1005.

Pan-loha, chhota, The Little Stint Tringa minut
884.

Papiha, The Pied Crested Cuckoo ( Coccystes
Gmel ). 212.

Papiha, The Common Hawk-cuckoo ( Hierococeyx varius. Vahl. I.

205.

Papiha, Manna (The Brahmini Mynn of the English), The
Black-headed Myna (Temenuchus pagodarum, Gmelin).

Egrettoides, Tern-f
hQ

\l!he Smaller Egn

loagla J «»*>. 926 "

Patan-hil (in Dera Ismail Khan), The Common Pariah Kite, the

square tailed (Milvus Govinda, Sykes). 56.

Pathar chtrta, The Crested Black Bunting (Melophus melanic-
terus, Gmelin). 724.

Patringa, The Common Indian Bee-eater (Merops viridis, Lin.).

117.

Paioai, The Dusky Ground-Thrush
| Geocichla unicolor, Tickell |.

356.

Pawaj. The Grey-headed Myna i Temenuchus malabarieus,
Gmelin). 688.

Peng, The Striated Bush- babbler < Chatarrhoea caudata,

Penra, The Black-throated Hill-Partridge < Arboricola tor-

queola, Valenciennes ). 824.
Phari Balal-chasm, The Orange Minivet ( Pericrocotus flam-

Phari-bulbul, The Red-Whiskered Bnlbul (Otocompsa jocosa,

Lin.). 460. O
Phari-gidh, Brown Vulture, Long-billed (Gyps Indicus, Scop.).

Phari Tisa, The Long-legged Eagle (Aquila hastata, Lin.).

Phenga Bara, The Striated Reed-babbler (Chatarrhoea Earlie,

Blyth). 439. j ,

•

Chhota, The Striated Bush-babbler (Chatarrhoea caudata.
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Phu-phu, The European Cuckoo (Cuculus canorus, Linnaeus).

Phnthi, The Dark-ashy Wren-Warbler (Prima Socialis, Sykes.
534.

„ The Indian Tailor-bird ( Orthotomus longicauda, Gmelin).
530.

Pidri, The Plain Brown Munia (Munia malabarica, Linnseus).

Pidda, The White-winged Black Robin (Pratincola caprata,
Linn.). 481.

Piho or Pihnya, The Pheasant-tailed Jacana (Hydrophasianus
chirurgus, Scopoli ) . 901

.

PUah, The Bengal Black-headed Oriole (Oriolus melanoce-
phalus, Linnaeus). 472.

Pilak (i.e.. the Yellow-bird), in Kashmir ' Posh-nui; The Indian
Oriole; The Mango-bird of Europeans in India (Oriolus

> - kundoo, Sykes). 470.
Pilkya, The Indian Field-Wagtail (Budytes virides, Gmelin).

593.

„ Panika The Yellow-headed Wagtail (Budytes citreola,

Pallas). 594.

Pindi (in Kashmir), The Little Grebe (Podieeps Philippensis,
Gmelin). 975.

Pirola, The Bengal Black-headed Oriole (Oriolus melanoeepha-
lus, Linnaaus). 472.

Pit-pitta, The Dark-ashy Wren-Warbler (Prinia socialis,

Sykes). 534.

Podn", The Lesser Reed-warbler ( Acrocephalus dumetorum,
Blyth). 516.

Posh-nul (in Kashmir), The Common Oriole (Oriolus Kundoo,
Sykes). 470.

Puhaia, The Black-headed Myna (Temenuchus 'pagodarum,
• Gmelin). 687.

PnJcra^/T\>c Pnkras Pheasant (Pucrasia macrolopha, Lesson\

Putrinya Barn, The Bine-tailed Bee-eater (Merops Philippensis,
Lin.). 118.

Putta detdi, The Palm-Swift (Cypselus batassiensis, Gray).
102.

Piitthnr-chirta, The Grey-headed Banting (Emberiza fucata,
Pallas). 719.

PuMal-dhanes, The Common Grey Hornbill (Meniceros bicornis,
Scop.). 144.

Q

UagM (in the Munee Hills), The European Raven (Corvus corax,

Linnams). 657.
Qarqara. Demoiselle Crane ( Anthropoides Virgo, Linnseus). 866.

Quoir-monal The Snow Partridge (Lerwa nivicola, Hodgson).
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(Palaeornis Alexandri, Lin 147.

Bdji, The Yellow-necked Sparrow
| Passer flavicollis, Franklin).

Bdm-chukor (in Kashmir), The Himalayan Snow-cock (Tetraogal-
lus Himalayensis, ( i ray ). 816.

Rang-bulbvl (in Kashmir), The Paradise Flycatcher (Tchitrea
paradisi, Liu ). 288.

Rany-yidh, Black-Vulture i Otogyps calvus, Scop. ). 2.

h'utoip, The Monaul Pheasant Lophophorus Impeyanus,
Latham). 804.

Ratnai. The Monaul Pheasant Lophophorus Impeyanus,

Rattea-kowan, The Monaul Pheasant Lophophorus Impeyanus,
Latham). 804.

Rawil-kahy, The White-crested Laughing-Thrush (Garrulax leu-

colophus, Hardwicke). 407
Retal {i.e., Sand-bird), The Indian Sand-lark < Alaudala raytal,

Buch.-Hamilton). 762.

Retal, The Rufous-tailed Finch-lark (Ammomanes phcenicura,
Franklin). 758.

Retal Turumti (in the Punjab), The Merlin (Hypotriorchis
CEsalon, Gmel.). 15.

Ruqel, The Indian Titlark ( Corydalla rufuia, Vieillot). 600

Saa, The Blue Heron ^ Ardea cinera, Linnaeus)'. 928.

SadaL The Changeable Hawk-Eagle (Limnsetus nivens, Teram. i.

34.

Safed-hil (commonly in the Punjab), White Scavenger Vulture,

"Sbawk" of Anglo-Indians (in Dera Ismail Khan the

Egyptian Vulture is so called), (Neophron percnopterus,
Lin.). 6.

San-barado, The Dusky-grey Heron (Ardea Sumatrana, Raffles).
m 922.

Saratov Sarhans, The Saras Crane Grus antigone. Liaaseus).

863.

Sarbo-baya, The Black-throated Weaver-bird ( Ploceus Bengal-
ensis, Linnams). 696.

• Large Minivet ( Pericrocotus speciosus, Latham).

271. [750.

Saira. The Himalayan Siskin ( Chrysomitris spinoides, Vigors).

Salui qundru, The Black-breasted Bustard-Quail < Turmx taigoor,

Sykes). 832.
Sampmar, The Common Serpent Eagle ( Circaetus Gallicus,

Gmel.). 38.
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Sdt-bha,i, The Bengal Babbler ( Malacocircus terricolor, Hodg-
son). 432.

Shah Baz, The Crested Hawk- eagle ^Limnsetus Cristatellus,

Tern.). 35.

Shahzn, i.e., The Royal-bird (the female), The Shahin Falcon
(Falco peregrinator, Stradevall). 9.

Shah-murghabi, The Shieldrake (Tadorna vulpanser, Fleming).

Shahutela, The Crested Honey Buzzard i Pernis cristata,

Cuvier). 57.

Shakar.Jchora Sugar- eater), The Little Spider- hunter

(Aruchnothera pusilla, Blyth). 224.

Shama, The Blue Rock-Thrush ( Petrocossyphus eyanens, Lin. ).

351.

The Shama (Kittacincla macroura, Gmel.). 476.

Shnmchiri, The White-browed Fantail ( Leucocerea albofron-
tata, Frankl.). 292.

Shapaki (in Dera Ismail Khan), The Spotted Owlet (Athene
Brama, Tem.). 76.

Sharak (in Dera Ismail Khan), The Blaek-Myna i Acridotheres
ginginianus, Latham). 685.

Shekh Mamola (in Dera Ismail Khan), The Whitefaced Wagtail
. Motacilla, luzoniensis, Scopoli). 590.

Shikra (the female), The Shikra ( Micronisus badius, Gmel.).

Shiva {Saira in Kashmir), The Himalayan Gold-finch ( Carduelis
caniceps, Vigors). 749.

Shonbiga or Shonbhigi, The Black-headed Green Bulbul (Iora
Zeylonica, Gmelin). 467.

Shukan (in Derajat), The Large Stone-plover i Esacus recurvi-
rostris, Cuvier). 858.

Sili, The Indian Snake-bird (Plotus melanogaster, Gmelin).
1008.

Stilt, The Whistling Teal (Dendrocygna awsuree, Sykes).
952.

Sim-kukra (in Kumaon), The Wood-coek (Soolopax rusticola,
Linnaeus). 867.

Sim-titar, The wood-cock ^Soolopax rusticola, Linnaeus). 867.
Singbaz or Shin-baz, The Spotted Munia (Munia undulata,

Latham). 699.

Singmonal (i.e., The Horned Monal), The Simla Horned Pheasant
I Ceriornis melanocephala, Gray). 806.

Bin, The Cinnamon-bellied Nuthatch (Sitta cinnamomeo-
ventris, Blyth). 251.

Sohun, The Indian Bustard (Eupodotis Edwardsii, Gray). 836.

Sona Kabutar, The Green Imperial Pigeon (Carpophaga sylva-

tica, Tickell). 780.

Soonda, White Scavenger Vulture (Neophron perenopterus,
Lin.). 6.

-Soongra, White Scavenger Vulture (Neophron perenopterus,
'

Lin.). 6.



i Chatarrhoea c

( Coracias indie

Tickell.). 61.

bill (Hydiocissa coronata, Bodd.). HI.
Sunjrn (in Dora Ismail Khan), White Scavenger Vultur

" Shawk " of Anglo-Indians
(
Neophron percnopterus. Lin.

tiurkhfib (i.e., The Sucker of Water). The Common Snipe (Gall:

nago scolopacinus, Bonap.). 871.
Surkhnh. The Kml.lv Shieldrake (Casarca rutila, Pallas). 954.
SunnnM, The Black Stork fCiconia nigra, Liunams). 918.

The Palm Swift i Cypselus batassienais, Gray).
102.

Taker, The Large Stone-plover (Esacus recurvirostris, Cuvier
858.

Tambayat (i.e. Copper-smith), The Crimson-breasted Barbet
( Xantholaema Indica, Lath.). 197.

T<in abnluf. T1h> Palm Swift « Cypselus batassienais, ( \ ra

v

102.

. „ (i.e., Palmyra Swallow), The Ashy Swallow-Shrike
(Artamus fuscus, Vieill.). 287.

Tarkhnn pakhl ( i.e., The Carpenter bird >, The European Hoopoe
TTpupa epops, Lin.). 254.

„ „ The Indian Hoopoe ( Upupa nigripennis, Gould i.

255.
Tutu batera, The Button-Quail (Turnix Sykesii, A. Smith!.

835.

Techi, The Water-hen (Gallinula chloropus, Linnaeus). 905.

Teliya mayna, The Common Starling (Sturnus vulgaris, Lin-

naeus). 681. [699.

Teliya muniya. The Spotted Munia (Munia undulata, Latham).

Tera (in Derajat this is called Leha, the Marsh Harrier being called

Teha), The Pale Harrier (Circus Swainsonii, A. Smith). 51.

Thampal, The Common Drongo-shrike, The " King-crow " of Euro-

peans in India (Dicrurus macrocercus, Vieillot). 278.

Tharkavi chughd, The Large Scops Owl (Ephilates lempigi,

Horsf.). 75.

Thir-thira (i.e., Quaker or trembler), The Indian Redstart (Euti-

cilla rufiventris. Vieillot). 497.

Thirtir-kampa {i.e. Quaker or trembler), The Indian Redstart
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Tidari, The Shoveller (Spatula clypeata, Linn.). 957.
Tik-tikki, The Lessei Reed-Warbler ( Aeroeephalus dumetorum,

Blyth). 516.

Ttldr /., The Indian Honbara Bustard ( Houbara Macqueenii,
Gray). 837.

Tilgiri, The Common Starling ( Sturnus vulgaris, Linnaeus). 681.
Tilora, The Common Starling (Sturnus vulgaris, Linnams). 681.
Tilyar, The Red-coloured Starling (Pastor rosous, Linnams).

690.

Timtimmu, The Greenshanks (Totanus glottis, Linnams). 894.
Tisa, The White-eyed Buzzard (Poliornis teesa, Frankl.). 48.

Titai, ) The Bed- wattled Lapwing ( Lobivanellus
Tit', Tituri or Titri \ goensis, Gmelin). 855.
Titar, The Grey Partridge ( Ortygornis ponticeriana, Gmelin).

822.
Togji, The Indian Bustard (Eupodotis Edwardsii, Gray). 836.

Egret i Herodias alba, Lii

i WrenTot-runqi, The Allied Wren-warbler (Drymoipus neglectus,
Jerdon). 546.

Tsora and tsara-i (in Pushtu), The Indian Houbara Bustard
(Houbara Macqueenii, Gray ). 837.

Tugk-dar, The Indian Bustard (Eupodotis Edwardsii, Gray).
836.

Tuia-tota, The Rose-headed Parrakeet (Paleeornis rosa, Bodd.).
149.

Tuntuna, The Greenshanks (Totanus glottis, Linnaeus). 894.
Tnntunia, The Rufous Grass-warbler (Cisticola

Bonaparte). 539.

Turn, The Button-Quail (Turnix Sykesii, A. Smith). 835.
Turtura (in Kapurthala), The Little Brown Dove (Turtur <

beyensis, Gmelin). 794.

Z'^tari 'l (The female )> The Red-headed Merlin ( Hypotrior-

rimutri )
cbis chicquera, Uaud). 16.

Betal (i.e. Sandy), The Merlin (Hypotriorchis

Ujli(i.e. White-bird), The White-Stork (Ciconia alba, Belon.).

919.

Ullu, The Brown Fish-owl (Ketupa Ceylonensis, Gmel.). 72.

„ The Spotted Owlet (Athene Brama, Tem.). 76.

(fpakov Knpak, The Common Hawk-Cuckoo (Hierocoecyx varius,

Vahl.). 205.
l Uqnb, Tbe Tawny Eagle (Acquila fulvescens, Gray). 29.

Vtterati, The Small Swallow-Plover (Glareola lactea, Tem-
minck). 843.
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W
Wak, The Night- Heron iNyotioorax griseus, Linnaus). 937.
IVak-mU- ov •

/
..ra,

{
. The Night-heron CNyotioorax griseus,

Linnaeus). 937.

Z

Zakki, The Southern Brown Flycatcher i Alseonax latirostris,

Raffles >. 297.

Zardak, The Bengal Black-headed Oriole (Oriolus melanocepha-
lus, Linnaaus). 472.

Zirdi, The Yellow-wattled Lapwing (Sarciophorus bilobua,
Gmelin). 856.

Zirrea, The Indian Ringed-Plover (.SJgialitis Philippensis,

Scopoli). 849.
Zur (in Kashmir), The Common Snipe (Gallinago scolopaci-

nus, Bonap.). 871.
Zard bulbnl, The Black-crested Yellow-bulbul i Rubigula navi-

ventris, Tickell). 456.
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The Annual Meeting of the Society was held on Wednesday,
the 5th February, 1908, at 9-15 p.m.

The Hon. Mi;. Justice Asltosh Mukiiopadiiyaya, M.A.,
D.L., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., President, in the chair.

The following members were present :
—

Dr. N. Aunandale, Lieut-Colonel W.J. Buchanan, I.M.S., Mr.
I. H. Burkill, Babu Mmimulnm ( Miakravarti, Babu Yanamali
Chakravarti, The Hon. Mr. E. A. Gait, CLE., Dr. Birendra Nath
Ghosh, Mr. H. G. Graves, Dr. T. H. Holland, F.R.S., Mr. D.
Hooper. Mr. W. W. Hornell, Mr. C. H. Kesteven, Dr. F. Pearse,
Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott, Major L. Rogers, LM.S . Rai U ™
Brahma Sanyal, Bahadur, Pandit Yogesa ChandraSastri-Samkhya-
rarna-VedaTii-tlia, Pandit Umapatidatta Sharma, Mr. G. Thibaut,
CLE., Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, The
Rev. A. W. Young.

Visitors :—Babu Atul Chandra Bandopadhyaya, Babu Hem
Chandra Das -Gupta, Kumar Kshitindra Dev, Rai Mahasaya,
Babu Abhilas Chandra Ganguly, Babu Girindra Nath Mukho-
padhyaya, Mr. A. A. Robertson, and Capt. D. Quinlan.

The President ordered the distribution of the voting papers
for the election of Officers and Members of Council for 1908, and
appointed Messrs. D. Hooper and W. W. Hornell to be scrutineers.

The Presideut announced that two essays had been received
in competition for the Elliott Prize for Scientific Research for the
year 1907, which were sent to the Director of Public Instruction,
Bengal, one of the Trustees, for report, and that the result had
not yet been received.

• The President called upon the Secretary to read the Annual

y^NNUAL j^EPORT FOR 1907.

The Council of the Society has the honour to submit the fol-

lowing report on the state of the Society's affairs during the year
ending 31st December, 1907.

Member List.

There continues to be a steady increase in the roll of Ordi-

nary Members.
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During the year under review, 67 Ordinary Members were
elected. Out of these, 4 have no' yet paid their entrance fees.

The election of 4 mote has become null nnd void un-ler Rule 9.

The total number of Ordinary Members, therefore, added to the

list was 59. On the other hand, 16 withdrew, 7 died (one a Life

Member), 7 were struck off under Rule 9, 3 under Rule 38, 9 under
Rule 40, while the names of 4 members were removed from the

list <>f Ordinary Members as they are already on the list of Honor-

ary Members. The total number of members at the close of 1907

was, as will be seen from the following table whi. h shows the

fluctutations in the number of Ordinary Members durine the past

six years, 420 against 401 in the preceding ye..r. Ofihese, 174

•were Resident, 175 Non-Resident, 20 Foreign, 20 Life, and 30
absent members from India, and one was a Special Non-Subsei ibing

Member:—

1902 126 126
J

14

1903 127 126 1 15

1904 I
132 130 14

1905
I

144
j

133 12

1906... . I 173 147
j

15

1907 I 174 175 ! 20

266 21

268
I 21

j
45 1

j
67 335

369
|

20 | 30 1
j

51 420

The seven Ordinary Members, whose loss bv death during the

year we Ir.ve to regret, were Major David Macbeth Moir, I.M.S.,

Mr. Patrick Doyle, C.E., Babu Girindra Nath Dutt, Maharaja
Pratapa Ns.rain Singh, Lieut-Colonel Herbert Jekyl Dyson, I.M.S.,

Maulavi Sayid Abdnl Alim, and Lieut -General Sir Henry
Ed«ard Lattdor Thuillier, Kt. (a Life Member).

There were two deaths among the Honorary Members, viz ,

Sir Michael Foster and Lord Kelvin. The number is now 28,

leaving two vacancies to he filled.

The number of the Special Centenary Members and Associate

Members is unaltered since last year; their numbers are 4 and

12, respectivelv.

During the year one member, Mr. C. B. N". Cama, com-

pounded for his subscriptions, j
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Indian Museum.

No presentations were made to the Indian Museum.
During the year there l.as been no change amongst the

Trustees. The Trustees who represent the Society are:—G. W.
K.ichler, Esq., M.A. ; T H. Holland, Esq

,
F.C.S., F R S. ; The

Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, M.A , D.I,. ; R. P.
Ashton, Esq.; and Lieut -Colonel I) C. Phillott,

The Uovrnment ->f India in the Department of Commerce
and Industry submitted certain proposals formulated by the Trus-
tees of the Indian Museum, with a view to its reorganization and
future development, and the Council agreed to the modifications
referred to.

Finance.

The accounts of the Society are shown in the Appendix under
the usual heads. Statement No. 11 contains the Balance Sheet of

the Society and of the different funds administered through

The credit balance of the Society at the close of the year was
Rs. 1,81,836-15-6, against Rs. 1,79,519-3-3 at the close of the pre-

ceding ye^r.

The Budget for 1907 was estimated at the following figures.

Receipts Ks. 22,350 (Ordinary Rs. 21,150 and Exn
Rs. 1,200). Expenditure Rs. 24,325 ( Ordinary Rs. 20,671 and Ex-
traordinary Rs. 3,650). The budget estimate of receipts excludes

entrance fees.

The actual receipts for the year, exclusive of entrance fees and
one compounding fee, have amounted to Rs 24,102-11-6, or about

Rs. 1,800 in excess of the e^imate. The sum of Rs. 2,096 has been

received as entrance fees, and the sun. of Rs. 300 as a
compounding fee; and the sum of Rs. 2,400 has been credited to

the Permanent Reserve Fund, which now stands at Rs. 1,55,3:.0.

The rece.pts have exceeded the estimate under the heads of " Sub-

scriptions," "Sale of Publications,
-

' '-Interest," the increases

being, respectively, Rs. 1.247, Rs. 39f> and Rs. 70. The total re-

ceipts for the year have been Rs. 26,498-11-6.
In the budget the ordinary expenditure was estimated at

Rs 20,675, the expenditure to be incurred under sixteen beads.
Under these heads the expe-diture has amounted to Rs. 21,21 2-15-7,

or Rs. 527-15-7 in excess of the estimate. The expenditure
on account of the Society's Journal and Proceedin g and
M'minrs has exceeded the estimate by the sum of Rs. 375-7-5.

In no other case has there been any very considerable expenditure

The
8

extraordinaryExpenditure was estimated at Rs. 3,650.

the expenditure to be incurred under seven heads. The expendi-

ture under six of these heads hus amounted to Rs. 1,690-2-9, or

Rs. 40-2-9 in excess of the estimate. Under the seventh head.

" Library Catalogue," Rs 2,000, there has been no expenditure.

During the year the Council sanctioned the following items
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of expenditure : Graiu Compensation Allowance, Rs. 172-14-3
;

Servants' Latrine, Rs. 318-15-6
; Furniture, Rs. 28-14 ; and Pag-

ing of Manuscripts, Rs. 297 : total Rs. 817-11-9. The sum of
Rs. 38-1-1 was paid for accrued interest on Government Paper
purchased during the year. The total expenditure has amounted
to Rs. 23,748-15-2.

The total income, it has been shown, amounted to

Rs. 26,498-11-6 and the expenditure to Rs. 23,748-15-2. The finan-

cial position is, therefore, somewhat stronger than at the close of the
preceding year ; but the improvement would have been slight, had
the preparation of the new library catalogue been completed within
the year, as it was hoped it would be.

The following sums were held at the close of the year on
account of the different funds administered by the Society :

—

Rs. As. P.

Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1 ... 5,109 4 3
Oriental Publication Fund, No. 2 ... 2,000 0 0
Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund (less Rs.

675 advanced to the officer in charge) 478 8 9
Bardic Chronicle MSS. Fund ... 2,400 0 0
Sanskrit MSS. Fund (less Rs. 1,000 ad-

vanced to the officer in charge) ... 2,271 9 2

Total Rs. ... 12,259 6 2

ment paper as a temporary reserve fund.

The Budget estimate of Receipts and Expenditure for 1908
has been fixed as follows :—Receipts Rs. 22,830, Expenditure
Rs. 22,760.

The Budget estimate of Receipts is about Rs. 1,600 less than
the actuals of 1907. There will be no income from the sale of old

building materials, as was the case last year.

The Budget estimate of Expenditure is about Rs. 1,000 less

than the actuals of 1907, but only Rs. 70 less than the estimated
income for the year. Any expenditure in excess of the provision

that has been made will have to be met by drawing on the tem-
porary reserve fund, unless the income should prove larger than is

subscriptions sent 1

while the receipts under this head from subscriptions received

on behalf of the Central Bureau have been Rs. 8,781-9-0. The
sum of Rs. 8,867-7-11 has been remitted to the Central Bureau
and Rs. 542-9-11 is in hand to be remitted to them.

Mr. J. A. Chapman continued Honorary Treasurer throughout
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Reoeipts.

1907. 1907.

Members' subscriptions

Subscriptions for the Socie- /

ty's Journal and Proceedings
\

and Memoirs ... ... y

Sale of Publications

Rent of room

Sale of old beams

Compounding fee

Actuals. Estimate.

6,520

600
3.000

22,350 24,102

300
2,096

22,350 26,498 22,830

Salaries ... ... 5,200 5,054 .5,200

Commission ... ... 500 496 500
Pension ... ... 240 240 240
Stationery ... ... 150 114 125
Light and Fans ... 320 335 320
Municipal Taxes ... 1,465 1,465 1,465

Postage ... ... 600 560 575

Freight ... ... 250 390 390

Contingencies ... ... 500 421 500
Books 2,000 2,045 2,000

Binding ... ... 1,000 1,295 1,000

Journal and Proceedings and
Memoirs ... ... 7,500 7,876 7,600

Printing Circulars, etc. ... 600 594 300

Auditor's fee ... ... 100 100 100

Carried over. Total ... 20,675 21,205 20,550
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Brought forward ... 20,675 21,205
Library Catalogue ... 2,000
Magic Lantern Installation . . . 235 235
Arches ... 450 454
Iron pipes, bends, etc. ... 670 666
Boundary Wall ... ... 70 70
Unfiltered Water-supply ... 65 108

Grain Compensation Allow
Paging of manuscripts
Interest on Government pa]

purchased
Tibetan Catalogue

Agencies.

Mr. Bernard Quaritch and Mr. Otto Harrassowitz continued

to act as the Society's agents.

The number of the copies of the Journal and Proceedings, and
the Memoirs sent to Mr. Quaritch, during the year 1907, was
534 valued at £69-2, and of the Bibliotheca Indica 462, valued at

Rs. 411-10 ; of these copies to the value of £38-6-8 and Rs. 79-8

have been sold.

Nineteen invoices of books purchased, and of publications of

various Societies sent in excbange, have been received during the

year, the value of the books purchased amounting to £78-18-2.

The number of copies of the Journal and Proceedings and
the Memoirs sent for sale to Mr. Harrassowitz, during 1907,

was 213 valued at £30-1-6, and of the Bibliotheca Indica 460
valued at Rs. 435-14; the sale proceeds have been £53-1-3 and
Rs. 717-1-7, respectively.

Library.

The total number of volumes and parts of magazines added
to the Library during the year was 1,890, of which 192 were
purchased and 1,698 were presented or received in excbange.

The Library Catalogue has not yet issued from the press. Print

order lias been given on 14 formes : the remainder has been revised

The Council has sanctioned the preparation of a Catalogue of

the Tibetan Xylographs and MSS. in the Library, and the work

has been entrusted to Rai Sarat Chandra Das, Bahadur.

Owing to the increased accommodation required for Sanskrit
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books and MSS., the Sanski
that of the Arabic and Pei
located in different rooms.

Mr. J. H. Elliott lias continued Assistant Secretary through-

out the year.

Bnbu S'nrendranath Kumar was appointed Librarian on 1st

January, 1907.

International Catalogue of Scientific Literature.

Work in the Regional Bureau during the past year has been
uninterruptedly c=.,ried on. It is increasing as one would expect
paripussu with the increase of scientific staffs in India, and the

increasing energy of scientific investigators. The Regional
Bureau prep .re- 1 and sent 1.189 index slips to the Central Office in

London ; this number of slips lias never been approach- d before

The slips were prepared in chief part by the Bureau's clerk, and
checked or corrected by one or other of the following gentlemen,
most of them members of the Society who have given freely their

services for this good work :

—

N. Anmuidale, Esq., D.Sc. Capt. J. W. D. Me«/aw, T.M.S.

I. H. Burkill, Esq. H. Maxwell-Lefroy, Ksq.

Prof. J. A. Cunningham. B. B. Osmaston, Esq
L. L. Fermor, Ksq. Capt. W. S. Patton, I M S.

Rev. Fr. E. Francotte, S.J. C. W. Peake, Esq
Capt. A. T. Gage, I.M.S. Major L. Rogers, I.M.S.

D. Hooper, Esq. E. Thurston, E-q.
C. Little, Esq. G. H Tipper, Esq.
Capt. R. E. Lloyd, I.M.S. E Vredenburg, Ksq.

Capt. A. C. MacGilchrist, Capt. F. W. Wall, I.M.S.

or the year have

As. P.

They were met out of the grants made by the Governme
of India for the purpose.

During the year we have distributed in India for the Centr

Office no less than 554 volumes, being pa. ts of the 3- d, 4th ai

5th annual issues. We much regret the loss of two or ihii

subscribers, and think it a pity that the teaching centres whith

the volumes went should, henceforward, be without these referen.

volumes. Moreover, the financial aid that the subscriptions meai

to the undertaking was valuable.
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Subscriptions to the extent of Rs. 8,781-9 have been col-

lected in India and forwarded to London.
Lieut.-Colonel D. Prain, C.I.E., F.R.S., was so kind as to

represent the Society, upon its request, at a meeting of delegates
held in London on July 29th and 30th. The financial position of

the Central Bureau was then considered, and it was decided to

submit copies of the accounts to the Regional Bureaus for publica-
tion in any authorised journal.

Elliott Prize for Scientific Research.

The subject selected for the Elliott Gold Medal for the year
1907 was Chemistry. Only two essays have been received in

competition
; these have been referred to the Trustees for report.

At the request of the Director of Public Instruction, Bengal,

paragraph 2 of the Notification of August 2nd, 1907, regarding
the Elliott Prize, was amended so as to include those districts

of Bengal that have beet, minsfei red to Eastern Bengal and
Assam, and the revised Notification now reads as follows :

—

" Any native of Bengal or of the districts of Dacca, Mymen-
singh, Backerganj, Faridpur, Rajshahi, Rangpur, Dinajpur,

Jalpaiguri, Bogra, Pabna, Malda, Chittagong (including

Chittagong'Hill Tracts), Noakhali and Tippera (including Hill

Tippera), or any Eurasian or domiciled European residing in Bengal
or the aforesaid districts, may compete for the prize.

"

Barclay Memorial Medal.

In connection with the Barclay Memorial Medal, the Council
awarded the medal for 1907 to Lieut.-Colonel Alfred William
Alcock, M.B., LL.D., C.I.E., F.R.S., in recognition of his biologi-

cal researches.

Society's Premises and Property.

The cracks in the walls of the main building caused by
changing the beams have been repaired. The boundary wall
has been plastered and whitewashed.

To provide sufficienl water for the garden a tap has been
fitted up on the Corporation unfllterecl water system.

The question of fixing picture-rods has been abandoned.
On the recommendation of Lieut.-Colonel F. P. Maynard,

two microscopical lamps at Rs. 30 each, for the use of the Medi-
cal Section, have been ordered.

An electric installation has been fitted up for working the

lantern at the General Meetings.

Exchange of Publications.

During 1907, the Council accepted six applications for ex-

change of publications, viz :—(1) From the Agricultural Research
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gricultural College, Pusa : the Society's Journal
•> and Memoirs in exchange for the publications of

(2) From the Physikalisch-Medizinische Sozietat

the Society's Joumu' and Proceedings and Memoir*
igs-Berichte. (3) From the B.rmingham Natural
l.ilosophical Society: the Society's Journal and

publications ..f the .Museum. From the Commissioner of

Fisheries. Washington : the Society's Journal and Proceedings and
Memoirs for his publication*.

At the request of Dr. N. Annandale, the Council agreed to

exchange the Society's Journal and Pm, e.din -/« and Menmirs fo,

tl.ose of the Marine Biological Stations at Naples, and the Direc-
tor has been wiitteu to regarding the proposal.

In addition to these exchanges, the Library of the Board of

Examiners has been placed on the free distribution list of the So-

Publieations.

There were published during the year ten numbers of the

Journal and Proceedings (Vol. Ill, Nos. 1-10) containing 774
pages and 10 plates.

Of the Memoirs, six numbers were published (Vol. I., Sup-
plement No. 2, and Vol. II., Nos. 1-5

) containing 123 pages and)
plates.

The Numismatic Supplements, No. 7 and 8, have been pub-
lished in the Journal and Prore, din;.*. Vol. II.. Nos. 1 and S, under
the editorship of Mr. R. Bum and Lieut.-Colonel W. Vost. I. M.S.

There were also published the Index to the Journal, Part 1

for 1904, the Index to the Journal and Proceedings, Vol. II, and
the Index to the Memoirs, Vol. I.

There were only two short reviews published in the Journal

and Proceedings, Vol. III., No. 7; and the Council decided not to

publish further reviews.
Lieut -Colonel D. C. Phillott continued General Secretary and

Philological Secretary, and edited the Proceedings and the Philologi-

cal Section of the Journal throughout the year, except for six weeks
when Captain C. P. Peart, of the 106th Hazara Pioneers, officiated

for him. The Natural History S was edited

by Mr. I. H. Burkill, the Natural History Secretary, and the An-

thropological Section of the Journal by Dr. N. Annandale, the

Anthropological Secretary, except for three months when Captain

R, E. Lloyd, I.M.S., officiated for the latter. Maham.-F

Satis Chandi rried on the duties of Joint Philo-

logical Secretary, and was in charge of the BihUotheca lndua
;

while Mahamahopadhyava Haraprasad Sl.astri continued the work

of collecting Sanskrit manuscripts. In February, 1907, Dr. Ross
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left India, and Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott took charge of the
Search for Arabic and Persian manuscripts. Lieut.-Colonel F. P.
Maynard, I.M.S., continued Medical Seer, tury till November, 1907,
when he resigned, and Major L. Rogers, I.M.S.. was appointed.
The Coin Cabinet was in charge of Lieut .-Colonel W. Vost. I.M.S.,
who also reported on all Treasure Trove coins sent to the Society.

Philology, &c.

During the year under review the contributions have been
varied and fairly numerous. To History, Babu Jadu Nath Sarkai

has contributed two papers, one on the " Conquest of Chatgaon,
1666 A.D.," by Shaista Khan, and the other "the Feringi

Pirates of Chatgaon, 1665 A.D." ; both are translations from the
lAlamgir-Nftma and are a supplement to his article on the same
subject, published in the Journal for June, 1906. Under Antiquities,

mention may be made of Mr. G. Yazdani's two papers on the

ancient history of the town and buildings of Narn-aul, south of

Delhi. Mr. Hari Nath De's " Tarildj-i-Nusrutjuniri.'" an important

memoir, is still in the press. Maulavi Muhammad Kazim Shirazi,

Persian Instructor to the Board of Examiners, has published a

collection of 138 European words, culled from modern Persian
newspapers. This list is of philological interest inasmuch as it

indicates, in some measure, the extent of European influence on
the current literature of Persia. The Rev. F. J. Hoffman's paper
on " Mundari Poetry, Music and Dances " is a valuable contribution

both to Philology and Ethnology. Major T. W Haig has given
the Armenian inscriptions with English translations of some
epitaphs, ranging in date from A. D. 1645 to 1807, discovered by him
in a Christian cemetery it. Haidarabad, Dec-an. Mr. D. Donald has
contributed "Some Pushto Folk-tales," with their Persian trans-
lations : they are of interest to the students of folklore. Lieut.-

Colonel D. C. Phillott, the Secretary, and Mr. R. F. Azoo, the
Arabic Instructor of the Board of Examiners, have contributed
•'Seven Stories from the Naftat* 'l-Yaman," "The Birds' Com-
plaint before Solomon " from the " Kitabu 'l-Jarnhmah fx

l I!.ml 7-

Bnzif«rah " and" Some Folk-tales from Hazramaut "
: Arabic texts

and English translations. Portions of these papers are of anthro-
pological and historical interest. In papers of minor interest are
- Description of a Jam-i-c.hihil ledid, such as that referred to in

L .ne's Modern Egyptians," and a " Note on Sign-,Gestnre-,Code-,
and Secret- Language ,

etc., amongst the Persians " by Lieutenant-
Colonel Phillott.

The impetus given to Tibetan studies by the Tibet Mission of

11103-01 still continues, as is evident from several of the papers
published this year. The Memoir on "The Coinage of Tibet " is

interesting, as it contains facsimiles of silver coins minted in Nepal
and Tibet. Mr. K. H. C. WaLh. I.C.S., the author, observes

that the oldest coin at present available in Tibet is dated 1696 AD.,
though coins are reported to have been used there as early as the

12th century A.D. The characters on the official seal of the Dalai
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Lama of Lhasa are supposed to be in the old Uigur form of the
Mongolian character, derived from the Syriac, and introduced
hy Nes.orian Missiona.ies. The Rev. H. Franeke, in his papers
on "The Paladins of the Kesar Sag.,'* narrates several f..lk-tale>

from Tibetan sources, current in Lower Ladakh, or in Wester n

Tibet. Kai Sarat Chandra Das, Bahadur, C I.E., in his paper on
"A Written Language in Mongolia,"' shows tl.at writing was intro-

duced into Mongolia in the 13th century A.D., by Sakya Pandita
of Western Tibet, during the reign of Gutan, the grandson of

Chinghis Khan; and in his " Notices of Orissa in the Karly Keeords
of Tibet " the Kai Bahadur mentions several Buddhist authors that

flourished in Orissa, Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chand.a V.dya-

in Tibet, " notices tlie Tibetan versions of seventy-eight Buddhist
works on loyic, written in Sanskrit ;

these, with two excepiions, no
longer exist in India nor in Nepal. The Mahamahopadhyaya, dur-

ing his recent visit to the Tibetan monasteries of Labrang and
Phodang, in Sikkim, examined a few valuable historical works on
Indiau Philosophy, a short account of which is embodied in his

paper on " The Samkhya Philosophy in the land of the Lamas. "

In bis paper on " Sanskrit Works on Literature, etc., as Preserved in

Tibet," the same writer brings to light a small treatise on com-
parative grammar by Subhasita Kirti, called Sarva-bhasa-Pravar-
tana-Vyakarana, or " An Introductory Gr ammar to all Languages."

The influence of Indian thought and art in another direction

is indicated in the paper " Clay tablets from the Malay Penin-
sula," by Babu Rakhal Das Banerji. The paper gives an
account of five seals containing impressions of Buddha, Lokes-
vara, Avalokitesvara, and Tata, with the well-known formula" Ye
dharma, " etc. Dr. Annandale, who brought these seals from the

Malay Peninsula, adds an Introductory Note, in which he remarks
that a long-continued intercourse existed between the western
ports of the Peninsula and the southern coast of India, especially

through the commerical activity of the " Labbies " and their

There is also a series of interesting papers on India proper.

Babu Bhaves Chandra Banerji, in his "Notes on the Vedic

Sacrifices," observes that sacrifice was the only religious rite

practised by the Vedic Aryans. He divides sacrifices into several

classes, and holds that in the earliest times the Aryans used to

sacrifice human beings, and that subsequently they abandoned the

practice, substituting horses, cattle, sheep, goats; while later, the

majority preferred the sacrifice of corn and milk, etc. Mr. A.

Venis, in his " Notes on the Maurya Inscription at Sarnath,"

discusses the meanings oi certain words in the insei pti-u a?

deciphered by Dr. Vogel, and says that the number 256, in the in-

scriptions at Rupnath, Sahasram, and Brahmagiri, may be the date

of Asoka's Coronation reckoned from the year of Buddha's Illumin-

ation. Mr. C. A. Silberrad, in his paper on " Rock-draw
Banda District," gives a brief account of several drawings in red

ochre on bare surfaces of the Vindhyau sandstone ;
their origin is
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not known. A fairly satisfactory explanation of the origin of in-

numerable sub-castes out of the four original castes is given by
Mr. Jackson, I.C.S., in his " Note on the history of the Caste-

system." He says that India, hefore the arrival of the Muslims,
was divided into numerous distinct kingdoms governed by kings,

who followed divergent customs. A caste that lived in an area so

extensive as to be subject to more than one political jurisdiction,

naturally split up into sections, the customs of which differed in

detail, owing to the divergent decisions of the kings to whom they
were subject. The Kanaujiya, Maithil, and other sections of the

Brahmans are said to have arisen in this way. " Chronology of

Indian authors," by Babu Nilmani Chakravarti, is a useful paper,

adding numerous important dates to Mabel Duff's Chronology
of India ; it is compiled from an examination of many volumes
of recently published Reports and Catalogues of Sanskrit MSS.

A research into the origin and development of Arithmetical

Notation is made by Mr. Kaye in his "Notes en Indian Mathe-

matics." From a comparison of the Hindu, Arabic, and Greek
systems of Arithmetic, it is concluded that the modern arithmetical

notation is not of Indian origin, and that the 10th century A.D.
is the earliest period when Indian inscriptions were dated in the

figures of the modern (place-value) notation.

Mathematics and the Natural Sciences.

The Society has reason to be satisfied with its work in the
Natural Sciences. Its Journal, for 1907, contained 38 papers

—

almost all from members—and it issued two memoirs. The papers
are almost of the same number as in 1906, but the contributors are

more, being 23 against 18 Many of the papers have been illus-

trated by means of plates and figures in the text such as Calcutta
is now easily able to produce. The Council would like members to

recognise that the Society's publications are really prompt and
that the circulation of the Joitrnal is growing wider and wider.
They earnestly desire that a greater number of members should
become contributors.

In Mathematics, the Society has published Professor D. N.
Mallik's Magnetic Induction in Spheroids, and Mr. G. R. Kaye's
Studies in the Origin of the Arithmetic Notation as mentioned

In Physical Chemistry the Society has published Dr. Moms
Travers' paper On the Absorption of Gases, Vapours and Sub-
stances in solution by Solids and Amorphous Substances, and also a

suggestive " preliminary paper " by Professor J. A Cunningham
and Babu Satis Chandra Mukerjee on the Electric State of Nascent

In Inorganic Chemistry, the Society has published notes by
Professor P. C. Ray, Babu Bidhu Bhusan Dutta and Babu Pan-
chanan Neogi. In Applied Chemistry, the Society has published a

memoir by Mr. E. R. Watson on the Fastness of the Indigenous

Dyes of Bengal.
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To Geology is perhaps to be reckoned Mr. D. Hooper's ac-

count of the composition of Well Waters in the Hadhramaut.
Zoology has been well represented in the pages of the Jour-

nal. On the invertebrate fauna of India have appeared papers by
Dr. N. Annandale describing Freshwater >ponjres, Hydra and a

Medusa found in brackish water m the Cannes delta, and on the

Dr. H. H. Mann's physiological paper on the Diet of Tea
<}arden Coolies in Upper Assam is 'if great interest.

In Botany, the Journal for the year has contained eleven papers,

all dealing with the higher plants or Phanerogams of India. Five of

i hem are systematic : oue adds anew genus of the order Crueitera

—

AnguiUicarpus—to the flora of the country ; others contain descrip-

tions of varieties of Qentian-i > 0 ro,i>ifa. .<,<•>:, -I la pvrpnrascens, and
Ducrosia anethifolia. Messrs. R. S. Finlow and C. J. Bergtheil
discuss the Hardness of the Seeds of Wild Fibre plants; Mr. I. H.
Burkill details observations on the Pollination of Cotton flowers

;

Captain A. T. Gage describes an abnormal pineapple; Messrs.

Burkill and G. C. Bose describe an abnormal mango branch ; and
Mr. D Hooper reports on the oils contained in the seeds of species

of Garcinia. And concurrent with the volume containing these

has been part of the issue of vol. 74 of the old series of the
Journal. Vol. 74, and vol. 75 to follow it, are reserved for the

publication of Sir George King's and Mr. J. S. Gamble's Flora of

the Malay Peninsula. Three parts of vol. 74 containing 730 pages
were issued during the year under review.

Further, it is to be mentioned that in the Proceedings may be

found accounts of interesting exhibits by Mr. E. Vredenburg, Dr.
N. Annandale and Dr. E. J. Butler. Mr. Vredenburg's exhibit was
of the fossil sea-urchin mentioned above ; Dr. Annandale's of

certain small Indian aquatic animals ; and Dr. Butler's of a case of

double parasitism in mistletoes from the district of Almora.

Medical Section.

The Medical Section of the Society was started in 1906, and

held its first meeting in August of that year. With the exception

of the vacation during September and October, it has met regu-

larly each month since its foundation. A large number of

medical men have joined the Society as ordinary members during

this period, so that at the end of 1907 there are 61 medical
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members. The meetings have been well and regularly attended
by the members resident m Calcutta, the number present having
averaged 18. The most noteworthy ami satisfactory feature of

the pipers and tne inteiestmg discussions which have followed

them which, on two occasions, was ho well sustained that they

had to be concluded at a subsequent meeting. One of these

related to the difficult and important subject of the differen-

Cerebro-spinaP meningitis by Lieut.-Oolonel E. H. Brown!
P
()ther

papers of special intent were on smadpox in Calcutta by Major
Vaughan; injuries to the knee-joint, bv Dr. Adrian Caddy ; meta-

bolism in Bengalis and on black water fever by Captain l>. M.-Cay;

and on Tropical hepatitis and the prevention of liver abscess by

Captain J. Gr. Murray. In a <dition to the formal papers many
of rare an'l interesting clinical cases have be>m shown, including

a number of surgical affection, a branch of medical science which
has not yet contributed its full 8hnre of papers.

I he above brief summary of the work done will suffice to

show th»t the medical branch has more than justifi-d its exist-

ence, and has met a long-felt want, so that a len-thy and pros-

perous career may confident ly be looked forward to. The rules re-

lating to the meetings of the Medical Section, which were sanctioned

occasionally arisen owing to the absence of either a vice-president

or a member of council to take the chair, which has necessitated

before a chairman could be elected under the* rnles. The Council

have, however, already taken steps to obviate this difficulty. The
papers read before the section have been published in the " Indian

Medi.-al Gazette " with the sanction of the Council. The greatest

need of the section is a reference medical library, which is very

badly wanted in In- 1 ia and would doubtless lead to many addi-

tional medical memb-rs living beyon-l Calcutta joining the Society.

This matter is engaging the attention of the Council. Major
Maynard. I.M.S., was Secreta.yof the Medical Section from its

inception up to November 1907, whet! he resigned, and Major
L. Rogers was appointed in his place. The Section owes a debt

of gratitude to Major Maynard for his valuable work during the

critical early period of its existence.

Anthropology, etc.

There is very little to be said about anthropology this year.

Three papers have been published in the Memoirs, as well as

several shorter ones in the Journal. The most important is

probably the Rev. Father Hoffmann's account of Mutidari songs

and poetry
;
only the first part of this valuable work, which has

been interrupted by the ill-health of its author, h:.R as yet been

issued. In accordance with the wish of the retiring President, a

scheme for the establishment of a bureau for the supply of
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anthropological information in connection with the Society was
submitted to the Government of Bengal, but no order on the
subject has as yet been issued.

1 --Id

below

During 1907 the number of coins presented to the Society was
Id, 70 silver, and 43 copper, whic h may he classified as shown

Ancient India—

Apollodotus 1

Nahapana

Mediaeval India

—

Madana Pala 1

Muhanimadan States-

Banu 'Aliwiya
Saif-ud-din Hasan Qarlagh

'Ala-ud-din Husain Shah

Kulbarga

—

Firoz Shah Bahmani
Ahmad Shah I

Abmad SJiab II
Humayun Shab
Nizam Shah ( Ahmad ) ...

Muhammad Shab

Delbi—

Shams-ud-din Altamsh
Ghiyas-ud-din Tughlaq .

Bahlol Shab
Sikandar Lodi
Akbar ...

•
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Brought forward

Shah Jahan ...

MuradBakhsJi
Aurangzeb
Ahmad Shah ...

Shah'Alamll

Miscellaneous—
Wire money ...

Indo-French
Sikh—Gobind Singh
Modern Native States ...

A few of the coins of Apollodotus II have, for that king,

unpublished monograms. The coins of Nahapana have been
published in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bombay.

The post of Numismatic Secretary whs held for the first

six weeks of the year- by Mr. Richard Burn, and, for the remain o'er,

by Lieut.-Col. W. Vost, I.M.S. The number of coins examined as

Treasure Trove was 2,995. Notes have been kept of the more
important finds, and will be published in the Numismatic Supple-

ment to the Journal.

Bibliotheca Indica.

Of the 22 fasciculi of texts published in the Bibliotheca

Indica Series during the year under review, 15 belong to Brnh-
manic Sanskrit literature, 3 to Jaina Sanskrit, 1 to Buddhist
Sanskrit, 1 to Hindi, 1 to Persian, and the remaining 1 to Tibetan.

These fasciculi include Mr Beveridge's translation of the Akbar-
nama, Pandit Ganga Nath Jha's translation of the Shdcavartika,

and Mahamahopadhyaya Chandra Kanfca Tai-kalankara's second

edition of the Grihya Sntra. Of the new works taken in hand
only two fasciculi h • ve been published this year, viz , one fasciculus

of the Yoga-sastra and another of the Atma-tattva-viveka, under
the editorship of Munimaharaj • Dharmavijaya and Pandit
Vindhyesvari Prasad Dvive lin respectively. The Yoga-sastra is

an authoritative work on the Jaina r eligion and morality, by the

cnlebrat- d Jaina philosopher Hem Chandra Suri, better known as

Kalikala Sarvajfia, who flourished during 1088-1172 A.D.

The Atma tattva-viveka, otherwise known as Bauddhadhikara,
was composed by the famous Hindu logician Udayanacharya in

984 A.D , to refute the philosophical doetri. es of the Buddhists ; it

is an abstruse work bearing testimony to the wordy war that

existed between the Brahmans and Buddhists during the last

sta^e of their struggle with each oth. r. There exists, too, a Tibe-

tan version of this work ; but it is not more approachable than its

Sanskrit original. Referring to the Tibetan version, His Serenity

the Tashi Lama of Tibet, while visiting the Benares College in



December 1905, observed that, though he knew every word of the
book, he could not properly grasp the meaning of a single sen-

tence. It is hoped that some scholar will lind leisure to unravel
the intricacies ot this work by the help of the four commentaries
which are published along with the text.

The Government gi ant of lis. 9.000 for the Bibliotheca Indica
has been raised to Rs. 12,000 for five years, for affording facilities

for publishing a larger number of Arabic and Persian texts. A
few changes have been made in the rules for remunerat in" editors
and translators. Works will henceforth be issued in fasciculi <>t

about 200 pages The supervision of the Bibliotheca Indica
publication was in the hands of Mahamal.opadh yaya Satis

Chandra Vidv abhusana, Joint Phdological Secretary of the
Society.

Report on the Search for Sanskrit MSS.

During the year under review, Mahamahopadhyaya Hara-

Durbar Library collected since his visit in 1898. This collection

was commenced by the late Maharaja Sir Vii Shamsher Jung
Rana and continued by his able brother, Sir Chandra Shamsher
Jung Rana, t<.e present Maharaja. It contains about four
hundred manuscripts, nearly half written on palm leaves. Some
of the palm-leaf manuscripts bear dates of the 10th century, and
very few are later than the 15th. Most are works on Ta.it ra.

both Hindu and Buddhist. One of the Tantrik works entitled

*ffamu«lfifinm is attributed to Macchendra Nath. The Hindu
Taut ras are all attributed to Siva, and they are sup|K>sed to have
been brought down to Earth from Kailasa by nine Natbas,
one of whom was Maeehendra Nath. This is one of the earliest

Tantra known. The MS. is written in Gupta character of the
transition period. Another work, entitled Kiran Tantra and
written in the same character, is dated N.S. 44, i.e. 924 A D.
There are many works in the Vajrayan School of Buddhism, which
is the origin of that obscene and m\ stic worship populaily known
as the Sahaja School. The modern Sahaja Vaishnavism of

Bengal is a mere adaptation of that Buddhist School to Hinduism :

the doctrine and the dogmas are very much the same, there being
but a siight difference in name and form.

The Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita is the ancient and
original work on Prajfiaparamita. About the sixth century,

Maiireya Nath laid down the doctrines of the Mahay an School in

the form of Karikas, ami divided tl.ein into eight chapters, called

the Ai-hisamaya S'astra. Later, the Prajnaparamita was amplified

into a work of 25 thousand verses and called the Panchavituati
Snhasrika Prajnnparamitn it embodied the ideas of Maitreya

Nath. Again, in the reign of Dharma Pal of Masradha, a similar

commentary, called the Abhisamayalankara S'astra, was written

on the Asta. Sahasrika.
But the most important discovery of local interest is the

collection of Bengali songs of the Vajrayan School of Buddhism.
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written long before the Muslim conquest of Bengal. Professor
Bendall, in his Cambridge Catalogue, deaerihas a. manure! ipt of

Hevajra ( ) Tantra by Krishnaebarya or Kahnu Pada. The
particular manuscript be mentions was copied in 1198. He gives

a photograph of one page. In a work entitled Charyacharyavinis-
cbaya, the palaeography of wbich is undoubtedly 50 to 100 years
older, are found some Bengali songs by tbe same Krishnacharya
or Kahnu Pada with a Sanskrit commentary. This places

Krishnaebarya a hundred to two hundred years before 1198. In
the Sanskrit commentary of Charyacharyavinischaya there are

again found Dohas by Krishnacharya quoted here and there. On
enquiry, Mahamahopadhyaya S'astri found a copy of a Doha-
Kosa by Krishnacharya in the private collection of a Bud-
dhist priest, It contains 32 Dohas by Krishnacharya. The
Buddhist priest assured him that tbe Dohas are still sung,

but as their doctrines are secret they refused to sing them
before him. He has, however, procured a copy of the Doha-Kosa
with a Sanskrit commentary. The Charyacharyavinischaya
contains songs by several Bengali poets—Lui, Dwarka, Bbusukm,
Sarabba, Womvi and others. This takes back the history of

Bengali literature by several centuries.

The wide prevalence of Buddhism in Bengal is proved by a
manuscript of the Bodbicharyavatara, copied in A.D. 1436 at

Venogram in Sanchuria, or Sf.nchala, in Southern Burdwan, by a
Buddhist Bhikshu for the benefit of a Kayastha Mahatfama or

Zamindar and his son ; it was collated and corrected by another

Bbiksu ^nia inCFOW »•«•! for the use of himself and of others. Idi-

karma is another work which throws light, on the early history of

Bengal. It was written by Yatakara Gupta at tbe request of his

friend, Prabhakara Gupta, and deals with the reformed doctrines of

Subhakara Gupta. Theie is a quotation in this book embodying
some of the ideas of tbe Sammatiya School, which, according to

Hiuen Tsangf, prevailed in Eastern India. The S'astri has bad
this work copied, as it is likely to throw light on the state of

Buddhism in Bengal, perhaps even before the reformation effected

by Dharma Pal in the 9th century. The book is entirely free

from the obscenities that disfigure the work of the Vajrayau School.

It is possible that it belongs to the short-lived Mantrayan School
which followed the Mahayan and preceded tbe Vajrayan.

Another important discovery of general interest is a Bud-
dhist poem entitled Saundarananda by Asvaghosha, a twin brother

of bis Buddhacliarita. It has 18 sargas, and in style and arrange-

ment appears similar to tbe other well-known work. Asvaghosha
is here described as a Saketaka, a Bhadanta and an Acharya, and

the son of The ideas of the Mahayan school are given more

fully here than in the Buddhacharita, The curious thing, how-

ever, about this work is that it is nowhere mentioned among tbe

works of Asvaghosha by Chinese and Japanese authorities.

There is a dilapidated copy of Buddhacharita in the Durbar

Library, which seems to have been overlooked by Amritananda,
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while preparing the copy of the work which Cowell used for his

edition of the work. A comparison of this manuscript with the

printed edition has tilled up several small lacuna1 ami supplied

one important licima of 11 verses. The first twenty-five verges of

the P»»^
^{VldeT^^^

which contains more matter in a curious vernacular, perhaps the

mother of Bengali, than is usually found in ordinary manuscript

copies of that work, hn'nr!. the b-w^ Sanskrit verses in each Bee-

grown brown with ;.<.•. •. This paper is n t of Mahomedan manu-
facture and is, perhaps, the old paper called Vansapatra paper by
the Nepalese and Dafue paper by Kuropeans, of which many fra li-

raents have been obtained from Central Asia.

The Maharaja is extremely unwilling to allow the old palm-
leaf manuscripts to be removed from Nepal. This is one of

the reasons why no old palm-lenf manuscripts have been pro-

cured by the S'astri. The Maharaja, however, freely allows copies

to be made of these old manuscripts, and many have been copied

by the Sastri's assistants under his own immediate supervision or

by Nepalese scribes.

The printed edition of the Astasahasiika Prajuaparamita.

and in fact all the manuscripts hitherto known of that work, com-
mence with 21 verses which have previously been regarded as part

and parcel of the Prajnaparamita itself. It is interesting, how-
ever, to note that in a dilapidated palm-leaf copy of the work, the first

leaf of which is lost, the second leaf begins with ^f%7TT «if«ih\«i«i

TOSWTQI | TOTJlftqrfiffsr q*3 WOT*, etc. On comparing this

with other manuscripts it was found that ^ffaf%WT is the Inst word
of the 20th verse. Hence twenty of the twenty-one verses, which
are now regarded as forming a part of the Prajnapan.mita, are real-

ly a Prasasti or Mahatraya of the Pi ajnaparmita by Rahula Bhadra,

the 21st being only w^f* or the merit of repeating the Mahat-

mya. The real Prajnaparamita begins and ends in prose. Thus
we get a genuine work by Rahula Bhadra, a well-known writer of

the 6th century, imbedded in the Prajnaparamita.
Haramekhala is a medical work in Prakrit, It was written

by Maluka, a Brnhmnn of Srimala, who boasts of his relationship

with the great poet Ma-ha who was the grandson of the Prime
minister of the Raja of Srimala. The Haramekhala has a " Chha-
ya " or Sanskrit translation in verse. It also has a commentary
in Sanskrit. Raja Pratap Malla of Kathmandu, a contemporary
of Aurangzeb, made a careful copy of Haramekhala, The " Chha-
ya" and the commentary on palm leaf are enclosed in gilded and

beautifully decorated boards.
In the 9th and 10th centuries during the early years ot the

Feign of Pala kings in Eastern India, when Buddhism and
Hinduism were struggling for supremacy, various polemicalworks
were written on both sides, only one of which (on the Hindu
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side) has up to now been known. This is the Atmatattvaviveka
or Bauddhadhikkara, by Udayana, written about 984 A.D. Five
works on the Buddhist side have now been discovered, viz,, 1.

Apohasiddhi by Ratnakirtti (there was a dilapidated copy of

this MS. already in the Asintic Society's collection); 2 and 3.

Ksanabhangasiddhi by the same author; 4. Dus-tnadikprakasika
by Pandit Asoka; 5. Antarvyapfcisamaithana, by Ratnakar Sfinti-

nfldfl.. iti ^bwat; fm^ annfo f^araffpr PfmiVs nf nil thPfifi HISS

have been made and brought down to Calcutta.
The Rajas of Kanauj belonging to the Rathora or Gaharwar

family were staunch Hindus. Among them Govinda Chandra
was specially famous for his orthodoxy. It was at his court that

Lakshnridhara made the first great compilation of Smiiti yet
known. Govinda Chandra, however, h»d a Buddhist wife, and
she presented a copy of Astasahasrika, which is to be found in

the Durbar Library, to a Buddhist Vihara.
Bodhieharyavatara is a work written by S'antideva in the-

7th century A.D. It is a philosophic work of the highest import-
ance to Buddhist. In the Durbar Library, however, there is a
work entitled Bodhicharyavataramimamsa. It is Bodhicbarva-
vatara itself, with a few verses added both in the beginning and at

the end. The object of the added verses is to show that it is an
intei locution between Asoka and Upa Gupta. This is the way in

which History has been perverted by ignorant monks of later

Works on Dhanurveda are very raie. Hence the discovery
of Kodanda Sastra attributed to'Dilipa may be considered an
important one. It treats of how a bow is to be made, how arrows
are to be aimed, etc. Greater reliance, however, is placed on
mantras and incantations than on actual skill in archery.

A manuscript of the Yogasataka ( *fHnm* ) is attributed to

Nagarjuna. The commentator, Dhruvapi.da, says that the author
in one sloka hints that he is also the author of the Uttaia Yantra
of the Sushruta Samhita.

In a MS. of the work entitled 9*WTOfaf«r^TO are to be
found short works by Nagarjuna, Aryadeva, Dingnaga, Padma-
vajraand Anangavajra. Na^arjnna's work is entitled %ftmfl«H

Aryadeva's work is entitled ^nf%l*nnri^ . This MS. also has
been copied and brought down to Calcutta.

In February 1907 Lieutenant-Colonel Phillott took over
charge from Dr. E. Denison Ross. During the year under review,

some valuable additions have been made to the collection. Special

attention was paid to gathering information about various

private libraries, and for this reason the travelling Maulavis had to

travel more than previously. Libraries unknown before were
discovered in Ahmadabad, Bombay, Hyderabad, and Madras r

places hitherto unvisited by the Maulavis.

Copies of all these MSS.

Search for Arabic and Persian MSS.
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In Hyderabad, the libraries of Sir Salar Jung-, and of the Af$aru

l-Atibbn* Muhib Husayn were found to be of special interest.

Amongst many rare and valuable manuscripts in the library

of the latter, a" Persian translation was discovered of the Kitnb"-
,

l-lfashA>ish tca n-Nab/Unt, 1 the Arabic translation of DioKeoridcs'

work in Greek (a work on the Materia Medica); this had good
coloured Bgures of medicinal herbs : probably, too, the later Arabic

[idayat Husayn, generously

formed part of his library
;
subsequently

were so made over by him to the Library of the Board of

Examiners, Calcutta. During the year, various manuscripts were
offered for sale from Agra, Delhi, Lahore. Ajmere, and Hyderabad.
An Arab traveller also sent, for inspection, 102 manuscripts,
among which were the following :

—

(1) The Haqn'iq* 't-Taj'sir by Abu 'Ahd* r-Rabman Muham-
mad ibn* '1- Husayn ibn Musa as-Sulaymi an-Naysaburi (who died

in A.H. 412, A D. 1021), and the Anwar* 'l-Qur*an by 'Ali ibn
Sultan Muhammad al-Qari al-Harawi (who died in A.H. 1014, A.D.
1605): these are of special interest. Up to the present, however,
no definite settlement for purchase has been made with the Arab.
The total number of manuscripts already purchased during the
year* is 150. This includes almost, every branch of Arabic litera-

ture. In date, the manuscripts range from 900 A.H. to 1100
A.H. The following deserve notice :

—

(1) The Qurazat»-'z-Zahab al-JSmi 1
li anted'* H-Adab, a

treatise on literature that was written by order of

Saif* 'd Dawlah (ruled A.H. 333-356 ; A.D. 944-967).

This M.S. is dated 1051 A.H.
(2) The Kitnb" 7 Irshad by Sharaf* \l-JHn Isma'il ibn Abi

Bakr al Muqri al-Yamani (who died in A.H. 837;

A.D. 1433). This is an abridgement of the al-giiiri

'?-&agAir, of Naimu 'd-din 'Abd* 'l-Ghaffar ibn «Abd*'l-

Karim al-Qazwini (who died in A.H. 665 ; A.D. 1266).

This abridgement is considered to be an autho-

ritative treatise on Shafi'i jurisprudence and many
Shafi'i scholars such as Muhammad ibn Abi Sharif

al-Maqdisi (who died in A.H. 903 ; A.D. 1497), Muham-
mad ibn 'Abdi '1-Mun'im al-Jawjari (who died in AH
889 ; A.D. 1484 ), Ibn H ajar al-Haysami (who died

in A.H. 973 ; A D. 1565) wrote commentaries on it.

The manuscript was transcribed some time after the

death of the anthor, and is dated A.H. 869.

>rk was translated from the Greek i

'ersian. The original Arabic translat

ted into Arabic from the Persian trail
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(3) The An-Najm" %Wahhoj ft Shark* 'LMinhaj. The author
of this manuscript is Kam.alu 'd-din Muhammad ibn

Mus? 'd-Damlri (who died in A.H. 745; A.D. 1324).

This is also a trustworthy book on Shafi'i jurisprudence.

Only one other copy exists ; it is in the Bodleian
Library. This MS. is dated A.H. 869.

Other interesting manuscripts will be noted in a later and
detailed report. In conclusion the Ofncer-in-charge of the Search
wishes to express his satisfaction with the continuous and scholarly

assistance rendered by Maulavi Hidayat Husayn.

Search for Bardic Chronicles.

The scheme has been brought to the notice of the^principal

chiefs in Rajputana and Gujerat., who bave kindly consented to

afford every facility for carrying out the Search. Unfortunately
no qualified Pandit has yet been found to execute the work ; but

a commencement has been made in the States of Meywar and
Marwar. In the former State, with the permission of H.H. the

Maharana, Pandit Gauri Shankar Harichand Ojha has kindly
undertaken to start the work, and in the latter H.H. the Maha-
rajah has been so good as to place the services of Munshi Debi
Prasad at the disposal of Major Baldock for the same purpose.

Both these gentlemen are rendering valuable assistance.

A catalogue of over 230 manuscripts existing in the different

libraries in Mat war has been submitted by Munshi Debi Prasad,
who is still engaged in completing the list. It is probable that on
examination many of these will be found hardly to come within
the definition of " Bardic Chronicles "

; but it is hoped that a con-

siderable number will prove of historical interest.

A list of 43 manuscripts, deposited in Watson Museum of

Antiquities at Rajkot, has been received from the Librarian and a

genealogical table of the Sanjheli State from the Political Agent,
Rewa Kantha. This latter is written in Marwari, in the Gujrati

character, and has not yet been examined.

The Report having been read and some copies having been
distributed, the Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Pre-

sident of the Society, delivered an address.

Annual Address, 1907.

Gentlemen,—It is not incumbent on your President to deliver

an address at the end of the first year of his term of office, and if I

had kept silent on the present occasion, I would have followed

weighty precedents. I have been unwilling, however, to meet you

this evening without supplementing the annual report which

has been laid on the table and making some reference to the
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researches in which members of our Society have been engaged
during the past twelvo mouths. I do not propose to enter into

any elaborate review of the work of the Society, nor of the pro-

gress of the different branches of research with which our S,,r i<4y

deals ; such a review may more fittingly he made at the next
annual meeting, when we shall complete the first quarter of the

second century of our existence. But before T deal with the
subjects which have engage I the attention of our members dur-

ing the last year, 1 would like to make a brief reference to more
homely matters. The report which has been laid on the table

shows, as you have all been gratified to find, that the number of

our members has been steadily increasing in recent years. In
fact, in the course of the last five years, our members have in-

creased by very nearly one hundred. This is a matter for con-

gratulation, :md our thanks ; ,i«> due principally to the members
of the medical profession who have joined our ranks ami swolh-d

lost from our ranks seven Ordinary Members, two of whom
deserve special mention,

Lieutenant-General Sir Henry Edward LandorThnillier joined
the Society so far back as 1847, and at the time of his death,

bad been a member for over 60 years. At one time, before his

retirement from the country, he. took considerable interest in

our work, and contributed to our Journal and Proceedings a numb -r

of valuable papers on " Meteorology " and the " Survey of India,"

The present generation of members of the Society, however,

would hardly recollect that he filled successively the offices of

Vice-President and President long before some of us were born.

It is not too much to say that his services to this country will not

be readily forgotten, and his name will remain indissolubly

connect-d with the great survey operations of India.

Babu Girindranath Dutt, who was cut off in the prime of

life, joined the Society about 15 years ago. During the years

preceding his death, he was engaged in a series of interesting

researches upon the tribes and castes of Bengal, and his papers

on the Brahmins and Kayesthae of Bensral treated of a subject of

a highly controversial character and covered so much ground

that, as Mr. Beveridge once remarked, it would require a

syndicate of learned men to review it properly.

Amongst our Honorary Members, we have lost two very dis-

tinguished names : Lord Kelvin and Sir Michael Foster. It is

unnecessary for me here to dwell at length on the intrinsic value

of their scientific work ; it is enough to observe that a career

o" •
•

.
-

'

closed by the death of Lord Kelvin, while the loss to physio-

logical science, by the death of Sir Michael Foster, cannot easily

be repaired. The places of these two eminent min m our list ot

Honorary Members has not yet been filled, and it is safe to amrni

that, whoever may be nominated to fill the vacancies, we can

hardly obtain any of the reputation of Lord Kelvin.

I shall now turn for a moment to the field of oriental
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research, in which some notable contributions have been made by
our members in the course of Inst year. When I had the honour to

address you from this chair two years ago, I dwelt upon the im-
portance of the exploration of Tibet ami of the results which were
likely to follow from an examination of the large number of

valuable manuscripts and books which were brought from Tibet by
the then recent Tibet Mission. I pointed out that, by reason of

the influence which had been undoubtedly exercised at one

time by the literature of India upon the literature of Tibet,

considerable light might be thrown upon some of the darkest

corners of Indian history and antiquities by an examination of

the materials thus revealed to us. It now appears that our hopes

are about to be realized, and that the secluded monks of Tibet

will be able to reflect back to India the light which they borrowed
centuries ago and which has now disappeared from amongst
ourselves. One of our members, Mahamahopadhyay Satis Chandra
Vidyabhusan, who has devoted himself to these studies, has recently

given us a series of papers on " Indian logic as preserved in Tibet.*
1

He has noticed numerous valuable Buddhist works on logic

composed during ti e period which intervened between the 5th

and the 13th centuries, which have been regarded as lost in this

country for many centuries, and which exist apparently only in

Tibetan versions. In this list must be included the works of

Dingnag,one of the foremost Indian logicians, who is said to have
flourished n^ar Madras about 1,400 years ago ; as also those of

Binitadeva, the distinguished scholar of Nalanda who flourished in

the begin- >ing of the 8th century ; of Chandragomin, the first

grammarian and logician of Bengal, who lived on the banks of

the Padma in Rajshahi about the same time; of Rabi Gupta,
the famous poet and logician of Kashmir, who wrote about the

middle of the Sth century ; of Santarakhit of Johour in Bengal,

who visited Tibet about the same period; and Sankarnanda who
was possibly the List of the logicians of Kashmir and flourished

abour. the middle of the 11th century. By a singular irony of fate,

the works of these eminent scholars are no longer traceable in their

original form, as with the downfall of Buddhism they gradually
fell into disuse and ultimately disappeared completely; nor did
they find a shelter in Nepal, as they probably might have done,

if they had been books of a religious character. But we can
hardly treat it as a matter of surprise that these works have
been so carefully and successfully preserved in Tibet in faithful

translations. The art of printing, which is rightly regarded as one
of the most powerful agencies of modern civilization, appears to

have been known to the Chinese many centuries before it was
discovered in Europe, and was certainly familiar to the people of

China towards the close of the 6th century. When, therefore, in-

tercourse prevailed with Tibet between India on the one hand and
China on the other, the monks of that secluded country got a

splendid literature from the former which they were enabled

to preserve by means of the agency of the art of printing

which they borrowed from the latter. Under royal patronage,
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especially in the reign of Ra I paean in the 9th cent ury, innumerable
Indian Pandits and Tibetan Lamas were engaged on the transla-
tion of Sanskrit books into Tibetan. The versions thus elaborate-

ly prepared were perpetuated in woo Ion blocks )V mi which impres-
sions could be taken at any moment. The majority of the works
on logic so preserved in Tibet have been found to form part
of the Hodgson Collection now deposited in the India Office as also

of the va«t Tibetan Collection brought down by the British Mission
three years ago. Mahamahopadhyay Satis Chandra V idyahhusau
has further found traces of these works in the Tibetan Xylographs
in the monasteries of Labrang and Phodang in Sikkim, which he
visited last summer. It is obvious that we have in this directiou

a wide field for research, and I would urge upon the younger
members of the Society who have any aptitude for the acquisition

of languages, to turn their attention to Tibetan and to master the
intricacies of that language, not, so much for the purpose of
elucidating the sacred writings of the Lamas of Tibet, as for the
purpose of restoring to India, from Tibetan sources, that rich bar-

vest of Sanskrit books, Buddhistic as well as non-Buddhistic, reli-

gious, scientific, literary and philosophical, which are now known to

us only by name, and the originals of which have been completely
lost to the people of this country for many centuries. It may be
stated with some degree of confidence that the works recovered
from Tibet will form, so far, at any rate, as Hindu Logic of ancient
and modern schools is concerned, a valuable addition to the litera-

ture at our disposal; and it is interesting to observe that they
throw a good deal of light on the antiquity of Indian Philosophy,
which dates from a pre-Christian, and not improbably from a
pre- Buddhistic age. Philosophy was widely cultivated in India
daring her intercourse with Greece, but, though there is consider-

able similarity between the Indian and Greek systems of Philo-

sophy, there is nevertheless no solid foundation for the suggestion
that our system was derived from theirs though it, is conceivable

that some of the representatives of our school might have profited

from a study of theirs, as is evident from a well-known anecdote

which is familiar to all readers of the Indian Travels of Apolonius.

Of the other papers on theside of Philology and Antiquities,

one by Mr. Kaye on Indian Mathematics deserves special mention.

It has been hitnerto held by Orientalists of repute that the

modern arithmetical notation is of Indian origin. In support of

this theory, reliance has been placed upon numerous inscriptions,

specially some from Southern India, such as the Kalobhabi
inscriptions of 339 A.D., which are dated in figures of the place-

value notation. Appeal has also been made to the fact that the

rule for the extraction of the square root, given by the famous

astronomer Aryyabhatta, who is said to have lived in the early part

of the fifth century, pre-supposes a knowledge of the now prev alent

form of notation where each figure has a plaee-vatne. Mr Kaye
controverts this position, and has recourse to the hypothesis that

all the inscriptions before the 10th century that have been

supposed to be dated in figures of the modern place- value
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notation are spurious; he further contends that the rule of

Aryyabhatta applies to all possible notations, and is really algebraic

in character. His theory is, with regard to this last point,

that there is absolutely nothing in the rule to indicate
stna^

it was intended to apply specially to a notation with place-

values and a zero. In another paper which was communicated
later on, Mi*. Kaye maintains that Aryyabhatta was indebted in the

matter of arithmetical notation to the Greek astronomers of

Alexandria. It may be pointed out, however, that our knowledge
of early Indian mathematics is somewhat limited and fragmentary.
There is no exhaustive collection of Sanskrit manuscripts on
astronomy and arithmetic, and the works which have been

published or rendered into English form a very small proportion

of what is known to have existed at one time. Under such cir-

ment on the subject of the indebtedness of Indian Mathematics
to foreign sources. Some light, so far as Indian Astronomy is

concerned, will be thrown by the brillinnt lectures of Dr. Thibaut,

which are now in the course of delivery. Dr. Thibaut has estab-

lished in his classical paper on the Suhasntras the antiquity of

Indian mathematics, and, even if it he assumed that Aryyabhatta
was indebted to the Alexandrian astronomers, he gave back to

the world the light he borrowed from Alexandria in a brighter

and more useful form, for as one of our great Sanskrit poets

says « The Spai.kling gem gives back the glorious radiance,

It drinks from other light, but the dull earth
Absorbs the blaze and yields no gleam again."

Amongst the historical papers which have been contributed
to the Society during the last year, those of Prof. Jadunath Sarkar
on the " Conquest of Chatgaon by Sayestha Khan " and on the
" Firinghee Pirates of Chatgaon " are of special interest, and
throw considerable light upon a somewhat obscure peiiod of
history. They are founded on translations from the " Alamgir-
namah " and indicate amply that a version of other portions of
that great work would be equally useful.

Mention must also be made of the papers of Mr. Yazdani, in
which he deals with the ancient history of the town and buildiirgsof
Narnaul, south of Delhi. Our enthusiastic Secretary, Col. Phillott,

has given us a number of papers, someof them, conjointly with Mr.
Azoo, which are of considerable interest—not only from the point
of view of history, but of anthropology as well ; and the paper
by Mr. Hoffman on Mundari poetry, music and dances, give us
valuable information as to the habits, customs and manners, as
also the language of that interesting tribe.

Rai Sarat Chandra Das, Bahadur, that distinguished Tibetan
traveller, holds, in his paper on " A written language in Mongolia,"
that the Mongolian character was designed after the Tibetan
in the 13th century. About the same time, we had a paper from

Mr. Walsh on " The Coinage of Tibet," in which he urges the con-

clusion that the Uigur form of the Mongolian character, which
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appears on the official seal of the Dalai Lama, was borrowed from
the Syriac, through the agency of Nestoriau missionaries. I do
not feel competent to pronounce upon the respective merits of

these theories, nor am I in a position to reconcile them ; but
it does seem to me that the question is worth investigation,

whether Mongolia ma}' not have got her art of u riting from ,.t

least two independent s.Minvs, nain. lv. Syria and Tibet.

Babu Rakhal Das Banerjee deals in his paper on " Clay tablet.*

from the Malay Peninsula," with the external inllunue of Indian
thought and art. These seals were brought from the Malay
Peninsula by Dr. Anuandale, who, in his introductory note, dwells
on the long intercourse which existed between the western parts

of the Peninsula and the southern coast of India. This affords a
confirmation of previous evidence on the subject, which had
established, beyond controversy, the influence of Indian religion

and art in some of the islands of the Indian Archipelago. I

cannot pass in silence over the interesting paper of Mr. Jackson
on the history of the caste system, in which he attempts an
explanation of the origin of innumerable sub-castes out of the four

original castes. Mr. Jackson seeks to establish the theory that,

before the advent of tlie Mahomedans, India was divided into

numerous distinct kingdoms governed by kintjs, who followed
divergent customs, with the result that, if a caste lived in an area
so extensive as to be subject to more than one political jurisdic-

tion, it became naturally split up into sections whose customs
differed in detail, based, as these were, on the divergent decisions

of the kings to whom they were subject. The matter, it must be
conceded, is of a highly controversial character, and the theory,

however ingenious it may be, can hardly be treated as conclu-

sively founded upon a substantial basis of evidence. At any rate

even if it be admitted that in a particular locality a cause of the

description mentioned led to a sub-division of the castes, it would
be a mistake to suppose that the same cause was in operation

everywhere, and that every sub-caste is traceable to the existence

of similar circumstances.
Two of our younger members, Babu Bhabesh Chandra

Banerjee and Babu Nilmony Chuckerbutty, have given us in-

teresting papers, which show a creditable spirit of research. The
former deals with the subject of Vedic sacrifices, and endeavours
to establish that the Aryans, at one time, used to sacrifice human
beings and subsequently abandoned the practice, substituting the

lower animals, and gradually corn, milk, etc. The latter treats of

the chronology of Indian authors, and gives us some important
dates supplemental to those contained in Duff's Chronology of

In the domain of the Natural and Physical Sciences, our

Journal and Proceedings and Memoirs exhibit unabated activity.

Prof. Mullick's brief but important paper on Magnetic Induction

of Spheroids has been, with the permission of the Society, subse-

quently republished in the Philosophical Magazine. In Physical

Chemistry we had a stimulating paper from Dr. Travers on the
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Absorption of gases, vapours and substances in solution by solids

and amorphous substances ; while the memoir of Prof. Watson, on
the fastness of the indigenous dyes of Bengal, treats, with thorough-
ness and minuteness, of a question of great practical interest to the

industries of this country. We had also a very suggestive

paper by Prof. Cunningham and Babu Satis Chandra Mukherjee
on the electric state of nascent gases. These were followed by
notes from Prof. Koy and Babu Bidhu Bhusan Dutt and Babu
Panchnnon Neogy. All these bear testimony in unmistakable
terms to the first-rate work which is now carried on by some of

our professors and by their advanced students, and 1 am assured

that the research work done here would be deemed creditable

even in more advanced centres of learning.

We are indebted to Mr. Hooper for his interesting paper on
the composition of well waters in Hadramaut, which has been

claimed by chemists as a research within their domain, and by
geologists as a paper which, undoubtedly, throws light on their

special subject. In Zoology we had a series of papers from
Dr. Annandale.in which he describes freshwater sponges in brackish

water in t»>e Gangetie delta. There are also otl>er papers by

Dr. Annandale, Dr. Gruvel and Dr. Linstow, which are of a highly

technical character. But I must not omit all mention of Dr.

Mann's paper on the diet of tea-garden coolies in Upper Assam,
which deals with a question of ureat interest ami practical im-

portance, and must be regarded as the first important contribution

on a subject wi.ich requires careful attention.

I stated at the outset that there has been, in recent years, a

considerable addition to our strength by the enrolment of medical
members, and the formation of a medical section of the Society.

I may be permitted to add that I welcome the presence of the

members of the medical profession, not merely from the point of

vie»v of the important contributions relating to medical topics

which mav be expected from tliem, but also from the point of view
of resea.ches into the history of Indian medicine. It must be
conceded with some regret that the Society, in the past, has not

done quite as much towards the investigation of the history

and progress of Indian medicine as it has done in other
directions. By an accident, which is somewhat unfortunate and
inexplicable, the energies of our members, who have devoted
themselves to philology and antiquities, have been steadily kept

away from the history of Indian medicine. It is true that, more
than 70 years ago, the Society published an accurate edition of

the great Sanskrit work on Indian medicine known as the Susruta.

It is also true that in our own generation attempts were made
twice to publish a reliable English version of the same work, but,

although the undertaking was begun on each occasion by a

distinguished scholar, the attempt was unsuccessful, and no pro-

gress worthy of any mention was made. It is ohvious, however,

that the whole subject deserves and affords ample field for investiga-

tion. I am forcibly reminded of the truth of this observation by

the publication of an extremely valuable work on the medicine of
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ancient India, by Dr. Rudolph Hoernle, one of our past presidents.

The first portion of the work of Dr. Hoernle, whicl. has been
recently published, deals with the subject of Osteology, and makes
manifest the surprising extent and accuracy of the knowledge
of the subject possessed by the earliest medical writers in India,

whose wo k has been traced undoubtedly to the 6th century

into an examination of this interesting work, but it is quite clour

that it marks a new epoch in our knowledge of the history of

medicine. The drugs in use, and the more practical parts of the
medicine « if Knstem nations, Inve long been fatndi ir to iuvt^'i_M

tors; but, of the more scientific bran. -lies of the subject, we have
ha. I hitherto very imperfect knowledge. Considerable light may
also be thrown on a comparative study of the subject by a valuable

monograph on the surgical instruments in Greek and Koman
times by Dr. Milne, who submit' ed ir as a thesis to the University
of Aberdeen for the Degree of Doctor of Medicine. An examina-
tion of the works of Dr. Hoernle and Dr. Milne makes it obvious,

possessed an extensive and accurate knowledge, based, undoubtedly,
upon dissections and experiments, in no way inferior to the know-
ledge possessed by Greek and Romnn physicians. Interesting

questions may arise as to the relation - f the medicine of the
Indians to th*t of the ancient Greeks and Romans, and it may be
a matter of considerable difficulty to ascertain, with any approach
to precision, how far either system was indebted to the other.

Questions of some difficulty, again, may a ise as to the time when
the great writers on Indian Medicine flourished, as is amply indi-

cated in a very instructive discussion on the subject between Dr.
Hoernle on the one hand, and Prof. Jolly on tne other, in recent
communications to the Royal Asiatic Society of London. It is

by no means surprising to find that considerable liyht may be
th- own upon these and allied topics from even incidental refer-

ences in the writings of the yre„t Buddhist, travellers. I commend
with confidence ibis field of enquiry, as a promising one, to tne

attention of our member s, and it would be a matter for genuine
regret, if a subject which is so peculiarly lnd a", should i»e left

altogether untouched and unillumined by the medical members of

our Society.

There is one other topic to which I would like to invite yonr
attention for a moment, before I brin-/ this address to a close.

During the last year, the search for Sanskrit, Arabic and Persian

manuscripts has been conducted with commendable zeal, i.nd

with some noticeable results. Last summer, Mahamahopadhyi.ya
Haraprasad Sastri paid his third visit to Nep »l. and the account

of the collection which he made there, as stated intheRepo.t
laid on the table, is of considerable interest. It would be unfair

to expect the same amount of interesting discoveries in the

present visit as attended the labours of the Sastri on two previous

occasions. We cannot legitimately expect on every occasion to

discover grammatical works, now lost iu India, or to recover iusti-
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tutes of law or treatises on medicine or chemistry, of unique value

and impoitance ; but the results of the last research ar« sufficiently

interesting. The Nepal climate, as is well known, is specially

favourable for the preservation of manuscripts, and it is Hot an
unusual thing in Nepal to come across palm leaves of the

12th and 13th centuries which have not jet decayed. The S"stri

has been able to discover manuscripts of works which establish the

undoubted antiquity of the Bengali language; he also found
at least one work written in a lauguage which may have prevailed

here before Bengali became current. We have also ample indi-

cation of the extent to which Buddhism flourished in Bengal.

Mention may also be made of an important medical work, Hara-
mfkhala, w ritten in Prakrit mth a Sanskrit vei^sion attached, and
it is interesting to note, further, that works have been discovered

on Buddhistic Philosophy representing the counterpart of the

great work known as the BauddhaJhikara of Udayanachdryya com-
posed about the end of the 10th century. One can obtain a faint

mmer of the continuous and persistent struggle, which must
ve prevailed about that time between Hinduism and Buddhism

and which terminated later on in the complete victory of the former

and absorption of the latter. We must, however, patiently

wait for further results till tlie manuscripts have been carefully

catalogued and their contents examined Meanwhile the grati-

tude of Oriental scholars is due to the Maharaja of Nepal for the

liberality with which he allowed access to the manuscripts, and
permitted copies to be made. On the Arabic and Persian side, our
inquiries have been prosecuted vigorously, and libraries unknown
before have been discovered in Ahmedabad, Bombay, Hyderabad
and Madras. I am assured that of the large number of manu-
scripts collected, some are of considerable antiquity and of great

value, including one on jurisprudence, composed by Kamaluddin
Mohamed in the early part of the 14th century, the only other

copy of which known to be extant is deposited in the Bodleian
Library. It must be noted, however, that the Arabic and Persian
manuscripts, which have been hitherto collected with the money
placed at our disposal by the Government, have not yet been
catalogued. Under the terms of the tjrant, it is incumbent on us
to catalogue the manuscripts, and I do express tlie hope that

this work will now be undertaken, so that the treasures, which
we have collected, may be brought within the reach of scholars

in all parts of the world.

I trust, gentlemen, that the imperfect account which I have
given of the work of the Society, durinsr the last twelve months,
will convince the most captious critic that our members have not

been idle, and that they have made substantial contrihutions to

the progress of the researches for the promotion of which the

Society exists. It is perfectly true that there are no sensational

discoveries to announce, but with the progress of time, discoveries

of this description have a tendency to grow rarer and rarer, and

we can afford to be content, for the present at any rate, with solid

work done steadily and without ostentation.
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President.

Additional Secretaries.

Philological Secretary :—Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott.

Natural History Secretary :-l . H. Bar-kill, Esq.. M.A.
Anthropological Secretary :—N. Annandale. Esq.. D.Sc., C.M.Z.S.
Joint Philological Seeretarv :

— Maliamaliopadhyava Satis Chandra
Vidyabhusana, M.A.

Medical Secretary :—Major L. Rogers, M.D., B.Sc, I.M.S.

Other Members of Council.

T. H. D. La Touche, Esq., B.A.
Harinath De, Esq., M.A.
J. A. Cunningham, Esq., B.A.
Lieat.-Colonel W. J. Buchanan. M.D., l.M.S.
H. G. Graves, Esq.
Lieut.-Colonel G. P. A. Harris, M D., F.R.C.P.. I.M.S.
Babu Monmohan Chakravarti, M.A., B.L.
Abdulla al-Mamnn Suhrawarday, Esq., M.A., LL.D.

The Meeting was then resolved into the Ordinary General
Meeting.

The Hox Mr. Justice Asctosh Mukhopadhyaya, M.A., D.L..

D.Sc, F.R.S.E., President, in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Fifty-one presentations were announced.
The General Secretary announced that Lieut.-Colonel D. Praia,

Lieut.-Colonel J. H. Toll Walsh, Mr. C. W. Bobon, and Mr. K. G.

Gupta had expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.

The General Secretary also announced the death of Maharaja
Sir J- tin. Ira Mohan Ta-oiv. K.C.S.I.. an Ordinary Member of the

Society.
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Mahatha and Babu Bbupendra Sri Gliosb had been posted as

defaulting members since the last General Meeting, and are now
removed from the Member List.

The following thirteen gentlemen were ballotted for as

Ordinary Members :
—

The Hon. Mr W. W. Drew, Additional Member of the Legis-
lative Council, proposed by Lieut. -Colonel D. C. Phillott, seconded
by Dr. N. Annandale; Mr. B. V. Russell, I.C.S., Supdt. Gazetteer,

Nagpur, proposed by Mr. K, Burn, seconded by Lieut.-Colonel

D. C. Phillott : Mr. Gerald Gardner- Brown, proposed by Mr. A.

Venis, seconded by Mr. G. Thibaut, C I.E.; Mr. H. N. Bundle,
Indian Educational Service, proposed by Lieut.-Colonel D. C.

Phillott, seconded by Mr. I. H. B.irkill ; Mr. Alee te Biyo de Bight,

Explorer, Woodlands, Darjeeling, proposed by Mr. James Luke,
seconded by Mr. I). R. Wallace : Dr. Girindra Nath Mookerjee,

B.A., M.B., Medical Practitioner, proposed by the Hon. Mr.
Justice Asutosb Mukhopadhyaya, seconded by Maliamahopadh

-

yaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana ; Dr. Gopul Chandra Ciadtvr-

jee, M B., proposed by Major L. Rogers, seconded by Lieut.-Colonel

W. J. Buchanan ; Mr. B. G. Hornnwru. proposed by Mr. J. A.
Cunningham, seconded by Mr. Harinath De

;
Lieut.-Colonel A. H.

Xnft. JI B.. I.M.S.. proposed bv Lieut.-Colonel F. P. Maynard.
seconded by Major L. Rogers ; Major V. E. H Lindesay, M.B.,
I.M.S., proposed by Major L. Rogers, seconded by Lieut.-Colonel
W. J. Buchanan; Captain George King, M.B., I.M.S., proposed by
Major L. Rogers, seconded by Lieut.-Colonel W. J. Buchanan;
Captain V. B. Ne-ficld. F.R.C.S.. I.M.S.. proposed by Major L.
Rogers, seconded by Lieut.-Colonel W. J. Buchanan

; Dr. Hari-
nath Ghosh, M B., proposed by Lieut.-Colonel G. F. A. Harris,
•econded by Major L. Rogers.

The proposed changes in Rules 4 and 44 (g) of the Society's
Rules, of which intimation had been sent in accordance witk
Rule 64A, were brought up for discussion.

The following papers were read :

—

1. Hindustani English Vocabulary of Indian Birds.—By
Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott and Pandit Gobin Lal Bonnerjee.

2. Translation of one of the Tardiyat or poems on Sport, of
Abu Nu*ns, the Poet-Je4er of the Court of Earunu 'r-Bashid.—By
D. Petrie and Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott.

3. A short note on the Qadam Basul Building at Balasore—
By Maulavi Ajbdus Salam.

4. Note on the Pollination of Flowers in India. Note No. 5.

—Some Autumn Obsprvations in the Sikkim, Himalaya. Note No. 6

.

—Thf Spring Flora in the Simla Hills.—By I. H. Bubkill.

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

5. Fat of the Himalayan Bear.—By D. Hooper.
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6. Monograph of Sea Snakes.—,
municated by the Natural History Seen

This paper will be published in t]

7. A note on the Calm Region it

the neighbourhood of Cah-utta, during

*f 3,000 to 4,000 feet.—By C. Little.

8. The Builders of the Taj.—By
This paper mil be published in

The Adjourned Meet
the Society's Rooms on
9-15 p.m.

The following members were present :
-

Dr. Adrian Caddy, Dr. G. C. Cliatterjee, Captain F. P. Coi
nor, I.M S. ; Dr. H. M. Crake, Dr. H. Fink, Dr. B. N". Ghose. D
W. C. Hossack, Dr. E. A. Houseman, Captain D. M. McCa
I M.S. ; Dr. G. N. Mukherjee, Major J. Mulvany, I.M.S. : Dr. J. j

Panioty, Dr. F. J. Pearse, Lieut. A. D. White. LM.S. : Major I

Rogers, I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitor .—Captain F. A. F. Barnardo. I.M.S.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The proposal was carried unanimously.

A vote of thanks to Lieut -Colonel Buchanar
litorof the "Indian Medical Gazette," for his genei

50 unanimously carried.

Section, was laid befor<

The motion was withdrawn by Dr. Caddy.

A donhtful case of skin disease was shown on behalf of

Lieut.-Col Harris, [.M.S.. and a case of multiple fibroma was
shown by Captain Connor, I.M.S.

The following paper was read :

—

" On a new method of differentiating bacilli of the Typhoid
group " by Dr. G. C. Chatterjee. ( Postponed from the last

ng. ) The following members '

olonel DrLt. Colonel Drury, Dr. Hossack, Major Rogers, Dr. Pearse
Dr. Chatteriee replied.
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Captain F. A. F. Barnardo's paper on " Some cases of

puerperal eclampsia, with suggestions for the treatment,

postponed until the next meeting.
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Anderson, Major Adam Rivers Steele, b.a.,

m.b., d.p.h.. c.m.z.s. [.M.S., Civil Surgeon.

Rajshuhi.

Anderson, J. A. 22, Strand Road, Calcutta.

Annada Prasad Bo>e. m.a.. Deputy Magistrate

and Deputy Collector. Serampore.

Annandale. Nelson, d.sc. c.m.z.s.. Superinten-

dent, Indian Museum. Calcutta.

Ashton, R. P. 4, Fairlie Place, Calcutta.

Ashutosh Chaudhuri. Barrisrer-at-Law. 16.

Store Road, Calcutta.

Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, The Hon'ble Mr.
Justice, m.a., d.l., f.r.a.s., P.B.B.E., Judge,
High Court, Calcutta.

Aulad Hasan, Khan Bahadur, Sayid. Inspector
of Registration. Dacca.

Baden-Powell, Baden Henry, m.a., c.i.e.

Ferlys Lodge, 29. Banbury Road. Oxford.
England.

iient of
India. Calcutta.

Banawari Lala Chaudhuri, B.sc, Edin. 120.
Lou-tr < 'ircular Bond, Calcutta.

Ban Behari Kaput-. Raja, C.8.I. Burdivan.
Barker, Robert Arnold, m.d., f.g.s. Fairfield.

Oxford Road, Reading, Berkshire, England.
Barnes. Herbert Charles, m.a.. r.< Magistrate
and Collector. Shillong.

Barrow, John Rothney. Inspector of Schools.
Jorhat, Assam.

I5.url. tr. E. W. J. Europe.
Bate, Lieut. Ronald Elwood. 21th Punjabis.

Multan.

Beatson-Bell, Nicholas Dodd. b.a.. c.i.e..

Bell, Charles Alfred, res. 30. Theatre Road,
Calcutta. [Cuttack.

Bepin Behari Gupta. Ravenshaic College.

Bepin Chandra Rai. Giridih, Chota Nagpur.
Bergtheil, Cyril J. C/o Messrs. H. S. King &

Co. 65, Cvrnhill, London.
Beveridge, Henry, i.c.s. (retired). Pitfold.

Shottermill, Haslemere, Surrey, England.
Bbagawan Das, Rai Bahadur, m.a., Revenue

Minister, Jammu and Kashmir State.

Srinagar, Kashmir.
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1902 .Mar,

1907 Oct.

1S!>7 Feb.

Bharat Singh, Maharaja Ktimara Sirdar, i.c.s.

(retired). Allahabad.
Binoy Krishna Deb, Raja Bahadur.

106-1, Grey Street, Calcutta.

Birendra Nath Ghosh, Dr., l.m.s., Medical
Practitioner. 109, College Street, Calcutta.

Bloch, Theodor, PH.D., Archaeological Sur-
veyor, Eastern Circle. 27. O'
Calcutta.

Bodding, The Revd. P. O. Mahalpahari, vid

,

Rampore Hunt. Sontlial Parganas.
Bonham-Carter, Norman, i.c.s., Inspector-

General of Police. Eastern Bengal and
Assam. Shilhng.

Bradley-Birt. Francis Bradlev. i.c.s. Europe.
Brajendra Nath De,

I

:

,
Percy,

. Offg. Comrr
Chinsura.

ndent of

21, Kaiserstrasse, Bonn, Germany. [Europe.

Brown, Lieut.-Col. Edwin Harold, m.d., i.m.s.

Brown, John Coggin, R.sc, F G s., F.C.s., Assis-

tant Superintendent, GeologicHl Survey of

1901 Sept.

1901 June

1900 Ma

1904 Am

>ession .ludo-e, &amr><p.
Browning, Colin Harington. M.A., Principa

Dacca College. Dacca.
Buchanan, Lieut.-Col. Walter James, i.m.s

ails. 19. II' it- ,

B^Wn^Vi
:ill, Isaac Henry, M.A., Repo]

nomic Products to the Go-

India. Calcutta.

urn, Richard, i.c.s. Gmda, Oude.

Spring

William John,

Ld'.'^.S.'pr

1906 Dec

Cable,

Cola
Tad-lv.

nest, Kt. 101-:

1906 Jul;

1907 Apl

CinMv. Mr. Arnold.
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1907 Mar. 6. L.M.

1901 Mar. 6. N.R.

R.

1899 June 7.

1901 Aug 7

N.K.

1906 Jan
6

3^ £
1904 July 6. N.R.

1903 Sep. 23. KR

1906 Nov. 7. R.

1906 July 4.

1903 Aug. 26 R.

1898 June 1. F.M.

1907 July 3. R.

1876 Mar. 1.

T
1895 July 3.

1905 July 5.

R.

R.

Camaji Byramji Navroji Cama, B.A., LL.ts.

|

I.G.S. Bilaspur, Central Provinces.

Campbell, William Edgar Marmaduke, i.c.s.

Magistrate and Collector. Ramirpur.
Carlyle, Robert Warrand, c.i.e, i.c.s., Secre-

tary to the Government of India, Revenue
and Agriculture Department. Calcutta.

Chandra Kumar Sarkar. Kawkanik, Moulmein.

Chamlni Narayan Singh, Rai Bahadur. 16,

Theatre Eoad, Calcutta.

Chapman, Edmund Pelly, I.C.S. Europe.

Chapman, John Alexander, Calcutta Madras -

sah. Calcutta.

Charles, Albert Pendrill, b.a., i.c.s., Registrar,

I Commissioner. Lucknotv.

eering Col-

Clarke, Geoffrey Roth, r.c.s. 16, Loudon
Street, Calcutta.

Connor, Captain Frank Powell, f r.c.s. (I

l.r.c.p. (Lond.), i.m.s., Medical Co
Calcutta.

;

Copleston, The Most Revd. Dr. Reginald

!

Stephen, d.d. Lord Bishop of Calcutta.

I Cordier, Dr. Palmyr. 2, Boulvard Gambettar
Hanoi (Tonkin), French Indo-China.

j

Cotter, G. deP., Assistant Superintendent
Geological Survey of India. Calcutta.

CraAvford, Lieut.-Col. Dirom Grey, i.m.s., Civi
Surgeon. Hugh/i, Ghinsura.

Crawfurd, James, B.A., i.c.s. (retired). Thorn
ivood, Uddinyton, Lanarkshire, Scotland.

William Risdon, p.c.s., p.i.c, a.r.s.m

ling, John Ghest, i.c.s. Alipore.

ingham, John Arthur, b.a. Alipur Obser-

mj, Calcutta.

: Dee. :?. K..M Dun. -1 Lungwort h. i. r.s. (retired 1

Algeria, Unfit'*!. Middles, x. England.
Damodar Das Barman. 55, Olive Street " *

cutta.

Das, J. N. Qaulatpwr P.O., Khulna.
Deare, Major Benjamin Hobbs, m. r.c.s. (]

l.r.c.p. (Lond.), d.p.h. (Canb.), i.m.s.

ribagh.

DeCourcy. W. B. Silcari P.O., Cachar



1895 Dec. 4.

1906 Dee. 5.

1898 Jan. 5.

18*9 Jan. 2.

1905 April 5.
j

1879 Feb. 5.

1905 May 3.
j

1906 Nov. 7. I

1907 Sept. 25.

1900 July 4.
j

1903 Oct. 28.

|

1903 Mi

ift, Sub-Deputy Opi

Dentil h. Arthur William,
Comptroller of India Treasuries. Calcutta.

Dods, W. K.. Agent. Hongkong :uul SliangJ.a

Banking Corporation. Calcutta.

)onnan, Major William, Indian Army, Ex-
aminer of Ordnance Factory Accounts in

India. Calcutta.

)oxey, F. 12, Store Tioad, Ballygunge, Calcutta.

Drnmmond. James H.. i.r.s.
i retired). Europe.

")rury, Lieut.-Col. Francis James, i.m.s.,

Medical College: Calcutta.

)udgeon, Gerald Cecil. Europe.

Dunnett, James Macdonald, i.c.s.. Assistant

Settlement Officer. Rawalpindi.

Duthie, Jol

Garden.^ Ken; Surre,

hvarkanath Cbakra\
High Court. Calcul

Royal Bota

England.

\

Eadie, Lieut. Jolmlnglis, e/o Messrs. Grindlar

& Co. Westminster, London.

I Eakins, Dr. Olin, m.d , Chief Medical Officer.

! New York Life Assurance. 8, Old Court

Hous? Street, Calcutta.
' Earle, Archdale, i.c.s., Director of Public

Instruction. Bengal. Calcutta.

Edelston TBI, Neic China Bazar Street,

X.K. Kduard.. Walter lea P.O.. Tezpu

1906 Dec. 5.

1906 Oct. 31.

Fanshav

Fergus,.

Eor.

. J. C
Lewis

Assistant Sup
of India. Ca,

Finck, Di m.d., Surgeon to the Con

.^Germany. Calcutta.

Finlow,Robert Steel, Fibre Expert to the Gov

1906 Dec. 5.

1904 May 4.

!
fr.g.s. Chapb
Kidderpore, Cat

|

Foster, Capts Henry Bertram,

Surgeon. Bwdwan.
^amjee Jamasjee Thanawala

r- ;
' >freet. Fori



1905 Jan.

1902 April

Andrew HendersonFraser, His Hon<
Leith, m.a., ll.d., k.c.s.i., Lieutenant-

Governor of Bengal. Calcutta.

,
Fuller, Sir Joseph Bampfylde, k.c.s.i. Europe.

Gage, Captain Andrew Thomas, m.a., m.b., b.SC,

f.l.s., t.m.s. Royal Botanic Garden, Sib-pur,

Hoicrah.

\ Gait, The Hon ble Mr. Edward Albert, c.i.e.,

i.c.s., Chief Secretary, Goveniment of Ben-

gal. Calcutta.

Garth. Dr. H. 0. k LitHo Russell Street, Cal-

1907 Sept. 25. N R.

1906 Feb. 7. I R.

1902 Feb. 5.
j

R.

1861 Yeh. t X.S.'

1905 Aug. 2.
j

NR.

1901 Aug. 28. N.R.
1897 July 7. 1 A.

1905 May 3. R.

1907 June 5. R.

1900 Dec. 5. L.M.

vibd Sn

V.\, II -

Club,

Girindra Kumar Sen. Presidency College,

Calcutta.

Girish Chandra Ghosh, Drama
para Lane, Calcutta.

CnrjiUiaTh R<.\, Maharaja. Ih'nagepore.

Godwin- Austen, Lieut.-Colonel Henry Haver -

sham, f.r.s., P.z.s., f.r.g.s. Nore, Godaf-

miug. Surrey. England.
Gourlay, Captain Charles Aikman, i.m.s., 0%.
Deputy Sanitary Commissioner, Eastern
Bengal and Assam. Shillong.

Govinda Das. Durgakund, Benares City.

Grant. .Major John Wemyss, I.M.S. Europe.

Graves, Hi G . A.r.s.m. United Service Club,

Calcutta.

Green, Lieut.-Col. Charles Robert Mortimer,

m.d., F.R.c.s., I. M.S., 6, Harrington Street.

Calcutta.

Grieve, J. W. A., Deputy Conservator of

Forests. Chaibassa.

Gulah Shanker Dev Sharman, p.t.s. Fntteh-

. Agr.i ftisfr. r p

1892 Jan. 6. N.R.

1907 Aug. 7. F.M.

1904 Sept. 28. | R.

1889 Mar. 6. X.R.

htahilm. Ralnnan Khan. Maulavi, Raees.

Bhikanpnr, Dt. Aligarli.

Haio-. Major Wolseley, Indian Army, 1st Asstt.

to the Resident. Alwar
y
Rajputana.

Haines, Henry Haselfoot, f.'.'.s., f.l.s. Bore-

ham House, Haversack Hill, Hampstead.
London, N.W.

Hallward, Norman Leslie. 3, Harrington

Street, Calcutta.

Hanuman Prasad, Raees and Zemindar.
Chunar.



-m:

1885 Feb. 4.

1903 June 3. R. Harinath De, M.A., Librarian, Imperial Lit

1902 Dee. 3.
' N.R. ' Hanxarain Shastri. Goswami. Hindu CU<u

L907 .1 ane 5. R Hanvood, Col. J. G., f.r.c.s., r.a m.c.

Medical Officer. Presidency and A
gades. Unit, d Srrvire Club, Cain

lbb4 Mar. 5. L.M. Hassan Ali Mirza. Sir Wala Q:

I g.c.i.e. MursMdabad.
1897 Feb. 3. A. Hajden. Henrv Herbert, b.a.,

Europe.
1906 Dec. 5. R. Havivurd. -Major William Davey.

: 9, Russell Street, Calcutta.

1905 July 5. N.R. Hemchandra Gos>ain. Extra Assi
missioner. Tezpur.

1905 May 3. N R. Hemeixdra
Litterat(

1907 Nov. 6. N.R. Hepper. Captain Lionel Lees. Royal Artil-

1904 June 1. . F.M. He wen," Tvi '

i,' .s.'"(retii-ed). Eolton Qot-

< tage, Oxford, England.
1904 Dec. 7. N.R. Hill, Erixest George. Muir Central Collet.

j

Allahabad.
1906 Dec. 5. N.R. Hirst, Reginald John. District SuperiuTei -

-

.f Police.

1891 July 1. 1 R. Holland, The
Geological Survey ot Tr

d, f.c.s. 1. Sudder Street.

1901 De<

1907 Fel



Date ofMectio,

1873 Jan. 2. L.M

1906 May 2.

1905 July 5.

1866 Mar. 7.

1906 Dec. 5.

1905 Nov. 1.

1904 Jan. 6.

1885 Aprill.

1895 Aug

1907 Sept. 25. KR

1902 May 7.

1906 July 4.

1868 June 3.

1899 Sep. 29.
j

R.

1907 Mar. 6.
j

N.R

1904 Mar. 4. N.R.

Howell, Evelyn Berkeley, b.a., i.c.s

Humphries. Edgar de Montfort.

Settlement Officer. Banda.

Johnstone Castle,

I.C.S. Peshawar.

Jack, James Charles, i.c.s., Settlement Offi-

cer, Eastern Bengal and Assam. Faridpur.

Jackson, A. M. T., i.c.s. Cjn Messrs. Griodlai,

Gruom S- Co., Bombay.
Jackson. Victor Herbert, M.A. Patna College,

Bankipur.
Jadoonath Sen, Civil Engineer. 35, Sih

Narain Das' Lane, Calcutta.

Jadunath Sarkar. Patna College, Bankipur.
Jagadindranath Roy, Maharaja Bahadur.

Lansilomie Road, Calcutta.

Jagadis -Chandra Bose, m.a., d.SC, C.i.e.

Europe.

Jain Vaidya. Jahari Bazar, Jaipur.

James. Henry Rosher, m.a., Bengal Education
Service, Principal, Presidency College. Cal-

Jarindnmatu Rai Chaudhuri, ma., b.l., Zemin-
dar. Taki,Jessor».

Jenkins, Owen Francis, i.c.s., 0%. Joint

Magistrate. Budaon. U.P.

•logtuidi-a Chandra Ghose, The Hon. Mr., m.a.,

b.l., Pleader, High Court. 25, Harris!,

Chunder Mookerjee Road, Bhoioauipore.

Jogendra Nath Das-Gupta, b.a. (Oxon.),

Barrister-at-Law. Raghli College, Chin-

Jones, Lieut.-Col. John Lloyd, m.b. (Dub.),

m.r.c.s. (Lond.j, d.p.h. (Cantab.), P.C.A.,

i.m.s. United Service Club, Calcutta.

Jot iiulramuliun Ttigore, Bahadur, Maliaraja

Sir, k.c.s.i. Puthunaghntta, (Calcutta.

Jotindra Nath Mukliarji, B.A., Solicitor. 3,

Old Post Office Street, Calcutta.

Jwala SahaiMunshi. Kotiivd Xazim of Dig,

Bharatpur State. Sohua, Gnrgaon District.

P.O.. Purneah Dm
Kumar. Srinagar Raj,





1905 Aug. 2. R.

L.M.

1896 Mar. 4, KB.

1906 Nov. 7. B.

1905 Aug. 2. R.

1907 Ipnl 1 r:

1906 April 4. N.R.

1893 Jan. 11. L.M.

1907 Aug. 7. N.R.

1899 Feb. 1. N.R.

1899 Mar. 1. F.M.

1902 April 2. A.
1893 Jan. 11. L.M.

1907 July 3. H.

R.1895 Aug. 29.

1907 Mar. 6. N.R,

1906 June 6. R.

1901 June 5. N.R.

1899 Aug. 30. N.R.

1905 Dec. 6. F.M.

Lukis, Lt.-Col. Charles Pardey, m.b., f.r.c.s.,

i.m.s. Medical College, Calcutta.

Lyman, B. Smith. 708, Locust Street, Phila-

delphia. 1.8. America.

MacBlaine, Frederick, i.c.s., District and
Sessions Judge. Saran.

MacCube. William Bernard, m.ixst.cc. f.i.c.

Chief Engineer to the Corporation. Cal-

McCav. Captain David, m.b., i.m.s., Professor

of Physiology. Medical College, Calcutta.

Macduia'i Id, Dr. William Roy. Europe.

Mackelvie. Captain Maxwell, i.m.s., Resident
Physiean. Medical College, Calcutta.

M:..-k'.-.;//,, Kvau. Church of S.-otland Mis-

sion. Kalimpo„g, ri„ SiUau.-i.

Maclagan, The Hun. Mr. Edward Douglas.
m.a., i.c.s., Chief Secretary to the Govern-
ment of the Punjab. Lahore.

Mcintosh, William. Agent, Bank of Bengal.
Hyderabad.

McMahon, Lieut.-Col. Sir Arthur Henry,
k.c.i. e.j c.s.i., CLE., Indian Army, Agent to

the Governor-General and Chief Commis-
sioner in Baluchistan. Quetta

.

McMinn. Charles W., b.a., i.c.s. (retired).

C/o Messrs. Grindlay & Co., 55, Parliament
Street, London.

Macpherson, Duncan James, m.a., « .i.e., i.c.s.,

Commissioner. Bhagulpur.
Maddox, Major Ralph Henry, i.m.s. Europe.
Madho Rao Scindia Alijah, Bahadur, Colonel,

His Highness Maharajah Sir, o.c.s.i.,

g.c.v.o., a.d.c, ll.d., Maharajah of Gwalior.

Jai Bilas, Givalior.

Mahendra Nath De, m.a., b.sc, Professor,

Bengal National College. Calcutta.

Mahmud Gilani, Shanis-ul-L'lama Shaikh.
23, Loioer Chitpur Road, Calcutta.

Manekshaw Jamshedi Kelawala, Lt.-Col.,

l.M.s. 88, Camatic Infantry, St. Thomas
Mount, Madras.

Manmatha Nath Mitra, Kumar. 34, Sham-
pnloir Shed, Calcutta.

Mann, Dr. Harold Hart, d.sc, m.sc, f.l.s.,

Principal, Agricultural College. Poona.
Mannu Lai, Dr., Civil Surgeon. Banda.
Marsden, Edmund, c.a..

"
f.g.g.s. Pembroke

House. Rath Road, Cheltenham. England,



bate of Election.

1902 May 7. NR.

1892 April 6. R.

1903 Aug. 5. £.

1905 Feb. 1. R.

1895 July 3. r.M.

1900 Jan. 19.

1884 Nov. 5.

1905 Dec. 6. R.

1884 Sep 3.

1904 April 6.

R.
R,

1898 April 6. N.R.

1906 Mar. 7. N.R.

1885 June 3.

1880 Aug. 4.

NR.
L.M.

1906 Mar. 7.

1901 Aug. 7.

N.R.
N.R,

1890 June 4. R,

1895 July 3. NR
1906 Dec. 5. NR

1907 June 5. \R

1906 Dec. 5. XR

1905 Jan. 4. R.

1906 July 4. N.R

1905 Mar. 1. Et

1906 Dec. 5. R.

John Hu
ology.

Nil, -General of

Maynard, Lie

, I. M.S., Professor of Ophthal-

_ Medical ( 'ollege. Calcutta.

Meerza Mohammad Masoom, Dr. 8, Peters
Lane, Calcutta.

Megaw, Captain John Wallace Dick, i.M.s.

Medical College, Calcutta.

Melitus, Paul Gregory, c.i.e., i.c.s. 44, Hol-
' d Park, Nottmg 'Hill, London.

ie, Charles. 8. Mission Row, Calcutta.

Middlemiss, Charles Stewart, b.a., f.g.s., Super-
tendent Geological Survey of India, Cal-

Midhut Mohamed Hossain Khan. 8, Golm
Sobhan's Lane, Calcutta. [cuth

Miles, -William Harry. 7
', Church Lane

"

Miller, The Hon. Mr. John Ontario, c.s.i.

Revenue & Agriculture and P. W. D.

ber, Government of India. Calcutta.

Milne, Major Charles John

Cal-

Boijs' High School, Mlaha-

Mohinimohan Mitra, m.a., b.l., Pleader. Burd-

Molony, Edmund Alexander, i.c.s. Govern-

ment Farm, Catvnpur.

Monmohan Chakravarti, m.a., b.l., Provincia

Civil Service, Bengal. 14, Palmer's Bazaar

Road, Balliaghatta, Calcutta. _
Monohan, Francis John,

More, Lieut. James Carmichael, 51st Sikhs,
Valley District. Shillong.

mes Carmichael, 5L

Morgan, Captain John Henry, Indian Arm;

Supply & Transport Corps. Raivalpindi.

Morton, Captain Sidney. 24th Punjabis, Di

Luckm
Muksoodan Das. 1

lick's Lane, Calcuti

Mulvany, Major Joh
jeeling.

Muralidhar Banerje<

umbhoo Nath Mul-

s. Rockwood, Dar-

nsfcrit College, Caf-

Murphy, Captain C. C. R-, The Suffolk Regi-

ment. 4-2, Chowringhee Road, Calcutta.



1907 Jan. 2.

1907 Jan. 2.

1904 Dec. 7.

1901 Mar. 6.

1889 Aug. 29.

1887 May 4.

1906 Dec. 5.

1900 Dec. 5.

1906 Dec. 5.

1892 Mar. 2.

1906 Aug. 1.

1907 July 3.

1892 Dec. 7.

1907 Feb. 6.

Nagendra Nath Basu. 20, Kentapuker Lane,

Baghazaar, Calcutta.

Nasir Ali, Khan Bahadur, Mir, Superinten-

dent, North India Salt Revenue. Sultanpur

Salt Works, Farrakhnagar, Gurgaon.
Nasir Hosein Khan, S., Landholder. 32, Ezra

Street, Calcutta.

Nathan, Robert, i.c.s., Commissioner, Dacca
Division. Dacca.

Nevill, Henry Rivers, i.c.s., Editor, District

Gazetteers, United Provinces. Allahabad.
Nimmo, John Duncan, c/o Messrs. Walter
Duncan & Co. 137, West George Street, Glas-

chand Bural, Solicitor. 10, Old Pout

Office Street, Calcutta.

Norman, Henry Campbell, m.a. Queen's Col-

lege, Benares.

Nundolal Dey, Subordinate Judge. Bhagul-

O'Connor, Captain, William Frederick
Travers, CLE., b.a. Gyantse, Tibet.

O'Kinealy, Major Frederick, m.r.c.s. (Eng.),

l.b.c.p. (Lond.), i.m.8. Medical College, Cal-

Ollenbach, A. J., b.a., i.c.s. Khondmals, Phul-
bani, Orissa.

O'Malley, Lewis Sydney Steward, b.a., i.c.s.,

Superintendent, Imperial Gazetteer, Bengal.
Darjeeling.

Ooday Pratab Singh, Raja, c.s.i., Raja of

Bhinga. Bhinga.
Osburn, Captain, Arthur C, m.r.c.s., l.b.c.p.

(Lond.)., B.A.M.C. Europe.

Page, W. W. K , Solicitor. 10, Old Post Office

Street, Calcutta.

Panchanan Mukhopadhyaya. 45, Bechoo
Chatterjis Street, Calcutta.

Panioty, Dr. John Emanuel, l.r.c.p. (Lond.),
l.r.c.p. & s. (Ed.) 19, Boyd Street, Calcutta.

Panna Lai, m.a., b.sc Europe.

Panton, Edward Brooks Henderson, b.a., i.c.s.,

District and Sessions Judge. 24*-Parganas.

Parasnis, D. B. Satara,

Parmeshwara Lall. Europe.



bate of Election.

1899 Aug. 2.

1907 Dec. 4. N.R.

NR.

1906 July 4
1888 June 6. LM.

1881 Aug. 25. R.

1877 Aug. 1. N.R

1906 April 4. R.

1907 Feb. 6. R.

1900 May 2. R.

1906 April 4. R.

1906 Mar. 7. N.R,

1904 June 1.

1904 Mar. 4.

1906 May 2.

A.
X.R.

1899 Aug. 29.

1907 Mar. 6. R.

1890 Mar. 5. R.

1880 Nov. 3. R.

1901 April 3. R.

1887 May 4.

1869 Feb. 3.

1906 Aug! 1. X.R

1898 April 6. R.

Peck, Lieut.-Col. Francis Samuel, t.m.s.

Pennell, Aubray Percival, b.a., Barrister-at-

Law. Rangoon.
Percival, Hugh Melvile, m.a. 14, Park Street,

Calcutta.

Peters, Lieut.-Col. Charles Thomas, m.b.,

I. M.S. (retired.) Dinajpur.

Petrocochino, Leonidar. 231, Lower Circular

Road, Calcutta.

Petrie, David. Assistant Superindent, Punjab
Police. Hungu.

Phani Bhusan Mukerji, B.sc. 57, Jhoivtola

Road, Ballygunge, Calcutta.

Phillips, Rev. Alfred Henry, Church Mis-

sionary Society. 10, Mission Roto, Calcutta.

Phillott, Lieut.-Colonel Douglas Craven, 23rd
Cavalry, F.F., Secretary, Board of Exami-
ners. 4, Park Street, Calcutta.

Phra Maha Chandima. 40, Green Hall.

Penang.
Pilgrim, Gk Ellcock, Assistant Superintendent.

Geological Survey of India. Calcutta.

Pim, Arthur W., i.c.s. Europe.
Prabhat Chandra Borua, Raja. Oauripnr.

Prabhu Xarain Singh, Bahadur, H.H. The
Maharaja Sir, g.c.i.e., Maharaja of Benares.

Ramnagar Fort, Benares.

Prafulla Chundra Ghosh, m.a. 27/3, Boita-

khana Bazar Road, Calcutta.

Prafulla Chandra Ray, D.sc, Professor, Pre-

sidency College. Calctitta.

Pramatha Nath Bose, b.sc, f.g.s. 8/2, Loudon

Street, Calcutta.

Pramatha Nath Mullick, Zemindar. 7, Pra-

sonno Kumar Tagore's Street, Calcutta,

Prasanna Kumar Ray, d.sc (Lond. and Edin.).

7, Ball
Pratapa
Price, Charles Stanley. Victoi-ia Boy's School

Kurseong.
Prodyat C<

Sir, Kt. Pathuriagh



1907 Jan. 2. N.R.

1906 Mar. 7. N.R.

1877 Jan. 17.
J

N.R,

1902 April 2.

1902 Mar. 5.

1898 May 4.

1907 Jan.

1879 April 7.

1905 Jan.

1907 Aug.
1904 Mar. 4.

1905 May 3.

1907 Feb. 6.

1903 Mar. 4.

1900 April 4.

1907 Mar.

1900 Aug. 29.

Promode Prakas Chatterjee. 8, Dixon Lane
Calcutta.

Pulley, Lieut. Henry Cuthbert. 12th Pioneers,

Jhansi. [bad.

Puran Chand Nahar. Azimgunj, WLnrshida-

Radhakishor Dev Barman, H. H. The Maha-
raja. Tipperah.

Rajchunder Chunder, Attorney-at-Law. 2,

Old Post Office Street, Calcutta.

Rajemlra Chandra Sastri, Rai Bahadur, m.a.,

Bengali Translator to the Government of

Bengal. Calcutta.

Rajendi-a Nath Mookerjee, 20, Beadon Street,

Calcutta.

Rakhal Das Banerjee. 45/4, Simla Street,

Calcutta.

Raleigh, Sir Thomas, k.c.s.i. Europe.

Ramavatar Pande, b.a., I.C.S., District Judge.

Ram Chandra Bhanj Deb, Maharaja Sri, Chief
of Maurbhanj. Baripada P.O., Balasore.

Rameshwara Singh Bahadur, H.H. The Hon.
Maharaja, K.C.I. K. Durbhanga.

Ramessur Maliah, Kumar. 6, Cullen Place,

Howrah.
dam Saran Das, Rai Bahadur, M.A., Manager,
Oudh Commercial Bank, Ld. Fyzabad.

Rankin, James Thomas, i.c.s., Secy., Board
of Revenue, Eastern Bengal and Assam.
Shillong.

Ranking, Lieut James. 46th Punjabis, Sehore.

Rapson, E. J. British Museum, London.
Richardson, Thomas William, i.c.s. Cjo

Messrs. Qrindlay 8f Co., 54, Parliament
Street, London.

Risley, Sir Herbert Hope, b.a., o.i.b., k.c.i.e.,
" :.s., Secretary, Government of India,

ome Department. Calcutta.

Robertson, Major George Alan, Indian Army,
lbth Lancers, Army Supply Department,
Government of India Simla.

Rogers, Charles Gilbert, f.l.s., f.c.h., Forest
Department. Port Hlair, Andamans.

Rogers, Major Leonard, m.d., b.s., f.r.c p.,

.c.s., i.m.s. 47, Park Street, Calcutta.

Roormall Goenka 57, Burtolla Street, Gal-



1897 Nov.
1902 Feb.

1900 Deo.

1907 Aug.

1906 Dec.

I.a.lhvi.v:.. m.v I'r^.-.l.nr.fCollegeiOukml

Satish Chandra Banerii, Dr., m.a., ll.

Advocate, High Court: Allahabad,

Saunders, C. 35. Chouringhee Road, Calcut

\

Schulten, Dr. C. 13, Clive Bow, Calcutta.

Sehwaiger, Imre George, Expert in Indi

!

Art, Kashmir Gate, Delhi.

Set Ik Mesrovb .1. Bombay.
Shah Munir Alain, r.a., rj,B. Mainpw

1903 April 1. i A.
1894 June 6. NR.

1900 May 2. R.

1906 Mar. 7. R.

1902 Feb. 5. N.R.

1894 Aug. 30. R.
" F.M.

1904 June 1, R.

1898 Aiig. 3. N.R

L»ul.lh

Sh

Bengal

Churchill. Europe.

Shibli Nomani. Shams-ul-Ulama Maulavi.

Slu auCr. Adolphe. 4, Auckland Square, Raic-

don Street, Calcutta.

Shyania Kumar Tagore, Kumar, Zemindar.

65, Patlmringhnt:, St,; t t. Calcutta.

Shyam Lai, Lala, m.a., ll.b., Deputy Col-

lector. Allahabad.

Sibnarayan Mukerjee. Uttarpara, Bally.

Silberrad. Charles' A., B.A., B.sc, i.C.s. Cjo

M. . r, R Sillx trad x Sons, 25. Savage Oar-

dens, Crutched Friars, London, E.G.

Simp.-n. John H..pe. r, Registrar of Co-

operative Credit Societies, Upper Pro-

vinces. Allahabad.

Simpson, Robert Rowell, b.sc, Department

Dehra Dun



1907 Dec. 4.

1907 Mar. 6.

1905 Mar. 1.

1901 Dec.

1907 Oct.

1904 Sept. 28.

1898 April (

1901 Mar. <

1891 Aug. 2

1904 June ]

1899 Aug. 30.

1900 Aug.

1907 April 3.

1907 June 5.

1906 Dee. 5.

1904 July 6.

1904 Jan.
"

1906 Dec.

1907 Aug.

1905 Jan. 4.

1906 June 6.

1907 June 5.

1900 July 4.

1904 July 6.

1893 Aug. 31.

Skrefsrud, Revd. Laurentius Olavi, Secretary

and Treasurer, Indian Home Mission to

the Sonthals. Benagerio, via Rampore
Haut.

Smith, Major John Manners, Indian Army,
v.c, c.i.e., Resident in Nepal. Katmandu.

Sofitdla Saifududdin Ahmed, Maulavi, Sub-

Deputy Collector. Dibrugarh, Assam.

Sorabji, Cornelia, Court of Wards. 6, Gamac
Street, Calcutta.

Spooner, D. Brainerd, Archaeological Survey-

or, North-West Frontier Province. Peshawar.

Sri Kant Dixit, Pandit, c.a., Secretary, Pratap-

garh State. Pratapgarh.
Stapleton, Henry Ernest, B.A., B.SC, Inspec-

tor of Schools. Dacca.
Stark, Herbert A., B.A., Inspector of Schools.

Ranchi.

Stebbing, Edward Percy,F.E.s., f.z.s., Imperial

Forest Zoologist. Dehra Dun.
Stein, Dr. Mark Aurel, ph.d. Europe.
Stephen, The Hon'ble Mr. Justice Harry

Lushington, Judge, High Court. Calcutta.

Stephen, St. John, b.a., ll.b., Barrister-at-
' 7, -irn-t, L ,, - •

.

Stephenson, Major John, i.m.s., Civil Sui-
geon. Umballa City.

Stewart, Captain Hugh, Indian Army, Assis-

tant Political Agent. Loralai, Baluchistan.

Stewart, Capt. J. H, i.m.s., Medical Officer.

Gyantse, Tibet.

Stokes, Captain Claude Bayfield, Military At-
tache. Teheran, Persia.

Streatfield, Claude Arthur Cecil, I.C.S. Jaunpur.
St mat. Louis, i.c.s. Meerut.
Subodh Chandra Mahalanobis, B.SC, P.R.S.E.,

f.r.m.s. 210, Cormvallis Street, Calcutta.

Subramania Iyer, V., Instructor, Imperial
Forest School. Dehra Dim.

Sukumar Sen. Kamptee.
Surendra Prasad Sanial, Sri, m.a., k.c.s., Private

\

Secretary to Raja Bahadur. Majhauli.
.

\
Swinhoe. Rodway Charles John, Solicitor.

.]fa dilnld'i,
!'
'/-per Burma.

~ res City.Sunder Das,

N.R.
;

Talbot, Walter Stanley, i.c.s., Revenue Com-
|

missioner. Kashmir, Srinagar.

N B. Tate, George Passman, Assistant Superinten-

dent, Snrvev of India. Dehra Dun.



Date of Election.

1907 June 5.

1906 Dec. 5. N.R.

1875 June 2. R.

1898 Nov. 2.
j

R.

1904 June 1.
|

R,

1907 Feb. 6. N.R.

1861 June 5.
[
L.M.

1899 Aug. 30.
|

N.R.

Taylor, Dr. G. Orissa. Chandraghona, Chitta-

gong Hill Tracts, Chittagong.

Temple, Colonel Sir Richard Carnac, Bart.,

Indian Army, C.i.e. C o M> w>. Kin ,. Km .

S? Co., Bombay.
: Tek Chand. Dewan, h.a., m.r.a.s., i.cs., Deputy
1 Commissioner. Ludhianah.
Thibaut, G., PH.D., c.i.e., Registrar, Calcutta

University. 46, WeUesley Street, Calcutta.

Thornton, Edward, f.r.i.k.a. 6, Clive Street.

v |
-j

1905 Jan

1906 June 6. R

1905 Aug. 2. A.

Calcutta.

Travers, Morris W., d.sc, f.r.s., Director of

Indian Institute of Science. Bangalore.

Tremlett, James Dyer, m.a., i.cs. (retired).

Dedham, Essex, England.
Tribhuban Deb, Raja S., Feudatory Chief of

Bamra. Deogarh, Bamra.
Tulsi Ram Misra, m.a. Aivagnrh.

Turner, Frank, b.a. Dacca Club, Dacca.

1905 July 5.

1900 Aug. 29.
j

Vanamali Chakravarti. Sanskrit College,

1890 Feb. 5. N.R.

1894 Feb 7. I N.R.

1901 Mar. 6. N.R.

1894 Sept.27. L.M.

1902 Oct. 29.1 R

1907 July 3 R.

1900 Jan. 19. R.

Venis, Arthur, m.a., Principal, Sanskrit

College. Benares.

Vishwa Nath Singh, H. H. The Raja Baha
dur. Chhatturpur, Bundelkhand.

!
Vogel, Jean Philipi

/:
•

Archaeological

Civil Sur-

Vredenburg, E.,

Survey oTlndia

Walker, Harold,

of India
!>:.

Superintendent, Geologic;

endent, Geological Surv

>bb. 9, Clive Bow, d



1901 June 5. F.M.

1900 April 4 N.R.

1905 Dec 6. R.
1

1902 April 2. R.

1907 April 3. R.

1907 Feb. 6. X.R.

1906 Sept. 19.! X.R.

1905 Dec. (J. R.

1904 Mar. 4. R.

1906 July 4. R.

1900 Dec. 5. KR.

1906 Mar. 7. N.R.

1907 June 5.

1894 Aug. 30. X.li.

1898 July 6. R.

1900 Mar. 7. R.

1905 Mar. 1. R.

1906 June 6. X.R.

Walsh, . Ernest Herbert Cooper, i.c.s. O/o

s. H. S. King 8f Co., Pall Mall, London,

|

Walton, Captain Herbert James, m.b., p.b.c.s.,

Bulandshahr.

, Edwin Roy, m.a., b.sc. Civil

i College, Sibpur, Eowrah.
Wheeler, Henry,
Revenue, L.P.

Vhite, Lieut. Arthur Denham, m.b.,

(Lond.), i.m.s., Medical Officer. 13th .

puts, Alipur.

Hiite, Captain J.

landers, Peshawar.
I Whitehead. Richard Bertram, i.c.s., Assistant

: Commissioner. Delhi.

|

Wilson, James, m.a., o.s.i., i.c.s. United Ser-

? Club, Calcutta.

cretary, Board of

Gordon High-

am Henry Arden, M.A.,

•incipal, La Mai-tiniere.

iv. E. C.

y Society's <

lenry Char]

Woodley, Rev. E. C, m.a., Principal, London
Society's College. Calcutta.

Woodman, Henry Charles, i.c.s., Offg. Magis-
trate and Collector. Mozufferpore,

Woolner, Alfred Cooper, m.a., Principal, Ori-

ental College. Lahore.
Wright, Harold, a.m.i.c.e. E. I. B. House,

Chowringhee

Offg. District

East Indian Railway. Gaya.



SPECIAL HONORARY CEXT1

1884 Jan. 15. Dr. Ernst Huickel, Professor in the Unive
I Jena, Prussia.

1884 Jan. 15. Charles Melclrum, Esq.. ..-.m..;., m.a.. i.l.d.,

I f.r.s. Mauritius.
1884 Jan. 15. j Revd. Professor A. H. Sayce, Professor of .

l°gy, Queen's College. Oxford, Engl and.

1884 Jan. 15.
j
Monsieur fimile Senart. 18, Rue Franco

] Pans. France.

Sir Joseph Daltou Hooker, rj.c.s.i., c.b., m.d., f.r.s

Berkshire, England,
Dr. Albert Giinther, m.a., m.d., ph.d., f.z.s., f.r.

23, Lichfield Bead, Key, Sun,,,, England.

Dr. Jules Janssen. Observataire d'Astroncnm

Physique de Paris, France.

Professor P. Reynaud. La Faculte des Lettres, Lyon

Dr. Alfred Russell Wallace, ll.d.
:

F.R.S. Curfe View, Parkstone,

Mahamahopadhyaya Chandra Kanta Tarkal

y b
Professor Theodor Noeldeke. OJo Mr. Karl !

Triibiicr, Strassburg, Germany.
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13. Notes on Indo-Sc> lian Coinage

By Rakhal Das Baner.

The fullouniu

Joint Cabinet of tin

Museum. a<v. .nhnu' t

*f* Ka>lphhes I.

Mr. Smith remarks that on the reverse of coin No. 3 of this

prince *' he can read only ga ; the other characters seem to be
peculiar.'

7
1 I find that all letters except ga has been reversed

in the legend. Apparently this is a mistake of the die-sinker.

I read the legend from a cast and with the help of a mirror as
follows :—

Yavugasa la kuju dhrama ....

The complete legend on the coins of Kadphises I is :—
•' Kujula Kasasa Kusana Yavugasa Dhramathidasa. "

The absence of the second part of the name, viz., Kasasa or
any of its variants, such as Kadphi- :i >a. Kaiisa. etc., is a peculi-
arity. For this reason I am inclined tu call i, an ancient forgery,
(Pi. nr. i.)

Up to the present day nothing particular is known about the
successors of Vasudeva or BAZOAHO with the exception of
the fact that the majority of their coins bear the name of Vasu-
deva and that irregular Brahmi syllables occur on them. The late

Sir Alexander Cunningham was a pioneer in this field, and his

introductory Essays on the later Indo-Scythian and White Hun
Coinage are not of much help to the students of History. The
scholarly chronological arrangement of the later Kushan coins in

the catalogue of the Indian Museum and Bengal Asiatic Socie-

ty's Joint Cabinet will, I think, be of great help towards the

elucidation of the chi-onology of the great Kushans and their

immediate successors. It appears that three successors of Vasu-

deva assumed imperial title ( fc>AONANO&AO or Sahanuaahi

for Persian *l£ c^lA). Their names are Kaniska Vasudeva, and

Vasu ( KANHt>KO, BAZOAHO and I think there will

l V. A. Smith, Catalogue of the Coins in the Indian Mas
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be no objection against naming these princes, respectively, Kaniska
II, Vasudeva II and Vasu (deva) III. Kaniska V
been the direct successor of Vasudeva I. In my paper i

" Scythian Period of Indian History " (Indian Antiquary,1908, p. 25

)

led to show that the 26th year of the reign of Gondo-
phernes or Guduphara falls on the 103rd year of the i

that the North-Western Provinces of the Kushan empire must have
been acquired by Gondophernes in the earlier part of the reign of

Vasudeva I. The reigns of the Parthian conqueror and his suc-

cessors must have been very short because in the Panjtar inscrip-

tion, the date of which must be reckoned according to the ^aka
era, we find a Kushan king still ruling over the provinces to the

west of the Indus. The reigns of Abdagases and Orthagnes
must have been completed before the Saka year 122, i.e., 200
A.D., the date of the Panjtar inscription.'

Judging from the execution of the coins Mr. V. A. Smith
has placed Kaniska II and Vasudeva II in the third century »

A.D., while he places Vasu or Vasudeva about 200 A.D. » Ac-
cording to his Laukika era theory Vasu becomes to some extent

a contemporary of Vasudeva I. But I find that Cunningham has
described some coins of Vasu which bear on their obverse the
full Greek legend of the coins of Kaniska II* (t>AONANO
*>AOKANH*>KO KO&ANO).

The probability is then in favour of the fact that Vasu for

some time acknowledged the suzerainty of Kaniska II. Conse-
quently it becomes impossible to place Vasu in 200 A.D. before

Kaniska II. Kauiska II must have succeeded Vasudeva I. The
coins of Kaniska II are fairly numerous, and an average reign of

30 years may with safety be assigned to him. The latest known
date of Vasudeva I is the year 99, i.e., 177 A.D. Assuming that

Vasudeva I lived a year longer, we find that the date of the acces-

sion of his successor Kaniska II falls in the year 178 A.D. At this

time serious disturbances must have been going on in the Kushan
kingdom, because three years later we find the Parthian king in

complete possession of the fair province of Gandhara. It is quite

certain that Gandhara was included in the Kushan empire during

the earlier years of the reign of Vasudeva I, because some of his

coins were found in the Bquare stupas at Ali Masjid. Vasu-

1 The Panjtar inscription has been partially edited by Cunningham with

*
dr*W

Catalogne of the Coins in the Indian Maseum, Vol. I, p. 87.

thowdeecribed b^Canmngham. The reproductions of Cunningham coins are

tinrtion'b^twe^ and*Vasudeva II among the late/great Kufbans.

The validity of the assertion that Vasu was a subordinate prince under

Kaniska II depends entirely upon the correctness of Cunningham's readings.
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.another, and, three years after his death, we find his adversary
in the Punjab. During the later years of the reign of Vasu-
deva [, the western frontier of the empire must have been the
Indus. The grand empire of Kadphises II, and Kaniska I, has
fallen, and the Sahanusahi was ruling over the Pun jab, ( 'cut ml In din
and the United Provinces. Assuming the duration of t lie reign of
(iondophernpR to have been 30 years, we find that the accession of

Al'daga-es or Avadagasa falls in the year 18") A.I). The reiirns of
Orthagnes and Abdagases must have'been very short as their coins
are very few in number. An average reign of ten years may be as-
signed to each of these princes. 1 think Gandhara was reconquered
from the Parthian* immediately after the accession of Pakores, the
successor of Orthagnes. There is a good deal of probability that

this. conqueror must have been Vasu himself. In the first" place
we find that he was a subordinate chieftain under Kaniska II.

obverse, but the marginal Greek legend consists merely of two
or more groups of letters. The majority of these coins come
from Seistan. Last of all we find a gold currency in Seistau
immediately following the coins of Vasu, but bearing the name
of a Kushana King Bazdeo. These facts make it apparent that
a relative named Vasudeva was appointed by Kaniska II against
Orthagnes or Pakores during a border war or to punish a raid.

The general accomplished much more than this ; he reconquered
the whole of Gandhara for his suzerain. The Governorship
of the restored province was bestowed as a reward on the
successful general. The coins of Kaniska II issued by Vasu
from the province of Gandhara naturally bear the name of the
Emperor in Greek and the initial letters of the name of the
issuing chieftain in Brahmi. Vasu pushed the border towards
the south-west till he completed the conquest of Seistan. This,

I think, is the only probable reason of the fact that the majority
of the coins bearing the name of Vasu come from Seistan. The
successor of Gondophernes continued to rule over modern Afghan-
istan and their capital was most probably Balkh. They were
known to occidental nations as the Bactrian Arsacidae.'

The recovery of Gandhara was made probably during the

later years of Kaniska II, about 200 A.D. There are several

other varieties of the coins of Kaniska II, issued by his subordi-

different syllables or groups of syllables on their obverse. One
syllable below the right hand of the king,2 another between his

feet, and the third below his left hand. From the analogy of the

coins of Kaniska II, struck by Vasu, we can deduce that the

syllable or syllables below the right arm of the king are the
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initial letter or letters of the name of the chief by whom the
coin has been issued. This deduction is supported by other
names such as Mahi-(dhara), Viru-(dhaka), etc., which are also

found below the right arm of the king on the coins of Kaniska
II. The other two syllables are probably initial letters of the
names of mint towns and provinces : thus Ga probably stands
for Gandhara (the province), Khu for Khudraka (Sans. Ksau-
draka) the country of the Oxydrakae (?). Names of mint towns
probably are mentioned by their first syllables which occur below
the left arm-pit of the king, such as Pu for Puskalavati and Ga
for Gandhara (the city), Na for Nagarahara, etc. In exceptional

cases where only one syllable is found, whether below the left arm
or under the feet, I think it is to be taken as the initial letter or

letters of the name of the mint town.
Four coins of Kaniska II, issued by Vasu, have been described

by Cunningham :

—

Na with a cnrved base line ( Biihler, Indische

Palatographs, pi. LIT, Col V. No. 25) to the

left (N.C. 1893, pi. XIII, No. 8).

Cunningham has also described several other varieties of the

coinage of Kaniska II :

—

rosthi His plate shows that it is the Kharos

-

thi' syllable pu standing probably for Puska-

lavati. The nse of Kharosthi on Kushan coins
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last of the Imperial Kushans. The presence of the epithet

$aha.nn-$ahi on the Allahabad plate of Samudra Gupta makes
it extremely probable that the title lingered up to the fourth

century. Possibly it was assumed by a collateral or subordinate
Scythian dynasty after the extinction of the Imperial Kushans.
With the data at present within our reach this conclusion seems
to be reasonable. No trace either epigraphic or numismatic has

been found of the successors of Vasudeva II. The great Kushan
empire seems to have followed the precedent of all other oriental

monarchies. The coins described by Mr. V. A. Smith as "the
coins of sundry chiefs ruling in the Punjab and the neighbouring
countries duinng the third and the fourth century A.D." are

coarse copies of later Great Kushan coinage. They prove that

the late Great Kushan coinage was succeeded by a coinage issued

simultaneously by various local dynasties. The coins of Vasu-
deva II are ruder than those of Kaniska II. Cunningham, during
his life-lone: search for coins, was abler., procure <>nlv three coins

of this prince:-
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(c) The name of the issuing chief is expressed intelligibly

in Brahmi.

2. Coins of Vasudeva II:—

(a) Greek legend, though corrupt, is fairly intellgible.

(6) Initial letters of the names of mints, provinces, and
issuing chiefs given. The difference to be noticed

here is that on the majority of the coins of Vasu
initial letters of the names of provinces are omitted,

and on the coins of this prince, only one syllable of

the name of the issuing chief is given, while on the

coiu of Vasu it is almost fully expressed.

It may be said quite reasonably that Vasu succeeded Kanis-

ka II in Northern India, and issued this type of coinage. But it

is to be noticed that coins of Vasudeva II are found over a limited

area, viz., Western Panjab and the Kabul Valley, while all coins

of Vasu in the Joint Cabinet come from Seistan. At the same
time it should be noted that in Seistan a Kushan coinage, 1 resem-

bling the coins of Vasu, became current immediately after this

period. The legitimate conclusion from these facts should be that

one Vasudeva, i.e., Vasudeva II, ruled for a very short period over

a very small area in Northern India, while another chief named
Vasu, who at first was only a feudatory prince, gradually ;oserted

his independence. In Northern India the remnant of the Kughan
empire was divided between two rival Scythian dynasties, the
&dhas and the giladas (neither Pahildhi nor Saluda. ^ See infra).
Before we come to notice the coinage of these princes, we should
take note of what became of the Kushans in Seistan and the
Eastern Arsacida?. When Vasu conquered Seistan from the suc-

cessors of Gondophores, the mountainous territory around Balkh
seems to have sheltered the last of the Arsacid kings of the
East. This is proved by the sayings of the occidental historians.

When Artaxerxes established the Sassanide empire in 22b' A.D.,

there were two minor branches of the Arsacida?, one in Armenia
and the other in Bactria. * When Khusru of Armenia deter-

mined to help the Parthian Arsacids. "he had some hopes that

the Bactrian Arsacids would join him."* Thus it becomes
quite sure that the successors of Gondophores were not quite

extinguished by the conquest of Vasu. The Arsacida? of Bactria

were probably overpowered by one of the successors of Vasu
after the close of the first Roman War of Shahpur I (244 AD.).
It is said that Bactria which, during the later Parthian period, had
enjoyed a sort of semi-independence, now succeeded in detaching

herself altogether from her southern neighbour and becoming a

distinct and separate power.* It is not possible that the eastern

1 Thia coinage cannot be assigned to the 5th century A D. It is cer-

tainly not later than the Hormuzd I and Ardamitra coinage. (See PI V. 11.)

2 See the authorities quoted by Bawlinson, Seventh Grent Oriental

Monarchy, p. 39, footnote 4.

3 Mozes of Chorene History of Armenia II, 69.

* Rawlinson, Seventh Oriental Monarchy, p. 79.



Arsacid monarch s recovered so far as to separate themselves

completely from Sassanian domination and to form alliances with
Rome. A new power must have risen in Hacfria and it is possible

that the Kushans of Gamlharn and Se.stan gradually recovered

the lost provinces on the Western border-land Nothing pnrti-

cular is known about the successor of Vasu. From the history

of Persia we learn that their kingdom was wrested from them h\

Varahran II of Persia in or about the year 283 A D. In India
proper \arious local chiefs seemed to have assumed independence

.some cases these assertions are found to he borne out by epigra-

phieal records. The several varieties of local coinage deseribeii

in the second part of Mr. V. A. Smith's catalogue, such as the

coins of Taxila and those of the Kunindas and the Yaudheyas, show
that these, for the most part, occupied the place of the currency
formally supplied by Kushan coins. Kuninda, Yaudheyn . Mala va

and Taxila coins show a large number of varieties. Palseogra-

phical details, too numerous to mention, show that certain of

these varieties are contemporaneous with Gupta coins. Particular

mention should be made of Acyuta, the king Ahiehatra, to whom
Mr. Smith assigns the date of 330 A.D., who was defeated by
Samudra Gupta, 1 It should be noticed in this connection that,

even after six or seven centuries of foreign domination, native

Indian coinage still had enough vitality left to stifle out even
for a short period coins of foreign types and standards. It

is only when the Gupta emperors began to imitate Kushan
coinage that local coinages of ancient Indian types began gradu-

ally to die away.

Minor Scythian Dynasties.

The coins of the minor Scythian dynasties, which succeeded

the Great Kushans in Northern or more properly North-Western
India, are not very numerous. They fall into two great classes

according to the tribal name-, mentioned on them :

—

(1) The Sakas and
(2) The Si Iadas.

No record has been kept of the findspots of these coins, but

the recent discovery of a hoard of §aka coins near Peshawar

prove that that dynasty ruled the country around modern Pesha-

war. Nothing is known about the giladas. But it is certain

that if the galeae are to be placed in Gandhara, to the §iladas

must be assigned a territory to the east of the Indus, because in

the first quarter of the third century we find that the Parthians

and the Kushans occupy the whole tract from the Oxus to the

Arabian Sea, and later on we find the Sassanians and the Kujfcans

filling tip the same region (up to 283 A.D.). The name Sdada

was "read by E. Thomas Vs^ga^d^General Cunningham

I Fleet Corpus Inscription™ Indicarnai, Vol. HI, p. PL 1. I.

* Indian Antiquary, Vol. XII, p. 8.
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corrected it as Pakandhi or Pakaldhi. 1 In the catalogue of the

Joint Cabinet Mr. Smith reads the name as Salada,* thus approxi-

mating to the correct reading. The plates will show that the i

mark is quite distinct over the sa (see plate IV, Nos. 5 and 10).

I have excluded Gadahara (or Gadakhara) coins from this

class where they were put by Cunningham and Mr. V. A. Smith,

and have classed them with kidara Kusana coins for reasons which
will be stated when I come to describe Kidara Kusana coins.

The Joint Cabinet possesses all described varieties of the coin-

age of the Siladas and shows a new variety. The coins of two
Silada princes have been described by Cunningham :

—

(1) Bhadra.

(2) Pasana.s

The name of the new prince is:—

(3) Bacarna.*

The coins of the Sakas show larger numbers of varieties than

those of the Siladas and probably indicate the longer duration of

their rule than that of the Siladas. The Joint Cabinet possesses

all varieties of Saka coinage described by Cunningham with the

exception of two varieties. 5

(1) Sayatha ( Cunningham's No. 5).-Cunningham read the

legend as Saya or Sah/a, but it is Sayatha as read by Mr. Smith on
I.M. Sundry Chiefs, No. 3, which is a duplicate coin. The mint
name is Bha.

(2) Sya (Cunningham's No. 6).—Cunningham read the
legend on this coin also as Saya or Salya.and Mr. Smith reads the
legend of the two duplicates of this coin in the Joint Cabinet as
Sayatha, but Cunningham's plate 6 and the coins 7 in the Cabinet
show that it cannot be anything but Sya. The mint name on
these coins is Vi. Cunningham's No. 7 seems to be an unique
specimen of the coinage of this prince, as the name reads Sasya
or Syasya. This may be the full name of the prince or simply
a mistake of the die-sinker as in I.M. specimen of Kanaka 11.

No. 7, where the name of the province looks like gaga or gga (for
ga or Gandhara).

(3) ^(Cunningham's No. 2).—The Joint Cabinet possesses

three specimens of the. coinage of this prince (Sundry Chiefs,

Nos. 6, 7 and 8). Mr. Smith enumerates five specimens in his

catalogue, but on examination I find Nos. 9 and 10 to be coins of
another prince. Recently a hoard of coins was discovered near

1 Numismatic Chronicle 1893, p. 123.

2 Smith, I.M. Cat. Vol. I, p. 88-89.

tinctly to be Pasana and not BIsana fCunningham) or Pasaka (Smith). See
PI. I, No 10.

* Smith, I. M. Cat. Vol. I, p. 89.

5 Nos. 1 and 4 of the list ou p. 124, Numismatic Chronicle 1893.
* Numismatic Chronicle 1893, PI. IX, No. 6. 1 See PI. I, No. 7.
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Peshawar which consists mainly of the coins of this prince.
Seven coins out of this hoard were presented to the Indian
Museum, out of which two coins belong to Sita (see PI. V. 2).
The Asiatic Society of Bengal received two specimens, both of
which are coins of this prince. The initial letter of the name
of the mint town on all coins of Sita is Bha.

(4) Sena or Sena.—As I have already noticed, Nos. 9 and 10
of the Coins of Sundry Chiefs described in Mr. Smith's cat a logm*,

p. 89, do not belong to Sita, but are coins of 8ena, ] Mr. Smith's Xo
IV., but the name istfewaand not Sana. (See PI. II, No. 1). The ini-
tial letter of the name of the mint town on all catalogued specimens
of the coins of Sena is Vi. Five out of the seven coins received
by the Indian Museum from the Peshawar Treasure Trove
belong to Sena. These coins show a variant form of the name. On
some coins the name is spelt with the lingual na (PI. IV. 12), on
other with the dental na* The initial letter of the name of the
mint town on these coins also is Vi.

KlDARA Kl'SANAS.

No arrangement is possible of these coins which may be

called chronological. I have set down my own readings of the

legends in the order adopted by Mr. V. A. Smith -.—

(1) Kr/ariri/u.—The Joint Cabinet possesses t hree specimens
of these coins. Under the right arm of the standing figure occurs

the syllable S'anagi or S'anadhi (see PI. V. No. 3. Mr. Smith passes

this over as illegible). The l strangely enough resemb!
f of the Eastern variety of the Gupta alphabet 3 (see PI. V, No. 3).

(2) Sarvayasa, the sa on the only I M. specimen is defective.

—Under the right arm of the standing figure is the word Basa
(not Baga as Mr. Smith says). Below the left arm is the word
Kir, fit. the four-headed matra being simply the Eastern Gupta
form of the long i.

(3) Bhasvan.—Both Cunningham* and V. A. Smith 6 reads

the name on the reverse of these coins as Visva. But Cun-

ningham's plate shows that it is Bhasu. The better state of the

preservation of the specimen in the Joint Cabinet makes it possible

to hold Bhasvan as the correct form. Below the right arm of the

standing figure is the letter sa, and below the left hi (PL V. 4).

(These facts have been omitted from the catalogue).

(4) Siladitya.—Neither the specimen published by Cunning-

ham nor the three duplicates of it in the Joint Cabinet possess

the complete legend. The name begins with a dental instead

1 See PI. I, Nos. 8 and 9.

2 See PI. I, No. 11. . „ «... . .„

8 Biihler Indischen Paleography. Table IV, Col. I, Nos. 24 and -M.

+ Numismatic Chronicle 1893, p. 201, PI. XV, No. 10.
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of the usual palatal sa (PI. V. 5). The three specimens in the

Joint Cabinet are respectively :—

Coins of the chiefs of the Little Yue-chi, No. (6).—Below the

left ami, Kida and portions of Kasa for Kidara-Kusana and below
the right Ksuna. Both Cunningham and Smith read this as

Kapan. The right vertical line of Pa is absent and the letter can-

not be anything but Ksa. The greater length of the .vertical line

of Ka shows that the extra length denotes " u." Then the na is

lingual and neither the lingual nov the dental na can ever be

written as " n " in transliteration. The word is simply Ksuna
and cannot be anything else. It is reproduced here at least three

times and a glance at the plates will convince the reader of the

accuracy of my reading. ( See PI. V, Nos. 5, 7 and 10.) The
reverse shows Sala on the margin with a [a of the Eastern

Gupta variety.

(8) On this coin there is Kirada and Ksuna on the obverse

and Sala on the reverse.

(10) Klila (ra). K>>nsa (na) and Ksuna on the obverse and

Sola on the reverse (see PI.* V. 7).

These three coins are exact duplicates of the coin published

by Cunningham.* Coins of two other Kidara Kusina princes have
been published by Cunningham 8 but the Joint Cabinet does not

contain specimens of these :

—

IV. Prakasa.
V. Kusala.

Coin No. 13 of the Joint Cabinet is an unique specimen.
The name of the prince on the margin of the reverse looks like

Badara (see PI. II, No. 6 ). The marginal legend below the
right arm of the standing figure on the obverse of coin No. 15 of

the Joint Cabinet is Sri sahi&n Cunningham read it and not $>-7 v «h

as Mr. Smith savs (PI.' V. 9). The form of the sa is like that of

the Eastern Gupta variety. The a cannot be indicated in these

coins by a long vertical stroke which is only a tenth-century-Nagari
form. Meaningless Bi^ahini characters of the Maurya variety

occur both on the obverse and reverse of coin No. 15a, and the

• •oin looks like a modern forgery (PI. V. 8). Coin No. 16 possesses

Kirada (not Kidara as Mr. Smith says. See PI. V, No. 10),

K(u) sa(,ia) and Ksuna on the obverse.

Coins of the chiefs of the Gadahrra or < in.lakhara tribe must
be classed with those of the Little Yue-chi chiefs. There are two
reasons for this :—

(1) The Ga in Gadahara or Gadakhara resembles the Qa of

the 5th century A.D. (rf. Buhler ImhVhen Paheo-raphie Tafel

IV, Col. VIII, No. 9.)

(2) The syllable Ksuna so common on Little Yue-chi coins

occurs on all but one of these coins.

l Numismatic Chronicle 1893, p. 202, PI. XV, No. 12.

1*93. p. 202. PI. XV. Noe. 13 and 15.
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Cunningham has enumerated three types of Gadahara coin-

age :—

(1) Peraya.—There is a duplicate of this coin in the Joint
Cabinet. 1 The complete name is neither Peraya nor Peyasa, but
Peravasa with as a possessive-case-ending.

(2) Kirada.

(3) Samudru,—The resemblance between this coin and the
cuinof Sammlra Gupta No. 10 (Spearman type variety a, Cat. I,

p. 102) is so great that it is possible to say that the Gadahara tribe

at last acknowledged the suzerainty of the great conqueror and
placed his nnme on their coins.

I Smith, I.M. Cat. Vol. I, p. 127.





14, The Seven Sahajata of the Buddha.

In Fausboll's edition of the Jataka, Volume I, page 54, occurs

the following passage : "Yasmim pana samaye amhakam Bodhisatto
Lumbinivane jato, tasmim yeva samaye Rahulamata devi, Channo
amacco, Kaludayi amacco, Kanthako assaraja, Mahabodhirukkho,
cattaro nidhikumbhiyo ca jata." " Now at the very time that our

existence the queen, the mother of Ralfula
;
Channa, the courtier,

Kaludayi, the courtier
;
Kanthaka, the king of horses ; the great

Bodhi-tree ; and the four vases full of treasure." After giving a
short account of the treasure- urns, the text adds: ime satta saha-

jata nama, " these seven are called the Connatal Ones."

Rhys Davids in his translation, p. 68, was the first to call atten-

tion to a discrepancy between the summary account and the details.

In his note he says :
" There is some mistake here, as the list con-

tains nine—or it' the tour treasures count as one. only six—Conna-
tal Ones. I think before Kaludayi we should insert Ananda, the
loving disciple. So Alabaster and Hardy (Wheel of the Law,
p. 106 ; Manual of Buddhism, p. 146). Bigandet also adds Anan-
da." Warren in his note ( Buddhism in Translations, p. 48)
writes : "In making up this number the future Buddha is to be
counted as number 1, and the four urns of treasure together as

But in a Sinhalese edition of the Jatakatthakatha by Silanan-
da Thera, published in Sinhalese characters in 1892, we find after

Kaludayi (sic) amacco, and before Kanthako assaraja the addition

Ajaniyyo hatthiraja. This would solve the difficulty raised above
by the two translators of the Jataka. Presumably Silananda had
good MSS. before him when constituting his text, for another

numerical puzzle in the Nidanakatha (Fausboll, Jataka, I, 3) is

solved by his reading. The passage in Fausboll is the commen-
tary on dasahi saddehi avivittarp, which runs thus, ha 1 1 in>idd-na.

rathasaddena. bherisaddena . niui iugasaddetia. \ i na-addena, gitasad-

dena, sammasadd.-na, sanikhasaddena. talasaddena. - asanatha (U

axiafha » pi vat ha kliadatlia "
ii dasamena saddena *ti imehi

-add,. In avivittam ahosi. This list gives a 4 saddo ' too much, as

noted by Rhys Davids in his 'Buddhist Suttas.' p. lU«), note: "tins

«m.imeration*is found also at Jataka, p. 3, only that the <
h m k is

added there—wrongly, for that makes the number of cries eleven.

In Silananda's text ' sanikhasaddena ' is omitted, and this agrees

with the enumeration as given in other texts (see Digha II, 170

P.T.S.)
To return to the Satta Sahajata, the addition of the elephant

seems very suitable, not only because it makes up the required

Z
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number, but also because the elephant is one of the seven jewels

of the Cakkavattiraja, The second latana mentioned in the Maha-
<uda^anasutta (Digha II, 174) is the " sabbaseto sattappatitt I...

iddhima vehasamgamo Uposatho nama nagaraja.'' The two lists

closely correspond, with the exception that in the case of the

Buddha we have the bo-tree, and in the case of Mahasudassana the

wheel, the former appropriate for a Buddha as the latter for a

universal monarch. The devi corresponds to the itt/tiratanmy,

'.'A'"/., / and Kaludayi to the yuhapatiratanam and parin&yakara-
K

maniratanam. This correspondence seems to show that the reading

of Silananda has much to recommend it to the consideration of

Pali scholars.



IS. Quotations in the Bhasapariccheda.

By VanamIli VedantatIrtha.

The Bhasapariccheda is the "First Book" or ABC of

iJavyunynya Philosophy. It is the most popular of all NaiyByika
works, bt-ingread and learnt by heart by almost all the panditas in

Bengal, as well as by the majority of them in other parts of

India. It has been commente l upon by the author VigvanHtha
Nyfiyapancnnana himself. The commentary is called the Siddhan-
tamulctavali. The popularity of the Siddhantamuktavali is

immense, a s will be evident fr-m the fact that its commentary,
the Dinakart, has been made the subject of another commentary
called the Ramarudn. This series of commentaries has been
printed and published.

The author of the Bhasapariccheda flourished during the
first part of the 17th century A.D. There is evidence that his

father Vidyanivasa was living "in 1588 A D. (vide M. M. Harapra-
sada Gastrin** Nepal Catalogue, Preface, p. xvi, and also Eggel-
ing's India Office Catalogue, Vol. Ill, p. 409B.) The verses of the

Bhasapariccheda are generally supposed to have been, all them,
composed by Vicvaniltha. But the truth seems to be that he often

quoted from previous works, now completely forgotten. In fact,

Vicvanntha seems to state this rather clearly in the introduction to

bis Siddhantamuktavali. Of.

The usual way of construing this passage is as follows :

—

I now propose to explain, by means of the very brief sentences of

the ancients, the memorial verses composed by myself, etc.,

^falfcl HTq

<

*Hl fifffa: fanrffawf*. Thus the sentences of the

ancients are to be found in the explanation, i.e., in the Siddhan-

tcimuktavali. But it seems it would be better to take

WflNlftf xftHm4)fi|fW: both with the word that precedes it and

with the word that follows, by what is called the *r*lP««)«!l*«*H«r.

Every one will see that wfw<^ftf^*rf*fw: f**fafihnFTfc*W#f

ftM?U<« lfiC gives a better sense. For it clearly states the reason

why the author himself should think it necessary to annotate his

book The book contains extremely short sentences long current

among men. The sentences are extremely short, and hence the

author must himself explain them. But why dH he write such

short sentences. Because, he did not really compose them; he

only put them together from works that were then current among
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the panditas. If he composed them he might have made them
longer and hence easier to understand. This interpretation will

be substantiated by adducing a positive proof that there are some
lines in the Bhasapariccheda which actually occur in earlier books,
e.g, the Baksina'murtistotra-vMika.

The DaTcsinamuriistrotra is a poem summarizing the teachings
of the Monistic Vedanta Philosophy in ten stanzas. It was com-
posed by pankara. It is a stava, a prayer, a hymn addressed to

the Supreme Being, in the form of our guru (teacher). Such
prayers or praise-hymns written with a philosophical intent are
very common in India. The celebrated Mahimnahstava and the

Vitaragaduti are other examples to the point. This Daksinamiirti-
strotra has been commented upon by the great Suregvara, the

contemporary and pupil of Qankara. This commentary, as might
be expected, is in verse and is called the manasollasa or the Daksina-
murtistrotra-vSrtika. Thus the age of this manasollasa cannot
be later than the 8th century A.D., though I would place it much
earlier, viz., the end of the 6th century A.D. {vide Bhandarkar'fi

Report, 1882-83, p. 15).

Now iu this DaksinOrnvrtistrotra-vdrtika, otherwise called the

Manasollasa, there are eleven slokas containing a short summary of

the Vaigesika Philosophy (II. 20-30). The first cloka runs as

follows :

—

The first line of this cloka is identical with the corresponding
cloka in the Bhasapariccheda. This is not due to mere chance,

fov the construction in qftdYVq is so peculiar that it completely

precludes such a supposition, though it may be urged, on the
other side, that given the six or seven categories as also the order in
which they are to be arranged [for the order is the order of the
sutras and Pracastapada Bhaaya], the number of ways in which
they may be put into verse (anu^up) is limited, and hence the
identity of the clokas may after all be due to mere chance. But

the line " OTVrai f*tW ^fr# M^in^* ^ " occurs in both the

Bhasapariccheda and the Manasollasa, and is this also due to mere

The Manasollasa is a Vedantic work, and the account of the

other systems is given only for subsequent refutation. It is not

likely that Vicvanatha would borrow from such a work. Thus
we are led to suppose that Suregvara also is quoting these verses

from some work, of which no trace is to be found now. It must

have been a work in verse upon the Vaigesika system. Would any-

one undertake to find it out ? If a versified Vaigefika work of

Cankara's date could be discovered, it would throw much new light

on Indian Thought.
The custom of quoting from previous authors without ac»

knowledgment was very common in those days. In fact, it is not
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uncommon even now. Those passages of literature, which have
got a universal currency, may perhaps be regarded as common
property, and, as long as there is no decline of letters, these pas-
sages may surely be quoted without acknowledgment, without any
violation of literary ethics. Everybody knows whose words they
are, it becomes mere waste of paper and breath to quote the
names of their authors. Thus Shakespeare's more famous lines

are quoted without acknowledgment.
In the light of these remarks, Sureqmra and Vi$van&tha

must have quoted from a very famous work. What was it ?





i6. Pala Inscriptions in the Indian Museum.

By Ni:

Communicated by N". A:

ithe Archaeological gallery of the

Indian Museum.
All the inscriptions are votive records and, with one exception,

are dated in regnal years of the Pala sovereigns of Magadha, who
were Buddhists and great promoters of Buddhism in the eastern

parts of India. One of these records—No. 1—is, strictly speaking,

non-Buddhistic, though found in a great centre of Buddhism ; the

mini:; mies are purely Buddhistic.

No. I.—Bodh-Gaya Intension of tie 2Qth year of Dliarma-

The inscription was found by Sir Alexander Cunningham
about 1879, to the south of the great temple at Mahabodhi, and
he made it over to Dr. Rajendralala Mitra, who published a trans-

cript and a translation of it in the Proceedings of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, 1880, page 80. But the transcript of Dr. Raj-
endralala had many mistakes, and, consequently, the translation

was not correct. Cunningham published only a facsimile of it in

his Mahabodhi, pi. xxviii, 3. I re-edit the inscription from the

original, which is now in the Indian Museum.
The inscription is on the left portion of a slab measuring

20*5" x 7"35'' inches,—the other portion containing three figures in

three recesses—and consists of nine lines, written in the 9th century,

eastern Nigari. The language is Sanskrit, and the whole of it is

in verse. The number of verses are four. At the end of every

line of verse there is a stop, except at the end of the second line of

tho second verse and at the end of the first line of the fourth. The
verses are irregularly written. With the exception of a letter in

the end of the third line, and another at the beginning of the

diajological

Museum, Vol. n, p. 48, has described the

slab, on which the in.cipn,,,. is incised, in the following way :
"A

slab with three 15, dhisnt r va-, each in a recc-.. the right side of this

rudely carved .tone being occupied with ihe inscription beginning

yedhamma, etc., in nine lines." But his description is entirely

wrong; the'in.M-ript i.. M is nether ye dhamma, etc., nor the three

figures are those of Bodhisattvas. The figure to the extreme right

is that of Surya, recognisable by his hands in the posture of grant-

Aui.„f. WtLHna two lotuses, and his legs
• protection (Abhaya-mudra), holdii
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wearing boots. The figure to the extreme left is that of Visnu,
recognisable by bis four hands holding S'ankha, Cakra, Gada and
Padma. The figure in the middle is probably that of Bhairava.

The object of the inscription is to record the consecration of

a four-faced Mahadeva and the excavation of a tank at Mahabodhi
at the expense of three thousand drammas, by one Kesava, the son
of a sculptor named Ujjvala. The inscription further states that
the image of the four-faced Mahadeva was consecrated for the
spiritual benefit of the Mallas of Mahabodhi.

The inscription is dated in the 26th year of the reign of
Dharmapala, the second king of the Pala dynasty and the son of
Gopala, the founder of the dynasty. The following particulars of
the date are given in the inscription : Saturday, the 5th day of
the waning moon of Bhadra.

3. %3 *TWri **TT3ttfMf«1«uf*MT II ^TeT^r -

4». $s&t srfasTfqcr: ( n ) OTifr

5. *3J3T7TT«T xT TJcTT fa*|roft*WT II fWcT^

6. 5f *fT§«H 5*?T?Ut ^TfsrcTT ^Tcft ||

8. HT5fW§Tn^W5ri ^faffa?

9. WTTf^r i

Translation.

A very deep tank, sacred as the Ganges (born of the feet of
Visnu) was also excavated by him at a cost of three thousand
drammas. In the 26th year of the reign of Dharmapala, the day
oE the son of the creator of light (Saturday), the 5th day of the
waning moon of Bhadra.

No. IL—Bodh-Gaya pedestal inscription of the reign of Gopala -

deva :—
The inscription No. II was exhumed by Sir A. Cunningham

in the year 1879, and a facsimile only was published by him in
his Mahabodhi pi. xxviii, 2. Of this inscription Cunningham
says in page 63 of the same work :

" The inscription which was
exhumed at Mahabodhi, simply records the dedication of a statue

in the reign of Sri Gopala-deva." I edit the inscription from the
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original in the Museum gallery for the importance which it has in
the records of the Pala kings.

The inscription is on the base of a statue measuring
3''5 x 8" 50". The front of the pedestal is not one plane, but
is divided into five surfaces. On the middle one is inscribed Ye-
dharma, etc. ; the inscription proper is on the four other surfaces.
It is written in three long lines, extending from one end of the
pedestal to the other. The name of the reigning king is written
in a fourth line below the inscription. The language is Sanskrit
verse, with high sounding metaphors, and is written in the 10th
century Nagari character. The letters are clearly and boldly

The inscription is not dated, but it simply states that it was
incised in the reign of Gopaladeva. Now, there were at least three
kings of this name in the Pala dynasty (see Ep. Ind., Vol. viii,

App. i, pp. 17-18). It is very difficult to determine to which of

the three Gopaladevas the inscription belongs. This and the
inscription No. Ill, the Nalanda image inscription, have been attri-

buted to Gopaladeva I, the founder of the Pala dynasty, both by
Cunningham and Prof. Kielhorn (see A.S R. Vol. i, p. 36 ; Vol. iii,

p. 120
;
Mahabodhi, p. 63, and pi. xxviii, 2. Ep. Ind., Vol. v,

App. i, p. 85; and Vol. viii, App. i, p. 17). But from the follow-

ing comparison of the palaeography of these two inscriptions

attributed to Gopaladeva I, with that of the inscription No. I

belonging to the 26th year of the reign of Dharmapala, the son and
successor of Gopala I, we are led to believe that the Gopaladeva
of these two inscriptions must be later than Dharmapala and not

his predecessor :

—

(1) Palatal S'a occurs six times in the same form in theBodh
Gaya pedestal inscription. The same letter occurs seven times

in the Nalanda image inscription and is identical with S'a in the

Bodh Gaya inscription. In the inscription of Dharmapala the

letter occurs seven times, five times in the Gupta form and twice

only in the later form, resembling the form in the inscriptions of

Gopala. Here then there is the probability of five to two in

favour of Gopala being later than Dharmapala.

(2) The letter Ja occurs ten times in the Bodh-Gaya inscrip-

tion and thrice in the Nalanda inscription, the only difference

between the two types being that the lower-most horizontal line

tarns into a short, curve in the Bodh Gaya inscription ; while in

Nalanda inscription the curvature exists, but it is not so sharp
; it is

rather wavy. The letter occurs thrice in the inscription of Dharma-
pala, vear 26, of which the first in the first line is typical. The
seoond in the fourth line is decidedly of a later type. The third Ja in

the seventh line is exactly like the first one. But the abrasions in the

stone make the end of the second and third horizontal line look like

curved hooks.' The differentia between the two forms are:—(1)

the first horizontal line of the Gupta Ja which gradually becomes

the ser.ff (matra) of the Ja of the nailheaded type is parallel,

both in the Gupta and early nailheaded typo to the other two

horizontal lines. The Ja in the inscription of Dharmapala, year 26,
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is exactly like that of the early nailheaded type. Further progress
shows the gradual curvature of the other two horizontal lines,

which gradually assume the Bengali form to be found in the in-

scriptions of the 10th and 11th centuries as well as in those of

Gopaladeva.

(3) The peculiarity of the Ja of the inscription of Dbarma-
pala, year 26, seems to be that the second horizontal line is

strictly parallel to the m&trdl, thus differing from the Ja in the
Lakkhamandal Prasasti in which the line shows a marked incli-

nation downwards. 1 Buhler, Ep. Ind., 1, 10.

This Pala Ja throws a shred of doubt on Biihler's remark in his

Indian Palaeography, page 54. 12, where he says:—"The central
bar of Ja is first, made to slant downwards (plate iv, 14. xxi-xxiii,

etc.), and then changed into a vertical (v, 17, xiii, etc.
;
vi, 22, xii,

etc.). At the same time, the upper bar becomes the top-stroke of

the letter, and the lowest is gradually converted into a double

The examination of these test letters shows that the difference

in time between Bodh Gaya and Nalanda inscriptions of Gopala
and the inscription of the 26th year of Dharmapala is considerable.

At the same time the affinity of the characters of Bodh Gaya
and Nalanda inscriptions of Gopala with those of the Badal pillar

inscription of Narayanapala (Ep. Ind. ii, p. 160) is remarkable.
If we take the test letters Ja and S'a into consideration, we find that

the inscriptions of Gopala must be referred very close to the reign
of Narayanapala. The palatal S'a appears in the Badal pillar in-

scription in two distinct forms. One of them is the form which
occurs universally in the Bodh Gaya and Nalanda inscriptions of

Gopala, viz., S'a in Sandilya. The other form is peculiar and
resembles to some extent Buhler, Indian Palaeography, plate v, 39,

ii. This form of S'a is only explicable as a provincial peculiarity.

The other test letter Ja is throughout identical in form and with
that in the inscriptions of Gopala. Now we know from other Pala
inscriptions that the second Gopala was the grandson of Nara-
yanapala, and probability is very strong in favour of the identifica-

tion of Gopala of Bodh Gaya and Nalanda inscriptions with
Gopala II.

The object of the inscription is to record the consecration of

an image of Buddha by one S'akrasena, who was known as

Dharmabhima and who calls himself Sindhudbhava. M. M. Hara-
prasad Shastri has shown me a passage in the Ramapala-carita,

where the Pala kings are described as the descendants of

Samudr a, and he is of opinion that S'akrasena, who calls himself

Sindhudbhava, might have been related to the Palas. Sindhud-

bhava may be taken in its ordinary sense to mean a person born in

Sindhu-desa. Cf. the expression Sindu.ldesa vinirgata which is

evidently a mistake for Sindhu-desavinirgata in the inscriptions

Nos. v and vi.

I Buhler assigns an earlier date to the Lakkhamandal Prasasti than that

done by Kielhorn to this inscription of the 26th jear of Dharmapala.
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Transcript.

I. Wim *NY <t«h ^w^toot i

Tpfir ?D[^^5T ^TfTclT SjfcIffT^: *T^T ( ^ ) cIT

4s. *sft ?fhm-^-?i^

May the Jina be for your welfare ; -who making friendliness

his armour and wielding the bright sword of mercy put down
the heavy uproar of the army of Kandarpa, which was like that of

the ocean at the end of a kalpa, whose body was more radiant than
the fire at the end of a kalpa, and whose brows were frowning with
anger. Who was like unto the autumnal moon on account of the
mn8s of his fame, whose mind was a bee to the lotus feet of the fully
awakened one, who was known in the world as Dharmabhima, and
whose mind was not a little moistened with kindness, by that
S'akrasena this image of the saint was dedicated in hopes of the
unsurpassed knowledge for the mitigation of the suffering of the
world. In the reign of the illustrious Gopaladeva.

No. III.—Nalanda inscription of thefirst year of Gopaladeva :—
The inscription was found by Sir A. Cunningham in 1862 at

Nalanda (pi-esent Baragaon), and a drawing of it was published
by him in his Survey Keport, Vol. i, pi. xiii, 1. It was afterwards
transcribed and translated by him in his report, Vol. iii, page 120.

I give a transcript and facsimile of it for the convenience of com-
paring the palaeography with the two preceding ones. The last

three words were not read by Cunningham. The last word which
was read by M. M. Haraprasad Shastri as Suvarna Viihi Sakta
refers probably to the custom of covering images with gold leaves.

Babu Rakhal Das Banerjee says that even up to_ this time

pilgrims from th far east cover images at Bodh Gaya with gold

leaves.

Transcript.
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Translation.

In the year 1, the eighth day of the bright fortnight of Asvina,
while the paramount sovereign, the king of kings, the great lord

Gopala was king, at Nalanda the Goddess Vagisvari was tinged
with gold streaks.

No. IV.—Nalanda inscription of the 11th year of the reign of
Mahipaladeva :—

" The inscription was discovered by Captain Marshall early in

1864, when excavating the great temple of Baladitya, at JSalanda,
at the foot of one of the jambs of the inner gateway. It was
afterwards rediscovered by Mr. Broadley. Sir A. Cunningham
has given the following description of the inscription in his report,

Vol. iii, page 123 .... consists of 10 short lines beginning with

1—S'ri Man Mahipala De
2—Va rajye samvat. 11."

I edit the inscription from the original which is now in the

Museum gallery.

The inscription is on a portion of the door-jamb 27"*5 x5", of

which the inscription proper occupies only a space 9" x 5". The
character is the 11th century Nagari, and the language is Sanskrit.

There are altogether 12 short lines and not 10 as Sir A. Cun-
ningham has described. The letters are large and clearly written
The maximum number of letters in a line is 11.

The object of the inscription is to record the placing of the
door-jamb on which it has been incised, when the restoration

of the place after a conflagration was completed. Baladitya,
the donor, calls himself a lay-disciple and a follower of the
Mahayana or great vehicle. He was originally an inhabitant of

Kosambi, and afterwards settled at Talladhaka or Teladha (for
which see A.S.R. Vol. xi, page 164, and Vol. viii, 34). The
Avord Jyavisa in this inscription is a peculiar one. M. M
Haraprasad Shastri says the word Jyavisa is probably equiva en
to the modern Nepalese word Jaisi which means a mixed cast

formed by the union of Brahman and Ksatriya.
The inscription is dated in the 11th year of the reign of

Mahlpala-deva, and there is no other particular. There were at

least two kings of the Pala dynasty who bore this name, of the first

of whom there is the date 1026 A.D. (see Ep. Ind. Vol. viii,

App. i, p. 18), and palseographical evidence is in favour of assign-

ing this inscription to his reign.

Transcript.

3. *fi?T!Tterc
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5. *TT(*?)fT*n*r *uf*r*: in:

6. +ftqw* ^JTTi^TT^

7. 5HT^ ^rrhiT*^

10. fWW I^ 3<0

11. g HfcJ ST^" TTlfT

12. 5th: wtwtip* fcr n

and grandson of Haradatta, a follower of the greater vehicle,

best of the lay-disciples, an inhabitant of Teladhaka, and an emi-
grant from Kosambi, when the place was restored after a con-

flagration. Whatever merit

Nos. V and VI —Inscription of the second year of Surapala-

These two inscriptions which are identical, were discovered
by me while preparing a catalogue of additions in the Archseo-

logical gallery of the Indian Museum, in May last, on the pedestals

of two sculptures, numbered 3763 and 3764, representing two
different scenes in the life of Buddha. No. 3763 represents Buddha
attended by Indra and Brahma, and 3764 Buddha meeting the

elephant. No history can be had of these two pieces of sculpture,

except that they are from Behar and have been lying in the

Museum gallery since September 1891.
Each of the pedestals on which the inscriptions are written

measure 18" x 4". Though the inscriptions are the same, yet they

are differently written on account of the ornaments on the

The object of the inscriptions is to record the consecration of

these images of Buddha by one Uddanda Cuda, who was originally

an inhabitant of Sindhudesa, in a caitya which he himself caused

to be constructed. The ceremony of consecration was conducted

by the elder Purnadasa, who was the oldest man in the Padikra-

mana Vihara.
The inscription is dated in the second year of the reign ot

Surapaladeva, the eleventh day of the dark fortnight ot A?adna

According to Professor Kielhorn, Surapala was the brother ot

MaMpala II. and Ramapala, and was the successor of the former and

predecessor of the latter.
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Professor Kielhorn in his list of the inscriptions of Northern
India does not mention any inscription of this kintr. Sir A. Cun-
ningham in his Survey report, Vol. xi, page 178, writes of this
king " that he was not only different from Vigrahapala, but also
reigned not less than 13 years." But he does not mention any
inscription of this king.

Transcript.

1. & *nrTC(T)*rrfTO*TT(*) ^twn*n*ro»n *

2. t%*TirT(*T)<E^ W *lf~W WT*

5. nfc^^r(^)q^fTf?n(T) wrfor INr «?t*

US (
'

) HTcTTfiiaT(^) <SHTOT* ^1f*T *®VK( '

)

In the second year of the reign of Maharajadhiraja S^urapala,
the 11th day of the dark fortnight of Asadha. In this year, month
and day fortunate Uddanda Cuda had the stone image of the Lord
placed in a caitya which he himself caused to he made, by the
elder Purnadasa wlio was in the Vihara there, who was the oldest
person in the Padikramana Vihara, and who was possessed of a
pure sight. Whatever merit ....

No. VII—Bihar inscription of the reign of the second year of
BSmapala-deva :

—

This inscription, like the preceding two, was discovered in the
Museum gallery on the pedestal of an erect figure of Tara. No
history of this inscription can he had, except that it came from
Behar in October, 1891. Sir A. Cunningham in his report. Vol. iii,

published a note on this inscription from Mr. Broadely, in which
the date only was given.

The pedestal on which the inscription is incised measures
24" x 2". It is in two lines with a break in the middle, the

surface of the stone being peeled off. The language is incorrect

Sanskrit written in an eastern variety of Nagari character.

The object of the inscription is to record the dedication of the

statue, on whose pedestal it is incised, by one Bhatta Icchara, pro-

bably incorrectly for Is>ara, the son of Bhntta Nabha. Its impor-

tance lies in its date, which is given as the second year of the reign

of Ramapaladeva, the 28th of Valsakha. No inscription of this

king occurs in Kielhorn's list of Northern inscriptions.
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Transcript

1. U*^rWT*r T^T^t II HffWfatfHf t^^f

2. fqg wmrcrarsm^ wif — — — — ^

Translation.

The pious gift of the best of lay-disciple Bhatta Isvara, son of

Bhat$a Nabha, who was a follower of the greater vehicle. What-
ever merit .... In the second year of the reign of Ramapala,
28th of Vaisakha. Carved by Mahabita, the son of Seta.

P.8.—In Cunningham's Report of the Archaeological Survey,

Vol. i, pi. xiii, No. 1, the following letters appear to be quite

different from their originals :

—

1. 1. a in asvina.

Ja in Maharajadhiraja.

1. 2. tta in Bhattarika.

va in Suvarna.

kta in Sakta.

In Cunningham's Mahabodhi, pi. xxvii, No. 2, the fourth word
looks like Sphuradukukakanrl, while in reality it is Sphwadu-
ruharuna. This differe"ce is remarkable as the reproduction seems

to have been mechanical.—K". M. C.





17. Notes on Indian Mathematics. No. 2.—Aryabhata.

By G. R. Kaye, Bureau of Education, Simla.

In works on Indian astronomy references to the famous
Aryabhata abound, and, from the time of Varaha Mihira to the
present day, we find numerous quotations from him. Unfortunate-
ly, a great many of these quotations are second hand ; for it ap-
pears that the original works were px-actically lost for centuries.

At the beginning of the eleventh century Albiruni wrote {India
I., 370) :

" I have not been able to find anything of the books
of Arybhata. All 1 know of him I know through the quotations
from him given by Brahmagupta"

;
and, at the beginning of the

nineteenth century, we are told by Colebrooke (Alqebra, etc., p. v)> told by Colebrooke (Algebra, etc., p. v)
nd diligent research in various parts of India failed

vering the Algebraic and other svorks of Aryabhata."
Also that the original works of Aryabhata were either
able, or existed only in a much mutilated condition in the fourteenth
century, is indicated in the following passage from the Maha
Aryasiddhanta : "That (knowledge) from the Siddhanta, pro-
pounded by Aryabhata, which was destroyed, in recensions, by
longtime, I have in my own language thus specified." (Bhau
Daji, Joum. Boy. Asiatic Soc, 1864, 392.)

Albiruni (I., 386), quoting Brahmagupta, tells us that
Aryabhata was the author of two books, one of which is called

DMagitikS, the other ArySstasata. The former title means a work
of ten Aryas or strophes ; about the latter there has been some
dispute. Lassen and Colebrooke interpreted it as meaning 'eight

hundred couplets.
1

bat Dr. Bhau Daji pointed out that the correct

meaning is
4 a treatise of 108 couplets.' In the time of Cole-

IryastaJata, and in each c

the latter of 108 couplets. Kern's edition is of precisely the sar

length, while my copy contains 15 plus 108 couplets.

Aryabhata's works consist of four parts : (0 The Gitik

which propeily consists of ten couplets and contains aafcronOIIlfc

tables
; (u) the Ganita consisting of 33 couplets. This is tl

mathematical section proper, :i translation of which is given below

(uV) The Knlakriyn, which deals with the measure of time ; as

the Gola, or Sphere. The last three sections make up tl

IryaitaSata, or work of 108 couplets, while the first part is know

as the DasagitikS.
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Other works have been attributed to Aryabhata, but the
above mentioned are probably all now known that can be justly
called his. From Albiruni (1., 156) we learn that the contents
of the book Karana-khanda-khadyaka represent the doctrines of
Aryabhata, and that Brahmagupta wrote a commentary thereon.

In 1874 Kern published the Aryabhafiya consisting of the
DasagitiJcd and the Aryastasata, together with a long comment by
Paramdicvara. Rodet (Journal Asiatique, 1879) gave a translation
of the mathematical section of Ary.bhata's work with very
interesting and valuable notes, and Thibaut (indo-arische Philologie,

III, 9) in 1899 summed up all that there whs then known on the
subject. Other valuable information will be found in Kern's
introduction to the Brhat SanMta (p. 54/.), in Thibaut's edition of

the Panckasiddhantika, and in Bhau Daji's notes. We need hardly
mention Colebrooke and others who knew of Aryabhata only from
quotations in other works, and wh- se statements have all to be
reviewed in the light of later research. 1

Rodefc's contribution is particularly valuable, although he

was occasionally misled by the commentators and so came to

erroneous conclusions. He was inclined to exaggerate the

mathematical powers of the Hindus of that a&je, and to

credit them with discoveries that cannot justly be attributed to

them. For example, he supposed that the modern (place-value)

system of arithmetical notation was their invention. He appears
to have believed that Aryabhata owed at least some of his

mathematics to a Greek source, although he explicitly defers the
consideration of this troublesome question.

Dr. Thibaut, the highest authority on Indian astronomy, has
recently restated his views on Aryabhata as follows: "About
twenty or thirty years ago Aryabhata was generally spoken of,

by modern writers on Indian astronomy, as the earliest 'scienti-

fic' Indian astronomer. . . . But since that time our ideas as to the
history of Indian astromony have been considerably expanded and
cleared, mainly by the publication of that work—a work indeed
of fundamental importance in this department of enquiry—in
which. Varaha Mihira, writing in the sixth century, gives a sum-
mary account of the five most important astronomical Siddhantas,
the doctrines of which were in his time current in India. . . .

Aryabhata may have been the first, or one of the first, to expound
the principles of that system in a highly condensed and technical
form, and he may have improved the general theory in details

;

but the main body of doctrine existed before him :—he did not
create it, but merely recast it in a different form. It is with
regard to this indubitable fact that the editors of the Pancha-
siddhantika remarked that originality of doctrine cannot, on the

whole, be claimed for Aryabhata. That he was original, at least

as far as India is concerned, in maintaining the daily rotation of

the earth on its axis, nobody of course has ever denied. The
same view had, indeed, been previously held by certain Greek

1 A fuller list of authorities is given in the bibliography annexed.
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astronomers ; but there is no evidence 1 for Aryabhata having
been acquainted with those views

;
nor, indeed, is* this generally

likely. And even if the idea had first been suggested to Arya-
bhata by those Greek speculations, we should have to give him
credit for 'originality,' in the sense that he had the insight and
courage to maintain a view, which appears utterly paradoxical to

the vulgar and had been rejected by the best known, and on the
whole most competent, astronomers of the west, That the view
of the earth's rotation did not fare better in India also is well

known: the most famous astronomers subsequent to Aryabhata
refer to it only to reject it ; and Aryabhata's originality in this

one point hence stands out all the brighter."
(
Indian Thought,

1907, 215.)

Bhau Daji reproduces nearly all the passages in the Arya-
bhata Sutra that have been controverted by Brahmagupta. These
are all astronomical as are, strangely enough, all those quoted by
Albiruni. The first purely mathematical quotation we find is by
Chaturveda-Prithudaca Swami who, in his comment on Brahma-
gupta,_says: "What, is termed by us 'diameter less arrow,'

ia by Aryabhata denominated the greater arrow." He then quotes

direct from the Qanita (see below § 17), and this is possibly the
earliest direct reference to it known. According to Colebrooke
Chaturveda was anterior to Bhaskara, being more than once quoted
by him. Albiruni (I., 158) also mentions a Prithudfl
as an astrologer whom Sachau (II., 308») identifies with the com-
mentator of the Brahma Siddhanta. Suryadasa (1541 AD.), a
commentator of Bhaskara, also speaks of Aryabhata, together
with " the son of Jishnu " (i.e. Brahmagupta) and Chaturveda rs

"ancient mathematical,. " \'
[, Q„,i.. 128). Brahmagupta no-

where in his mathematical sections mentions Aryabhata, although
his subject-matter is, in many cases, identical with that of the

Ganita. Neither does Bhaskara refer to Aryabhata anywhere in

his mathematical works, although Colebrooke says (p. iv): " He
repeatedly adverts to preceding writers and refers to them in

general terms, where his commentators understand him to allude

to Aryabhatta, to Brahmagupta, etc."

II.

That the Aryabhata we are dealing with was born about 476
A.D. is now generally accepted as a fact, (Joum. Boy. Asiatic 8oc. 7

1804,
; Kern, Brhat Sanhita, 57 ; Joum. Asiatique, 1878) : but

still there is an element of doubt about it, and the whole subject is

complicated by the question of identification. There were at least

two 3 astronomers of the name of Aryabhata, prior to Albiruni, who
clearly distinguishes between them. The younger of these he

always designates as Aryabhata of Kusumapura (India, L, 176 ;

1 Plenty of evidence, indirect tbongh it may be, i« given below.
2 The author of the Maha Aryasiddhdnta also calls himself Aryabhata,

but according to Kern (BYhat Sarihita, p. 60) this waa only a nomme de guerre.
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246 ; 316 ; 330 ; 335 ; 370). " This author," he says, " is not identi-

cal with the elder Aryabhata, but he belongs to his followers, for

he quotes him and follows his example " (i., 246). We infer from
Albiruni's remarks that the elder Aryabhata was not of Kusuma-
pura; but Weber, Kern andBhau Daji say distinctly that he was,
and the opening verse of the Ganita indicates its author as belong-
ing to Kusumapura.

Aryabhata was an innovator. He attempted to free at least

one department of knowledge from corrupt beliefs, and, as an al-

most natural consequence, the orthodox Hindu teachers opposed
him. We read (India, I., 376) that Brahmagupta was so intoler-

ant that he was blind to the truth "from sheer hatred of Arya-
bhata, whom he abuses excessively ... He is rude enough to com-
pare Aryabhata to a worm, which, eating the wood, by chance
describes certain characters in it, without understanding them
and without intending to draw them. 'He, however, who knows
these things thoroughly stands opposed to Aryabhata like the lion

against gazelles. They are not capable of letting him see their faces.'

In such offensive terms he attacks Aryabhata and abuses him."

The cause of this vilification is Aryabhata's unorthodoxy as

is indicated in other passages. For example, Brahmagupta states

that Aryabhata's teaching regarding eclipses was not in accord-

ance with the Veda aud " the book Smriti composed by Manu and
the SamJiita composed by Garga, the son of Brahma, " and that

Aryabhata " stands outside of the generally acknowledged
dogma and that is not allowed" {India, II., 111). "Further,"
Albiruni writes (I., 373), " Brahmagupta says that Aryabhata
considers the four yuyas as the four equal parts of caturyug'a.

Thus he diff.Tsfrom the doctrine of the book smriti . . .and he
who differs from us is an opponent."

Later Hindu opinion was more favourable, at least in inten-

tion. In the sixteenth century Sfiryadeva ascribed the acquire-

ment of the elements of astronomy by Aryabhata to supernatural
agencies (Kern, p. xi), and an article in the Indian Beview (1905)
also suggests divine inspiration :

" Divine favour dawned upon
him ; be was inspired : he gave utterance to a spontaneous outburst
of astronomical knowledge, clothed in poetical language. . . .

These facts lead the learned to believe that the ten verses were
inspired and could not be attributed to human authorship."
(juryabhata or the Newton of Indian Astronomy).

Attributions to divine sources were common enough in

earlier days. We are told that the Snrya Siddhanta was revealed

from heaven and communicated to Meya about four million years

ago, and that our modern system of arithmetical notation was
communicated to the Hindus by the Creator ; but to meet with

such interpretations in the twentieth century is rather disconcert-

ing.

III.

The most interesting personage connected with Aryabhata is

a certain Pulisa. Albiruni couples their names together on many
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occasions ; so often, indeed, that had we only Albiruni to rely upon
we should hardly be able to distinguish between the two with re-

gard to their work and teaching. They always appear to be in

agreement, and are both abused by lirahmagupta. M Aryabhata,
Pulisa, Vasishtha, and Lata agree in this, that when it is noon in

Yamakoti, it is midnight in Rum, beginning of the day in Lanka,
and the beginning of the night in Siddhapura, which is not pos-

sible, if the world is not round " (i., 370). "Aryabhata, the elder,

and Pulisa compose the manvantara from 72 caturyugas, etc." and,
" according to Aryabhata and Pulisa, the kalpa and catnryuga
begin with midnight, etc." (i., 370). Regarding Brahmagnpta'a
hatred—" In this respect Aryabhata and Pulisa are the same to

him, 1
' writes Albiruni (i., 376).

Aryabhata, the younger, speaks highly of the intelligence of

Pulisa (India. I. 316 . and Albimni was engaged in translating his

works. Unfortunately this translation is not available, but, in the
India, Albiruni gives several direct quotations from the Ptdisa-
Siddhnata. For example (i., 266):—" Pulisa says in his Siddha n f„ .-

' Paulisa, the Greek, says somewhere that the earth lias a globular

shape. Besides, all scholars agree on this head, as Varahamihira,
Aryabhata, etc' " He quotes a list of the orders of numbers which
is almost identical with that given in the Ganita, and pai'ticulars

of a table of sines which are the same as those given by Arya-
bhata. In his list of Hindu works on astronomy, Albiruni states

that the Pulisa-Siddhanta, composed by Pulisa, was so called from
Paulisa, the Greek, from the city of Saintra, which he supposes
to be Alexandria. It has been suggested that this Paulisa is

the Paulus of Alexandria who, in A.D. 378, wrote an Introduction
to Astrology, which has come down to us. One is justified from
the circumstances in making the supposition, but the identity is

by no means established.

According to Weber, Pulisa was a contemporary of Aryabhata
and the two were rivals, while Kern places Pulisa a century be-
fore Aryabhata. It is generally supposed that they were both
prior to Varahamihira, but it appears that Pulisa quotes both
Aryabhata and Varahamihira on one occasion and,_if this quota
tion is to be relied upon, we must conclude that Aryabhata was
not posterior to Pulisa and that Varahamihira and Pulisa were
contemporaries But it is very probable that the latter part of

the quotation attributed by Albiruni to Pulisa should have more
probably been put into the mouth of Albiruni himself. If so, the

traditional order—Pulisa, Aryabhata, Varahamihira—may be ac-

IV.

The section of Aryabhata's work that deals with mathematics

is entitled the Ganita. It consists of thirty-three couplets, into

which is condensed a great deal of matter. At first sight it seems

to be devoid of order and to be a mere jumble of rules
;
but this

apparent confusion disappears, to a certain extent, on closer ex-

amination. Starting with the orders of numerals, our author
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proceeds at once to involution, evolution (3-5), areas and volumes
(6-9). Next comes an astronomical-mathematical section in

which he deals with the circle (10-lU), shadow problems (13-16),

eclipse problems (17-18). Then comes a set of propositions deal-

ing with progressions (19-22), which are followed by some algebraic

identities (23-24). The remaining rules (25-23) may be classed

as practical applications.

I am inclined to think that Aryabhata intended his mathe-
matical work to be supplementary to what was ordinarily known
to Hindu scholars. This hypothesis eliminates many difficulties

and, in particular, it explains why Aryabhata made the rather

incongruous selection of mathematical rules given in the Ganita.

Few of these rules deal with the elements of the subject. He
evidently takes for granted that his readers are acquainted with
the easier problems of mathematics and only gives certain more
difficult problems which were, probably, not found in other Hindu

Aryabhata's selection must have been determined by the works
that were available. What those works were^ it, is now difficult to

Alexandrian school. The content and form of the Ganita remind

one of the works of Heron and of Sextus Julius Africanus. Parts

of it can be traced indirectly to Ptolemy, to Diophantus, to Theon
and others, and no portion of it deals with matter that had not

been pretty fully dealt with by the Alexandrians. While there is

no evidence which contradicts an ultimate Egyptian ' origin, there

are many points in detail which support this hypothesis.

Aryabhata's work is of interest, principally because it appears
to form a connecting link with Alexandria. As a mathematical
treatise it ranks neither with the works of the Greeks nor with those

of the Muhammadans of the middle ages. In India itself Aryabhata
became renowned as an astronomer rather than as a mathemati-
cian, and the Ganita is seldom directly referred to by Hindu
writers. Brahmagupta's work contains very nearly all the matter
given in the Ganita, but, as it is much fuller, we must conclude that

it was not a mere copy. The evidence all points to a common
origin of the two works, and the identification of this common
origin would not be difficult if we had it before us. As the case

at present stands, we cannot come to any very definite conclu-

sion. Possibly Pulisa was the connecting link.

A translation of the Ganita together with a commentary is

given below. _ _,b The Ganita.

1. Aryabhata having rendered homage to Brahma, the Earth,

the Moon, Mercury, the Sun, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn and the constel-

lations sets forth his knowledge which was xvell appreciated in the city

of Knsnmnpura*

1 Damasciua fcirc A D. 500) tells us how " There cam
> Alexandria to Severus." (Quoted by T. Kennedy, Joim

f7, p. 956 )
* The tran
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Aryabhata here uses qfT* (Greek k/jovos) for Saturn, while

elsewhere he uses ?i[fir . i.e., slow moving). Kusumapura is iden-
tified with Patna. Albiruni calls Aryabhata the younger " that
one from Kusumapura"; hence an element of doubt as to the
authorship of the Ganita is introduced. See note above.

2. JJm

an..

hundreds, thousands, tens of thousands, hundreds
is, tens of million-. Imndrrds r' millions, tkou-
In these each succeeding place is ten times the

Albiruni devoted much attention to the subject of orders of

numbers and wrote a book on it (India, i., 174). He quotes the
Indian names for eighteen orders (i., 175) and notices the consider-

able differences between those in vogue and those given by Arya-
bhata of Kusumapura, and in the Pulisa-siddhdnta. The import-
ant differences, which occur after the fifth order, are exhibited in

table below :

—

Niyuta

Prayuta

The term vrinda was probably not the name of a definite order,

but simply meant a great number. If this is true, the Ganita list

ia identical with that of the Pulisa-siddhanta. In the older lists

with the fifth order, anew nomenclature commences, and, according

to Rodet, " Les Gieca seuls au monde ont fait de la myriade

l'uuite numerique de second ordre.
1
'

. .

In the Gitika a peculiar notation in used, which does not

occur in the Ganita. This notation is best exemplified by quoting
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the tenth couplet of the Gitika in which a table of differences of

*rfisT Wfe qiftsT Vf^t nrfisT oTt% ^ftsT l^fi f^FT H.fclTeh firegr

BSTTWi f^W ^il TJTfT ^7T ^ 53i n m Wf^TOW: II

225, 224, 222, 219, 215, 210, 205, 199, 191, 183, 174, 164, 154,

143, 131, 119, 106, 93, 79, 65, 51, 37, 22, 7, are the half-chords in

minutes.

Other examples given in the Gitika are as follows :—

= 4,320,000. ^qft lfWiyg = 57,753,336.

%ftipre?= 1,582,237,500; etc.

These examples give us the key to the notation which may be

exhibited thus :

—

?\ 13 H V ^tIW^** 3T3 3 ^ £ 1 H

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

u ? v 5Ttr aw w it t

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 30 40

<=t ar sr w w ^
50 60 70 80 90 100

fm $ f % fir fa

100 10,000 1,000,000, etc., 200 300 400, etc.

Usually the texts give a verse explaining this notation, but
this explanatory verse is not Aryabhata's.

In the Qanita there is no kind of notation used strictly speak-
ing. The only place -where it could possibly occur is in the formula
that gives the value for tt (§ 10).

No measures of any kind are referred to in the Ganita, but in

the Gitika it is stated that 1 yojana = 8,000 nri (purusha), and that
1 wn = 4 hasta = 96 angula. This table exhibits a remarkable
similarity with the change ratios used by the Greeks, and if the
length of the yojana is as given by Fleet (Journ. Boy Asiatic Soc,

1907, p. 656), 9-09 miles, there is a still more remarkable similarity

between the actual lengths used by Aryabhata and the Greeks.
These close relationships are shown in the following tables :—

Approximate length in

Angina. Hasta. Purusha. Yojana. English measures.

Hasta 24 1 ... ... 1800
Purusha 96 4 1 ... 72-00

Yojana 3,072,000 32,000 8,000 1 9 09 miles.



Daktulos. Pexus. Orguia. English measures.
Daktulos ... 1 ... ... -75 inches.
PexuB ... 24 1 ... 18-00 „
Orguia ... 96 4 1 72-00 „

The ftpproximate lengths in the first table are calculated from
the length of the ydjana given by Dr. Fleet, and in the second are
taken from Dr. Smith's Classical Dictionary. Other Hindu tables
do not agree so closely with Aryabhata.

3. A square is a figure having all the four sides equal and its

The product of three equal numbers is a cube and it also has
twelve edges.

Euclid, in his seventh book, gives the following definitions:—
"Two numbers multiplied together produce auother which

is called a plain number, while the numbers which were multi-

plied together are called sides."
" Three numbers multiplied together produce another which

is called a solid number, while the numbers which were multiplied

together are called sides." (11., 187 Heiberg et Menge.)

4. Square having been subtracted from square always the non-

square^ must be divided by double the squ

3 the root.

of our modern system of arithmetical notation ; but he was led to

this conclusion by the commentators of the Lilnvati, and by
the practice followed by Hindu mathematicians in the fifteenth

century. 1 The rule,

all notations. Thee
expressed, which applied
Greeks used sexagesimal fractions generally in astronomical prob-

lems only and were able to obtain in ordinary fractional notation

very accurate results in the extraction of square roots.

Brahmagupta does not give this rule at all, although he gives

the next one, relating to cube-roots, word for word. It may be

noticed also that Bhaskara does not usually employ the general

rule. His examples are as follows: First "Square 9; 14; 297;

10005. Answers—81; 196; 88209; 100100035." Then, "Find

the square roots of 4 ; 9 ; 81 ; 196; 88209; 100100025. Answers:

The roots are 2 ; 3 ; 9 ; 14; 297; 10005." (Lildvati, ii., 20-21.)

To the present day those Hindus, who are taught on purely

indigenous lines, learn tables of squares to a prodigious extent.

These enormous tables are a relic of the times when the modern

« place-value' notation was unknown. (See Joum. Asiatic Hoc.

Bengal, 1907, p. 495.)

l Eodet appeared to modify his views afterwards.
,

He/aks^f" r

n

n
(; if;

ia

tiaue. 1880^ : " «• Arvabhata effectuait-il encore ses calcals sur 1 abaqae
' Aryabhata effectuait-i

t foreign introduction.
i
generally i
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5. Multiply the square of the root of the cubic quantity by three,

and divide the second non-cubic part by the product. Multiply the

square of this by three times the preceding and subtract the product

from the first non-cubic. Then the cube is to be subtracted from the

Like the preceding rule this is perfectly general (i.e., algeb-

raical) and applies to all arithmetical notations. Brahmagupta
gives the rule as follows :—" The divisor for the second non-oubic

is thrice the square of the cube root. The square of the quotient,

multiplied by three and the preceding, must be subtracted from the

next ; and the cube from cubic; the root." (Golebrooke, p. 280.)

Neither Aryabhata nor Brahmagupta gives examples ; while

those given by Bhaskara are similar to those he gives for square

6. The area produced by a trilateral is the product of the per-

pendicular that bisects the base and half the base.

The half of the product of this by the height is the solid with

The first part gives the area of an isosceles triangle, not as

Rodet states, of the general triangle. The second part gives in-

accurate rule for finding the volume of a triangular pyramid.

Rodet says ;
" J'ai longtemps hesite a admettre la bonne conser-

vation du texte en cet endroit ; mais le vers est parfaitement re-

gulier, et on ne saurait, sans le rendre boiteux, substituer le tiers

a, la moitie du produit. . . II faut done accepter comme authen-

i en geometrie de
) preuve nouvelle dans un

, a propos du volume de la sphere. Et alors, le maintien
fantes grossieies, qui eussent pu etre corrigees, ou tout au

i de Bhaskara, nous
precieux de la seivilite avec laquelle les copistes
intact le texte primitif d'Aryabhata." (p. 20.)

Brahmagupta does not give a rule for the volume of a pyramid,
and Bhaskara gives it only as a sort of rider (Lil., 221).

Aryabhata again gives a wrong formula in the case of the

volume of a sphere, while Brahmagupta and Bhaskara both give

the same inaccurate formula for the volume of a cone. (Br. VIL,
50; Lil. 223.)

It is hardly necessary to state that the correct rules for these

cases were known to the Greeks, although it may be pointed out
that Heron falls into error in finding the volume of a truncated
pyramid.

M. bin Musa gives the correct formula for the volume of a
pyramid. He could not very well have copied it from the Hindus.

7. (a) Half the circumference multiplied by the radius gives

the surface ofthe circle.

(£) This last multiplied by its own root is the exact volume of

i relevees, par les cc

l garant toes precieux de la sei vilite f
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(a) The first rule was, of course, well known to the Greeks :

Heron gives it in this form. An attempt to find, by practical
means, a circle equal in area in a given square is exhibited in the
Sulvasutras (Thibaut in Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, J8 75, 253).

3rahmagupta's rule is: "The square of the diameter multi-
plied by three is the practical area ; the square root extracted from
ten times the same is the real value." (XII.. 40.)

M. ibn Musa says: " The area of any circle will he found by
multiplying the circumference by half the diameter; since in every
polygon of equal sides and angles, such as triangles, quadrangles,
pentagons and so on, the area is found by multiplying half the
circumference by half the diameter of the middle circle that can be
drawn through it." (Rosen, 72.)

(6) The formula for the volume of a sphere is not even
approximately correct. It may be expressed thus :—Volume =
Trt*\/nr*. This would give tt= 16/9. Strangely enough Ahmes
gave the value ir =

( 16/9) 8
.

Suppose Ahmes' value to be correct,

then the area of a circle would be (16/9) *r 3 which, multiplied by
(4/3) r would give the volume of the sphere. It looks as though

% r had, by mistake, been taken as the root of (
J/) a r8 .

Rodet writes : "La formule qu'il donne pour le volume de la

sphere R3\/ tt3 n'est meme pas une approximation numerique
. . Mais elle a, pour l'histoire des mnthematiques, d'autant plus

de valeur, parce qu'elle nous demontre que si Aryabhata avaitrecu
quelque enseignment des Grecs, il ignorait au moms les travaux
d'Archimede." 1 do not for a moment think that Aryabhata had
direct access to the works of Archimedes, but it is quite possible

that Aryabhata's incorrect rule was indirectly derived from the

great mathematician's formula.
It is doubtful whether Archimedes was known in Aryabhata's

time even to the ordinary Alexandrian mathematicians. He was
out of fashion amongst the degenerates of that age.

8. Each of the two sides multiplied by their distance apart and
divided by their sum gives the lines from the point of intersection.

By multiplying half the sum of the sides by their distance apart

the area of the figure isfound.

Let ABOD be any trapezium, having the sides AB and CD
parallel, then the triangles ABB and CEB (E being the point of

intersection of the diagonals)
will be similar and

AE : EG : : AB : BC
from which we get

AE=AG. ABj(AB+ DC)
and similarly

A'B'mA'O'. AB/(AB + BO)
where A^C 1 is the perpendi-

cular to the parallel sides

through the point of intersection
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of the diagonals. It appears that the latter case only is here
intended; but Brahmagupta gives the more general case also.

Here is Colebrooke's translation of Brahmagupta's rule :
" At

the intersection of the diagonals, or the junction of a diagonal and
a perpendicular, the upper and lower portions of the diagonal, or

of the perpendicular and diagonal, are the quotients of those lines

taken into the corresponding segment of the base and divided by
the complement of the segments." (XII., iv., 25.) Chrishna's
example is an isosceles trapezium, and it may be remarked that the

isosceles trapezium was a favourite figure with Ahmes and that

Heron devoted nine chapters of his geometry to it: iu the

S'ulvasutras also we find that the traditional shape for the Vedi at

the Soma sacrifice is also a trapezium with equal flanks.

9. (o) Universally the area of a figure is obtained by multiply-

ing the sides.

(o) The chord of the sixth part of the circumference is equal to

the semi-diameter.

(a) Rodet suggests that this means that the area of a recti-

lineal figure may be obtained by decomposing it into a succession of

trapeziums.
(b) Euclid IV., 15. Heron gives a rule that the sides of a

polygon inscribed in a circle is equal to three diameters divided
by the number of sides. This is, of course, true only in the case

of the regular hexagon.

10. Addfour to one hundred, multiply by eight and add again
sixty-two thousand : the result is the approximate value of the cir-

cumference ivhen the diameter is twenty thousand.

This gives tt = 62832/20000 = 3927/1250= 3xVVo = 3-1416.

A great deal has been made of this statement on account of

its extreme accuracy, and it has often been said that this accurate
result was the discovery of the Hindus, if not of Aryabhata him-
self. But this cannot be true. According to Albiruni (i., 168)
Pulisa employed the ratio of 1 : 3TVg^. Archimedes proved that
the ratio is less than 3| and greater than 3|f . Ptolemy used the

value_ 377/120 (=31416). Brahmagupta gives the values 3 and

*s/10 ;
M. ibn Musa not only gives the value 62832/20000, but

also gives a summary of Archimedes' proof, and it is absolutely cer-

tain that M. ibn Musa did not copy this from the Hindus. Accord-
ing to Albiruni (I, 169) Ya'kub ibn Tarik used 3TW„. Bhaskara
gives 3927/1250. ( See Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, 1907, p. 500).

Brahmagupta finds fault with Aryabhata the elder for using
in one place the value 3393/1080 (=3141$), i.e., Ptolemy's value,

and in another 3393/1050 ( = 3*23. . .). No early Hindu mathema-
tician quotes Xryabhafa as using the value given in the text. In
practical applications 1 where the value of ir is required, the Hindu

1 Calculated from these practical applications the value of the ratio

would be : Aryabhnta * = 17; Brahmagupta ir = 3 ; Bhaskara * = 3. See also

the Surya Siddhant'a (Ed. Burgess, E. J., Am. Or. Soc. i., 58) and the Pancha
: V- : - -

:
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writes^L^T^
on the circumference of the circle rests on the

is thrice the diameter:'

11. If the fourth part of a circle be ci

12. (a) If tin lirst and s- cmul be bisected in succession thesint

of the half chord is obtained.

(b) The difermcee are diminished l„, sna\sxirr -r ti,nt« ht

the first sine.

These rules are obscurely expressed and difficult to translate.

Rodet confessed he did not understand the former, and left the

first part of the latter untranslated. They
may be simply a rough attempt at the

theorem ; but possibly something like the

following is meant: Let OP (Fig. 2) be a

square, then P bisects the arc BA. Let OQB
bean equilateral triangle, then Q trisects

the arc AB ; and the angle OPQ= I5n
. Now

if the angles OPB and OQB are bisected in

V and U, then the angle OVJJ is

This bisected is 3C
'

angle.

The theorem of Ptolemy referred to is: In a quadnlatera

bribed in a circle, the rectangle contained by the diagonals is

) the sum of the two rectangles contained by its opposite

Thus (Fig. 3) ac+ bd=xy, and in the particular case when

y bisects B we have c + d^xy/a, and it was this particu ar
j

case

(which was known to Euclid) that provides the rale (Ub) ot

the text.

If (Fig. 4) arc.4D=arcD(7=y and *rcBA = (n-l)y then

arc BD = ny and arc BG={n + \)y, and we have

chd(n+ l)y + chd(n-l)y = {chd ny. chd 2y) /ehdy
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and sin (»+l)y+sin (n-l)y = (sin ny. sin 2y)/siny

from which we get

sin (n + l)y- sin ny = sin ny - sin (» - l)y - sin ny/siny

by substituting the values of sin 2y and siny, when y = 3^\ given
in the table.

The last formula may be expressed

—

X>m + 1 ==Dn — sin y/siny,

which is the rule given in the text (126).

Aryabhata gives the corresponding table of differences of

sines in the Gitika (§ 10). In the Surya Siddhanfa the matter is

expressed thus (II., 15) : "The eighth part of the minutes of a
sine is called the first sine; that, increased by the remainder left

after subtracting from it the quotient arising from dividing it by

itself, is the second sine. Thus, dividing the tabular sines in suc-

cession by the first and adding to them, in each case, what is left

after subtracting the quotients fiom the first, the result is twenty-

four tabular sines in order as follows": then follows the table of

sines which corresponds exactly with Aryabhata's table of differ-

the following methods are

ning desired (sines) take
the double of the arc, deduct it from the quarter, diminish the
radius by the sine of the remainder, and add to the square of half
of that the square of half the sine of double the arc. The sqnare
root of that sum is the desired sine .... Another method is

also taught here. Lessen the radius by the sine of three signs
from which double the required arc has been previously deducted
and multiply the remainder by sixty ; the result is the Bquare."

These rules may be expressed thus :

—

4 sin'yssin* 2y+(l-sin (90-2y))

r*sin*y=r(r-ysin (90-2y)).

(chord y)
8 = 120 (60-f\/l202- (chord 2y)»

from which the second formula given in the PanchasiddhantiJca is

obviously derived.

Using the formula given by Arjabhata and in the Surya Sid-

dhanta, we find that only five of the sines 1 following the first can

nsed by the HindaB was or half-chord, and like Ptolemy's chord it is not

a ratio but a length. Strictly r sin A « chord 2J/2, but the relation nsed by
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be obtained by its means, and that with the seventh sine begins a
discordance between the table and the result of calculation by the
rule which finally amounts to as much as 70 minutes. It follow a ,

therefore, that either the rule was used, but corrections uetv
made by the aid of other tables, or the table was copied svhole^
sale.

In the P.u'n-hasnUhnntikft is given a table that was obviously
deduced from Ptolemy's table of chords (J. Burgess in hid. Ant.
1891, 228). Ptolemy's table increased by half degrees and he
divided the radius into sixty equal parts and subdivided it

sexagesimal^. The Panrhas'iddhantikn table is obtained by
simply dividing Ptolemy's chords by two, and hence the term
half-chord. This table is only for twenty-four angles at intervals

of 3| decrees. Aryabhata and the compilers of the SMya Std-
dhanta express their results in a sort of circular measure, and to
obtain them from Ptolemy's chords it is simply necessary to
multiply by 3/2* ; for whereas Ptolemy made the radius equal
to 60°, the Hindus made it equal to 90° x 2*. In Ptolemy's
measure J90G= chord 180°/2 = 1 20 _

,790= 90° x 2*; therefore to change chord 180° to J9CP we have
120° x 0 = 9CT x 2/* or the change ratio C = 3/2*.

Aryabhata has J90°= 3438', therefore 10800'/*= 3438' which
gives *=3'141361 . . . R0det puts the matter thus r 10800/3-1416
=3437*7= 3438 nearly and concludes that the ratio 31416 was
used ; but this is not quite ingenuous. We might replace this

value by Ptolemy's value and then we should have 10800 x 120/377
3437-66= 3438 nearly and just as forcibly conclude that Ptolemy's
value was used. Indeed, Ptolemy's value was most probably used
in the reducing factor, but when the reduction took plaee is not

easy to determine. There were two stages in the process : first,

as in the PanehasiddhSntikS 1 the chords of Ptolemy were simply
halved, and the old measure for the radius (=60°) retained;

secondly, the new measure for the radius (
=3438') was intro-

duced. This new measure first occurs in the PuliM-riddhdnta,

for Albiruni writes (i., 275) : "Our calculation is based on this,

that the sinus totus is 3438' .... The source of this calculation

.... is the Pulisa Siddhdnta, which divides the arc of the quarter

of a circle into 24 kardajat. He says :
' If anybody asks for the

Aryabhata may be pat as ' sin A '-chord 24/2. The Hindu « sine ' is a

I This portion (Ch. iv) of the Panchasiddhdntikdia ge™™1]

J
a
J!j^

(p. x. ) :
" I am more donbtfa! »bont the position of chapter IV, which,

colophon, is merely counted as such, without any special designation

It is not improbable that here ,also Varjha^»^XL
Romaka, Paulis

chapter follows
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reason of this, be must know that each of these kardajat is 1/96 of

the circle and equals 225 minutes.' " Albiruni, in explaining
another quotation from Pulisa, again refers to this matter (ii., 74)

:

" The last-mentioned two numbers are products of the multipli-

cation of the ydjanas of the sun and moon by 3438, which is the
number of minutes in the sinus totus."

The historical order of the development of these tables is

Hipparchus, Ptolemy, Paulisa, Pulisa ; and very probably Arya-
bhata obtained his results from Pulisa.

'The part of the following extract that I have put in italics is

quite untrue, otherwise the passage is pertinent to the matter in

hand :—
" The earliest institution of the sines in calculations for the

chords, which were employed by the Greeks, is generally attributed

to the Arab astronomer Albatgenius (al-Battani), who flourished

in the latter part of the ninth century of our era. It can hardly
admit of question, howevei*, that the sines had already at that

time been long employed by the Hindus. And considering the

derivation of the Arabs from India of their system of notation, and

of so many of the elements of their mathematical science, it would

seem not unlikely that the first hint of this so convenient and
practical improvement of the method of calculation may also have
come from that country. This cannot be asserted, however, with
much confidence, because the substitution of the sines for the

chords seems so natural and easy, that it may well have been hit

upon independently by the Arabs : it is a matter of astonishment,

as remarked by Delambre, that Ptolemy himself, who came so

near it, should have failed of it. If Albatgenius got the sugges-
tion from India he, at any rate, got no more than that. His table

of sines, much more complete than that of the Hindus, was made
from Ptolemy's table of chords by simply halving them. The
method, too, which in India remained comparatively barren, led

to valuable developments in the hands of the Arab mathemati-
cians." (Surya Siddhanta, E. Burgess, p. 200.)

The accompanying table shows the close connection between
the chords of Ptolemy, the Pancasiddhotntika sines, and the table
of differences given by Ai yabhata.

13. The circle is produced by a rotation; the triangle and
rectangle are each determined by their hypotenuse, the horizontal

by water and the vertical by the plumb-line.

This serves as an introduction to a section which deals with
shadow problems. It is doubtful whether the Hindus used sun-
dials for telling the time, and it appears that they probably had
only a theoretical acquaintance with them. Brahmagupta gives

a crude method for calculating the time of the day from the
length of shadows, but for any advance in this direction we must
look to the Muhammadans. In India a simple form of clepsydra
has generally been preferred. (See PanchasiddhSntiJca xiv., 31/;
Surya Siddhctnta xii., 23 ; Indica i., 337, 339

; Ethnographic Notes

in 8. India, Thurston, 562 /.

)
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The following extracts will serve as a comment on this rule,

which is connected with the construction of some form of dial :

—

" Having, by means of water, levelled a raised surface, on
which the directions are marked, and having placed on its

southern side a gnomon of the same measure as the surface, etc."

(Paiich. Siddh. xii., 30.) " On a stony surface, made water level, or

upon hard plaster made level, there draw an even eircle of a radius

equal to any required number of the digits of the gnomon ....
Draw a circumscribing square, by means of lines going1 out from
the centre .... The square-root of the sum of the squares of

the gnomon and shadow is the hypotenuse . . . .
" (Sur. Siddh.

iii
, !/•)
" The fundamental arrangements of all instruments depend

upon strings, water, and bits of earth. By means of them one may
make, on a level surface, instruments shaped like a tortoise, a man
and so on." (Punch. Siddh. xiv., 27. See also Sur. Siddh. xii.,

19-23 and Warren's Kala Sankalita, p. 92.)

14. The square-root of the sum of the squares of the length of

the style and shadow is the radius of its circle.

This rule occurs, in some form or other, in all the early Hindu
mathematical works in connection with shadow problems. In

other works than this the reference to the circle is omitted, but

the rule cannot be a mere statement of the Pythagorean theorem,

and I am inclined to believe that it has a definite connection _with

the subject in hand. All the shadow problems given by Arya-
bhata and Brahmagupta relate to vertical gnomons, but the follow-

ing passage in the PanchcuiddhUntika Bhows that the Hindus were
at least acquainted with the inclined gnomon :

" The observei-,

placing his eye at the base of the straight gnomon, is to incline it

in sucli a way that the top of the gnomon is in a straight line

joining the eye and the pole star." (xii., 31.)

Now the equinoctial shadow of a vertical gnomon griveB the
latitude of a place, i.e., the tangent of the latitude is equal to the
shadow divided hy the gnomon ; and to mark out the hour angles

on an ordinary sun-dial, it is necessary to describe two circles, «>ne

of which has its radius equal to the vertical gnomon and the other

with radius equal to the hypotenuse of the triangle formed by the

equinoctial shadow and the gnomon. It is this circle whose radius

is the " the square-root of the sum of the squares of the length of

the style and shadow" that is referred to in our text.

15. Multiply by the style the distance between the style and the

height and divide by the difference between the style and the height ;

the quotient obtained will give the shadow reckoned from the origin

of the style.

Brahmagupta gives the same rule thus: "The distance be-

tween the foot of the light and the bottom of the gnomon, multi-

plied by the gnomon of given length, and divided by the difference

between the height of the light and the gnomon is the shadow."

(XII., ix., 53.)



17(a). he square of i

i the square of the hypotenitst

Here the style ST (Fig. 5) is supposed to be moved to S'T.
Now OL .ST: : OH: SH and OL.S'T :: Off': S'R' but ST=S'T
therefore OH: 8H :: Off': S'ff\ whence OH = SH. HH'j(S'H'-
Sff) an expressed by the rule.

" According to Pliny and Diogenes Laertius, Thales ascer-

tained the height of

pyramids and simil

mouth of Niloxenus a Fig. 5.

different account of the
process. < Placing your staff at the extremity of the shadow

of the pyramid,' says he to Thales, *you made, by impact of the

sun's rays, two triangles, and so showed that the pyramid was

to the staff as the shadow to the staff's shadow.' This is obviously

only another calculation of the seqt" (Gow, 142) and is identical

with the rules 15 and 17a given by Aryabhata.

17(6). In the circle the product of the arrows is the square of the

semi-chord of the arc.

18. Tivo circles diminished by the ' bite ' multiplied separately^

by this 'bite,'
1

and divided by the sum of t

give respectively the arrows startingfrom the

The 'arrows' are the segments of

the arc Thus in the circle

FAB the arrows are FE and
ED. The word 'bite' is

here applied to CD, and is

suggested by the legend of

Rsihu, who is supposed to

lipses by devc

zirdes less the, 'bite
'

the moon. The
former rule is a particular

case of Euclid in., 35. The
latter (18) is easily deduced

GE=CD (FD-QD)/(FD-GD+CG-CD)
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and that

ED = CD iCG-CD)/{FD-CD+ CG-GD)

CE=zCD.FC/{FC+GD) and ED = OD.GD/(FG + GD)

.

For from 17(6) we get

FE.ED= GE.EG or ED/GE = (CD + ED)f{FG + GE),

whence

ED/GE = GDjFC and ED/GD = GDj(FG + GD ).

Brahmagupta,_M. ibn Musa and Bhaskara use terminology
similar to that of Aryabhata. Brahmagupta gives the same mat
ter as Aryabhata slightly amplified (XII., i v., 41-43 ). M ibn Hush
says: "If you want to ascertain the circle to which it belongs, mul-
tiply the moiety of the chord by itself, divide it by the arrow and
add the quotient to the arrow, the sum is the diameter of the circle

to which this bow belongs. If you want to compute the area of

the bow, 1 multiply, etc." {Rosen, p. 75).

Obviously the source of information is the same in all three

cases, and obviously M. ibn Musa did not get his rules through the
Hindus, who nowhere, before his time, dealt with the area of seg-

ments of circles.

19. (a) That sought diminished by one and halved added to the

foregoing and multiplied by the common difference added to the

first term gives the mean : this result multiplied by that sought is

the answer, (b) Or you multiply the first and last by half the

We are here introduced to a set of propositions on progres-

sions, etc., which, in some respects, correspond pretty closely to

those given by Hypsicles and Diophantus. Brahmagupta (XII.,

iii., 17-20) gives practically the same rules as Aryabhata. with the

exception of tliat expressed above (19a), which occurs neither in

Brahmagupta nor Bhaskara. This rule may be stated as follows :

Let S be the sum of the terms of an arithmetical progression
starting from the (p-t-l)th term and ending with the (jj + »)th,

S=(p + n)(a-r(a + n-l)d/2}-pia4(p-l)d/2)

If we put p = n
t
we get S—Sn = n*d, which was given by

Hypsicles in the second century B.C.

1 After Tbeou of Alexandria
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The second rule (1%) appears to be out of pla
hardly have been intended to apply only to the partic

"hen „ = [) as. of ours-, it does.

the

which may be obtained directly from

Diophantus in his Polygonal Numbers gives this rule in the
form 8d£+(tZ-2)*={ (Z(2»-l) + 2]* which is identical with
Aryabhata's formula except that the first term is unity. Alkarkhi,
whose work is based on that of Diophantus, gives a good number
of solutions of which the following are particular examples :

(0 3 + 5 + 7+ (»terms)=255,n=15; (ii) 10+15 + 20+ .

. . . O terms) =325, »=10. Brahmagupta (XII., iii., 18) and
Bhaskara (Lil. v., 125) give the same rule, but give no examples.

21. (a) The common difference and the first term being unity, take
the number of terms for the first factor and one for the increase and
multiply together thrice and divide h / w .- 't i< the volume of the

pile. (6) Or the cube of the number of terms plus one minus its root.

These are rules for finding the contents of a pile with a tri-

angular base, which may be expressed thus:

(«) P -..(.+ !)(.+ 2)/6. (h) PJjt±Liz^±l>.

As Rodet remarks, it appears strange that Aryabhata should

,
while he gives an incorrect ;

iid (§ 6). The only (

that Aryabhata did not recognise the connection between the fa

These and similar problems were favourites with the Greeks

(cf. Nicomachus, p. 89/, ed. Hoche ;
Boetius, p. 107, ed. Friedlein

;

Archimedes On Spirals, prop. x. ; Alkarkhi, p. 60, etc.). Alkarkhi

points out the identity between the formula (a) in (b). Brahma-

gupta (XII., iii., 19) gives the rule for a pile with a square base and

connects this with the sum of the squares of the natural numbers.

He also gives the rule for the sum of the cubes. Alkarkhi gives

elegant demonstrations of these rules.
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22. Take the sixth part of the product of the three factors made
up of the last term, the last term plus one, and of this plus the num-
ber of terms: the result is the volume of the pile of squares. The
square of the pile is the volume of the pile of cubes.

The first part means P = n(n + l)(2w + 1)16 and the second

(1 + 2 + 3+4+ +»)« = lB+ 2S+3» + 48+ . . . + n\
See Alkarkhi (p. 61) ;

Brahmagupta (XII., iii., 20) ; etc., etc.

23. If from the square of a sum is taken the sum of the squares

the half of the result is the product of the factors.

24. From a product multiplied by the square of ttco and
increased by the square of the difference extract the root : add and
subtract the difference. The tivo factors are obtained by dividing by

The former of these in our notation is (a + b)* - (a* + 6*) = 2ab,

the latter

</4ab + (a-b)* + (a-b)=2a or y/ 4a& + (6 - a)* + (b-a)=2b.

This appears to be a fragmentary section on identities. It

corresponds somewhat to a fulW section of Alkarktu's entitled
" Theorems that help to solve difficulties," which contains n num.
ber of identities corresponding pretty closely t<> the second book of

Euclid. The chief use of these identities Avas to help to solve

indeterminate equations of the second degree.

The first of the above formulae (23) is an expression of

Euclid II., 4. The second (»-&)» + 4ab = (a + &)» (Euclid II., 8)
is used by Diophantus, in his section on Polygonal Numbers.

25. The interest on the original sum plus the interest on that is

multiplied by the time {and the original sum) and increased by the

square of half the original sum : take the square root, deduct half tht

original sum and divide by the time. The result is the interest on the

We hare the relation Discounts Interest on discount = Interest

on amount or Prt + Prt. rt =M where P is what is termed the
present worth, r the rate of interest, t the time, and M the interest

on the amount. The problem here solved is : Given P, M and t

find r or rather Pr. Solving Prt+Prt. rt=M for r we get

r = ^MlPfl+ilftt)* - l/2t

Pr =y/itiP + P»/4-P/2 =

s/Pt{ Pr+ Pr. rt) -f P»/4 - P/2

which is the rule given by Aryabhata.
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Brahmagupta has (XII., ii., 15) the following rule: "The
product of the time and principal divided hy the further time is

twice set down. From the product of the one by the mixt amount,
added to the square of half the other, extract the square root ; that

root less half the second, is the interest of the principal." In symbols

s/M'Pt'lt+(Pt'/-2t)* - Pt';2t = Prf. This can be obtained direct

from Aryabhata's equation by multiplying both sides by t' and
putting M' for Mt'jt. It would, however, appear more natural to

derive Aryabhata's rule from that of Brahmagupta by putting

Brahmagupta's commentator, Chaturv§da, gives the follow-

ing example: "Five hundred drammas were a loan at rate of

interest not known. The interest of that money for four months
was' lent to another person at the same rate ; and it accumulated
in ten months to seventy-eight. Tell the rate of interest on the

principal. Answer 60."

Chaturveda's working may be set down as follows : Let y be

the interest on 500 drammas for 4 months; then y
s/200 is the

interest on y for the 10 months, and »/*/200 + t/ = 78, whence y = 60.

The actual rate, 3% per mensem, is not mentioned.

Considerable acquaintance with the rules that govern interest

problems must have obtained in these times and at least the

rudiments of compound interest were understood.

26. In the rule of three the 'fruit ' multiplied by the 'demand'
and divided by the ' measure ' gives the 'fruit of the demand:

The first term is the ' measure ' ; the second is the * fruit
' ; and

the third is the k demand ' or question. Thus in a: b: : c: x, the
* measure ' is a ; the « fruit » is b ; the demand ' is c and the ' fruit

of the demand ' is bcja = x.

Brahmagupta (XII., i., 10) and Bhaskara (LU. 70/.) use the

same nomenclature and deal with " Three or more uneven terms,

27. (a) The denominators ar> multiplied hy on. .motUr in

multipUcUon and in division. . b Multiply «>,,„,-My by the opposite

denominator to get the same hind.

Cf. Brahmagupta (XII., i., 2/).

28. Multiplication becomes division and division multiplica-

tion
; profit becomes loss and loss profit in the inverse.

Cf. Bhaskara (Lil. 47-48).

29. If the sum of several numbers joined together be dtminiehed

hi) each in turn and divided by the number of terms less on>- such it is

exactly.

If there be three terms the rule means that
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where a + b + c -a = m.

a + b + c-b = n.

a + b + c-c=p.

Cantor maintains that this is a Greek theorem, disguised in

form by Aryabhata, in order to conceal his plagiarism. The rule

is given by Jamblichus as follows :
" When any denned or

undefined quantities amount to a given sum, and the sum of one of

them plus every other (in pairs) is given, the sum of these pairs

minus the first-given sum is (if there be 3 quantities) equal to the
quantity which was added to all the rest (in the pairs) : or (if

there be 4 quantities) to £ of it : (if 5) to § ;
(if 6) to £ ; etc.

That is, if x
y
+x2 + Xo = S be given, and x

x
+ x%

= 8 lt
and a?i + aj8

=&
8,

then x^Si + Ss-S. And, generally, iix
l
+ xz+ xs . . . .-rxn =S

and + x
1
+ xs

= Sz , .... x
v
+x

x
+ xn= Sn-V then x

t
=

(^ + ^2+. . . . #„_,-£)/(«—2). The proposition is known as

the epanthem or ' after blossom ' (Goiv, 97).

Eodet maintains that this resemblance between the Greek
a ad I ndian rules is not very close ; but the following two examples
given by Diophantus (i., 16 and 17), apparently noticed neither by
Eodet nor Cantor in this connection, dispel all doubt as to the

origin of Aryabhata's rule. In ordinary notation the examples
given by Diophantus are

(i) a^+^+a^, ^4^= 20, cc2 +^= 30, ^ + ^=40
whence

<p = (20 + 30+ 40)/2= 45.

(ii) X^X^+X^X^f, X
L
+X

Z + X&
= 20, 052+ 33+ ^=22.

x3+Xt+x l
= 24!

, xi + x
l + x

z
= 27 whence <p = 3l.

30. The difference between the objects divides the difference

between the money possessed by two persons. The quotient is the

original value of an object the wealth being equal.

The rule states that x= (b -a)/(m~p) when mx + a=px + b.

Ahmes designated the unknown quantity by hau or ' heap,'

and, according to Rodet, the word arftwT here used is a direct

translation of hau. See Diophantus, i.,
4>f.

31. Division of the space when going in opposite directions by
the sum of their speeds ; when going in the same direction by the

difference of their speeds. The two quotients are the times of
meeting as they pass by sought for.

T= SI(v+ v') r=si(v-v).

32-33. The greater original divisor is divided by the lesser origi-

nal divisor and the rest divide one another. An assumed number to-

gether with the original difference is thrown in. The tower is multi-

plied by the upper and the last added. Divide by the smaller first

divisor and multiply the remainder by the larger first divisor and add
the original larger remainderfor the final result.
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This rule is not expressed at all clearly and is difficult to
translate into unambiguous mathematical language

; nevertheless
its general aim is obvious. It is a rule for the solution of inde-
terminate equations of some such form as (Ax+ G) /B= y.

It is not our business here to give an exposition of the general
theory of indeterminate equations, but rather to attempt to

trace their history up to the time of Aryabhata. Even a cursory
examination of the mathematics of our author will convince any
one familiar with the subject that Aryabhata was not the inventor
of the method under consideration ; and a closer investigation estab-

lishes this conclusion beyond all doubt. At one time, indeed, it

was thought that this special treatment of indeterminate equa-
tions was of Indian origin. Colebrooke, Woepcke, Chasles and
Rodet seemed to think so ; and the conclusions of such eminent
scholars cannot be altogether ignored. But Colebrooke, Woepcke
and Chasles attributed the discovery to Brahmagupta and in this

were obviously wrong : they had only very vague ideas about

Aryabhata whose works were not available in their time ; while

Rodet was misled by the later commentators. Now we are in a
position to give at least a more correct version of this portion of

the history of mathematics. Still there are difficulties in the way,
and it must not be expected that the conclusions here set forth

\ diligent search through Hindu works has failed to bring to

ntly set forth by Greek

The fundamental
]

seventh book, and the second and third of the tenth book of Euclid.

The results of these propositions translated into Algebraic nota-

tion 1 give us the following indeterminate equations : AL -BM— l

and AL' — BM' = </. The process by which the former of these
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As t is any integer we may substitute any other integer for it.

Set t' = ta r -G then t=(f 4 C)/a r and we have the series a,, a2 ,
a,

. . . a,.,, t', (f + C)/a r which may be treated as before.
If in Ax - By= G we have x> B set x= B+x'. We then

have A+(Ax'C)/B=y. Therefore if (Ax~C)/B is integral so is

(Ax'-C)/B integral, and »' is a solution of Ax-By*=0. These
results, which are vaguely niibo.lied in Aryabhata's rule, may, of
course, be put in a jvi-feetly general form.

Although there is ample evidence in Greek mathematics as to
the existence of the preliminary notions necessary for the evolu-
tion of the particular rule under consideration, yet we nowhere
find in extant Greek works the rule itself applied in just this

manner. On the other hand we do find that the Greeks earned
the treatment of indeterminate equations much further than
did Aryabhata, and there is no doubt that they were able to
manipulate indeterminates of the first degree in the manner
indicated in the rule of Aryabhata.

It is interesting to note that discord in the early Christian
church possibly had a significant connection with the development
of Hindu mathematics. The Alexandrian Christians appear to

have been much given to wrangling, and one of the points they
chose to quarrel about was the ecclesiastical calendar. As early

as the seco
1

(A.B. 326) a decision on this point was arrived i

to the scholars of Alexandria to find the exact date each year.

Diophantus lived about A.D. 300-350, and Hypatia, who wrote a
commentary on the works of Diophantus, was murdered by these
quarrelsome Alexandrian Christians in A.D. 415. Aryabhata was
bom in A.D. 476.

It is in connection with questions on the calendar that the
most useful applications of indeterminate equations of the first de-

gree arise. The following example in a very marked manner
illustrates many points of Aryabhata's rale that at first seemed
inexplicable :

—

The Solar ovele consists of 23 years, the Metonic cycle of 19

years, and the Dionysian of 28 x 19 years. Let n be the date in

years in the Dionysian cycle, then n/28 and «/19 must give respec-

tively bland 2 as remainders, or «/28= x + 10/28 and»/19= y +
2/19, whence 28a; - 19y= - 8.

In accordance with iryabhata's rule we go through the pro-

cess of finding the G.C.M. of 19 and 28, and obtain the series 1,

2, t, It - 8)/9. Adding the last of the series to the product of the

two preceding we get, when 1= 17, 1 + 17x2= 35. Multiplying

this result by the preceding term and adding to the product the

penultimate term, we get 35 x 1 + 17 = 52. These results, 35 and

52, are values for x and y which satisfy the equation ;
but they

are not the simplest results, so we divide the 35 by the smaller
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original divisor (35/19 = 1 + 16/19) and the remainder 16 is a value
sought.

Multiplying this remainder by the larger first denominator
and adding the larger first remainder we obtain 16 x 28 + 10 = 458

Although Aryabhata's rule is by no means unambiguous in

parts, yet the working of the above problem agrees so closely
u-itli it that there is no doubt that the rule is intended for similar
examples.

Brahmagupta gives numerous examples of indeterminate
equations of the first degree. At one time it was even thought
that he was the inventor of the method he employs in solving
them, but that is now known to have been impossible. Like
Aryabha$a he does not establish the rules he uses, but unlike his

predecessor he gives numerous examples and exhibits the working
of them. Alter having gone through all his examples and checked
all the workings, the impression gained is that he was not quite

master of this part of his subject. On one occasion he gives a
correct rule (X 711., iv., 61), but immediately discards it saying,
" What occasion is there for it ? . . . with exception of one un-

known put arbitrary values for the x^est," and the commentator
remarks :

" The author here delivers his own (incorrect) method
with a censure on the other (correct method)." He makes no
pretence of being the original discoverer of the rules he gives. He
calls his work an ' interpretation ' and uses such expressions as
" the text expresses " (§74) and " the meaning of the rest will be
shown further on " (§70—72). Finally, it may be remarked that

the first claim on behalf of the Hindus as the inventors of this

indeterminate analysis appears in the nineteenth century of our
era, and that claim was based on a very inadequate knowledge
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APPENDIX

Chronology.

Euclid
Archimedes
Hypsicles
Heron
Nichornachu
Theoi

'PI-
Ptolemy
Sextus J. Africanus
Jamblichus
Diophantus
Paulus,Alex.
Theon,Alex.
Pulisa

Hypatia
Proclus
Boethius
Aryabhata
Eutocius
J. Philopoponous ...

VarahaMibira ...

Brahmagupta
Ya'kub Ibn Tarik ...

M. Ibn Ibrahim Alfazari
M. Ibn Musa
Albatgenius CM. Ibn Jabir Ibn Sena

Abdillah)
Albnmaser
Ahmad Ibn M. al-Farqani
Thabit Ibn Qurra
Abu Bakr Ibn al-Hasan al-Karkhi
Albiruni (Abu Raihan M. al-Birtmi)

Avicenna (Abn» al-Husain Ibn Sina)

Utpala
Chaturveda
Ibn al-Haitam
'Umar Khayyam ...

Bhaskara
Averroes (Abu' 1-Walid Ibn Rushd)

1038
1123 d.

1114 b.

1120 b.
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1 8. Translation of a Letter by Abu 'l-Fazl.

By LlEUT.-COLONEli D. C. Phillott, Secretary, Board of

The letters 1 of Abu 'l-Fazl 'AllUmi,the famous minister and sec-

retary of Akbar, which were once considered the acme of style, are

turgid, bombastic, prolix, and frequently puerile. His mshS-pardSzt
exhibits examples of almost every vice enumerated in English text-

books on Rhetoric. Everywhere sense is sacrificed to sound ; im-
proprieties, solecisms, and barbarities abound ; the thought and the
metaphors are confused or strained ; while the meaning of the
intricate complex sentences is obscure. One letter begins :—

" The inhalation of the fragrance of the spring-tide posy of

heart -fo- heart union and oneness, a posy arranged by the garden-

ers of the summer-house of friendship, and the perusal of the

series of life-pictures from the gallery of foresight and wisdom, a
gallery coloured by the painters of the studio of that art which
brightens and expands the soul * * * [and so on for ten lines more]
became to Us an ornament of gladsome delight and a source of

heart-expanding joy "
: anglice. " Your letter reached me."

Each letter must be regarded as a riddle ; for not only is it

couched in veiled language, in which the meaning depends on
allusions known only to the correspondents, but the sentences them-
selves are often so involved that the writer has entangled himself

in the meshes of his own verbosity. The reader has frequently

to grope his way laboriously from the subject, for a distance of

nearly a page, through an intricate maze of subordinate and sub-

subordinate clauses, before he can draw breath at the finite verb
that closes the period. The clauses have then to be bracketed off

like fractions in Algebra, before the meaning can be disentangled.

Not infrequently the reader fails to reach his goal, for the writer,

losing himself in the labyrinths of his multiloquence, has never

arrived at the finite verb at all.

A Persian gentleman, manager and editor of a well-known

Persian newspaper, once declared to me his inability to fathom
the meaning of even two consecutive lines.

An Indian Muslim, complaining of modem degeneracy,

said to me that the path of learning had been unduly smoothed.

dents. Pet hapC It u, impede the haste of these modern schol:ir>

In the Akbnr Kama, Abu '1-Fa?l states that, as poetry is the salt-cellar

of prose, he has freely sprinkled his writings with quotations from the poets.
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that more than one university has retained the " Insha* " as a text-

The following letter has been selected, partly on account of

its simplicity, and partly for a certain human interest. A few
words of preface, however, are needed to make it intelligible.

In India and Persia, should a friend express admiration for

anything possessed by another friend, etiquette requires that it

should be offered as a present. Not to present the coveted
article is a sign of want of breeding ; while to refuse a friend a

present openly asked for is a mark of a mean and ungenerous spirit

—or else of pride and indifference to public opinion.

As an example of the tyranny of this custom, I will cite two
examples that came under my personal notice. A certain Indian
Nawab, by suborning a friend's falconer, succeeded in substituting

his own inferior hawk for one of a much-coveted colour that was
on its way as a present to another Nawab An influential Mulla,
possessed of some intuition and a considerable knowledge of his

neighbours, obtained an inkling of t lie matter, and wrote next day :

" As we are friends and our houses are one, and what is mine is

thine, I make no scruple in asking yon to send me by the bearer

of this letter, a certain white falcon that came into Your Honour's
possession yesterday. Your slave more especially makes this re-

quest as he hears that Your Honour did not gain possession of the

said falcon thus, but thus.''''

As soon as the honoured messenger had departed with the
hawk and the politest of replies, the bereft owner expressed bis

unqualified disapproval of Indian etiquette, the dishonesty of his

friends, and the shamelessness of the black-mailing Mulla. He,
however, consoled himself by adding that ihe Mulla was now
under an obligation to him, and that he would later extract a quid
pro quo. As this very ordinary ' white ' falcon now got much
talked about in the bazar, it acquired an extraordinary reputa-
tion. In the course of a month, six friends had demanded it from
each other. It might have Continued changing hands indefinitely

and remaining untrained, had not its last temporary possessor
spitefully killed it.

The same Nawab was presented with a copy of " Falconry in

the Brit ish Isles, " a work with delightful coloured plates. Letters
at once began to arrive : "As there is no disgrace in making
requests to friends, etc., etc." The Nawab clung to his possession
and had recourse to the usual subterfuges. When letters and mes-
sengers failed to extract the book, the friends began to call per-
sonally. Frequently, when I was on my way to parade, I would
be stopped by the confidential servant of the Nawab, who would
commit to my charge the precious volume concealed in wrappings,
with a request that it might be guarded till a certain imminent
danger had passed. Years after, I revisited the station and en-

quired the fate of the book. "I still have it," said the Nawab,
"for I told everybody you had demanded your present back
when your regiment left the station." " But they did not believe

you ? " " Oh no ; but I saved my honour as well as the book."
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Now Akbar like so many Easterns, Muslims 1 and

r h.- Kh'iu-i Khnndn, his 'Commander-in-Chief,' and was nervous-
ly anxious that the latter should not ask for any or all of the

pigeons. Consequently lie wrote to the Kban-i Kh&nSn, the follow-

ing letter, composed by his minister. Abu '1 Fazl. It is intended to

convey the hint that the probable request of the Khfin-i KhunOn
for some of these pigeons would not meet with a cheerful compli-

Translation.

To the Support of Our Great Empire, the Mainstay oi\ God's

Great Viceregency, the Pillar of the Mighty State, the Prop of

the Glorious Kingdom, endowed with noble qualities and most
excellent virtues, the possessor of outward and inward perfection,

the Pattern to all Chiefs of exalted rank, Our Faithful Friend and
Dutiful Son, the Champion of the Faith, the Khan-i-Khanan, the

Commander-in-Chief, ever rejoicing in Our Royal Favours and
! be plenitude of the loving kindness of this Shadow of God—be it

known, that at this auspicious season, from beginning to end de-

lightful, this budding season of spring, which begins when the sun
l of Pisces, and the nights and days
hould make theirGod-favoured hearts

ites [enters ?] the mansion
jqual in length, all people sh

receptacle of every kindthe receptacle of every kind of gladness and the source of every

torm of joy. The freshness and salubrity of spring are now
erfect> and the smiling and joyful stirring in the Garden of

Spring-growth are at their height ; for the drum of Naxcruz has

made its tucket resound in the dome of the revolving sky, as a

signal for the dressing and adornment of the world ; while the

world-warming Sun has begun to shower his bounty on the four

elements and the three kingdoms.8

The stirring of the morning breeze has roused love's fancy

in dormant being ; the balmy air has revived the withered hearts

of all lovers of nature ; and the spring-breeze has breathed the

breath of vegetable life into the dead * bodies of the offspring 6 of

The March showers have washed off the dust of the road

*nTborn
h
A.lT3

AKbari, Vol. i., page 334.

* Apparently ^? has been omitted I

two lithographed editions. In a third, tl

5 Nawbatva is properly " first-fruits
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exalted Court and passed before Our most noble Eyes various
rarities and present- and manv kinds of curiosities, adding also 1,

these proofs of k Abd» 'llah Khan's attachment and love to Uf
various strain- of the Diwan IVi-a pigeon and likewise certain ol

the Sultan Husayn Mir/a hreed. In truth the sight of rhe-e fairy -

a source of gladness to Our most nobfe Mind.
0

Especially .-, wa-
>hc arrival of this Ha bib, who is the chief leader of all the fancier-

••! Ma-wara' a 'n-Nahr, nay. rather the prince of artists of Our Day
;

for such a pigeon-lover is he, that, even before the yolk of the egg
merges into 1 the white, he can discover how many summersaults the
future piaeon will turn in its flight

;
while, before even the Great

Kducator of Nature has, without making any aperture in the shell,

cast animal life into the mould of the young bird imprisoned within,
he know- to what height the bird to be will soar. He is a very
Galen in pigeon-anatomy, a very Plato in his own art. He knows
more about, the ramifications of the breeds and crosses of pigeons
than Naqib Khan 8 does of the various races and tribes of man.
Can one compare him to Qui 'AH 3 ?—why, Habibis an Avicennain

'Abd« 'llah Khan has collected all the Diwan-Begi pigeons

from Anjan and its neighbourhood, and sent them by Mir Quraysh 4

We wonder if there are any pigeons left in those parts ! All the

bird- arrived safely. The pigeon of Our Pen is ui.able to flutter a

feather in the air of the description of their beauty, neither can
the brilliant peacock of Our Tongue show off in the park of their

description :

—

i they like the I

i snaring high

re they like the thoughts of the
• <-.rth »

r the polo-ball of v

Since that time when the bird-i

of the Throne* of God, no pigeons li]

vide i'm-i Atoari, Blochmann's translati

Biographical Dictionary. The officer in

1 by Benle
It is a popnlar idea that the white and yolk of an egg mix gradually f

5 One would have expected here Virgo,
which literally means " Ear of Corn "

; but

n Persian and
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by any fancier ; nor dare any of the famous pigeons of to-day flap

the wing of equality with these circling tumblers. Although the
Faithful Friend 1 is apparently excluded from the honour of Our
Converse and the felicity of Serving Us, still he is, in all seasons
(especially in those of joy and rejoicing) present in Our Sun-
Glorious Mind ; in such times we recall to memory that Pillar of the

State more than ever: so, when the above mentioned pigeons were
passing in presentation before Our most noble Sight, and while
Our heaven-seeing Mind was being delighted and rejoiced by re-

viewing them, We continually recollected that Prop of our Great
Empire and his converse on the subject of pigeons. Now, while
writing, a thought has just struck the mind of these nimble birds

of fairy race, and in their mute language they have entreated Us
to convey to you certain messages. Agreeably to their entreaties,

their representations will be committed to writing by Our pearl-

dropping Pen :—All the queens of the pigeons send you squadrons
of salams, and messages :

—

idy Fur-NigSr* (old in years but young i

ed <actions, a lady of unrivalled energy)

madden even the heart of those fancy-free and possessing peace
of mind. She says :

" Since, in conformity to the sincerity of our
love and the purity of our intentions and in response to our
morning prayers, Good Fortune has taken pity on our plight

;
and,

by bringing us, through heavenly guidance, to the Royal Court

—

a refuge to the whole world—of a monarch, God-fearing and Ap-
preciative, has cast the riot of youth's joy into the mansion of

the brain of these longers for this boon, bestowing thereby fresh

life and boundless delight on us—therefore the well-wishers of the
Royal Court and the votaries of the Audience-Chamber (especi-

ally that God-fearing lover 8 who is one of the chief disciples and
chosen followers of this our King, the Refuge of the World) ai t

hereby petitioned that they should not by hint or sign ask for the

recall 4 of any one of us or"of our belongings, nor cast the stone of

separation at the united assembly of our noble tribe ; for the high-

est aspiration and desire of all of us is, that, by God's grace, we
should compensate ourselves for the past by remaining in attend-

ance on His Majesty The Shadow of God, exhibiting our exquisite

grace and displaying all our varied and magic arts."

Another pigeon, a descendant of the family of Grace, and of

the quintessence of the race of Fortune, a dispeller of burdensome
care, that is to say Madame Sabz KvU who, outwardly old but
inwardly young, is the immediate descendant of that Sar-Sabz
known to fame in every region, one whose mere name is a sufficient

description—she, too, sends a message fraught with love and says :

to be confusedlwith Par-Nigdr mentioned afterwards,

a, the addressee.

,ir»». is perhaps the Figure -Jkl| i&#tjf
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"After great longing and the lapse of much time, 1 have been
favoured with the felicity of kissing the Threshold of our King,
and have been rejuvenated like Zulaykha." 1 She, with all her
children and relatives, desires 8 to remain in Attendance, performing
those pleasing offices that are the source of delight to Our Mind,
and a cause of outward and inward happiness. Although for a
lengthened period she 8 was famed as being the object of general
love, yet now, God be praised, she has at last become honoured by
falling in love with such a Beloved Object as the King. She
hopes that all the adorers and suitors of Our Court (and especially

the chief 3 of all of those likely to summon the pigeons away *) will

cover the head of their desire with the skirt of patience and re-

straint, refraining from giving rein to their hankerings and long-

ings, for otherwise the good fellowship of our sociable party will

be destroyed. Instead, it is better for you 3 to put up with the

burning of separation and to give no further thought to us.

Another lady pigeon, the gallant chieftainess Short-wing 6

(who bears a Ma-wara*a 'n-Nahr name, though she is of Khurasan
descent, being the most eminent of the well-known Kam-par 6 breed
and who is an exalted high-flier, though her name means short-

feathered) thus chants with mute tongue:

—

Next, the chief of the famous Mash'al Kalan ' breed, she, who
in mounting high vies with a flame of fire and is ever hot in the
desire to kiss Our Threshold, and ' Black-tail ' too, a very human
in intelligence—(can it be that her black tail is smoke from the

burning hearts of pigeon-lovers ?)—and that charming little pet

Par-Nigar 8 (she of the white 9 wings, whose tinkling bells calling up
risions of the anklets of Layla 10 rivet the fetters of madness 10 on the
feet of all pigeon- lovers) and all the rest of those famous sweet-

tongued, smooth-cheeked pigeons that are noted for their

noble lineage and high descent—some of them join Pur-Nitjar,

while others agree with Sabz-Kuhi. In short, since each feathei

of every light-hearted 11 pigeon is a mute tongue, therefore all these

newly arrived veterans, with a thousand tongues, expect from the

justice of the Prop 18 of the Kingdom that the following petition of

k That is, the addr,
> Kalta.par, « short
1 Kam.par, either s
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theirs will be granted, viz :—" Now 1 that we, with our children and
relations, have in our old age been exalted by reaching that Court
which is the rest of Angels, that Court whose threshold is the
roof of our Good-Fortune and the palace of our Exaltation, we
hope that until we have exhibited our arts and displayed our de-

light to the King, you 8 will not scatter our united assembly, nor
turn us who are now clustered like Pleiades into a far-flung con
stellation like the Great Bear.

" Further, the families of the pigeons, one and all, humbly
request that, should any one be starting 8 on the Mecca Pilgrimage,
you will send through him our greeting to those pigeons of the

Sacred Sanctuary, who circle round the holy Jfa'ba."

Moreover, as that Support of the £kilafat* is expecting a little

guest, he must make proper arrangements for his arrival ; for in

this case, Please God, some good pigeons will be sent to the guest

;

that is, his share will be some of Our young pigeons that have just

made their appearance in the world ; but should the little stranger

tarry in his coming We will-give that Prop of the Kingdom 4 fewer
pigeons than he is expecting to receive.6

* That is, the addressee.
6 That is, " We will keep back the little stranger's share." This ia

merely penrile jocosity: there is no special meaning.
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 4th March, 1908, at 9-15 p.m.

The Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosii Mukhopadhyata, M.A., D.L.,

President, in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Maulavi Abdus Salam, Babu Muralidhar Banerjee, Miss R.
Cohen, M.D. ; Mr. D. Hooper, Dr. W. C. Hossack, Mr. T. H. D.
LaTouche, Lieut.-Colonel F. P. Mayuard, I.M S. ; Hon. Mr. J. 0.

Miller, Dr. Girindra Nath Mukhopadhyaya, Babu Umapati Datta
Sharma, Mr. G. Thibaui, CLE. ; Pandit Vanamali Vedantatirtlia,

Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, Rev. A. W.

Visitors:—Captain F. C. Hirst and Mr. H. McPhersou.

The Minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Twenty-seven presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Mr. J. Wyness had
expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.

The General Secretary also reported the deaths of Sir

Richard Strachey (an Honorary Member) and Lieut. R. E. Bate
(an Ordinary Member) of the Society.

The President announced that Dr. E. D. Ross had undertaken
the duties of Philological Secretary and resumed charge from
Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott of the Arabic and Persian Search for

MSS.

The proposed changes in Rules 4 and 4A(y) of the Society's

Rules, of which intimation had already been given by circular to

all members under Rule 65, was brought up for final disposal.

The votes being unanimous, the proposal was earned.

The rules should consequently be amended as follows :—In

Rule 4, for the words "three Vice-Presidents " read "/o«r Vice-

Presidents; and in Rule U(g) delete the words a Vice-Presi-

dent and Vice-President.

The following seven candidates were ballotted for as Ordinary
Members :

—

Mr. D. Quintan, Civil Veterinary Department, Bengal, pro-

posed by Major L. Rogers, seconded by Dr. W. C. Hossack ; Mr.
/. W. Mollison, Inspector-General of Agriculture, India, proposed

by Major L. Rogers, seconded by Mr. I. H. Burkill ; Mr. James H.
Hyde, proposed by Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott, seconded by

Lieut.-Colonel W. J. Buchanan ; M. Shajoat Ali Khan, Consul and
Acting Consul-General for Persia, proposed by Lieut.-Colonel
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D. C. Phillott, seconded by Dr. N. Annandale ; Babu Manmathanath
Moitry, Landholder, Serampore, proposed by Bnbu Annadaprasad
Bose, seconded by Babu Amritalal Bose ; Mr. H. G. FitzGerald,
Superintendent, Indian Police, proposed by Lieut.-Colonel D. C.
Phillott, seconded by Mr. Harinath De ; and Babu Satis Kumar
Banerjee, Head Master, Mittra's Institution, Calcutta, proposed by
Mr. Harinath De, seconded by Dr. A. Suhrawardy.

The following papers were read :

—

1. Translation of a letter by Abu 'UFazl.—By Lieut.-Colokei
D. C. Phillott, Secretary, Board of Examiners.

2. The Seven Sahajata of Buddha.—By H. C. Norman.

^
3. Quotations in the Bhashapariccheda.—By Pandit Vanamali

• doubtful events in the History of Bengal,

I.—By M0NM0HAN ChAKRAVARTI.

5. Certain unpublished drawings of Antiquities in Orissa and
Northern Gircars.—By Monmohan Chakravarti.

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of the

Journal.

6. The Exa ct Determination of the Fastness of the more common
Indigenous Dyes of Bengal, and comparison mth typical synthetic

Dye-stuffs, Part II.—Dyeing on Silk,-By E. B. Watson.

This paper will be published in the Memoirs.

7. Oil of Laivsonia alba.—By D. Hooper.

This paper has been published in the Journal for February,
1908.

8. A General Theory of Osculating Conies.—By Prof. Stama-
DAS Mckhopadhataya, M.A. Communicated by the President.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the
Journal.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section was held j

the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, March 11th, 1908, at 9-15 r.i

Lieut.-Colonel G. F. A. Harris, I.M.S., in the chair.

W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S. ; Dr.
M. Crake, Col. J. G. Harwood,

I.M.C. ; Dr. W. C Hossack, Dr. E. A. Houseman, Captain M.
Mackelvie, I.M.S. ; Lieut-Col. F. P. Maynard, I.M.S.

;
Captain

D. McCay, I.M.S.; Dr. Girindra Nath Mukhopadhyaya, Major J.

Mnlvany, I.M.S. ;
Captain J. G. P. Murray, I.M.S.

;
Major F.

O'Kinealy, I.MJS. ; Dr. J. E. Panioty, Dr. T. F. Pearse, Major L.

Rogers, I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.
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Visitors.—Miss Baumler, M.D.; Lieut.-Col. F. C. Clarkson,
I.M.S.

;
Asst.-Surgeon F. J. Daley, Dr. W. M. Haffkine, Dr. Satya-

saraa Mitra, Dr. D. Price, Lieut.-Col. W. B. Thomson, E.A.M.C. ;

and four others.

The Minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

A discussion took place on the recent outbreak of epidemic
dropsy or Beri-beri, when papers on the subject were read by
Dr. T. Pearse, Captain Munro, I.M.S. ; and the discussion was con-

tinued by Captain Mackelvie, Captain McCay, Dr. G. C. Chatter-

jee, Lieut.-Col. Buchanan, Lieut.-Col. Harris, and Major L. Rogers,

and was adjourned to the next meeting.
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Asiatic Researches, Vols. I—XX and Index, 1783—1839.
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A complete list of publications sold by the Society can be
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PRIVILEGES OF ORDINARY MEMBERS.

(a) To be present and vote at all General Meetings, which

are held on the first Wednesday in each month except

in September and October.

(6) To propose and second candidates for Ordinary Member

-

(c) To introduce visitors at the Ordinary General Meetings

and to the grounds and public rooms of the Society

during the hours they are open to members.

(d) To have personal access to the Library and other public

rooms of the Society, and to examine its collections.

(e) To take out books, plates and manuscripts from the

Library.

(/) To receive gratis, copies of the Journal and Proceeding*

and Memoirs of the Society.

> fill any office in the Society on being duly elected
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19- Certain Disputed or Doubtful Events in the History

of Bengal, Muhammadan Period.

Part I.

By Monmohan Chakravahtj, M.A., B.L., M.R.A.S.
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year he died (p. 383). Thirdly, the statement that when Muham-
mad-i Bakht-yar car

Bengal "had been o

helps us in fixing the date. The year evidently :

TifltA • <5flfl TT
of Laksmanasena, which began on 7thuate

.
&tfb ±±.

October, 1119 A.D. As the expedition lo

Xmbah rook pburu -the year following tl.at" (d. 557). itsdate tail-

in La. Sainvat 81 or A.D. 1199—1200 (596 H.).» The expedition
took place probably in winter, the best time for horsemen and
merchants to move about.

Against this conclusion there is one serious objection, viz., a

statement in the Tr.j, M of lla>an

Nizami,f a work more contemporaneous,
ith the history carried down to

re of Kalinjar on 20th Rajab,
599 H., and Kutb-ud-din's march to Budann, it goes on to say :—

"Shortly afterwards lldit ivar-ud-din -Muhammad Bakht-yar,
'•one of the chief supports of the State, the splendour of Islam, and
•• celebrated throughout Hind for his religious wars, joined the
- auspicious stirrups and came to pay his respects from the direction
" of 'Adwand Bihar. He presented twenty elephants and various
" kinds of jewels and moneys. He was received with royal kind-
" ness and beneficence, and lie was exalted above the leaders of the
" time ; and when he took his audience of leave, the blessed com-
" mands, investing him with authority, were renewed and augment-
" ed, and a tent, a naubat, a drum, a standard, and magnificent robe
" of honour, a horse and trappings, a waistband, sword, and a vest
" from the private wardrobe were conferred upon him."

A similar event is narrated in the T,,i,,knt-i X^iri just after
the « Lpture -I Bihai Fort, and before the expedition to \ dial)

(pp. 552-4 ). Joining the two, the capture of Bihar would then fall

in 599 H. and of Nudiah in 600 H, both the dates thus differing

from those deduced above. It is, however, just possible that the
offering of the presents might refer to the despatching of a large
portion of the booty after the sack of Niidiah (p. 560). Tabakat~i
is silent as to whether Muhammad-i Bakht-yar himself came to

Dilhi this time. If he did, then 600 H. would not be inconsistent.

It might also be argued that the year of Tajul Maasir might be
incorrect, for in the four MSS. examined by Major Raverty the
date was written ambiguously, and might be read as 597 or 599 H 8 •

and between the immediately preceding date (13th Rabi I, 693 H.)
and this one the gap is rather suspiciously long. On the present
state of facts, therefore, the probability lies in favour of 596 H.

The nature of Muhammad-i Bakht-yar's conquest appears to

r™miA«t in -Ramral
have been much exaSg^ated. The expe-Conquest m Bengal.
dition fco Nadiah ig on]y an inroad? a^

3 Translation, Appendij



l.M.t.Ml tin

part of the Ben-al provimv. TohikiH-! itself ra-efullv speaks of

Laklmttawatl oi.lv: it is only the latoi writers who dilate on the

vaunted conquests, of Bengal. * Intact, if Mirh plundering inroads
he ma-mitied into conquests, and the Hindus of Bengal blamed and
vilified for allowing the so-called easv conquests, then Mabmud
of tlhazni has bettor elaims fur being credited with the conquest of

entire Hindustan.

(it) Ghujas-ud-din Husam-ud-din 'Iwaz Khalji.

The date of his actual accession is not free from doubts. He
-

,lH ,T .
was defeated and killed in 624 H., after

ghiyas-ud-din 'Iwaz :

rei rf twelve r8 ( 595 A d _

Date of hxs acces3lon. ing £ thig stater/ent> tnJrefore) his ^cbb-
sion took place at the earliest in 612 H. This does not agree mth
the date deducible from his predecessor's death. His predecessor,

'Ali-i Mardan, had accompanied Kuth-ud-dm in his expedition to

Ghazni in H05 H., and was captured. On his release he came to

in charge

, therefore,

1 probably in b'Ut> ±i., at the latest m OUV H. His reign

tamongsl
in 612 H.«

i the Tabakat-i :
" His affairs reached such a point

'
? coin of the territory of Lakhana-

s stamped, and the khutbah there-

in his name, and they styled him

of Mnhammad-i
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'

(p. 581). Uiifortunatt.lv.

: what circumstances these

?e were taken. His prede-

Luckilv a number of silver coin,. discovered in LS72 in

u hoard at Bihar, throw some liirht. 8 The earliest of these

Bengal coins is dated 614 H., with the name of I-val-rimish

.

the slave freedman, as the suzerain. A gold Lalt-moimr. 70-6 gr>

(not of this hoard, but of Kuchbihar), gives the earliest mint-

name of Bengal " struck at Gaur "' with the vear 61G H., while

two more silver coins of this vear show I-val-timish's suzerainty.

Seven more specimens of 616 H. sliow for the lirst t ime the regnal

name of Ghiyfis-ud-din, with the title Nash- Aunrui Uf>,,, de-

fender of the Commander of the Faithful." In four coins of 617 H.,

A! Mnazzaai, the ureat, is superseded l>\ the superlative Al 'Azam,
the hi-heM. Furthermore, in seven specimens of <»20 II.. he calls

himself Sultan of Sultans, by direct appointment of the Khalif, and
even stamps the month and the date 2<»th Hahi-ul A Idiir. prohi. M\
the date of Khalif s order. Lastly in a coin of 622 H. in the same
hoard. l-\ al-i imi-h's name reappears. So the following four stages

are revealed: ti i-r, t l,e accc pt a nc f 1 - va i -t i m i sfi's suzerainty ; second,

the assumption of complete independence in 616 H.
;

third, the

gradual increase in the pomposity of the titles and the strengthen-

ing of his claims to independence by Khalifat orders
;
and, lastly,

the re-acknowledgment of I-yal-timislfs sttzeraintv in 622 H., as

the result of latter's invasion.

His territory extended from Diw-kotio Lakhan-or, a distance

« ^ * i-- i • °f about 150 miles or " ten days' -journey,"
Extent of his tern- and included ft part of Ra^ Jd y§^_

tory
- dra. He was in possession of Bihar also

for several years. He was not in possession of Vanga or Tirhut

( or apparently Satgaon too) ; but in the usual way they, with Jaj-

nagar and Kamrup, are said to have sent him tribute (pp. 587-8).

(m) imiyar-ud-dln Daulat Shah-i Balk* Khalji.

This name does not appear in the Standard History of Bengal

- , . ^--l. (Stewart). But his existence is proved
Daulat Shah. ^ tbe

;

r«&a*a*-* and a coin . /ccord .

ing to Tabakat-i he was son of Hu?am-ud-din 'Iwaz (pp. 617, 626)
;

but the coin gives a different name of his father, and according to

other histories, he was only a kinsman of

Husam-ud-din. On the death of the lat-

ter's successor, Nasir-ud-din, the eldest

ish, Daulat took possession of Lakhanawati and

speak of his coining money, but nc

ml MuUlriin*the Lord of the Faifcbfnl's
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revolted, striking coin in his name. In 628 H. I-yal-timish pro-
ceeded against him in person and captured him. He was the last

Khalj ruler of Lakhanawati.
The coin attributed to him is dated 627 H. (which may be

Coin read ;ls ,J2! ' H -
:lIs"), "«d bears the name

Abu-l-Ma'ali-i Daulat Shah bin Maudud,
with the title Shahan-Shah.i

For facility of reft e tl lin facts of this obscure period
are given below in a tabulated form, with

Summary of Events. dates and references in separate columns.
The pages refer to Major K r.-.-rv'* tnurd.-ih.m of the Tahakab-i
\-<.< r>. nnle-s ..i bo-wise stated.
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Date. Main Events.

r

^ 624*13.

Babi.nl
Awwal, 626
H, after

V. Ndgir-ud-din, Mahmud Shah.

On the defeat and capture of Sultan Ghiyas-
ud-din, appropriated his treasuries.

Sent money to the 'ulama, sayyids and pious
men of Dihli and other cities.

When dresses of distinction reached his father
from Khalifah's capital, Baghdad, he selected

pp. 629-630,

cf . p. 616.

22nd.

In or before
.Tumadi I.

626 H.

624 H.

626 H.

him with a red canopy of State.

Fell sick and died " a year and half " after

nl Awwal, 626 H. *

'

Coins :~(1) Nos. 10 and 11 of the Bihar hoard,
dated 624 H.

(2) No. 12, with the name of Khalifah

on receipiTof the Khilaffdress
7

of Kntb Minfir, with an inscription of 629 H.

VI. Ikhtiydr-ud-dln Daulat Shah-i Balkd.

Son of Hnsam-ud-din 'Iwaz (No. IV) ; son of

Maudud, according to coin No. 13 ; and kins-

man of Hnsam-ud-din.

of Lakhanawati and ^belled (striking coin, the

pp.630, 616-7.

J.B.A.S. VI,
360-1.

Do., p. 365.

J.B.A.S. VI,

626 H.

Note 2 to

p. 367.

p. 626,
J.B.A.S. VI,

367.

pp. 617-8.

J.B.A.S. VI.

llter^onfeTring the throne of L^khanawatiTn
'Ala-ud-din Jani, the Sultan returned to Dihli

in Rajab.

618
5

9
6

'



20. Note on the Drum in Falconry.

By Liedt.-Coloxel D. C. Phillott, Secretary, Board of

What the precise use of the drum in falconry was it is

difficu.l1 to determine. The drum does not appear to be now used
in India, but probably it is still used by the Turks of Central
Asia. In Hyderabad, Deccan, so say old men, it was used up
< ill the time of Xa wal. Xa-o • d-Dawla, called Asaf Jah the Fourth,
who, succeeding his f.-.tlieru-. Nizamof the Deccaninl829 A.D.,died
in A.D. 1857. Nasir* 'd-Dawala's hawking parties are said to
have been conducted with all the old-fashioned pomp and circum-
stance that distinguished Eastern potentates. Drums, part of the

ulership, appear to have been used by him, not so

much to flush quarry and excite the hawk, as to inform his numer-
ous and scattered retinue that a hawk had been cast off, and that
it therefore behoved them to stop chattering and to keep a good
look-out. The present Nizam, it is said, has discarded the pomp

bugle.

aDCeS
°
18

'

am
'

aS a C°nCeSS10n
°
m0 ermSrU

'

The following extracts, which throw some light on the subject,
are translated, the first two from Persian MSS. written in India,
and the last from a modern Urdu lithographed work on sport :

—

From a Baz-Nama written for Muhammad Bayram Bahadur
Khan, Khan-i-ghanrin, by M»hihh •Ali-KhalifaS

" CHAPTER XXVI.2
i4 On the Method op Beating the Drum, How it should be

• It is usually suspended from the right side. Now several

points are to be observed in beating the drum for the goshawk.
First, attention should be paid to the flight of the hawk, that is, if

should be noted whether the hawk flies high or low, and also

whether if is raw or thoroughly entered; next, attention should be

directed to the water, to see whether the extent is little or great
;

next to the species of duck to be flown at ; and next to the wind,
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" To cure a lachin from coming to the ground with the goose,

keep her in high condition so that she may employ her own
peculiar tactics and strike down the goose. 1 Since the goose is

very heavy, it cannot protect itself as a crane does ; it comes to the

ground with such force that its gizzard is forced out of its mouth
and it is killed. If a lachin employs these tactics she may take
five or six geese in a day without injury to herself.

If. however, the lachin strikes down the goose from a height,

the goose will recover itself in the air ; but if close to the ground,
the goose will strike the ground but not with force ; if struck
down from a height of, say, ten or fifteen yards, it will strike the

ground well and in good style. A trained falcon knows from what
height to strike 8 the goose.

" To prevent a goshawk from taking duck while in the water
and a iSchin from coming down with a goose, these hawks should be
kept in high condition and not worn out with too much stroking.

Other matters are left to the intelligence of the falconer. To
discuss further this delightful subject is no easy matter, and—God
knows everything." 3

From a Baz-Nama in the Library of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal,* copied from a manuscript 5 in the Oriental Public Library

of Bankipore.

" On Beating the Drum while in the F[eld.

"Part I.—On sounding the drum for short-winged hawks.-
When flying at duck, geese, common crane, and demoiselle crane,

after the hawk is cast off and when she is close to the quarry, the

falconer should sit on the ground and beat the drum
;
for it is

better to do so in this position than mounted.
"Part II.—For falcons or long-winged hawks. -These do not

always require the drum. The drum should be beaten after they
have been cast off and have reached their pitch."

From the "Sayd-gah-i Shawk»ti " by Nawab Yar Muhammad
.vr. i :

:
//

1301 (A.D. 1883), the second edition being lithographed in 1305
AM. in the Rampore State. ,

" When your goshawk's training has reached this stage,

i.e., when she has been tamed by watching and handling, has been

1 Udoliil ; text incorrect, and meaning not clear.

S1

°%TeVthe writeTdoes^'t profess to have perfect knowledge.

* New and well-bound, bnt without title.

6 In perfect preservation. There is a second and older copy of this

manuscript in the same Library, and in it is stated that the author's name
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ducks, after rising, will, on hearing tlie drum, drop aud cast

themselves into the water; hut the falconer must exercise

been affected by the drum and those i hat have not, fly hi-, hawk
at ti.e former otilv. It is tutther necessary that he should not be
in a hurry to cast off his hawk when the duck rise, but that he
should keep his head and wait until they are at a height and are

"A new and inexperienced goshawk should not be flown at

first at a duck in deep water, for the goshawk is a dweller of the-

mountains and plains: there is a danger of her getting soaked
and sinking. She should, therefore, be first flown at duck in

shallow water."



21. Eastern Hoods for Hawks.

By LlEUT-COLONEL D. C. PhillOTT, Secretary, Board of

Persian MSS. on Faloourv. written in India, mention two pat-

terns, the " Miirjh'i or three -cornered pattern," and the " Sknh-
jahailL " The latter is described as being open down the back.

Plates IX to XII. and Fiu\ 2. Plate XIII, are patterns and
sizes of hoods used in the Pan jab. Fig. 1, Plate XIII, is a pat-

tern in use in the Persian (i ulf. Plate XI V shows a pattern now
used in Hyderabad. Decca n.

and used to guide rlie pencil in tracing.

To make the Panjab hood. a small pure of thin stiff leather is

wetted and folded, smooth side outwards. When dry, the pattern

is carefully tra-ed on this and cut out. (When opened it is as in

Pig. 1 , Plate IX). The hood, thus cut .int. is reversed, so that the
smooth side is inwards, and a narrow strap is then threaded in

and out of tie- slits shown in the open figure, beginning from
B, Plate IX. and ending at HH. the points EG andH PI being drawn
close together. An ornamental button or tuft is attached by
means of the slits KK. For detailed instructions as to the
making of this pattern and the tools used in the Panjab, vide the
"Field" of 15th March, 18^0. These Panjab hoods, which are

less than half the weight of the Dutch hoods, have several

advantages. English falconers, however, complain that the
hawks easily get rid of them. If, during the first two or three
da vs. the falconer is careless and allows the hawk to cast its hood,

the habit is established; but if the hawk is properly handled
at the commencement, she will not acquire this objectionable habit.

In India, hawks properly broken are left hooded on the perch
for hours, and though they will scratch the outside of the hoods
vigorously, they will not insert the claw under the edge of the

The two best Peregrine patterns are Fi<rS . 1 and 3,

Plate X, the former being the pattern used in the Karpurthala
State and the latter that used by H.H. the late Mir Xli Mm ad

of Sindh. Figure 1 is a pattern unsuitable for a peregrine with

a small flat head. The pattern may be increased in size as shown
by the dotted line.

In Plate XI, Figure 1, the pattern for the Lagar Falcon has

not been tested by the writer. The pattern for a Lagar is gene-

rally used also for a Shahin, the difference, if any, in cutting out

the hood being judged by eye. Figure 2 fits a Shahin well.
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Figure 3 fits a Shahin-Tiercel well ; but for a Peregrine-

Tiercel cut outside the line abcdef, and inside qhhm.
In Plate XII. Figure 1 is a very good pattern. Cut along the

inside of the lines with the exception of the curve de. Cut
along the outside of the line de as the beak-aperture is, if any-
thing, too large. If the cJiargh has a small head, be careful to

cut well inside from b to c, and just inside from a to b. Figure 2
is also a good pattern. If the falcon has a large beak, cut along
the inside of the curve cd ; if she has a small head cut well inside

the line from a to b.

Plate XIII, Figure l,shows a pattern used in the Persian Gulf,

that is, in Bushire, Bahrayn Island, and about Basrah and Baghdad.
Slits are made along the edge from a to b and figain from e to d,

and a narrow strap is then threaded in and out of them. The
points bd and ae are joined, and the edges cd and cb are sewn
together; likewise fa and fe. Along ab, the back of the hood,

the strap is double and acts exactly like the braces in a Dutch
hood ; that the back can be drawn tight and made to pucker up
like the top of an ordinary sponge-hag, and pulled out straight

again. A small ornamental button is woven into the slit.-at;/.

The hood is, in fact, nothing more than a soft leather bag. The
dees that portion that covers the eyes, stand out a little

;

and perhaps at these spots the leather is wetted and hardened.

Strange to say, this hood does not make a hawk hood-shy.

The Hyderabad hood, Plate XIV, is made out of dry stiff

goatskin, barely thicker than paper. After the pattern is cut

out the dotted line is cut through. The writer has merely seen

these hoods in use ; he has never made them.



22. A General Theory of Osculating Conies.

By Professor Syamai-as Mukhopadhyaya, M.A.

Differential Equations and Expressions, relating to Conies,

have not, so far as the present writer is awai^e, received the
amount of attention they deserve. It is, however, worthy of note

in this connection, that in the pages of the Asiatic Society's

Journal, some years ago, Dr. Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya brought
back to light, almost from oblivion, the differential equation of the

general conic, which had been deduced by Monge, and gave a

beautiful geometrical interpretation (Journ. Asiatic Soc. Beng.
Vol. 56, p. 134 ; Vol. 57, p. 316 ; Vol. 58, p. 181; Vol. 59, p. 61

;

Proc. Asiatic Soc. Beng. 1888, pp. 74, 165, 199).
In the following paper, the writer has endeavoured to explain

and establish a general theory of osculating conies, by methods
both geometrical and analytical. The osculating equilateral

hyperbola holds an" important place in this theory, and, therefore,

has been first considered. The method of deducing the equation

of an osculating conic, as well as its differential equation, from
first principles and in general differentials, the implied indepen-

dent variable being any quantity whatever, is a new departure.

Two interesting theorems about the loci of centres of osculating

equilateral hyperbolas to a given conic have been obtained and ap-

plied. They suggest an important relation among the system of

conies which have contact of third order with any given curve at

a given point. These conies carry with them a system of director

circles which are co-axial, and which have for their limiting points,

the given point and the centre of the osculating equilateral hyper-

bola. From the above considerations, the general equation of the

system of osculating conies, involving one arbitrary constant A,

has been deduced, and finally A has been so determined that the

conic may have a contact of the fourth order. A remarkable rela-

tion subsisting between radius of curvature, latus rectum of

osculating parabola and the semi-axis of the osculating equilateral

hyperbola, has been pointed out. Finally, several more fflustra-

tions have been given of the method of general differentials,

including the determination of the differential equation of the

general conic. As a large number of equations and expressions

have been deduced, it has been thought proper to omit the sim-

pler details of calculation in each case and thus prevent the paper

from running into an unreasonable length.
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Le general equation of a conic, passing through two
;s O, y) and (as,, y,), must be of the form

as is evident from the number of arbitrary constants involved.
Therefore, the equilateral hyperbola through (as, y) and

(xi> V\) ]"s of the form

\ {X-xXX-vJ-lY-yXY-yM + v (X-*)(Y- yi)

+ P (X-xL
){Y-y)~0 (2).

\(X-*)(X- Xl)-{Y-y)(Y-n ) (X-*)(Y-yi)(X-xi)(Y-y) I

(«B2-*)(«2 -»i)-(!/2-!/}(l/2-1/i) (x2-x)(y2
-
yi )(x.2-xL)(yt~y) I

I (*8-*Y*s-*i)-(ya-yKv3-vi) (*i-*)(vs-y\K**-xi)(va-y)
\

I
(x-«)(x- a.i)-(r-V)(F-»1)(x~»)(r-»1)

(*2- *)( *i - »i) -(ya- y) (1/2 - yi)(*a - »V y»- vi)

| f -.J(«j- «i) - (y8 - y )(y3 - V l) (*8- *)(l/3" »

J

(r-y)(«i-«)-(x-»)(yi-y)|

(i*-yX*i-*)-(«»-»)(yi-y)

(ys-vX«i-*)-(*B-*)(yi-v)|

«, =as + das, = + ^ssaSjj+ iafg "\

Therefore, a?2 « as + dx + <2(* + cfa) = as + 2dx + d*x, as
3
= as (

+ 2dx + d*x+ d(as + 2dx + d*x) = as + 3cZas + 3d3as + d*x with cor- f ^
0 '

'

responding expressions for yu y%y y&. )

On making substitutions (5) in equation (4), we have, after

simplifying the determinant by subtracting three times the second

row from the third and ultimately neglecting all infinitesimals of

a higher order,

I [X-*>)*-(Y-yp (X-»)(Y-y) ( Y-y) dx -(X-») dy I

2d»»-2dy2 2da!dy dV**-d2»dy =0 (6).

J
6(d**d»-d*ydy) 3(d*yd*+ d3y d» - d3*dy |

Equation (6) is the equation of the osculating equilateral

hyperbola, at any point (as, y) of a curve. Tlie coefficients are

general differentials, the implied independent variable being any
quantity whatever.

If the independent variable be x, then d*as = 0, ^= 0, and if

we write p, q, r for

dy d3
y d*y

dx' dx*' drf>>
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the equation (6) becomes

may determine, in general diffei

of curvature.

The equation of a circle \

evidently of the form (X-x)(X
(x

l
-x)-{X-x)(y

] ~y)} (»).

Therefore the equation of a circle passing through any three
points, {x, y), (x

lf y,), {x\ y 2 ) is (X-»)(X-.r,)+ (Y- y)( Y - y{)

If now O, y), (#,, i/,), (x.z , y z) be three consecutive points on

any curve, then as in equations (5), x
Y
= x + dx, x%

= x + 2dx + d*x,

with corresponding expressions for y x
and y% .

Therefore, equation (9) gives

{(r-y)ito-(Z-«)^} (10).

Equation (10) is the equation of the circle of curvature in

general differentials. Hence, the co-ordinates of the centre of

curvature and the radius of curvature are given by

dx dsy - dy d*x I

V+ dxd*y-dyd*x r
11

P ~ dxd*y-dyd*z J

If a; be the independent variable equations (11) become

3. The co-ordinates of the centre of the osculating equilate-

ral hyperbola (7), as determined by differentiating (7) with

respect to X and Y, are

(pr-3q*)* + r* / Q3).
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) osculating equilater

from the centre to the point of oseulatii

If R be the radius vector of the osculating equilateral hyper-

froin (13),

v/l+F8 (pr-3g*)»4

27^(1 + ^)1

4. Theorem I.—The locus of centres of equilateral hyper-
bolas osculatiug a given parabola, is an equal parabola, which is

the reflexion of the former on the directrix.

Therefore from (13), X=x,
Theorem II.-—The locus of <

xlating a given central conic, is the inverse of the
pect to the director circle. (Noticed by Wolstenholme).

easily shewn,

z-'JggL, r=^i£ (17).

whence the theorem.

5. If an equilateral hyperbola and a parabola both osculate
a given curve at a given point they osculate each other, for, each
of them passes through the same four consecutive points on
the curve.

Hence, from Theorem I, we conclude that—(») The directrix

of the osculating parabola at a point P of a curve bisects at right
angles, the line joining P with the centre Q of the osculating
equilateral hyperbola

; (»») If 0 be the middle point of PQ, and
8 the focus of the osculating parabola, then S is the reflexion of

0 on the tangent at P.|
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Hence, from (13), we easily deduce the equation for the

directrix of the osculating parabola to be

r(X-x)+ (pr- 33«)(r- 2/)-|2(l+^)=0 (18).

3j_ (1+p8
)
r-6pq* \

15 yf 2- (pr-Sa*)**,* J

= {r(X- a) + ( pr- 8q») (Y- y ) - + )

(i>r-3g»)» + »*

which, after substitutions (19) for a, ft becomes

{(X- x) (pr-3q*)-(Y-y)r}* = l8q
s {(F-y) (X—

a

The semi latus rectum (I), o
pendicular from the focus (a, fi) on

(22).

It may be noticed here that the focal distance of P and the
focal perpendicular on the tangent at P, are respectively ±R and
iP, given by (14) and (15).

6. If two central conies, one of them being an equilateral

hyperbola, osculate a given curve at a given point, then they

evidently osculate each other
;
hence, from Theorem II of article

(4), we draw the following conclusions :

—

(i) The locus of centres of osculating conies, to a given curve

point P and the i

hvperbo'
dtht

of this line of

( pr~3^)(X-x) -r (JT- y)=0 (23)

.

(it) The director circles of the osculating conies to a. given

point of a curve form a co-axial system, having two

real limiting points P and Q.
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The foregoing conclusions might have been arrived at from
simple geometrical considerations. The system of osculating
conies, at a given point, have been looked upon, analytically, as

having four consecutive points common with the curve. This is

not, however, the best way of looking from the geometrical stand-

point. Geometrically we may consider the system of osculating

conies as having four consecutive tangents common with the curve.

(a) All osculating conies at a given point of a curve may
be conceived as having been inscribed to the same
vanishing quadrilateral, formed by four consecutive

tangents. Therefore, from well-known properties of

a system of conies inscribed to the same quadri-

lateral, we have,

(6) The locus of centres of conies, osculating a given curve
at a given point, is a straight line.

(c) The director circles of this system of conies form a

co-axial system.
(d) The radical axis of this co-axial system is the directrix

of the osculating parabola.

(e) The limiting points of this co-axial system are the
given point P and the centre Q of the osculating

equilateral hyperbola.

For, the director circle vanishes only if the conic vanishes or
is an equilateral hyperbola.

(/) If C be the centre of any osculating conic, then CP.
CQ is equal to the square of the radius of the director

(g) If CD be the semi-diameter, conjugate to CP, of the
osculating conic whose centre is 0, then
CP* + GD*= a* + b*=CP. CQ = CP* + CP. PQ.
Therefore CDa= CP. PQ. (24).

Evidently the locus of D is a parabola whose focus bisects
PS, where S is the focus of the osculating parabola.

7. If we compare the values of p, E, P, a and I already
obtained (12, 14, 15, 16, 22), we notice a number of obvious rela-

tions, of which the most remarkable is

«8=7p (25).

Again if $ be the angle between the normal and line of centres

^--H=(iRf=(;)M^ «
Therefore if ^= 0, then P=P = a=p = t.

N.B.—The angle «fr has been discussed by Transon (Liouville,
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8. To determine the axes of any conic of the system we mav
proceed as follows :

—

From the form of the equation of the line of centres (23), the

where A is an arbitrary constant.

Whence, CP = 3g {r2 +
(
i>r-3g»)8}^

Therefore by (24) CD»=CP. PQ = 9g* (1 +£>»).
^

The equation of CD is evidently, by (27),

Therefore, if PM be the perpendicular from P on CD,

p,r_ % S

Hence, if a and 6 be the semi-axes of the osculating co

ft» + 62= CP8 + OD* =^ {r*+(pr-Sq*)* + \(l+p*)} )

am = CD*.PA/« = 729. \

(32).

The equation of the director circle follows from (27) and (32).

It is

=^V+(f>r-3g»)» + X(l + ;

*CX-.)P+ <r-fm* «x^)r+(i^)^.^
0 (33)

9. To determine the equation of any conic of the system, let

V be any point (XT) on the conic, and £, v its co-ordinates refer-

red to CP and CD, which are conjugate semi-diameters. Draw
VH and Ffi- perpendicular from V on CD and CP, respectively.
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CP*^CD*

'
J

- y (80, 81)
CP* PM* (l + j>») . 8V

A>(1+|>S)

[{(Y-y)-^ (X^r)) \-9r/]«

by (28, 31, 23, 29)

_A((Y-y)r-(X-s)Q— 33« )
}•

which is the general equation of any conic of the system.
If A=0, it is a parabola.

If X(l + jp») + r* + (pr - 3g»)» = 0, it is an equilateral hyperbola
10. The conic of closest contact has evidently for its centre

the point common between two consecutive lines of centres. Lei
X, Y be the co-ordinates of its centre, so that

x=*-?f-
r

,
r=y- Mrzzm

where A has to be determined.

Then we must have j^ = 0 and -j?=0, as the two centres cor-

responding to x, y, A and x+dx, y + dy, \ + d\ mast be identical.

dX 3(r» + qs) 3qr d\
Hence dx~ A

+
A* dx

dY 3(pr* + pqs-8q>r)
,

3qr(pr-3q*) d\_ n
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Eliminating ^ between the above two equations, w

Therefore the co-ordinates of the centre of the

and the equation of the conic of closest contact is

(3qs - 5r») { (F- y) -*)>' + {( Y-y)r

-(X-x)(pr-^)f = lSq^ {(Y-y)-p (X-x)} (88).

Therefore the conic of closest contact is an ellipse, hyperbola
or parabola, according as Sqs— 5j 9 is positive, negative or zero.

11. It may be interesting to deduce the equation of the conic

of closest contact directly by the method of general differentials.

The general equation of a conic through (x, y) and (x, y,) is

of the form, already given (1), viz.,

X (X-x)(X-x
l)+ fx (Y-y)(Y- yi ) + v (X-x)(Y- yi )

+ P(Y-y)(X- a5)=01

Therefore the conic through any five points (x, y), (xlt y } ),

(*a. 2/2), (»s. 2/3) O* is

I (r-y)(r-vi) {Y-yXX-Xi) I

(•«-»)(»a-«i) (1&-1M2-W) ("a-»Xi/a-2/i) (w-v}'*a-*i)

(•8-«)f«S-»l) (2/8-2/) 2/3- 2/i> (w-l/X-8-»i)
"

1 («*-*)(«4-»li (»4-y)(»*-tfl) (!/4~l/)(»
,*- a?

l) I

I (*-*)(J-

,

(b-«JG»-
(*b-»)(«s-»i) (uz-y)'vs-vi) («8-*)%-Vl)

j

f«» -a ]) (i/*-?/)(?/4-I/l) (a"4-»)(y*-»l)

(V2-»)(*l-*)-('2-*0<1/l-2/>|

(M— y)( »! - a-) - (j-s
~ 2/)

Now if («, y), {x

points on a c

~-X+ dx X.2 =X+2dx+dH Xs
= X + Sdx+M*X+d*X-j

as4
= x + 4fe + &Z*r + 4&m + fflx > (40)

.

h corresponding expressions for f/p 2/ 2 > 1/3, 2/v
y

(40) in (39), we have, after simpli-

'eterminant by adding to the third row. the secondoTthTde
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row multiplied by (-3), and to the fourth row, the third row
multiplied by (-4) and the second row multiplied by 6, and by
ultimately neglecting all higher orders of infinitesimals

2(dx)* i(dy)*

I 6dxd*x 6dyd*y

|
6(d*a)2 + 8ei»d3jB 6(d2y)« + 8dy<%

{X-x)(T-y) (Y-y)dx-(X-*)dy
2dxdy d*ydx-d*xdy

Mxdly + 3dyd*x, d^ydx - d^xdy

W»d*y + 4(dnd2y + dy&a), d*ydx - d*xdy

which is the equation of the conic of closest contact in general
differentials.

Equation (41) reduces to (38) when the independent variable

12. It is not difficult to extend the method of general
differentials to the direct determination of the equation of the
osculating parabola

The equation of

reduces to a parabola if (x, y) and (xu yi)~t

= 0 (41).

= vs/(X- X ) (y[
-
y)~ {

r-y) (.^-.r).

y{X-x) {X- xQ </ (Y-y) (Y-y L ) sf K Y-y) (x i - x)-(X-x) (yi
-

)

*/(*2-*) (»a—i>^(w-v) iyi-vx) S(vt-v)(*L-*)-{*%-*)(Vi-y)

(«8-*D ^(v8-v) (ys-w) </(vs-v){»i-*) (yi-y)

s/{x% -x) (xi -x l
) = s/(2dx + d*x)(dx + d*T) = S2 (dx + id*x)

s/(y%-y)( 02 - x)(y\-y) =y/d*ydx-d**dy

s/(y$-y)(»r-*)-(»s-*)(yi-y)
= \/3(d*ydx - &zdy) + (dsydx - d*xdy) =^3^ d&ity -%ds

.r

/ . dh)dx-d*xdy \
X

V
6 dfiydx-dtedy )
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substituting (43) in (42) and simplifying, we have

I X-x Y-y 3</2(dxdhj-dyd*x)i\S(Y-y) dx-(X-x)dy I

dx dy 3(dxd*y-dyd*a;)

I d?x d*y (dxd?y~dyd*x)

= 0 (44).

or, (Y-y) {dx(d^ydx-dixdy)-3d*x(d*ydx-d*xdy) }

-(X-x) { dy(dhjdx-d*xdy) -3d*y(d2ydx-d*xdy) }

= 3 x/2(d*ydx - d*xdy)$ s/ ( Y- y) dx - (X- x)dy (45).

which is the equation of the osculating parabola in general
differentials. It reduces to (21) if x be the independent variable.

From (45) it is evident that the equation of the line of

centres in general differentials is

(Y-y){dx(d*yda-dlxdy)-3d*x(dhjdx~d*xdy)
}

={X-x) { dy(d?ydx - d*xdy) - 3d*y(d*ydx - iPxdy) } (46).

18. The differential equation of a conic is the condition that
the conic of closest contact is stationary. We may determine
this condition in general differentials easily.

The condition that any six points (a-, y), (x
{ , ?/,), (x

% , # 2 ), (x
& , y%),

2/»)> (#6' ) may lie on a conic is, evidently,

I («a-*) («t-xL ) (y2-y) (vi-yO (y§- yi ) («*-«)

(«fc-*)(*s-*i) (vi-v) (vt-vi) (vs-vi)

(Vt-y) (y4
-W) (W-Vi) (a*-*)

I (•B-») («S-*l) (1/6-1/) (y B -Vi) (ff6-W)(*B-«)

(va-yX«i-«)-(yi-v)(«jr-«) I

(»-»)(*—)-<«!-»>(-*—) L 0(47) .

(V4-iO(«i-<»)-(yi-40(*A-«)

(1/6- ) (*1 ~ ®) ~ (l/l ~ tf)(«6~ I

consfT ^ ^te ^tj^'
(X&

-

Vs
5 ^ (<i55

' ^ beSiX

^sos + daj x.z=x + 2dx + d*x x
$
=x + 3dx + 3#aj+ffcc "|

»5 =oj + 5<fo+ 10<fla> + 10d*x + 5d*a> + i5a

with corresponding expressions for yb y% , y8 , y4, y B J

On substituting (48) in (47), we have, after simplification

of the determinant by adding to the second row, the first row
multiplied by -3, to the third row, the second row multiplied

by-4, and first row multiplied by 6, and to the fourth row, the
third row multiplied by -5, the second row multiplied by 10 and
the first row multiplied by -10, and ultimately neglecting all

infinitesimals of higher orders,
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I <Z*a dy*

J

3d*d2.B Zdyd*y

3(d*z)* + Mxd*x 3(d*y)* + Myd2y

I
10d**d3* + 5d*d*» 10d*yd5y + 5dyd*y

2dxdy dxdly—dyd** I

3{dxd2y + dy d*;c) dxdhj—dyd*x

6d*»d% +4(<LedyS+ dydfe), d«d«y -d
tf
d4» " (4y ^'

I0(d*a>d3y + d8adfy) + 6(d»dty + d2/d*a>), dxd*y-dydf>x
|

which is therefore the condition that the conic of closest contact
r point of a curve may be stationary.

1

1

' dependent variable be x, then equation (49) reduces

to

403-45^8 +9^= 0 (50).

which is the differential equation of the general conic, as has been
deduced by Monge.

For further information on the Mongean equation, reference

may be made to Dr. Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya's paper, mentioned
in the introduction.

at any j

If t
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Note No. 5.—Some Autumn Observations

in the Sikkim Himalaya.

In 1904, and again in 1906, I marched tV..m Darjcelini; 1

Phallut and back, and I utilised the opportunity in making the

observations here recorded.

Phallut is on the long ridge which runs south from the

mountain Kinchinjunga, and makes the boundary between Sikkim
and Nepal. The road taken was the same on both occasions, via

Ghum and Simana to the southern end of the ridge, and thence
along it as follows :—

1904. 1906.

Between the southern end and Oct. 16—cloudy. Sept. 25—some raiu.

Tongla (10,074 ft.)

Between Tonglu and Sandak- Oct. 17—mist and Sept. 26—intervals

phu (11,930 ft.) later rain. of mist.

On Sandakphn. Oct. 18—sleet all Sept. 27—fine,

day.
Between Sandakphu aud Phal- Oct. 19—intervals of Sept 28—rain after

lut (11,600 ft.) mist. noon.
On Phallut and Singlela— Oct. 20—fine. Sept. 29-rain all

(12,110 ft.) day.
On Phallut. Oct. 21— intervals of Sept. 30—intervals

Between Phallat aud Sandak- Oct. 22—some mist. Oct. 1—rain nearly
phu. all day.

Between Sandakphu and Tong- Oct. 23—intervals of Oct. 2—intervals of

Between Tonglu and the south- Oct. 24-mist and Oct. 3-overcast.
era end of the ridge. rain.

I have given with my dates above, the state of the weather
that I met with on these wet mountains.

Sir Joseph Hooker was the first botanist to visit the ridge.

In the end of May, 1848, he reached the summit of Tonglu, where
it rained persistently; and camp-life must, indeed, have been cn-

comfortable What he saw of the spring vegetation of the moun-
tain he described in his father's Journal of Botany, ii., 1850, pp. 112-

118, 145-151, and his own Himalayan Journals, chapter vii. Thomas
Thomson visited Tonglu and Phallut in October, 1857, but wrote

nothing about his journey. Thomas Anderson went via

Phallat to Jongri in October, 1862 ; Kurz was on Phallut in

October, 1868 ; and C. B. Clarke in October, 1870. Sir George

King visited Tonglu in April, 1875. None of these journeys

are described.
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Up to 1875 every one had used the path to Tonglu which
ascends by its eastern spur : but, when in that year the new bridle-

path from Ghum to Phallut was made, 0. B. Clarke took imme-
diate advantage of it in order to botanise along my route as far as
Tonglu (Sept. 13th— 17th). It then rained persistently with wind
and thunder. His account of the vegetation may be found in the
Journal f the Innnean Society of London, Botany, xv„ 1876, pp.
116-159.

Several times after this Clarke botanised on the ridge ; and
in an interesting vivid introduction to a second paper in the same
Journal, xxi., 1885, p. 384, he described the vegetation as seen in

June, 1884. The weather was then wet, " poor even for Tonglu,"
and the collection made not so good as that made in September.
The June flora, which is the spring flora, he found to be less

rich than the autumn flora.

Gammie, who journeyed in 1889 over Sandakphu and
Phallut to the country close under Kinchinjunga, has just

touched on the vegetation of the ridge, as seen in June, in a paper
printed in the Records of the Botanic Survey of India, i., no. 2,

1893, pp. 2-3.

Lastly Waddell (Among the Himalayas, London, 1899,

pp. 301-340) well describes the road as he found it in early

spring before the snow had gone from Sandakphu and Phallut.

The references that I have given, together with a brief note

of my own (Kew Bulletin, 1907, p. 92) comprise all the pertinent

My observations begin about 7,000 ft.—just above the upper
limit of tree-ferns—on the very end of the ridge, south of Tonglu.
From this point the road ascends to 10,050 ft., descends to about
8,500 ft., ascends again to 11,900 ft., and then, falling and rising

slightly, continues between 11,000 and 11,800 ft., until it rises on
Singlela to 12,100 ft.

There are five chief vegetative-formations along the road.

First of all there is the mixed oak forest, which, muffled in moss,

clothes the damper slopes at 7000—9000 ft. Above it is a belt

where moss gives place to grey lichens, and the trees are smaller.

Breaking the continuity of these two, chiefly on southern hill-

faces, are the bamboo brakes—uniform dense thickets of Arundi-
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tt'ir/a, 10 to 15 feet high, owing their origin in a large measure
to tire, and where little grows except the bamboo. Above the
mixed lichen-clad forest are the Avoods of Abies webbiana, and
the open grassy pastures.

The season of my visits is the .ml of the r.ins. At -that

is tumbled and partly dead. But low down there are plants otilj

just at the height of tlieir flowering : and just at my lowest limit,

which the tree-ferns reach, the tall Gynura angzilosa bears its

first showy orange flowers among the under-shrubs. In the
forest above this limit, under oaks and other trees, Impatiens
oxymKittri'At makes great beds, covered with yellow flowers;

mingling with it. stands claret Strobilanthes pentstemonoides : here
and there is an inconspicuous Swertia Qhirata or a plant of Gory-
dalis chserophylla covered with yellow blossoms. A claret-coloured
Lactuca stands in the shade ; and at the back of the beds of

balsams, and so a yard or two from the edge of the path, the big
intensely blue bells of Crawfurdia speciosa hang on the bushes.
At the end of September, so far is the belt near my lowest
limit from winter, that all these plants are at the height of their
flowering : hut where, at about 9, 500 feet, the moss ceases to clothe
the trees and lichen replaces it, flowers become less abundant.

Above 10.000 ft. most of the common flowers of the lower
belt give place to other forms, which are in the end of September
not at their best, but beyond it. Saxifraga diversifolia is one of
the commonest and most generally distributed ; Aconitum spicatum
is common in places, and so are Hwadeum sublineare, Polygonum
campanulatum and Anemone obtusiloba. Here and there sheets of

, :

speciosum, or Bupleumm Oandolln stand in fruit with just a few
flowers left ; in hollows Gnicus involucratus and Senecio diversifolius
carry flowers and fruits equally; under the Rhododendron*, Para-
caryum glochidiatum bears its last bright blue blossoms. Ana-
phalis triplinerms, A. cinnamomea and A. contorta are everywhere,
but more in fruit than in flower ; so also are Geranium polyanthes,
Thalictrum Chelidonii and several of the Umbelliferse.

I recorded every plant that I found in flower, and the follow-
ing is a list of them, classified for my purpose according to the
biological type of the flower. Italics are used to indicate a plant
practically over. The words « above ' and 'below' are used to
signify that the plant grows above the height of 10,000 ft. or below
it : and where neither word occurs the plant grows both above and
below. I shall follow the enumeration by an analysis of the flora.

Pendulous Flowers.

Pendulous flower, ivith little foothold, tube 15 mm. long. (Class H).

Dicentra scandens, Walp. (below).
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Pendulous flower, with little foothold, tube 7 mm. long. (Class H.

)

Plectrantlius scrophularioides, Wall, (below).

Open bell-flower, with tube 10—12 mm. long above the bell. (Class H.)

Crawfurdia speciosa, Wall, (below).

Open bell-floicer, with short tube above. (Class H.)

Campanula colorata, Wall.

Narrow-mouthed bell-flower requiring tongue 9 mm. long. (Class H.)

Anchusa sikkimensis, C. B. Clarke (above).

Composites of Class B (upper part) ; tube 15—20 mm, long.

Lactuca macrantha, G. B. Clarke (above).

Composites of Class B' (upper part) ; tube 10—15 mm. long.

Lactuca Dabyaea, C. B. Clarke (above).

Composites of Class B' (upper part) ; tube 5—10 mm. long.

Cremanthodium reniforme, Benth. (above).
Senecio graciliflorus, D.C. (above).

Senecio tetranthus, D.C. (below).

Senecio acuminatus, Wall, (flowers often horizontal),

(above).

Saussurea deltoidea, C. B. Clarke (below).

Lactuca graciliflora, D.C. (above).

Lactuca hastata, D.C.

Composites of Class B' (upper part ) ; tube 3—5 ram. long.

Senecio alatus, Wall, (below).

Composites of Class B' (lower part) ; tube under 3 mm. long.

Carpesium cernuum, Linn, (below).

Regular pendent flowers of Class B.

Clematis buchananiana, D.C. (below).

Clematis connata, D.C.
Rubus niveus, Wall, (above).
B.ubus lineatus, Beinw. (below).
Neillia rubiflora, Don, (below).
Begonia gemmipara, Hook. f. (below).
Triplostegia glaudulifera, Wall, (below).
Swertia Chirata, Buch.-B.am. (below).
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Swertia tongluensis, Burkill.

Cynoglossum furcatum, Wall.
Cijnoylosonn WuHichii, G. Don.
Paracaryum glochidatnm, Benth. (above).

Polygonum .l. H.'i.tuliun. .1/V/svh. (above).

Polygonum campanulatum, Foofc. /.

Shttlluict ; (A yic;^/. ,z/ flowers.

Polygonum polystacbyum, IFaZZ. (above).

Polygonum paniculatum, (below).

Regular honey? e*s jloiver simulating Class B, pendent.

Rose sericsa, Lindl.

Horizontal Flowers.

Horizontal or obliquely depressed flower, obviously suit»d for
Lepidoptera, irregular, with honey buried 25 mm. deep.

Impatiens falcifera, Hook. f. (below).

Irregular, tunnel Bombas-ftoioer requiring a tongue 10—15 mm. long.

StrobiIantl.es pentstemonoides. T. Anders, (below).
Strobilanthes Wallicliii, Nees.

Irregular, tuund tiomba*- tioivjrs, requiring from a bee a tongue of
5—10 mm. long.

Impatiens discolor. Wall, (below).
Impatiens Ga^ei, Hook. f. (below).
Impatiens Gamblei, Hook. f.

Irregular, bucket Bombus-^oiver, requiring from a bee a tongue of
5-10 mm. long.

Impatiens bicornuta, WaU. (below).

Irregular, hooded Bombna-floivers, requiring from a bee a tongue of
5—10 mm. long.

Aconitum spicatum, Stopf, (above).
Aconitum laciniatum, Stapf, (above).
Aconitum h i.

- -.'

Well suited to Bombi, irregular, Glass H., 20—25 mm. deep.

Impatiens longipes, Hook.f. et Thorns, (below).

Impatiens asymmetrica, Hook.f. (below).
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Crawfurdia affinis, Wall, (below).

Pedicularis flexuosa, Hook, f. (below).

Well suited to Bombi, irregular, Class H, 15—20 mm. deep.

Lonicera glabrata, Wall, (above).
Salvia campanulata, Wall, (above).
Bracocephalum speciosum, Bentb. (above).

Well suited to Bombi, irregular, Glass H, 10—15 mm. deep.

Aconitum luridum, Hook. f. et Thorns, (above).

Corydalis cha;rophylla, B.C.
Corydalis juncea, Wall, (above).
Parochetus communis, Buch.-Ham. (below).

Lonicera acuminata, Wall, (above).
Lobelia stimulans, Buch.-Ham. (below).
Mimulus nepalensis, Benth. (below).

Well suited to Bombi, irregular, Glass H, 5—10 mm, deep.

Corydalis longipes, J). G. (above).

Corydalis casimiriana, Prainet Buthie, (above).
Impatiens gamniieana, Hook.f.
Lobelia erecta, Hook. f. et Thorns, (above).

Cyananthus inflatus, Hook. f. et Thorns, (above).
Calceolaria mexicana, Benth.
Pedicidaris gracilis, Wall, (above).
Prunella vulgaris, Linn, (above).
Notochreta hamosa, Benth. (below).

Well suited to Bombi, irregular, Class H, 3—5 mm. deep.

Viola biflora, Linn, (above).

Mazus surculosus, B. Bon, (below).
Plectranthus Coetsa, Buch.-Ham. (below).

Craniotome versicolor, Reichb. (below).

Calamintha umbrosa, Benth. (below).

Elsholtzia strobilifera, Benth. (above).

Habenaria urceolata, C. B. Clarke, (below).

Satyrium nepalense, Bon, (below).

Lr> u thi.r.rs /' such small size that they are excluded from
Glass H, and put into Class B.

Herminium angustifolium, Benth. (below).

Utricularia brachiata, Oliv. (above).

Goodyei a repens, B. Br. (below).

Regular horizontal flowers of Glass B.

Bcenninghausenia albiflora, Reichb. (below).

Tiarella polyphylla, B. Don, (below).
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Circeea alpina, Linn.

Polygonum emodi, Heissn. (above).

Polygonum amplexicaule, D. Don, (above).

Polygonum cliinense, Linn, (below).

Polygonum HHcaule, Wall, (above).

i-flowers, simulating AB, obliquely pendent.

Rtiju'ar jloiver* •>/ ' '/«.<,• A. ft>jriz:>n'-i> <>r i'jhthj pendent.

Galium Mollugo, Linn. (G. asperifolium, Wall.) (below

Erect Flowers.

lely erect, funnel 20—-25 mm. long.belonging to Class

Herpetospermum caudigerum, Wall, (below).

jsite, Class B', with a very long tube, tube 25—30 ?

Cnious involucratus, D.C. (above).

B' (upper part), tube 10—15 mm. Ion,

mte, Class B' (lower part), tube 3—5 mm. ionj.

Bracbyactis menthodora, Benth. (above).

Erigeron multiradiatns, Benth. (above).

Aster sikkimensis, Hook. f. et Thorns, (above).

Senecio diversifolius, Wall, (above).

osite, Class B' (lower part), tube under 3 mm. Ion

Myriactis Wallicbii, Less, (below).

Myriactis nepalensis, Less.

Gnapbalium bypoleucum, D.O. (above).

Gnapbalium luteo-album, Linn.
Anapluilis triplmervis, Sims.

Anapbalis cinnamomea, C. B. Clarke.

Anaphalis contorts, Hook. f.
Galinsoga parviflora, Cav.

Geranium polyantbes, Edgeic. et Hook./, (above).

Geranium nepalense, Sweet, (below). j.

Epilobium roseum, Schreb.
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Valeriana Hardwickii, Wall.
Polygonum torfcuosum, D. Don, (above).
Polygonum runcinatum, Buch.-Hum. (above).
Allium WaUichii, Kunth, (above).

Flowers of Glass AB.

Ranunculus flaccidus, Hook. f. et Thorns (above).

Ranunculus diffusus, D.C.
Cardamine circajoides, Hook. f. et Thorns, (above).
Stellaria sikkimensis, Hook. f.
Stellaria panicnlata, Edgew.
Gerastium no. 27682, (above).
Potentilla fruticosa, Linn, (above).

Potentilla fulgent, Wall, (above).
Potentilla mooniana, Wigbt, (above).
Saxifraga hispidula, D. 'Don.

Saxifraga diversifolia, Wall, (above).
Dichroa febrifuga, Lour. ( below).

Sedum trifidum, Wall.
Streptolirion volubile, Edgew. (below).

Honeyless flowers, simulating Glass AB.

Anemone obtusiloba, D. Don, (above).

Thalictrum javanicum, Blnme, (above).

Flowers of Class A'.

Hydrocotyle javanica, Thunb. (below).
Sanicula europaja, Linn, (below).
Bupleurum Candollii, Wall, (above).

Pimpinella bella, G. B. Clarke, (above ).

Pimpinella diversifolia, D.C. (above).

Pimpinella sp. no. 27612, (above).

Pleurosper.mim sikkimense, G. B. Glarke, (above

)

Pleurospermum sp. no. 27662, (above).

Selinum tenuifolium, Wall, (above ).

Selinum Candollii, D.C. ( above).

Heracleum sublineare, G. B. Glarke. (above).

Flowers of Class A.

Saxifraga strigosa, Wall, (above).

Rubia eordifolia, Linn, (above).

Swertia bimaculata, Hook. f. et Thorns, (below).

Lecanthus Wightii, Wedd. (below).

Anehophilo its.

Thalictrum Chelidonii, D.C. (perhaps simulating AB)
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Juncus chrysocarpus, jBwcft. (above).

Juncus Grisebachii, Bttch. (above).

Deyeuxia pulcbella, Hook. f. (above ).

Agrostis Clarkei, Hook. f. (above).

Agrostis myriantba, Hook.f. (above).

i pteropoda, D.C. (belo

The insect-fertilised flowers are :—

There are 149 species in my list, of which 141 are insect
fertilised. Though the mountains are so clad in forest s, none of the
species in flower is a tree: almost all are herbs. There are
a few small shrubs like the Loniceras, and species of Rubus, and
two woody climbing species of Clematis. Most of the shrubs found
were out of flower.

One of the chief interests of the flora is that an unusual
percentage of the flowers are pendulous. To show this I take for

comparison the flora of a small area in the Grampians of Scot-
land, which has been studied in detail by Dr. J. C. Willis and
myself,' and I give the very marked result in the adjoined

Petxenhi./s ,-./' /„ >•<?.• / -,'e
»••' // >'se, I jto »<v rs whirh pe»<b>.lo»$, horizontal

6= 4-84°

81 = 6532

1 See the Transactions cf the Botanical Society of Edinburgh, 1901,
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Dr. Willis and I have been among those to show i that pen-
dulous flowers are visited by higher types of insects than similarly

shaped erect flowers ; and we believe this to be due to the greater
amount of honey that adroit insects can obtain from them, because
( i) the rain does not dilute it, and (ii) other insects do not readily

find it. It seems as if this ridge from Tonglu to Singlela pro-

duces such an unusual amount of pendent flowers in consequence of

its wet climate. Sir Joseph Hooker, long ago, attributed the adop-
tion of a pendent position in the flowers of Rosa sericea to the need
of protecting the pollen.

The insects abroad at the season of my visits are relatively

few. Butterflies, dull of hue, are scarce, and were never seen on
flowers; a humming-bird hawk-moth (Sphingid) was seen on
Sandakphu sucking honey from the flowers of Saxifraga diversi-

folia, and keeping to that one species alone at 11,900 feet,

though lower down it was seen on Strobilanthes. Apis was
absent. Bombi were fairly common, and diligent even in rain,

unless heavy. The commonest Bombus is Bombus fuueruriK*.
It visisted the Aconites particularly ; and below their level it

visited Impatiens and other flowers. Occasionally it was seen
biting corollas to get at honey which it found difficult of access,

e.g., those of Impatiens bicornuta, Orawfurdia speciosa and Strobilan-

th-s p< nistemonoides. Next in abundance to Bombusfuneruri us wri.-

Bombus vallestris. I suspect that it does not ascend quite as high
as, the first. It was chiefly seen in the mixed forest, and not on
Aconitum nor on Impatiens. Bombus trifasciatus ascends high and
was seen on the flowers of Elsholtzia strobilifera upon the very
summit of Singlela, busy in steady and rather heavy rain.

Of other Hymenoptera several were seen. The wasps, which
were among them, went to the flowers of Swertia Ghirata.

The Syrphid Qy—Eristalis himalayensis—w&s frequent, ascend-
ing to the top of Singlela, and visiting Composites. Another
Eristalis occurred with it. One or two species of Sj/rphtis visited

Saxifraga diversifolia flowers. A Rhingia occurred about 9,500 feet

on Composites and on a Polygonum.
In the mixed forest a tawny and remarkable Lycastris* with a

tongue 22 mm. long, was common. It visited Senecio tetranthus

and S. alatus very persistently, and was twice seen on Impatiens
axy„im> {<;> ((. Within my experience it did not ascend to the Abies

A large Dexid fly visited Anaphalis and Sicertia in the

mixed forest. Countless Bibionids of the genus Pleeia swarmed
with Calliphora and other flies on the flowers of Anaphalis to

10,000 feet or a little higher; and a Cistelid beetle was very

common in some places, chiefly on Composites and at the higher

elevations.

Some of the types of flower suited for the visits of the

Bumble bees are markedly specialised, notably the larger species

1 Annals of Botany, xvil, 1903, p. 568.
2 Lycaetrit f.avihirta, Brnnetti in Records, Indian Mnsernn, ii.,1908, p. 85,
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drawn (see fig. 2 above). They were seen to be diligently

visited for honey (on 3-X-06) by a very handsome sulphur-belted

Bombus. The commonest balsams are three yellow ones : I. asym-
metrica, I. lonyipes and I. bicornuta (see figs, above). The
first two are oblique in flower: they differ in the foliage, curl of

the spur, and in the one having red spots on the side petals and
red blotches on the spur, while the other has neither. The
flowers are more numerous on I. asymmetrica than on I. longipes.

They were visited by the big Bombyliid fly Lycastris flavihirta.

Impatiens bicornuta has a bucket ending in a spur : in appear-
ance it suggests a Gypripedium. Bombus funerarius was seen to

visit its flowers.

There is yet another Impatiens at Kalipokri and on Tonglu—
Impatiens falcifrra,—with an Oncidium-like flower, yellow,

blotched with brown. Its spur is 22—25 mm. long. No visitors

were seen on it, but its flat flower is evidently suited for the
visits of Sphingid moths.

It is interesting to note how the flowers of these Impatiens
—if oblique—are always oblique towards the same side, both in

the spur and in the twist of the mouth of the corolla. Twisted
likewise always to the same side are the flowers of the two
species of Pedicularis (P. flexuosa and P. gracilis). The former
has a tube 20 ram. long ; the latter 7—8 mm. long.

Twists like these w-ould seem to lead to such right-handedness
or left-handedness in bees as I observed in the behaviour of

Bombus hsemorrhoidalis visiting Scutellaria linearis in the Simla
hills.'

Just outside my limit at Simana on the Ghum and Jorpokri
ridge occurs the little yellow Impatiens (J. trigonopten's

|
repre-

sented in fig. 6.

Aconituni possesses Bombus-flowers 8
; and I have seen many

visits of bees to A. spicatum and some to A. heterophylloides. The
Aconite flowers are imperfectly protandrons. the st vie mwinu
through the stamens, and the stamen.- bending onf wards after
dehiscing. Every carpel sets fruit : and, as an average spike of
A. spkatum produces 40 flowers, a flower 5 carpels, and a carpel
about 12 seeds, there are produced 40 x 5 x 12 or 2,400 seeds per
plant. I have counted 192 flowers on a large spike. A.lacinia-
tum produces 15 flowers upon a spike, 3 carpels in a flower and 15
seeds in a carpel ; and thus 15 x 3 x 15 or 675 seeds per plant.
A. heterophylloides produces about twice as many seeds as A.
laciniatum.

The gregariousness ot Aon<it«uc xykafiim may be judged from
the plate of it on Sandakphu published in the Km- Bulletin,

1907, facing p. 92.

Strobilanthes possesses bee-flowers. There are at least two

1 See Journal Asiatic Society Bengal, 190R, p. 524.

similarity of the distribution of Aconite and Bombns through the world is to

be found in Engler's Bot. Jahrbucher, xl, p. 19.
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species of this genus on the Sinylcla

chiefly in th u'li up : the other »tow> in the mixed forest,

The flower

and for the present must be put under the poivniorplnV N. ^ nt-

" the first st
1

f one of the long

nth bee-flowers. On October
3rd, 1906, a Boutins was seen very diligently visiting flowers of

C. chterophylla. No insects were seen on the Hewers of Cor Jul'*

jnnceu, C. lonij/prs and C . cichemiriana, but every flower sets fruits,

probably by self-pollination, as the anthers and stigma are in

contact, Their flowers all face obliquely downwards.
The little Labiate—Elsholtzia strobilifera -which is very

common, is visited by Bombv.s irifa<a<ttus. I saw (29-ix-06) one
of these bees going constantly to its flower on the summit of

Singlela in the rain, and another near the summit of Sandiikphu
(l-x-06) in the rain.

^ Crawfurdicuspeaosa is visited by Bombi which, hanging on to

-

nearly vertically pendulous. There are five channels in the

flower, one to each of the five green bilobed nectaries. The

often lather more horizontal t lian those of C. sprciosa. Every

Among the Composites of the mixed forest are several long-

/<//>'.' Mr'tlaL ul'.s'particn^riy^Maght after by this

long-tongued fly. The hi* Ciu'oa ,W.^W^. found in hollmv>

about 11,000 ft., was visited by Bombi: but at would seem

rather to be a butterfly -flower.

The Composites of the pastures are not long-tubed. Aster
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long list of fly-visitors. Eristah's urslnus was taken on Anaphalis

Of flowers with short tubes or bells the species of Polygonum
conspicuous. Polygonum campanula!'urn is ahundant

everywhere, its rose ph a clusters
Poh/gnmnn amplextcaule has its flowers horizontal and was seen
upon Sandakphu on 2-X-06 to be visited by Bombus vallestris.

Of Sivertia. there are three types, the first represented by the
-Teeuisli livid Mowers of 8. Chirata and 8. tongluemis,* the second
by 8. dllatata, and the third by the white flowers of 8. LlmncnlU.,

.

The Swertias of the first type are wasp-flowers. Their flowers
face obliquely downwards before fertilisation, and I saw those of

four anthers of's. ('hi rata ancfs. tongluensis are distant from the

The stamens of 8. dilatata form a cone round the ovary and
the anthers touch in the centre of the flower, while the stigma

- '!;:..;- -
. i

likely self-fertilisation is the rule. The nectaries ot -

are exposed surfaces with little honey. The nectaries of 8. Chirata
and S. ton-glue „<i* have a well-frinyed I .row over them, and hold
a considerable quantity of honey.

The flowers of 6'. bimaculata face the sky vertically. The
nectaries secrete very freely, and are exposed in the very middle of

the petals. The anthers are inclined outwards and downwards at

the time when they are dehiscing grudgingly at the margins

:

they are all equidistant from each other and from the stierma.

Flies were seen to settle on them and to walk over them from
nectary to nectary. This species does not ascend beyond 8,000 feet.

Its flowers stand open in the rain. The last flowers, especially on
cut-down plants, are often small and female, the stamens having
completely disappeared.

Geranium poli/am /;<-.> lives on the pastures, and it ha- tlie

imperfect proterandry, typical of G- r ruin . wherein the longer

stamens first shed their pollen, after which their anthers dropoff
;

and then during the maturity of the anthers of the shorter

stamens, the stigmas expand. Self-pollination is not, however,
insured. Its flowers do not close when rain begin to fall.

A Cerastlum, which I have not yet been able to name.—ray

no. 27682,—has the same mechanism. Its latest flowers have three

or no stamens. The flowers nod and close when rain begins.

Saxlfraga diversifolia behaves as a typical Saxifraga. The
anthers are brought to the middle of the flower in succession ; and
after they have dehisced, the stigma is raised to the position that

they occupied. The buds are directed downwards. But the

open flowers stare upwards in sunshine or rain. I have already

mentioned that a Sphingid moth was twice seen on the flowers on

Sandakphu; a few other visitors were seen.

1 See this Journal, 1P06, page 319 ; and 1907, page
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Cyananthns infiatus and the species of Anaphalis close very
promptly when rain begins to fall.

By the kindness of Dr. N. Annandale, Lieut.-Colonel C. T.

Bingham and Mr. E. Brnnetti, to whom I offer my sincere thanks,

I am able to give the following list of insect-visitors.

i. spicatum, Stapf.

HYMENOPTERA. A p i d a e. (1) Bombus ftmerarius,

Smith, sh. persistent, 10,000—11,800 ft.
;

23-X-04, 26-ix-06 and

2-x-06. V e s p i d a e (2) 1 sp. 10,000 ft, 26-ix-06.

COLEOPTERA. (3) A Cistelid beetle, 11,000 ft., 28-ix-06.

Aconitum heterophylloides, Stapf.

HYMENOPTERA. Apidae. (1) Bombus junerarius,

Smith, sh., 11,800 ft, 21-X-04; 30-ix-06. COLEOPTERA
(2) A Cistelid beetle, sh. 11,300 ft, 30-ix-06.

Corydalis chaerophylla, B.C.

HYMENOPTERA. Apidae. (1) Bombus funerariu*.

Smith, sh. very persistently, 9,000 ft., 3-x-06.

Geranium polyanthes, Edgeiv. et Hook. f.

HYMENOPTERA. Ichneumonidae. (I) Three in-

dividuals, 11,800 ft, 30-ix-06.

Impatiens bicornuta, Wall.

HYMENOPTERA. Apidae. (1) Bombus funerarius,

Smith, sh., and once biting spur, 9,000—9,400 ft, 26-ix-06,

2_3-x-06. COLEOPTERA. (2 ) One sp. fp, 8,500 ft, 23-X-04.

Impatiens asymmetrica, Hook. f.

HYMENOPTERA. Apidae. (1) Bombus funerarius.

Smith, sh, and once biting spur, 8,000—9,000 ft., 26-ix-06,

2—3-X-06. DIPTERA. Bombyliidae. (2) Lycastris

flavihi.ta, Brunetti, sh. diligently, 8,500 ft, 25-ix-06, 3-X-06.

S y r p h i d a e. (3) Syrphus sp, 8,500 ft, 25-ix-06.

Ins sp..

) One sp, 11,(

(1) Halictus
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No. 6. The Spring Flora in the Simla Hills.

By L H. Burkill.

In this paper 1 pub together wayside notes made between
May 6th and May 24th, 1906, on a journey from Simla vid Erki
tn Bibispur on the Sutlej and to Suket, and (in between April
24th and May 11th, 1907, on a second journey from Simla to

Kodiali near Narkanda, and again fr-m ^'nila Habatlm to

Kalka at the foot of the hills. The daily marches, though under-
taken for quite other purposes than the collecting of observations

on flowers, afforded abundant opportunities for making them.
The climates passed through ranged from spring with melting
snow to the heat of the Panjab approaching its greatest. At
8,000 feet wheat was not in ear : at 2,000 feet the wheat-harvest
was over: at 8,000 feet Fragaria indica was just in flower and
Bubus ellipticus in bud : at 2,500 feet both were in fruit.

Datura Stramonium, which, at 3,000 feet, bore nearly ripe fruits, afc

8,000 feet was but germinating. The weather at this season is

bright, with occasional thunder-showers, and with dry south
winds from the hot plains.

I put before the reader only a few facts, hoping to be able to add
to them at some future date, but not knowing when a third oppor-
tunity may occur of marching through the same hills. In the first

part of my second trip I had the good fortune to be accompanied
by Dr. N. Annandale, and to him I owe some of the observations
and the determinations of many of the insects. To Colonel C. T.

Bingham I am very greatly indebted for the names of Hymenop-
tera, and for the names of Syrphids to Mr. E. Brunetti.

Hill-slopes about Simla that face in different ways show
great differences. As Thomson says {Kashmir and Western
Thibet, 1852, page 44), if one gazes from Hattu southwards, one
gazes onto northern slopes dark with pine and deodar forests ;

but
if from Simla northwards onto the southern slopes of the same
hills, one gazes onto stretches that impress one by their bareness.

The contrast arises from exposure to dry hot winds and to sun

—

most particularly to sun ; for where it rising licks up the dew,
the slopes are not only treeless but in the lower hills are without
the thickets of Carissa and other spiny plants which exist on the

slopes that face more towards the sunset.

On April 29th, 1907, I reached 9,500 feet over Matiana: this

was my highest. There, among the snow patches, were in bloom
Primula denticidata and Viburnum fattens. The Primula
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comes into flower as the snow melts from off it, and dots the

ground in great abundance. The tube of the corolla is 10—14 mm.
long: each plant is either long-styled or short-styled, the corolla-

tube of the short-styled being on the average about 2 mm. Ion-

ger than that of the loner-styled. The flowers were seen to be

visited by a Hymenopteron and two Lepidoptera, though somewhat
sparingly. They contain a very little honey. Apis indica ascends

to the places where it grows ; but it does not visit the flowers,

whose tubes are too long for its tongue
;
however, twice this

bee was seen to hesitate before an inflorescence, examining it,

aud then to turn -away without settling.

The flowers of Viburnum feetem are scented and contain

a moderate quantity of honey. They chiefly face downwards. On
their own then leafless branches and among the still leafless Acers
of the forests, they are very conspicuous. A large Bombus was
seen diligently visiting them.

No other flowers that I saw make quite such a close approach
to the snow as these two.

In the forests at 9,000 feet made up of Taxus, deodars and
several deciduous trees, there are a number of herbs that flower,

taking advantage of the sunshine which reaches the ground
through the leafless trees above them. These plants are Viola

serpens, Gagea lutea, Gorydalis rtiteefolia, Ranunculus hirtellus and

On Gigea lutea a small Halictus was twice seen collecting

pollen at 9,000 feet.

Lower clown, the evergreen pine woods are full of Valeriana
Wallichii, with more sparingly Ainslisea pteropoda and locally

Mertensia racemosa, all three being white-flowered. Viola serpens

is associated with them ; it is very common and of a pale lilac.

These pine woods are fall of Syrphid flies. There is a hum
through the middle of the day due to them; and it is they that
visit the white flowers of the herbs in the shade. Valeriana was
seen to attract Syrphus balteatus, Platychirus albimanu*, EristalU

!.!''

and Mertensia to attract Platychirus albimanus. The tongue of the
Bhingia I find to measure 6 mm. in length, so that it can reach
honey where Apis indica finds it.

On the edge of the pine forest occurs plentifully another
white-flowered plant—Lonicera angustifolia. It gets the visits

of the Bombi, which do not penetrate much into the shade:
Botnbu- tiota-'itn* was several times seen on its flowers, going from
one to another and from one bush to another without changing to

any other plant : it was seen at work from sunrise to sunset.

Apis indica was also a common insect upon the Lonicera flowers.

The Lonicera flowers are pendent, most commonly obliquely

so, as represented in my figure (fig. 1), but varying in some
degree between being horizontal and vertically pendent. Their

duration is some time more than 48 hours. They open for the

most part towards evening, the anther towards the twin flower

dehiscing first, and the others following in pairs, the more remote
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pair lash Spontaneous self-pollination is impossible, and judged
by the abundance of insect visitor* unnecessary.
Honey is plentiful, hut well guarded by the hairs
within the corolla.

The sunny slopes with their gay flowers are in

great contrast to these wooded slopes. In spring
at 7,000—9,000 feet, and particularly where the
sward is rather even, they are covered with the
yellow flowers of the Dandelion (Taraxacum

Fig. 1.—Flower officinale), and with bright sky-blue Gentiana
of Loniccm drqentea, budding purple Thvnie (Thymus S, ,

-

° 7

\

g
u

S

l
if
u

ia

f
py^m) and lilac Uinomena bijhra. Then below

[J
°L 8,000 feet we get lilac-blue Salvia lanata, rose

away, x 2. Scutellaria linearis, deep blue Evolvulm aUi-

noides, white and pale lilac Gypsophila ceraatioid> <.

irigh< yellow Tragopogon gracile, and at every little irregularity

nolets are found. Dry spots, where the branches of a Cotoneaster

Tin on the soil, harbour plants of deep- coloured Viola Patrinii;

md erery bank bears the pale lilac-flowered Viola canescem.

Syrphids Bombylius-
tongue 10 mm. long. The Gentiana is very freely visited— chiefly

and very persistently by Apis indica : however, it seems to me that

Serpyllumo omes into flower, Apis forsakes the Gentiana

for it. Taraxacum gets many visitors of all classes.

Dr. Annandale pointed out to me that when we visited Mati-

ana, Bombi were only just emerging from their winter sleep, and

consequently the Gentiana had got the greater part of its flowering

over before they emerged.

The Bombus of 8,000 feet and above is Bombus tunicatus. and it

is accompanied by Podalyrius quadrifasciatus. The Bombus was
seen to visit Viburnum foetens, Lonicrra angustifolia, Buddhia

nale. The first two of these plants probably depend on it very

largely for their pollination. The Podalyrius was seen very

busily to visi* Lonicera angustifolia, and on one occasion to

visit with some persistency Primula denticnlata.
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I have some remarks to make about the violets. Viola

Patrinii (fig. 2) has an appreciable scent, and its lowest petal

projects forward as a landing stage for insect visitors ; I do not find

it to vary much: but Viola serpens and Viola canescens vary
greatly. Of Viola serpens, figure 3 is the flower, as found at 9,000
feet over Matiana on the crest of the ridge, and figure 10 is the spur

of the same flower. The colour of the flower is rich and deep
;

and the honey is in fair quantity. Figures 4 and 11 are from a

flower gathered in the pine woods at Theog, 8,000 feet ; in it the
colour was lighter, the honey less, the side petals not bearded, the

spur shorter and the nectary short and fat, so that it secreted honey
not into the base of the spur, but onto its side- walls. After

Figa, 5 to 8.— Viola canescens. x 2.
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examining a large r

distinguish these as l

they are rather the
different conditions, Viola

dolet
everywhere

;
figures 5—8 t

12 represent its flowers : figure

5 is the commonest form : fig-

ures 7 and 8 show the position

that the side petals take in

very many flowers, and which
is consistent with the reduc-
tion of the lowest petal. The
consequence of the projection

forward of the side petals is

that they serve, instead of the
narrow lower petal, as the in-

sects' landing stage ; and 1

them while sucking
from the flower. Twice or

thrice I saw Bombylius to rest

on the keel, suck or try to

suck, and then in each case
nd revisited the flower, resting ^the

f differences between Viola canescens and Viola

serpens is in the r
breadth

: another is in cue angle
a third in the pulling forward of the side petals • "a fourthm the size
of the flower. As there are intermediates {vide figures 13 and 14),
none of these differences are absolute guides in diagnosis, but still
the two species are in a general way distinguishable. The shape
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of the spur and the size of the nectaries I find to he more variable

than some of the other characters.

When crags break the evenness of the shadier slopes, plants

occur that I have not yet mentioned. One of the commonest is

Sdxifraga Ugulata. It is conspicuous, but neglected by insects,

and apparently se]f-pollinated in the majority of cases. There is

a variability "in the flowers, whereby, in some, anthers touch the
stigmas upon expansion and in others they do not. Every flower

sets seed. Apis indica was seen to hesitate before a flower and
then to turn away. Salix elegans grows on the crags and receives

visits from small insects. Arab is alpina (fig. 15) occurs on crags.

It is not self-pollinating, unless in the withering of the flower.

Honey is plentifully present, ft was seen to be visited by the

Rkingia which visits Aimlisea. Thlaspi alpestn , Linn., -rows with

it, and it is showy and receives the visits of Bombylius.
The woods of Quercus incana, Roxb., hardly ascend beyond

8,000 feet. Tn them occur trees of Rhododendron arboreum, whose
brilliant tl-.wers are conspicuous at a distance : the Rhododendron
flowers were seen to be but little visited. On the other hand the
flowers of Pyrus Pashia, which tree ascends to the same height,

were very abundantly visited. When the sun had hardlv in,,
over the hills, Apis indica was at its flowers, and busy on them
all the day ; sometimes it visited 30 flowers in a minute, sometimes
40 and sometimes 45, always settling and scrambling rapidly over

the flower, if sucked dry, to another. For a few hours about mid-
day Syrphids and other flies joined the Apis, and they were
verv largely collected for me by Dr. Annandale (see the list

below).
Before passing on to the consideration of lower levels, there

is to be mentioned a flora of the wnysido. cultivated fields, and
waste spots about 8,000 feet and above. It consists of Oxalis

'riviah-. SfrJ/aria „i, ha. ' aps, a Bursa-

pastoris, Cardamine syluatmi, Crueifer No. 28628, 1 Thlaspi arvense,

Veronica biloba, Ajuga parviflora, (Enothera rosea, and Galinsoga

parvifiora. The flowers of the Oxalis, Stellaria and Verouira close

when the sun goes off them, and in closing self-pollinate. The
Cardamine, Crueifer No. 28628 (see fig. 16) and Oapsella are self-

Fig. 15.—Arabia alpina. Fig. 16.— Crueifer No. 28628. x2.
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pollinated not long after opening. Galin^Hja sets seed at Simla
in every- flower apparently by self-fertilisation. Oenothera rosea

i- apparent 1\- self-pollinated, l.eiu-,' imperfectly proterandrous.
Below the level „f Simla u hieh ,s7.<»00 feet, Apis in,]/, a occurs

iurnwrrlioi>lu'lis and not /.'. tnaicatn*. F>. hxm<>rrhnidnlis is apparent-
ly greatly given to biting corolla-tubes in order to steal the honey.

It has been seen by nie constanlv bitiiur the tube of SV,</,7/,, r / (<

linearis and to bite the tube of Mudm persica. The corolla-

tube of Salvia lanata, the calyx of W.-.lfnrdia ,!orib H nda, and the
spur of Delphiniu„, .h««d<ti»„i were also found bitten. This bee

At low levels Anthophora cincta and two species of Xylocopa
were met with, and as well /orea and Apis dorsata.

Cool, evergreen forests disappear a little below the level of

Simla, although, from ridges 6,000 feet high, down sheltered nor-
thern slopes, open forests of F u< 'on folia, Roxb.. may extend
to about 4,000 feet. When they are absent, we get on the slopes

where the dew lies longest the scrub-thickets of the hills, w herein

Euphorbia roijleanx may dominate, or '.'arissa spinarum, or Dodo-
visroHi; and occasionally in them Vu <<t nosch r i is very plenti-

ful, and occasionally Adhatoda Vasica, or especially high up species
of Berberis. The sunniest slopes are grassy with a sprinkling of

At the lower levels the vegetation shows in April and May
signs of both a reawakening and of a sinking to rest : of a re-

awakening in the fresh leaves and flowers on trees of Diospyros

montana, or in the blossoming of Cassia Fistula, and of going to rest
in the end of the flowering of Oarissa spinaruni, Euphorbia myleana.
and Woodford ia fw hnn J i, and in the way that Adhatoda Vasica in-

florescences carry much ripe or nearly ripe seed. So do the seasons
overlap at the lower levels ; but at the lowest the dry hot weather
of the bordering plains tells considerably : and there are more
signs of going to sleep than of reawakening.

I made a note of every plant seen in flower, and the following
is the list; after the enumeration, I proceed to analyse the flora.

The words ' above ' and ' below ' signify found above aud found
below the level of 6,000 feet. Where neither of these words occur,

the plant was seen in flower both distinctly above and distinctly

below 6,000 ft.

Pendent Flowers.

Bell with a long tube above, 100-110 mm. long (Class F.)

Datura Metel, Linn, (below).

Regular narrow-tubed flowers, 10—15 mm. deep (Class F.)

Silene inflata, Smith.

Regular narrow-tubed flowers, 10—15 mm. deep (Class H.)

Viburnum fattens, Uecne. (above).
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Narrow-mouthed bell-flower, requring tongue 10 mm. long

(Class H.)

Pieris ovaUfolta, Don (above).

Narrow-mouthed bell-flowers, requiring tongue 5—10 mm. long

(Class H.)

Trachelospermum fragans, Hook. f. (below).

Trichodevma indicum, R. Br. (below).

Mseagnus umbellata, Thunb. (above).

Narrow-mouthed bell-flower, requiring tongue 3—5 mm. long,

(Class H.)

Lonicera angustifolia, Wall, (above).

Vallaris Eeynei, Spreng. (below).

More or less open pendent flowers, 3—5 mm. deep (Class H.
approaching B.)

Berberis Lycmm, Royle.
Berberis aristata, D. C.

Eubus biflorus, Buch.-Ham. (above).

Prinsepia utili?, Royle (above).

I)eut::ia staminea, R. Br. (often erect) (above).

Saxifraga ligulata, Wall, (old flowers upwards) (above).

Zelmeria umbellata, Thw.
Biospyros montana, Roxb. (below).

Btemia externa, R. Br. (below).

Ophiopogon intermedins, Don.

Open bell-flower with honey above, easily obtained by tongues
3—5 mm. long (Class H.)

Campanula colorata, Wall, (above).

Nicandra physaloides, Gaertn. (below).

Class B'., upper part ; tube 15—20 mm. long.

Cnicus argyracanthus, D. C. (flowers often erect).

Narrow flowers, less than 3 mm. deep (Class B).

Gryptolepis Buchanani, Roem. et Sch. (below).

Solatium nigrum, Linn, (below).

Cinnamomum Tamala, Nees.

Horizontal Regular Flowers.

Class H. or F. ; tube 10—15 mm.

Jasminum officinale, Linn.

Jasmtnum humile, Linn.

Jasminum arborescens, Roxb. (below).
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Class H. or F. ; tube 5—10 mm.

rizontal flowers of Class B\, 10—15 mm
Ainsli&a pteropoda, D. C. (above).

rizontal flowers of Class B., less tbau 3 i

Primus Padus, Linn, (above).

A marked moth-flower, 40—50 mm. deep (Class F.)

Morina persica, Linn, (above).

A butterfly-flower with a tube 30 mm. deep (Class F.)

HemerocalUs fulva, Linn, (below).

Tunnel Bombus-flower with spur 10—15 mm. long (Class H.)

Impatiens sulcata, Wall, (below).

Triple tunnel Bombus-flower, with tubes 10—15 mm. deep

(Class H.)

Iris kumaonensis, Wall, (above).

Large open bell Bombus-flower, honey easily reached (Class B

Rhododendron arboreum, Smith (above).

Tube 20—25 mm. deep (Class F. or possibly bird-fertilised).

Loranthus longiflorus, Desv. (below).

Tube or spur 15—20 mm. long (Class H.)

Delphinium denudatum, Wall.

or spur 10—15 mm. deep (Class H).

Gorydalis rutsefotia, Sibth. (above).

Oorydalis ramosa, Wall, (above).

Viola Patrinii, Cing. (above).

Viola serpens, Wall, (above).

Helicteres Isora, Linn, (below).

Adhatoda Vasica, Nees, (below.)
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Salvia lanata, Roxb. (above).

Salvia moorcroftiana, Wall, (above).

above).

Scutellaria linearis, Benth. (above.)

Tube or spur, 5—10 mm. long (Class H.)

Viola canescens, Wall, (above).

Parochetus communis. Buch.-Ham. (above).
[.'•

Indigofera Dosua, Bucb.-Ham.
Astragalus trichocarpus, Graham (above).
Lespedeza stenocarpa, Maxim, (above).
Vicia sativa, Linn, (above).

Vicia tenera, Graham (above).

Pueraria tuberosa, D.C. (balow).
Bhynchosia Pseudo-cajan, Cambess. (below).
Dalbergia Sissoo, Roxb. (below).

Bauhinia Vahlii, W. et A. (below).

Woodfordia floribunda, Salisb. (below).
Lonicera quinquelocidaris, Hardw. (above).

Antirrhinum Orontium, Linn, (above).

Mazus surculosus, D. Don.
Lindenbergia urticsefolia, Lehm. (below).
Lepidagathis cuspidata, Nees. (below).
Lepidagathis hyalina, Nees. (below).

Dicliptera bupleuroides, Nees. (above).

Caryopteris waUichiana, Sehau. (below).

Nepeta spicata, Benth. (above).
Scutellaria repens, Buch.-Ham. (below).

Stachys serieea, Wall, (above).

a urn petiolatum, Royle (above).
Roylea elegans, Wall, (below).

Leucas lanata, Benth.
Teucrium royleanum, Wall, (below).
Ajuga bracteosa, Wall, (below).

Tube or spur, 3—5 mm. deep (Class H.)

Fumaria parvifiora, Lamk. (above).

Crotalaria albida, Heyne (below).

Crotalaria medicaginea, Lamk. (below).

Trifolium repens, Linn.

Trigonella pubescens, Edgew. (above).

Linarin incaua, Wall, (below).

Nelsonia campestris, R. Br. (below).

Vitex trifolia, Linn. f. (below).

Pogostemon plectranthoides, Desf. (below).

Thymus Serpyllum, Linn, (above).

Micromeria biflora, Benth.

Nepeta ruderalis, Buch.-Ham. (below).

Ajuga parvifiora, Benth. (above).
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Tube or spur, 3 mm. and less (Class H., rather than B.)

Polygala abyssinica, Fresen. (below).

Polygala crutalarinde^ Buch.-Ham. (above).

Medicago </< Willd. ( below).

hi./ianfrra hniinHa. Ret*, (below).
Desmodium p6lycarpum, D.C. (below).

Desmodium pa rvifolium, D.C
Wcm tetra.-p> r,,,n. Moonch (above).

Loranthus ligustrinus, Wall, (below).

Tube or spur 3 mm. and less (Ciass B., rather than H.)

Verbascum Thapsus, Linn, (below).

Celsia coromandeliana, Vabl (below).

Feromca serpyllifoUa, Linn, (above).
Lippia nodiflora, Rich, (below).

Fer&euft officinalis, Linn, (below).
J/V^/,rt Linn, (below).

Habenaria Griffithii, Hook. f. (above).

Horizontal pollen flowers (but of Class H.)

Gasma Fistula, Linn, (below).
Cassia Tora, Linn, (below-).

Erect Flowers.

Marked moth-flower, 50—65 mm. deep (Class F.)

Datura Stramonium, Linn, (below).

Marked butterfly-flower, 25—30 mm. deep ( Class F. )

Dsedalacanthus nervosus, T. Anders, (below).

Marked moth-flower, 20—25 mm. deep (Class F.)

(Enothera stricta, Steud. (above).
Plumbago zeylanica, Linn, (below).

Marked moth-flower, 15—20 mm. deep (Class F.)

Silene conoidea, Linn.

Butterfly flowers, 10—15 mm. deep (Class F.)

Reinwardtia trigyna, Planch.
Kalanchoe spathulata, D.C. (below).

Primula petiolaris, Wall, (above).

Primula denticulata, Smith (above).

Thevetia neriifolia, Juss. (below).

Nerium Oleander, Linn, (below).

Glerodendron infortnnatum, Gaertn. (below).
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Ehretia acuminata, R. Br. (below).

Heliotropium strigosum, Willd. (below).

Cynoglossum denticulatum, A. D.C. (below).

Mertensia racemosa, Benth. (above).

Serpestis Monniera, H. B. et K. (below).

Veronica Anagallis, Linn, (below).

Veronica agrestis, Linn, ( above).

Veronica biloba, Linn, (above).

Veronica verna, Linn, (above).

Lantana Oamara, Linn, (below).

Polygonum alatum, Buch.-Ham. (below).

Polygonum capitation, Bucb.-Ham. (above).

Honeyless, but simulating B.

Rosa moschata. Mill.

Evolvulus alsinoides, Wall, (below).

Class AB., witb balf-bidden honey.

Ranunculus hirtellus, Royle (above).

Banunculm sceleratos,U.Tm. (below).

Ranunculus Isetus, Wall.
Ranunculus arvensis, Linn.

Nasturtium officinale, R. Br. (below).

Arabis amplexicaulis, Edgew. (above).

Gardamin. si/h;atioi. Link (above).

Crucifer no. 28628 (above).

Sisymbrium Soyhia, Linn, (above).

Sisymbrium Jlliari*/. Scop, (above).

Erysimum hieraciifolium, Linn, (above).

Brassica nigra, Koch (above).

Ca^etfu LV.l^-yw'.f.n'.^M.cncl. (above).

Thlaspi arvense, Linn.

Thlaspi alpestre, Linn, (above).

Cerastium triviale, Link.

Stellaria media, Cyrill (above).

Arenaria serpyllifolia, Linn, (above).

£/<7rt /i>/m»7<V Willd. (below).

Oafi's comicnlata, Linn, (above).
- W,^r«s paniculata, Willd. (below).

Sapindus Mukorossi, Gfertn. (below).

Spirsea. sorbifoUa, Linn, (above).

Spir&a vacciniifolia, Don (above).

Fragaria indica, Andr.

Potmtilla fragarioides, Linn.

Potentilla kleiniana, Wight et Arn.

Mum rosulatum, Edgew. (above).

Sedtiwi adenotrichum, Wall.





In regard to the position that the flower takes, 62 '88 per-

cent, of the plants have erect flowers, 28 76 per cent, horizontal

and 8'36 per cent, pendulous : there is little difference between the

flora of higher elevations and the flora of the valleys in this

Table bused on the position of the flower.

But when we class the flora by our flower classes, we get

narked irregularities, which I give in the next table, but do not

jomment on, because, before comment on them can be valuable,

iimilar analyses of the spring flora in other parts of the flima-

aya, and indeed elsewhere, must be made.



Table ?«fW vnflmrrr classes.

i the higher hills. on t

Dr. Thomas Thomson has remarked how European is the

spring flora of Simla, and that with the break of the rains a flora

of another type becomes obvious. An analysis of this rains flora,

if directed to show whether it contains a greater percentage
of pendulous flowers than the flora that prevails in the drier

spring season, would prove most interesting.

The Simla spring flora contains some conspicuously long-

tubed flowers, far longer-tubed than any of the Singlela ridge

autumn flora, but in a broad way the two floras in respect to

depth of honey are not very unlike.

Singlela ridge.

Over 30 ...

15-20
10—15 ...

No. °/
0

4 1 34)
4 1-34 £4-35
5 167 )

31 10 37

No. 7o

48 1605
207 6923

Total
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The flora under discussion is the flora of the season when the

Broom (Sarothamnus scoparius) is coming into flower in Simla
gardens, and it is very much higher in type than the flora of the

Eastern Grampians at the season when the Broom is there coming
into flower. The British mountains are poor in Lepidoptera and
poor in flowers specially suited to their visits. A comparison of

the Simla spring flora with that of any circle in the Swiss Alps is

likely to show greater resemblances.
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Ranunculus acris, Linn. Visitor. HYMENOPTERA.
A p i d a e . (

J ) Apis indica, Fabr., sh., 4,000 ft., lO-v-07.

Delphinium denudatum, Wall. No insects were seen on this

frequent and showy plane. The spur of a number of flowers was
observed to have been bi tten through, at the left-hand side near
to the tip. The flower is proteranckous, and self-fertilisation

apparently does not take place.

^
Berberis Lycium, Boyle. The stigma stands in the mouth of

petals*

11

VisitorT plentiful.
6

HYMENOPTERA A pi (I)
Apis ovliea. Fabr.. sh., 4,000—6,000 ft., 9— ll-v-07. (2j HaUetu,
sp., sh.. 4.000 ft., 9-v-07

; 5,000 ft., 22-V-06. Formicidae.
(3) A black ant, 4,000 ft., 9-v-07. LEPIDOPTERA. (4) and
(5) Two species, sh., 5,000 ft., 22-V-06. DIPTERA. A n -

t h o m y i i d a e . (Q) One species, 4,000 ft,, 9-V-07.

Papaver somniferum, Linn. Visitors. HYMENOPTERA.
Apidae. (1) Apis indica. Fabr., and (2) Bomb us eximius.
Smith, cp ., 8,000 ft,, 18-V-06.

Corydalis rutaefolia, Sibth. The flower has the mechanism
typical of Goryd-rtis. It is not very conspicuous, bnt the plant is

gregarious.

Arabis alpina, Linn. Visitors. DIPTERA. Syrphi-
d a e . fl) Rhingia angusticincta, Brnnetti, sh., 8,000 ft., l-v-07.

Cardamine sylvatiea, Link. The anthers dehisce at a very
short distance from the stigma, and afterwards come to touch it.

Visitors. HYMENOPTERA. Apidae. (1) Ealictus polyc-

tur, Bingh. 9 , 7,000 and 8,500 ft., 28-iv-07 and 8-v-07.

Capsella Bursa-pastoris, Afoench. Common and always,

.self-pollinated. Visitors. HYMENOPTERA. Apidae. (1)

Ealictus Volyctor, Bingh. 9 , sh. 7,000 ft., 8-v-07.

Thlaspi alpestre, Linn. The flowers are honeyed, showy
and attract Diptera. Visitors. DIPTERA. Bombyliidae.
(1) Bombylius major, Linn., sh., 9,000 ft., 30-iv-07. Syr-
phi d a e . Syrphus sp., sh., 9,000 ft., 30-iv-07.

Viola Patrinii B.C. This is the scented Viola of the hills
;

see figure above. Visitors HYMENOPTERA. Apidae. (1)
"^nm / , t ::oo ft, 2i»-iv-07 and 8,500 ft,, 28-iv-07. LEPI-
DOPTERA. Rhopalocera. (2) Lyaenid one sp., sh.,

8,500 ft,, 28-iv-07. DIPTERA. S c a t o p h a g i d a e. (3)
bcatophaga sp., seeking honey, 8,000 ft,, 3-V-07.
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Viola serpens, Wall. See figures above. Visitors. HY-
MENOPTERA. A p i d a e . (1) Bombus tunicatns, Smith, sh.,

9,000 ft,, 3O-iv07. Ualictns festus, Bingh. ? sh., 8,300 ft.,

29-iv-07. LEPIDOPTERA. Rhopalocera. (3) Van-
essa urticse, Linn., sh., 9,000 ft., 30-iv-O7. DIPTERA. B o m -

byliidae. (4) Bomlylius major, Linn., two individuals, sh.

8,300 ft , 29-iv-07.

Viola eaneseens, Wall. See figures above. Visitors. HY-
MENOPTERA. A p i d a e. (1) Apis indica, Fabr., sh, 9,000 ft

,

30-iv-07. LEPIDOPTERA. Rhopalocera. (2) Argynnis
sp., sh, 9,000 ft., 30-iv-07. DIPTERA. Bombyliidae. (3)
Bomlylius major, Linn, sh, very diligently and constantly ii

several individuals, 8,300 ft, 30-iv-07 ; and 9,000 ft., 30-iv-07.
S y r p h i d a e. (4) Rhingia angusticincta, Brunetti, 9,000 ft,

30-iv-07. Syrphus balteatus, De Geer, 8,000 ft, 2-v-07.

Polygala abysssinica, Fresen. Visitors. HYMENOP-
TERA. A p i d a e. One small species, sh, 5,000 ft., 22-v-OO .

and 6,000 ft. 20-v-06.

Polygala crotalarioides, Buck.-Ham. The mechanism is

typical of the genus : the keel returns over the stamens after
depression.

Gypsophila eerastioides, I). Don. Visitor. HYMENOP-
TERA. A p i d a e. (1) Geratina Kali, Bingh. 9 , 8,000 ft.. 28-

Gerastium triviale, Link, is gynodioecious, at any rate above
8,000 ft,

Stellaria media, Gyr., is self-pollinated. Visitors. LEPI-
DOPTERA. Rhopalocer a, Lyctenid one sp, sh, 8,500 ft,

28-iv-07.

Geranium nepalenso, Wall., has complete proterandry. Its

flowers open about dawn. Visitors. HYMENOPTERA. F o r-

m i c i d a e. One species of ant, sh, 6,000 ft, ll-v-07.

Oxalis corniculata, Linn., is self-pollinated in the closing

of the flowers in the afternoon. It attracts occasional Hymenop-
tera. Visitors. HYMENOPTERA. Apidae. (1) Halic-

tus polyctor, Bingh, sh, on three occasions, standing on the

anthers and stigmas and turning round to each nectary in turn,

7,000 ft, 8-v-07 and 8,300 ft, 26-iv-07. DIPTERA. Syrphi-
d a e. (2) Melanostoma sp, fp, 7,000 ft, 8-V-07.

Ilex dipyrena, Wall. There is very little honey in the

flowers. The stamens diverge greatly and self-pollination seems

impossible or difficult.
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Skimmia Laureola, Hook. f. The flowers open very little,

and any insects forcing an entry must brush past the stigma ;uiil

anthers. Visitors. H YM KX< )PT K \i A. A p i d a e. (l)Apis
indica, Fabr., once but very persistently, 8,000 ft., 3-V-07.

COLEOPT Kit A. One species twice, within the flowers, 8,000 ft.,

3-v-07.

Murraya Kcenigii, Spreng. Visitors. HYMENOPTERA.
A pi da e. (3) Apis indica. Pabr., sh., 3,000 ft., 9-V-07 ; and
4,500 ft , 16-V-06.

Sarothamnus seoparius, Koch. This introduced plant was
seen to be freely visited and exploded by a large Bombus, at 7,000,

ft., 7-v-06.

Indigofera Dosua, Bnch.-Ham. The flowers open in the

morning and by noon are almost all exploded. Within an hour

..i m, ..| the exploding the uin^ and the keel fall off, leaving no

platform for insects to ali-ht on. Visitors. H Y MEXOPTERA.
A p i d a e. (1) Halictus sp., frequent sh., 4,000 ft., 22-V-06 and

6.000 ft., 20-V-06. LEPIDOPTERA. Rhopalocera. Ly-

aena sp., sh., 7,000 ft., 18-V-06.

Trifolium repens, Linn. A tongue of 5 mm. will reach the

honey of the flowers in these hills. Visitor. LEPIDOPTERA.
Rhopalocera, ( 1 ) Pieris &r.r>W.w. Schrank, sh., 8,300 ft.,

29-iv-07.

Medicago sativa, Linn. Cultivated. The flower was very

abundantly visited by a little Lycmna, sh., 6,000 ft., 28-V-06.

Lotus corniculatus, Linn. A tongue of 7 mm. will reach

the honey of the flowers in these hills. Visitor. HYMEXOP-
TERA. A p i d a e. (1) Apis indica, Fabr., seeking honey,

8,500 ft., l-v-07.

Lathyrus odoratus, Linn. A deep claret race in a garden

was seen to be visited by a Xylocopa, sh., 6,000 ft., 1 l-v-07.

Spiraa canescens, D. Don. Visitor. LEPIDOPTERA.
Rhopalocera. (1) Pieris soracta, F. Moore, 7,000 ft.,

17-V-06.

Rubua biflorus, Buch.-Ham. The flowers are pendent.

Visitor. HYMENOPTERA. Apidae. (1) Halictus sp., cp.,

7,000 ft., 7-v-06.

Bubus laaiocarpus, 8m. The flowers are directed upwards.

Visitors. HYMENOPTERA. Apidae. (1) Apis indica,

Fabr
,
sh., 7,000 ft., 17-V-06. LEPIDOPTERA. R h o p a 1 o-

c e r a. (2) Pieris sp., sh., 7,000 ft., 17-V-06.
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Fragaria indica, Anders. Visitors. DIPTERA. T a c h i-

nidae. (1) One species, 8,300 ft., 29-iv-07.

Fragaria vesca, Linn. Visitors. DIPTERA. Sjrp h i-

d a e. (1) Syrphus sp., 8,300 ft., 29-iv-07.

Potentilla fragarioides, Linn. Visitors. HYMENOPTERA.
Apidae. (1) Hulirtus sp., 4,000 ft., 22-V-06. Formic i-

d a e. (2) One species 4,000 ft., lo-v-06. DIPTERA. Syrphi-
d a e. (3) Melanostoma sp., 4,000 ft., 18-V-06, and fp., 6,400 ft.,

Rosa moschata, Mill. Visitors. HYMENOPTERA.
Apidae. (1) Apis indica, Fabr., cp., 4,000 ft., 9-v-07

;
cp., in

great abundance 4,000 ft., lO-v-07, and cp., 7,000 ft., 17-V-06. (2)
Bombus hsemorrhoidalis, Smith, cp., 4,000 ft., lO-v-07 and seeking
honey, 7,000 ft., 17-V-06. (3) Bombus hmiotxs, Smith, seeking
honey ii» just open buds, 7,000 ft., 18-V-06. (4) Xylocopa sp., cp.

twice and seeking honey once, 4,500 ft., lO-v-07. (.V) // / et><-

sp., 4,000 ft., 9-V-07.

Pyrus Pashia Bnoh.-Ham. Visitors. HYMENOPTER A

.

Apidae. (1) Apisindica., Fabr., sh., in great numbers, 28-iv-07,
30-iv-07, l-v-07. (2) Bombus tunicatus, Smith, 8,000 ft., 30-

iv-07. (3) Andrena floridula, Smith, 9 , 28-iv-07. (4) Andrena
sp., 30-iv-07. (5> Balictus sp., MO-iv-07. LEPIDOPTERA.
Rhopalocera. (6) Vanessa nrtic-e. Linn., sh., 28-iv-07.

DIPTERA. Syrphidae. (7) Eri^ta'i, t^nax, Linn., 28-

iv-07, 30-V-07. (8) Eristalis ? solitus, Wall., 30-V-07. (9)

.
30-V-07. (10) Syrphm torvns, O.-Sack., 3O-iv-07. (11

and 12) Syrphus 2 spp., 28-iv-07 and 30-iv-07. ( 13) Melanostoma
ambignum, Fall., 30-iv-07. (14) Melanostoma sp., 30-iv-07.
Antli o m y i i d a e. (15) Anthomyia ? 30-iv-07. S e p s i d a e .

(16) Sepsis sp., 30-iv-07. Dolichopidae. (17) One
species, 30-iv-07. COLEOPTERA. (18) One species. 30-iv-O7.

All at 8,000 ft.

Cotoneaster microphylla, Wall. HYMENOPTERA. A p -

idae. (J) Apis indica. Fabr.. 7.000 ft.. 17-iv-0G. (2)

Halictus sp., 6,300 ft., 20-V-06. DIPTERA. Syrphidae.
C-jj Eri>t.,r/, sp., 7.000 ft., 17-V-06. (4) Hemophilus sp., 6,300 ft.,

20-V-06. Muscidae. (5) CaUiphora sp., 6,300 ft,, 20-V-06
;

7,000 ft., 17-V-06. (6) Luci'ia sp., abundant, 6,300 ft., 20-V-06.

S c a t o p h a g i d a e . (9) Scatophaga sp., 6.300 ft., 20-v
06. All at honey.

Prinsapia utilis, Boyle. The flowers contain a little honey
and face earthwards.

Saxifraga ligulata, Wall. The neglect by insects of the
flowers of this showy Saxifraga is remarkable. Apis indica
I have seen to hover before flowers, and then to turn away. A



black ant is the only insect that I have seen at the small amount
of honey present. I observe that the relative height of the

anthers and stigma in opening flowers is variable and that self-

pollination, though not universal, is frequent. Visitor. HYMEN-
"I'TKKA. Formicidi.e. (1) Black ant, sh., 9,000 ft.,

Br. Not freely visited. Visitor.

I'll 'T K HA. Syrphidae. (I ) EristaUs sp., 6,000 ft., 1 1
-

v-07.

Kalanchoe spathulata, B.C. The tube of the flower is 13—
14 mm. long. The anthers are placed at two slightly different

heights in it, the upper being scarcely 1 mm. from the mouth
and the lower 1-5 mm. from the mouth. The styles elongating
carry the stigmas past the lower anthers up to the lower edge of

the upper anthers; and there is considerable probability of self-

pollination. Honey is plentiful ; and there are five approaches to

it down the flufcings of the ovary.

Sedum adenotrichum, Wall. The petals are white, striped

with pink lines inside and flushed with pink outside. They form
a tubular structure 5 mm. deep and 3 mm. across, spreading t«.

7 mm. above. The outer surface, as well as the stem, is > -htiv
glandular. Honey is freely secreted by the five nectaries at

the base of the flower. The open flower is nearly erect. When
it first opens, five anthers dehisce, then the other five; at this

time the anthers form a ring 1*5 mm. across, the first five being
slightly above the others, and the stigmas somewhat drawn to-

gether in the centre. As the flower ages the anther-ring becomes
2 mm. across, all the anthers become level, and the stigmas

thera rosea, Sol. Though honey is plentiful in the

long tube, yet visitors are rare. The deep lip-pnrple

en in the morning, the anthers dehiscing as they expand,

stigmas, spreading very soon after, come early into

ith them. Visitors. HYMENOPTERA. A p idae.

to take to wing

„ , 6,000 ft,., ll-v-07. LEPIDOPTERA. Rhopalocera.
(2) A Pie! id, 5,000 22-V-06 COLEOPTERA. (3)1 beetle.

7,000 ft., 4-v-07.

Woodfordia floribunda, Salisb. There is a great quantity

of honey in the tube of the flower at which ants were seen, 4,000 ft.,

17-V-06. The tube is sometimes bitten through apparently by a
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Puniea G-ranatum, Linn. The flowers are markedly proter-

androus, the style being at first short. During flowering it doubles
its length. Bombus hsemorrhoidalis is a most regular visitor ; it

stands generally on the stamens and turns to all sides of the flower
successively. Visitors. HYMEXOPTERA. Apidae. (1)
Bombus hasmorrhoidalis, Smith, seeking honey, 3,000 ft., 22-V-06

;

3,200 ft, 9-V-06
; 4,000 ft., 12-V-06. (2) Bombus sp, 8,000 ! r., 12-

v-06. (3) Apis florea, Fabr, cp, 3,000 ft., 9-V-07. COLEOP-
TERA. (4) Beetles sheltering in the flowers, 3,000 ft., 17-V-06.

Heracleum eandicans, Wall. Visitors. DIPTERA.
Muscidae. (1) Calliphora sp, sh. A n t h o m y i i d a e.

(2) 1 sp, sh. COLEOPTERA. (3) One beetle. Al'l at 7,000
ft, 2-v-07.

Viburnum cotinifolium, I). Don. Visitors. LEPIDOP-
TERA. Rhopalocera. (1) Vanessa urticse, Linn, sh,
7,500 ft, 4-V-07.

Viburnum pulchellum, Buck.-Ham. All the flowers of the
flat panicle are open at the same time. The filaments are 3—3 5

mm. long ; the style is absent ; the corolla-tube is 1 mm. long.

The flower is evidently intended to be fertilised by insects run-

ning over it.

Viburnum foetens, Becne. The flowers are very conspicuous

on the leafless trees, of a delicate rose pink, turned downwards
or horizontally, scented and with a moderate quantity of honey.
The tube is 14—16 mm. lone. Visitors. HYMENOPTERA.
Apidae. (1) Bombus tunicatus, Smith, 9 ,

sh, at 9,200 ft. and
9,400 ft, 29-iv-07.

Lonicera angustifolia, Wall. For the mechanism, see

above. It i.s very well visited. Visitors. HYMEXOPTERA.
Apidae. (1) Bombu* tunicatus, Smith, sh, 8,000- 8,500 ft,

2_4-v-07. (2) Podalirius quadri-,.^ , ; . Villa:-, sh, 8.500 ft,

2-v-OT. (3) Apis indica, Fabr, sh, 8,000-8,500 ft, 27-iv—3-V-07.
LEPIDOPTERA. Rhopalocera. (4) One species, sh,
7,000 ft, 7-V-06. Heterocera. (5) Sphingid, sh, in several

individuals and persistent, 8,500 ft, 2-v-07.

Valeriana Wallichii, B.C. Gynodkecious. Visitors. HY-
MEXOPTE RA. Apidae. (1 ) Apia indica, Fabr, sh, 8,000—
9000 ft, 27-iv—l-v-07. DIPTERA. Bombyliidae. (2).

Bombylius major, Linn, sh, 9,000 ft, 30-iv-07. Syrphidae.
(3) Eristalis tenax, Linn, 8,000 ft, 4-V-07. (4) Syrphus balteatus,

De Geer, 8,000—8,3< 0 ft. 2o-iv-07 and 2-v-07. (5; Syrphns sp.,

8,000 ft, 3-V-07. (6) PlatycUrus manicatus, Meig, sh, 8,000 ft,,

28-iv-07. Muscidae. (7) Calliphora sp, 8,300 ft, 3-v-07.

A n t h o m y x i d a e. (8) One species, fp, 8,500 ft, 26-iv-07.

THYSAXOPTERA. (9) Thrips, 8,000 ft, 27-iv-07.
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Morina persica, Linn. The mechanism is described in t

urnaL 1906, pp. 522-523. The visitors which fertilise the flow

e Sphingids.

Oldenlandia gracilis,

Xr8

find

e

n0
n
honey

n

m tb^ tube. The

after the opening of the flower. Pollen apparently falls

stigma. During flo<

m length ; the stign

ing flowering the style gr<

e stigmas are 1*5

Randia tetrasperma, Be*

stands well above it. Pollen is shed in the bud some little 1

before it expands into a flower, and adheres to the swollen outside
of the stigmas. It is then exposed in the male stage of the
proterandrous flower. Later, the stigmatic lobes separate a very

' ;een, though a look-out was kept for

exserta, B.C. Visitors. HYMENOPTERA.
Apidae. (1) Apis indica, Fabr. COLEOPTERA. (2) A
small brown beetle very abundant. Both at 2,500 ft., ll-v-07.

Vernonia einerea, Less. The tube is 4 mm. long. Visitors.

HYMEXOPTERA. Apidae. (1 ) Megachile ?. LEPIDOP-
TERA. R h o p a 1 o c e r a. (2) Lyeeena sp. Both at 3,500 ft.,

Erigeron multicaulis, Wall. Visitors. LEPIDOPTERA.
Heterocera (1) Pieris soracta, F. Moore. (2) Lyexnasp.
Both at 7,000 ft,, ld-v-06.

,
28-iv

Gerbera lanuginosa, Benth. The tube is 9 mm. long.

Visitors. HYMEXOPTERA. Apidae. (1) Xylocopa sp.,

sh., very persistently, 6,000 ft., ll-v-07. (2) Halidus sp., cp„

19-V-06, 9-v-07, 3,000 ft., LEPIDOPTERA. Bhopalocera.
<3) Pir.is soracta,¥. Moore, sh., 5,000 ft., 20-V-06. (4) Yakima
sp., sh., 5,000 ft., 22-V-06.

fruit at
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Senecio nudicaulis, Buch.-Ham. The tube is 3 mm. long.
Visitors. DIPTERA. Muscidae. (1) One species, sh, 6,400
ft., 19-V-06.

Vicoa auriculata, Oass. The tube is 2'5 mm. long. Visitors.

LEPIDOPTERA. Rhopalocera. (1) Lycsena sp., sh.,

3,000 ft., 9-v-07.

Cnicus argyracanthus, C. B. Clarke. The tube is 17 mm.
KRA. Apidae. (1) Xylocopa

sp., sh., 3,500 ft,, 16-V-06 : (2) Bombus hjsemorrhoidalis, sh., 1,600
—3,500 ft., 13—21-V-06. (3) („>;„ S p. t

? sh., 5,000 ft.,

22-V-06. Eumenidae. (4)1 sp., seeking honey., 5,000 ft..

Ainslisea pteropoda, B.C. Visitors. DIPTERA. S y r-

p h i d a e. (1) Bhingia ungustuincta, Brunetti, sh., 8,000* ft.,

27-V-07.

Taraxacum officinale, Wigg . Visitors. HYMENO-
PTERA. Apidae. (1) Bombus t»nk;,h>s

t
Smith, sh, 8,200 ft.,

3-V-07. (2) Apis in diea. Fabr, sh.. 8.000—8.500 ft., 27-iv—3-v-
07. (3) Elis prismatica, Smith, 5 , 8,700 ft , 3-v-07. ( 4 ) Halirtu,

duophobtis, Bingh. 2
,

cp., and sh., 8,000 ft . l-v-07. (b) Halir-

in* viridulus. Bino-h. ?. >b . x00< ' ft.. 27-iv-07. ((>) Cer^o*.,

bhawani, Bingh. 9, cp., and sh., 8,000—8,300 ft, 2—3-v-07.

Formicidae. (7) Black ant, frequent 8,000 ft., 27-iv-07 and
l-v-07. LEPIDOPTERA. Rhopalocera. (8) Papilio

machaon, Linn., 9,000 ft.. 30-iv-07. (9) Ptem S.-h.-mik,

sh., 8,000—8,300 ft., 29-iv—l-v-07. (10) Vanessa urticse, Linn.,

8,300 ft,, 29-iv-07. (11) Vanessa xanthomelama, Denis and Schieff.,

sh., frequent, 8,300—9,000 ft., 29-iv—3-v-07. (12) Argynnis sp.,

6,000 ft., 23-V-06
;
8,000 and 9,000, 30-iv-07. ( 13 )€»';<;.< sp.. sh.,

6,000 ft., 23-V-06 and 8,500 ft., l-v-07. (14) Gonepteryx rhamni,
Linn., 8,000ft., 28-iv-07. Heterocer'a. (15) Sphingid, one
sp., sh., diligently, 8,000 ft,, 27iv-07. (16) Noctuid moth, sh.,

8,000 ft., 28-iv-07. DIPTERA. Syrphidae. (17) Eristalis

tenax, Linn., sh. 8,000—8,300 ft., 1-3-V-07. (18) Syrphm
pymstri Lim.., 8.30 0, ft,, 2-V-07 . (19) Platychirus albimanus,

Fabr., 8,000 ft., 27-iv-07. (20) Sphserophoria hevis, Brunetti, sh.,

8,300 ft., J-v-07. (21 ^7 ;

(22 i Grio.-luna doitata, Brunetti, sh., 8,300 ft., 29-iv-07.

A n t h o m y i i d a e. ( 23 ) One sP„ fp. 8,300 ft. 0-v-07.

Launsea nudicaulis, Hook. f. Visitors. HYMENO-
PTERA. Apidae. (1) Bombus hwmorrhoidalis, Smith, sh.,

2,000 ft., 12-V-06 ; 4,000 ft., 15-V-06. (2) Apis indica Fabr, cp.,

7,000 ft., 14-V-06. (3) Halictus sp., 1,800 ft, 14-V-06. For-
micidae. (4) One species, 5,000—6,000 ft, 17-v-OO.

DIPTERA. A n t h o m y i i d a e. (5) One species, 3,500 ft.

10-v-C
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Sonchus oleraceus, Linn. Visitors. LEPIDOPTERA.
Rhopalocera. (I) Pieris soracta, F. Moore, sh., 7,000
ft., 17-V-U6. DIPTERA. Anthomyiidae. (2) One
species, 3,500 ft., lO-v-07.

Sonchus arvensis, Linn. Visitor. HYMENOPTERA.
A p i d a e . ( ]

) Halictus sp., 3,800 ft., lO-v-07.

Lactuca heyneana, D.C. Visitor. HYMENOPTERA.
A p i d a e. (1) Bombus hemorrhoidal is, Smith, at 4,000 ft., 21-

Tragopogon gracile, D.C. The tube is 5 mm. long and the
-no-ma,, ultimately reettrvo into more than a complete circle which
should produce self-pollination. The flowers are little visited.

Visitor. HYMENOPTERA. A p i d a e. (1) Halictus da-ph,.,!,,,*.

Bingh., 9 , cp., several times, 8,500, l-v-07.

Pieris ovalifolia, D. Don. The mechanism was described in

Katun- of July 26, 1006, vol. lxxiv.. p. 296. A shower of pollen

falls on the visiting insect, and the most suitable of its visitor, is

Bouilms hemorrhoidal is. The visitors observed on the flowers

were :—HYMENOPTER V. A p i d a e. fit B ,b ( s h rh -

•lahs. Smith, sh. (2) One or more species of ? Halictus. sh

through holes bitten in the corolla. V e s p i d a e. (3) One
species biting holes in the corolla. LEPIDOPTERA. Rhopa-
locera.

, 1 - PU . is s » u t /. F Moo, e, sh. i 5 ) Pirns &wsstc«,
Schrank. sh. All 6,000 ft., 20-V-06.

Rhododendron arboreum, Sm. Visitors. HYMENO-
PTERA. Apidae. (1) Apis indica, Fabr., 8,000 ft. DI-
PTERA. Syrphidae. (2) Syrphus sp., 8,000 ft. Muse i-

d a e. (3) Lucilia sp., 8,500 ft. All 28-iv-07. On 10-iii-1902 at

Palampur, somewhat further west (4,000 ft.), I saw a number of

wasp, in the flowers of this plant all more or less narcotised.

Diospyros montana, Bo.vb. Visitors. HYMENOPTERA.
Apidae. (I) Ccelioxys or a similar bee. Vespidae.
(2 ) Eumenid, one sp. Both sh., 3,500 ft., ll-v-07.

Primula denticulata, Smith. The mechanism has been

described above. Visitors. HYMENOPTERA. Apidae. (1)

Podalirius quadrifasciatns, Villers, sh., going from plant to plant,

LEPIDOPTERA. Rhopalocera. (2) Argynnis sp., sh.

Both 8,700 ft., 3-v-07.

Androsace rotuniifolia, Hardw. The spread of the corolla

is 8-10 mm ; the tube is 2—2 5 mm. long with very little honey ;
it

is ventric >se, 2 mm. in diameter at the middle, and 1 mm. at the

mouth. The flower at its opening is white ; in age it becomes a

deep rose-pink. Visitors are very rare. The anthers are situated
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just above the middle of the flower, on the same level as the stigma

and in age self-pollination apparently occurs.

Jasminum officinale, Linn. Visitor. LEPIDOPTERA.
Rhopalocera. (1) Pieris brassicse, Schrank, sh. H e fc e r-

ocera. (2) Sphingid, one sp., sh. Both at 6,300 ft., 20-V-06.

Carissa spinarum, A. D.G. Flowers white, abundantly honied
and fragrant ; tube 8 mm. long. In a very young bud the closed

stigmas lie below the anthers ; at the opening of the flower they
are close to them, and receive the shed pollen onto the ring brush of

hairs which they possess. Visiting insects brush off this pollen,

and crawling insects are excluded from access to the honey by the

hairs lining the corolla-tube. Visitors. HYMENOPTERA.
A p i d a e. ( 1 ) Bo.ubus hremorrhoidalis, Smith, sh., 3,500 ft., 10-

v-07
; 4,000 ft,, 15-V-06. LEPIDOPTERA. Rhopalocera.

(2 and 3) Papilio 2 spp. sh., 4,000 ft., 15-V-06. (4) One other
species, 5,500 ft., 18-V-06.

Calotropis procera, B. Br. Visitor. HYMENOPTERA,
A p i d a e. (1) Xyloccpa sestuans, Linn., 1,700 ft,, 13-V-06.

Buddleia paniculata, Wall. The tube is 9—11 mm. long,

with very little honey. The anthers are situated about half way
down the tube, and 1 mm. above the stigma. Visitors very few.

1 1 V M V, N'OPTERA. A p i d a e. (1) Bombns sp., sh., l-v-07.

(2) Apis indict. Fabr., sh., 28-iv-07. LEPIDOPTERA. R h o-

p aloe era. (3) Vanessa urticse, Linn., 4-V-07. DIPTERA.
S y r p h i d a e. (4 ) Eristalis sp., fp., 4-v-07. All at 8,000 ft.

Gentiana pedicellata, Wall. Flower an intense sky-blue.

Tube 5 mm. deep with a fair amount of honey, which can he
obtained through the five channels made by the iuwanllv project-

ing adnate filaments, and the ovary. The flower is at first pro-

terandrous, the anthers touching one another in a little group over
the stigmas ; later the filaments move out to the walls of the corolla

tube, and place the anthers at the rim of the mouth of the corolla,

while the stigmas expand where the anthers were. The stigmas
are carried up to this position by the growth of the gynophore.
It is almost certain that there is self-fertilisation in the closing and
withering of the flower.

Gentiana argentea, Royle. Flower light sky-blue, rarely

white ; mechanism the same as in O. pedicellata. It grows at higher

levels than the latter and at them is freely visited. When Thy-

mus begins to flower, Apis begins to desert the Gentiana for it.

Visitors. HYMENOPTERA. Apidae. (1) Bombns tani-

3 ith,S ,
sh., 8,500—9,300 ft., 29-iv-07. (2) Apis indicn,

Fabr., sh., often excesssively constant 8,000—9,400 ft,, 28-iv—3-

v-07. (3) Andrena burkillii, Bingh., sh., 8,000 ft., 30-iv-O7. (4)

HaUctus duopholus, Bingh., 9 ,
sh., 8,800., l-v-07. (5) Halictu



urtiav, Linn, sh., 8,500, l-v-07. .11) Vauessa santh<mv! .;>,„

It'.

1

1 V-U7. ' \

1

l/5?'*l*v\' J »-iii.V, 'X\ ^OOo'i't.^Sv-oT.
5

'Vet e'r^

iv-07.' DIPTKKA. ~l: mi h'v 1 , i ,1 a'e. i I"i \\u< „.•',"
.-.

Linn., sh.. 9.300 -9,400 Ft .. 29-iv-07. Syrphidae. ( 10 i i>V

Linn..8.30oft..2-v-07. ( 17) r/, ( / v r/(( r^-///,»m«»»,,'Fal>r..

If... S.0OO Ft.. 29-iv-07. { 18 ) Sphv^phnria >(>., Fp.. S.000 Ft.. 29-iv-

07. An th o myiidae. (19) One sp.. 8,000 Ft.. 3-v-07. CO-
LEOPTERA. i 20 > Meii.j, th..,. 8.000 ft., 3-v-07.

A p i d a e . (1) Apis dc

PTERA. Anthomyi
(3) One small species in fair quantity. All at 3,000 ft., 9-v-07.

Mertensia racemosa, Benth. Visitors. HYMENOPTERA.
A p i d a e . (1) Apis indica, Fabr., 8,200, 3-v-07. DIPTERA.
Syrphidae. ( 2 ) P >,. , >« u'him«»H*, Fabr., 8,400 ft,,

28-iv-07.

Trichodesma indicum, Jt. Br. The flowers open at 7 a.m.

They face earthwards. The corolla is 20 mm. in diameter, pale
blue, with .•laivt-bi-nwn patches round the throat, all >

> :.a;

:

with the corolla-lobes. The tube is 8 mm. deep, circular in

reason of the way in which the" filaments arc attached Tic
anthers make a funnel-shaped inverted cone with the sti»-nia

and shed pollen held in it. They shed their pollen first at tin-

downwardly directed tip, later from the opposite ends : and it all

slides down into the funnel. There are five ways to the honey,
and Anthophora zonata (an insect which apparently especially

visits this flower) hangs under the cone as it turns round to

explore each in turn. The pollen is liberated on to the Lower
surface of its thorax in this act, if the flower be young and the
stigma immature : when the flower is older, the now ripe stomas
project 4 mm. from the empty cone and are rubbed by the insect's

thorax and pollinated if pollen is there. The ways to the honey
are well guarded by hairs. HYMENOPTERA. Apidae. (1)
Anthrophora zonata, Linn, diligently and constantly sh., 3,000 ft.,

9-v-07, and 4,000 ft,, 15-V-06.

Evolvulus alsinoides, Wall. Visitors. HYMENOPTERA.
Apidae. (1) Bombus hwmorrhoidalis, Smith, 4,000 ft., 15- v-

06. (2) Apis ? dorsata, Fabr., 1,700 ft., 13-V-06
;
Chrysi-

d i d a e . (3) Chrysis ? sp. 1,700 ft., 13-V-06. DIPTERA.
A n t h o m y i i d a e . (4) One sp., 2,500 ft,, 9-V-07.
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Solanum xanthocarpum, Schrad. et Wendl.— Visitor.

HYMENOPTERA. Apidae. (1) Xylocopa sp, cp., 3,550

Celsia coromandeliana, VaU. Visitor. HYMENOPTERA.
Apidae. (1) Bombus h&morrhoidalis, Smith, sh, 1,600
ft., 14-V-06.

Herpestis Monnieria, H. B. et K. Solitavy and erect, lilac,

very slightly zygomorphic flowers with but little honey. The
stigma comes to occupy the position of the aborted fifth stamen,

and ultimately the style grows to be a little longer than the

longer filaments.

Veronica biloba, Linn. The flowers close early and in

closing self-pollinate.

Adhatoda Vasica, Nees. See this Journal 1906, p. 521. The
visitors observed on the flowers have been : —HYMENOPTERA.
Apidae. (1) Xylocopa testuans, sh., 1,700 ft., 4-v-06. (2)
Xylocopa a different species sp., sh., 2,500 ft,, 9-V-07. (8) Bombus
sp., 1,800 ft., 12-V-06.

Dicliptera bupleuroides, Nees. See this Journal 1906,

p. 521. Visitors recorded:—HYMENOPTERA. Apidae.
(1) Anthrophora zonata, Linn., sh., 4,500 ft., 20-V-06. (2) Apis

ia Iva. 7.000 ft.. 24-v-OO. LEPIDOPTBRA. Rhopalo-
c e r a . (3) Lyceena sp., 7,000 ft., 24-V-06. A wasp was
seen biting the corolla, 4,500 ft., 20-V-06.

Micromeria biflora, Benth. Gynodkecious. The tube is

5—6 mm. long, and at the mouth 15 mm. in diameter. There

flower is slightly proterandrous
;
the stigma^at first does not reach

to the anthers of the lower stamens, but later by the growth of

the style it becomes exserted. Visitors. HYMENOPTERA.
Apidae. (1) Apis in //.•„. Fabr., sh., 4.000—4,500 ft., 15—16-
v-06, 2-v-07; 8,000 ft., 8-v-07. (2) Halictns sp., 2,000 ft., 21-V-06.
LEPIDOPTERA. Rhopalocera. (3) Papilio machaon,
Linn., sh., 7,000 ft., 18-V-06. (4) Pieris soracta, F. Moore,
7,000 ft, 18-V-06. (5) Argynnis sp., 6,400—7,000 ft., 18—29-V-06.
(6) Lyceena sp., sh., 4,000 ft., 15-V-06

;
6,400 ft , 19-V-06.

Thymus Serpyllum, Linn. The flowers are gynodioecious.

Visitors. HYMENOPTERA. Apidae. (1) Apis indie,

Fabr., sh., 6,000 ft., 9-v-06; 8,000—8,300 ft., 26-iv—v-07. (2)
C'raliua kali, Bin-]... sh.. 8,000 ft., 28-iv-07. LEPi I )( ) IT KR \.

Rhopalocera. (3) Pieris soracta, F. Moore, 7,000 ft , 18-v-

06. (4) Vanessa urticee, Linn., sh., 8,000 ft., l-v-07. (5) Chr,,-

sophanus phlaas, Linn., 8,000 ft., 2-V-07. (6) Lycsma sp
,
sh.,

8,000 ft, 4-v-07. DIPTERA. Bombyliidae. (7) Bom-
bylius major, Linn., sh., 8,000 ft, 4-V-07.
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•

Salvia lanata, Roxb. See this Journal, 1906, p. 523. Visitors,

il V M KN< )FTERA. Apidae. (1) Bom?.»> tnnicatns. Smith,
sh., 7,000 ft., 18-V-06. (2, Bumhns l l ;c l n„rr/t .;;i<!i*. Smith, 7,000
ft . 18-V-06. LEPIDOPTERA. Heterocera. (3)Sphin-
id, one sp., 8,000 ft., 4-V-07.

Nepeta ruderalis, Buch.-Ham. Visitors. HYMENOPTtiRA.
Apidae (1) .4?uWa sp., 3,500 ft., 16-V-06.

Scutellaria linearis, Benth. See this JiromaZ, 1906, p. 524.

Visitors. HYMENOPTERA. Apidae. (1) Bombus h&mor-
rhoidalis, Smith, stealing the honey by biting the corolla tube,

6,000-7,000 ft., 21—23-V-06.

Roylea elegans, Wall. Visitors. HYMENOPTERA. Api-
dae. (1) Bombus hsemorrhoidalis, Smith, 4,000 ft., 8—9-v-07.

(2) Anthophora sonata, Linn., 4,500 ft., 16-V-06. (3) Apisindica,

Fabr., sh., 3,800 ft., 9-V-07.

Teureium royleanum, Wall. See this Journal, 1906, p. 524.

Visitor. HYMENOPTERA. Apidae. (1) Anthophora zona-

ta, Linn., 4,500 ft, 16-V-06.

Ajuga bracteosa, Wall. The tube is 4 mm. long. The
stigma touches the anthers of the lower longer stamens.
Visitor. LEPIDOPTERA. Heterocera. (1) Sphingid
going systematically to all the flowers, 8,000 ft., 3-V-07.

Duranta Plumieri, Jacq. In a garden at Bilaspur. Visitor.

HYMENOPTERA. Apidae. (1) Bombus htemorrhoidalis,

Smith, sh., 1,600 ft, 12-V-06.

Lantana Camara, Linn. LEPIDOPTERA. Rhopa-
locera. ( 1 ) One sp., 3,000 ft, 12-V-06. DIPTERA. A n -

thomyiidae. (2) One sp, 3500 ft, lO-v-07.

Caryopteris wallichiana, Schau. Visitor. HYMENO-
PTERA. Apidae. (1) Xylocopa sp, sh., 2,500 ft, 21-V-06.

Elseagnus umbellata, Thimb. Smalt beetles and Thrips

were seen in the richly honied pendent flowers, at 7,000 ft., 7-V-06.

Loranthua ligustrinus, Wall. The flowers are richly honied.

The tube is 3 mm. long ; it is red in colour, narrowed above, and

baa an entanglement ofhairs blocking the way to the honey.

Viaeum japonicum, Thunb. The minute green flowers are

only o mm. in diameter and not massed; nevertheless I saw

without much search four inserts sucking the tiny drops of sweet

juice off the stigma. Visitors. HYMENOPTERA. One Apiid,

one ant and two minute winged Hymenoptera at honey, 5,000 ft.
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Euphorbia royleana, Boiss. Visitor. HYMENOPTERA.
Formicidae. (1) A large black ant sh., 4,000 ft., 9-v-06.

Sapium sebiferum, Roxb. Visitors. HYMENOPTERA.
Apis and wasps in great numbers to the glands on the pedicels of

the flowers, 2,000 ft., 21-V-06.

Salix elegans, Wall. cT. Visitors. DIPTERA. Bibioni-
dae. (1) Dihphus sp., sh., 30-iv-07 and (2) one other fly,

30-iv-07. E m p i d a e. One sp., l-iv-07. All at 8,000 ft,

Salix oxyearpa, Anderss. d\ Visitors. HYMENOPTERA.
(1) Apis indica, Fabr., sh. (2) Andrena floridula, Smith, in some
numbers. DIPTERA. S y r p h i d a e. (3) Syrphua sp.

T a c h i n i d a e. (4) Echinomyia sp. Scatophagidae.
(5) Scatophaga sp. All at 8,700 ft., 3-v-07.

Gagea lutea, Schult. f. Visitors. HYMENOPTERA.
A p i d a e. (1) Andrena sp., cp., 9,000 ft., 30-iv-07.

Hymenoptera. Two species of Xylocopa are recorded above

a, visiting- the flowers of the Simla Hills : one is the familiar X
sestuans of the plains which was seen no higher than near Bilaspur

at 1,700 ft. : the other is a species like X. nigrescens. This second

Xylocopa ascended to the hill top (6,000 ft.) at Kasauli, whereas
further back from the plains than Kasauli, though it was seen fre-

quently at varying heights, it was never above 4,500 ft. ; it visited

and six different honied flowers,

—

Lathyrus odorata, Oenothera rosea,

Gerbera lanuginosa, Cnicus argyracanthus, Adhatoda vasica and
Caryopteris vallichiana

.

Bombtts hxmorrhoidalis was seen to descend to Bilaspur (1,600
it. ) where it visited Celsin cor<»,wnd>-' iana, and to ascend to 7,000

ft. Between these limits, but particularly about 4,000 -6,000 ft,,

it is common, and a great-flower visitor especially to Punica
Oranatum which is wild on the hill sides, and to Rosa moschata,

which can provide it with pollen only ; for honey it is often very
constant on Labiates such as Roylea elegans and Scutellaria

linearis ;
but the latter it robs by biting the corrolla. I have al-

ready mentioned the habitof the insect of apparently always biting

the left side of the corolla. Above the zone of Bombtts hsemorrhoi-

dalis up to my highest limit Bombus tunicatus occurs plentifully : it

goes diligently to pendulous and horizontal flowers such as Loni-

t'ftens.

With it occurs Podalynus quadrifusciafus.

With the Xylocopas occurs Anthphora zonatu. It was seen to

reach 4,500 ft., and to be a constant visitor to the blue inverted

flowers of Trichodesma indicum.

Apis indica is everywhere from the plains up to my highest
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and is diligent on a great variety of plants most of which are not

or hardly visited by the species of Xylocopa and Bombus.
Apis dorsata and Apisflorea occurred no higher than 3,000 ft.

Species of Andrena and Hulictus and similar small bees are

common on the hills at the higher elevations. I do not know
enoughahout them to justify anv lengthy remarks here. Six of the

Composite? received visits from them and five of the Rosacea?
;
they

were not uncommon on the little blue Gentiana argentea ; in all

they visited twenty-four species.

EHs prismatica was seen on Taraxacum officinale and Genti-

At low elevations Eumenids were seen and several bees of

various genera which, when they could not be caught, are not satis-

factorily identified even generically, and are only mentioned above
with notes of interrogation.

Ants were seen on the flowers of ten different species and at

all elevations ; but perhaps they are more abundantly present in

the valleys than on the hill tops.

Lepidoptera.—Butterflies are very abundant at the higher

elevations. Species of Pieris visited the flowers of thirteen differ-

ent plants, species of Vanessa seven, species of Argynnis four,

Lyesenids eleven, and species of Papilio three. Sphingidg were
also present plentifully and must do a considerable amount of flower

visiting at night
; by day I observed them on seven species.

Half of the butterflies are species abundant in Britain.

Diptera. Of the orderBombyliidse, Bombylius major was found
between 8,300 ft. and 9,400 ft., visiting freely the flowers of Viola,

Thlaspi. Va'er, Gentiana and Thymus. It, without doubt, is an
important insect in flower-fertilisation. Rhingia angusticincta is

the longest tongued of the Syrphidss seen ; it occurred from 8,000
to 9,000 ft, on flowers of Arabis, Viola and Ainslisea. Eristalis did

not ascend on the whole quite so high as Bhingin, ranging from
6,000 ft. to 8,300 ft Species of Syrphus were common with the
Rhingia, and also of Melanostoma and Platychirus. One Melanos-
toma was found as low down as 4,000 ft. It is worthy of remark
that the Syrphids visited very many white flowers and few intense-

ly coloured flowers
; but that may be a consequence of the large

numbers of pale flowers offering honey to them.
One small Empid was seen.

Short-tongued flies are not very abundant. There are a few
Muscids and Tachinids, and some Anthomyiids, but not the enor-

m
°th g

repon
?
erance that 1 ,iave been accustomed to in my work

Coleoptera were sparingly present in the flowers : they were

Thrips was taken on two.
The butterflies and the flies are, just as the flora is, markedly

European
; but the proportions of the insects above is most unlike

what it is in spring, or indeed at any season, in Britain.





25. The Jew's Harp in Assam.

By A. WlLLIFER Y0Cx\G.

It was the gift of a Jew's harp, made of bamboo, which
first suggested enquiry as to the distribution and use of this

ancient and primitive little musical instrument, particularly in

Assam whence my specimen had come.
My search for similar instruments in the Indian Museum

was in vain. Sir Saurendra Mohan Tagore does not mention the
Jew's harp in his various treatises on the subject of Hindu music,

whilst Capt. C. R. Day in his book on "The Music and Musical
Instruments of South India and the Deccan" simply states that
" The Jew's liarp," or " murchang," is mentioned in most of the
Sanskrit works upon musical instruments, and its use is common

It is open to question, however, whether this is not too sweeping
a generalisation. Enquiries in Lower Bengal, Behar and Chota
Nagpur make it evident that the instrument is not in use in these

districts, nor have I ever seen one, or heard of one, when travelling

in the villages around Calcutta. A friend who has travelled over

a large part of Lower Burma tells me that he has not seen or

heard of the instrument in any town or village south of

Mandalay.
The late Dr. Carrington Bolton, in a paper printed in the

American Science Monthly, states that the birthplace of this instru-

ment is in Asia and that it is common throughout the East, in

Tibet, Burma, Siam and Japan as well as in the islands of the

seas from Borneo to Fiji, Samoa and the Philippines.

Six varieties of the Jew's harp were collected a few years
ago in Siam and Perak by Dr. Nelson Aunandale, and have
been fully described in a recent number of the Fasciculi

Malayenses by Mr. Henry Balfour, Curator of the Pitt Rivers
Museum, Oxford. The illustrations show that the instruments
are very similar to those used in Assam.

In China a variety of the Jew's harp is known as " keou
kinu," or " mouth harp," and tbe fact that it has been found
among the Ainos is a proof of the age and universality of its

have also a long history. They were manufactured at Nurem-
berg as far back as 1524 and brought into the country by the

Jews.

The origin of the name in the West is not absolutely deter-

mined. The Encyclopedia Britannica gives it as composed of
" jeu trompe "

; and in the Highlands, especially in St. Kilda,

where for long it was the only instrument known, it is still called
" tromp " or " Jew's tromp."
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In France it is called " Gnim barde " and in Germany "Maul

The common idea is that it was called in English "Jew's
harp," because it was introduced by the Jews into England in

the Middle Ages. Perhaps a slighting reference to David's harp
is implied.

References to its value as an article of barter in the West
Indies, in the 16th century, are found in Hakluyt's Voyages.

In a letter taken in 1594 by Capt. George Popham (Hakluyt's
Voyages, III, p. 665) from one Alonso, a Spaniard, who had
written to his brother concerning the new El Dorado, the fol-

lowing reference occurs : "The interpreter asked whence hee (the

chief Arataco; had those Hennes ; he sayde they were brought
from a mountaine— where were many Indians, yea, so many as

grasse on the ground—and had so many Hennes as was wonderful,
and if wee would have any we should send them Jewes harpes,

for they would give for every one two Hennes. Wee tooke an
Indian and gave him five hundred Harpes ; the Hennes were so

many that hee brought us as were not to be numbered."
In 1595 Sir Robert Duddeley (Hakluyt's Voyages, III, p.

576), making a report of his voyage to Orinoco and the Bermudas,
etc., wrote :

" Upon this my boat went and at his appointed place

hee i.e.. Armago, Captaine of the towne of Orocoa) met them with

some 100 men in Canoas and tolde them that by force they should

have nothing but blowes, yet if they would bring him hatchets,

knives, and Jewes-harps, hee bid them assure me he had a Mine of

gold and could refine it and would trade with me."
Proceeding now to the description of such specimens as I

have been able to obtain from Assam and the extreme north
of Burma, it should be remarked that generally it is as a serenad-

ing instrument that the Jew's harp is held in high estimation

among many of the aboriginal tribes.

Breathing softly on their bamboo harps the young men ad-
dress love calls to the marriageable girls ; and as undesirable alli-

ances not infrequently result, the missionaries in some districts

have prohibited the use of the Jew's harp in their compounds

.

This, however, is by no means universal. It is curious that

mention of the Jew's harp being played by the lads to their

sweethearts occurs in some doggerel verses written a century ago,

and describing the delights of the annual " feast " or " fair " at

the little village of Wicken, in Cambridgeshire.

And now there comes our village feast,

On thirteenth of May of days the best,

When out town folks bring in their wares,

And every peasant richly fares.

When sweetheartys sweeter far become

And lads their Jew's harps gaily thumb
;

Dust is kicked up on the barn floor,

Such dust no tasker raised before.
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Six different specimens of bamboo Jew's harps have been ob-
tained and will be described in order of their primitiveness.

1. The Lakhers and Chins, who live in the hills in the ex-

treme north-west of Burma, use a rudely-made Jew's harp. Tlie

specimen shown was made by a Chin visiting Fort Lungleh in

South Lushai. It is cut out of a single piece of bamboo and the

vibrating tongue is of the same width throughout its length.

Strings are attached with which to hold and play it. As may be
imagined the Chin harp is rather difficult for a novice to handle,
but when played by an expert hillsman the sounds produced

In playing, the little finger of one hand is placed through
the loop of the string attached to the instrument, the end of the

harp being firmly held between the tips of the thumb and first

finger, allowing the string of the loop to pass through the closed

hand. The harp is placed between the lips, being very lightly

touched by them; the string is held by the little cross piece of

bamboo at the end and jerked with the free hand rapidly, at the

same time breathing in and out alternately.

The Rev. J. H. Lorrain, in the course of a tour to the

south of Lushai, when staying in Chin and Lakher villages, was
struck bv the "weird" sounds produced by the harp when he

tir>r heard it played late one evening. He writes :
- The operator

was playing the instrument and chanting a love ditty to his

sweetheart at the same time .... and kept on so long that we
began to marvel that any girl could be wooed and won by such
an awful din. We have heard a Jew's harp played several times

since, but we have grown positively to dislike the sound !

"

In the Chittagong Hill Tracts the people do not make, but

import and play the Jew's harp. They do not attach any particu-

lar significance to its use.

The Lushais neither make or use any form of Jew's harp,

which is rather strange, as the instrument is made and used freely

by surrounding tribes.

2. The tribes in the Naga Hills make a harp very similar

to that of the Chins, which tltey call " tebang kogki," or mouth
music. The specimen obtained measures 61 inches, is very primi-

tive in type, and shows no attempt at ornamentation. It is

played as follows : The Naga winds the string once around
the first two fingers near the end, and then gives the tongue
of the instrument a succession of little jerks as he blows gently

against the tongue. The principle is the same as that of the

western-made instrument, but the sound is feeble. Young men use

it for serenades, but its use by Christian Nagas is not objected

3. The Mikirs in the Nowgong and Sibsagar districts make
and use a double Jew's harp. It measures about six inches,

and is locally termed " krong chui." The two harps are not

tied tightly together, but are held in position by the thumb
and fingers of the left hand. In other parts of India three

harps are used together giving different notes. The specimen
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illustrated shows traces of ornamentation at each end. A simple

but effective pattern is formed by accurately crossed lines, which
are coloured with a dark stain.

The Mikir instrument is played by females, but boys also

indulge sometimes, especially the unmarried lads, who play it

in the evening, some as a relaxation in the intervals of work,

others at bed-time.

4. The Garos, whose home is in the hills which bear their

name, make a harp very much like that in use among the Mikirs.

It is a double instrument, each one being about five inches in

The specimen shown was made by a Garo boy and is the

kind commonly used. Both old and young men play it. When
asked if the Christians played it, the lad answered, "No, not that

it is considered bad, but they have not the wish to use it." Pro-

bably further investigation would reveal a deeper reason why it

is not used by Christian Garos.
5. The Kachins, who are also called in Burma Chingpaw,

and in Assam Singpho, and who live to the extreme east of
: Assam

and north-west of Burma, are adepts at playing this instrument.

The specimen shown, which was obtained from Myitkyiua, is

slightly more elaborate than those above described. It measures
six inches and is made, as all are, of a strip of bamboo, but with

the addition of a double splice. Apparently it is the only

variety made, and is a very popular instrument among the wild

Kachins.
All love passages are conducted with this as the chief musi-

cal instrument, and it is universally used by tlie young men in

serenading girls.

The missionaries have found it necessary to prohibit the use

of it among the school children on the Mission compound. When-
ever a young fellow is caught somewhere near the girls' dormi-
tory discoursing sweet music on his harp, he is called to order,
" as we know what it means."

6. The most elaborately made and best-sounding harps have
been obtained from the Sadiya district of Assam. They are in

every way an advance on the primitive instruments above des-
cribed. One measures nine inches and the other ten inches. There
is an attempt at ornamentation and the music obtainable from them
is much louder and approximates very nearly in tone to that of a
metal instrument. They can be easily played by a European,
which is not the case with the others. The Assamese also make
iron instruments, but as yet I have not been able to obtaiu a

specimen. The use of the Jew's harp is prohibited by some of

the A.B.M.U. missionaries because of its intimate association

with heathen songs and festivals. The probability is that the

reason above stated for prohibition in other places ia the real one

It would be interesting to extend the enquiry as to the distri-

bution of the Jew's harp in India further than has been possible

in this preliminary paper.
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I have been told that the instrument is well known in Tibet
and Nepal, bat I have not been able to secure specimens.

Hooker in his Himalayan Journal- wi ites After dark we sat
over the fire, generally in company with a little Lepcha girl

Dolly was fond of hearing me whistle airs and procured me a
Tibetan Jew's harp with which, and coarse tobacco, which I

smoked out of a Tibetan brass pipe, I wiled away the dark
evenings. In a footnote it is stated that " this instrument ( which
is common in Tibet) is identical with the European, except that
the tongue is produced behind the bow in a strong steel spike, by
which the instrument is held firmer to the mouth."

In the account of his journey through Mongolia and Tibet,

Mr. W. Vv. Rockhill writes of the Jew's harp (dulcet sounds) :

• This most ancient, primitive and popular instrument is brought
to this part of the country (it is only used in and around Bat'-

ang ), from the Ts'ak's lung and to the country to the south of

here, and is not of Tibetan origin, nor, I think, make. It consists

of three bamboo harps each of different tone, all of them played
together held in the left hand, the one above the other, that

with the highest note at the top. The harp with the deepest note
is said to give the p'o ka ( p'o skad ) or " male note," the middle
one gives the ding ka or " middle note," and the sharper note is

known as mo ka or " female note." Three or four persons fre-

quently play together in unison, and nearly every girl or woman
carries a k'api suspended with chevron-shaped carvings and bands
of coloured quills. The Chinese of Kan-su call the Jew's harp
k'ou ch'i.

The Tibetan name is an exact counterpart of the Kan-su one,

for k'a means " mouth," and pi stands for pi-wang, the three-

stringed banjo (san hsien).

The Pekinese Jew's harp is of iron and very like the one

used among us."





26, On some Reciprocal Relations of Curves and Surfaces.

By Mahendfanath De, M.A., B.Sc, Bengal

National College, Calcutta.

L The following theorem is given by Dr. Asutosh Mukho-
padhyaya in « A Memoir on Plane Analytic Geometry 9

in the
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1887.

"If from any point P two tangents be drawn to the conic

^ +
fi
= l and P is constrained to move on any curve F(x, y)«0,

the locus of the middle point of the chord of contact is

He adds that this result is an immediate consequence of a
new method which he proposes to call the Method of Elliptic

Inversion.

That method does not seem to have been published since, and
the object of this paper is to give a very simple method of estab-

lishing this and similar results and their space-analogues and to

point out a remarkable relation between the two loci.

2. If x\ y' be the co-ordinates of any point P in the plane of

the curve ~+|^ = l
; X, Y the co-ordinates of the middle point

of the chord of contact ± & = 1, it is easily seen that

[v it is well known that the diameter passing through x', y
contains the point X, F.]

X Y
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So that, if the locus of x\ y' is the curve f(x, y) =0, the locus of

agrees with Dr. Mukho-

3. It is important to observe that the relation between the

two points x', y' and X, Y is a reciprocal one, so that each is the

middle point of the polar chord of the other, as is evident from
the expressions for the co-ordinates of the one in terms of those of

the other—the relation being, in fact, exactly similar to that of

points. f{x, y)=0<

ich being the locus of the middle
; lying on the other locus.

4. Similar results are also true for the parabola y
% — ^ax.

: x, y be the co-ordinates of any point P and X, Y, those of the

liddle point of the polar chord of P with respect to the parabola,

; has been proved by Dr. Mukhopadhyaya

hat X = y*~^aX
;
Y=y

.-. 9*=2ax + 2aX

r Y*= 2ax + 2aX

In the case of the parabola, the above results ca

lished directly with very great ease.

Thus if O, y) : (X, Y) be the co-ordinates of the
i

'•
> figure, since PQ is parallel to the axis (Prop. XXI,

if B be th# middle point of PQ, R is a point

id its co-ordinates are —-— , y,

. „s=4fl .
(211^ ) = 2ax + 2aX whence X= l

-
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of the curve j v , „
where the line joining P to the origin meets the first polar of the

! with respect to P, and if the equation of the curve I

ily seen that the relation between the
ot, in general, reciprocal.

6. In theb. in the particular ease, however, when /(a?, y)=0 repre-
sents the general equation of the second degree

«ai2 -I- 2hxy + by* + 2y.r + 2fy + c = 0 we have

-y(.as+/y+c)
«»» + 2hxy + %» + ?as +/y '

:
' ax* + 2hxy + by* + +/y

x' (<f.B»+ 2A«y + 6?/
2 + ax +fy) = - x(gx +fy + c)^

y' (ax* + 2hxy + by* + gx +fy ) = -y(gx +fy + c ) 3

lce — = X = _ u^ + Zhxy +W + W+fy _ w /gay)
?/' gx + fy+ c

1
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•"• x= mx'
; y = my\

From (1) x' [_m*(ax* + 2hx'y' + by'*) + m(gx' + fy')]
-

-mx\mgx' + mfy' + c)

m*x\ax'* + 2hx'y' + by'* + gx' + fy') - - mx'(gx' + fy' + c

Hi —t
-(gx'+fy'+c

(3)

.
-x'(gx'+fy' + c)

ax'*+2kx>y' + by'*+gx'-

-y'(g*'+fy' + c)

J
ax' 3

- 4- 2A*'y' + by'* + gx' +fy' /

It is evident from (A) and (B) that the relation between the

points is, in this case, a reciprocal one. For central curves of the

second order, the point where the line joining P to the origin

meets the polar chord of P is the middle point of that chord, the

centre being the origin.

The theorem stated in Art. 1, therefore, follows immediately.

i of m given by the equations (2)

ax* + 2hxy + by* + gx+fy = gx' +fy' + c

gx+fy + c ax'* + 2hx'y' + by'* + gx' 4 fy'

or ( ax* + 2hxy + by* + gx +fy) (ax* + 2hx'y' + by'* + gx' +fy')

- (g* +JV + e) (gx' +fy'+ c),

so that if 8, 8' be the values of f(x, y) when we substitute in it

the co-ordinates of a pair of inverse points and P, P' those of the
polar of the origin, the relation connecting two inverse points is

(S-P)(S'-P')=PP' (4).

I have not, hitherto, been able to find any simple geometrical in-

terpretation of this result.

8. Space-analogues of the results of Arts. 6 and 7 can be

Thus if /(a-, y, z)=0 represents the quadric

ax* + by* + cz* + 2fyz -r 2gzx + 3hxy + 2ux + 2vy + 2wz + d = 0

and (x\ y', z', and x, y, z) the co-ordinates of any point P and the
point where the line joining P to the origin meets the polar plane
of P with respect to the quadric, it is easily proved that



A^an interesting particular ease of (5) let

resent the eonieoiai; ± |: ±:
-;=.„.
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Then x = ——^- = —

,

the locus of *,y,ziBm»^±^i^=

So that, each of the two conicoids

surface -±|5±

polar pla

s lying on

10. From what has gone before, it is clear that the idea of

inverse points may be generalised and the inverse of a point may
be defined to be the point where the line joining it to the origin

meets its polar line (or plane) with respect to a curve for surface)

of the second degree, inverse curves (or surfaces) being the loci

of inverse points.

In fact the ordinary definition of inverse curves is included in
this as a particular case.

Thus, if 0 be the centre
of a circle and P a point
in its plane and Q the
point where OP meets the
polar of P, we have

OP.OQ= R*

(where B = the radius).

.*. If 0 be taken as origin

If x, y and x', y' be the co-ordinates of the
|

ation (4) of Art. 7 becomes in this case
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In other words, OP> OQa = R*

i.e. OP.OQ = E8
.

The equations (A) and (B) of Art. 6 reduce in

and





APRIL 1908.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held

Wednesday, the 1st April, 1908, at 9-15 p.m.

The Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhviya, M.A., D.L.,

D.Sc, President, in the chair.

The folio* g cnbei ere present:—

Dr. N. Annandale, Mr. I. H BurkilLMr J. A Chapman, Babu
Promoda Prakas Chatterjee. -Miss R. N. Cohen. M l)., Mr. H. G.
Graves, Mr. D. Hooper, Dr W. C. Hossack, Captain R. K. Llovd.

I.M.S., Dr. Girindranath Mukhopadhyaya. Lieut. -Colonel D. C.
Phillott, Rai Ram Brahma Sanyal, Bahadur. Dr. E. D. Ross,
Pandit Yogesa Chandra Sastri-Samkhyaratna- Vedatirtha. Dr.

Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, Mr. E. Vredenburg, and Rey. A. W
Young.

Visitors .—Mr. T. Bentham and Dr. W. M. Haffkine.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

One hundred and two preservations were announced.

The President announced that the Council had appointed
Lieut.-Colonel G. F. A. Harris, M.D., I.M.S., as one of the Vice-

Presidents of the Society.

The General Secretary reported :—
1. That Mr. W. W. Hornell, Sir Edward FitzGerald Law,

K.C.M.G., and Si, rhoma. Raleiu K.C.S.I.. had expressed a wish
to withdraw from the Society.

2. That the election of the Hon. Mr. W. W. Drew, as a mem-
ber of the Society, was cancelled at his own request,

3. That Sir Dietrich Brandis, K.C.I.E , a Life Member of the

Society, was dead.

The General Secretary read the names of the following

gentlemen who had been appointed to serre on the various Commit-
tees for the present year :

—

Finance Committee.

Dr. N. Annandale.
Mr. I. H. Burkill.
Mr. W. K. Dods.
Mr. H. G. Graves.
Mr. T. H. Holland.
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Library Committee.

Dr. N. Annandale.
Lieut.-Colonel W. J. Buchanan.
Mr. J. A. Cunningham.
Mr. J. N. Das-Gupta.
Mr. H. G. Graves.
Mahamahopadhyaya Harapi asad Shastri.

Mr. Harinath De.
Mr. H. H. Hayden.
Mr. D. Hooper.
Mr. T. H. D. La Toucl.e.

Major L. Rogers.
Dr. E. D. Ross.
Mr. G. Thibaut.
Mr. E. Thornton.

Philological Committee.

Dr. Abdulla al-Mamun Suhrawardy.
Mahamahopadhyaya Chandra Kanta Tai-kalanknra.

Hon. Mr. E. A. Gait.

I 'i
<

•I Shastri.

Mr. Harinath De.
Babu Monmohan Chakravarti.

Babu Muralidhar Banerji.

Babu Nagendra Nath Vasu.
Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott.

Dr. E. D. Ross.

Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

Mr. G.
y<

Thibaut, '

ia <-rami -

Mr. E. Venis.

Pandit Yogesa Chandra Sastri-Samkhyaratna-Veda-

The following five gentlemen were ballot ted for as Ordinary
Members :-

Lieut. Walter Meade, 33rd Queen's Own Light Cavalry.
Secundorabad. psopnsod by Lieut.-Colonel 1). C. Phillott, seconded
by Dr. N. Annandale

; Prof. E. P. Harrison, Ph.D., Indhm VAn-
rational Set vice, proposed by Mr. J. A. Cunningham, seconded by
Mr. C W. Peake; Captain F. C. Hirst, I.A., Survey of India, pro*-

posed by Mr. T. H. D. La Touche, seconded by Mr." H. G. Graves ;

Mr. H. P. Duval, 'J.C.S., proposed by Mr. T. H. D. La Touche,
seconded by Mr. H. G. Graves; Prof. W.C. Wordsworth, Presi-

dency College, proposed by Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.
seconded by Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott.

Captain R. E. Lloyd, I.M.S., exhibited the skull of a gigantic

ray of the genus Ceratoptera from Orissa coast.
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The specimen exhibited was cast ashore at Puti, on the Orissa

coast, and forms tlie type of a new species. No species of the

tfonus appears to have been recorded hitherto from Indian seas.

Photographs of allied species (one of them new to science ) preserved

in the .Madi as Museum were also exhibited.

Dr. N. Annandale exhibited some Freshwater Sponges recent-

ly collected by him in the Bombay Presidency and Burma.
The two collections exhibited were made in November, 1907,

in the Western Ghats, and in March, 100S. at Rangoon and the

Amherst district of Tenasserim. The 15,. nil.ay collection includes

several species originally described by Carter tn mi t hat Presidency.

or only recorded from Bengal. The most notable are Spongilla

bombayensis, hitherto only known from Carter's very imperfect

description; Spongilla lacustris, agreeing in every respect with

European examples; Ephydatia indica, only known from Lower
Bengal; and two new species, one of which is allied to Weber's

reprion, of species common in Calcutta, such as Spongilla mrteri,

S.
}
roUferens, Trochospong ilia latouchiana and T. phillotiuna. The

exception is a new species of Ttibella (a genus not hitherto recorded

from India) allied to T. vesp ,-rium Martens which is only known
from Borneo and is the only representative of the genus hitherto

recorded from the Oriental Region.

The following papers were read :

—

1. Eastern Hoods for Hawks—By Lieut.-Colonel D. C.

Phillott, Secretary, Board of Examiners.

2. Note on the Drum in Falconry.—By Ljeut.-Coloxel D. C.

Phillott, Secretary, Board of Examiners.

3. The Jew's Harp in Assam.—By A. W. Tonvcs.

4. Notes on the Geography of Old Bengal—By Monmohan
Chakbavabti.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

5. On some Reciprocal Relations of Curves and Surfaces.—By
Mahendranath De.

6. The Age of Kalidas.—By Prof. Sarada Ranjax Bay, M.A.

Communicated, by the President
'.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of
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The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section was held at

the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, April 8th, 1908, at 9-15 p.m.

Lieut.-Coloxel G. F. A. Harris, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Lieut.- Colonel W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S. ; Dr. Gopal Chandra
Chatterjee; Miss R. N. Cohen, M.D.

;
Captain F. P. Connor,

l.M.S.:' Dr. H. M. Crake: Lieut.-Colonel F. J. Drury, I.M.S.
;

Dr. W. C. Hossack; Dr. E. A. Houseman; Captain D. McCay,
l.M.S. ; Dr. Girindra Nath Mukhopadhyaya

;
Captain J. G. Murray,

I.M.S. ; Dr. T. F. Peru so : Major J. C.Vaughaii. I.M.S.
;
Major L.

Rogers, I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitors .—Dr. C. A. Bentley and Lieut.-Colonel W. B.

Thomson, R.A.M.C.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Specimens and lantern slides of a case of Pulmonary
Atheroma were shown by Major L. Rogers.

A paper by Captain T. H. Delaney on "Epidemic Dropsy "

was read, and the discussion on that subject concluded.
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PRINCIPAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOCIETY.

Asiatic Researches, Vols. I—XX and Index, 1788—1839.
Proceedings, 1865—1904 (now amalgamated with Journal).

Memoirs, Vol. 1, etc., 1905, etc.

Journal, Vols. 1—73, 1832—1904.

Journal and Proceedings [N, £.], Vol. 1, etc., 1905, etc,

Centenary Review, 1784—1883.

Bibliotheca Indica, 1848, etc.

A complete list of publications sold by the Society can be

obtained by application to the Honorary Secretary, 57, Park Street,

Calcutta,

PRIVILEGES OF ORDINARY MEMBERS.

(a) To be present and vote at all General Meetings, which

are held on the first Wednesday in each month except

in September and October.

(fe) To propose and second candidates for Ordinary Member-

ship.

(c) To introduce visitors at the Ordinary General Meetings

and to the grounds and public rooms of the Society

during the hours they are open to members.

(d) To have personal access to the Library and other public

(«) To take out books, plates and manuscripts from the

(g) To fill any office in the Society on being duly elected
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Notice.

Foreign Societies who favour the Asiatic Society of Bengal
with their publications aiv informed that thev may be sent either

to the address of the Society at Calcutta, or to the Agent of the
Society in London, Mr. Bernard Quaritch, 11, Grafton Street,

New Bond Street.

Avis.

Les Societes etrangeves qui honorent la Societe Asiatique de

Bengale de ses publications. M.nt priees de les envoyer ou directe-

ment a l'adresse de la Societe, 57. Park Street, Calcutta, ou a

l'agent de la Societe a Londres, Mr. Bernard Quaritch, 11,

Grafton Street, New Bond Street.

Auslandische Gesellschaften welche die Asiatische Gesell-

schaft von Bengalen mit ihren Publicationen beehren, werden

London, Mr. Bernard (Quaritch. 11, Grafton Street, New Bond
Street, zu senden.





27. Lakshmee Puja.

)oesa Chandra Shastki-Samkhva

The word Lakshmee is derived from ^the root Lakshi, to see.

of^?J?m«r
d ttr!bate8 persevering man.

P
Its synonym> ar*

ot Lakshmee.
Haripriya (wife of Yi>hnu ). I.okanmt,

irrfirfsp, W *u<. :
, mother of the Universe), Srec ( wealth

^JTraff^: ||
and beauty). l'admalaya i < »ne whose abode
is the lotus), etc. She, being believed

to be the wife of Vishnu and the predominating deity of wealth
ami beantv, is worshipped by every Hindu householder of India.
When Lakshmee is propitious, her devotee gets all sorts of pros-

perity.

Once upon a time Indra, the king of heaven, being cursed by
Durbasha, a Rishi, was forsaken In

Origin of her worship. Lakshmee, and, therefore, he lost all his

W^t^n, ??ff?T^*it prosperity. The other gods and god-

Wrt TOT*. *W deSSeS Shared the Same fate Wkh tndM^*ii«h, n q Afterwards they went to Baikuntha, the
vnriwg ^ ,

jrr^rfq abode of Vishnu, and worshipped Laksh-
XIU ^ryjr*: | mee, by which act they recovered their

former prosperous condition. Hence the
introduction of her worship in heaven. Manu, the son of Brahma
and progenitor of mankind, having heard from Indra of the bless

-

ings he had obtained from the worship of Lakshmee, introduced
her worship on earth.

Lakshmee is worshipped by Hindus in two forms. The tir -t

is by preparing a female figure consisting

The forms of Lakshmee— of two hands and feet. The colour of the
drawings and paintings. ngure is yellow. Seated on a lotus she

Vide *nit*f^ I holds a lotus in each of her hands. She

wears a red cloth and various kinds oi

ornaments.' The second form of her worship is a basket fall of

paddy, upon which a half-opened cocoanut is placed, and on the

rivrlu >ide of this cocoanut there is placed a shell filled with water

l This form being a Pouranika one, is w^h
j
p^0

b
^

tb^j^
tion of caste or sub-caste. Bat it is sometime* 8

°|jjJJ^j|* SJSLnSSaft^iB

Lakshmeepnja is solemnized by the Persis ii
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placed a small cylindrical vessel made of the outer co

plantain tree. Besides these, there are placed on the 1

1 small chariot-sha
Kith a red cloth,

a lotus drawn up
kinds of creepers, footprints of Lakshmee, owls, etc, are painted

on the floor of the house where Lakshmee is worshipped.

The materials required for the worship of Lakshmee are—

a

The materials required a shell, a bell, an incense-pot, various

balam, sesamum-s'eed, beMeaf. lotus,

sandal. uh-r, various sorts of roasted paddy, milk, sugar, sugar-

s, various kind of fruits and eatables, betel-leaves, and

Lakshmee is to be generally worshipped by the housewife of

a household ; but in the event of her in-

The person by^vhom ability to offer worship personally, the

and the time of her wor- ,„.'•,..,
(

'/
the i 1(

-,U3e .

6

ThTs take? place on
8h,P- Thursdav uf the first half of the lunar

Vide m^S^m and m()llt h s of Potisha (January), Chaitra

*-^f^T (March), and Bhadra (August) of every
year when harvests are gathered : and

especially on the full-moon day of the month of Aswin ( Septem-
U-r; and' the new-moon day of Kartic (October). Besides these,

she should not be worshipped in any other month or on any other

day. Her worship should he solemnized in t he evening, not in the

afternoon nor at night.

The following persons are deserted by Lakshmee Those Avho

Vide are ingrates and traitors: who^ve

who are quarrelsome and have got terma
sellers of the Vedas, and sell their daug

i.e., who take money from the bridegrooms of their daughters ; who
are dirty and whose laughter and mode of eating bring hatred upon
them ; who are malicious and who obstruct the marriage of others

through jealousy ; who revoke the religious and Brahmanical endow-
ments or impose tax upon them ; who are proud and self-sufficient

;

who sleep when the sun rises or sets ; who through miser!
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upon another's wife with amorous eyes. Lakshmee lives with
persons who do not possess any of the evil qualities enumerated

The worship of Lakshmee generally concludes with the reci-

follow from a regard or disregard of her. The following, which is

terest:—
8

Once upon a time Lakshmee sent her son Kuvera to her
daughter Bhushna to advise her not to

A story of Lakshmee forget to hear the story of Laks1

could not do so as she, through
morning.

Another day Kuvera worn and airain asked Bhushna to hear
the story of Lakshmee. On that day Bhushna said that she had
rooked rice for her children and by some mistake had eaten with

them that morning. On a third occasion, Kuvera went again to

Bhushna for the same purpose. Bhushna, seeing him and hearing
the same request, became so angry that she threw her bracelet at

.le forehead of Kuvera. thus' causing a sore thereon. Be-
fore tin- Kuvera had never been injured by anyhody. So, thinking
t hat if his sore were detected by his mother she would surely curse

Bhushna and put her to great trouble thereby, he, instead of going

I about here and there during the whole day
im and made

kshmee was very angry with the earth and called her pre-

sently and said, "Earth, as you have injured my hitherto mi-

i'uvl son. 1 will withdraw your fertility." Earth being afraid

-aid. Mother, what power have I to injure your uninjured >on -

1 did not do it." Lakshmee suspected that Bhushna had
•mised the sore and asked Kuvra if Bhushna had done it :

bur

Kuvera denied it. savin- that the sore was caused by a fall from a

tree. Lakshmee called the tree and asked if it had injured her

h itherto uninjured son The tree was very frightened and pleaded

nor guilty. Lakshmee then understood that the sore had surely

been caused b v her dau-ht,r. Hhushna. and t,..t by anybody

inasmuch as she knew well that no one would dare to injure her

Thereupon Lakshmee cursed her daughter, Bhushna, in the

i-llowinir w.-rds : Bhushna. whereas vou have injured my hither-

'o uninjured son. Kuvera. v„u shall lose all your beauty and -dial

^ eyesore to your husband, the king." After be in- *> yur-d

Bhushna's beauty disappeared, her ornaments were transformed

into iron, and the horses and elephants began to die on being seen

by her. Her husband, too, was so displeased with her that he
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ordered his servants, Kotoal and Jalhad, to slay her and bring her
blood to him, so that he might bathe himself with it.

Jalhad took her into a forest and said :
" Queen-mother, I have

been brought up by you, so it would be an act of ingratitude on
my part if I were to kill you. Moreover, kings are fickle-minded
and act according to the advice of their ministers, without decid-
ing by their own judgment as to whether the advice is good or bad.
I know not whether our king will not some day ask me to bring
back his queen. So you may go to your father's house. I shall

take the blood of dogs and cats to satisfy the king." The Jalhad
having said this went away.

The approach of night brought terror to Bhushna, who, being
much afraid, took shelter under a banian tree. After some hours
there came a huge python to devour Bhushna, but it was
turned into ashes by her breath. There lived a pair of Begma and
Bagmi birds on that tree. Their young ones asked the 'mother-
bird, "Mother, when will my eyes be opened ? " Its mother said,
" When the lady, who is now under this tree, will anoint your eyes
with the blood of her little finger, then your eye-lids will be opened.
But tl,i- lady is in great distress

;
you should also do some good to

her." Bhushna beard this and climbed up the tree and anointed

with her blood the young one's eye-lids, which thereupon became
opened instantly. After this, the bird carried Bhushna on its

back to Lakshmee- Kantar (the wilderness of Lakshmee). When
they reached the place, the bird bid adieu to her and went away.

There was a large lake in this wilderness with the water of

which Xaravana. the father of Bhushna and husband of Lakshmee.
used to bathe. So the maid-servants ,.f Xaravana came there to

fetch water. Bhushna asked them. - Who will bathe with the
water you are taking ? " They replied, " Xaravana/'

Bhushna then cleverly |>ut her rinu into a jai without tin-

knowledge of the maid-servants. When Xaravana was bathing,

he found a precious ring in the water and asked the maid-servants
whose ring that was. They could not give any satisfactory reply,

but only said that when they were bringing water, they found an
ugly woman on the bank of the lake ; she might have put this

unseen by them. After hearing this Xaravana went to the lake and
found that his daughter Bhushna was weeping there. He under-
stood everything and instructed her to cry loudly, uttering the

names of her father and mother. He came back and finished his

bath. While going to his breakfast he heard the crying, and asked
Lakshmee who was crying. Lakshmee knew that her daughtoi

was crying, hut suppressing the fact she said, "Somebody in

distress is crying." But Narayana said: " Perhaps the mourner

uttered. Perhaps my beloved daughter Bhushna is in distress."

Hearing this Lakshmee said :
" When a man becomes old, he be-

comes mad, and such is the case with you ; otherwise you could not

think that my daughter is in distress, as she is the queen of a king.

Old fool, mind your own business, take your food and take no
more notice of the cry." Narayana said that he could not eat un-
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less he ascertained who was crying. He went to the spot and
brought Bhushna home, and asked Lakshmee to cast a kindly look

on her daughter. Lakshmee was obliged to be favourable to

Bhushna, which removed all her calamities.

A few days after Bhushna was called back by her husband,
the king, and again lived with him a happy life. Fivm that rime

she never forgot to listen to the story of Lakshmee. 1

their respective languages.





28, Two Tibetan charms obtained by Lieutenant-Colonel

Stuart H. Godfrey in Ladakh, one for chasing
away evil spirits and the other for

compelling fortune.

A few weeks ago Lieut.-Colonel S. H. Godfrey, Political

Agent, Dir, Swat and Chitral, sent to the Indian Museum two
Tibetan charms obtained by him in Ladakh: they were put into niv

hands by Mr. I. H. Burkill for examination. One of the inscrip-

tions appears to be a charm against demons called " Sruh-de ''
; the

orher, called '• Lun-ta, "is used both as a Hag and for personal wear.

being coerced. She is shackled at the feet and arms by chains,

ami lias an iron [date over the bosom. The inscription is in

Tibetan character, hut the laiurua<re used i> a corrupt form <»t

Sansknr with ; ,u .w,-a>i. >iia 1 admixture of Tibetan expressions.

An Knglish translation of the inscription is given below :
—

Tkanslatiox of IxsciarTiox I. (Fig. 1.)

[On the top] -Let there be refuse in the Saviour Mother.
[At the ears]—Noise of thunder.
[On the bosom]—O Governess of the three worlds, come hither

to grant us boons ; thou art coerced, fulfil our desires.

Fettered

!

[Between the legs]—Thunder ! Thunder !

[Below the feet]—Protect ! Protect ! Hail !

[On the right side]—In all times let black spirits and red

devils hide.

[On the left side]—In the region of the living save us from

injury by demons. Fettered !

According to Colonel Godfrey the charm is used tn deliver a

man from the enmity of another and from evil spirits including

madness. He reports that the writing in the centre, locally un-

intelligible, is believed to have come from China.

The second inscription contains the picture of a Lun-ta, that

is, an aerial horse of fortune. If is also called a -rem-an ym-
horse, for it carries a jewel called nor-bu on its hack. Its figure is

often hoisted upon a tall p..st bv the <ide of a dwellin.ixdioiise. It

corresponds exactly to the Lou»- Ho,-e ,,i H m -cd ). a^m -d China,

which is there a symbol of grandeur. In India and Burmah there

is nothing which is an .-vact counterpart of the Lun-ta.

The inscription is in Tibetan character and the language used

is Tibetan, with the exception of a few Sanskrit words at the
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Translation of Inscription II. (Fig. 2.

)

Om-a-hum. Hail ! Vajra-guru Padma-siddhi.
O Tara. save us, I invoke thee. Om-a-hum.
Ho-He. Tiger, linn. Garuda and dragon ! be propitious here.

Be ye all assembled !

Let age, body, might, fortune, life, merit and wealth prospej

Om ! Offering to the Supratistha- Vajra.







29. The Date of the Sallmi Coins.

Dr. Taylor in the N u m nti Supplement to the Jouin
Asiat. Soc. Beng. for 190+. p. GS. flunks that the .Salhni eoin>

cannot have been issued during the reign of Akbar. as Jehangir
never was governor of (Jujarat. and as his rebellion did not extend
to Ahmada had. The liist of these proposition:, i- probably techni-

cally correct, for it does not appear that Prince Salim was ever
formally made governor of Gujarat. But it also seems certain that

in the last year of his father's reign he had large interests in the

province of Gujarat, 'and it mav very well have issued coins there
in his own name. We are told in the Mirat Ahmadi, p. 193 of

the Bombay lithograph, that Salim, in the vein 101] ( l«5«.»2-0:i >,

received a grant of a lakh of rupees out of the collections of the

port of Cambav ; and the Maasir-l-Uniara, in the notice of Farid

Bokhari, Vol. 11. p. 63t>. says that during Akbar's las, illness he

requested Salim to confine himself to his house, outside of the

citadel, as his servants had gone off to Gujarat (a name which
often means Ahmadabad) >< /,/, /, hn,l been rr,-(llt l>/ uicen to him in

fief(tiyM).
The ostensible motive for this request was to protect Salim

from being assaulted by the partizans of Khusrau, but the

appointment looks as if Akbar had wished to banish Salim to

a distant proviuc. in the interests of Sultan Khusrau. His

^i: ;
"iV- ^ _

\'. - '=
- M,:'. •

he should interfere with Kara Bakhsh "it is true that Azizkoka
was nominally governor of (uijarat at the time of A k bar's death.

and perhaps the authority
Qnli Khan, was confined to Junagarh and the northern part of

Gujarat. At all events he seems to have been a special partizan

of Prince Salim, for the title of Jehangir Quli, which Jehangir

gave on the third year of his reign, appears to imply this.

It seems to me exceedingly improbable that Jehangir would,

after his accession. „>e the na'me Salim on his coins; and it is

still more unlikely that he would use the regnal year of his

father (50) on his coins. I therefore incline to the view ot the

British Milium Catalogue that the Salimi coins were .s-.ied

1 r V b 's lifetime They were issued either because the

. 71 of Dr. Taylo!

Jehangir ascended the throne on the 20th $

II.





3C Note on the Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus).

In India the female is called bahri, and the male bahri bachcha ,

but by the Persians and Arabs both the shahin and the peregrine
are called shahin. In Baghdad the female peregrine is called
-Jnllih'ii, more rarely bahriyah.

The heaviest weights recorded by me are those of one young
female caught at Kamal Kheyl, near Kohat, on the 21st October,
1897, which weighed 2 lbs. 7 oz. ; and of another young femah
which weighed on the 12th May of the same year, after being set

down to moult, 2 lbs. 7J oz. A very fine-looking haggard, caught
at Dera Ghazi Khan on the 25th March, 1899, weighed only 2 lbs.

The number of scutellte on tl

he that quite cross the toe—is ord
it 22. The number of these scales, however, is no indication of

the length of the toe, as the scales in different individuals vary

the Panjab

barak of either a lagar or a shahin tiercel. Tbi'rd-catcher told me
that he once caught a peregrine tiercel with a red-headed merlin
as a barak. Hawk-catchers state that the peregrines entering
India are single, not paired. I have been told, too, that an old

bird sometimes conducts her young brood ; and hawk-catchers
have assured me that they have occasionally caught young birds

with bits of down still adhering to the feather tips.

The earliest date of capture recorded by me is the 22nd Sep-
tember, 1898, when I heard that a young female had been caught
a few days previously. On the 27th of the same month a second

female was caught at Nowshera. The earliest date on which I

actually observed a wild peregrine was 4th October, 1891, at Dera
Ismail Khan.

In 1896, a dry year, only one voting peregrine was caught in

Peshawar. tsv«. in'Chha <•!) - Flazara, four in Jallandhar and twenty-

In the^lain of Gandi Umr Khan near Dera Ismail Khan,

eha ui-catchere Bay thru they catch on an average five peregrine

tiercels- a year.' hut never 'falcons.' In 1895, however, one

' falcon ' was caught there.

Peregrines migrate out of India later than charges. Some
Chhach falconers maintain that the hazards leave first, and that

the young birds follow, making their exit with the quail. On the

l"th April. 1897, the peregrine* were passing back through the

' -:
'
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Some haggards, at any rate, pair before'' leaving India. On
the 4th April, 1896, a pair were seen to hawk and kill a small bird
in Jhelum. On the 18th, Lieut-Colonel S. Biddulph ran "lit a

young falcon. On the 28th April, 1897, a young falcon was
reported to me in Chhach as having been seen that day. Most of
Hi.' peregrines, it was said, had passed over. There were then,
still, a good many duck and qn u'l about, and also an old heron or
two. A young 'falcon,' caught a day or two before, had yellow
feet, and had renewed a few of the small feathers on the back,
breast and thighs.

Hawks caught on the return migration are styled by falcon-

In a wild state, peregrines prey chiefly on duck, pigeons,
.pmil. small birds, and Indian crows. Like many other hawks
they will, in the dusk, kill bats ; but bat's flesh is not palatable to

them. They will also eat locusts 3 In the locust year of 1891
very few young peregrines had been caught by the 19th November.
None were caught at Lakhi in the Bannu District ; two only
were caught in Chhach Hazara, two in Jallandhar, while there
a ere only two for sale at the Amritsar Diwali Fair. An extra-

WhetheAawks do or do not act as •• Nature7* Police" is n

moot point. They do, however, when thev have a choice, select

the bird of weakest flight. This does not' mean that they select

the bird that is nearest to them, nor even the bird that "is best

placed for a stoop. If several houbara get up one after another, a

hawk will waver, and perhaps change its objective more than
once. It will forsake, greatly to the disgust of the falconer, a

fine cock houbara that is quite close, and perhaps go after an
<ii i seen bird two or three hundred yards off. When such is the
case, it will always he found that the bird last selected is small or

weakly. The reverse never happens. This peculiarity is more
marked in haggards than in young hawks. Wild birds, hunters

b.-t-y. d bird even if the bagman is released first and the hau k

unhooded afterwards. A peregrine quickly learns the vice of

flying at only bagged birds and of 1 refusing' wild quarry.

Some young peregrines seem to injure the breast-bone when
-looping, perhaps by grazing it along the ground. I bad a

trained bird that did so twice, on each occasion out of sight
; and I

twice caught young birds that had been so injured, and had a Bcab

all along the breast-bone. The second bird was caught in a curi-

ous manner. On the 9th April it killed a crow in the Infantry

lines at Dera Ghazi Khan and was deprived of its quarry by a

sepoy. In half an hour or so it killed another crow in the lines,



mket over it. The bird was, with the exception ot the

ts breast, healthy and well, but rather thin,

(grines return year after year to the same spot. In 1886
ne could be seen late every evening high over Jallandhar
ring the pigeons. Pigeon-fanciers said it had been then

;her bird used to r..o>t in a p:ilm-tree at the edge of the
ear Dera Ghazi Khan. One year the bridge of boats
om this very tree, and a boat, its mast level with the
was actually tied to the trunk of this palm near the top.

m, however, was quite unconcerned and did not desert

;ing place. Another peregrine was discovered by Lieut -

ry," quoting John Barr, states that the latter moulted a pere-

grine in an exceedingly short space of time by feeding her on the
heads, necks and pinions of fat ducks, and by keeping her under

! small tented shelter upon which the sun beat down with force :

and that the feathers nourished by the fat were broader and
stronger and grew faster than in any other instance. For the
same reason Indians mix butter with a moulting hawk's food, and
in a short time hawks will learn to eat a big pat of butter, plain.

I have more than once tried mixing the yolk of egg with a moult-
ing hawk's food, but am of opinion that the egg makes the feather
dry and brittle.

The best working weight for any peregrine falcon is 2 lbs.,

and at this weight she should be kept when flying. If any first

class and fully trained peregrine, belonging to any falconer, be

weighed, it will be found, that whether the bird be large or

medium -sized, her weight will approximate this weight closely,

i.e., within less than an ounce. I had a young peregrine that,

weighing 2 lbs. 3 oz., would kill houbara, and 2 lbs. 2 oz.. heron
;

but at this weight she would never even try a second flight. I

reduced her weight after some time to 2 lbs. and found she would

kill several houbara in a morning. She, also, at this weight took

to chasing pigeons when being exercised at the lure, though at the

higher weights she had ignored them. I then brought her np

again to the weights first mentioned, with the same results.

oest at 2 lbs.'
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Either the ' haggard ' or the young passage-falcon can be
trained to both large and small quarry, but the former is harder
to keep in condition and seldom loses her wildness completely, i.e.,

she is inclined to become wild when on the wing. There is no
hawk of any kind, young or old, that cannot be thoroughly tamed
or flown at quarry of some sort, but the question is, is she worth
the trouble. Some hawks, on the other hand, seem to train them-
selves.

Peregrines should be trained and entered to wild quarry m
soon as possible, while the 'first hunger ' is still on them. If a

hawk has been sim ply exercised at the lure for a long time and
not flown at wild quarry, she may be quite spoilt, 1 and it may be
no easy matter to get her to kill even teal. She will have lost

h r decision and will stoop too late. When the first hunger is on
them, peregrines may easily be entered to large quarry, in fact I

believe that any young falcon and most haggards can be made to

heron at this stage if properly entered ; but they will not all make
good heron-hawks, not because the flesh of the heron is unpalat-

of avoiding its spear-Hke beak and needle-claws. In the air a

hawk can safely knock a heron about by stooping at the point of

the shoulder, a fact well depicted in one of Lodge's pictures. A

wild houbara on the 19th of the same month, having in that time
been thoroughly trained to the lure, uivcn two trains of fowls,

a tlvin- train of night-heron, and one of houbaia.s The second,

trained in the same wav. killed on the :21st. Both hawks killed

heron* and houbara well. On the other hand unduly hurrying
the early training to the lure is fatal, tor. if a hawk is'put on the
Winn- before she is tit and keen, she will tlv and stoop in a slack-

manner : this will become a confirmed habit and it will then be

to the ordinary dead lure, they must be given nothing on it but

tiesh palatable bird- .Mitchell, probably w
i
itino- from hearsay,

>iate> that in some oriental countries peregrines are commonly
flown at hares; but this is. I tin- A

flight-feathers are too stiff and brittle for such a flight. The
Lacrar, an Indian falcon that somewhat resembles the peregrine in



hesitating to i

getting lost.

even experienced falconer- to i.ii>take a Iagar on the wing for tt

peregrine.

All hawk> should l.c trained as fat as possible. If trained
and entcied thin, especially if they have been kept thin any time,

they will, when brought up into condition, take to ' soaring ' in

the jungle, or will misbehave in other ways. If a freshly-caught
hawk reaches you thin, no great harm may be done if she is not
allowed to remain thin. Gradually but quickly she should be
raised in condition, being made to know the lure and jump to it

••die i> in high rendition and keen. Young passage-hawks ran
easily he taught to ' wait on' if kept in low condition, but this, 1

think, lowers their pitch: and certainly hawk.- that have been
kept in low condition can rarely be flown in high condition.
There is, however, no difficulty or danger in teaching an ' inter-

If a peregrine has not beeu flown at large quarry for some
time, it is as well she should be extra keen for the first flight.

Perhaps you have an excellent young peregrine that has killed,

say only one or two houbara, and for some reason you have not
been able to fly her for a fortnight. If she is now not extra keen,

first flight, follow the houbara perhaps for miles,
i close and turn it. There is every chance of her
. In the Introduction, page viii, to "A Sporting

by Colonel T. Thornton, it is stated that, "
. . . . he oc-

casionally flew his hawks at bustards, the apparent slowness of
that bird, when seen at a distance, tempting him to the trial, but
the hawks had no chance. {Birds of Wiltshire, page 345 )." Now
it could not have been that the peregrines were outpaced, but they
naturally hesitated to close with such a powerful quarry as a big
bustard. Some hawks require to be skilfully entered by trains to

even houbara, which on the ground puff themselves out and look
formidable, and do not hesitate to charge an uncertain hawk.
Even steady and tried old duck-hawks, if not flown at wild quarry
for some time, will, on the first day, be successful in only easy
ground : they will continually miss opportunities.

Freeman, in his " Practical Falconry," writes :
—

" I do not
know how it is, but I have almost always found that good fresh

beefsteak—which must be exceedingly nourishing—gives hawks
which were fed on it yesterday an appetite to-day. Hot birds, i.e..

birds just killed—though excellent, do not seem to me to give such

an appetite as beef does." Even the wretched butcher's meat of

India, boti as Panjab falconers call it, gives a better appetite than
hot birds, but it is quite unsuitable for any hawks but lagars and

, :

- i

doves for choice. If the beginner feeds on one kind of bird only

he will be able to judge the exact amount of food necessary.

Whether the hawk is fed twice a day according to rh ?
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Eastern, or once a day according to the Western custom, is merely
a personal matter, for the amount of food given in the twenty-four
honrs should be the same.

The morning is the best time for hawking, so if the falconer
can manage to fly his hawks in the morning, well and good ; let

them be fed once a day, and in the morning. When, however,
beating all day for houbara in the de>eit where it is not always
possible to have houbara marked down, or if the falconer wishes
to fly his hawks twice a day at houbara marked down for him, lie

should feed twice a day. When the nights are long and the days
short, the evening meal is larger and the morning meal smaller.

As already stated, the best food for hawks is pigeon or dove flesh.

As a make-shift, crows 1 may be given. The difference between
feeding a ha-wk on crows and* pigeons is the difference between
feeding a pony on gram and oats. Indian falconers style all the

flesh of one wing and one side of the breast of a bird, a bagjil. A
trained hawk, chargh or peregrine, should, on an average, get as

a morning meal the two bagM of a crow, and as an evening
meal the two baghl and the two thighs. The heart, lungs, and
gall-bladder can be given. A third or more of each meal can
be given fresh and warm on the lure, and two-thirds wetted, /.<

.,

• while the hawk is pulling on the fist, well-water or water with
the chill off, should he continually dabbed on the meat with the

left hand. Indian falconers, through laziness, cut up the meat
and add water to it, giving it to the hawks as wet as possible

Hawks, however, should get as much pulling-exercise ('tiring')

as possible. A casting of wetted feathers and a sprinkling of

clean river gravel, the grains about the size of a pin's head, should

be given after the evening meal ; and occasionally when the

weather is very cold, two or three seeds of the large cardamoms
may be concealed in the ' casting.' The ordinary daily feed of a

hawk in flying condition is therefore about as much flesh as there

be found that the weight of the morning meal is a little more than

3| tolas (about 1| oz.) and of the evening about 6 tolas. [Mitchell

mentions that the daily allowance for a peregrine falcon is about a

third of a pound of beef.] Natives are fond of giving goat's

heart, with the skin and fibre removed. If goat's heart is given,

about a third more than the above quantity should be given ; but,

as already stated, even to a chargk or lagar, butcher's meat should

rarely be given, and to a peregrine never.

If a hawk has been accustomed to be fed twice a day, it

should not be allowed to go too long in the morning without food,

or it will feel faint. If not fed as usual before noon, it will cer-

tainly lose a little condition. The hawk that is to be flown last

may get a very light meal, with water, in the morning, before

starting to beat for houbara, one or two hawks being kept unfed

for the early flights.

1 In Scotland the peregrine is said to prey largely on Carrion-crows and
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In India, lost hawks have considerable difficulty in feeding

themselves, as there is seldom enough breeze to deaden the sound
of the hell. English falconers tell me that, mi Salisbury plain,

the reverse is the case.





31. Notes on the Geography of Old Bengal.

By Monmohax Chakravarti, MA, B.L., M.R.A.S.

The Geography of Old Bengal has been discussed in several

papers, notably by Mr. Pargiter for the Hindu period, and by

Messrs. Blochmann and Beames for the Mnssalman peri < >d

.

1 Still

the field is not exhausted, and an immense amount of spade-work

yet remains to be done. The present paper has been wrritten

with the object of drawing attention to the subject, which must
be interesting to all residents of Bengal.

I. PUNDRAS, PUNDRA-VARDDHANA.

This paper is confined to the Bengali-speaking tract, other-

wise one might have begun with the Angas, who are generally

grouped with the Bengal tribes in the epics, and who formed the

easternmost tribe known to the Aryans in the time of Atharva-

samhita*

The Pundras, if not so old as Angas, must still be placed

in a remote period. In the Aitareya-
Pundras

: bmhmana, while narrating the legend of
(a) Vedic period. A • '

. „ f.
5

~. ,v
' Sunahsepa, it is said that he was offered

the right of premogeniture by Visvamitra. Of the latter's hundred
sons, the fifty elder ones were not pleased at this, on which they
were cursed by their father to have the lowest castes for their des-

cendants. " Therefore are many of the most degraded classes of

men, the rabble for the most part, such as the Andhras, Pundras,
Sabaras, Pulindas and Mutiba*, descendants of Visvamitra." 3

The same legend is repeated in the SSnkhyayana-srauta-sutra, with
the names modified to Andhrdk Pundrah Sahara Mucipa iti> The
Aitareya is one of the oldest Brahinanas and is much older than
the Upanisads, the earliest of which extended over a period of 1000
or 800 to 500 B.C. according to Professor Deussen. 6 Consequently,

1 F. E. Pargiter, Ancient Countries in Extern In.Ua. J.A.S.B., 1897.

: : .
•

• , ; ,-.! -.: >' - :

/;
.

'',

Par! I.'j'a s'b! is":':!
'

V-ax I 2oy.31U: Par/ II, IbTi.v. 2N>.

<-t
; Part III, 1S75, p. 275^.^.1. ; J..:".. B^nu- V ' • Ak' ' - ' -

i H.A.S
,
ls9tJ, pp. 83-136.

bh h P \
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before 1000 B.C., the Pundras had been known to the Aryans, and
located in East India evidently beyond the Arigas.

The statement that the Pundras were descendants of the sage

/u\ t?«,„ v^i^ Visvamitra would seem to imply that
(b) Epic period.

they had Arjan hho^ though^w .

and Harivamsa, 1 the Pundras with Arigas, Vangas, Suhmas and
Kaliugas are said to be descended from the blind sage Dirghata-
inns (born of the queen of the demon Bali). As to their degra-
dation the MBh. says that these Ksattriyas were outcasted from
indignation of the Brahmanas ; while according to the Manti-

gamhit& they sank gradually to the condition of Sudras in conse-

quence of the omission of sacred rites and for not consulting
Brahmanas .« The Pundras were evidently too powerful to be left

out of the Aryan pale, but had rites and customs so different

from those in Kuru-Pancalas, the home of Vedic Brahmanism,
that a theory of degradation was set up. The difference originated

no doubt from the fact that the twice-born castes among the
Pundras represented an older immigration, -who had been in-

fluenced in one direction by the surrounding tribes of da$y»*. while

the religions faith in the Madhyadesa had been changing in quite

a different direction.

In the epic period, the tribe was generally named Pundra

;

in one instance even Paundrika.3 The forms Pundra and Paundra
are found so late as Varahamihira's Brhat-samhita of the sixth

centry A.D., Dasa-kumara-earita probably of that century, and

I Mahibhamta, Adi-parvva, Ch. CIV. 52.55
;

Harivamia, Uarivamsa-
parvva, Ch. XXXI. 33-42. I quote from the Bangabisi Editions, reprints of

the Bombay Texts with the commentaries of Nilakan^ha, unless otherwise
specified.

J Manu-samhitd X, 44; MBh., Anusasana-parvva, XXXV, 18.

3 The various references may be thus classified :—
Pandra-Mahabhdsya, under Pauini IV. 2. 52; Angandm Vimye-'ngah I

Vahgdh S;i >, hVj P u,(, '/>. KvU.. n.s Hi. IF. 2S2. R /.,. Jyana, Kiskin-

dhjikanda, Ch. XL. 23. XLI. 12. .V.-'f' 7, Ali-P'. CIV. 53, 55,
CXIII, 29 ; 8abh5-P°, XIV, 20, XXX, 22, LII, 16 ; Bhisma-P°, IX, 51

Karna-P°., VIII, 19, XXII, 2, 14 Earivamsa, Hariv. P°., XXXI, 34

58, XVI, 3. Daia-humdra-earita, ucchasa III, {°deia),
]

Sagar Press Ed.). Ftfnu-pttrafla, II, 3, 15 ;
Mdrkandeya-l

Bib. Ed.)
, pp. 325, 327, 329, 331, 334, 358. Qaruda-purana, LV, 13.

Paundra.—MBh., Adi-P°., CLXXXVII, 16; Vana-P0
,
LI, 22 ; Drona-Pa

,

IV,' 8, X, 15 ;
Anusasana-P

0
, XXXV, 17. HV., Vi?nn-F, X X X IV. 1 1,

LIX, 4, 53, 68 ;
Bharisya-P°, XCI, 1, XOII, 1, 7, XCIII, 1, 6, XCVII,

25, CI, 1, 2, IS. Bl.anua's X.if..iM»tram, XIII, 32. Br. sam., V, 74,

80, XIV, 7. Oaruda-pur., LXVIII, 17-8; Mdrk.-pur., p. 329 Vdyn-pn,-,,

( Anandasrama, Puna Ed ) XCIX, 385.

Pundraka.-MBh., Sabha-P3
,
IV, 24, LII, 18. HV., Harivamsa-P0

,

XXXI, 42. Mdrlc.-pur. (transl.), p. 329.
-

XIV, 20, XXXIV, 11. HV., XOII, 4, XCIII, 20, XCIV, 8 et seq.

Vismi.pnr., V. 34. 4-27; Bhigavata-pur., X. 66. 1-23.

Panndrika-MBh., Sabb5-P°, LII. 16. Gf. Mdrk.-pur., transl., p. 329.
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the Puranas generally of uncertain dates but containing much old

i the references of the epic period, the I

npplu
. Eastern India. A passage in the Sabha-parvva, Chapter 1

ascribing Bhima's conquests in that part supplies a little

ise details. BMma fought with Karna (the king of Ariga),

a fter defeating him conquered the hill tribes ( 20). Then he killed

in battle at Modigiri (its) king (21). Next, subduing the power-
ful Pundra king Vasudeva and the king of Kausiki-kaccha, he fell

on the Vaiiga king (22-3). After conquering Samudrasena and the

king (Jandrasena, the rulers of Tamralipta and Karwata (24), he
subdued the Sumha king, the residents of the sea-coari and ,11 the
Mleeehas 25 k Tn another passage of the same parvva (XIV, 20),
the aforesaid Vasudeva is described as the king of Vangas, Pundras
and Kiratas. The Pundra land is thus narrowed down to the
tract having Ariga and the Kausiki marshes on the west, the
Kiratas (hill tribes) on the north, the Vahgas on the south-east,
and the Suhmas with Tamraliptas on the south-west.

As was usual in old days, this tract was probably bounded by

Their location.
natural b™ff like mountains or large

rivers. On the east the boundary was
the Karatoya, named in the Mahabhdrata list of rivers and specially

noted for sanctity. 1 The Amarakosa gives it the synonym sadS-

nirfl,8 i.e., always with water, or unfordable, a name justified hy
its present extensive deep beds, though much silted up at places.

In the MahabhSrata list of rivers, however, the Sadanira is named
(IX. 24) separate from the Karatoya, and therefore might have
been the name of another river, the Sadanira of Bidegha Mathava

! Satapatha-brdhmana. Is the name Karatoya derived from
' red, having been fed by the rapid hill-

the boundary of Pundras would have
ne large stream, lying east of the Kausiki. What rivei

he but the modern Mahananda ? It is not unlikely thai

ne iranges itself flowed further east into the southern part of the

nodern Mahananda, with the junction-point higher up. In the

outh it was bounded probably by the S.-E. branch of the Ganges
l Padma)

; the bifurcation being pretty old i

Ptolemy's map. 3 The northern boundary was ill-defined,

jungles, hills, and aboriginal tri'

(sydma) diamonds exported froT

brought from these northern hills.
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It has been suggested that Pundras were separate from
Paundras, the Pundras lying on the south side of the Ganges, and
the Paundras on the north side, between Anga and Vaiiga. But of
the two passages from which this conclusion is drawn, the one in

Bhlsma-parvva containing Paundra does not appear in the Bombay
text, In the Sabha-parvva alone, Pundrah and Paun&ikoh appear
in the same sentence (LII, 16). But they might be mere poetica

!

formation Panndrikah is also peculiar. Is it a mis-reading of

Saundikah, a name used with Paundrah in Anusasana-parvva,
XXXV, 17? Anyhow, it would not he "safe to draw any dis-

tinction on this single line, apparently corrupt, until corrobo-

The Mahabharata and the Harivamki, and following them the

Their kins-
Puranas, name only one king of Paundra,

Tnexr king. ^ Basudeva. In the legends he is des-

cribed as a powerful sovereign, ruling Pundras, Van^as and
Kiratas, i.e., the greater part of Bengal, and surnamed Paundraka
Miih. HV.. Visnu-pur. Bhaoavata ! a.,d also Paundra (HV.). A

so., of his, Sudeva, is named in HV.
(
Yismi-parw;.. MX, 4), and his

capital called Paundrasya nagaram t Iaavisva-Parvva, XCII., li.

He fought with the Yadavas and was killed *h\ Krsnu with discus

(battle described in 12 chapters in HV., Bha v.-pai vva. CXCT-CU .

Vimu-pur., V, 34. 4-27
;
Bhagavata-pur., X, 66-23).

In the mediaeval period the tribal name Pundra was replaced

<„> Medial period. ^t^'S
Sthaviras, where the third sakha of Godasa Gana is named Pundra-
xardhaniya 1

; and in the Asok-avadana, which speak of Asoka
having put to death in Punda-varddhana many naked sectarians

fordoing despite to Buddhist worship. The date* of their composi-

tions are not known. But the name is mentioned in the K.wrds
and the Life oi Yuan-chwang,under the heading Pun-na-fa-tan-na '*

(Pnnnya-varddhana). Yuan-chwang visited the land about 640
A.D. The name can next be traced in several Sanskrit works and
several inscriptions, the earliest being the Khalimpur plate of

Dharmapaladeva * (beginning of the tenth century ?). The vari-

ant, Paundra-varddhana, appeared later in works of the eleventh

century & "and in inscriptions of the twelfth century, the eailie^t

being the Manahali plate of Madanapaladeva « (middle of the

twelfth century).

4 J.A.S.B , 1894, p. 53#; Ep. Ind., IV, 247.

5 K'-.thd-snrit-nagara, Lambaka III, taranga 3, -

21 ; Lamb. V, tar. 1, 71. Cf. Rdja-tarangini, IV.
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In his liecords Yuan-chwang supplies us with a description

Vl , Q „ nWaT1<, of the land and the people. The country
Yuan-Chwang.

was 4)000 li in ,„•„', t. and had a nnm-ish.

ing population. Tanks, hospices and Howery groves alternated
here and there. The land was low and moist, and crops were
abundant. The climate was genial. The people respected learn-

ing. The Digambara Nigranthas were very numerous; and the
Deva temples were a hundred in number. Twenty Buddhistic
monasteries existed with some 2.000 brethren of both the vehicles.

Of these the most ma<rnineen1 was a t.tntfhlraun. 20 li to the west
of the capital, with the name variously -iveii as r.,.shih-p'o, Po-
kih-p'o or Po-lal^/n, (r Vasiva. Julian).

In coming to this country from the west, the pilgrim had
to cross the (ianges ; and in going from this country eastward, he
had to cross a large river. The province was thus evidently
bounded on the west by the Ganges with the Mahananda, and on
the east by the Karatoya. The large number of Jainas comes as
a surprise, but is pretty fairly indicated by the references in the
Kaipu-sptra and Asok-nvadmia. The Deva temples were mostly
Saixa or Sakta. The Harivamsa and the Puranas located the

territory of Bana the Saiva king towards this side ; and Kama.rupa.
the great stronghold of Devi-worship, adjoined it. 1

In the epigraphical records Pundra (or Paundra9)rvarddhana

Inscriptions. J-^^ %Z
or sub-districts, and gramas or villages. In the plates of Pala
and Sena kings the following names of its divisions appear:

—

1. Mahantaprakasa-visaya with Vyaarhratati-mandala 2
;

2. Sthalikkata-visaya with Amrasandika-mandala -:
:

3. Kotivarsa-visaya with mandalas Halavarta and Gokalika. 1

Kotivarsa is to be identified with the Pargana of Devi-kot, a

town on the left bank of the Punarbhava river, 18 miles S.-S.-W.

of Dinajpur town, and named in the Tahakat-i Xasirl as Diw-kot.

The others cannot be located. According to an inscription,

Paundra-va! iluded even Vanga with the bhSga

Vikramapni'. 6 The Tarpana-dighi plate of Laksmanasenadeva

Khr.limiMir pl.it.'. Hp. Tnd. IV. 249, L 30 ;
Annlia plate oi

\ iSkria
1

^' Dinnjpar plate of f^^,*^ ,
4

,
" - ^1
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has Varedyan in the place of Visaya, which seems to be a
misreading, i

The grant-portions clearly show that Pundra-varddhana
formed a part of the Pala kingdom, from the time of Dharmapala-
deva (fourth quarter of the ninth century) to Madanapaladeva
(middle of the twelfth century). Even before the rise of this
dynasty it had been included in the Gauda empire, if the Baja-
tarangini is to be believed. On the decline of the Palas, it became
subject to the Senas, as the various plates of Laksmanasena, and
his son Viivarupasena, show in their grant-portions.

Towards the end of Laksmanasena's rule Bengal was invaded

(d) Mussalman period.
h
7. fQ Is,

;

imu>^ nnder the Khalj
' * chiefs, who gradually conquered this

province. In Paundra-varddhana lay most of the Bengal places
named in the Tabakat-i Nasiri,-e.g., Burdhan-ko* and Diw-kot,
where Muhammad-i Bakjht-yar halted on his way to and retreat

from Tibbat
;
Naran-goe, the fief of 'Ali-i Mardan, the murderer of

Muhammad-i Bakht-yar; Maksadah and Santus, where lay the
•

the first fief of Husain ud-din 'Iwaz, later called Sultan Ghiyas-
ud-din. Debikot (No. 23 of Dinajpur District), Mosidah (No. 57
of Dinajpur District), Santos (No. 68 of Dinajpur District),

and Khahgor (No. 16 of Bogra District) still survive as parganas *

Burdhan-kot is identified with Rajbari, 19 miles north of Bogra
Bangaon of the printed text (Bekanwah of Raverty)
? of the same name near Devikot : while Naran-goe must

be neaf Devikot.*
After the Mussalman conquest, the name Paundra-varddhana

disappeared. In only two later S ime Pundra
can be traced. The lexicography Tri-lcSnda-'sesa divides the

Pundras among Varendri, Gauda and Nivrt'ti*; while the Brah-
manda section of the Bhavisyat-purSna 6 extends the term Pundra-
desa over Bengal, Bihar and Chota-Nagpur and divides it into

nine divisions. In the rent-roll of Todarmal, the tract proper
was distributed among the following sarkars,—Barbakabad
Panjra, Ghoraghat, N.E. Lakhnauti and S.W. Bazuha.6

Very little is known about its old capital. The Records says

_ . that the capital was more than 30 li in
Capital.

circuit, and that the pilgrim travelled

from it east above 900 li to reach the country of Kamarupa ; the

Life adds that going from it 900 li or so south-east he came to the

country of Karnasuvarna. Cunningham identified it witl

sthan-gar, whose ruins lie seven miles north of Bogra town on the

1 J.A.S.B., 1875, p. 12. Is Varedyan meant for Varendran ? The text

Th^numbefs are taken from the Statistical Accounts of Bengal.

3 Blochmann, J.A.S.B., 1875, pp. 284-9.
,

4 II. 187; Madhya-desto'tha Pundrah iyufVarendn-Oauda-Nirrttn
6 Wilson, I.e. Ind. Ant., XX, pp. 419-421.

« Jarrett. Jin-i Aibari, II. 131, 135-8; J.B.A.S., 1896, pp. 112, 115-7.
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Karatoyg river, and identified the monastery Po-sht-po with
Bhasu Bihar to its west. 1 The fort has several old remains,
from which images and coins (some Gupta) have been re-

covered; and a large fair is held on the Karatoya bank near it on
the new moon dav of the month Pansa (Decr.-Jany. ). The place
is shown in Rennell's Atlas Plate V (1779) in rather large type
as one of importance. But it is not noticed in the older maps ,

and the direction S.-E. to Karna-suvarna (Gauda) does not hold

good. With this direction, some place higher up on the Maha-
nanda would agree. Were ii not that the distance from Kama-
snvania would he much smaller. Pandua (vernacular Pern ; Sans.

Paunch a P) could have been identified with this. It had un-
doubtedly old Hindu tanks with architectural remains, several of

which had been built into Adina mosque, Eklakhi tomb, and other
Mussalman buildings of Pandua.2 The distance from Kamariipa
and the distance from Kajatigal (600 li) also do not disagree with
this identification.

The name of the capital is not given in the Records. In the
Sangli plate of the Rastrakuta Govinda IV, dated 8th August
933 A.D., land was granted to a Brahmana coming from Pundra-
varddhana-nagara 8

; while in the Brh>it-katha-ma?ijari a town is

named Pundra-varddhana-pura.*

Lastly, according to the oldest existing dramatical treatise, the

, „ language which should be used by actors
Language.

per
°
onJtillg Angas, Vangas, Kalingas,

Vatsas, Odras, Magadhas, Paundras, Naipalikas, Pragjyot§as,
Pulindas, Vaidehas and Tamraliptakas is Ardha Magadhi,6 thus
pointing out the prevalent form of language in Eastern India.

II. GAUDA, LAKSMANAVATI.

Gauda has not been traced in any works of the Vedic or

. epic period. But it must have existed
Gauda.

f̂ m I pretty o]d tim6j as it is named in

the oldest rhetorical works. In Kavy-adarha or Mirror of Poetry
by Dandyacarya, of the various poetical margas or styles, two are

U, - I
•

: - '

,

. : .
\"

and Gaudiya 6
; and Kavy-odar^i's date is believed to be of the sixth

1 Arch. Sur. Rep., India, XV., pp. v., 102if.
2 Do., p. 80: Ravenshaw's Gaur, p. 44.

'

3 Ind. Ant., XII, 251.
* Lamb. Ill, story 3, vv. 237, 285.
6 Bharata's Ndtya-iastram, XIII, 32-34. Two versea of this importan
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various provinces, changing from time to time according to

circumstances. For example, the Guud-adhipa of Bana, or the

Sasaaka of Yuan-chwang, ruled a powerful empire. It included

Wside* Ki. -'n-wi-.n.hi-l.i-na. Mo-ko-t*o (Magadha), and Kin-shi-

ua-k'ie-lo
{
Kusinaga'raU and. therefore, the intervening tracts of

TiiahhukTl Tirhut) and Kasi. 8 At one time his forces captured

Kanv;,kul)ja,s The Ganjam plate of Madhavaraja II. issued

I'rom* Kongeda ( k,,„
:

;-u-t,. oi II cords and Life, modern Puri and

(J anjam ) acknowledged the on erh-rdship of Sasankaraja *
;

and,

therefore, the intervening countries of Suhmas. Tanualipt is and

Odras were presumably under his suzerainty. The adjoining

I'umlravarddhana was very likely included in his empire, and
piohal.lv Yaiiga too. It is no wonder therefore, that the emperor
Harsa. although ho thundered to uproot the Gaudas and deputed
his minister liliandi against them,* could not carry out his threat

The earliest epigraphical mention of Gauda is on the Aphsad

Frequently men- P^r of the Magadha King Adityasena,

The time of Adityasena is approximately settled by the
Shahpur image inscription dated in the Harsa era 66 or A.D. 671.*

Suksma-siva might have been resident either of Gauda-H>« y« or

Gauda kingdom, probably of the former. The Gauda kingdom
is probably referred to in the Katmandu inscription, dated Harsa
<

'-
1 153 i ?7o8 A D. . winch sav's that the Nepal King Jayadeva

Paricakrakama married Rajyamati, " the . noble descendant of

Bhagadatta's royal line, and daughter of Sriharsadeva, lord of
Gauda, Odra, Kalinga, Kosala and other lands." ' By
"Bhagadatta's royal line " is meant, I suppose, connexion with
the kings of Pragjyotisa, probably through her mother.

Similarly in the Prakrt poem Gauda-vaho of Ya
Gauda evidently referred to the whole kingdom, and not simply the

• Shahjnr image date.
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visuija. It narrates thai the king Yasovarmma of Kanyakubja
invaded East India; that the Magadha king fled before him
(verse 354) ; that the vassals f

'

ashamed, returned to fighi

Magadha king was killed (v. 917) ;

coast of cocoanuts Yasovarmma cone
with elephants (vv. 418-421). Evidently on this
Magadha king and his army, the poet calls the subject dauda-vaho
in verse 1074, and again says Gauda-gala-
eavali or the necklace of Gauda necks in verse 1194. At that time
Gauda, therefore, included Magadha. The date of Yasovarmma
ts dependent on the time of Lalitaditya, King of Kasmir, who,
according to Raja-tarangini, 1 defeated him. Roughly it falls in

the second quarter of the eighth century A.D.
In the following inscriptions Gauda is mentioned as a king-

nerally. In the Wani and Radhanpur plates of the
nta Govinda III, it is narrated that his father Govinda II,

Dhruva, drove "into the trackless desert Vatsaraja,
who boasted of having with ease appropriated the fortune

of royalty of the Gauda."2 Vatsaraja was king of Avanti
(and Kanauj ?) in Saka 705 or A.D. 783-84, the year in which
the Jaina Harivamsa of Jinasena was finished. Similarly the
Beniram plate of Karka II mentions that Karka's arm was *

used
by his master Govinda III, for protecting Malava, as an
" excellent door-bar of the country of the lord of Gurjaras who
had become evilly inflamed by conquering the lord of Gauda
and the lord of Vanga." 5 This -rant is dated S'aka 734 or A.D.
812. The Nilgund stone inscription of the reign of Rastrakuta

RaTtrakuta''

;
Amoghavarsa T, speaks of his fat ho

te of Kerala
"

"

*

people of Kerala, Malava

In the second half of the ninth century the Pala kings

epigrapnical mention ot them a> Uaua-
i.'hara is to be found in the Budal pillar inscription of Gnrava
Misra, in which this title is applied to Deva-pala. 6 But his

l Raj-tar., tarahga IV, 133/., Stein, I, 132. Lalit&ditya is alao credited

With the conqueM t «..-./. nd •, IV. 148, Stein I, 135:

—

A krtta- Lakpnt-^ryaniardantpsakl^ad^ iv-agaM^ l ^
" Numberless elephants joined him from the Gauda land, as if attracted

attached [to tJ *

'

4 Ep. Ind. VI, 102,

3

6

a
Ep'lnd

r

, IMei'line 14. According to TErinith, the Tibeta

rendra and Orissa were conquered by Devapala son of Gopal

;
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father Dharmapala practically ruled Gauda. On the east he had
Pauodiravarddhana-bhukti, in which he granted land by the
Khalimpur plate '

; in the centre he had Magadha, as he issued

from Pataliputra the said grant 1

; while in Bodhgaya an image
has been found with an inscription recognising his overlordship.3

His territory extended probably further westwards, as in the
Khalimpur plate he is described to have subjugated Kanyakubja,
but gave it over to its king. 1 Of his father, Gopala, the two
inscriptions found are on images of Nalanda and BodhgayS,
showing that Magadha belonged to lum 3

; and from his assump-
tion of the title Maharaja-dhiraja, it is not unlikely that other
lands were also included besides Magadha. Other references to

Palas as kings of Gauda are also to be found in (1) the Sarnath
image inscription of the time of Gaudadhipa Mahipala ihitfd

Samvat 1083 (1027 A.D.) *
;
and (2) Kamauli plate of Vai

'

Other refe;

literature of ninth to twelfth centuries,

refer to Pala kings, but most are vague, e.g. :

—

(i &ii) Karhad and Deoli plates of Krsna III* His
ancestor Krsnaraja II " was the preceptor

charging the Gaudas with the vow of humil-
ity," Gauddnam vinaya-vrat-Srppana-guruf.

Krsna II, end of the ninth century A.D.
(iii) The Bilhari stone inscription.? The Cedi king

Keyuravarsa Yuvaraja I " fulfilled the ardent
wishes of the minds of the women of Gauda,"
' - t-karah.

Yuvaraja I, of the tenth century.

(iv) Bhuvanesvara stone inscription of Brahmesvara
temple, 8 Udyotaka-kesari "defeated the whole
force of his enemy, the Simhala, Coda and
Gauda, as it were in child play," prati-bhatam=
akhiit Gandam.
Udyotaka Kesari, probably of the tenth

century A.D.

. XIV, 140 j Arch. Siu

ad., II. 351, line 17.

Deoli plates dated Saka 862, Ep.
1 9th March 959 A.D., Ep. Ind. IV,

Ep. Ind. I, 256, Hue 10.

J.A.S.B., VII, 558£ verse 10.
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away the Gauda-Laksmi," ahrla Gaada-luksmih.
Gunambhodhideva, probably of the tenth

Nagpur stone' inscription of the Malava ruler

Naravarmmadeva.' Of his elder brother Laks-
madeva's expedition in East India it is said,

"just as dread entered the town of the Lord of

Gun da," Yitth-iivixat- < Umda-pateh puram dara[h.]

Laksmadeva, circa 1080- 1104 A.D.
Bhuvanesvara stone inscription of Vasudeva
Temple. 2 The donor, Bhatta Bhavadeva's sixth

ancestor, " got grant of land from the king of

•'i-nvajja.

Inscription about 1200 A.D., 6th ancestor,

probably middle of the tenth.

Govindapur stone inscription of Garigadhara. s

He " married the charming Pasaladevi, a

daughter of Javapani . . . a friend of the king
of Gauda," Qaudn-rajn-suhrdo.

^
Inscription daud Saka IlkV. 'or 1 137-8 A.R

" impetuously assailed the king of Gaudsi,"

Gawl-cadram-adravat.
Vuiayasena, middle of the twelfth century.

<tor Malla \. 1 1:2th feneration up
he Gaudas together with the Pandya
rjan=m -Pund>/-ddhipaa.

m. Saka 1108 or 1186-7 A.D., Malla I,

Gaudas of the Tairahhukta army. Gaadnir-dku-
lita-sakala-sainikam .... Tairabhuktam valam,

(Tstosa III, XS.P.Ed., p. 466.)

A Jaina ciuaj.ni of piobaldy the ninth century.

Brhat-katha-auuijnri of Ksemendra, in describing

the well-known castle-building storv. ghat-aklu}-

a,jikn locates it among the Gaudas. Gandt'su

D'-tsas'innm-nkhijo bdbhuva BrShmunuh punt \

(Lan.baka XVI, story 38, verse 550, N.S.P. Ed.

p. 586).

Ksemendra, the Kasmirian, of the second
'

half of the eleventh century.

Katha-tarit-eagara of Somadeva Bhatta narrates the

arrival of Gaa.duh Sakti-kumaro to meet Vikra-
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maditya ( Lambaka XVIII, Tarariga3, verse 3).

Somadeva, second half of the eleventh,

(iv) Vikramahka-kavya of Bilhana. The Chalukya
Vikramaditya of Kalyapa is said, rather mag-
niloqnently, to have carried his arms as far

north as Gauda and Kamarupa (III. 71).

Poem's date- later than 1081 A.D., end of

eleventh century.

(v) The drama of Anargha-llaghavam of Murari, purastSc-

Champa noma Gnudanam . . . . rajadhani. (VII, 124,

p. 310, N.S.P. Ed.)

Murari, not later than eleventh century.

(vi) The Bengal poet Parana's verse, I.e., Siikti-karn-amrta

of Srl-dhara-dasa, Bhru-kseprid-Gauda-laksmim jayati

.... viharate murdhniyo Magadhasi/a. 1

Sarana, third quarter of the twelfth century.

From about the middle of the twelfth century, the Sena

Senas
kin£s

'
oriSinally of Vanga and Suhma,

aena8,
gradually encroached on the territories of

the Palas, and eventually ousted them from Gauda. During the
reign of Laksmanasenadeva, the whole of Gauda appears to have
passed into his hands. In the Madanapada plate of his sou Vis-

arm southwards as far as Purl in Orissa, and westwards as far as

Benares and Prayas? (verse 11). Naturally he came to be called the
Gauda king, e.g., in the Pavana-dutam of Dlioyi Kaviraja, verses

5, 96, 101.8 Similarly in the Bakarganj and Madanapada plates,*

Visvarupasenadeva, his son, is called lord of Gauda.

The Mussalmans began at first wi±h the sack of Bihar and~ "he,?W"ofo^s
capital, Lakhanawati. Gradually they invaded and began to

take possessioti of the adjoining tracts, until, in the time of

Hnsam-ud-din 'Iwaz, Sultan Ghiyas-ud-din, "the whole of that

territory named Gaur passed under his control." * This fact was
evidently commemorated by an unique coin dated 616 H. with the

mint " struck in Gaur." * Gauda did not include Vanga or Tira-

bhukti, for in addition it is recorded: "The parts around about

. _

. - - n _.

Kamrud and Tir'hut, 'all sent tribute to him." «_
Bihar was

probably included in Gauda ; for " The august Sultan, Shams-ud-

din wa ud-dunya, on several occasions, sent forces from the capital,

' J.A.S.B., Vir, p. 43/; J A.SB, 1895,
- T, Xtsiri, pi 587-88.
> J.K.A S., VI,' 350, wood-cnt ; a gold coi

» Tab. Nd»., Kaverfcy, pp. 587-8.
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Dihli, towards Lakhanawatl, and acquired possession of Bihar, and
installed his own Amirs therein ; and this he did again in 622 H.,
after forcing Ghiyas-ud-din to acknowledge his suzerainty.

During the pre-Mughal rule, Gauda generally retained the
most prominent position in Bengal, though the capital was
"changed from Lakhnauti to Pandua and Tanda. In Todarmal's
rent-roll Gauda tract was comprised in two sarkars, Lakh-
nauti and Audumbar, alias Tanda,2 the boundaries evidently
being on the east the streams Punarbhava and Mahananda, on
the west the old Kosi and the hills of Sontal parganas, on the
south North Murshidabad and North Birbhum, and on the north
an ill-defined limit of Puraniya and Dinajpur districts, Debikot
being included in the extreme north-east, In the Mughal rule,

except for two short periods in which the capital was removed to

Dacca, Gauda country still occupied a front place, either with Raj-
mahal or Murshidabad as capital.

The name Panca-Gauda first appears in Kalhana's Rajo-

Panca-Gaudas. ST*** completed in about 1150 A.D.
The Kasmir king, Jayapida, having

subdued the ruler of Panca-Gaudas, made his father-in-law their

overlord.* What were the five Gaudas ? A few verses above
(IV, 421), his father-in-law. Javanta. is described as chief of

Paundra-varddhana under the shelter of the Gauda king. So
Paundra-varddhana was one, besides Gauda proper. The three

others would probably be Radha, Magadha, and Tirabhukti, the

three tracts which Gauda adjoins, and with which it is often men-
tioned. Vanga is generally mentioned separate from Gauda, and
was probably not included in the five-divisioned Gauda. In some
modern verses the northern Brahmans are called Panca-Gaudiya,
i.e., Kanyakubja, Sarasvata. Gauda. Maithila. Crkala : Gauda thus
meaning nearly the whole of North India, a meaning the basis of

which I have not yet been able to trace. Panca-Gauda is several

times used in vernacular literature, e.g., in Vidyapati's songs,
-

.

and Madhavacarya's Candi*

The capital of Gauda has not been named or described in any

r«Q«4foi pre-Mussalman works. If Gauda be
Capital.

identical with Karna-suvarna, as is

1 Tab. Nas., pp. 590-1, 594.

2 Aln-i Akbari, Jarrett, II, 129-132 ; Beames, J.E.A.S., 1896, pp. 92-6,

110-115.

S Raj-tar. IV, 468 :-
Vyadhad.dh.in=>ap{ samagrim tatra knktim praltmayan I

Panca- Gauda-adhipan<=jitvd ivasuram tad-adhtsvaram }\ 468 ||

" He showed there his valour by defeating, even without preparation, the

five-Gauda chiefs, and by making his father-in-law their sovereign."—Stein

16
* DInesacandra Sen, Ba<hga-hhd*d o Sdhitya, pp. 104, 112, 139, 391.
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identified with Ran-amati. village un the Bhagirathi branch,

six miles south-west of Berhampur town in Murshidabad district.

The identification rests on the similarity of the name Rahgamati
with Rakta-mitti, and of an alleged older name of it Kansona«ar
with Kai'ua-suvarna. on the location of the place in the direction

imlicatfil in Yuan-chwang, and on its remains, viz., mounds, images

i, _ iv, m 1 a terite soU ^haf extends from the
foot of the Rajmahal hills through the Barind to Madhupur Jungles
in Mymensingh District. The name Kansonagar is not in use

now ; but though it might have been in use once before, to judge
from the introductory genealogical verse to Sir Radhakantadeva's
Sabda-kalpa-druma* mere similarity is not sufficient. The village

is not named in any Hindu or Mussalman works, and is not found
in any map older than Valentyn's, published in 1726 A.D. The
Pargana in which it is situated, Futte-sing, was said to have been
allotted to an up-country Brahman by Mansingh for valour shown
in the war ; and the remains found in the fort might be as well

ascribed to him or his descendants.

On the other hand, if from the mention of Sasanka, contem-

T - porary of Rajyavarddhana, Karna-suvar-
Laksmanavatx. ^ b/identic$ with then wtat is

more likely to be the capital than Laksnianavati ? It i

; After Muhammad-i Bakht-yar possessed hims<

ng Bengal.

tory, he left the city of Nudiah in desolation, and the place which
is Lakhanawati he made the seat of government," 3 The passage
indicates that the city had been existing from before ; and the fort

of Gaur is said to have been built by Ballal Sen,4 thus suggesting
that the town was still older. According to Jaina writers of the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, Dharmma was reigning at

Laksmanavati in Gauda, as a contemporary of Bappabhatta Sfiri

(744-839 A.D.), and of Ama, the king of Kanyakubja and son of

Yasovarmman. 6 If these traditions have any historical basis, as is

not unlikely, then Laksmanavati existed in the eighth century,

and, therefore, with some probability in the seventh too at the time
of Yuan-chwang. As regards Rakta-mitti, Gaur itself is situated

on a subsoil of red laterite soil, flanked by Barind on the east and
the Rajmahal hills on the west, its subsoil being now covered by

1 Beveridge, the site of Karna-suvarna, J.A.S.B., 1893, pp. 315-328.

2 Ditto ditto J.A.S.B., 1893, p. 327.

Lahmawyatl-namnyah. puro bahir-ari

,
Prabandha-kosa of Bajaaekhftra Suri,
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the enormous silt deposit of the Ganges with its branches and
tributaries.

The old Laksmanavati, Lakhanawati of Tabakat-i Nasiri and
Lakhnauti of later Mussalman writers, apparently lay in old days

west bank of the Ganges. The oldest of modern maps, (

taldi's (A.D. 1561, Venetian plate ) shows Gaur on the wes
the Ganges. The payiks of Jajnagar in 642 H. appenre I before
Lakhanawati

; but no crosing of any river is mentioned, although
they came from south-west, and Lakhanawati was on the bank of a
river {ab-i-LaTchanaivati)* Ramavati, of Pala time, which is

identifiable with Ramauti, a mahal and a circle of sarkar Lakhnauti
m its north centre, is said to have been on the Bhagirathl. 8 Ap-
parently, therefore, the Ganges flowed northwards through the
modern Kalindi and then southwards into the lower course of the
Mahananda, east of Gauda ruins. On this supposition the selec-
tion of Laksmanavati for headquarters would be justified as hold-
ing the key to the entrance into Bengal.

Lakhnauti continued to be the capital of Bengal governors,
although Bang and Radha were gradually added by conquest.
When in the time of the Delhi emperor, Muhammad Shah Tughlaq,
Bengal was divided into three sub-provinces, Lakhnauti became
the capital of the northern division, as Sunargaon of the eastern
and Satgaon of the south-western.

At length, probably forced by a change in the river course, the
capital was removed to Pandua in the time of Shams-ud-din Ilyas
Shah. Coins bearing the mint name of Firozabad, another name of
Pandua, exist from 740 H.4 According to Shams-i Siraj 'Afif

"the new names which he" [Sultan Firuz Shah] "gave to

Ikdala and Pandwah were made permanent and were entered in
the Government records as ' Azad-pur, otherwise Ikdala,' and
« Firozabad, otherwise Pandwnh ' " 6 But before Firuz Shah's first

invasion, the name had appeared in Ilyas Shah's coins, and the
place might have been so called after Shams-ud-din Firuz Shah,
grandson of Bughra Khan, and an independent Sultan of Bengal
(702-722 H.). Another city is also named on 'the coins of

Shalir-i Nau, whose position has not yet been ascer-

tained. In Gastaldi's map it (Cernouen) is shown a little N.-E.

of Gaur on the left bank, in fact near the site which Pandua would
have occupied, had it been shown in the map. Was it then another

name for Pandua, as meaning the 'new city ' ?

Firozabad continued to be the capital for a century and half,

but from inscriptions Lakhnauti does not appear to have been

arthenvi, Haklnyt Society, 1863, facing p. c»

i Tab. m?., pp. 665, 739-40, 763.
i J.A.S.B., 1900, p. 71, lines 27, 3<

k J.E.A.S. II, 206. For a coin d

see J.R.A.S. II, 202,
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altogether abandoned. In the reigu of 'Ala-ud-din Husain Shah,
i fresh change in headquarters took place to Lakhnauti. Husain

ked anShah ranked among the most powerful rulers in India at the time.
I have come across thirty-five inscriptions of his, and notices of

numerous coins. During the rule of Husaini dynasty, Gauda, a
name which began to be more common than Lakhnauti, flourished

greatly. Based on account of Portuguese travellers, who visited

Gauda first about 1535 A.D., Manuel de Faria y Souza wrote :

—

"The principal city Gouro seated on the bank of the Ganges,
" three leagues in length, containing one million and two hundred
" thousand families, and well-fortified

;
along the streets which are

" wide and straight, rows of trees to shade the people, which
" sometimes in such numbers that some are trod to death." 1

On account of a great shifting of the river course westwards,
the seat of government was again changed to Tanda, south-west
of Lakhnauti, then probably on the right bank of the Ganges
where the river bifurcated.* The change was made in the time of

Sulaiman Karani (972-980 H.). Except for a few months, in 983
H., when Munim Khan, Akbar's first Bengal Viceroy, removed to

Gauda disastrously for himself and many of his officers, Tanda
continued to be the capital for nearly half a century. Gauda
became depopulated, and about 1588 Ralph Fitch " passed the
country of Gouren, where we found but few villages, but almost all

wilderness, and saw many buffes, swine and deere, grass longer
than a man, and very many tigers." 3 Sic transit gloria mundi.

Even at Tanda, the river course began to change, shifting
eastwards. About 1588, Ralph Fitch noticed "Tanda standeth
from the river Ganges a league," and added, "the old way which
the river Ganges was woont to run remained drie, which is the
occasion that the citie doeth stand so far from the water." 4

Partly in consequence of this change, and partly from troubles in
East Bengal, Islam Khan removed the seat of government to

Dacca, alias Jahanglrnagar, about 1015 H. The river now changed
again westwards, until it touched Agmahal uplands, and then
Tanda came to be on its left bank,* cut off from its.'sarkar. In
the time of the prince Shah Shujah the capital was again removed
to Agmahal, which name had been changed to Rajmahal (with an

did
turbulent state of the eastern border, especially tne Assamese »juu

Arrakanese inroads, Nawab Shaista Khan again made Dacca the

headquarters, where the government remained until the final

,
1698, vol. I, Chapter IX, pp. 415-6.

,1*8 rent-roll lay west of the Gang

see specially the Akbar-nama, Elliot, vi. 45.

Haklayt's The Principall Navigations, Voyages, tjfc, reprint,
1

Biya-zus-Saldtin, trans., Bib. Ind. Ed., p. 221.
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transfer towards the beginning of eighteenth century to Maxudabad
by Murshid Quli Khan, at whose instance the latter name was
altered to Murshidabad.

III. SUHMA.

Snhma is mentioned in the Mahdbhasya under Paniniya IV,
2. 52, with Arigas, Vangas and Pundras. 1

bharata and Harivamsafi Curiously enough it is not named in
the long list of countries given in Bhisma-parvva, IX, 39-70, and is

probably to be sought in some corrupt form such as Svaksa in IX,
45, which is placed after Magadha and before Ahga andVahga.

Suhma is placed in East India along with Arigas, Pundras,

Epic period, and Vaiigas and Tamraliptakas 8
;
but its

afterwards. ^^^^^l^n^
quests Suhma is preceded by Vanga and Tamralipta and is

followed by residents on the sea-coast. Similarly in Raghu's dig-

vijaya, Suhma is mentioned after the sea-coast, and before Vangas
and the tract within the streams of the Ganges. " From him, the
rooter-out of the unbent, the Suhmas saved their lives by following
the cany course, like against a river torrent." * Piecing together
these informations, the tribe is to be placed near (but not on) the
sea-coast, on a great river with marshes full of canes. Its position

apparently lay on the Bhagirathi branch, west of Variga, and north
of Tamralipti, including the modern disti

L and part of 24-parganas.
references n

l districts of Bardwan, Hugh,

Most of the references name Tamralipti separately from
Suhma

;
and, therefore, they were two distinct countries. But

Raghuvamsa omits Tamralipti; while the Dasa-kumara-carita
locates Damalipti town among the Suhmas. It would seem, there-

fore, that at a later time both formed one kingdom. Yuan-
chwang in his Records and Life omits Suhma ; which might have
been then included in the large kingdom of Karna-suvarna. Still

later, the name Suhma disappeared in the Radha. Nilakantha in
commenting on BMnife's conquest in Eastern India (Sabha-P°)
remarks Suhmah Raclhah.

The early Mussalman governors were not apparently in

Mussalman period.
Possession of Suhma. The r

1 Kielhorn'a Ed., II, 281.
2 MBh., Adi-P°, CIV. 58, 55 (origin from the sage Dirgbatamas), CXIII,

(Panda's Conqnest) ;
Sabha-P', XXVH, 21 (Arjuna's conquests), XXX,

, 25 (Bhima's conqnest) ; Karna-P. VIII, 19. HV., Hari™hla-P°, XXXI,
, 42; Bhavisya-P°, XLVI, 49.

3 Besides the above, Brhat-samhitd, V. 37, XIV. 5, XVI. 1 ; Parasara,

oted in Utpala's commentary on Br. Sam XIV, 5; various Puranas, such

Mdrkandeya, Vayu, etc. ; Dasa-iwnira-earita, 6th ucchasa, pp. 155, 177.

' r
; ;,"IV, 35.
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'Iwaz, had at the southern end Lakhn-or which was not far south,
lying at a distance of ten days' journey from Debi-kot, Dinajpur
district. Lakhn-or continued to be the southern-most town in the
time of 'Izz-ud-din Tugbj il-i Tiighan Khan (»>42 U.). and evidently,

too, of Ikhtiyar-ud-din Yuzbuk-i Tughril Khan (circa 647 H.)- 1

Before the end of seventh cnitnrv Ilijra. the tract must have been
annexed, as we find at Trih.-ni /alar Khan'.- mosque dated 6~

"

and Madrasah, dated 1 '

"
About 731 H.,

was subdivided,

Shortly
6

after reunited, Ihe tract7oliowed °thT^l^ctwtTlf

ated 1st Muharrain 713 H. (28th April 1313 A.D.).«

i the time of the Delhi Emperor Tughlak, Bengal
and this portion must have been included in the

known. The separate governorship was abolis

In Todarmal's rent roll, this tract was comprised in sarkars Sat-

gaon, Sharifabad and Sulaimanabad.*

Nothing is known about the old capital of Suhmas. A
Camtal scholiast on Panini VI, 2, 89 gives the
capital.

formation Suhma-nagara. In the Parana-
dutam of the 4th quarter of the twelfth century, Vijayapuri on
the Bhagirathi is said to be the capital of Suhma (verse 36). 6 It

is probably another name of Nudiah, mentioned as the seat of

government of Laksmanasena, at the time it was sacked by
Muhammad-i Bakht-yar (A.D. 1199 ).« Lying at the confluence

of the Kharia and the Bhagirathi, the town had exceptional

advantages, being within convenient reach of Vanga, Gauda, and
Pundravarddhaua, It was left desolated by the Khalj invaders.

By the end of the thirteenth century, the head-quarters had been

removed to Satgaon including Tribeni, for which see Radha.

Kadha.
JainT'!!cript^^

elled in the pathless t

In Jaina Scripture.
bedg and miserable

>d in Yajjabhumi, and 'carrying about a strong pole or a stalk

) keep off the dogs) lived there (5). Even thus armed they were

I.B., 1870, p. 287.

554, 557-8.
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Radha and Subbhabhumi with Suhma.2 Vajjabhunii,
cally described, is the rough jungly part on the west. Further-
more, in the fourth upanga, pannavana, the Ariyas or sacred lands
included Kodivarisam va LadhOL (variant, Lata)? by which is

probably to be understood Radha.

Again in Dipavamsa (Oh. IX) and Mahavamsa, the Ceylonese

Tr, rwi™aoa Buddhistic chronicles of the 4th and 5thIn Ceylonese
ceT1fnriea fVvlon is said in have bepn

chronicles.
centimes, ^eylon is said to have been
colonised by Vrjaya, who came irom

Simhapura in Lala. This Lala has been, on good grounds, identi-
fied with Radha.* So these traditions, Jaina and Buddhistic,
about Radha existed before the birth of Christ; and if the
traditions have any historical basis, a country in East India with
this name existed in the fifth century B.C. at least.

Curiously enough, the name is not traceable in the epics

(unless hidden under some alias, e.g., Karvvata or Lata), or in

any Sanskrit records before the tenth century A.D. The earliest

, mention is in a Khajuraho inscription,
0d

* where the wives of the kings of Kanci,
Andhra, Radha and Anga are said to have been imprisoned by
the Chandella Dhangadeva (middle of the tenth century). 5 The
next mention is in two Tamil rock inscriptions of Tirumalai and a
Tamil inscription of Tanjore," which record that Rajendra-
«•:.«!

Ranasura and Uttira-Ladam (of Mahipala ?), This alleged con-

quest of south and north Radha took place before the twelfth year
and after the tenth year of the king, i.e., between 1021-1023 A.D.
The name Ranasura introduces a king of a new dynasty, hitherto

knoAvn only in the genealogical lists of Bengal match-makers.7

In the drama Prnh if i- i.><lr-uda tot Krinn Misra ^begin-

ning of twelfth century), the tract Daksina-Radha is nn-nti-uu-d

twice (Canto II. pp. 52 awl 5<», aftt-r vv. 2 and 8),
3 and the Radha-

puri is said to be in Gauda (p. 58, v. 7). In Halayudha's Brah-

1 S.B.E., XXII, Bk. I, Lect. 8, Lesson 3, pp. 84-5.

2 S.B.B., XMI. Bk. I, Lect. 8, Lesson 3, p. 84, Jacobi's note 1.

k Bnrnouf, B. Mailer, Ind. Ant. XI, 198, note

i°EP7rnd.,
e

r,

a

i3
P
8
rmceS3 '

;ions, Vol. I, p. 96; II, 106-7.

imiedT—Adieiira, Bhusura, K

temple,
'

Raaha-ariyah (1 3, Ep. Ind., VI. 205), and the Eastern Ganga plates

8 DaJctma-Radka-fradesa
0

(N.S.P. Ed).
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mana-Sarvvasva, Badhtya-Varendras are several times referred

These references show that B&dhS had, by the eleventh and
twelfth centuries, been applied to an extensive country, which was
divided into two tracts, south and north. The country apparently
then included Suhma parts of Gaud;, proper, and Tamralipti,
the Ganges and its Bhagiratbi branch forming the eastern boun-

This description is confirmed by the accounts given in the

Mus^unan period. i^^fa
side of the river Gang. The western side they call Ral rtlrh],

and the city of Lakhan-or lies on that side ; and the eastern side

they call Barind [Barindah], and the city of Diw-kot is on that
side." 8 "Tughril's name became great, and both sides of the
country of Lakhanawati—the one part which they style Ral
which is towards Lakhan-or, and the other is named Barind on
the side of Basan-kot—became one, and came into Malik Tughril's
possession." 2 The Hal of this writer evidentlv refers to northern
Radha. The Radha, north and south, would he comprised roughly
in sarkars Mandaran, Sharifabad, E. Sulaimanabad, N. Satgaon,
Audumbar and Lakhnauti of Todarmal's rent-roll.

The capital of old Radha is not known. The traditionary

Capital. S^wTK^vl^t' vtoaylln
Paundra-varddhana. Coming lower down, the Prabodha-candr-
odya places Radha-puri in Gauda.3 In the map of De Barros,
Kara is put on the west bank of the Ganges, opposite Gouro ; and
Blaev (165a) shows in the same place Para, probably a mistake for
Rara. The name disappears from subsequent maps, and can not be
traced in Todarmal's mahals.

^ On the other hand, Tribeni, mentioned in the Pavana-dutam as

tance. By the time
e

Zafar
C

^an^
P
molque (^HO^nd Madrasah

were built, it must have been the head-quarters of the local

governor ; and soon after the adjoining town Satgaon became so

as to be selected for a mint. The earliest existing coin
with this mint was stnu-k in the name of the Delhi emperor
TngMak and is dated 730 H. The head-quarters continued there
till Akbar's time, when a change in the river courses forced its

removal to Hughli, six miles down. 6 The mint at Satgaon disap-

peared by the end of fifteenth century.

^ Sanskrit Literature in Bengal daring the Sena Bale

2 Raverty, pp. 584-6, 737.

^ Gaudam rasham-anuttamam nirupama tatr-api Radha-p

* SMki?Sa\g5on
P
?nd*A«fi SaTgion, Jarrett, II, 124

1896, 102-105. Ruins described by Blochraann, J.A.S.B., 187
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V. VARENDRA.
Varendra is spoken of in contrast with Radha. The name

Varendra : Hindu
must b

.

e
.

old^' than
*h

f.

Sen
?

ruIe
' f **

tieriod
1S motioned several times in records of

period.
that time In KamauH plate Qf

Vaidyadeva (? 1142 A.D.), the donee Sridhara's grandfather
Bharata appeared in the village Bhara in Varendri. 1 Vijayasena's
inscription of Pradyumnesvara temple (middle of the twelfth

centary) was engraved by the Ranaka Siilapaui, the crest-jewel
of the guild of Varendra artists.3 In the Dana'-sagara of Balla-
lasena (1169 A D.) his guru Aniruddha is described as famous in
Varendri tract.8 Radhiya-vSrendraih have been several times
referred to in the Brahmana-sarvvasva of Halayudha (fourth
quarter of the twelfth century).4

In the Mussalman period, the extracts from Tabakai-i Nasiri

Musaalman period show that Varendra lay to the east ofperioa.
r

.

ver Gan The Yayana femaies
of Radha and Varendra are mentioned in the Eastern* Ganjja

1238-1264) Varendra and Radha (N. Radha) had been in the
possession of Mussalmans. The eastern boundary was evidently
the Karatoya river, and the southern rhe Padma. The northern
boundary was ill-de6ned, but in the Tab. Nds., Diw-kot, modern
Debi-kot pargana of Dinajpur District, is said to have been
within it. In the Brahmanda section of the Bhavisyat Pnrana,
Varendra is described as lying east of Padmavati, and containing
town's: Pudila near the Narada river; Natarl (mod. Natore)

;

Capala on the Varala ; Kakamari ; and Syamataka on the Oalana
Bil. fl Roughly, the tract comprised sarkars Barbakabad and
W. Baznha of Todarmal's rent-roll.

Nothing is known about the head-quarters of this tract,

although it was of such importance in old days as to give rise to a
distinct class among Brahmans, Kayasthas and other castes,

VI. TAMRALIPTA.

This name, under various forms, appears in works of the

Enic neriod ePic Period -
0riginally ^ formed a Pai

'
fc

Hpic period.
of guhma or Va .^ tQr it ig nQt men.

tioned in the group of five tribes said to have been descended
from the sage Dirghatamas. But later on it formed a separate

tribe, as is evident from the references in the Mahabharata and

Virendraka-silpi-gosthi-cuda-mam



Notes on the Geography of Old Bengal.

The Records and the Life of Vimn-rh wantr 2 describe Ta»->»o-

Me**™, penod. ^^tett'fc^
(Samatata). The country was about 1,400 li in circuit, and there-

fore not a large one. The land was low and moist, forming a
bay where land and water communications met. The climate

was hot. By good farming fruits and flowers abounded. The
inhabitants were generally prosperous (by trade), having many
rare valuables. Though their customs were rude, they were cour-

ageous. Of Deva temples there were more than 50, and of Bud-
dhist monasteries above ten with more than 1,000 brethren.

Besides Buddhists, there must have been Nigranthas, as in the
list of Jaina Sthaviras, the first s&khii or branch of the ancient
Godasa Gana was named Tamraliptika.= The Chinese pilgrim
Hiuen-ta calls it " the southern district of E. India."

The country was evidently included in the empire of Sasanka,
and after Sasanka of Harsa, for the empire of both extended south-
wards up to Kongeda or Ganjam. In the Visnu-purana (IV, xxiv
18),* it is recorded " Devaraksita will guard Kosalas, Odras,
Tamraliptas and the sea-coast town" (? sixth century). No
further record has been found about the separate existence of

More famous was the capital, after which the country and

Capital
the Pe°Ple were evidently named. It

P U
is frequently mentioned in Jaina, Bud-

dhistic, Brahmanical and other works. It must have existed
before the birth of Christ. Ptolemy noticed Tamalite* in his

geography as being on the river Ganges (BK. VII, Cap. I, § 73) ;

ivith the people Talucate named in

in, fourth upanga, Pannavana (Sans.

I The references may be classified thus :—
(t) TSmralipfca—MBh., Adi-P3 , CLXXXVI, 13 ;

Sabha-Pa
,
XXX, 24,

LII, 18. Atharva-pariXtta, LTI, 4. Cf. Parasara, I.e., Utpala's

..

)na-P°, CXVIII,
,
XLVI, 55. Cf.

rtra, XIII, 34. Vayu-F <Anandasrama
I (p. 189). Markarfeya-P", (Bib. Ind.

,329,330. Br. >am., XIV, 7.
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Pranjapana), the nine groups of iiriyas included Tamalitti Van-
gaya (Tamralipti in Vani?a).i

The mediaeval Buddhists, specially the Chinese pilgrims,
mentioned the town several times'as the port where merchants and
others embarked for Ceylon and further Efist. Fa-hian described
it as being "at the sea mouth," nearly 50 yojanas eastwards from
Chen-po (Campa) ; and here he shipped himself for Ceylon on
board a great merchant vessel.8 According to the Records, the
capital, above 10 li in circuit, was near an inlet of the sea.

According to the Life, Yuan-Chwang consulted about going thence
by sea to Ceylon, but was advised to go by land and thus to avoid
the monsoon storms.3 I-ching landed here from China 4

; Hwui-
Lun, the Corean, remarked :

" This is the place for embarking for
China from East India, and close to the sea." 5 I-ching, Hwui-
Lun and Hiuen-ta 6 put its distance from Nalanda monastery at
60 or 70 yojanas (stages).

In the story of Mitragupta, Damalipta is described as being
among the Suhmas, close to the sea and not far from the Ganges,
frequented by sea-going boats of Yavanas and others, and on the
whole prosperous. 6 That it was a centre of much trade with
many merchants residing is clear from other references in Sans-

KathS-sarit-sagara (III, 4. 291, TSmraliptika).
The above references speak of old times, the one in the inscrip-

tion being not later than eight or ninth century A.D. Since then
the town must have deteriorated immensely, as it is not
any subsequent works, surviving only in lexicographic

Tamluk.9 This channel was'apparently much broadei

in old days, allowing the free access of large vessels

The channel silted up and has now disappeared ; and with
its deterioration Tamluk ceased to be a sea-going haven, while
Hijli rose into importance. Political changes probably hastened
its downfall. It was annexed to Orissan kingdom by the powerful

2 ^"«t^,
e

ct.T^^ p.

n

ixxi

XX
'
P

'

375 '

3 Life, Beal.p. 13.

* Takakusu, I-tsinjr, pp. 185, 211.
6 Life. Beal, introduction, p. xxviii. (Hwui-Lun), p. xxx, (Hiuen-ta).
« DaacL-kumara-carita, Bi'xth occhasa, (N.S P. Ed.), pp 155-163, 17 -177.

;

^h-vrrnn-vonilynn,} Kp. Ind
, II, 345. Tamralipta, Br! .,'-*„.-/.?-,„.,

'
r,

Lambnka III, storv third (Devasmita), vv. 167, 173,185; Lamb. IX. storv

fourth (Vinayavatl), v. 139; Lamb X, story eighth (Kesnta). v. 20!. Tim-

The old

i).-TumnUptarh D,hnaliptam Tfnnalipti Tarn

a, II. 191

, TamSlika. might have givren rise to modern Tamluk.

rros, (I553-1613); BJaev (1650). In Valentyn's map t

t shown, having been nearly silted up. It is the first map
i. In Eennell's Atlas, plate VII, it is shown as Tmgercolly rivt
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Gariga kings, and thus became a frontier town, far from the
capital. It would naturally be looted first in every war with
neighbouring kings ; and the distance from the capital with the

unsettled state of the country encouraged river pirates and land
dacoits. The trade in this way dwindled until it became a
shadow of its former self. Not improbably the river encroached

and swallowed up the town or the greater part of it. thus giving the

finishing touches.

Tambulak appears as a mahal of sarkar Jalesar in Todar-
mal's rent-roll, with the note " cavalry 50, infantry 1,000, has a
strong fort, Khandait " 1 in charge. The Portuguese appear to

have occupied it for some time 8
; and for their piracy in the

Ganges, notorious in those days, it would have afforded a good
base. The present zemindar of Tamluk claims to be twenty-sixth
in descent (fifteenth in direct descent) from a Kaivartta chief

named Kalu Raya.s He must have got the zemindari after the
rent-roll, in which a Khaudait is mentioned as the landlord.

1 Ain-i-Akbari, Jarrett, II, 142. Correct Tambulak for its Tanbulak,
Beames, J.R.A.S., 1896, p. 749

ions of Voyages and Travels, Vol. IV., p. 109. " The Portugueses

Tambulin in the kingdom of Bengala; and Macassar in the kingdom of that

3 Baba S'riscandra Ghosa, Sahitya-parimd-patrika, IX, pp. 54-55,
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The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section was held at

the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, May 13th, 1908, at 9-15 p.m.

Lieut.-Colonel G. F. A. Harris, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present:

—

Dr. A. S. Allan, Captain F. P. Connor, I.M.S. ; Dr. H. M.
Crake, Lieut.-Colonel F. J. Drury, I.M.S. ; Lieut.-Colonel C. R. M.
Green, I.M.S. ; Dr. E. A. Houseman, Captain J. G. P. Murray,
I.MS.: Major F. O'Kinealv, I.M.S. ; Dr. J. E. Panioty, Major
J. C. Vanghan, I.M.S.

;
Major- L. Rogers, I.M.S., Honorary

Secretary.

Visitor .—Captain F. A. F. Barnardo, I.M.S.

The Minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Captain Connor showed cases of a peculiar rash and of

papellema and epithelima.

Captain Connor showed also some clinical cases.

Captain F. A. F. Barnardo, I.MS., read a paper on "Some
cases of puerperal eclampsia with suggestions for its treatment,"

postponed from February meeting.
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32. The Use of the Abacus in Ancient India.

By G. R. Kaye, Bureau of Edu, to SI

It has frequently been stated that the abacus was in com-mon use in ancient times in India, and upon this supposed fact
elaborate arguments have been built and theories founded

; but it
appears that these statements, although made by undoubted
scholars, are not well authenticated

; and it is proposed in this note
briefly to examine them.

'

o

S
f
V
l'

Baj^y W
i!
teS :

" Jt need harcQy be said ^at the
use of the abacus is still common in every village bazar in
inaia, 1 and nas been universal apparently from time immemorial "

(Joum Roy. Asiatic Soc, xiv, p. 14). Again he says (xv, p. 12 ) •

wires "
68 repreSenfced

(
as in the Indian instrument) by

Rodet writes
:
" En voyant l'usage du « tableau a colonnes '

repandu surtout en Perse et particulierement dans la Khoraslu,
tout a cote de 1 Inde, je serais porte a croire bien plutot que
1 usage de ce tableau a ete emprunte par les Persans orientaux
aux Indiennes en meme temps que l'usage des chiffres " (Journ.

by means of the abacus, while the works of the learned Woepcke
are largely concerned with the development of the science of
arithmetic and our modern notation by the Indians from the use
of the abacus (Me'moire sur la p,o} , h -v. » -

t

O' Cub ut ;lnd Sur V Introduction de VArithmStique indienne en
Occident, etc.).

Burnell tells us that " the Indian abacus was by using heaps
of cowries for the numbers, the number of these shells being
equal to that of the number expressed, the cipher being a blank
space. Thus .-.

| |
.-. =303 ;

.-.
[

.-. =33." He adds :
" Warren

(Kala Sankalita, p. 334) mentions a counter to express the cipher,
but I have never found this to be done" (Sotdh Indian Palaio-
graphy, p. 62).
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In 1825, Warren wrote {Kola Sankalita, p. 331) :
" I had often

read and heard of the singular process by means of winch the

common Indian almanac-makers computed eclipses, scoring bheh
quantities with shells, instead of writing them in figures ; and
dispensing with the use of tables by means of certain artificial

words and syllables. After a long search for one of these mecha-
nical computers, a person was introduced to me by my venerable
friend Abbe Mottel With regard to his calculating with
shells and counters (the latter representing zeros) it amounts to

nothing more than scoring any number of points when playing at
cards with similar articles, but on a larger scale." Warren then
gives the following " numerical account of the sounds " which
were used in conjunction with the shells and counters to effect

certan calculations :

—

Numerical Account op the Sounds.

1 Ka, Tha, Pah, Ya or Yum, Kiah, Wia, Staha, Nuium.
2 Kha, Thaha, Paha, Rra, Ra, Ri.

3 Gheu, Dheu, Bheu,La, Kla.
4 Gaha, Dhaha, Baha, Va, Ve, Kooa.
5 Ghank, Nanh, Ma or Mun, Na, Sa.

6 Tsha, Ta, Ton, Shah, Utsha, Cshe, Recshe.
7 Tshaha, Taha, Saha, Za.

8 Dja, Deheu, Ha, Hi, Dheua, De.
9 Djiha, Dhaha, Lhah, Dha.
10 Guia, Na, Ni, Rno, A (the last, or zero, being always

expressed with a counter).

He explains the use of this notation, which is the well-known
alphabetic 1 notation somewhat modified, as follows: "When a
regular technical term is too short to be split into as many
syllables as the quantity which it expresses contains of digits, then
they lengthen it at pleasure and construct by that means a memo-
rial word which answers their purpose. This will be exemplified
in the following exposition of the elements of the Vakiam process :

—

TheVedam ... Ve-do-da-Gnia-na-tou-Staha.
The Raza Gherica ... Ra-za-Gheu-ri-ca.

The Kalanilam ... Ka-la-ni-Ia.

TheDevaram ... Dheu-va-ra.

1 As explained in my previous article (Joarn. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, 1907,

p. 479) the numerical values of the letters are—

12 34 56789 0
k kh g gh n c ch j jh

t th d dh n t th d dh n

P
?
h

1 y
h

T "s s" "h l"

Warren's table contains in all 56 symbols : perhaps the extra symbols
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These syllables they expound by inverting their arrangement,

beginning with the last, and ending with the first ; and scoring

from the right, thus :

—

Staha • ton JJJ Na Q Gnia Q Dha ••}•• Do JJJJ
Ve JJ—a Vedam or 1600984 days.

Ka • Ri Gheu ••• Za •••• Ra ••-a Raza Gherica or

12372 days.

La ••• Xi O la ••• ka •—a Kalanilaor 3031 days.

Rra •• Va JJ Deheu JJJJ—a Devaram or 248 days."

Sir R. Temple (Ind. Ant. xxvii, p. 19) quotes an interest-

ing example from rural Siam, but the calculator was of Chinese
origin and had evidently learned the use of the simnpan ; and we
naturally enough find similar examples of the occasional use in

India of the abacus or its principle in modern times.

Of the examples quoted above, the modernones are of little value.

They, unless supported by more ancient examples, only show that
the abacus is a foreign importation into India. Warren's supposed
example (it really has nothing to do with the abacus) is of interest

on account of its connection with the old Indian alphabetic nota-

tion. Burnell appears to have seen the principle used, but his

citation is no evidence of its use in ancient India. Rodet gives no
reference to the actual use of the instrument in India but infers

that, because it was used in Persia and Khorasan, it must have
been borrowed from India, at the time of the introduction from
India of oui fchmel A otation! But it is even doubtful
whether our modern notation was ever introduced from India
(see Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, 1907, p. 457 f.).

Woepcke on this point, and many others, was probably misled
by the writings of the early orientalists ;

but, presumably,
Bayley had some authority for making his general statement.
He says that the use of the abacus has been universal in India
apparently from time immemorial, but this statement is supported
only by the reference of Rodet quoted above ; and one can only con-
clude that Bayley did not comprehend the facts of the case.

However, he even gives an illustration of the supposed Indian
abacus, but this illustration has very much the appearance of a
copy of the instrument that was a common ornament of the

elementary schools of England in the middle of last century.

Also Bayley writes further on the subject (xiv, p. 35) as follows

:

" The common Sanskrit term for the instrument seems to be

j
" ;

. which signifies ' a board ' or 'calculating board'; but the

it ha a been possible to consult." Of course the meaning of pa(i is

well known, but it is no more an abacus than is the ordinary

school slate to which it corresponds. As Mr. Diksit tells us
i Ind. Ant., xx, 54) : " Hindu astrologers use a wooden plank, which
they cover with dust. This plank is called path hence arithmetic

is called pSfiganita." Because one form of the abacus consisted of
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.

'
:

' -

abacus. In this he was altogether wrong for, as is well known,
the part was, and is, simply a board for writing upon.

Bayley goes a step further and attempts to show that the

Greek abacus was possibly obtained from India. " Perhaps," lie

says, "in the Greek form of the name of this instrument some
trace exists of the use of

1 aksharas ' 'A/8a£ would thus

in Greek mean ' speechless,' 'wordless,' or ' non-phonetic '—surely

a very appropriate term 1 for a silent mode of calculation which
succeeded the phonetic ' aksharas.' " But unfortunately for Bay-
ley's argument, the phonetic ' aksharas,' in the sense used by biiri,

never existed except in the imagination of some rather rash

orientalists. Bayley 's most learned article on the Genealogy of
Modem Numerals largely deals with the use of the abacus ; and
unless it can be shown that this instrument was in common use in

ancient India, all his eloquent reasoning is worthless.

There is an interesting and rather important question depen-
dent upon the supposed use of the abacus in ancient India. This
question relates to the origin of the ' zero ' and of the term ciphe .

Taylor, Woepcke, Bayley, Bxmiell and others derive the Sanskrit

numerical words that signify zero from the use of the abacus.

These terms, they say, indicate the space not filled up by a counter,

the 'place vide' of the 'tableau a colonnes.' All these terms
indicate emptiness, or the shy, ether, etc., and may rationally enough
be supposed to be connected with the abacus. As a corollary to

this idea the term cipher is derived from sunya through the
Arabic* " In Sanscrit," wrote Taylor in 1816, " the word shunya
signifies a circle, cipher, or vacuity ; and the Arabs, on receiving
the numerical notation from India, translated it by the word

nothing " (Idlawati, p. 11). Woepcke, Bayley and others repeated
this statement which is commonly accepted as correct 8 although it

may be noted that according to Taylor the origin of the technical
use of the word depends upon the Arabs having received I heir nu-
merical notation from India, which is an altogether unwarranted
assumption. On this point Bayley writes :

" What has been said
as to the intrinsic meaning of all the Indian names or
for zero, and the probable connexion of the ideawhich underlies them
all with the ' place vide ' of the ' tableaux a colonnes,' need not be
repeated, though of course, this evidence affords in itself a strong
argument in favour of the Indian origin of the sign—an argument

which lines might be drawn with a stick, was, and still is^a^ommonlnstru"

Indian inscriptions before the 11th century A.D. at the earliest*

1" 1^ ^
S Dr. Murray's New English Dictionary has " cipher fr. Arab. yL*,

5»/r, the arithmetical symbol ' zero ' or 'nought' a subst. use of the adj.
qifr, ' empty,' ' void ' f. cafara, ' to be empty.' The Arabic was simply a trans-
lation of the Sanskrit innya, literally ' empty.' "
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which is still further supported by the manifest derivation of all

the European terms for this sign from the Arabic word_>&* (sifr),

which it need hardly be said is itself a direct and literal trans-

lation of the Sanskrit ' sunya. ' It has the exact intrinsic meaning,
in fact, of sunya, and since, as it has been shown, the new Arabic
arithmetic was avowedly derived from the Indian, the derivation

of sifr from sunya is beyond doubt " (xv, p. 39).

Enough has been said to show the importance attached to the

arithmetical notation and the development of the science of arith-

i pon it. It will also be noted that
the debt that the Arabs are said to owe to Hindu mathematicians
is closely connected with the subject.

If our notation was not of Indian origin, and if the Arabs did
not derive their arithmetic from the Hindus, then the whole of the
elaborate arguments given by the writer- referred To above fall to

the ground. As a matter of fact the debt of the Arabs to the
Hindus in this matter has been very much exaggerated, and
possibly the debt is on the other side ; also it has been shown that
flie Indian origin of our notation is, at least, not proven (Journ.
Asiatic Soc. Bengal, 1907, p. 475 1).

Surely, if such an instrument as the abacus were in use in

ancient India some real evidence of its use would be forthcoming.
Perhaps some readers of this journal may be able to produce such





33- Certain Unpublished Drawings of Antiquities in

Orissa and Northern Circars.

M.A., B.L , M.R.A.J

Two folios of unpub- ^ ^tn« 1^ Srihrf
hshed drawings.

templf£ Though nearly ft century^
they do not appear to have been ever before described. A brief

description of their contents might therefore help future refer-

Surveyor-General of India.* When he died at Calcutta in 1821,z

Professor Horace Hayman Wilson was deputed to report and took
charge of the collection. The greater part of it are now deposited
in the Indian Museum, Kensington, London. The Sanskrit MSS.
lie in the India Office Library, while a number of other
manuscripts are said to be in the Presidency College, Madras

;

and eleven folios of drawings with a number of miscellaneous
papers enriched the Library of the Bengal Asiatic Society,
having been received in December 1822. s The whole collection
was ultimately bought by the Government for a lakh of rupees ;

and Mr. Wilson gave a summary of the whole collection.

Wilson's list shows in the collection 2,630 original drawings,

32 Duplicates and 2 ^^WJ£k«J»* ™

85 originals in (B). ^ h M Hinda A;

\ haT

7- i

cates, and No. 8, 32 originals and 32 duplica
Society's Library, the larger folio (A) has 32 dnplicates, and 2
originals; the smaller-sized folio (B) has 77 pages of original

1 For a brief biogrnpln Licnt . .m-Colonel Mackenzie, see Sir A'

Johnstone, J.E.A.S., O.S., I, p. 333; and the introduction of Mr. Wilson to
" Mackenzie Collection " (Calcutta 1828, Madras Eeprint, 1882).

2 He died on 8th May 1821, aged 68, and lies baried in the great burial

yard of South Park Street Cemetery.
3 Centenary Review of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Part I, p. 23. " Ten

therein is apparently a misprint for " eleven" ; see Bion's Catalogue of Books
in the A.S.B., pp. 183-4. They have been included in books, though as
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drawings, or 85 originals, some of the pages having two drawings
in one page. The originals of (A) and the duplicates of (B) are

probably in the Kensington Museum, London.

Most of the drawings, original or duplicate, bear dates of

Kra*« 0« ~p r. : * drawings, and in duplicates also the datesNames of CoPyists.
of copyfn

'

g and the^ of the copyigts
From them I gather that the drawings were made in 1815, and
that the party making the drawings travelled from Jajpur,
Cuttack District, southwards to Amreswaram near Bezwada,
Kistna District. The earliest date of the original drawings is one
of Jajpur, 7th March 1815, and the latest of Amreswaram, 15th
September 1815. The duplicates were made four years later, and
range from 18th February 1819 to 1st July 1819. They were copied
by J. H. Shanks (Schenks, Schencks), A. McPherson (A. McP.),
Shaikh Kajibullah (Najibellah), Peareelanl (Pearalall), J. Mastic,
J. Gould, Sheik Abdalla (Abdnlla), and J. Duml

iginals bear no names of the artists, except two in (

On classifying thenin(B) which
top laces, the folio-

Names of Places, and Dates of Drawings.

Place. Number. Dates of Drawin

iatak District ... 11(B) ... 7-iii-1815to 21

Bhuvanesvara, Pari

nchelly, Godavari Dis-

i Amresvaram (temple),

Total ... 34(A), 85(B).
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All the drawings except one are uncoloured
; some of the pil-

lars in (A) are shaded brown. The one coloured figureis of a copper
image at Makundapnr near Pipli in Pari District, From the
dates it would appear that the party were Welling southwards,
|'i-"»>ably when Lieutenant -Colonel Mackenzie joined Madras, as
local Surveyor-General, in 1815. The copies were evidently done
>n Calcutta where he lived in 1811) as Surveyor-Gene, al ,.»' India
Some of the dates ot nn,,,,;,] drawing given in (A i appear doubtful
on comparison with those in (B).

Of the antiquarian objects drawn in these folios, several have
been since ph. .t. >gra phe< I ; and therefore t heir drawings are of little
use except for comparison. M.»t ,,f the drawings, however, relate
t.. sen ptuivs and architect urn 1 details, little known and as vet un-
paid, shed. Consequentlv thev are worthy of attention from'archa-
ologists. The drawings are 'carefully executed; and in spite of
great ignorance of Hindu mythology . witness manv of the head-
ings seem iairly accurate in the details. Similar' drawings of
Amravati sculptures m the London Museum were well spoken of

Vol. I."

Considering the scanty data available for old temples, any
Kanarak Drawings little additional light thrown by these

, , A 3
sketches would be useful. For example,

take the two drawings of Kanarak sun temple. The first shows
a lion on a crouching elephant, both on a high plinth. During the
present "restoration" of the sun temple, the position of the pair
ot lions was a vexata quests The pair have now been placed in
trout ot the eastern doorway of the magnificent porch. Judging
from the sketch in A (No. 6) this << restoration "appears wrlnjThe high plinth on which the lion stands, appears to he part ofTn
enclosure wall, and according to the heading, tin lion was in front
of the north gate* The Ain-i AUari is also clear on this point."By analogy from other temples in Orissa having enclosure walls,
tnese animal figures used to be placed at the gateways thereof (cf.
the Lmgaraja Temple, Bhuvanesvara, and Jagannath Temple.

The second sketch (No. 20 of A) shows apparently the flight

and two horses (broken). It may be compared with the finely
carved chariots laid bare by recent excavations. The two rows of

Part

i

lI
4rCh

5

JOl0giCa
r

Snrve^' Bengal Circle, Annual Report for 1902-03,

temple^KiT
° f

* ^ UP°n *n el?Phant in front of tbe north B**6 of fche

3 Ain-i Akbm-C Jareett^fo^Tl, pp. 128-9. The enclosure wall " has

Swigned'Se
6aSte

h

rn

\
88 Carved u

P
on ifc the fi8nre*

.

of tw
£

an attendant. The^orthernTas twoTig* rTeach of^Wc^fs °rTmpaiTt ^pon
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lions and geese on the parapet are worth examination. Photos of
the two Kanarak sketches are attached. As any light on this
great temple would he welcome, I extract a passage from the
Madala panji in Appendix C. It purports to give measurements
of the temple in 1627 when almost entire. A discussion of the
measurements will be left for a subsequent article.

Interesting informations regarding Hindu mythology are avail-

. _ „. . able from these drawings. For example
Drawings of Hxndu ^ ta.matr8 0F^n mothers " cab

Mythology be g(udied from the three monolithic
images and seven smaller images of Jajpur, or seven similar images
on the Markandatank, Purl, or the three " mothers " at Yellamun-
chelly. Two well-carved specimens of the Sim-god, one with seven
horses and one with five horses, are given from Bhuvanesvara-
Siva, Parvati, Ganesa, Karttikeya,Virabhadra and Visnu in various

forms and are shown in these drawings. Besides the gods,

kings, queens, nSgas and lions are also shown, while side figures

*t „ of several kinds abound. In addition toand of Pillars.
sen,ptnre8> piUar8 of difEerent types have

been drawn. The (B) folio is entirely devoted to Hindu figures ;

the (A) is also mostly Hindu, and has only towards the end four

Jaina drawings. Many of the sculptures can no longer be traced,

cases more or less distorted by whitewashings and plasterings.

Hence the drawings have a permanent value for the archaeologist.

Along with those in the other seven antiquarian volumes, these

drawings will, I hope, be studied at leisure by some schola

A bri,

ipecimens printed, as was done by Fergusson and Burgess

APPENDIX

The Folio called

nd book, binding loose, oblon

The first nine leaves of the books are blank, then on a

guard flap comes the tenth leaf with the first drawing and then

follow folios, each having a drawing. Except one, all the draw-

ings are large, and occupy three-fourths of the page lengthwise

and often breadthwise.

1. (Heading) " Baharie." 9 ft. 8 in. x 5 ft, 1CH in.

Note.—Varahi, one of the seven mothers, with

the face of a boar, a child on her left lap, and a



or date of drawing. Statue now in the com-
pound of the Sub-divisional Officer, Jajpur.

" J^e
,?^

h " 5 ft 2 in
- ^ 2 ft. 4 in. "20th March

FebL^ll^ "°0pied by J
-
H-".20th

Note.—The hideous sitting figure of Yama's
mother, with the ribs visible, and ornaments on
the forearm, arm, ear, neck and leg. Below two
devotees. This is one of the "mothers" kepi

par
terraCe behind Ja°ann^th TemPle

.
Ja.j-

" Durgah. " 9 ft. 4 in. x 5 ft, 8^ in. " These figures are
ljmg at the back of Bankerie-tomb on the left of

McPh^Tsit
to the mosque

"
Copied hy A

Indra^i, one of the seven mothers, crown

leg. The forearm and the rightfoot gone*' cloth
from the waist down to foot. The remains of
egs of a child on the left lap, elephant below

(
uahana). Now in the compound of Jajpur Sub-

divisional Officer, removed from Bokhari Shah's
tomb, opposite the court.

[No heading] 9 ft 8 in x 6 ft. " At Jehaujpoor, 21st
March 1815." Oopied by A. McPherson.
Note.—The hideous Chamunda, with a necklace of

skulls, broken at the sides and not continuous
The ribs and veins drawn in a fearfully natural
way, left leg on the Mahadeva below, lying prone
with folded hands. Now in Sub-divisional Offi-
cer s compound.

" Drawing of the Black Pillar in front of the Temple of
Jagannath which is said to be about 40 ft. 26th
April 18L>; [Plinth] 9 ft. x 7 ft. 6 in. [Diame-
ter of shaft] 4 ft. 11 in.

The well-known Sun-pillar, removed from Kanarak
to Jagannath temple toward the close of
eighteenth century by the Guru Brahmachari of
the Maratha Deputy. On the top is shown a
tailed monkey (and not Aruna).

" Figure of a lion upon an elephant in front of the
north gate of the Temple at Kunnaruc near Jagan-

21st April 1815." [Plinth] 10 ft. x 6 ft.

tvith the lion, high ] 19 ft. Copied by Shaikh

of the pair guarding th
ajibella, February 181 9.

of the enclosure wall,

eastern doorway of the porch by
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" Figure of Xursinghee, commonly called by the country
people the old man." 5 ft. 3 in. x 2 ft. 9 in. At
Jehaujpoor, 16th May 1815.

maned, ornamented, palms gone, and lower part
effaced. On his left lap a male ( Hiranyaka-
sipu demon ? ) . In a frame, above which are
Vidyadbaras and Kinnaras (winged man-birds)

;

at base corners, two females with fly-whiskers

and in base centre two groups of devotees.

Present location uncertain, possibly in the Vara-
hanath Temple.

[No heading], 6 ft. 6 in. x 3 ft. 4 in. At Jehaujpoor,
16th May 1815. Copied by J. B. Schencks.

Vaisnavj, one of the seven mothers, crowned,
ornamented, four-handed, the upper one holding
wheel, the other conch shell, the lower right

blessing and the lower left hold a child (head

gone) on the left lap. Below vahana, the winged
human-faced Garuda. In the terrace behind
Jagannath's Temple.

ng], 6 ft. x 3 ft. 5 in. At Jehaujpoor, 17th

May 1815. Copied by J. H
( behind Jagan-

nath's Temple.

No heading ], 6 ft. 6 in. .x 3 ft. 6 in. At Jehaujpoor,
16th May 1815. MePherson iu pencil).

Kaumari, one of the seven mothers, crowned,
ornamented, four-handed, the two upper holding
a club and a trident, the lower right gone, pro-

bably blessing, the lower left holding a son on the
left lap. The vahana, a peacock below. In the
terrace behind Jagannath's.

' Parbuttee," 6 ft, 3 in. x 3 ft. 9 in. At Jehaujpoor,
16th May 1815.

Parvati or Aisani, one of the seven mothers,
crowned, richly ornamented, four-handed, the
upper two holding a rosary and a trident, the
lower right blessing, and the lower left holding
a boy on the left lap. The right let? on the
vahana below, a bull.

18th February 1819.

Varahi, cf. No. 1. More complete, four-handed,

the two upper holding fish and cup.

[ No heading ]. At Jehaujpoor, 17th May 1815. 8| ft.

high (no breadth).

Chamunda, cf. No. 4. In the terrace behind Jagan-



»th s More complete. Four-handed, the upper
.-o holding a straight broad-bladed sword, and a
ub. the lower two a cup and a demon's head by

lamented sculpture in the wall of the Temple of
helium drawn by J. Newman, 30th June 1815
by Peareelaul. July 1819. 11 ft. 3 in. x 4 ft.

has figun

ated warrior in the central.

behind his shoulder
loops of which are a Kinnai
in the centre and birds at the top

15. " One of the enclosed

handed Visnu at the base,

mi." [Base] breadth 2 ft. 4 in., [height] 2 8i" + 2'7-v"

An elaborately carved pillar in the Simhacalam
lemple, Vizagapatam District.

"Drawing of one of the 64 pillars which s
outer building within the Inclosure—Of -

jut'isi
1^ ft - [high]

-

Copied hy J -

Probably of the same Simhacalam Temple.
" Pillar in the outer building of the enclosure at Sema-
chellum." [Base breadth] 2 6", [middle] 4-10", cir-

c^T/A^dth] 2 ' 9"' ctotal height] n* »•

Round the centre runs an Oriya inscription in eight
lines the front of which is only given in the draw-
ing. I read the first line of this part as Vi [* ml
iri^yGaja^ift V«»d.,-Miau . . . samaMa 4 and so
on. From the title, the king would appear to be
one of the Suryya-vamsa dynasty of Orissa. 1

" Drawing of one of the 20 pillars which support the
wall, of the First Hall or Court at Semachelliim, 3rd
•I lily 1-1.3. - [Basel 4 ft. 11 in. diameter, [top width]
4 ft, 7i in., [height] 3'-7" + lH '-2:ji" T 2-0%
2-10". Copied by J. Gould.

Drawings of one of the 84 pillars in the Choultry at
Semachellnm, 3rd July 1815.

It contains in the lower half a nayika with a ay-

whisker in the right hand.

For these kings, see my article, J.A.S.B., 1900, pp. 180-189.
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20. " Drawing of the Chariot which is said to be the same
as the one at Kunnaruc, 2nd July 1815." Copied by
A. McPherson, April 1819.

The parapet of the flight of steps has two rows of

carvings at the top, the upper one of lions, and the

lower one of geese. Below them two chariots. In
front of the chariots a well-caparisoned horse

(head broken) on a fat person (trampling a de-

mon ?). The head of the horse on the other side

visible over the steps.

21. " Drawing of one of the 84 pillars in the Choultry at

Semachellum, 23rd July 1815/' Copied by A. McP.,
April 12th, 1819.

The base is carved with two-hooded nagas ; and in

the centre two snakes intertwined with the hoods
raised on each side. Between the two hoods and
on their body stand a deity (Krsna ? ). At the top,

two geese face each other and are flanked by a

lion rampant on each side.

22. "Drawing of Nnndee-Iswar at the door of the temple at

Dracheram, 21st July 1815." Copied by J. H.

A sitting bull with strings of bells, the vahana of

23. " Sculptures in a cavern at Bezawara supposed to belong
to the Jaina religion, August 21st, 1815." Copied
by Sheik Abdulla. 1st Julv 1819. 5 ft. 5 in x 4 ft.

6 in.

The compartment contains in the centre a standing
Tirthankara, naked, ears long and hands hanging.
He has on each side a standing female, with mat-
ted hair, unornamented (only one having wristlet ',

and cloth falling from the waist to the foot nearly.
Beyond the compartment to the left (spectator's)

is another standing naked Tirthankara,

24. "Jain images cut on the rock of one of the caverns at

Bezawara, August 21st, 1815." Copied by Shaik
Abdulla, 1st July 1819. 8-7*" x 7 9".

The compartment contains in the centre a standing
naked Parsvanath with five hoods of a serpent
over his head, the serpent rising from the ground.
On the top left-hand corner three ascetics on their
knees, and on the right-hand corner a Vidygdhara,
below at the base right hand a male devotee sit-

ting, and on the left hand a female standing and
holding an umbrella over the Jaina saint,

25. "The principal object of worship (the figure some-
what defaced) carved on the rock in the interior

apartment of the cavern at Bezawara called by the



'
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natives Ramaka Deeve." 23" x 76" x 5 '3" Cnni^
by J. Gould, 30th Jane 1819.

P 6
'

The compartment has in the centre a dhyani Mahavir i

sitting with one leg over the other and both the
hands over the feet. Hairs woolly, bha-nunulnh,
round the head, and an umbrella above of fine
make. On each side of him is a standiim- male with
a fly-whisker. On the base are carved "three li,,„.

26. f No

sordula pill;

" Figures supposed to belong to the Jaina

vel w:
ved on the

^Fi^^i1^ hJ Shaikh

"^et

M i°^
a Pil

'f
n°rtl1 °f the Pillar near the Teniple

of Mahadeo at-
, 24th August 1815." Ytremains unfinished on account of the builder's dnatfi

measuremenf
haikl1 Abdullah

'
3rd Jul^ 1819 [ Nom

p]Tc?no
e

t

n
given.

[ No heading]
. Copied by Pearalall.

behind his vakana, Garuda.
6

'

[

by°p::s
10 feet in length (in penci,)

-
c°pied

Visnu with the breast girdle (Kaustubha), cf. 33,
four-handed (only three shown).

-Sculptured tigmv of Mau-calli cut on the rock near
the temple at Bezawada."
A peculiar figure. A warrior with 18 hands hold-

ing various weapons, right leg advanced as if to
march, near the head are carved four rows of
faces, 10 + 9 + 9 + 9, 37 in all. At first sight look-
ing like Havana, but having one head and two
hands less.

« Sculptu

Bramins, but since the building about them fell downj
they have been abandoned by their votaries at

~

wada, 21st August 1815." Copied by J. Gould.
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In the centre a four-handed man-lion incarnation of

Visnu, upper two holding wheel and conch shell,

the lower ibjht blessing and the lower left holding
lotus and also Laksmi on the left lap. On his left

sitting a four-handed god (Brahma ?), his upper
two holding lotus, and the lower two blessing and
offering gift; on his right a standing two-handed
god, hands folded, with a necklace of skulls

(Siva ? ). At the top an arch carved with the ten

incarnations (the last but one Buddha).
33. " Image of Ranga Naikudu cut. in the rock represented

lying at length in a ruined temple at Seetanuggur,
2nd September 1815."

It shows Visnu lying, his left leg being shampooed by
Laksmi (head nearly effaced), and a lotus-handed

god ( Brahma ?) sitting beyond the legs.

34. "A pillar covered over with copper plates highly gilt

which stands in front of the Sooam Iswar Swamy Temple
at Seetanuggur. The pillar was erected by Va>u-iv<M\
Venkatadri Naidu. Rajah of <.'hintapillv Tullaccoo, who
at present resides at Amriswerum. 2nd September."

[Base] 5 rulers and 2 inches x 3 rulers 6 inches fin

APPENDIX B.

The Folio called B.

11"*8£", bound, binding loose, with the following title

on the third leaf inside :—" Drawings of antique sculptures at

different stallums or places of religious worship, and other ancient
Hindu structures, taken in the course of a journey from Calcutta
through Cuttack by Ganjam and Chicacole, the ancient Wodia

- a countries, to Condapilly, Ellore and Guntoor imme-
diately on the Kistna in 1815."

From the 8th leaf begin the drawings. A number of pages
are given to^each place, its name written on the first page of each

page 225. Each written page has generally one drawing, occa*
sionally two ; while blank pages often intervene. No name of
the draughtsman appear; on the fly-leaf only the words "by
Mackenzie " are written by some unknown hand. One drawing
only (No. 45) bears the name of J. Newman.

1. (P. 1). "Figures at the Temple of Hankenlishwar, at

Geogepoor." March 7th, 1815. 3'8" [high] xl*ll".
Note

:

—A standing S'iva, four-handed, the two upper
holding a rosary and a trident, the lower right
holding a demon by the hair and the lower
left resting on the matted hair of an ascetic, head
haloed and matted, ornaments on the ears, neck,
forearm, arm, breast and waist, wearing embroi-
dered jahghia. "Hankenlishwar" seems to be



(P. 5). Sculptured figures on the Temple of Roggon-
ajee-Taukoor at Geogepoor." March 20th, 1815°%)
18 (high) x D"(wule);(6) 1-6" (high).

(.a) Man-hon, four-handed, two upper holding awnee and a conch shell, the two lower tearing the
bowel of the demon Hiranyakasipu held on his
thighs. At base a male and a female worship-
per with folded hands.

P

^pro\i
m
d-

ned rampant
'
bod^ broke"

f tongue

<P
'l8

}

15
[N° headin"^ [hi^h l- March 20th,

A goddess, haloed, crowned, four-handed, the two
upper effaced, the two lower holding a spear and
something circular (?). Two fallen demons at foot.

(P. 11). " Figure in Hankenlishwar Temple at Geoge-
poor. March 20th, 1815. (a) 2f" £ (&) no
measurements.

(«) A god, head and upper trunk gone, riding a cap-
arisoned horse, with a man behind holding an
umbrella (its top gone) ; below the horse, two
Yaksmis and then a Yakga holding up the horse's

m?
0f

T̂
n

11

hlS left Palm - All on a throne of lotus.
The Kalkl incarnation probably.

(b) A seated Yaksa with curled hairs.

(P. 13). " Lingiim at the Temple of Hankenlishwar at
Geogepoor." March 20th, 1815. [Base width] 1-4"

;[hnga height] 4 ft.

The Linga of Akhandalesvara, 4 ft. high, the lower
part to fth height carved with battlements in 12
rows

; inserted into a quadrangular base.

l4
);
io,[

No

&

beading]. March 20th, 1815. (a) 1'8"

(«) A moulding with an ascetic carved on the upper
part. The ascetic has legs one over the other, and
hands folded.

(b) A four-handed standing god flanked on each side
by a pilaster. The pilaster is carved in four com-
partments, lowest effaced, then a ghata with foliated
turn-overs, next the upper half of a full-blown
lotus, and at the top the lower half of a full-blown

(P
m
17 )' [No heading]. March 20th, 1815. [No

A grinning lion with the tongue protruding. The
lower trunk and body gone.
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8. (P. 21, instead of 19). " Gaurood." March 21st, 1815.
110" [high] x 1-BJ".
Visnu seated on lotus throne, four-handed, the two
upper and the lower right holding something
like Buddhistic praying wheels, the lower left

holding a conch shell, crowned with ornaments
in the ear, neck, wrist and waist (two necklaces).
A female worshipper at the left corner of the
base. A peg at the bottom indicates that the

f>. (P. 23). "Chunder Ishwar at Bobun-Ishwar." 3'5"

[high] x 1-9". April 5th, 1815.

Sun-god standing on a chariot driven by Aruna, and
drawn by seven horses. God, two-handed, fore-

arms gone, crowned, ornaments in ear, neck,

arm, waist, legs booted ; surmounted by a^ trefoil-

the key
P
a lion flanked by two females. At each top

his bent thigh. To the right of the god an
amazon drawing a bow and behind her a bearded

ascetic ; to his left, a similar amazon and behind
her a guard with a straight sword and shield. A
well-carved piece.

10. (P. 25). "Sculptured figure on the wall of the Bhava-
nee-Shunker Temple at Bhobun-Ishwar." 35" x
110". April 5th, 1815.

Bhagavati standing on a lotus throne flanked on the
right by a lion, four-handed, the upper left hold-

ing a full-blown lotus with stalk rising from the
ground, the forearms of the three other hands gone.
Crowned, with ornaments on the ear, arm, neck,
waist, calf and the foot. An arch above, with
makaras at its base and a lion flanked by two male
worshippers in the key. At the top corners
a Gandharva with an Apsarasa on his bent thigh.
At tlie base on each side, a standing female with a
fly-whisker. The temple cannot be traced.

11. (P. 27). "Figure in the Temple of Mage-Ishwar at

Bhobun-Ishwar." 3*0x2'0. April 6th, 1815.
Siva (three faces only shown) with Parvati on his left

lap, seated on a throne. On the right three
hands shown, one holding a battle-axe, one a
rosary, and the third blessing ; on the left only two
hands shown, one holding a lotus, and the other
holding fast Parvati. Both figures richly orna-
mented. At the base two female and one ascetic

worshippers on their knees in the right and a male
(king ?) sitting in the left, all facing a ghafa, four
dhupa-sticks, a conch shell and two lotuses.
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9). '-Figure in the Temple of Mage-Ishwar."
: 'xl ll". April 6th, 1815.
larttikeya standing on a lotus throne, below a
wafcara-based. limi-keycd trefoil arch. God four-
handed, the upper right holding a trident, the
upper left caressing the tail of a cock held up by a
female, the lower right blessing and being pecked
at by a peacock, the lower left on the body of the
above cock ; close to the peacock is a male armed
with a curved sword. At each top corners the
usual Gandharva and Apsarasa. Below the throne
worshippers facing a ghata with foliated turn-
overs, three on the right and two on the left. It is

the statue on the back or west side of the tower
of Meghesvara temple.

. standing deity (?), two-handed, the right holding a
stone or a bunch, the left a bud. To his right a
tailed monkey (?). A sitting female between his
legs, under which a Rakgasa lying prone on the
ground. The image has the usual ornaments.
Kedaresvara is south of Muktesvara.

3). « Figure of Gunnish on the Temple of Kedar-
April 7th, 1815.

Ganesa, elephant-trunk, pot-bellied, heavy-legged,
standing on a lotus throne, under a lion-keyed tre-

foil arch. He is four-handed, the two upper
holding a peg (?) and a cup filled with fruits, i

lower right holding a rosary and the lower 1

resting on a club ; on the right side a standi

female with an offering and on the left a m
with a curved shield ; near the. female the vHho

mouse. At each top-corner a Gandharva with

Apsarasa on his bent thigh,

south niche of the tower of K

f igure in iron
'. April 7 th,

both hands
body not sh

(P. 37). "Fema

standing in a niche flanked by two pilas-

o-handed, the left on a club and the right

o flnwpv Kanalini temple, miscalled
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17. (P. 39). "Female figure on the Temple of Coopallee-
Ishwar at Bhobun-Ishwar." April 8th, 1815. [ No

A standing female in a niche flanked by two-carved
pilasters ; both the hands holding a scarf, one end
of which falls on a seated, bearded ascetic to the
right. Adjoining the niche of 16th, in the tower
of Kapalini or Vaitala Deula.

18. (P. 41). « Figures on the wall of the Temple of Coopal-
lee-Ishwar." 2 6" x 110". April 8th, 1815.

A male and to his right a female (king and queen ?),

both standing, the male's right hand on the

female's right shoulder and the female's left hand
round the male's waist. Both heavily ornamented.
The male with a sword in scabbard hanging from
his left, the female's cloth falling gracefully from
the waist to the foot. In a niche of the tower of

Kapalini.

19. (P. 43). « Figure of a Sanasye in one of the small

temples of Gooswarsarry at Bhobun-Ishwar." 3-8"

x 2'0. April 8th, 1815.

A slab, with moulding at the base, and then on a

lotus carved seat, seated, bearded, math

lion-mouth-keyed, springing from two iardula-

pilasters. Below the seat are five worshippers.

In the Gosahasresvara group 300 yards off from
Kapalini, northwards.

20. (P. 45). "Figure on the Temple of Gooswarsarry at

Bhobun-Ishwar." 2-J0'xl-8". April 8th, 1815.

A standing god, haloed, two-handed, the left hold-

ing a long staff (trident ?). Richly ornamented
(including leg ornaments). To his left a female,

two-handed. Standing,

wall
Ishwar. Rudra Dane:
1815.

Rudra in Tandava dance, ten-handed (six shown
on the left and four on the right), the upper two
holding a serpent, the next two a trident and a

battle-axe, the next two a rosary and a bag (?),

the next two the ends of a scarf
;
wearing tiger

skin. To his right Ganesa striking cymbals,

and left Karttikeya playing dhola.

(P. 49). "Figure of Seeda Eshwar standing near the

outer wall of the Temple of Mooko Eshwar at Bhobun-
Ishwar." 4' 0 x 1-7". April 10th, 1815.

Sun-god standing on a chariot drawn by five horses

and driven by Aruna. God clad in mail, haloed,
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(legs not visible), with spreading rays (?) in

(POhftyS MidSafij!£ hS uTo wives).
&

23. (P. 51). if lal

» the Great Temple
April 11th, 1815.

The river Gaiiga standing on a makara, on the
left palm a jar. and the right hand on the right
thigh, under an umbrella held up by a female
attendant standing to her right.

24. (P. 53). " Figure facing or opposite the last No. 19 at

Bhobun-Ishwar." April 11th, 1815. [No measure-

The river Yamuna standing on a tortoise, on the
right palm a jar and the left hand on the left

thigh, under an umbrella held up by a female
itte da t tending to her left. Head-dresses of

23rd and 24th peculiar.

25. (P. 59). -Figure of one of seven Sanassee represented
near the temple. It is said by the Bramins that these

were the seven Sanasses who used to repeat their

mhunters at the tank near the temple on seven
stones which projects (sic ?) from the steps, and in

remembrance of them their images were placed near
the Pagoda." (a) l'10"xl l"; (6) 1*10" x O'llf.
April 11th, 1815.

(a) A seated, bearded, matted-haired ascetic, with
a band round his raised knees.

(b) A female on her knees with folded hands, on a
lotus seat. To her right and left two smaller

females on knees with folded hands. " The second

Sanassee (a female)."

26. . P. 61). (c)
;
' The third Sanassee." 2'0 x P3".

A seated (one leg over the other) bearded, matted-

haired ascetic, on a lotus seat.

00 "The fourth Sanassee." 2'lA"* 1i"- APril

11th, 1815.

A female devotee on her knees, with only one smaller

female to her right, both with folded hands.

27. (P. 63). (e) " The fifth Sanassee." H0i"xlO.
Karttikeya standing on a lotus throne, to its right a

standing male worshipper. God, four-handed.

The right upper holding a trident, the right lower

spread out and being pecked by a peacock the left

upper and lower, on the tail and body of a cock

held up by a female.

(/) "The sixth Sanassee." Ml xM . April

11th, 1815. Similar to (6).
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28. (P. 65). (g) " The seventh Sanassee." MO" x 1'4".

A worshipping female on her right knee, left raised.

N.B.—The head-dresses of all the seven, (25 to 28), are pecu-

and interesting.

Chatoor Mooka Mahadeva," April 11th, 1815
[Base square] 10£'

l Lii"jiriga carved on four sides with a face (three

faces only shown), 2*1" high, on a quadrangular

(P. 67). "On the outer wall of Luckpoosy Narindra
Mutt (N.-W.) of Bhobun-Ishwar." 4*0 x 26". April

11th, 1815.

Siva, and to his left Parvati, seated on a lotus

throne. S'iva haloed, four-handed, the right upper

and lower holding rosary and vina, the left upper
" ling Parvati's chin and the left lower holding

^"'"i right handthe vinS, Pa
eft shoulder. ' A tri

throne the bull and the lion.

(P. 69). " Female figure in one of the tempi

bun-Ishwar." 51" x 2'5i". April llth, 1

Parvati standing on a lotus seat; hal

handed, the right uppermost effaced,

either holding a straight sword, a
' ' jss, the left (

-nd jar (of nectar ?). Two atten-

dants haloed, carrying a fly-whiskers, one on each
side, the right-hand female's left hand resting on

a lion's head. In the left top-corner a Gandharva
with offerings on his left hand.

31. (P. 71). "Figure of Bhyroove on the wall of temple
near Bhobun-Ishwar." 3' Ox 18". April llth, 1815
The Bhairava, one legged, two-handed (forearms*

gone), standing on a lotus seat, below a makara-
based, lion-mouth-keyed arch. A Grandharva with
au Apsarasa in each top-corner. Two dvdrapSlas,

a spear-handed male to the right, and a trident-

handed female to the left. Now in YamesVara
Temple, I believe.

32. (P. 73). "Copper figure of Chimdra Seekur in the
possession of a Bramin at the village ofMookundpoor."
April 12th, 1815.

A four-handed Yisau (or Krana), the right upper-

holding a dove, and the right lower spread out to

bless ; the left upper holding up a deer and the left

lower in mudra (thumb and index figure joined).

Behind him rises a tree with branches, and buds,

all within an arch having a dove at each side of
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the key. The only drawing in colours. Makunda-
pur is 2 miles south of Pipli and about 25 miles

north of Puri town.

33. (P. 85). " Eswar at a small house in front of Marcandah
Tullow, north-west of Jagannath Temple. One of the
images of the Saut Bhyne or seven sisters. " 4 6" x
2-3". April 27th, 1815.

S'iva, haloed, four-handed, seated on a raised seat

;

the right upper and lower holding a bud and
a mallet-shaped axe, the left upper a jar, the fore-

arm of left lower gone. Usual ornaments. Below
the seat, bull.

34. ^P. 87) . " Bhramnianee, one of the sisters (so called by
the natives) in front of the Marcandah Tullow.
4-5" x 2 2". April 27th, 1815.

Brahmam, four-faced (three only shown), four-

handed, the two upper holding wooden imple-
ments of vedic sacrifice {Me?), the right lower
blessing and the left lower holding a baby on the
left lap. Seated on a seat, below which is a goose.

35. ^P. 89). " Eshweree " or (in pencil) " Parvutty." 4'2"

*2\Li". April 27th, 1815.

Parvati, another of the seven mothers, four-handed,
the two lower, as usual, blessing and holding a

son, the two upper holding a trident and a battle-

axe
;
seated, below the seat a bull.

36. (P. 91). " Curtakainee or Savatree. One of the seven
sisters in a small house in front of the Marcandah
Tullow, north of Jagannath." 46" x 2 2". April 28th,
1815.

Kaumari, another of the seven mothers, the two
upper holding objects indistinct, the two lower as

usual. A peacock below the seat.

37. (P. 93). "Narainee." 3-10" x 2 2". April 28th, 1815.

Vaisnavi, another of the seven mothers, four-handed,
two lower as usual blessing and holding the boy,

the two upper holding a lotus and a nodule-like

string. Below the seat winged, human-faced
Garuda with hands folded.

38. (P. 95). "Indranee." 46" x 2-1". April 28th, 1815.

"Indraai, one of the seven mothers, four-handed,

the two lower as usual, the two upper holding a

lotus bud and an ankus'a or goad. Below the

seat an elephant.

39. (P. 97). "Vaharee or Baharee." 46"x2'-0. April

28th, 1815.
Varahi one of the seven mothers, boar-faced,

four-handed, two lower as usual, two upper hold-

ing a fish and a plate. Below the seat, a boar.
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(P. 99). [No heading]. 4'6"x2'2". 28th April 1815.
Camunda, seated on Mahadeva lying prone on a

lotus seat ; ribs and veins shown in a fearful way,
a necklace of skulls, four-handed, the two upper
holding a straight sword and a trident, the lower
right a cup (of blood), the palm of lower lefts

gone.

(P. 113). "Figure on the wall of the Gunga-Durra
Fountain which runs underneath the Choultry." June
2nd, 1815. [No measurement].

In pencil " Sreecorma " a few pages before (p. 105).

Nrsimha seated with a boy in his left lap (Prah-
lada) four-handed, legs crossed.

( P. 115.) " Pillar on the east of the gate of the Tem-
ple of Stree Cormah." [Shaft] 5'9"xl'|". [Top
width ] 2'i". 13th June 1815.

An elephant-faced sardula pillar of the S'ri-Kur-
mam Temple, eight miles east of Chicacole, near
the sea coast,

the

(P. 119). "Pillar on the south of the gate of the
terrace of the temple at Stree Cormah." [Shaft]
6 0x1-2". [Top width] 2 '3". 13th June 1815.

A third grinning maned sardula pillar in the same

(P. 121). "Pillar in the upper gallery of the gate of

the Temple of Stree Cormah. " [Shaft] 6-0xl'6."
[Top width] 2'-3". J. G. Newman. 13th June 1815.
A pillar round at the base, square in the centre,

and a foliage cup in the abacus.

(P. 123). " Figure at the entrance of the Stree Cormah
Pagoda." 53" x 16". June 13th, 1815.
Visnu as dvdrapdla standing, four-handed, the two
upper holding discus and conch shell, the two
lower the right resting on a club and the other
raised for blessing

;
usually the right hand is

raised to bless.

(P. 125). " Figure at the entrance of the Stree Cormah
Pagoda." 5-3" x 1-6." June 13th, 1815.

The counterpart of No. 46 on the same gate, other
side four-handed Visnu, the upper two holding
conch shell and the discus ; the lower right bless-

ing and the lower left on a club.

(P. 127). " Figure of Durga on the Temple of Mooha-
lingum." 2 3" x 13". June 15th, 1815.



in Paris Kimedi State, Ganjan
Kalifiganagara of the mediseva

-handed, standing Parvati with i

ant to her right holding an umbrellf

P. 129).

wall o

l-l:».

right touching the upper
left, the lowe '

~

a Yaksa or demon with folded hands.

(P. 131). Figure of Coomar-Swamy in one of the
smaller temples of Mo.-.haliim-nni Pa-oda." [Mea-
surements in pencil not legible]. June 15th, 1815.
Karttikeya with his vnlmua the peacock below the

seat, two-handed, one lying on the knee and the
left holding a trident, haloed, on each side of the
top a Gandharva.

( P. 133). • Figure of Chendie-Keshwur by which the

' 15^*1815?*°

hooded naga king, two-handed, hands hold-
ing a circular lotus, in the middle of which is the
drain

; shown up to the waist.

(P. 135). " Sculptured figure north of the Choultry
at Coopully." 2-6" x 15". June 19th, 1851.
A god standing, haloed, two-handed, right holding

a battle-axe and the left resting on a club, a
dagger hanging from the girdle on the right

side.

(P. 136). " Sculptured figure lying in the field neg-
lected, 100 yards from the Temple of Coopully."
3-0" x MO." June 19th, 1815.
A seated figure, two-handed, the right holding up a

straight SAvord and the left on the left knee, with
a peculiar crown on the head.

(P. 147). " A female figure on the left of the Gunga-
Durra Fountain at Semachelium." 2 7.V x 1'2V"

July 2nd, 1815.

A standing goddess ( Parvati ?) haloed, two-handed,

the right holding a lotus bud, the left resting on

a female attendant with a fly -whisker over her,

an arch held up by two celestrals.

(P. 149). A female figure on the right of the Gunga
Durra Fountain." 25"xl'4." July 2nd, 1815.
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A Mahisa-marddini form of Durga, haloed, standing,
eight-handed, the upper left three holding conch-
shell, bow, shield, the lowest left lying on the
thigh of the raised left leg, the upper right three

with palms obliterated, the lowest right with a

spear piercing the body of the demon Mahisa
(human body, head gone), behind her right leg

her vahana the lion grinning.

(P. 151). " Figure at the back of the temple of Senia-
chellum" (in pencil). 5'5"x2"6." July 3rd, 1815.

The man-lion (lion face with human body) standing
on a lotus-carved seat, four-handed (forearms
gone), nose and left leg gone, a female attendant
on each side. Four worshippers at the base, two
on each side of the seat. Over the god an arch,

watara-based with a grinning lion-mouthed key.

At the right top-corner a Grandharva with an

Apsarasa on his curved leg.

(P. 153). " Figure in the Temple of Semachellum,
standing in the front courtyard against a pillar."

2-S1 xl-4." July 3rd, 1815.

Visnu, haloed, four-handed, the right upper holding

a discus, the right lower with spread-out palm
raised to bless, the left two holding a conch shell

and a club, standing on an altar.

(P. 159). " Figure in the enclosure of the Veerabuddra
Temple at Yellamunchelly." 3''2" [high]. July 16th,

Virabhadra standing, naked (?), hairs forming a
mandate, four-handed, the upper right raised, the
lower right holding a snake-twined trident, the
upper left holding a serpent, the lower left effaced.

A necklace of skulls at which a wolf is sniffing.

(P. 16 ). " Figure in the enclosure of the Veerabuddra
Temple at Yellamunchelly." 1 inch less 4 spans X 2|
spans. July 16th, 1815.
A Mahisa-marddini, standing with one leg on the

back of the demon Mahisa, who is armed with a

sword and a shield. His buffalo head is pierced
by a spear held by one of the four right hands,
the other three holding respectively a discus, a
spear-end, and a straight sword ; the left upper
three hands hold a conch shell, a bow and a shield,

and the lowest hand resting on the left thigh.

To her right at the base a grinning lion.

(P. 163). " At Yellamunchelly." 3| spans [high]. July
16th, 1815.

Karttikeya, standing, haloed, four-handed, the upper
right holding a trident and the upper left a club

with a cock at the top, the lower right raised



on the left waist. The head of a peacock just

visible behind.

(P. 165). "At Yellamunchelly." 3 spans x H spans.

July 16th, 1815.

Brahmani, seated, four-faced (three only shown),
four-handed, the upper right and left holding iai

and a noose, the lower right raised to bless and
the lower left lying on the left thigh. A goose

(P. 167). [No heading]. 1 inch less 3 spans [high].

July 16th, 1815.

A nnga queen, probably seven-hooded (indistinct ,,

. jar, the lower part in a snaky i

; fixed to

(P. 169). "Figure at Yellamunchelly." 27" x 1-7".

July 16th, 1815.

Sfiva seated, the hairs forming a mandala, four-hand-
ed, the upper holding a trident and a rosary, the
lower two holding a vlna ; crescent moon above, a

bull below the seat.

(P .171). [No headings], (a) 2 3" x 13", {b) 2-3" xl'4".
July 16th, 1815.

Two of the Seven Mother. Brahmani. Yarahi. with
their respective symbols, goose and boar. Both
haloed, four-handed, the two upper holding a rosary
and a bud, the two lower, one blessing and the

other lying on the left thigh. The slabs pegged
at the bottom.

(P. 173). "At Yellamunchelly." 23"xl'5". July 16th,

1815.

Raudrya or Parvati, another of the seven mothers.

Seated, haloed, four-handed, the two upper holding

trident and discus ; of the two lower, the right

raised to bless, the left kept on the thigh. Bull

below the seat. Slab pegged at base.

(P. 179;. "Figure of Ranjaishwar Swamyin the Temple
of Goolingaishwar Swamy at Beecalloo." 33" X 2'0".

July 20th, 1815.

Durga haloed, four-handed, the upper two holding a

noose (?) and a conch shell, the lower right bless-

ing and the lower left on the waist, standing on a

buffalo head (Mahisa demon's head), with her

vahana the lion behind her legs. Slab pegged at

(P. 181). "Figure of Joggy-Eshwar." 18" X 1'5.'
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Virabhadra, seated, haloed (hairs drawn curled in

the halo), four-handed, the right two holding a
trident and a straight sword, the left two a snake
and a cup (of blood ?), a necklace of skulls, body
emaciated. Below the seat a fallen demon with
the head turned up to the god, a sword and a
shield in the hands, attacked at the waist by a

wolf. Cf. Nos. 58, 71 and 73, The vahana wolf is

68. (P. 183). "Figure of Mai-Eskhwar in the Temple of

Goolingaishwar Swamy at Beecalloo." 3''0x2''0.
July 20th, 1815.

S'iva, seated, matted-haired, four-handed, the two
upper holding a rosary and a trident, the lower
right in mudra, and the lower left on the left

thigh. Below the seat, a bull.

69.. (P. 193). "Image of Veerabudra in one of the apart-

ments in the Temple of Draachanam Beem-Eshwar."
3-9" x If spans. July 21st, 1815.

Virabhadra (?) standing on a pedestal, ten-handed,
the right hands holding a trident, (other two in-

distinct), a goad (?), a dagger, in the left hands
a double-headed axe, a bow, a goad, a shield, the

last hand blessing. A female to the right and a

male to the left with folded hands. In the temple
of BhimesTara at Draksarania,

70. (P. 195). " Sculptured figures of Chuckruwuttee on the

wall of the Draachanam Temple on the right hand of

the door." 5 3" X 2 0". July 21st, 1815.

The standing figure of a richly ornamented king

with folded hands, wearing cloth wrestler-like,

over which a girdle, from which hangs at the right

side a short dagger.

71. (P. 197). " Figure of in one of the small

temples at Dacharam." 5 3" x 2"3". [No date].

Virabhadra, standing, four-handed, the right lower

and the left upper holding a trident and a battle-

axe, the right upper raised and the lower left spread

out to bless. A necklace of skulls. A goblin to the

right and a female to the left, besides two

72. (P. 199). " Figure of Droondeeshwar in the Temple of

Dracharram-Beem-Esbwar.'* 2 3"xll." July 21st,

1815.

S'iva, four-handed, the two upper holding a book and
an oblong-shaped article, the lower right blessing

and the lower left turned down, trampling a

fallen demon armed with a straight sword and a

shield.



Virabhadra, standing, four-handed, the right two
holding a trident and a sword, the left upper a

noose, the left lower forearm gone, necklace of

skulls, waist bound with a snake with another
visible just over it, a wolf to the right and a

goblin to the left.

74. (P. 203). "Figure of Devanepulloocoolloo-Swami(s)wara.
On the left of the Temple of Nuggur-I-Mi wat

."

510" x 3 6". July 28th, 1815.

S'iva standing under an arch, four-handed, the right

upper (forearm gone but probably) holding a

trident, from the right lower hangs a lizard-

marked club, the left upper holding a snake, the
left lower resting on the waist.

75. (P. 213). "Sculpture on the rock near the Temple of

Cunnuccu Durga Coil near Bezoara. Figure of

Saraswuttee." [No measurements]. August 22nd,
1815.

Brahma, four-faced (three heads only shown, uecks
shown separate), four-handed, the upper two
holding something indistinct, the lower right bless-

ing, the lower left hanging by the side, cloth worn
like ascetics, falling below the knee.

76. (P. 219). [No heading, no measurements, no dates, only
in faint pencil the following]. " Sculpture on the
Mundupam representing a ? of musicians playing on
the [illegible] Bezwara. 27th August 1815."

A group of seven heavenly musicians, the first two
(from the right) and the last playing on harps, the

third and sixth playing on cymbals, and the fourth

and fifth on dhols. Above third and fifth is carved

"7. (P. 225). " Figure of Aunnunt-Taushainoodoo in the

Temple of Amreshwaram." September 15th, 1815.
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APPENDIX C.

^T#Nl ^Rs? sftg^THTOW ^ft H\%

^rft^Tf ft% ^rft: vt* i&^z wn^f-^txmi vmw *fte*sfNw

JTTTTT3T3'

WT cT, ^fWT^rrfs ST ^ TpT i 5tfc ^fTst \||

^sroJT^qrf^f3T^ 5nr^fcTo3^rfx^t ^rr \h at i f^TJi^crar q^r-

wrfi^ ^Tfe jitu at 1
j\m rV, ^n-

TO ^THR: «lf^ ^T^t TT \^||, ^3I3*TT^ ^rfig ^T3l

w v« IS* ^ f^fT\^ 3^ *rrg*r iht^ w£
fWT HTfjf ^ ^WTW fa«TT sfTTfe JmE q^
wrr ^ fa *tf?j*r <= jttu; it * ^tt fa 1

55: §<a*»l«n ?rT1^^53ap JTHT ^TT «^ fa I ^^55 «TT®cft

5TTJT1TT3- 3TJHUT ^-qf^HTk fa ^TTJJ^T ^cHC ^tW ife

^ fa S&TT* 3Tf^ qTfT*T ift ^ at^ *ft \ atW ^
fa ^ sriapr sfNrn: ^nri^ fa ii-ign?: i ^^ ^re; eftw *jw *ft

\ a^t sifrm: m b *ti3Tv: Jit ^ #t ^ *§*it%*T f^^rf^

jft \« ^t, t£ ^^nr qrrr^ irt 4. z\ nfcift \ •
1 11 fs ^rNn^:

^rr ^ fz 1 ^ sfNi* fi8^^ uiip ht% *ri3~ jtt
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» ft jft#t^: *tNr ^rr ^11 fa ^ fi «m m * \* fs [i]

JJ^WT^ ?%JJ§*t H*^ ut^TT ^TT <UI ^falT «RT

<i f3 %^Tir ^t^Tr ^TT \ • f3, ^cTTJj xn^T^fRT

H JTt \ ft 3fTT «B fs §ft3Hr jft ^ ft V* fe, JTUT

^*ns?t ^33 mv*\\^£t \i£ to « fa ^mrv.

TOf Wl \^ f3 i J\W ^*TT5?t *TFT?^3 ^fr^TTT TOTOPirfr

a«ii^
[ i] g^i^* ssnu*r*;fWt ^era; ^fefli ^137 ^tt

i fa i ^xrf^H =rte ^ fi \« u ^rfjjsr, arc

m^vzcios ^*tt?t -mrr fa i f^rer?: a^rc ^ftenr ^ fa

^jppr *r^ ®m, ^: ^ sRifa
i

!^ ^rur tzvtz

^Tt^nr ^rr itismj; fire*: irfwi i^^f^fr Ttsr «trt i<=

f3 I ^cTC ^f%HT WJ \* <= ^ITT^ [l] fflfFR^ cffT ® fa

«FNtT fa T£&3 m R III fa, 7T> \ ft^
^ fa ^rra ^frfa sfteR wi ^m\fz [i]

*fta ^rr 3 m fa ^*rrq fa i ^tct^; *t^tt^Ro3T to

wfare *t fa i 3*ft<n ^t^^tNtt?: fa i jiitj ^tto

*ri*rrc:m \$ fa
i

qf^*?TO ^"farc ^rr v= fa i wte ^ure

are cT5? qrirerafc^t 3^ ^ fa i ^:^t^ *t*t ^fa^n i

MS. Madala-panji, or Palmleaf Chronicles of Jagannatha
Temple.
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Temple of Kanarak, North Gateway. No. 6 of Folio A.





34. The Age of Kalidasa.

By Prof. Saradaranjan Ray, M.A.

The Indian learns in his childhood that Kalidasa, the great-

est poet of India after Vyasa and Valniiki, was one of the " nine

gems " of the court of a certain prince named Vikramaditya
Tradition also has it that the Samvat era, which is still current
was introduced by this prince to commemorate his accession t(

the throne of Ujjayim. It is the 1964th of the Samvat erf

to-day. Hence 1,964 years ago, in the first century B.C., Kalidasj

Feik.usson's Attack.

Against tins wo read :
• It has long been an open secret how-

ever . . . that there is absolutely no documentary evidence of the
existence of such a king Vikramaditya in the first century B.C.
But the puzzle has always been, how the belief in such a king,
living in the first century B.C. . . . could hav<
puzzle has at last been solved . . . by . . . Mr. Fergusson ... I cannot
help thinking that in the main his solution will turn out to be cor-
rect. " Thus writes Prof. MaxMuller in his " India : what can it

teach us ? " The " solution " is that King Harsha of Ujjayinl, sn i
-

of Korur in 544 A.D., expelled them from India, and, in commemo-
ration of the victory, founded the Vikrama era. He dated this

new era 600 years back, thus making it appear as if it commenced
in 57 B.C. The Vikrama era cannot, therefore, occur in any
historical document before " 544 A.D. Along with Vikramaditya,
Kalidasa is brought down to the middle of the sixth century

Corroboration op Fergusson.

(») Prof. Max Miiller believes that Mallinatha corroborates

Fergusson's theory while commenting on the 14th verse of the

Meghadutam. " Whatever we may think of the pointed allusion

which Mallinatha discovers in Kalidasa's own words to Nikula
and Dignaga—and I confess that I believe he is right- there can be

little doubt that Mallinatha must have known of both Nilrala and
Dignaga as contemporaries of Kalidasa, before he could have

ventured on his explanation ... We shall probably now feel more

i also seen in the fact that
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Kalidasa uses the word Jamitra in Kumara VII, 1. This word
i- borrowed from the Greeks. The great borrower in this respect
was Iryabhata whose approximate date is 499 A.D. Kalidasa
therefore, must have lived pretty long after 499 A.D.

Corroboration of Little Value.

Before discussing the theory itself I shall take up tlie cor-

In the first place, Prof. Macdonell says on Mallinatha's
interpretation: " This explanation . . . is extremely dubious in it

self. Then it is uncertain whether Mallinatha means the Buddhist
teacher Dignaga. Thirdly, little weight can be attached to the
Buddhistic tradition that Di<nmya was a pupil of Vasubamihu.
for this statement is not found till the sixteenth century.
Fourthly, the assertion that Vasubandhu belongs to fhe sixth

century depends chiefly on the Vikramaditya theory, and is

Secondly, I believe Kalidasa himself never thought of such

an explanation. This is obvious from the verse itself. The text

I doubt if WWT*rSt<f can be legitimately compounded to mean
•• foolish vnuntingsas expressed by gesticulations." Even if tin-

point is allowed, the plural in f^-ITJTRT^ becomes indefensible.

When the word f^nai is not intended for many individuals,

the plural will indicate respect ( ) for f^-TR on the

part of the poet. Would that be consistent in the case of a
•• hated rival," contempt for whom is already expressed by the

ridicule in ^rarWWhr ?

Prof. Max Miiller makes much of the fad that Mallinatha
believed Niehuh. and I)iguana to be contemporaries of Kalidasa.
In other words he accepts the belief of a single individual (Malli-

natha) against that of the whole of India that Kalidasa and
Vikramaditya were contemporaries in the first century B.C.

Referring to the astronomical argument, Prof. Macdonell
says: "But it has been shown by Dr. Thibaut that an Indian
astronomical treatise, undoubtedly written under Greek influence,

the Romaka Siddhanta, is older than Aryabhata, and cannot be

placed later than A.D. 400. "

Max Miiller refers with approval to the stress laid by Prof.

Jacobi on the appearance of the word Sfrfinr in Kumara. This

approval implies two things :

—

(1) That the word is exclusively Greek.

(2) That the Indians borrowed it not long before the Oth
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Prof. Macclonell's reply quoted above demolishes the 6th-

oentury theory. But it does not go far enough, srrfl^! aud
Diameuon may mean the same thing, yet neither need be the

progenitor of the other. The supposition is possible that both

come from a certain primitive word which like fq«, TT«. WB-

^f?3. etc.. the nations possessed in common when they were

together before the migrations. When the primitive Aryan
householder, after the day's toil, sat chatting with his family, the

vessel of drink (call it Soma, or Amrita if you like) going round,

he could not have helped noticing the utility of sitting all

in a ting, and the ease with which every diametrically

opposite pair can then speak to each other. It is not then unlikely

that a name was given to diametrically opposite positions,

and along with it to the diameter also.

Again, even if we admit the borrowing, the word is so com-
mon that no one need be surprised if it was appropriated when
the very first batch of Greeks set foot on India.

But I believe we are beating an empty bush here. In the

present instance Mallinatha seems to a fiord us an illustration of

the habit of seeing new ideas in old expressions. The main, in

fact the only, reason for taking «rrfa^ as derived from the Greek
Diametron. is that the word is supposed to have no derivation n

Sanskrit. It is extremely hazardous to say that a purely Sanskrit

derivation cannot be found for «nf»TC I snfa is known to mean
u daughter." The *t**OTH gives this meaning on the authority

of the H«^Tifa*TT*ifa I Wlfw gives *JTf*r* with the

affix m attached to the root f to protect. The sense is " That

which guards the daughter from evil." This derivation is

sanctioned by the rule ^TWtS^Haf 3»J I No possible objection can

be urged against it. If this is allowed, mfwi derived thus, or in

any other legitimate way, may exist side by side with the technical,

let us say, for argument's sake, Greek derivative orrftra without

either interfering with the scope of the other's usage. Instances

of such double existence are numerous. The words ^TUfTO, tfvrr
etc., have special meaning in grammar. They are constnntly

being used in other senses also. Even in scientific works the

same word may be used technically and in the ordinary sense as

well. A Geometer arguing with an adversary is not barred

from exclaiming. •< What is the point of your argument? "though
his science gives a special meaning to the word " point. All

depends upon the context. I believe mftm as I have derived

of Diameter.
SU

i

t

qnote thTsloka
^

^cT^^ffiT^lif ^e*l*n ft«lT*fteTfafa«^fcl«^ »
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In the first place, what is Jmr of anfil* ? MaUinatha ex-

plains, saying means 1 Even then Sjf* of arrf*R.

"purity of the diametrically opposite place," is unintelligible,

because Astrology defines STlfipl with reference to the and

not to the fwftr as the context has it here. Mallinatha's defence,

that what attaches to the ^RT may be attributed to the fflfa

also, does not seem satisfactory. This leads me to suspect that

5fTf*R is not here used in the sense MaUinatha takes it .

My suspicion is strengthened from another consideration.

I am told—I speak under correction—that, at marriages, the

purity of f^t* (the two positions 90° either way from the

vgy) has to he considered, while the purity of the itself is at

least as important as that of the wfoi^ I It is imperative to

avoid srrfiWV and —impurities of the <sNT and the op-

posite place. Why then is the poet silent about impurities at

f^pn and the . It will not do to say that if the STTfal in

L STTfrW Besides, who are the parties involved? The

parents of the Universe are to be united ; on the issue of the

union depends the welfare of the whole host of gods and men.

Such an occasion has to be accompanied by a combination of all

auspicious circumstances, and must not be burdened with such

shortcomings of the as an ordinary Bengali father of an

*^€toT has to put up with.

I therefore take mfa^ here in the sense I have already

explained. The sloka then means that—Himalaya performed the

^rTW^fa* ceremony for his daughter's marriage at a phase of

the moon that was calculated to ward off evil influences from

Hence Janiitra offers no corroboration :—

(1) Because Jamitra in tl

the context, therefo

from Sanskrit.

(2) Because even if Jamitra has the sense of Diametron, the

supposition that the two come from a common
primitive is possible. That Diametron has a Greek

derivation does not bar the supposition ; for f*RS, *IT*,

etc.. have Sanskrit derivations.

(3) Because, if borrowed, there is nothing to exclude the

hypothesis that it came to India with Seleucus.
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Pbi i'a Theory Untenable.

These considerations show the character of the corroborations

of Fergusson's guess. On the theory itself, Prof. Macdcmell
remarks : Tlie epieraphicnl researches <\f Mr. Fleet have destroyed
KergusM.uV hypothesis. From the>e researches it results that 'the

ed will mislead people and make them forget

the very date intended to commemorate. Mr. Fergusson's
Vikramaditya could not have been in a very enviable state of
mind when he instituted the era and threw back its commence-
ment 600 years to 57 B.C. to perpetuate the memory of his grea
victory at Korur in 544 A.D. !

Vardhamana, the author of the Ganaratnamahodadhi, closes
his work with the sloka:-

He does not refer to the Samvat. The ?m in UwHW is very

significant. It means " from the time of Vikrama," whether from
the time of his coronation or from that of his death is not clear.
What would fche advocates of " ante-dating " think of this "com-
memoration "•

if the Samvat era had misled Vardhamana into
this statement. If , on the other hand, Vardhamana had indepen-
dent means to calculate 1.197 years " from Vikrama," the value of
the sloka cannot be over-rated.

Here is an instance of its utility. Mallinatha is supposed to

belong to the 14th century. He frequently quotes the Ganarat-
dhi in his commentaries. If 1350 betaken as Malli-

natha's approximate date, then, supposing the Ganaratnamahoda-
dhi to be at least a hundred years older than Mallinatha so that

it could be considered by him an authority worth quoting from,
the book was written not later than about 1250 A.D. Vikrama
preceded the book by 1,197 years. Hence Vikrama reigned before

53 A.D.

Prof. Macdonell says in Ids History of Sanskrit Literature

that Kalidasa flourished in the reign of King Ohandragupta II. &i

the beginning of the 5th century A.D. There is no evidence to
!

II. was named Vikramaditya, and that the existence of an earlier

The Lai
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should not find a place in polite literature. This is not Vamana's
personal opinion. Popular verdict at his time must have been to

that effect, Mammata, towards the latter part of the 11th

century, echoes Vamana's condemnation. The *rf%WTir is of

It is strange, however, that ^PT is one of Kalidasa's favourite

words. Not only he does not hesitate to use it, but he actually

prefers it to the usual word SffrU^ in describing delicate objects.

Thus referring to Parvati's penance he writes :
" wf%*T^f*iJ-*-

Wrf^fw " though ^Tf^T^fm^inTTf^fM: preserves the metre as

well, and perhaps improves the diction. Some of his female

characters in the highest society have said "qui: ^<jT*g«rcfW

etc. He makes the mother address the daughter—" THf: * *

What a revolutionary change of meaning 1ms overcome th.

word which was once so chaste in its signification ! I believe this

cannot be accounted for except on the supposition that Sanskrit

was the spoken language of the learned when Kalidasa flourished.

Without entering into the question, " At what time did Sanskrit

cease to be the spoken language of the learned ? " it may be safely

said that this points to a time before rather than after Chi

with which he handles intricate points of grammar shew, the

specialist. From among a host of instances, we may refer to the

distinction made between ifrfa with two accusatives and the same

with one accusative only (cf. ?T *I^F«I(H, ?TfuWW»J,
^TOrafinnfwW'nW'i etc.); between the wfa?T affix ^«*t causing

^Tf^gftf, and the same with ^*TOgf% {cf. ^gfag^v* ;,

W#faf *Wt^ etc.); between the SrfJ affix in agreement

with the substantive and the same in disagreement (cf. *TTftjr«ft,

Vtt etc.) ; between the WTsp* without ftp*, and the same

with fi^f (cf. U$n$T ^S^frfNr, mm *f WWW etc.); and so

forth. His deep insight into the philosophy of grammar is seen

in the sloka--'^g^^frm srefircrfhwrf ^fw**f ^«^t i"

Grammar was his favourite study, as is evident from the number

of similes he has derived from that science (cf.
" sn^srerf?!-

etc.). He begins his great work, the Raghuvam-

sam, with a simile from the science of grammar "Jrunrff**
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^

WW fq*^ '| This simile is again seen in Kumara "inrffrw HT^CrPT

In Kumara, Canto III, he writes : 1V?*T* ffrfasr I He was not

unaware of the usual form, for he writes wftf* W*^***
and elsewhere «pftw?T*sSW**

!

far*!*r etc. Nor was the anomaly

necessitated by the metre ; for f%^fWw WfoM agrees with the

metre and avoids the anomaly. He knew that ftwm was a

name of Siva as he writes f^Nirarg<renri* * I How then are we
to explain thi> apparently wanton violation of grammar ? Only
one answer seems reasonable. Kalidasa believed that he had the

option to write f%*l*TO or In other words, f^sf* came to be

restricted to the Vedas after the time of Kalidasa.

In another place he writes ,-WT%*TO#T»wfW ^WTT fawTm JITT

*t*:q***^T JT^F^hr SNJT^TJ "
I We cannot say he did not know

that the usual form was *r^s§t and not JT^f^t. Compare
• Wift ««rejr^i§t - '• jwnfaf **THmjf*HM etc. Nor was the metre

fw^fa I As before, here too he thought it was legitimate

to write Jl^rft or JT^*fft l

Again we find him writing "mm? ^^f?r ^p" i Usually

the duplicated form is treated like a ^phfT^I compound,

and takes the shape Our poet knew this, for he writes

also ''fsrfcrnRTOrew^iT »1T^"' "*f^fa mi ^fl'STtftf mr*C' etc.

The explanation is the same as before, viz., the poet thought he

had the right to treat or not to treat the duplicated form like a

^Vlt^ compound.

Here is another instance. Kalidasa writes '?i UlW 51WTO'"
instead of the usual form ^nwnire ; in place of WWmK he has

^WTf *ft «rar4 ^mTK ; for 3^5P9T»?T<S he writes #*rtWJT fafV*^TO f

As before the explanation is that he belieyed the WW! between

the *T*5n*re and the ****** was legitimate-

Before quoting more instances I may note that the examples
given above seem unmistakably to point to the inference that the

rigour of Panini's grammar was not yet adopted in popular

writings when Kalidasa flourished. It is very important to re-

member that not a single one of the above is an example of

grammatically incorrect usage. They are instances of f^TO, of

usages which Panini denies to write s, but to which frf**

writers are fully entitled. The Mahabhashya recognises the
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^ ^q«nr 5rW^rrf%rn gTV'T qfV*l*fiflW^TWj;— and may Siva remove

my re-birth.

This is typical of the true Brahmana—the Brahmana to whom

even when he is performing the if\*S of his father the thought does

not occur to offer the first share of the f<p? to the soul of his sire,

but to those who have if *TT?fr T f*T«IT «T fV! "; the Brahmana

who, even after this first share is disposed of. does not think of

offering the rest to him for whom the ceremony is intended, but

approaches the priest with the query *wj 9 ; the Brahmana

whose father goes without a share of the fro until and unless the

priest utters the permission T«TO ffamw I What an example of

self-sacrifice ! $ is the query, not f1 Even the idea of

an offer is absent, not to say of the departed dear one who is to

receive the offer.

Such a Brahmana is praying. The last clause of the prayer
Migirests that to him the o-low of life has faded. The time has
come when he is reminded of a re-birth. At such a moment, wit li

the noblest work of his life finished, the prayer must haw
proceeded from the bottom of his heart and embodies his dearest

wishes, not to himself but to others- the princes and the people.

The verse deserves, and will repay, careful study.

The prayer ^f?ro^*tT *Hphjwr«—Let the declarations of

those that are learned in the Vedas gain respect—is out of place

unless we suppose that it refers to current contempt of Vedic

teachings. Along with this let us read the last line of the opening

verse—srareTfa: TOW^f*: etc.—Siva known by his directly

perceived forms, etc. A plain statement like * fo—May the

Lord protect you—is a perfect form of Vlflp} I Why then this

solicitude to tell people how is known? An exactly similar

anxiety is shown by the poet elsewhere where he says WTW. ftp^fi-
sfta^THt fa^smrer^ <r: -May Siva, who is easily reached by steady

devotion, promote your welfare. There too Wff: fin*TOTirT*j * :

would have been a complete and welcome benediction. But the

poet is not satisfied without telling in the same breath with the

benediction that Wrm is %wf^^"YJIl^rw: I
Kalidasa never says

anything superfluous. If any poet in India may boast of the

avoidance of srofaihrir, it is he. I really do not see how to

explain the presence of *W?rfw: 5r<nW-rfw and f^TWftpftJl^** 1

except on the supposition that, when the poet lived, the country

was full of sceptica who ridiculed Vedic rites and disputed the

very existence of God. His third drama is more explicit.
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There lie says TOfflftforra WHTg H nWWft sfw#ta:—May the

Lord remove those propensities in you that are caused by ignorance
so that you may discern the course followed by the wise (or discern
the righteous course). This seems to be a pretty broad reference
to Buddhism under the influence of which people, at the time of

the poet, adopted an evil course (iTHf^ sf%) and began to ridicule

the ways of the wise (^rat). Even the lowest stratum of society

must have been convulsed, or the simple fisherman would not have
said it with warmth to the face of the head of the city police

—

fa<rT ftfafM W ft 5fcJ f%WT*W[ !

•' I am not going to give up my profession because of your*
ridicule. I kill fish no doubt, but that does not show that I am
heartless. Why, the Brahman kills animals at sacrifices. Yet
how kindly disposed he is. Who ever thinks he is cruel ?

"

The poet here exposes his aching heart. The Sakuntalam,
as 1 shall show in detail elsewhere, is the protest of injured

Brahmanism against aggressive Buddhism.
It is not clear whether Kalidasa wanted to be offensive while

protesting. But even if he had wished and tried to be so, he could

not have made the opening lines of the Sakuntalam more .<-li

sive towards Buddhist feelings. He begins with the killing of an
animal, not killing at a sacrifice, which too the Buddhism
nor aofain, killing for food which, though extremely bad. li t- a

of excuse, however lame it may be; but wanton killing -killing
for pleasure, for killing's sake. Nay, he makes his hero minutely
desoi Ibe the distress of the victim with evident relish :—

wcjsWI!: sraftss-g*§MfnfV: ^-flWf

Referring to the line yHtfj HBfitHwn mfwr. - Let the king
work for the good of the people—I may say it would obviously

sound ridiculous at the time of Rama, or Yudhisthira, or any other

good king. I believe when the poet said so he had in his mind
instances of kings who did not work for the good of the people.

He says fiprw not X&TW. We know the poet holds the view that

a king is a king because he pleases the people—"ijtrr ¥#K«II«
VWTurnWT <n«r«JT Tim TOft^mq" I KWr is the nature of

CTW. Just as the ceases to be by not gladdening the

heart of men, the 7PT»T (sun) is no longer WTO if he does not heat

:

so the TJWI is not IJUT without I When such a person omits
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.'. nl;. ut :i purji- >>*. W,. have -.•fii v.- the mood our poet is in.

and what is preying on his mind, when he writes these lines. It

is easy to see then what he considers faff and what *faff to the
people. To >im, as to every devout Brahmana, the spread of

prinees niav not interest themselves in Buddhism.
Thns the sloka. taken as a whole, tells us that when Kalida^

flourished the effect ..}' Buddhist teachings was manifest all round
and the memory of the efforts made by kin-s for the spread of

Buddhism was still fresh. We therefore place him after Asoka
who reigned in the 3rd century B.C., but he did not come h,n.,

after. First to second century B.C. is a likely period.

Asvaghosha's Buddhacharita is an old book written in the
first century A.D. The language bears marked resemblance to the
writings of Kalidasa. Words that are peculiar to Kalidasa such

as fami in the sense of " resting place," farTVH to express "carry-
ing away." etc., are found in the same sense in Asvaghosha also.

Identically the same compounds are used in the same sense by the
two poets, and this so frequently that it is difficult to believe

that they were separated by a very long interval of time, rnde-s

one of them is a close and clever imitator of the other.

In spite of this close resemblance, however, there seem to

exist grounds to say that Asvaghosha represents a later stage of

the development of the language.
In the first place, from a cursory examination of the Buddha-

charita, I could not detect in it a single fff^r form except the

ar^fTf between the ^TTJTO* and the VrWr*. But this apTNT^

alone cannot be decisive. For though iftianqff prohibits the *T*TfR
in VPTT, later grammarians do not respect the prohibition. The

Hff allows it. Haradatta refers to it with a sneer. I think,

therefore, Asvaghosha came after the period of transition.

Secondly, the form of the language appears to be finally fixed

already at the time of Asvaghosha. The Buddhist is thoroughly

under the influence of Panini's grammar. So much so, that he
devotes a section of the second book of his Buddhacharita to

illustrate certain rules of Panini in a way that makes it possible

to pass them off as extracts from the Bhattikavyam. Thus

" ^r^f^CHfT is illustrated by " J^sfM:*- f^HT *HWT<X.
'

"*ftfff%m: **ft*r% %rot " by » *Nr *f*wrw i This

is verse 33. " fiRTTOt is illustrated by the next verse :—
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The verse following is devoted to "f^TfT ¥**nfr" Thus—

^i^te %>m? vt^i f%^iTw fat# w s^afte; i

He proceeds till the end of Book II in this strain. For

instance we find *rrc3, apr*, ^> in II. 36
; <*T?t in II. 37

;

iWlii, m^^f, in if. 38 ; in II. 39
; ^f^«.

*lff«f^8 in II 40; f^fsf^f 3}jftq, rOWm, *T<T, *5T^
in II. 41 ;

^WiTT, ^W. 5T«P* in II. 42
;
<S<?IITtr|, ^rfftf, <*TT<T in

[I. 43 : ^f^JTfaf^ ^f^«?)<rfd ^rfww^^; ^f?V^t<J in II. 44 ; and so

After this it is no matter for surprise that hi* style is more
utitkM.il than that oE Kalidasa. He does not hesitate to sacrifice

sense to sound He opens his book with a rhyme :—

Slokas 14, 15, 16, of Book I, are illustrations of and

TOTTOY I Instances like «'*Wsr*ft5Tfaf«l *i W JRT T ^Tftsjfaspr-

mWf(", -'yi^Tifrsfq^W** *Sfl^T*ftsfa «^T*tf?T:" furnish us with

fuU development at the "hands of Bana and Subandhu. As an

lowing verse°of Book I :— J

" The moons of the faces of the females there had disgraced

punishing them, bums within with pent-up rage, and proceeds to

the sea itself for a good supply of water for a plunge to allay the

Ur
'Thfs reminds us of the following from the Naishadha :

—

ercrroai *rn?ff«T cn^cTTsfcr f4 wret^ ^r^rf^er: «

'The moon requires a supply of good quality ash to remove
his stain. Hence he is burning me up under his personal supervi-

sion with his own rays. But the fool does not see that even then

he cannot resemble the face of Nala, because this very act of

killing a woman will cause fresh stains to appear on him !

Thus, at the time of Asvaghosha, (1) Vaidika forms have dis-

appeared from *TT*T, (2) the study of ^fff grammar has become
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popular so thai A-vagioha. deems it necessary to add illustra-

tions to facilitate the study. (3) people's taste is changing and
artitichliry is replaciiu; the natural

|
tiynsseen in the Writings

of Kahdasa. At least a century may he allowed to hring about
these changes. Hence, it' Asvaghosha lived late in the 1st centurv

A.D.. Kalidasa may he placed early in the 1st century B.C.

I am surprised to tind that Prof. Cowell places A^a-ho-d,a
hef nv Kalidasa. In the preface to his edition of the liuddha-

charita. referring to Slokas f,_l2. Raghu VI, he says :
" I can

Uanllv d.mht that Kalid;W> tinished picture was suggested bv

t lie rough, hut vigorous outlines in Asvaghosha . . . One verse

certainly in Asvaghosha seems to me to have been directly taken
and umpliticd hy Kalidasa."

Those who have followed me thus far will see the injustice of

t His charge. The physical impossibility of the suggestion did not

strike Prof. Cowell, because he was labouring under the delusion

of the now exploded 6th-century theory.

The scholarship and erudition of the learned professor, how-

The description in Raghu runs thus :—

^i^iTW "S^^tUT t?iaiT^l^r<U fe%fecTTfa || 4. ||

^cT^^rJifTO JiST^r^iffi^fril vs^i cTcttst ii ^ I

^fHSf^TH^Wtt eT^lT^W 3"T* : I £- II

^rafNoi sn^^fwarrerTi t^ -^fijf*{% ji^tH i
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Asvaghosha has the following—

r^"53<4T T^cTWrff ^TJIJsf^T S»c»T«igW:
II \ 8 II

f^'wre^ mr^^rm^ut^JiT^ swif^raw i ^< 11

«ftw *m*jffa 3 Jn^*?5in *rf*f fti tiii =r ^n^T i

V$u\ f<nrf»nsn n : s^nGif* fa^wrfsr d \c ii

M V^<tcn?t^iTf*Tf'g3T5Ti ^^*reitf*T<Tf»*SSrT3TTiJ I

^T^JffFTT 3T<TT*^Sf9l*t I \t ||

^tctrtw^j ^fsr^crrf^" h 0 h i f*ia^jg^rrfa i

«r?rt fwi^Nrseftansnf: ^f^rtirf^crwr?!^: i

**yifa sf^"H*rrot sf^r. ^rnrr ^ tn^T^ n ^ «

WT-^lsim^fteWTW TO ^iffo* JRJ^WT! ii ^ II

«££T ^ *J*Ucf f^T^TT Sim^fRTT'T ^pTT f^TOT ^ I

In the lists above, Prof. Cowell thinks Sloka 11 of KalidSsa
is directly taken from Slokas 20 and 22 of Asvaghosha ; and the

entire description in the former is suggested by that in the latter.

I see, however, very little in common in the two descriptions
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except the fundamental idea that females rushed to have a look

at the prince. The rush of females towards windows and
terraces to witness marriage processions is of every-day occurrence
in every city in India, and no Indian is in need of this idea of a
lush i>f t'niialcs hi'ing put int.. his head by another person. The
details of the description will of course vary with the writer. In
the above, we have only two points of detail that are common—the

idea that with the female faces crowding there, each window looked
"< if dt'ccnitrd irith so vi'tnij loh<s<s ; and the rrmork >n<ub \>>j >h>

females. We have to find out to whom these are due—to Asvagho-
sha or to Kalidasa.

Before proceeding further we note that all the slokas quoted
above from the Eaghuvamsam, along with a very large number
of other slokas not quoted, occur in the Kumarasambhavam also,

with slight verbal changes, where necessary, to suit the context.
Besides, there are several others in the two poems Kumara and
Raghu, which embody the same thought in different words.
When an author repeats in one book what he has written in

another, it is a sure sign that he is repeating his favourite ideas.
On this consideration, the presumption is that Kalidasa is the
author of these common ideas. If he were not, lie would not have
paraded them in this way. The thief does not make a display of
stolen goods.

On the other hand, an examination of Asvaghosha's Buddha

-

charita shows that, with all his mastery of the language, the
writer is poor in ideas. Tine ideas abound in his work, it is true,
but in almost every case I have been able to trace them to
Valmiki, or Vyasa, or Kalidasa. Asvaghosha is an expert in

adapting other people's ideas to serve his own purpose. His des-
cription of the scene, as quoted above, is apparently a nice piece of
poetry. But it does not contain a single idea which Kalidasa has
not expressed in his works. The difference is that the ideas are
scattered in Kalidasa, but focussed in Asvaghosha. Let me try
to prove what I say.

The 15th verse of Asvaghosha quoted above presents the

picture of women with jewellery misplaced (rfiPWfasW through
eagerness, and with their progress hampered by the waist-chain
which has slipped down.

Kalidasa describes the misplacing of jewellery in Kumara

with motion is described in Kumara III. 55— f*PWT^r-

The idea of haste expressed by this sloka of Asvaghosha does

not seem to suit the occasion. Preparations for the prince's going

out were going on for days as is obvious from verses 3, 4, .5. The
time for the start was also fixed (see verse 6). Verses 10, U, 12

show that the prince's chariot was moving very slowly

TlWrf «T*T%) with a view to give an opportunity to such of the

citizens as wished to have a good look at him. The citizens, too.
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males and females, came out of their houses and prostrated them-
selves before him. The females of position waited upon their
elders for permission to go up to the roofs of the houses to witness
the prince passing (si. 13). Up to this point, everything W&a
progressing leisurely. But all of a sudden people had to be roused
from sleep

;
they had to dress dreamily and jewellery got mis-

placed. The prince did not pass at midnight, and it is difficult to

understand this sleep in high quarters.
Asvaghosha's verse 16 says :

" so many females rushed together
that the tumult and clinking of anklets frightened the birds in the

Exactly the same scene is given by Kalidasa, Kaghu
XVI, 56:-

Here, in Asvaghosha, the roof and the staircase resounded
with the noise of hasty footsteps. Does not this imply people

running up the steps ? But in the previous verse the females are

described as obliged to move slowly [ ^WrT^ftJJufaffptTO- Verse

16 assumes not only great speed but a large jostling crowd also

(w\SS*t*T*Wlf^NRW). There was uo occasion for the crowd.
It was not that every house was celebrating a marriage at the
time to account for the presence of so many females.

Kalidasa's sloka, on the other hand, describes the 5T?!JkWt of
the inmates of the vast harem of prince ff^ in the river *^,*and
suits the occasion very well. ^

(Asvaghosha, verse 17).—The picture is that of females eager
to run fast but unable to do so because of their heavy hips and

This is just the picture we see in Kumara, I. 11 :—

(Asvaghosha, verse 18).—Obscene. For an exact parallel

however, see Kumara VIII. 87.

This, too, of Asvaghosha is incongruous. She should not have
thought of this at a time when she was so eager to see the prince.

Besides, with the eye of all on the prince, there was none there to

notice her.

(Asvaghosha, verse 19).—Crowd—jingling of jewellery-
tumult at the windows. This is almost a repetition of verse 16,

and is fully met by the verse quoted above—Raghu XVI., 56.

(Asvaghosha, verse 20).—Crowd so great that ear-rings came
into contact. The faces thrust out through the windows looked

like so many lotuses attached to the houses.

Compare Kalidasa si. 11. above.
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(Asvaghosha, verse 21).—The houses looked like so many
heavenlv cars, and the female- like celestial nvinphs in the cars.

Kalidasa has a similar idea when he says in Raghu VI 1.

looked like so many gods seated on celestial cars :
—

(Asvaghosha. vet so 22'). —Crowding at the windows. Ear-
rings in contact. Kaces like so many lot nso hound into a bundle.

Compare Kalidasa, si. 11 abo^
As I lu

every house was expected

heady remarked, the occasion was not one a

f Asvaghosha will take a lot of explaining. Moreover, if

we remember that the females had permission to get up to the
terraces see verse 13), the necessity for over-crowding the windows

Thus, though Asvaghosha's ideas, considered singly, are
'-rood, they cither do not suit the occasion, or clash with one
another. His entire scene is a piece of patch- work poetry, rather
clumsily done up, with the seams clearly visible.

The suspicion is unavoidable that the ideas are borrowed
from Kalidasa, in whose works, they all occur, but the context
being different, their combination in Asvaghosha has produced a
heterogeneous mass.

(Asvaghosha, verse 22 ).—All .were so eagerly looking at the
prince that the females appeared as if they wanted to go down,
and the males as if they wanted to go up.

Just now I do not recollect where IW e seen this in Kalida-
sa. though the idea seems to be a familiar one.

(Asvaghosha, verse 23).—Seeing the beauty of the prince, the

females exclaimed :
" How lucky must be his wife."

See Raghu 13 above. Also compare Kumara VII. 65 :—

^n*r sift ^T*m^*TTTiB*rc 4^*11 fa i

The postscript in Asvaghosha ^l^fffv: *W irWl^I*—with

a chaste heart and not from any other motive—is suspicious

It looks like a fling at Kumara quoted above, in w^jj the remark

Kalidasa, too, has altered* the second
P
half in Raghu so as to leave

no room any longer to doubt the motive of the females. Had
Asvaghosha's book been before him to guide him as a model,

as Prof. Cowell supposes it was, he would not have written

17 ^Hjmnrei ^rww in Kumara. This slip, and the subsequent

correction in Raghu, seems to be in itself a proof that Kalidasa

supplied the original, which Asvaghosha copied.
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Recapitulation.

I conclude with a summary of the results. I have tried to
establish :

—

(1) That neither Prof. Max Miffler nor Prof. Macdonell has
given good reasons to disbelieve the tradition assigning
57 B.C. to Kalidasa.

(2) That from the way Kalidasa speaks of the Persian Navy
it is not likely that he came after Christ.

(3) That from the absence of artiBciality in his style he ap-
pears to be older than the Girnar and Nasik inscrip-

tions of the 2nd century A.D.
(4) and (5) That from the history of certain words, Sanskrit

seems to have been the spoken language of the learned at

the time of Kalidasa. Prom the free use of Vedic forms
in his writings he seems not to have been influenced by
Panini's grammar, and to belong to the post-Paninean
period of transition from Vedic to Sanskrit literature

which probably extended from 300 B.C. to 100 B.C.

(6) That from allusions to Buddhism and its patronage by
royalty, in the Sakuntalam, the poet seems to have
flourished soon after Asoka. This, too, points to the

period 300 to 100 B.C.

(7) That from considerations of style, taste, etc., our poet

seems to have been older than Asvaghosha, the Bud-
dhist poet of the first century A.D.

Coj.-clusion.

It will not therefore be unreasonable to place KaltdSsa mid-
way behceen Asvaghosha (79 A.D.) and Asoka (227 B.C.), i.e.,

early in the first century B.C.
This represents him as a young man in the full vigour of his

giant intellect at 57 B.C., and confirms the tradition still current
in India.



35. Reduction of Fehling's Solution to Metallic Copper—
a Method of Depositing a Shining, Mirror-like

Film of Copper on Glass Vessels.

By PaSchaxan Neogi, M.A., Professor of Chemistry, Bajshahi
College.

Liebig first demonstrated that silver may lie deposited hp

u'hiss vessel- In reducitm an aiomoniacal solution of silver oxide
by means of chemical reagents ( Liehig. Ah mil, 183."). xiv, 133).

The method has received an industrial application in the prepa-
ration of mirrors; and various substances such as tartarate-.

sugars, etc., are now used in order to obtain a shining deposit of

- i
•

compounds by means of organic reagents, as the reduction should
pass through an intermediate stage of cuprous compounds before

metallic copper may be deposited. In the case of silver,

however, the reduction of silver salts to metallic silver is direct.

Faraday {Phil. Trans. 1857, p. 145) obtained a deposit of

metallic copper by dissolving copper oxide in olive oil, and heat-

ing plates of glass in the oil up to the decomposing temperature of

the latter. Another method by which he obtained the same result

Phil. Trans. 1857, p. 154) was by deflagrating the metal in the

neighbourhood of the glass by means of a Leyden battery in an
atmosphere of hydrogen. Wright (Silhman's J ,w. J„ur,i. 1877,

3, xiii, 49) obtained some brilliant mirrors of copper on the inner

: exhausted glass tubes by passing through them an
electric discharge between copper electrodes. The firm of Weiso-
kupf obtained it by a complicated chemical process. Chattaway
in a paper read before the Koyal Society of London on November
21, 1907, has obtained shining deposits of copper by first redu-

cing an ammohiacal solution of copper hydrate by means of

freshly-distilled phenylhydrazine, and then heating the solution

with 10 per cent, caustic potash solution. In the preset
gation it has been shown that brilliant deposits of copper may be

obtained on glass vessels by reducing Pehling's Solution, under

special circumstances, by means of formaldehyde.

Fehling s Solution*
(
Annalen 72, 106 ; 106, 75 )

as is well

known, is reduced by aldehydes and other organic reducing

agents to red cuprous oxide, but the reduction of the solution by

means of formaldehyde to metallic copper which deposits on glass

vessels as a shining layer is, to my knowledge, new. The follow-

ing details, if followed, give good results. The usual solutions of

copper sulphate and alkaline tartarate are prepared and kept in

separate bottles. The copper sulphate solution is poured in the

test tube, beaker or any other glass vessel to be " coppered," and
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the alkaline tartarate solution is gradually added until the pre-
cipitate of copper hydrate first formed is just re-dissolved.
Excess of the alkaline solution is to be avoided. Strong formalde-
hyde is then added until the solution smells perceptibly of the
reagent. The solution is tilted to one side and heat is applied to
that side until a little shining layer of copper forms on the glass.At tins moment the glass vessel is given a rotatory motion by the
nana when the deposition of copper takes place of itself all round
the glass surface. If the deposit is not uniform, the experiment
is to be repeated until a uniform deposit is obtained. No percep-
tib e gas evolution has been noticed and the deposit is extremely
brilliant, showing the pleasing "coppery" colour of highly-
polished copper. The deposit is very firm and seems to be more
so than that of silver. The general effect is only satisfactory
when the glass vessels are scrupulously cleaned beforehand.
High temperature is essentially necessary, and in fact the mixed

7
1:ir "." 1 1^1" in Idling water without any percept 1 1 ,1-

deposition of copper. Formaldehyde vapour was passed „v r hot
h ehlmg's Solution without much success!

Grape-sugar and milk-sugar were substituted for formalde-
hyde, but in these cases red cuprous oxide was. as is well known,
alone precipitated.

That the deposit really consists of copper and not cuprous
" X1,le ,las ^n confirmed by an analysis of it. The deposit wa~
scraped off, dried, dissolved in nitric acid, precipitated and

aQ
e
«
ghe^aS °Xide -

The Percentage of copper was found to be
98-6. The copper was slightly blackened in the course of
drying.

It is difficult to say whether metallic copper is deposited
directly or that the reduction passes through the intermediate
-tage of the formation of a cuprous compound. Chattaway {for.
«f.) has obtained his deposits from a solution containing cuprous
,,

:

V ' ,ri,U
' '" "»"uo„i;.. and >avs that the f, ,rn>a , i, „, ,,|

( u,0 is analogous t.. that of silver iron, A- (). Ibu in this
^reduction of the cuprie compound is a complex one, for in
addition to the deposition of metallic copper a greenish precipi-
tate mixed with cuprous oxide is also formed.

It has always puzzled chemists to ascertain the conditions
which determine the deposition of silver sometimes as a finely-

powder and sometimes as a shining mirror. Vogel
i./o»r». Pract. Chem., 1862, lxxxvi. .321, in the course of his
-Ap-

i

WMcnts on silver deposits, concludes that mirror is obtained
when complete reduction takes place in one single stage, and the
hnely-divided powder is obtained when the reaction takes place in
two stages, a lower insoluble oxide separating in the first place
which is further reduced afterwards. In the case of copper
deposits VogePs conclusions are, as Chattaway (loc. cit.) has
pointed out, hardly applicable, and specially so in the present
investigation, as the deposition is not the result of a complete
reduction, but of a complex- reaction.



36. Geological Notes on Hill Tipperah (including the
Lalmai range in Comillah District).

ny information g,, L.>, the State of Hill Tip-
perah has never been visited by any pro-
fessional geologist. I availed myself of

a college vacation in May 1906 to make a tour through a portion

of the State, and am deeply indebted to Mr. Ramani Mohan
Chatterjee, M.A., at that time minister of the State, for giving me
every possible assistance. Unfortunately the time selected

was inopportune. I reached Tipperah by the end of May; it

was just at the commencement of the rains, and the interior of

the country had become mostly inaccessible.

2. The main physical features of the State consist of a

Physi0ai aspeot. * —X ^
north and south. The average distance between any two conse-

cutive ranges is about 12 miles, and as one proceeds from the west
to the east, the ranges gradually increase in height. The princi-

pal river valleys are all longitudinal, i.e., coinciding with the

north and south ranges. None of the streams are navigable

throughout the year, and only a few of them are so during the

rains. These are the Gumti, Haora, Khuyai, Mann and Pheni.

Just as there is a gradual rise in altitude of the successive ridges

as we proceed from west to east, so do the fieors of the interven-

ing valleys also ascend independently of the slope of drainage.

These orogenic features probably owe their origin to a single

period of upheaval.

3. My observations were restricted to the western border of

i- represented by an unfossiliferous calcareous sandstone of great

thickness which contained at its base some fragments of lignite.

A woody structure is clearly observable in some of the specimens,

ut 54 of

ey give out about 40 per

volatile matter. Unfortunately this

small disconnected fragments dissemin

a hard sandstone. The lignite is sulphurous. This calcare

sandstone is abundantly developed in the Fatikuli subdivision

the State: it is somewhat olive- coloured, and, beside. 4 uartz. -

tains grains of chloritised biotite, iron-ore and white m
Zircon also occurs very sparingly.
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4. The Fatikuli sandstone is overlaid by a layer of ferru-

ginous concretions, perhaps of lateritic

crSons
g ori^ -hieh -uc

P
h decomposed

" in the contact sections, seem to be
very abundant, and in a comparatively good state of preservation
near the town of Agartala. A good exposure of this is to be
found at the locality known as Kunjaban, near the town. In
some cases these concretions are found to be covered over by sand
five or six inches deep. No bedding could be observed in the
concretionary layers. The concretions are pisolitic, though often
gravelly, the pebbles sometimes measuring about three inches
across. They often assume a coating of dark brown colour due
to subaerial decomposition, and when specimens from the surface
are broken the fracture appears of a brick-red colour. These
ferruginous concretions are generally used for road metalling, for

which purpose they answer excellently well, as is always the case

with gravelly forms of laterite. These concretions consist

mainly of limonite.

5. There rises, about five miles to the west of the town
-

Fossxl Wood group.
average he

.

g
'

ht of 9Q feet abo£ '

sea,level?

and 40 feet above the level of the plain. This low hill extends

for a distance of about ten miles, north and south, and is known
as the Lalmai range. It is made up of slightly micaceous, yellow -

.
:

.

, _ ; ,
- •

.
'

:

. ,.
'

posed, colour the top of the hill brick-red. The sandstone is not

much indurated and appears to lie horizontally. There are also

horizontal intercalations of clay, only a few inches thick, and
occasional occurrences of argillaceous nodules. The clay-varies

in colour from white to dark black. Some pebbles of quartz
were also observed, but tliey were extremely rare. At the
southern extremity of the range the character of the rock some-
what changes. The extreme southern portion is known as the
Ohandimoorah (moorah=shilI, a local term) ; it contains no mica-
ceousmaterial and consists of a conglomerate of decomposed rocks
which are chiefly sandstone with occasional lumps of soft shaly
mudstone. Ferruginous concretions and pebbles are very rare,

but the most striking feature here is the abundant occurrence of

fossil wood. The fragments sometimes attain considerable

dimensions with a diameter of several inches. They are com-
pletely silicified and are well exposed in a section near Chandipur,
and all lie horizontally ; I failed to discover any in an erect

posture. They apparently lie parallel to one another and might
have been drifted by a strong current. Slides of this fossil wood
were kindly examined by Mr.Burkill, who is unable to identify it,

but it is apparently not loAver in the system than Pinus.

6. In the midst of the fertile alluvial plain, there is

t»~o-~ i—^ a peculiar uncultivable area about | a
Pyaro-land. ^ long an(J ^ rf r m;ie brQad

locally known as the pyaro-land, which is covered over with turf
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floating on a muddy subsoil. It is bounded by uncultivated land
on the north, the Deo Sora on the east and the south, and the
Juri river on the west. The oldest inhabitants of the locality

informed me that when they came to settle in the country, the
plain was overgrown with reeds of different kinds and the
" pyaro-land " restricted to a very small area. With the
clearing away of the jungle, the " pyaro-land " gradually
encroached and is still tending to spread. I was slmwn the

ruins of a house deserted some time ago, on account of the
conversion of the courtyard into a quagmire of this sort. The
depth of the " pyaro" is variable, the layer of turf being
about i an inch thick while the liquid mud seemed to be about
seven feet deep. Water oozes out on the surface, and when the
Juri is in flood, during the rains, the subsoil water also seems to

rise. During the great earthquake of 1897, water came out in

torrents from underneath, and the depth of the "pyaro" is

reported to increase annually. On this land cultivation is impos-

7. The find of fossil wood in the Lalmai range is interest-

ing because it helps us in correlating the
Correlation.

Tipperah rocks with the other Indian
rock-systems, the age of which has been more or less definitely

fixed. Fossil wood has been found in many parts of India, but
the most notable of them is Burma, 1 and a considerable impor-
tance has been given to it in the literature of Burman geology,

where the expression "fossil wood" group has been used to

represent the topmost tertiary beds overlying the Pegu system,
for which Dr. Noetling proposed the name " Irrawadi division." 2

It is probable that the Lalmai range corresponds to the Lower
Series of the Irrawadi division, i.e., fossil wood group of Burma,
and this correlation is further corroborated by its association with
ferruginous concretions as described before. The calcareous

sandstone of Fatikuli perhaps belongs to the Pegu system ( Oligo-
cene and lower Miocene) of Burma. This system has been
divided into two series,3 the Yenangyoung and the Prome ; but
from the extremely fragmentary knowledge at our disposal, it is

impossible to point out the series that the Fatikuli sandstone
should be relegated to.

1 Mem. Geol. Sur. Ind, Vol. x, p. 247.
2 Reo. Geol. Sur. Ind., Vol. xxviii, p. 76. 3 ibid., Vol. xxviii, p. 64.





37- Diagnosis of a Living Species of the Genus
Dipfonema (Psychodid Diptera).

By N. Annandale, D.Sc, Superintendent, Indian Museum.

The genus Diplonema appears to have been known hitherto

from three tertiary species, which occur in Baltic amber, and
from one quaternary form in fossil copal. The surviving form here

described was taken by myself at Kurseong in the Darjeeling

district alt. 5,0u0 feet . in .lulv. Three specimens ( d\ 2 9 9 )

were obtained. A full account will be published later in the

Records of the Indian Museum.

Diplonema superstes, sp. nov.

6", 9 Total length 3 mm.
;
expanse of wings 8 mm.

Colour sooty black with a strong white refulgence ; a broad
white band on each tarsus.

Antenna with 15 joints ; the basal joint cylindrical, the
second almost discoidal, these two (the scape ) covered with scales

;

each joint of the flagellum, except the last, bearing, in addition

to a broad basal band of hairs, a large S-sliaped chaeta on either

side
;
joints of the flagellum spindle-shaped, the distal end of each

smooth, devoid of hairs ; the last joint bearing hairs only, pro-

duced at the tip into a minute, cylindrical, blunt process covered
with exceedingly fine pubescence. Palpi 4-jointed ; the first

joint short, the others longer, subequal ; the whole organ covered
with flattened hairs, which gradually take the form of scales

towards the base of the second joint.

Wings broadly heai t-shaped ; the length to the greatest

breadth as 4 to 3 ; the alula large, elongate, bearing a dense tuft

of long hair ; the disk covered with overlapping, spatulate scales,

which are narrower near the margins than at the centre and base
;

the veins clothed with a double row of hairs; the marginal fringes

long; a tuft of very long hairs at the posterior basal angle.

Subcostal vein practically obsolete; base of first (normal) vein

approximating to the stem of the second, the two branches of which
arise close together, both being nearer the base of the wing than,

or as near as, the fork of the fourth vein ; the bases of the second

and third and of the fifth and sixth veins united ; the fourth nearly

straight ; seventh almost as long as the sixth.

Abdomen covered with bristling hairs, which are mixed with

scales on the thorax ; the front bearing a dense tuft of semi-erect

Male genitalia complicated; a well developed intromittent

organ present, consisting externally of two elongated, pointed

valves
; inferior appendages borne at the end of a flattened sab-
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genital plate, short, rounded, clad externally with long scattered
hairs and bearing internally a number of racket-shaped spinules,
the broader part of each of which is surrounded with a close-set
fringe of minute, blunt projections.



JUNE, 1908.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 3rd June, 1908, at 9-15 p.m.

The Hon'ble Mr. Justice Asutosh Mokhopadhyaya, M.A.
D.L., President, in the chair.

The following members were present :—

Dr. N. Annaudale, Mr. I. H. Burkill, Mr. J. A. Chapman,
Mr. B. Chaudhuri, Mr. L. L. Fermor, Mr. T. H. D. La Touch,-.

Dr. Girindra Nath Mukhopadhyaya, Major L. Rogers, I.M.S.
Dr. E. D. Ross, Rai Ram Brahma Sanyal, Bahadur, Mr. G.
Thibaut, C I.E., Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, Mr. E. Vre-
denburg, and Rev. A. W. Young.

Visitors.—Mr. W. A. Freymuth, Hon'ble Mr. Justice H.
Holmwood, and Babu P. Neogi.

The minutes of the April meeting were read and confirmed.

Seventy-four presentations were announced.

The Council reported that no meeting was held in May as a
quorum of members was not present.

The President announced :—

1. That Mr. T. H D. LaTouche has been appointed General
Secretary in the place of Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott, gone to
Europe on leave.

2. That the Trustees of the Elliott Prize for Scientific Re-
search have awarded the prize for the year 1907 to Babu Akshoya
Kumar Mazumdar, of Mymensingh.

The General Secretary reported the deaths of Dr. H. C.
Garth, Lieut.-Col. F. S. Peck, I.M.S. (Ordinary Members); Prof.
!.. F. Kielhorn (an Honorary Member) ; and The Revd. Father E.
Lafont, S.J. (an Associate Member) of the Society.

The Council reported that in consequence of the deaths of

Sir Michael Foster, Lord Kelvin, Lieut.-General Sir Richard
Strachey, and Prof L. F. Kielhorn, there were now four vacancies
in the list of Honorary Members. The Council, therefore, recom-
mend the four following gentlemen for election as Honorary
Members at the next meeting :

—

Lieut.-Col. Henry Haversham Godwin-Austin, F.R.S., F.Z.S..

F.R.G.S., Surrey, England.
Prof. Melchior Treub, Buitenzorg, Java.
Prof. Herman Oldenberg, Kiel, Prussia, Germany.
William Irvine, Esq., I.C.S. (retired), London.

Lieut.-Colonel Henry Haversham Godwin-Austin, F.R.S.,

F.Z.S., F.R.G.S., etc., was educated at Sandhurst and joined
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the 24th Rest, of Foot, 1851 ; he retired in 1877. He came to
India in 1852 and served in the Second Burmese War and in the
Punjab. He was appointed Topographical Assistant in the Trigo-
nometrical Survey of India, and joined the Kashmir Survey Party
in 1857. He surveyed a very large extent of country in Kash-
mir and Baltistan ; in the latter country he was the first to dis-

cover the enormous glaciers at the head of the Shigar river and
Hunza Nagar frontier, including the Baltoro glacier, coming down
in part from the second highest mountain in the Himalaya, since
named after him. He surveyed the lofty country of Rupshu and
Zaskar in Ladakh, 1862 ; in July and August of that year he
made 13 different ascents of a mean height of 17,900 ft,, the

highest peak, Mata, being 20,607 ft.; he took up the Survey of the
Chanchingmo and carried the topography to the eastern end of

the Pang-kong^lake, close to Rudok in Chinese Territory^ where

the winter of 1862-63
P
he was on special duty with the last mis-

sion to Bhutan and mapped the whole country between Darjee-
ling and Punakha. He was with the expedition against the Dana
tribe at the base of the Eastern Himalayas, when a large area

of new country was mapped and many distant peaks fixed. He
became President of Section E (Geography) of the British Asso-

ciation in 1883, and President of the Malacological Society, 1897-

1899. He has published largely on the Land and Freshwater

Mollusca of India, and very many papers in the Journals of various

Scientific Societies on geology and physical features, ethnology,

and natural history. He has been an enthusiastic member of this

Society since 1861, has contributed many articles to its Journal

and is still actively engaged in the study of Indian Malacology,
having published papers during the year, and having other impor-
tant monographs in hand. (Nelson- Axxandale.)

Melchior Treub took his Doctor's degree at Leyden in the

year 1873 with an inaugural dissertation upon the nature of

Lichens, for the purpose of which he had successfully separated

some half dozen into the fungus and the alga whereof they are

constituted.

In 1876 he joined the staff of the Botanic Gardens at

Buitenzorg, Java, as Botanical Assistant. At least thirty scien-

tific papers, most of them of considerable size, were the output of

his industry during the next ten years, and therein he was a

pioneer in testing the resources of the tropics for microscopic

work bearing on the problems of the day. He worked a great

deal at the anatomy of the sexual organs : he studied the

embryology of orchids : his researches on Cycads had consider-

able importance, and his researches on the prothallus ofLycopodium

had great importance. He combined with this morphological and

anatomical work a certain amount of work on the biology of

In 1880 he became Director in succession to Dr. Scheffer ; and
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ad him inviting botanists to work in Java, havi
Government to go to the liberality of providi

accommodation for them. This generosity has been appreciate

Nearly one hundred botanists have made use of it ; aud withe
doubt the value of their work has been not inconsiderable t<, t

colony.

Treub, meanwhile in order still to carry on his scientific wo
without letting it interfere with ld> larue administrative duti

worked. I believe, daily in his laboratory at the time when ;

Europeans in Java take a siesta. In 1888 he took an opportuni
tatoa, the scorched-up. ash-buri

1883, and recorded how the ve£

tation was returning to it, what kind of plants came first

means of their sufficient means of distribution, and what cai

after. In 1891 he astonished the botanical world with his d
covery of " chalazogamy " or fertilisation of the ovule through
stalk. His long previous work had led up to this—no mere fi

tunate accident.

During these years Treub's staff had grown enormously
:onomic proble

about five years ago the Dutch Government decided on turning i

and strengthening it into an Agricultural Department. Treul
became Director of the new n—

Buitenzorg remains his headquarters ; the garden, small
when he became Director, is now much larger, his Out-Experi-
ment Stations are many—one for tobacco, others for sugar,

another for Cinchona, and so on ; the staff that he has built up
has hitherto been the largest scientific staff in the tropics

;
fcheii

work covers the whole work of our Agricultural and Pores!

Research Institutes as well as work in Pharmacology and all the
pure Botany of the Dutch Indies. The growth has been due to

Treub's ability.

Treub has almost finished his service in the East, and it is

appropriate that he as a pioneer botanist of the East should be
one of our Honorary members. He has been a foreign member
of the Royal Society since 1899 and of the Linnean Society since

1887, and the Crown of Holland has conferred on him the title

of Professor.

He visited India in 1904, and is familiar with the status and
work of our Society. (I. H. Burkill.)

Professor Herman Oldenbeig holds a conspicuous place in

that generation of European Sanskritists which constitutes what

we may call the older generation, now that almost all those

distinguished Oriental scholars whose early works saw the light

about the middle of the last century have passed away. Professor

Oldenberg for a considerable time taught at the University of

Berlin as " Privat Docent " and " Professor Extraordmanus": later

Professor of Sanskrit in the

living at present. Hispublica-
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tions are very numerous, and nothing like a complete enumeration
of them can be attempted in this place. His most remarkable
work was done in connection with Buddhistic literature and faith

on the one hand, and on the other hand with the Rigveda and
Vedic religion. I need only mention a few of his most import-
ant publications in these fields—his great edition of the Vinaya
Pitaka, his well-known hook on Buddha, his Prolegomena to the

Rigveda, and his Book on Vedic Religion.

Professor Oldenberg presents an astonishing combination of

various great gifts. His scholarship—linguistic, philological, his-

toric, antiquarian—is wide and at the same time minute ; he
possesses an unwearying industry in collecting and amassing facts

and figures, but ever proceeds to analyse and combine them with
surprising critical skill and acumen ; he shrinks from no tedious

detail, but never loses out of sight what is of essential and last-

ing significance in human life and history
;
he, in fact, is a philoso-

pher no less than a scholar and critic. His insight into ancient

phases of thought and belief is as keenly penetrative as it is

deeply sympathetic, and it is in this field in fact that he has

achieved his greatest successes. And to all this he joins a rare

gift of eloquent, often truly brilliant, exposition. There are other

contemporaneous Orientalists who equal, or may even excel him,

in certain respects, but viewing the total sum of his endow-

ments and performance we consider ourselves justified in saying

that the position he occupies is unique. (Gr. Thibaut.)

William Irvine, late Bengal Civil Servant (North-Western
Provinces and Oudh) was educated at King's College, London,
and was appointed to the Indian Civil Service after the examina-
tion of 1862. He arrived in India on 12th December, 1863, and
served in the North-Western Provinces as Assistant Magistrate
and Collector, Joint Magistrate and Deputy Collector, and Magis-
trate and Collector up to 26th March, 1888. He retired in 1888.

He is author of :—Canal Rates versus Land Revenue {Calcutta

Eeview 1869). The Rent Digest, or the Law Procedure relating
to Landlord and Tenant, Bengal Presidency (1869). Bangash
Nawabs of Farukhabad (Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
Vols, xlvii and xlviii of 1877-79). Contribution to Gazetteer of

Farukhabad (1870). Settlement Report of Grhazipur District

1876;. The Army of the Indian Moghuls, its organisation, etc.

(1904). Translator of " Storia do Mogor or Moghul India,"
1653-1708, by Kiccolao Manucci, Vols, i, ii, iii (1907).

(E. D. Ross.)

The Council also reported that there were now four vacancies
in the list of Associate Members, and the Council therefore recom-
mends the three following gentlemen for election as Associate

Members at the next meeting.
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1. Babu Dines Chandra Sen ; Calcutta.

The Revd. Father J. Hoffmann, S.J., well known as an
authority on the languages and customs of the Mundas, and
author of a recent paper in the Memoirs of the Society on the

Poetry, Music and Dances of this tribe. (N. Annandale.)

The General Secretary submitted obituary notices of the late

Professor L. F. Kielhorn, an Honorary Member, and the Revd
Father E. Lafont, S.J., an Associate Member.

Professor Lorenz Franz Kielhorn, Ph.D., LL.D., C.I.E.,

was born in Osnabriick in Westphalia on the 31st May, 1840.
He studied Sanskrit under Benfey, Stenzler, and Weber at the
German Universities of Gottingen, Breslau, and Berlin. There-
after he went to London and Oxford, where he assisted Max
Miiller in his edition of the Rigveda. In 1866 he was nominated
Professor of Sanskrit in the Deccan College at Poona, and he held
that post till his retirement in 1881. In the following year, 1882,
he succeeded Benfey in the Sanskrit chair of the University of

Gottingen. He died suddenly on the 19th March, 1908, before
completing his 68th year of age.

Professor Kielhorn was beyond doubt one of the greatest
European authorities on Classical Sanskrit. As far as his know-
ledge of the Indian system of Sanskrit Grammar was concerned,
even the best among Indian Pandits Lowed to his authority. For
he combined the critical methods of the West with a most intimate

acquaintance with all the technicalities of Eastern commentators,
acquired by him during his sojourn in Poona, where some of the

most learned Indian scholars have been working under him as his

assistants. His edition of the Mahabhashya is the classical work
on Sanskrit Grammar according to the system ^of

^
§,
?
ini

- ^
Like-

to each other and to Panini," which appeared first in Bombay in

1876, opened the way to a critical understanding of the Maha-
bhashya, and traced the genesis of Patafijali's famous commentary.

After his retirement from the Indian Educational Service,

Professor Kielhorn joined his friend and Indian colleague, the late

Professor Buhler, as one of the pioneers in the field of Indian

Epigraphy and Palaeography. His editions of Sanskrit inscrip-

tions, which make up about one-quarter or perhaps one-third of
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all the published editions in that branch of Indian antiquarian
.research, are classical, and any future worker in that line may
rest contented if his work comes up to the standard of Professor
Kielhorn's editions. Although he never lost sight of the larger
aspects of Indian history, to the proper understanding of which
Epigraphy affords our main and unfortunately almost sole guid-
ance, yet he did not refrain from all that drudgery in regard to

details, which for epigraphical work in India is a conditio sine

qua non, and for which most of the Indian scholars, who have
taken up the same branch of study, appear to have an innate
abhorrence. His two lists of Sanskrit inscriptions from Northern
and Southern India, published with two of the last volumes of the
Epigraphia Indica, are more than mere registers of Indian inscrip-

tions down to modern times. Epigraphy has now been made easy

to us, and we should never forget that we owe this to a very large

extent to the late Professor Kielhorn. (T. Bloch.)

The Society has lost the oldest of its Associate Members in

the person of the Very Revd. Father E. Lafont, S.J., who died

at Darjiling on the 11th of May, at the age of 71 years, leaving

behind him a record of strenuous work in the cause of science

and of the welfare of the institution, St. Xavier's College, where

he filled the office of Rector from 1871 to 1878, and again from
1901 to within a short interval before the time of his death. He
was elected an Associate Member of this Society in 1874, and for

many years took an active interest in its discussions, but of late

years failing health made it impossible for him to attend our meet-

ings so frequently as before. Father Lafont was born at Mons
in 1837 and entered the Society of Jesus in 1854, devoting him-
self mainly to the study of philosophy and natural science,

pursuits which were destined to bear abundant fruit during his

career in this country. He came to Calcutta in 1865 and imme-
diately became attached to St. Xavier's College, where the chief

of his duties was the teaching of experimental physics. It was
maiuly, if not entirely, due to his efforts that the College was
endowed with an Observatory, and with a well-organised and
equipped Physical Laboratory, where he got together a magnificent

collection of instruments.

The distinction he won by his labours caused him to become
the recipient of numerous honours. He was admitted a Fellow

of Calcutta University in 1877, and was repeatedly elected a mem-
ber of the Syndicate by his colleagues. In 1904 he was elected

President of the Facility of Arts, and in 1908, he was made an
Honorary Doctor of Science. He was also a Foreign Member of

the Institute of Electrical Engineers. In 1880 the Viceroy, Lord
Lytton, conferred on him the honour of a Companionship of the

Indian Empire ; Lord Dufferin secured for him the distinction of

Officier d'Academie of France ; while in 1898 King Leopold con-

ferred on him the Order of Leopold.

He lectured before the Indian Association for the Cultivation



by the community in the midst (

period. (T. H. D. La Tottche. )

^ The following six gentlemen were ballotted for aa Ordinary

Mr. G. M. Hutchinson, B.A., Scientific Officer to the Tea
Association. Indian Muslim. Calcutta, proposed bv .Mr. I>. lb. ..per.

seconded by Mr. I. H. Burkill; Mr. A. M. Heron, B.Sc,
Coolnu-ical Survey of India, proposed bv Mr. T. H. T). La Touche,
seconded by Mr. L. L. Fermor ; Mr. K. A. K. Halluces,

"

A.R.S.M..F.C.S.. proposed bv Mr. T. H. D. La Touche. seconded by
Mr. L. L. Fermor : Mr. 11. C.-cil Jow<. A.R.S.M, A.R.C.S.. F.C.S
proposed by Mr. T. H. D. La Touche. secmded by Mr. L. L. Fer
mor; Bubu Surendra Chandra Eu >j a„„rdnj. Zemindar of Sham
pur, District Rangpur, proposed by Babu Lakshmi Narayan Singh
seconded by Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana ; and Asnstan
Sui-y>u,< Itai Hiralal Basw, Bahadur, Senior Demonstrator of Ana
tomy, Medical College, Calcutta, proposed by Major L. Rogers,
I.M.S., seconded by Captain M. Mackelvie, I.M.S.

Dr. N. Annandale exhibited, on behalf of Mr. H. H. Haydeu
a series of photographs of Afghan antiquities.

The pillar stands on the 'summit of the Kotal-i-minar, at

Chakri Miliar.
»bo

.

ut
.
seve» miks to the ^-e.af fKabul, on the short-cut over the hills to

Khurd Kabul.
It is figured by Fergusson in his " Indian and Eastern Archi-

tecture" (p. 56). The figure is said to be from a drawing by
Masson published in Wilson's Ariana Antiqua, but does not
correspond with the drawing reproduced in the copy that I saw in

the Asiatic Society's library.

The height of the tower is about 105 feet ; this estimate is

based on the height of a stick, 5 ft. long, placed against the tower
and photographed with it ; it consequently only gives an approxi-
mation to the true height, which is probably somewhat greater.

The photograph exhibited, no. 1, was taken from the S.S.W.,
and shows very clearly the bend in the tower at about one-third

above the base. Photograph no. 2 is a view of the tower from

Both photographs were taken in December, 1907, by Mr. W.
Donovan, of the Oriental Telephone and Electric Company, elec-

trical engineer to the Amir of Afgh—
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On the descent from the Palu Kotal to Bamian, and at about

Cup-marks in J*
mile below the top of the pass, two

-R^initfti larSe blocks of limestone have rolledBamian. ^ £rom ^ gmaU gcarp^ the
road, and he at the side of the footpath. Both of these are covered
with cup-marks on the side next the path. On the top of
each block is a heap of pebbles and several of the cups contain
small stones. Many of the marks are quite fresh and sho^ signs
of recent excavation. It is therefore clear that the preseni Ma-
hommedan inhabitants still continue to hollow them out as they
pass by.

The local people appear to have no idea as to the true meaning
of these cup-marks, and when asked merely say that the place is

a " ziarat " and that a holy man presumably died on this spot.
When he died or who he was they do not know, and there is no
trace of anything resembling a grave.

Photograph no. 9 shows <> Id cups below and freshly-cut ones,
with pebbles in them, above. The other block, on the left-hand
side of the picture, is covered with more numerous and much finer

cup-marks, but when I saw it, 1 had unfortunately used my lust

film and was unable to photograph it.

Mahommedan communitv so strict Iv orthodox and so bigoted as

that of Afghanistan, but this is by no means the only instance of

the kind. Throughout the hill-country of Bamian and Saighau it

is quite usual to find the hill-tops and passes crowned by cairns in

which one is tempted to see a survival of the Buddhist " la-tse

of Tibet. The cairns may be heaps of stones on which are plant-

ed sticks with white flags attached, or they may he built-up piles

of horns of ibex and wild sheep. None of these, so far as I could
ascertain, have any historical legend attached to them, although
they are classed under the comprehensive term " ziarat.

7
" They

are in just the places in which in Tibet one would confidently

expect to find a " la-tse " erected in honour of such local deities

as inhabit passes and mountain-tops. As in Tibet, too, solitary

trees beside the mountain-streams are hung
branches adorned with horns, and although :

than I was able to make might elicit a story of some legendary
saint, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the devout Mahom-
medan, who strokes his beard as he passes by, is unwittingly doing
homage to the tutelary deity whose simple shrine has survived the

iconoclasm that destroyed the more pretentious monuments erected

to the founder of Buddhism and defaced the magnificent carvings

in the valley of Bamian.
These carvings are well known and were long ago described

^, by Masson (Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, v,
The Bamian

?

>
7> 1836 }> ^^ ^ exceptionV an

of the largest

lished in Dr. J. A. Gray's " Life at the Court of f
Griffith's figure ("Posthumous papers, Journal, Calcutta. 1847,

facing p. 398), no reproductions of them have, I believe, been

published. Photographs 3 to 8 show the sites of most of the carv-
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ings and their details. The size of the two largest may 1

gathered from photographs no. r>, in which a group of Afghans
seen on the head of the statu,.. Phutn-raph no. 8 shows a^small.

temples in Tibet at the present day.

The following papers were read

Ladakh, one for chasingjnr t ,

: t
> ri' >///

2. A polyglot list o^Birds in M
Du. B. D. Ross.

This paper will be published in

3. The Bate of the Salimi coin,.

This paper has been published i

4. Materials for a Flora of the Malay Peninsula, No. 21.- By
Sir George King and J. S. Gamble.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the

5. Note on the Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregiinus).—By
LiBUT.-Cor;. D. C. Phillott.

This paper has been published in the Journal for May 1908.

6. The Use of the Abacus in Ancient India.—By G. R. Kaye.

7. Plea for an Aquarium in Bengal,—By Rai Bahadur Ram
Brahma Sanyal.

press, in zoological circles, and in the Council Chamber of Govern-

ment. In 1875, a definite proposal was made by the Committee

appointed for the establishment of the Calcutta Zoological Garden

laying out the grounds, and providing suitable accommodation for

the more important animals. Plans were obtained from Dr.

Dohrn, the well-known founder of the Zoological station at

Naples, and from other European experts. But the matte, pro-

ceeded no further than that of exhibiting for some time gold and

silver fish in globe aquaria.
.

In 1883-84 a temporary aquarium for the exhibition ot fresh-

water fishes, mollusks and crustaceans was built by Mr. Haden-
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feldt in connexion with the Calcutta International Exhibition.

_ ught some
of the glass tanks, offered to build with them a new aquarium
at the Zoological Garden at a cost of Rs. 25,000 to 30,000 ; but
the Committee of Management of the Garden was obliged to decline
the offer on financial grounds. The proposal was revived in 1898,
and an aquarium in Calcutta might then, long ere this, have
become an accomplished fact but for uufortunate opposition from
unexpected quarters.

In April 1906 Mr. J. D. Nimmo, then a member of the
Bengal Council, suggested, in the course of his budget speech,
the desirability of establishing an aquarium at the Calcutta
Zoological Garden, which he thought "would not only add to the
attractions of the place, but would also have a certain educa-
tional and economic value in connexion with fisheries."

Aquaria have, of late years, assumed great importance as

ns of economic value affording

ities for the study of the

Ld environment of food-fishes

and for experimental work on problems relating to fisheries.

Regarding the importance of an aquarium in relation to fishing

industry, the following extracts from Dr. Taylor's well-known
book The Aquaria may be quoted :

—

"To economists, aquaria cannot fail to be of the highest
interest, for even within the last few years, observation at several
of them has settled various most important facts relating to the
life-history of some of those creatures which are most valuable
to us as food. In one instance, at least, it was the means of

preventing the framing of a law that was based on zoological

ignorance, and which would have done as much harm to our fish

supply as it was intended to do good. In 1865 a Royal Commis-
sion, on which several naturalists sat, met at some of our fishing

ports, and took evidence from fishermen and others as to whether
trawling did not do much harm, by breaking up the sea bed
where the ova of fish had been deposited. The idea then was
that the cod and whiting--two of the most abundant of our
native food-fishes—deposited their eggs on the sea floor. Pro-

fessor Sars, the well-known Danish naturalist, had expressed
his opinion that the ova of these fish floated on the surface ; but

-ighton Aquarium,
3 fish and mackerel,it was found that the ova both of these f

on the surface during the entire period of their development.
Had it not been for this discovery, it is more than likely that

by this time the fishing trade, as well as the fish supply, would
have been crippled by a law which would have restrained

trawling operations over cod grounds during the whole of the
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Chester Aquarium, has contributed towards the 1

common herring, from it- vnun<r state. And the Br
rium has further contributed important informatic

rapidity of the growth of the

of thi "
"

and experiment liave proved.

Among the numerous problems that await investigation

few may be briefly indicated here :— ^ '
8

Food of fishes, its nature and quantity ; the amount of

food available has much to do with the fish supply.

Habits and Life-histories of Food-fishes.

Fish-cultuo.—The naturalist in charge of the proposed
aquarium may be sent to China to study fish-culture in fresh-

water ponds in that country, and to Japan and America.

The pond-culture of fish may be carried on in the same
systematic way as it is done in Germany.

Artificial fecundation by mixing eggs and milt together is

practically unknown in India. An aquarium will offer to natural-

ists splendid opportunities for carrying out researches on this line.

Disease of fish—Thorough and persistent laboratory work is

necessary to discover the various causes that bring about diseases

in fishes. It is well known that parasitic worms, tiny crustaceans,

leeches and other aquatic vermin find lodgment in fishes, and
induce diseased conditions in them. Careful investigation into

the natui-ejland^character of the fish parasites may lead to

important discoveries. A Fish-scare caused by an influx of an

unusually large number of diseased fishes into the market is not

uncommon in Bengal. Several such scares have occurred during

the last thirty-five years. In 1873-74, the writer of these

notes had the privilegejDf dissecting, under proper guidance, a

large number of fish of various kinds. Most of them were found

to be infested with parasitic worms.

Verylittleneed.be said on the profound scientific import-

ance of an aqiiarium for the convenient
Scientific importance gtud f b£lo(.ical problems, a great

1 "l f t

of which would have remainedyet

stations like those at Naples, Plymouth, and at other centres.

The following few extracts from an account of the Zoological

station at Naples will serve to show- the methods and aims of

an aquarium conducted on scientific lines :

—

" The Zoological station at Naples is an institution for the

advancement of biological science—that is, comparative

zoology, botany, and physiology. It serves this end by providing the

biologist with the various objects of his study and the necessary
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appliances ; it is not a teaching institution .... On the first

floor there is, facing south, the principal library ornamental with
paintings, and facing north, a large hall containing twelve
working tables, several smaller rooms, and the secretariat office.

On the second floor is the physiological laboratory, and on the
third floor the small library, a hall with several working
tables, and the dark rooms used in developing photographs. The
ground floor of the smaller building .... contains

1

the rooms in

which the animals are delivered, stored, and preserved, and the
fishing tackle kept, together with the workshop of the engineer

;

on the first and second floors are work-rooms, amougst others
the botanical laboratory .... The materials for study which
the station offers to the biologist are specimens of marine
animals and plants which abound in the western part of the
Mediterranean, and especially in the Gulf of Naples ....
The students who work in the station have the first claim
on specimens of plants and animals : hut specimens are also

supplied to museums, laboratories and schools, and to individuals

engaged in original research elsewhere."

Large numbers of such in parcels are despatched every year to

distant places, and this side of the work has been of great value

It may be hoped that a little unpretentious aquarium for the

(.•; _ •

1

: :
"

;
-.!:!.

:

:'.-'!'

tions owed their birth, growth and expansion, and fulfil the same
useful purposes.

As a place for rational amusement it would be a novelty

POPU-
in BeQgal

>
and as such its importance

ice
as a sll0W-place should not be lost

sight of.

In spite of its many advantages, the suitability of Calcutta as

Ideal place for an ^ Place for the establishment of an aqa-

aquarium. imm lias been mucU doubted
:
whereas

expert opinion points to the coast of

Puri as the ideal place for such a purpose.

In summing up his impressions of the Orissa coast from the
zoological point of view, Lt.-Colonel Alcoek writes as follows :

" I look upon it as an ideal place for any one who wishes to study
the complete life-histories of the Indian shore-fishes and Crus-

tacea, and I believe that a Biological Station, established at

Puri, would be in the highway of great discoveries."

Speaking on the subject of the economic possibilities of

the Orissa coast, the same author remarks " that if the regula-

tions of the salt-excise could be modified, and if capital on a

liberal scale were forthcoming, it would furnish inexhaustible

supplies of dried and smoked fish, fish-oil, isinglass and gelatines

for the world in general, and of shark's fins for the China market
in particular."
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as Infinitesimal—By Prop. Stamadas Mukhopadhyaya. Communi-
cated by the President.

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of
the Journal.

12. A memoir on the Surgical Instruments of Greek, Roman,
Arab and Modern European Surgeons, Part l.—By Dr. Girindra

Hon of Algebraical Equations.—By Mahen-

his paper will be published in a subsequent number of the

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section was held i

the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, June 10th, 1908, at 9-15 p.:

Lieut.-Colonel F. J. Drury, I. M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Dr. Gopal Chandra Chatterjee, Captain F. P. Connor, I.M.S.

M. Mackelvie, I.M.S. ; Dr. Girindra
[ulvany, I.M.S

Major L. Rogers, I.M.S., Honorary Secretar;
Nath Mukerjee, Major J. Mulvany, I.M.S. ; Dr. J. E. Panioty,

,, I.M.f
"

utes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

ead a paper " On the value of X-ra
surgical affections" (illustrated 1

3 adjourned until the July meeting.
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38. On Rationalization of Algebraical Equations.

By Mahendranath De.

1. The subject ot rationalization is discussed in all the text-

books of Algebra known to me in a most perfunctory manner.
Even ChrystalWell-known treatise confines the discussion to a

few particular cases.

2. In a paper on the subject ('On the Rationalization of

certain Algebraical equation-/— Cambridge and Dublin Mathemati-
cal Journal, Vol. viii), Professor Cay ley gives a general metl«jd

for the rationalization of equations of "the form

\/a + \/b+s/"e+ .... =0.

Following up a suggestion of Professor Sylvester he show-
that a similar process would siiffice for the rationalization of

equations of the form

Hia results, however, appear in the form of determinants of

very high orders, the calculation of which is, in general, a work
of tremendous labour. Thus, for instance, the result of rationaliz-

ing the equation a* + + c^ = 0 comes out in the form of a deter-

minant of the 9th order. Strangely enough, Professor Cayley
does not observe that a slight extension and a slight modification

of his method would suffice for the solution of the problem of

rationalization in its most general form.
3. In Vol. xv, of the " Messenger of Mathematics," there are

two papers on rationalization over the names of Captain fcfacmahon

and Mr. P. C. Ward. Captain Macmahon does not attempt the

most general case of the problem, but his process is general so far

as it goes. He incidentally states that the case of any number of

quadratic radicals was fully worked out in Meyer Hirsch*- Algebra,

but he throws no light on the method emploved.
The title of Mr. Ward's paper is "On the Rationalization of

He does not, however, even so much as attempt to. rationalize

the equation + c"= 0, but contents himself with two or three

particular cases, e.g., a'»+b^ + c$= 0.

4. I have lately come across -a short paper by NYipendra
Nath Chattopadhyaya, in which the problem is treated in its most
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general form. But while his process is perfectly general, it

neither convenient in practice nor does it lead to the result in

He states ' that the equation x=f (pl
, q

m
, rn , etc.) provide

may be rationalized, and the rationalized equ
will be of ('*<*)th degree,

„-«»+**

(.-.*)»-»

a» - 3xV a + 3sa- a v/a = b

.-. (*» + 3xa- 6)» = a(3a?2 + a)*

mce »6 -3a:*a-2&a!3 + ^*V-6arab + fc
2 -n 8 = 0 which is of the

h degree. Whereas Mr. Chattopadhyaya's method leads to an
ation of the (6 )th, ie, 36th degree.

In fact, it will be shown in a subsequent part of this paperill
, the result will be of Sie mnp th degree in sc.

5. It is easy to see that the most general algebraical equation

nvolving radicals may be written in the form x =/ (o , b , c , <

>y taking » for the part that is free from radicals.

To rationalize this, is essentially a problem of elimination.

« —y ; b
m=z ; c =u>, and so on, we get

Equations (a) are sufficient for the elimination of 3

because the number of equations is one more than the

variables to be eliminated. So that the problem ahray>

a solution, and the result of elimination will be the r

(1)



It is evident that equation (1) can be written in the form

*i + *8y + f8y
2 + + <pmy

m -i=Q
(2)

Multiplying (2) by y, f, y*"1 and observing that y»=s a
TllP <

"^+^2/ +^+ 4^m . 1y- 1=o
a^>M -i + afmy+^+ +^-2y*- 1=0
a*» - 2 + afn . iy + a^y*+ + 0W _ 3y»- * = 0

ting y, y2
, y

3
, j/"

1-1 from these ?)i equations,

*i. u

a-h. a<P& aK ti

Thus, equation (1) can alwavs be rationalized and the result

expressed in the form of a determinant of the ixth order.

We may observe, in passing, that when a = l, the determinant

(3) reduces to a very familiar one, which possesses interesting

properties fsee Arts. 23—25, Chapter viii, Scott and Mathews'
Theory of Determinants).

on the right-hand side, say e*, is left out.

If y = z-c" =/+&" +
it is evident that /(y)=0 is rational in a, b, Hence

/(a-c')»0 is rational in a, b, : Now if f(z) be an algebraical

function, /(« - c" ) must be of^the'.form
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And this can be immediately rationalized by the method explained
in Art. 6.

So that, if we can rationalize an equation of the form (4) when
there are p terms on the right-hand side, we can obtain the result,

wThen one more term is added, in the form of a determinant. The
method of rationalizing equations of this form is thus obvious.

It is further to be observed, that if f(x) be of the fcth degree

in x and f(x— c
n

) be expressed in the form
<f> l
+

c

n
. <pz +

c

n
.

<f>s

+ c""". <pn , <h must be of the Jbth degree in x.

It is clear from equation (3) of Art. 6 that the degree of

the rationalized equation, when the term c" is added, must be k x n.

Now if x — a1
, the rationalized equation is xl =a

c
n + , the degree of tht

rident from a known property

sliminants.

8. To illustrate the method of Art. 7, let us take the equa

If x= c\ we have * * = c.

.-. When x= a* + c*; (*-a*) 6 = c

x* - 5«*a « + lO^a - 10x*a . + Sara* - a* . a* = c

(a* + 10*8a 4- 5xa* - c) - a^(5a?* + I0x*a + o») = 0

.-. (x* + 10xsa + 5xa2- Cy-a (5a?* + lQ»»a + a*)8 = 0

as
10 - 5a?

3a + I0a?6a 2 - 2cx5 - lOxW - 20x*ac + 5a?2a*

-WxaZc + c*-ai> = 0.

This is our /<»); if we expand f(x-b*) in the font

The rationalized equation will be

K/a, % /g = 0 or /,

8

+ ft// + b% - 3ft/
L /a /8 = 0

I &/t ;fe/8. /i I
which is evidently of the 30th degree -
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If, however, we had rationalized the equation x= a* + b* nrst,

the result might easily be expressed as a determinant of the 5th

9. There are two cases of equation (4) which can be rational-

ized by very elemeutary methods without the help of determin-

(1) when* =m-*= = 2

(2) whenZ =m = W = =3.

l =m= n

we have /(» - „") =/, +/2 . c « +/8 . c> =0

cubing both the sides, we get

h • • +/," . + 8f, . x/s • x = -f*

whence f* + c . f*+c* ./.'-Sqf, ./,=<>.

We can thus rationalize any equation of the form

by quite elementary methods and without any knowledge of deter-

The same methods would also suffice for the more general case

when *=/(a*, 6* c« &c.) + m\ J, &c.) where /, <f>
are

rational algebraic functions.

We might also rationalize equations of the form

where I, m, n are of the form 2
P

. 3
2

(p, g being integers or

by means of suitable substitutions.

But the results are not, in general, obtained in their low

terms and the method is practically useless.

Equations of the form x = a" + 6™+ c" + where m = 2P

can, however, be rationalized by means of elementary methods i

the results obtained in their lowest terms
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Thus let a>-a*+ 6* and let 6^=y

.-. If + behave (*-y*)6=«

or a;
6 - 6a5

h
y/y + 15a5* . y

-

<X>9t?ys/y + lS^i/ 2 - bxy^^/y + y'6 = a.

Transposing the terms not containing \/y to the right-hand

side and squaring we get an equation rational in x, y. If we write

b% for yy this equation is reduced to the form fx +/a . 6» +ft .
6^ = 0

which is easily rationalized.

10. The equations rationalized by Oayley are only particular
cases of equations (8) of Art. 9 and can be obtained from them by
putting 3 = 0.

Thus if we rationalize x= s/a + \/b+ s/'c by the method of

Art. 9 we get

x*-4px*+2xi (3p*-<iq)-4xHp*-4pq + 16r) + (p*-'lq)2 = 0 (5)

(where jo= a + b + c
; q = lc + ca + ab and r— abo).

.-. If a?= 0, i.e., if \/a+ \/b + \/7=0 ; we must have j9*--A<jr = 0
or a* + 6* + C2 _ 26c - 2ca - 2ab = 0.

v = \/a + \/b + \/c + s/~d by the same method we get

(a*
3 + 4a\7d —p) + 2**(35i» - 30pd+3p2 - 4q) + 4x%7d^ - I5pd*

+ 9p*d- 12gd -p3 + 4^g - 16r > + d*- 4^3 + 2dP(3p* - 4g) - 4 -

4^ + 16r) - 8p*q + I6q*}* - 64aJs(i{a6 + x*(7d-3p) + a>
2(7# - lOpd

+ Sp*-4q) + a*-3pd*+3p»d-¥*-16qr+4pq-16r}* = 0 (6)

If V'a + V/
6 + \/c + \/d = 0, we must have

- 4jkP + 2<*»(3p«- 4g ) - 4d(p* - 4p2 + 16r) + <>
2 - 4g )* = 0 (7

)

[where p, q, r have the same significations as in (5)]

or (p2 _ 4g + ^2 2pd)8= 64rrf= 64a6cd,

i.e., (a» + 63+

c

3 + - 2a& - 2ac - 2ad - 26c - 2bd- 2cd) 2 = 64a6cd.

Observe that (5) reduces to (7) if we write therein d for a;
3
,

similarly if we write e for a?
2 in (6) we can get the result of the

rationalization of \/T + \/T + \/7 + \/e ~0. The rea-

son is obvions because y/~a + \/ b -f \/7 + */ e = 0

reduces to the form a> =\/7 + V7 & +*/ c+\/ d if a?= - \/ e.
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11. Equation (7) shows that there is a depression in the

degree of the rationalized equation if we put aj = 0. It can be

easily proved that if y/~a 4 */ b 4 s/~ 4 to n terms = 0, the

degree of the rationalized equation is 2
n " 2

.

Similar results, of course, hold for equations of the form

a* -r b* + + to n terms = 0. Here the degree of the rational-

ized equation will be •

12. The rationalization of equations may be made to furnish
a set of interesting identities.

Thus if we rationalize a»»a"4b" we easily find that

(*»4^»-2a+ f^-*aM- -&) 2

»=a{tl
>- 1 4 t^Sa 4 t

bz»-
6a3+ )« (8)

where t u t2 .are the numerical coefficients in the expansion
of (a 4 a)".

.-. If we put c^ = a ; b*=P and consequently a = a?\ 6= /S*

equation (8) furnishes the identity

{(« + P)* + tz(a . a* 4 f4(«4£)-* . a*+ -/3*P = a*

M**?)*' 1 + + )
3

for all positive integral values of n.

As particular cases we may mention

(1) (a + 0)*-3(« + /J)* . a*-2)3S(« + /?)8+3(a + /3)
s

. a*-6(a

+)5)a*^+i8«-o««0.

(2) (a +
i
3)l0-5(a + i8)9o8 + 10(o + /S)«a*-2/8 ,i (a+ /8)*-10(a +

j8)*a6_ 20(a + 0)3a^ + 5(a 4 0)»a* - 10(o 4 0 )o*/36 + /3
10 - a»= 0.

Similarly, from the equation as = a*4 &* + we get

& - 4(a + 6 4 c)a?6 + 2s*(32u2 + 226c) -4**{5a(2« a - 226c) 4 4afcc} 4
(2a* - 226c)*= 0.

This equation furnishes the identity,

(« 4 0 + y )»~ 4^ « + £ 4 y )
6

. 2a* 4 2(a 4 /?4 y)*(32a*4220V) - 4(
a

4 £4 y)2 {2a3 . (2a* - 22/5V) 4 4a2£2
y}

3 4 ( 2a* - 220V >" = 0.

Identities of this nature may be multiplied without number.

In general, if we rationalize z-a l 4 6" 4 c*4 we have seen

that the resulting equation is of degree Imn in as. Hence it i*
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clear that (a + /3+y+ )

lmn
can always be expressed as a

rational function of (a + B + y + ) and of a'
, Bm , y

n
, etc.

And in particular, (a + B + y+ to « terms)™* can always be
expressed as a rational function of (a + B + y h ) and of

aV/3", y».:. ...and so on.



39- A Kharosti Copperplate Inscription from Taxila or

Taksasila.

By MahImahopadhtayI Haraprasai> STastrI, M A.

The discovery of this copperplate, which is 8J inches in

length, was announced, for the first time, by Sir Alexander Cunning-
ham in the sec >nd volume of the Reports of the Arclnv -louical

Survey. It was discovered inside a small st iipa at a villa »v named
Shah-Dheri in the Rawalpindi District, and is situated at a dis-

tance of five or six miles from the modern Railway Station Sarai-

Kala on the N.-W. Railway. The ruins of Shah-Dheri have been

discussed at various times by several scholars, aud there seems
to be good reason for identifying it with the ancient and re-"

uowned Taksasila. Two inscriptions found in the ruins of Shah-
Dheri contain the word - Takhasilae or Takha&laye " meaning
in Taksasila. There are ;—

(1) The famous Taxila copperplate of the great King
Moga, 1 which is at pr< sent in the Library of the Royal Asiatic

Society of Great Britain and Ireland.

(2) The Taxila vase, which was discovered in a stupa by the
side of the one in which this copperplate was found (Cunningham's
No. 13 and 14, A.S.R, Yol. II., pi. LIX). This vase is at present

in the Lahore Central'Museum, and the inscription has reoenV
ly been republished by Dr. Luders of Rostock. 2

be no reason to object to the identification of the site "of Taksa-
sila with modern Shah-Dheri. Cunningham describes it:W
follows:— • .

All of these fourteen topes were opened some years' ago" by
fiie villagers, from whom I ascertained that No. 13 yielded an
inscribed stone vase and No. 14 a copperplate inscription in three
or four pieces, which was given to Major Pearse eight years ago,

or about A.D. 1855. The copperplate inscription, which is stfll

in the possession of Major Pearse, is a short record of one line in

Ariau-Pali characters which has not yet been made public.'

Cunningham read this inscription as follows :—
" Samvatsara (dasa) miti 10, tena Sabhayakeua thuba Prat is-

tavito Mat a pitu puyae aghara ca pmave." ai -I t radiate-

"In the year 10, by one named Sabhayaka, thisTtiuba (tope);

CunninghE •

.

*

consisted of fo only three of these are at present

in the Society' possession.

'
1 Buhler, Ep Vol. IV., p. 56
2 Epigraph!* Indica, V -1 VII I., pp. 296-P8. ..I . - -

" 3 A.S.R. Vol II., pp. 124-25.
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Cunningham says the

first letter is more like a

than Sa, but his facsimile

shows that it cannot be
anything but ta. The
second letter is undoubt-
edly va. I cannot make
out the third letter, which
he proposes to be the

compound letter tsa, as

it is indistinct in his

facsimile. The absence
of the original piece, and
the genera! unreliability

of Cunningham's fac-

similes, make it very diffi-

cult to suggest any prob-

able reading. Most prob-

ably it contained the

which °the donlrbel.-ntr-

ed. That the initial words

once apparent on con-

sidering that:—
(1) The first two let-

ters are not Sa and va,

but ta and va, and
(2) there is no room

for f..ur lette.s between

(2) The second and
third letters look more
like di and ca than Kand
o, which they really are,

on account of the twist-

ings and indentations on
the plate.

(3) Tl>e fourth letter

is lche and not te.

(4) The word Sabhay-

Bhaya
oid for

Bhnmjijfi in the Jaina in-

scriptions of the Scyth-
ian period fro... Mj.thu-

ra, and in Khnrosthi the

word becomes bhaya.

(5) The age of the

copperplate can be de-

ned f.c

s of the

The chai

the cha

* be-

long to the third, i.e.,

the ffaka variety of Kha-
rostl.i. 1 The ietter Sa
differs from those of the
Mi.urya and Lido-Greek

the vertical 1

this that
ne does not

last letter of the name of

the village and the pos-

sessive case ending Sa
and the initial letter of

the

the

. . meti-akhena
sabhayakena thuho pra-

tistavito matapitu puyae
aghasa ca nayae.

"

Bemarks.

(1) The first letter in

the photograph publish-

ed herewith is "me" and

t of all, the f.-rm c

aghasa is to he f<

this variety onlyJ

s» and is

Indo-Greel

varieties.

I Buhler'8 In<iische I
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Translation.

"(This) S'tupa was erected by ... . m*tiakha, (an inhabi-

tant of) Taba . . . ,
together with his wife for tlie worship of his

father and mother and for the destruction of sin."

A great wav e of activity has come over epiyrraphists all over

the world and has manifested i< self in the republication of ancient

inscriptions, which were lying unheeded for the hist forty years.

The public . tion of Dr. Vo-el'* paper 0n " inscribed Gandhara
Sculptures" has been f -llowed by Dr. Liter's edition of the

•Tax 1, Vase Inscription," an I Mr. Thomas' paper on the " Ma-
thura Lion-capital Inscriptions," and the present paper is intended

as a sequel to them.
The Kharosthi copperplate inscriptions differ materially from

those of the Brahmi variety and its descendants, while the Gupta
and subsequent copperplate inscriptions are deeds of gifts. The
Sohg"ura copperplate is unique in its nature.

The Kharosthi copperplate inscriptions contain dedications

like the later formulae " Deyadbarmmoyarh, etc."

The three copperplate inscriptions discovered up to date

(1) The Taxila copperplate of Moga;
(2) the Sue-vihar inscription of Kaniska ; and
(3) the copperplate which is discussed in this paper.

AH of them contain dedicatory inscriptions, and are not deeds
of award or grants.





40. A Descriptive List of Works on the Madhyamika
Philosophy, No. I.

By Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Satis Chandtca Vidyabhqsana,
M.A., Ph.D.

This paper gives a short account of the Tibetan versions of

27 works on the Madhyamika philosophy, the Sanskrit originals

of which, with one exception, appear to have long been lost. The
Tibetan versions are included in the well-known collection called

the Tangyur, which the winter of the paper examined while resid-

ing at the monastery of Labrang in Sikkim in June 1907. They
include the works of Arya Na^arjuna, Arya Deva and Buddha
Palita, besides those of teacher Bhavya, who criticised his contempo-
raneous systems of Hindu philosophy, viz., the Yoga, Samkhya,
Vaises, ka. Wdfmu ana Mimari.sa. these work,, which have nor

been noticed elsewhere, are very important as they will throw a

good deal of light on the history of Indian philosophy.

l. y^Hw ajswvprar wtftwi 1 (Tib. ^g'^T^'&^T

^^*3^q-^'^q-3*rg-q )—Memorial verses

on the fundamental Madhyamika philosophy

named Prajna (wisdom).

This work extends over folios 1-20 of the Tangyur, Mdo, Tsa.
The text was composed by Arya Nagarjuna. It was translated
into Tibetan under orders • ! Dpal-lha-btsan, by the

... :

•
i :

V
;

..... J" \

preter-monk of Shu-chen named Cog-ro-kluhi-rgyal-mtshan. The
translation was'subsequently revised in the central monastery of

the unparalleled city of Kasmira by the Kasmirian sage Ha-sa-mati
and the Tibetan interpreter Pa-tshab-fii-ma-grags. The Tibetan

version begins with a salutation to Man ju-sri-kumara-bhuta. The
original text begins thus
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"I adore the fully enlightened Buddha, the foremost of the

eloquent, who taught us the doctrine of Pratitya-samutpada,
according to which things are neither destroyed nor produced,

neither t?-ansient nor eternal, neither different nor same, neither «1o

come forth nor psiss awsiy,— the knowledge of which confers bless-

It consists of 27 chapters, viz., (1) WT-lR^rr,

examination of conditions or relations
; (2) Q^^C^C'q'q^

JlemTcT-xpft^T, examination of going and coming; (3) ^C'q*

Sf^r-TTdWT, examination of sense-organs
; (4) gC^q7

^yi, ^f^-^^T, examination of five aggregates
; (5) pSJST

^T5-MCl-^l, examination of elements; (6) O^'^^C:*

<5^W^^, ?J7n:M-^€tWT, examination of attachment

and the attached
; (7) |'q ^"^W^C(#Ifq*q^

^Cl^JI, examination of origination, continuance and destruction
;

(8 ) I^HP^W^ w*^_^
9

examination of

act and agent; (9) g'^^*^^*q*^, ^-TTCt^rT, exami-

nation of priority; (10) ST^'g^rq^ ^^-II^T,
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examination of fire and fuel; (11) f^C'l'^"*^^^
*raTC-H^gT, examination of priority and posteriority in relation

to transmigration; (12) g^qgOTq^ ^-T^^T, examina-

tion of suffering; (13) G^'Jv^], ^'^iR-^^T, examination

of reminiscences; (14) g^q-^^, ^T-TT^^T, examination of

contact
; (15) ^^--qft^T, examination of es-

sential character; (16) qS^'CT^C^*^^], TOjffa-'qft^T,

examination of bondage and liberation; (17) W^'O^g-

^4r-3frer-ird^rT, examination of action and fruit
; (18)

q^, ^-TT^T, examination of the soul; (19)

WT*-V?\W, examination of time
; (20) S^Wq^,

V^tZT examination of wholeness; (21) (^~q^^&T|*q*q^

^W^H^-MO'^r, examination of origination and destruction
;

(22) ^q^^^q'q^l, cT*nJrcT-"qft^T, examination of

Tatbagata; (23) §<3f
faqsjfa-lTfh3T5

examination

of perversion; (24) C^qcT|5fq^'q^q'q^, *jTSJ*ra-TT^TT,

examination of the noble truths; (25) ^^\^^^%
T*S*T*ir-lTtmT, examination of N

^^if^rq^ ^K^r^-trft^T, examination of the twelve

parts of Pratitya-samutpada; and (27) If^ffi ffe-iffNT,



loft

3
- wfe^rr ^TfT^rT (Tib. ^pr^T^f§"cP\"<5pT

Sgt&q y-Skty me„,oria! version reasoning.
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^'3^)- Seventy memorial verses on the

This work consists of folios 24—26 of the Tangyur, Mdo, Tsa.

The text was composed by Arya Nagarjuna and was translated

into Tibetan by Gshon-mi-mchog and Gibm-dha-rma-t/rags. The
translation begins with a salutation to Manju-sri-knmara-bhuta.

f
5. flRw«r3r^-vrfic*T (Tib. ^V^ifr^^5^"

gSTSJ )—Memorial verses on quelling disputes.

This work consists of folios 26-29 of the Tangyur, Mdo, Tsa.

The text was composed by Arva Nagarjuna, and translated into

Tibetan by the Indian sage Jnana-earblia and the Tibefcm inter-

preter Ka-wa-dpal-brtsegs. Subsequently the translation was
recast by the KasmTrian Pandita Jayananta and the interpreter

Khu-uado-sde-dpal.

6. ^«WTHW^«f« *fcTtW (Tib. ^'^T^W^PW^T
W^pf*}^ )—A dauntless commentary on the

: _ - ' • i
•:

This work extends over folios 29—104 of the Tangyur, Mdo,
Tsa. The text, which was composed by Arya Nagarjuna, begins
thus:—

• lbow down to that lord of sages, who preached Pratitya*

samutpada wliich is devoid of the essence of origination and des-

The text was translated into Tibetan under orders of the

great king Dpal-lha-b san-po by the Indian Mahayftna sage

Jnana-garbha and the Tibetan interpreter of Sha-chen named

Sluhi-rgyal-uifcstian. The translation begins with a salutation to

the Three Gems, Manju-sn-kumaia-bbuta and Arya Nagar.iuna.
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The translation closes by mentioning eight expounders of the
Madhyamika philosophy, viz., (1) Arya Nagarjima

; (2) Sthavira
Buddha Palita

; (3) Candra Kirti
; (4) Deva S'a'rma ;

;V, Giioa-m :

(6) Guna-mati; (7) Sthira-mati ; and (8) Bhavya
( ^ST^'I^

)

7. H&*m iwrcani (Tib. §Wjj^^"<^qevw
y|^"CJ )—A treatise named Vaidalya (a compre-

hensive analysis).

This work extends over folios 104—116 of the Tangyur, Mdo,
Tsa. The text, which was composed by Arya Nagarjuna, begins
thus:—

^_

T^^^ I!

" Whoever, through pride of reasoning and knowledge, wishes

disputation, for the sake of quelling his pride the Vaidya is ex-

P°UI1
The text was translated into Tibetan under orders of Kal-

yaua-mitra Guna-kirti (^f^FPr2
!) by the Kasmirian Pan-

dita Jayananta and the meat Tibetan interpreter S^akya-bhiksu
kbn-uodo-lna-wa. The translation begins with a salutation to

Mafijusri-kumara-bhuta.

8. *^-*Hfar-*ffi (Tib. ^'CJ'^^-q^gaj-

)—A commentary on the S'unyata-saptati.

This work extends over folios 116—128 of the Ta»gyui\ Mdo,
Tsa. The text was composed by Irya Nagarjuna. The Tibetan

9. fHIW^-Sftl (Tib. WSQ'tfjffi^^WQ)-
A commentary on the Vigrahavyavartam.

This work extends over folios 128—146 of the T^g$^.$$6,
Tsa. The original of it was composed by Arya NagS^tina' Hie
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Tibetan translation wsis prepared by the Indian sage Jfiana-gar-

bha and the Tibetan interpreter Vsimle Vana-raksiia. It begius

with a salutation to Mafijn-sn-kiunara-bhuta.

10. OTTO* NlrfsPCT (Tib- ^'q'J^y^j -Tneuty

verses on the Mahavfiua.

This work consists of folios 146—147 of the Tangyur, Mdo, Tsa.
The text, which was composed by Arya Nagarjuna, begins thus.—

•'I salate Buddha who has no attachment and yet who enters

the heart, who is a speaker bnt of whom nothing can be spoken,
who is the king of mercy and personification of light, who is pos-
sessed of inconceivable power and is all- pervading."

The rext was translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage Can-
dra-Kumara and the Tibetan interpreter-monk S'akya-hod. The

t (Tib. WT^g'SJ)—A treatise of one hun-

dred letters.

This work consists of folio 147 of the Tangyur, Mdo, Tsa.
The text was composed by Arya Nagarjuna. The Tibetan trans-
lation begins with a salutation to Mafiju-sri-vajra.

12. ^ro^-irr*?-«fT? (Tib. ^'^pgf^srj^
Q^jflTq )—A commentary on the Aksara-sataka.

This work extends oyer folios 147—156 of the Tangyur, Mdo.

Tsa. Thn text was translated into Tibetan in the unparalleled

city of Kasmira by Vande Gshon-nu-Ses-rab (Knmara-pitgua).

The translation was subsequently revised by Pandita Ananta, and

the Tibetan interpreter Grags-hbyor-ses-rab. The translation

begina with a salutation to Manjuvajra.

13. sTfTl^-^rtTT^-^-^r't^rr (Tib. ^'SCTjpT^'

BgFQVf -^'^T^'S*^ )
"* ^morial
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This work consists of folio 156 of the Tangyur, Mdo, Tsa.

The text was composed by Irya Nagarjuna, The Tibetan transla-

tion begins with a salutation to Manju-sri-kumara-bhuta,

14. wcfttfr-^^T^^^-^T^Tf, ^sc^gnrcp^gc*

q^-|Cq§;^q^-^-q—Explanation of the

Pratitya-mmutpadaJirdaya.

This work extends over folios 156—159 of the Tangyur, Mdo,
Tsa. The text, which was composed by Irya Nagarjuna, was
translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage Jina mitra, Dhana-
srila, SWendra-bodbi, Vande Ye-ses-$de and others. The Til . in-

version begins with a salutation to Mafiju-sri-kumara-bhuta.

15. ^i¥-^w-=TT^-wmff, *^^xr^*rwg^cr

^•g-q^q^'l^'q—A treatise instructing the

unintelligent.

This work extends over folios 159—160 of the Taneryur, Mdu,

Tsa. The text, which was composed by Irya Nagarjuna, was

translated into Tibetan by Pandita A nanta and the Tibetan inter-

preter Gnig§-hbyor-ses-rab, The translation begins with a saluta-

tion to Mauju-sri-kumara-bhuta.

16. *aw*tw-wr, I'^^'Hr^^wg-q-Agood
treasury of gems.

The work consists of folios 160—161 of the Tangyur, Mdo, Tsa.
The text, which was composed by .Arya Nagarjuna, was translated
into Tibetan by the Indian sage Kanaka Varma and the Tibetan
interpreter Suryakirti.

Worldly migration.

This work consists of folios 161—162 of the Tangyur, Mdo, Tsa.

The text, which was composed by Irya Nagarjuna, is divided .into

five chapters, viz., (1)S*^* essential character
; (2) gC'cfg'^C"

^"fi'^^^j instruction on the five aggregates, and the void

;

(3) ^W^^, instruction on wisdom; (4) ^q^T^^
instruction on resources; and (5) q^^f^'q^^ instruc-

tion on the two truths.
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The Tibetau translation begins with a salutation to Manju->ri-

ku'nrara bhfita.

is. H^WWfnT €\WT, ^^'Q^^^f^ commentary

This work extends over folios 102-169 of the Tangyur. Mdo.
Tsa. The text, which was composed by Pandit;, Muitivya Nat ha

(gW«I^) was translated into Tibetan by Pandita Zla-

L9. lawTfwcT-jjmww-^ffT, ^ST^q^^W-cr^q-

-Buddha Palitas commentary on the origi-

nal Madhyamika philosophy.

This work extends over folios 169—310 of the Tanayur. Mdo.
Tsa. The text, which was composed by the urent Mahayina
teacher Buddha Palita, was tnuMo.-.i into Tibetan by the Indian
sage Jnana-garbha and the Tibetan interpreter of Shn-ehen named
Cog-klo-kluhi-rgyal-mtshan. The translation begins with a salu-
tation to t he Three Gems, Manjn-sn.kumaia-bhutft, Aryn Nagar-
juna and Acarya Buddha Palita,

This work extends over folios 310-312 of the Tangyur, Mdo.
Tsa. The text, which was composed by Arya Nagarjuna, was
translated into Tibetan by the Kasmirian Pandita Bhiksu Can-

drakirti
(
IpT^ST*! ) The Tibetan version begins with a

salutation to Buddha.

21. T'rrwin-JT-w^Jir, ^v^-g'c^^Ssrg'^'^T

YS^-'A. treatise named Hastqhala.

This work consists of folios 312—313 of the Tangyur, Mdo,

Tsa. The text, which was composed by teacher Arya Dera, was
translated into Tibetan by the Indian sage SVaddhakara Varma
and the Tibetan interpreter Rin-chen-bzan-po. The translation

begins Tvith a salutation to the power of Bhagaran (*3*P?^
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^•g^*C^C\geW-A commentary on the

treatise named Hastabala.

This work consists of folios 313—315 of the Tangyur, Mdo,
Tsa. The text, which was composed by .Arya Deva, was transla-

ted into Tibetan by the Indian sage SVaddhakara Varma and the
Tibetan interpreter Rin-chen-l}zari-po. The translation begins

with a salutation to Mania- sri-jnana-sattva (
^^^qaT'Jr^'

23. wgw-yre-mfMii
, ^g'^Sy'fcHf^^q^gsr

Madhyamika philosophy.

This work extends over folios 1—40 of the Tangyur, Mdo.

Dsa. The text, which was composed by teacher Bhavya

(flj^^'g^), was translated into Tibetan by the Tibetan

interpreter Tshul-khrims-rgyal-wa in the presence of the Indian

sage Dipaftkara-aii-jnaiia in the monastery of Ra-sa-hphrul-snau 1

in Lhasa. The translation begins with a salutation to Manju-
- - , , ' M.K,

The text begins thus :—

3^^g%^'^j||
^•S^q^U^^g-lidj

||

^l^-fc-q^Cll
^•q^^^|C'q-^||

• Ra-sa-hphrnl-snan (^0^^' ) ia the miraculous temple of

Ka-sa at Lhasa, now called the Chokhang or Kinkhording
^
^^T^pV

fjffQ' j
which was built by king Srong-tsan-gam-po at the request of his

Nepaleee wife.
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^•^•sT|^-q^gcT|'^q-q||

The book is divided into 11 chapters as follows: (1;

gC(§q*W*I*^*^Cq
s

uninterrupted spiritual enlightenment

(bodhicitta)
; (2) fp-q^'q^^^-W^qfq^-ql^

run practice ot the ascetic penances ( minii-vrata)
; (3) ^f*fo'

g^^fflTSJ, search for knowleclge of the truths (tattoos)
;

(4) 9^*3^"p'^'Qr^|cIfq, introduction to the truths

of the <ravakas (irSvaka-taUva)
; (5)

^^nr^Wrr^'^I^SI, introduction to the system of vows of

a contemplative ascetic (yogin)
; (6) ^WS^S^^

SIT^I, introduction to the truths of the Samkhyas /

(7) g'^^'^'pc^^'^^l^'^, introduction to the truths

of the Vaisesikas; (8) ^S'W^'f^'TF^*^
(^l^q^ introduction to the truths of the Vedanta-vadin ;

(9) ^•q^^^*q|^-ar^,^*Gr^iST
I"^,

introduction

to the system of the Mimamsakas ; (10) ^WT^'^^'^'J
^rcj^-q^^q^ instruction on the attainment of omniscience ;
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and (11) ^-q^C'^-q^^ hymn and instruction on

lahsam, sign.

24. TO«*-^s-«f5!-cHw9rT, ^g'^^C'HT^gcq-

q*^q]'^q^'q-A flame of discussions iu the

commentary on the essence of the Madhyamika

philosophy.

The work extends over folios 40—360 of tbe Taugyur, Mdo,
Dsa. The text, which was composed by teacher Bhavya, was
translated into Tibetan by the Indian sasje Dipankara-Sri-jfiana
and the Tibetan interpreter-monk Tshul-khrims-rgya-wa in the
monastery of Ka-sa-hphrul-snan in Lhasa. Tie translation

begins Avith a salutation to the Omniscient One.

q'^*g*q—Pratitya-sanintpada of the Madhya-

mika philosophy.

This work consists of folio 360 of the Taugyur, Mdo, Dsa.

The text was composed by K rsna (^TfCTq^ The Tibetan

version begins with a salutation to the Three Gems.

26. *T«WT$-*OT, ^^^q^q—i summary of

the objects of the Madhyamika philosophy.

This work consists of folios 360-361 of the Taugyur, Mdo,
Dsa. The text, which was composed by teacher Bhavya, begins
thus .—

it was translated into Tibetan by Tshul-khrims-rgyal-wa.

The .Tibetan version begins with a salutation to B~hagavan
Samantabhadi-a.
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•27. WUI^^I^T^«3-^T-iTI«
5

This work extends over folios 1—424 of the Taugyu.. Mdu.
Ra. The text, which was compose! by the Kasmirian Pandita

Jayananta, begins thus :
-

" BoAving down reverentially to Buddha who has abandoned
two defilements and who is omniscient, T explain clearly the

meaning of the Madhyamikavatai*a."
It was translated into Tibetan by Jayananta himself and the

Tibetan interpreter Vande Kun-dgah-grags. The Tibetan version

begins with a salutation to Manjn-sri-kumava-bhnta.





4i. Some Songs of Chitral.

By E. B. Howell, I.C.S.

The four songs which follow were recorded for me by Muuahi
Kuli Khan, the Native Political Assistant in Chitral, and the
Khowar text has been revised by Khan Sahib Abdul Hakim
Khan, who is perhaps better acquainted with Khowar than any
other living educated man. Without the aid of these two gentle-

men in translation, it is perhaps needless for me to say, this

venture had never been made.
The following is taken from the skeleton grammar of the

Khowar language contained in "Dr. Grierson's Linguistic Sur-
vey:—

PRONUNCIATION.
" (a) Vowels, a, a, i, t, u, a, e, a*, 6, au as in Indian langu-

ages ; a as in English hat ; e as in tent or met ; 6 as in English hot

o like the first o in promote or the o in the French word votre, the
short sound of o in the English word home.

(6) Comonants
t

kh, eh, gh, g are the Persian and Arabic

& and £ respectively. L has a lingual sound between I and

r Th is pronounced like the ' th ' in thin. Ph is pronounced
p-h not /. The letters ts, dz represent the well-known sounds of

Pashto and Kasmiri."
To this I have only to add that in the refrain of the second

song, line 2, appears the half aspirate, represented by the sym-
bol \ The Arabic where found, is, as usual, represented by

the sign-'. It need not be pronounced, fortunately.

Khowar the language of Chitral forms one of the Pisaca

group. Its close affinity to Persian and Pashto isobvious at a glance

though its verb inflexions are not so much broken down as those

of the latter language. It has no alphabet of its own, and for

the representation of its sounds the Roman character, with its

wealth of vowel symbols, seems to me preferable to the Arabic.

A short explanatory note is prefixed to each song, and no

further introduction seems necessary, except to invite attention to

the really remarkable degree of excellence, as ballad-poetry, to

which these songs, in the original, attain.

I.—A SONG OF WAR IN PRAISE OF MUHAMMAD ISA.

In March 1895 two Companies of the XlVth Sikhs under

the command of Captain Ross were marching to the relief of

Lieutenants Fowler and Edwards were being besieged by the
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adherents of Slier Afzal, a claimant to the throne of Chitri}.
The besieging force was under the command of Muhammad 'Isa,

Sher Afzal's foster-brother. The relieving force was caught by
the Chitrajis in the Kalak defile, near Kuragh village, about 40
miles from Chitra], and forded to take shelter in a cave. In the
endeavour to extricate themselves Captain Ross and most of his
men were killed

; only a- fiandfal under Lieutenant Jones, who was
himself wounded, succeeded in cutting their way back to Mastfij.

!;

to the cave, where they were besieged for seven days. Being then
j#nced tq utter exhaustion, they consented to surrender on con-

JJT.Uw QWfrfcJis,. who are .said to have put their prisoners to
death by torture.

(1) Kafire, jang biti sher
K :

;%fi! (,;,;,, - ..

Mehtaro ohhir brar ki hai.

Ta Hurat dodoro

Ta marak daq a
Woi " Koros ku

•2
) Koliat.son • im yhoii <

Fa tii Ali Sho gani
The di b

Johju nas i

'Ajab, Kafir, etc.

i Wby_ the infidel's head is likened to a sieve is not clear. A faticifi

brim and aJUj* the common sieve in use in Afghanistan and the neighbou:

ing countries. Amongst Pathans the is known as ghah

by a popnlar etymology from ghalla = grain, bel = separate.

* Sir G. Robertson, then Political Agent in Gluteal, who
in Chitral fort, also besieged.

foster-brother. ' Muhnmm
lounced Mu'mad Or Mtlh

wbich the slaughter of 'Isaie, and t

* Gadam»'godown,' i.e., the
eupply, or. treasure.
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(1) Iniirlel, battle is being fought from Kalak to (xudar.

When the Mehtar's foster-brother comes, he will beat thee to

^Refrain.—Strange, infidel, indeed art thou. Thy form is wolf-

like
;
thy head is as a sieve. I am the lad to slay thee. Thou

shalt cry. " Ah me ! for London, where is it ?
"

(2) Robertson, with Fath Ali Shah, is pent in the fort ; then
with Muhammad Isa's aid shall I steal his wife.

Strange, infidel, etc.

(3) He boasteth of his store-houses—but what are they, that

of us they are ever in need. Cometh not shame to him ? His
body is cut in twelve pieces.

Strange, infidel, . . .
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Mn te Mastuj kya darir ?

Maimano 1 lasht arer.

'Ajab, Kafir, etc.

(5) Sher Afzal Khan gifci

Chitrala dar tap arer.

Tupen i di no petshi ;

Gui ln Golen* lup arer.

'Ajab, Kafir, . . .

{6) Ka]ako zoma bakhar,
Chhuti ta saro ghoobhar.

Lei bashiran ta aehhar.

'Ajab, Kafir, . . .

(7) Roi-niraal bakho zbangi
Hai bakhto ta kya dangi

Kafirs, bgri niseh !

Ta marinyan ta ohangi.

•Ajab, Kafir, . . .

(8) Kafire, bSri niseb !

'Ajab, Kafir, . . .

(9) KafirS, bSri niseh !

Sharana ito dosi,

Ta poyan tasma»..8H
Posh-nei... pl.i to dosi.

'Ajab, Kafir, . . .

(10) Kafiro piti thowek
Peoghiko usaro prau

;

Awa ta shrti an diko,

Tu ma i Masaro prau.

'Ajab, Kafi--, . . .

(11) Baran ma krera to diti

Tu Gorki ma te " Chalo" koi,*

Mehtaro ehliir brar ki hai,

Ph»t zomo phat eharo koi.

'Ajab, Kafir, . . .

I Maimana, said to bo a plain in Afghanistan. What the exp

* Garin 651 is the u*me of » valley leading westwards from th

two men.^ The aecorid^man by palling a string fasteued just t

;ral, and as in neiebbonring countries of similar conformation
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(4) Muhammad Isa Khan came, and played a great triok
upon the infidel. Before him what stand shall Mnstiij mnko r

Ho, it u-at ,rho levelled Maimana's plain.

Strange, infidel, . . .

(5) Sher Afzal Khan camo and made a wooden gun at
Chitral. From that gun he did not fire even a single shot, but
Blank away by the Gurin gol.

Strange, infidel, . . .

(6) Prom the cave in the cliffs of Kalak, earth pours over
thy head ;

* * * it is raining blood behind thee.

Strange, infidel, . . .

(7) The cave is as high as a man is tall. What help for

thee therein ? Infidel, come out ! By guile they slay thee !

Strange, in6del, . . .

(8) Infidel, come forth ! Outside thy slaughter is a-doing.

Over the infidels' bones dogs and foxes are fighting.

Strange, infidel, . . .

(9) Infidel, come forth ! In the court-yard let us fight to-

gether. We will pull out thy sinews and fasten them to a wooden
dung-shovel.

Strange, infidel, . . .

(10) The infidel's rifles are of Martini pattern. You fired

and hit the walls._ Of thee T have slain hundreds, and of me thou

(11) Burdens to my back thy Gurkhas gave, raying
44 Forward." When the Mehtar's foster-brother comes, down from

cliff and down from shale-slope shall he fling them.

Strange, infidel, .

Strange, infidel,
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(12) Kafire, beri niseh !

B§ri peoh shughura nisheh !

Kaghazanroi awani,
Tu tan dnghura niwisheh !

'Ajab. Kafir, . . .

II.—LOVE SONGS.

2. A Love Song.

The singer compares his beloved to a ruby, a pearl, a houri
of paradise, and a crystal mirror ; himself to the dust of the
earth. ' Dayus ' (cuckold) refers to the beloved's husband, and
1 Jalad waw' to an old -woman, probably employed as a go-

between in the earlier stages of the love affair.

'Balkho ziarat' means the famous shrine at Mazar-i- Sharif,

at which according to K. S. Abdul Hakim offerings are left by
the distressed "on condition of their prayers being grunted."

The singer very prettily represents his life as devoted there for

(1 ) Roshti ma te goyan, laghal bhathana sher,

Durdano pholok d; yuso phana sher.

M • —
Ma bilaur haren tu khBr biti asns ?

Jalad wawo lyua tu khur biti asns.

(2) Daq zamina chhuti, khoshroi tu durdana ;

Balkho ziarata ma jan ta shukrana.
Ma mirzae alam, . . .

(3) Ta sharana zhang nakh lolan ma giko bash.
Admio dang jan, muni briko bash.

Ma mirzae alam. . . .

3. A Love Sonu.

3. The lover belongs to Re'shun and his beloved to the

village of Shugram, almost opposite Reshun, across the river.

The motif of the song needs no explanation. In the fourth verse

occurs a very picturesque expression, ishqo Qalandar= 'a roving
friar of the order of Love.' 'Alghana in the fifth verse means
Dir and Swat and the other Pathan countries to the south of

Chitral. The second line of verse 5 may be conceived as*

addressed to a flock of crows whose cawing has interrupted the

meditations of the devout lover.

The refrain seems to embody a general reflection, not to

tell the praise of the particular beloved. The point of the

antithesis seems to be that there is no monotony in the charms
of a woman, nnlike those of scenery, although she may turn a

deaf ear to the lover.
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(12) Infidel, come forth and sit without upon the warm
sand. The people have taken away thy papers ; write upon thy

Strange, infidel, . . .

Literal Translation.

(1) My light to me cometh, she is as a ruhy in the land;
as a pearl in the hand of a cuckold is she. My charm of the
world, a houri art thou. My crystal glass, art thou darkened ?

At the word of a peevish hag art thou estranged.

(2) I am as dust upon the earth, thou, beautiful, art a
pearl. At the shrine of Balkh do I pledge my life for thee.

My charm of the world, ....

(3) Fain would I come to see the lofty balcony in thy
courtyard. Man's heart is tough, else fain would I have died.

My charm of the world
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(1) Zomo soren loli ko Reshuno kuru bron shiyuni.
Kya kuru bron kya jumla drusti drust yaksan

Kumoro shun don namakin,
Kumoro bar lyu namakin.

(2) Awa ki ta laliman, tu ma petshi khuri lalis,

Ma jan ta sora uazar dushmano kanduri lalis ?

(3) Jvl bas Shugrami biti, Reshuno te ki g5s, kjani

Zerbaliyan bolok biti sher, buohuohhir an d5s, kyani

Kumoro . . .

(4) Roi ma bashar koronyan " E diwana, kuri bisan"?
Awa 'ishqo Qalandar, bulbulo ma§hkan kasiman.

Knmoro . . .

(5) Gahe Alghana asum, gahe Badakhsbana asum.
Qhagbliye, ohagh mo koreh, khushroyo armaua asum.

Kumoro . . .

4. A Love Song.

4. The lover compares himself to a hawk—a white hawk

—

which like the Homeric ki/jkos is the wkuttos ireieyvwv and the king
of birds, while he likens his mistress' husband to a hill-par-

tridge.

(1) Awa taighun sayurj ; ta mosh ma haqa kolue.
Khyo korom ta sifatan ? No surnai sher no bolue.
Chbui amisduqkeHinaii. ma ashruan mo maghureh,
'Ala mirza komQru, Kabula Amiro zhure,
Ta than nazak badan, mirza, ta gh.on no aghuie.
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Literal Translation.

(1) From on the cliff to view Reshun's fields and homesteads
fair appear. Why oh why are the fields and homesteads in their

fair aspect all alike V

A maiden's lips and teeth are lovely, lovely her every

(2) When I look to thee, thou piercest me and then lookest

another way. My life upon thee, how long wilt thou look upon
mine enemy ?

(3) Afte?
a
(lit

U
Vavhig' been) two days in Shugram, if

thou comest to Reshun, what harm ? The yellow roses are in

bud
;
put a chaplet of them on thy head, what harm is there P

A maiden's lips . . .

(4) The folk aak of me, " Madman, whither goest thou ?
"

I urn a roving friar of the order of love, and wander in search of

my nightingale.

A maiden's lips . . .

(5) Now in Afghan parts am I, and now in Badakshiin.
Caw not, ye cawing crows ! In quest of my beloved am I.

A maiden's lips . . .

Literal Translation.

(1) I am a white hawk; thy man to me a partridge.
How can 1 tell thy praises ? Nor pipe have I nor lute.

Day and night, poor lad, I weep ; ask not my woes. Dainty,
graceful darling, daughter of the king of Cabul art thou

;
very

delicate is thy body, my darling, there can be none like thee.





JULY 1908.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 1st July, 1908, at 9-15 p.m. •

The Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Muehopa.dhta.ya, M.A., D.L.,
D.Sc, President in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Dr. Upendra Nath Brahmachari, Mr. J. C. Brown, Mr. P. J.
Brohl, Mr. I. H. Bnrkill, Mr. J. A. Chapman, Mr. L. L. Fermor,
Mr. H. G. Graves, Mr. K. A. K. H .

-
.

!'
.\

Harris, I.M.S., Mr. D. Hooper, Mr. H. C. Jones, Mr. T. H. D.
LaTouche, Dr. Girinrda Nath Mnkerjee, Dr. D. Quinlan, Major
L. Rogers, I.M.S., Dr. E. D. Ross, Babu Umapati Datta
Sharma, Hon. Mr. Justice £T. L. Stephen, Dr. Satis Chandra
Vidyabhusana, Mr. E. Vredenburg, and Mr. H. Walker.

Visitor .—Babu Hem Chandra Das Gupta and Mr. B. A.
Gupte.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Twenty-four presentations were announced.

The President announced .—

(1) That the Society has received notice that the Third
International Botanical Congress will meet at Brussels on May
14th, 1910, and sit until May 22nd, under the presidents
le Baron D. Moreau, formerly minister of Agriculture, Belgium,
and M. Th. Durand, Director of the State Botanic Garden at
Brussels. Membership may be had on payment of fifteen francs
(Rs. 9/) to M. Vandervaeren, Treasurer of the Committee, Uccle,
Belgium. Members will receive all the publications of the Con-
gress. The General Secretary is M. E. De Wildeman of the
Botanic Garden at Brussels. A new section of the Congress will

be instituted for economic botany. The Committees appointed
at the Vienna Congress of 1905, to discuss the nomenclature of

cryptogams and fossil plants, will report, and the Congress will

proceed to formulate rules.

(2) That Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri has been

re-elected a member of the Finance Committee during the year.

Lieut.-Colonel Henry Haversham Godwin-Austin, F.R.S.,

F.Z.S, F.R.GS., Prof. Melchoir Treub, Prof. Herman Olden-

berg, and Mr. William Irvine, I.C.S. (retired), were ballotted

for and elected Honorary Members.

Babu Dines Chandra Sen, Mahamahopadhyaya Sudhakara

Dvivedi, and Revd. Father J. Hoffmann, S.J., were ballotted for

and elected Associate Mem bers.
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The following five gentlemen were ballotted for as Ordinary
Members :

—

The Hon. Mr. Justice H. Holmwood, I.C.S., Judge,

High Court, 22, Theatre Road, proposed by the Hon. Mr.

Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, seconded by Mr. T. H. D.

LaTouche; Mr. D. H. W. Ritchie of Messrs. Mackinnon, Macken-
zie & Co., proposed by Mr. W. K. Dods, seconded by Mr. T. H. D.

LaTouche; Pandit 8. P. V. ttanganathasvami, Aryavaraguru,
Court Pundit of Maharaja Sree G. N. Gajapati Row, Vizagapa-
tam, proposed by Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, seconded by
Mr. T. H. I). LaTouche: Dr. J. Stuart Brooke, Chief Medical
Officer, E.I.R., Allahabad, proposed by Lieut.-Colonel F. J. Drury,
I. M.S., seconded by Major L. Rogers, I.M.S. ; and Babu Brajen-

dra Nath Seal, M.A., Principal, Victoria College, Cooch Bihar,

proposed by the Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya,
seconded by Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

Mr. B. A. Gupte exhibited an interesting ghillat, 200 years

old, and read the following note on it.

His Highness the Maharaja of Bikaner has contributed to

the Victoria Memorial Exhibition a unique silk-brocade-coat pre-

sented as EhiUat or dress of honour to his ancestor Maharaja
Sur Singaji of Bikaner in 1612 A.D., on his accession to the

Masnad of the state. As a robe of honour it has been much
valued by the Maharaja and preserved as an heir-loom. Asa
specimen of art, it deserves special notice for its clever work-
manship. There are two panels in the design each encircled by
foliage and linear decorations, one of which contains tin- l>,i.-.t n't'

a king with the ensignia of royalty in the shape of a Kalgi or

spray of pearls and jewels ; and the other that of a queen or
lady of position fully bejewelled. Her curly hair and slightly
different lips might seem intended to indicate a different national-

ity. The artisan who produced this fabric possibly meant to
portray an Indian Princess. Below the bust of the king is a
Persian legend which reads :

—

Goi in surat sarapa Jan shuda, which means, " These are
beautiful features which please my heart "

; and below the figure

of the lady is another legend, the second half of a couplet. It

Pardadar-e-Khusrave Iran shuda, purporting to mean that
she has become a parda or zanana lady of His Majesty of Persia.
The wonderful details of the design, the delineations of the
distinct features of the Iranian and Hindu faces on the loom, and
the clear lettering of Persian verse invoke admiration.

There are seven shades of dyes represented. The lemon-
yellow seems to have been produced by the known process of

steeping silk in a hot solution of isparek or Dephinium Zalil and
pistachio galls mixed with impure carbonate of soda. This solution

gives to silk a yellow that does not fade by exposure to the sun.

The orange or tawny yellow looks to be the product of Kapila
or Mallotus phillipinensis and alum, mixed with carbonate of soda.
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This is the most lasting of Indian yellow dyes. The blue repre-

sents one of the shades produced from indigo, and the orange red

by lac. The pink is possibly a mixture of the mangistha with
yellow, and the ash can be accounted for by a mixture of the

infusion of myrobolans and iron ; but it is difficult to account
for the beautiful green in the fabric. Indian greens are dull.

But this shade is a peculiar one not found in original Indian

The inner lining of the coat consist of a thin cotton gauze
possibly dyed with madder or Rubia tinctoria. It is a very old

specimen of what is known as knot dyeing. For the Persian

origin of the pistachio galls buz-gavj, and isparek, or delphinum,
see my note on page 384 of Vol. xiii, Part i, of the Bombay
Gazetteer, Thana District.

Rupees 614 is shown as the price paid. It represents

about Rs, 100 a yard ! There are two indistinct seals of the
Mogul period on the silk or border lining, and a few of the

Darbar scribblings in Hindi and Nagari scripts.

A photograph, which will be found at page cvi, has been
taken of this coat to illustrate its design.

The following papers were read :
—

1. Mathura Inscriptions in the Indian Museum.—By Rakhal
Dass Banerjee.

2. Proposal for a Standard Temperature for use in Tropical

Countries.—By Paul J. Bruhl.

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of the

Journal.

3. Contributions to the History of Hindu Jurisprudence. Part
I. On the Vyavahara-Matrika or Nyaya MatriJci of Jo,v>tavihana.

—By the Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, M.A.,
D.L.

This paper will be published in the Memoirs.

4. Recent Plant Immigrants.—By Paul J. Bruhl.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the

Journal.

5. Geological Notes on Hill Tipperah (including the Lalmai
Range in Comillah District).—By Hem Chandra Das Gupta.

Communicated by Mr. B. Vredenburg.

This paper has been published in the Journal for June, 1908.

6. Drosometric Experiments and Observations.—By Paul J.

Bruhl and Bepin Behari Das.

^ This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the

7. The Surgical Instruments of the Hindus, with a compara-
tive study of Surgical Instruments of the Greek, Roman, Arab, and
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II, Blunt Instruments.—By Dr.

8. Observations on the Intensity of Bay Illumination in Lower
Bengal.—By Paul J. Bruhl and Bepin Behari Das.

This paper will be published in a subsequent nnmber of the

9. Seduction of Fehling's Solution to Metallic Copper—

a

Method of Depositing a Shining, Mirror-like Film of Copper on

Glass Vessels.—By Panchanan Neogi, M.A. Communicated by

the Natural History Secretary.

This paper has been published in the Journal for June, 1908.

Professor Bruhl suggested that a committee be appointed to

consider the question raised in his paper entitled, " Proposal for

a standard temperature for use in tropical countries." The
meeting agreed that the Council should appoimV'a committee to

discuss the matter.

Lieut.-Colonel G. F. A. Harris, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Assistant Surgeon Rai Hira Lai Bose, Bahadur ; Assistant
Surgeon Upendranath Brahmachari

; Lieut.-Colonel W. J. Bucha-
nan. I. M.S.; Capt. F. P. Connor, I.M.S. ; Dr. H. M. Crake.
Lieut.-Colonel F. J. Drury, I.M.S. ; Dr. H. Finck, Dr. Biren-
dranath Ghosh, Lieut.-Colonel C. P. Lukis, I.M.S.

;
Capt. M.

Mackelvie, I.M.S. ; Dr. M. M. Masoom, Capt, D. McCay, I.M.S.
;

Dr. D. Quinlan, Major L. Rogers, I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitor .—Dr. J. Mitra.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Clinical cases were exhibited by Lieut.-Colonel Harris, and
some X-ray negatives illustrating foreign bodies were shown by
Capt. Connor.

Major Rogers, on behalf of Assistant Surgeon A. A. E. Bap-
tist, read a paper and showed radiograms illustrating cases of

special interest.

With the permission of the Council, the following Resolution
was brought up for discussion :—

" That in view of the continued multiplication of unautho-
rised and self-constituted bodies granting licenses and certifi-

cate t> pri-?tic3 m3iicr»e, to the serious detriment of the medical
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42. Geometrical Theory of a Plane Non-Cyclic Arc,
Finite as well as Infinitesimal.

By Prof. Syamadas Mcjkhopadhyaya.

Introductiox.

ll
an

.

imP^tHnt distinction, not usually noticed,7° Seomet-ical and an analytical curve. A geometrical

*.mAf A
W
,\ c

;

n bH drawn on a P^ne, or in sp ;.ce, in any
Miner. An analytical curve is one which is represented by an
alytical equation. In an analytical curve, the curvature
d its rates of variation, etc., of all possible orders,

B necess.rih, finite and continuous, except at a certain limited

Z^Tr-I wU a ^eom
_
efrical ^rve, no such restriction

msard!, holds. We may, however, study such geometricawes by supposing that the curvature and its rates of variation,
3 further, are finite and continuous

rJana
I0^wing paper is an attempt to study geometrically iDiane arc, under the supposition that the radius of curvaturonly is finite and continuous, or that the radius of curratnr* awell as its first rate of variation, is finite and continuous w.

pome^' ho^ever, has been attempted. Only (methods have been suggested, and a number of inter
theorems deduced, to illustrate th

In the first place, consecutiv
denned as the intersection of the curve with a line of inv
-Z; these consecutive noints bei™ nnlv tl,« ? n4

originally existed in ev
conception is a simple
points, the analyfcist, not infrequently, confounds real points with
imaginary ones. The point of undulation is an instance,

in < ' ,T h"
7 case

f'
wl,e,e a Iine of given species X meets a curve

r
.

s
,

lncfc points, of course all real, for imaginary points are
moonce^able geometrically, it is possible to bring .he ' r ' distinct
points into coincidence, by varying the form and position of X.The method is a useful one and has been illustrated in Theorem I.

li.e introduction of the conception of partial rate of varia-

,-a

0
^OQ ii

curvatu
^
e 1S an imiovHtion. It is » simple conception and

is really more fundamental than the complete rate of variation,
y
Ever

e 'S "? C°me
f°

,,atura,1y in the analytical way.

rW. 7 e
^
de:,voa

r hwb..en rm.de to make the demonstrations

at!emXd
a
h fT"ely Seometrical- Condensation has been

w£SP
«T- i

7 1

A
ntrod

.

,,clng a ^rge number of corollaries many ofwhich might stand independently.
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Section I.—Finite Arc.

a position Ptoa position Q, describes the line PQ.
'

If a number of distinct points be taken on the line PQ, as

the intersection of PQ with another line X, ot given species, and
their positions varied by varying X, so that the\ ultimately coin-

cide, at a certain point O, on ihe line PQ, in a certain order,

then in their final position thev are called so many ennsrrutive

points at 0, lyin.ron the line X of given species, and the line X
is said to pass through so many consecutive points on PQ

Thus if X pass through 'r' consecutive points at 0 then in

the neighbourhood of O.
1
r ' distinct poinis must always be

obtainable on PQ, at finite distances from each other, through

The straight line^passing through two consecutive points on
PQ at O, is the tam-ent at 0.

If a straight line pass through three consecutive points on
PQ at O, then O is called a point of inflexion. Thus in the
neighbourhood of a point of inflexion, three distinct points

must always be obtainable, through which a straight line

P
The circle passing through three consecutive points on PQ

If a circle pass through four consecutive points on PQ at 0,
then O will be called a cyclic point.

If the radius of the rircle of curvature at a cyclic point be

It is hardly justifiable todefine a point of undulation as one
where the tangent meets the curve at four consecutive points. In
the neighbourhood of a pointof undulation asiraight line can meet
the curve at only two real points, and therefore by the variation
of such a straight line we can ultimately get only two consecutive
points. Therefore, of the four points at which the tangent is said
to meet the curve, at a point of undulation, only two can be strictly
called consecutive, the other two being onlv conjugate points.

The rational way, therefore, to define a point of undu-
lation, is to call it a cyclic point of an infinite radius of curva-
ture. In the neighbourhood of a point of undulation, it is pos-
sible to get four concyclic points on the curve, and by varying
the circle, the points will ultimately coincide, the radius of the
circle growing at the same time infinitely large.

If the direction of the tangent at 0 vary continuously as 0
moves from P to Q, along line PQ, then t'.e line PQ is called a
continuous curve. On a continuous curve, therefore, we cannot
have a sudden change of the direction of the tangent anywhere.
Thus we cannot have a no le or a cn-p anywhere.

A continuous curve PQ is called a convex arc, or simply an
arc, if no straight line cut it at m-'re than two points. The
straight line PQ is called its choid. Any other chord P'Q' is
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By repeating the above operations a sufficient number of

times, it is evident we can make P, Q, B, 8 come as close together
as we like and ultimately coincide at some point O, lying
between the original positions of P, Q, B, S, bat not coinciding
with P or S at their original positions.

Thus there will be a cyclic point on the given arc, which is

contrary to hypothesis.

Cor. A.—If a circle meet a convex arc at four distinct

points P, Q, B, then there exists a cyclic point between

Cor. B.—Every closed convex curve, that is a curve of which
every arc is convex, hits tit least, two cyclic points on it.

For, a circle, through any three points of the figure, will

meet the figure aL'ain, at a fourth point, dividing the figure into

at least four convex arcs. Then there will be a cyclic point in

every t.hree consecutive arcs. Thus there will be at least two
cyclic points on the fign

Cor. C.—Ii a close
me cyclic point in the

Cor. D.—A non-cyclic curve must be necessarily spiral in

form. This suggests an obvious general geometrical definition

of spirals. It evidently follows from Corollaries B and C.

Theorem II.—If POQ be a non-cyclic arc, then angle POQ
will continuously increase or decrease as 0 moves along the arc
from P to Q.

If not, then two positions O, and 02 can be found for 0,
between P and Q, such that angle PO,Q is equal to angle PO%Q.
Therefore, P, 0„ 0

2 , Q are eoncyclic and there is a cyclic point
between P and Q, which is against hypothesis.

Cor. A.— If the tangents PT and QT at P and Q are equal,
then there must exist a cyclic point on the arc POQ. For, the
angles TPQ and TQP, being the limiting values of the supple-
ment of the angle POQ. when 0 coincides with P and Q, respec-
tively, cannot be equal in a non-cyclic arc.

Cor. //.—If the angle POQ continuously increase as 0 moves
from P to Q, then the circle POQ will fall below the arc from P
to 0 and above the arc from 0 to Q.

Def-

ltive then evidently the arc QOP is negative and vice

Cor. C.—If the tangents at P and Q to a positive non-cyclic
PQ, meet above the arc, then QT is greater than PT.
Theorem lll.— )f 0 be any point on a non-cyclic arc POQ,

a the circle POO, passing through P and two consecutive
its at 0, will fall entirely below or above the given arc,

Jidinsr as the arc POQ is positive or negative.
In the first place, it is evident that the circle POO will lie



arc'lfa fourth point^™ ^ aiC
' ^ ^ Cann0t ^

Suppose the arc POQ is positive. Then the circle POO will

fall entirely l>elow the given arc.

If not let it lie entirely above, as represented by the clotted

line (Fig. 3).

Take any point B on the given arc between P and 0. Join

QR and produce QB to meet the circle POO at S- Join PS, PR,
PO and QO. Then evidently angle SPO is less than angle

Fi 9 3.
™

SQO, as Q falls inside the circle. Therefore angle PSQ is greater

than angle POQ. Much more is the angle PRQ greater than
angle POQ, which is contrary to hypothesis.

Similarly, if the arc POQ be'negative, then the circle POO
will lie entirely outside the given arc.

The converse theorem is also evidently true, namely, the arc

POQ will be positive or negative according as the circle POO falls

continually entirely inside or outside [the given arc, as 0 moves
from P to Q.

Cor. A.—If POQ be a non-cyclic arc, then it will fall between
the circles POO and Q00.

Got. P.—If POQ be a non-cyclic arc, then the circle of cur-
vature at P falls entirely within the circle of curvature at Q.
Thus the radius of curvature at P is less tlian the radius of

curvature at Q.
Theorem IV.—If POQ be a positive non-cyclic arc and S be

any point in it, then the minor arcs PS and SQ will be also posi-

tive, i.e., the angle POS will continuously increase as 0 moves
fmm P to S, and the angle QOS will continuously increase as O
moves from S to Q.

Join PS. Then since angle POQ continuously increases
as O moves from P to Q, the circle POO continuously falls

below the given arc. Hence as 0 moves from P to S, the circle

POO falls below the arc PS, and hence the angle POS continu-
ously increases as 0 moves from P to S.

Similarly, if 0 be taken in arc SQ, it can be proved that the
angle SOQ continuously decreases as 0 moves from Q to S, i.e.,

the arc QS is negative. Therefore arc SQ is positive.

Cor. A.—If P^be any positive non-cyclic arc, then any minor
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arc P'Q' is also positive. For, PQ' is positive, therefore, P'Q' is

(Jor. B.—If in an arc POQ there be a cyclic point, then angle
POQ cannot, continuously increase or decrease as 0 moves from
P to Q.

For, if there be a cyclic point 8, on arc PQ, then in the
neighbourhood of 8, four distinct points, say, P,' B,' 6' Q f

, must
exist ]ymg on a cir.de. Hence in the arc P'Q', the angle P'OQ'
cannot continuously increase or dec ease as 0 moves from P' to Q'.

Hence in the arc POQ the angle POQ cannot continuously
increase or decrease as 0 moves from P to Q, for then, by the

method of the above theorem, the angle P'OQ' would continu-
ously increase or decrease as 0 moved from P' to Q'.

Cor. C— If in an arc POQ there be a cyclic point S, then a
minor arc P'SQ' can always be found such that the tangents P'T,
Q'T at P', Q' are equal.

For, in the neighbourhood of 8, four distinct points P', B',
8' Q\ are obtainable lying on a circle. The point 8 will re between
P' and Q'. Keep R'6' fixed and vary the circle till P'fl' or S'Q'

coincide. Then keep these latter coincident points fixed, and vary

For, the circle of curvature at 5 as it passes thtongh four con-

Tl' us'Yf /uv'/V'b,. ,ll

1

itiv t

>.'

t

!!i^SQ
b
wni °be

b
ne°^tive '"ndlfce

versa. The circles of curvature at P and Q will, therefore, both
be less or both be greater than the circle of curvature at 8.

Theorem V.-li POQ be a non-cyclic positive arc, and 8 any
fixed point on it, then angle P08 will continuously decrease as 0
moves from S to Q, and the angle QOS will continuously decrease
as 0 moves from Pto S.

If 0 be taken between 8 and Q, then the circle PSO will

evidently fall below the given arc from P to S, and above the
given aic from 8 to 0, and again below the given arc from 0 to Q
(Fig. 4).

Now if 0' be another position of 0 nearer Q, then evidently
angle PO'S is less than angle POS. Hence angle POS continu-
ously diminishes as 0 moves from 8 to Q.
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Cor. A.—The distance between the centres of the circles

PP'Q and PQ'Q is P'Q' tan 8. This is proved in the same way as

the above proposition.

Cor. B.—H 0 be the summit of the arc POQ, and B the

midpoint of chord PQ, and 8 the complement of the angle be-

tween OR and PQ, then the difference between the radii of the

circles POO and QOO is PQ tan 8.

Cor. 0.—If T be the intersection of the tangents at P and Q
to an arc PQ, B the midpoint of chord PQ, and 8 the comple-
ment of the angle between TB and PQ, then the distance between
the centres of the circles PQQ and PPQ is PQ tan 8.

Section II.

—

Infinitesimal Arc.

Definitions.—If a number of continuously varying quantities

vaniRh simultaneously, they are called infinitesimals at the moment
of-vanishing. One infintesimal is of the same order as, or of ahigher

or lower order than, another, according as the ultimate ratio

between the first and the second is finite, zero or infinite. Any
infinitesimal x may be taken as the standard and called an infinit-

esimal of order one. Any other infinitesimal y is tk.en called of

order n, if the ultimate ratio of y/x* is finite, that is, neither zero

nor infinite. In all that follows, the chord PQ. of the infinit-

esimal arc POQ, will be considered as of the first order.

If PRSQ be an in6nitesimal arc, the ultimate ratio, of the

difference of the radii of the circles ESQ and PBS, to the dis-

tance PQ, will be called the partial rate of variation of the radius
of the circle of curvature at P.

If POQ be an infinitesimal arc, the ultimate ratio, of the
difference of the radii of the circles of curvature at Q and P, to

the distance PQ, will be called the complete rate of variation,

or siinplv, rate of variation, of the radius of the circle of curva-
ture at P.

In a convex arc, the only supposition we will make is that
the radius of the circle of curvature is finite and varies continu-
ously.

In a non-cyclic arc, we will make the additional supposition,
that the partial rate of variation of the radius of curvature is

U1

If* FRSQ
n

U
U
&n infinitesimal arc BS, any minor chord

parallel to PQ, and M, JV the midpoints of PQ, BS, the., the line

through M, N, in its ultimate position, is called the deviation 1
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The angle between the normal aud deviation axis at P, both

drawn outwards, is called the angle of aberrancy at P.
Theorem VII.—In any convex infinitesimal arc POQ, the

supplement 6, of the angle POQ, and the angles a, /?, which
the tangents at P, Q make with PQ, are infinitesimals of the

first order and ultimately equal.

For, if R, R
x ,

H2 be the radii of the circles POQ, PPQ,
PQQ respectively, then R, Rh B 2 are finite and ultimately equal

But, PQ= 2R am6 = 2R
l
sin a = 2Ba sin/3. Therefore, 0, a, 0

are ultimately equal infinitesimals of the first order.

Cor. A.—If PT and QT be tangents at P and Q, then PT and
QT are ultimately equal, and the radius r of the circle PQT is

ultimately equal to half the radius of the circle of curvature
at P.

Gor. if.—The difference between the arc PQ and chord PQ
is less than a quantity which is an infinitesimal of the third order.

For, the convex arc PQ, falling inside the triangle PTQ, has
length between PT+ TQ and PQ. Hence the difference between

the arc and chord is less than PT+TQ-PQ or Sr sin ~

sin | Sin which j s again less than rajS (a+j8).

Cor. 0.—The difference between 5 and sin 6 is less than a
quantity which is an infinitesimal of the third order, 6 being of

e first order.

Theorem VIII.—The angle of aberrancy, at a cyclic point on
a convex arc, vanishes. .

Let 0 be a cyclic point. Take any infinitesimal arc POQ.
Then, from Cor. 6, Theore-n IV, a smaller arc P'OQ' can be
always found, such that the tangents P'T and Q'T at P' and Q'

are equal. Therefore, if R be the middle point of P'Q', TR
is at right angles to P'Q'. Now, TR becomes the deviation axis
at 0, ultimately. Therefore, the deviation axis at 0 coincides with
the normal at 0, and the anyle of aberrancy vanishes.

Theorem IX.—The partial rate of variation of the radius of

curvature, at any point P of a non-cyclic arc, is tan 8, where 8 is

the angle of aberrancy at P.
Take an infinitesimal arc PRSQ, where S3 is parallel to

PQ. Then, from Theorem VI, we have tan 3= -^, where JJV

is the distance between the centres of the circles RSQ and PRS.
Now, it is easily seen that JJV is ultimately equal to the differ-

ence of the radii of the circles RSQ and PRS. Hence, tan 8 is

equal to the partial rate of variation of the radius of curvature
at P.

Cor. A.—If PQ be an infinitesimal non-cyclic arc, then the
difference between the radii of the circles PQQ and PPQ is PQ
tan 8, for the circle PPQ is transformed into the circle PQQ by a
single change of P into Q.





|f« * be tb. of ,W o ire.e Wfc *„, b, TKeo-

fi'- 22(1+ 2a tan 8),

Let angle 0,0,0.-'.

Tben sin * = S^and sin («,-«,) =.^, where E
123

and

mean the radii 'of the circles ^0,0, and P0.0, respec-

Theu
' sin^«0

=i~^
-1 -2a, tan 8.

Bat Blt
=sB{l+2(a

l+ «8)tanS)

sin <hZ°*= Bin^im^p
sin tana)

sin 2!^a+2i^s^p + |l(l_2a a
tan 0

,
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Theorem XV.—The difference s-l between the lengths of

arc and chord of an infinitesimal non-cyclic arc PQ is |i2as
,

neg-

lecting infinitesimal of fifth order, where R is the radius of

curvature at P, and a is the angle between chord PQ and the

tangent at P.
Divide fingle o into an infinite number of small parts (say

n equal parts where n is large), by the lines P0 lt
P0% ,

POs ,
etc.,

where 0,, 03 ,
Os ,

etc., are points on the arc PQ.

Then s=2"Or_iOn in the limit when n= oo*

Z= 2'|(P0r-P0r_i)

Therefore, s-l= Lt 2"(Or-iO, + POr-i~POr)

=Lt S" B(or-o,..iK-iOr

= |BIt 2"[a"r - a\. x - (a, - a,.^)

=xB^-^BLtr(ar-ar_^

Since Lt a,_{)S= Lt S"(- - (
r ~ l)°y = ~= 0-

Cor. 4.—The difference .s-2 is independent of 8, if we neglect
infinitesimals of fifth order, B and a being given.

Cor, B.—Sin 6=9 — ^ neglecting infinitesimal of fif^

Cor. C—Area of segment, bounded by s and I,

=2M{(ar-ar. 1 )arar. 1 + 2arar. 1(a8r-o8r_1)tanS} (by Theorem XII)

= 2J2H^+aMan3}

For, 2(af.-a'-%.ar _ 1
= |a3

and22(a^-a2f .0a,.ar . 1 = 2(a^-a\_ 1 -(ar-ar _ 1 )V>- + «r-l)} = a *

N.B.—If only the radius of curvature be finite and con-

easily shewn, bv omitting tan 8, that s-l is equal to £ -Ra», where
we neglect infinitesimals of the fourth order v»t fifth. The writer

is not aware of these rigorous geometrical determinations having
been made before. Texr-book writers content themselves gener-
ally by stating that the difference is of the third order.



43- Fresh Light on the Word M Scarlet."

By Dr. E. D. Ross.

i of the much-discussed

nder the section dealing with
clothing, stuffs, silks, etc., we find phonetically written, in the
Chinese, the word Sa-ha-la, which, in the Persian transcription,

becomes Sa-ka-la-t.

The position of the word in the list between two words, both
signifying silks of diffe>ent kinds, seems to throw a little new
liglit on its original meaning.

There are several forms of the word to be found in Persian
and Arabic Dictionaries, the commonest being : Sakallat, Siklat,

Saklatun, and Saklata.
Dozy in his SuppUment aux Dictionnnires Arabes defines the

word SaklMun as foliows :—" Sorte d'etoffe de soie brochee-
d'or 1

; celle qu'on fabriquait a Bagdad jouissait d'une grande
reputation. Au moyen age ce mot avait cours dans toute
l'Europe . ..."

The following passage from Edrisi seems to support this :

—

"Almeiia (Almaria) was a Mussulman city at the time of

the Moravidae. It was then a place of great industry, and
reckoned among others, 800 silk looms, where they manufactured
costly robes, brocades, the stuffs known as saklatun .... and
several other silk tissues."

An earlier allusion to the word occurs in Baihaki (1040)
(Elliot, ii, 148) :

" The robes were brought in, consisting of valu-
able frocks of saklatun of various colours."

^
^In Chinese literature there are several allusions to the word

Bretschneider in the second volume of his " Medieval Resear-

ches from Western Asiatic Sources " has two interesting examples
of the word. Quoting from the Ming History, he says :

" In 1387,

in the reign of Hung Wa (the first Ming Emperor), a Mahom-
medan by name of Man-la-ha-fei-sz arrived at the Chinese

capital as envoy from T'ie-mu-er. He offered as tribute fifteen

horses and camels, and was well received. Sa-ma-rh-han

as tribute every year,
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A later passage has :
" In 1544 and 1548 again embassies from

Lu-mi 1 arrived. They presented as tribute corals, diamonds, cur-
tains made of sa-ha-la ....»* The inclusion of sa-ha-la
among costly articles of tribute seems to imply that the material,
whether silk or cloth, was a valuable and highly-prized one. In
a note Bretschneider says :

;t The Ming Geography mentions the
sa-ha-'a as a manufacture of Bang-kd-la (Bengal) and states that
this stuff is woven from wool, and that it is downy. There are
two kinds, a red and a green. Probably by sa-ha-la the Per-
sian shal (shawl) is intended."

Tt.is last suggestion seems to be completely disproved, how-
ever, by the Persian transcription-8a- ka-la-t in the Chinese-
Persian li t

:
unless indeed the word shawl is identical in origin

with the word scarlet

!

According to Hobwn-Jobson, in the Punjaub and N. India
generally the word Saklat was given to a stuff imported from
the borders of China, and in the Punjaub Trade Returns of 1862
ŵ find^mentnm of Sooklat, a blanket cloth used for the outside

^So far ^there ^seems to be^a consensus of opinion that the

superior quality, and this certainly came to be the general signi-
fication of the word in Kurope during the Middle Ages.

The origin of the word seems to be wrapped in mystery, and
there seems to be little in favour of the argument that the word
can be traced to Arabic or Persian sources. I cannot do better in
conclusion than quote what Littre has to say on the subject :

•« On
a indique comme origine l'arabe on persan escarlat. sekelat, mais
ces mots sonts modei nes et paraissent venir Tun du Francais ou

lillait

ft fait sure
icus efc escarlatte. Au XV"



44« On the retardation and acceleration in the dissolution

of Mercury in Nitric Acid in the presence of minute

traces of Ferric Nitrate and Manganous Nitrate.

By P. C. Ray, D.Sc.

rite to this So,'i,.t v fvul,. J„„n>.,], Asiatic Society of Bern,™ I. l*>f>.

Vol. lxv, Part ii, No. 1) I have often had occasion to prepare

this compound in quantity for studying its many reactions. I

have often been struck with the remarkable fact that samples of

nitric acid have now and then failed to yield mercurous nitrite.

and manganese^salts, the Litter probably derived from the bottles

themselves, have a marked influence in the dissolution of mercury
and presumably of copper and other metals in nitric acid.

With a view to throw light on this point, several experiments
have already been taken in hand. The modus operandi is as fol-

lows : Three beakers of about 55 c.c. capacity are arranged side

by side. Ten c.c. of freshly distilled nitric acid of T40 sp. gr. are

introduced into each, and 2 c.c. of ferric nitrate solution (I c.c.

le, and 1 c.c. of manganous nitrate

i304 ) to another, while the third
beaker contained uncontammated acid for comparison. The acid
was then diluted with 4U c.c. of water, and 10 grams of mercury
poured into each beaker.

The details of one experiment are given below. The reaction
in each beaker was allowed to proceed for three hours, and its

pi ogress watched carefully. Tn the blank experiment crystals of

merenrons nitrite were noticed after If hours, whereas the one
" seeded" with the iron solution gave indications of crystals after

2 hours and 50 minutes onlv ; but none appeared at all in the one
"seeded" with manganous* nitrate. The quantities of mercury

pectively. 1

phates of the respective metals be substituted even in more
. conditions, the dissolution of'mercnry, as also the formation
curous nitrite, are considerably accelerated,

am engaged in further investigation of this new and prom-
abject.





45- An Alphabetical List of Jalna MSS. belonging to
Government in the Oriental Library of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Pandi?SS£™ > of a certain gentleman of Bombay,

«.„.
T
j
6

r,an?s?riPts iiclnded in the list, with the exception of

£S£4TrfS r " '
S°Cie,y

'l
™» P-chaSe

P
d at the

thj sT
8

e|
t

tjhSffltX:^:3
S^en"

mi1B^d^iff ISstES^
the search from 187^

Benares
™ of the MahSmahopadhjaya, a Jaina library at

«S r» • n
1* Jl""a maE°^ripta. -aapt.rcl.aMd it a

ment of BenT '^'tfi^ *" *"?TP08e bj «»<*>«»-

Hat^S^"Hara Prasad Sastn bear Nos. 3157-6613: All the manuscript

reS to"'
7727 bel°nged t0 the Jaina librar^ alread̂

oanoSca^sir^
Lal '

8

T>

col
,

lefon ?™l>™™ *ome of the Jaina
j?

lcai scriptures in Prakrit such as ^caran ffa-sutra. TJttara-^yana-sutra, Un^ka-daSafiga-sutra, Da savai kalika-sutra,™navyakarana, Bhagavati-sQtra, etc., besides many of the
philological, historical and philosophical works in P, . r

bansknt such as Jdipurana, Jptamimamsita, Uttara-purfioa

fcubhasita-ratna-sandoha, Syadvada-manjHii, etc.

man " scriPts ™h™h had belonged to the Jaina library,ana were purchased at Benares, are generally very small: several
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of them cover only 2 or 3 leaves, while some are duplicates or
triplicates of what were already collected; »t the swnetime they
count jimoiig their numbers many interesting and important

prove of great use to scholars engaged in

Satis Chandra Vipyabhusana,

Jt. Philvloyical Secretary.

No. Name.

7544* ^rg^^cft^i^i^n 7012 ^ranniPTTH ^reinr

7155 ^TTxigisPr mi

7200
7516

7404

7155

4160
7612

7318

7636

7150

by Vf«(i^l

|
^31^: tost fwvm

7153 %nrft ^fw

! 7799 \
"^^ft^T {*tz\WT)

' 748 *fi-*n*ffOT :

by

2540 )

7582 5
VfTIIW

7196 ^Frm^cpw

: 7458J (^W-) by

7165 *rfH«ii^r twin*:

/355 «m*fTmc g^e^st

3044 sp^wsj^

by sf*c



List of Jaina MSS.

7353

7474

7129

6S70

7176

7531

;

6720

by ww^t

7081

6778

6960^
7017

|

76 S) U^rW
77J1

|

*

7721

J

7291 ^^irnT=T\TTarffc'.

7019 ^^f^^if^r

6722 ^sf^rorafT^T by

7100

7591

7288

7534

6668

6761

7155

7608

*re*nr^t or (*n$m)

by f^T*r^:

by qrfir ^razaft^nr

( ^W

)

^jtiw (Incomplete)

l srfa: by ^VSpft



7353

7299^

7632j

7581

1500

6747

3045

1170

7704

7050

1498

7096

by sf^rw

by mfoT f«T
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No. Name.

7026) ^nwfefe:
7606j by C35*w^

7501 iiri^i

6926 „ ^ser:

6962 ^faipa*

by f'TT^T^r^fr

^n"H*?t?Tif%?r*T by

( tofT^T )

by TfW^ft:

2555

7390

by fr^^H^R^
6972 *w*Rt*f5«f

2532 ^a^fH'srTf^

by ^fnn^r

^ I

6644 ^w?^fTcr^nn

7555 ?nwwiftcTW



1499 ^ftt^Tin^

2563 1 ^-u;T^,r^IT

2581 C

4159) by f&n%*

2542 3Traj«nT«n£ffr

by Sffa^wr

6641
7197

1

( ^mtm )

by ^STJifrr

wj by ^ffaiifwrftr

7188

7179

(

*rff-<r^ )

by f«3gPT«lTxfT4

2" 56 \
^q^*T5W1II*^T aRWT

2562 ) by ftnsfs

6952 ^g^feTiifsr*j

7707
TUT

7440

7353

7447

7169

7142

6619
]

6646 i

1474

1533

6749

4168

7628

4314

6710

1 3M«i*^B>nC*'

( )

by

by srorEr5?

1

2602

7625

6725 sKtrnfai^T*

6705 wnf^r^WT and i

7259 tKW^?fa*l

Vm] - - ^
7579 ^fa^Tf*raT

7532 ^jfaR^^OTT
( ^ n^Twv )



2593

4824
708 I

763i >

7469 „ „ „ <?Nn

by mrflf^Jtfiir

7588

1513

^ftmuf^«f?f: by

„ „ ( I^fe^:

)

^jnf^TgTTsnrJT by

by f5Ti«miM&ft:

7611

7379

2549

1252
]

6626 j

5234

7627

2553

*.5Ti»5

f IfenyaJ. [August, 1908.

Name.

by

( wwgnf )

by ^^jr^ttjtk Jiftr

by %m

( *2^*T )

( ^^^if^^T )

' by wrr*T*r





lal of the .

Name.

7554

6781

7692

7716

7276

7295

7425

) JHUJTTWT ^n^IT by

^ ( «*ffi: ) by *sr-

by *<5uT^ft

JJ^it by f^ifsi^-

Society o/ Ben^aJ. [August, IS

No. Name.

7201 JZTOTWUnW^T

1447 JifafW^fcT.

by %f«raf

6829 ^aiWt*?*

6875 i^ -
.

7601 J

6981 JiVflf^l

;

7639 „ „ (

2514"
5572 I TTtcTflf^T^fTi:

!
6640
7109

|

7708

6712

1 *

'

f
by

J

2603 „ „ ^WTsffi*

by «f<r^i*r

7303
)

7428 [ m^^TfTO^
76^9J

7101 „ „ fkmum

7215 wwt^t

7070 ^i!cT^lL^^«q:

7681

1475



of Jaina MS8.

by *i*T?ig^?Tfin

( «5Nrn

)

7482 *igfW*icwwi

7130

6841

^
)

7389 S by fronts
7561 ^gfo^faf^im^stmc:

by

6828 v^vfrftmmro

( «€"Nn )

( ^uq^fli^ )

by iN^^tx
4312)
674 ) f ^fl^f^f*:
7306)

6853 n fammzm*-

7707 ^f^fer^t^r^iiNrw

6768 „ „

7551 <^^?r

7061 „ M nn>

J

7705 ) » »'
^

|

7028 ^^CT^ *WI

I 6876 ^%tt ^<IS

j

6690 wplw
7411 ^flTT^TTlf

I

1484

by ^T*fh[T

i

6801
)

7315 C ^^nuaqiiT
7462J

15 J 6 Tff^rcme: by

7218 ijTJinsf^

\
6670 „

j

6706

7709

6677 fwmftrW*3 : (?)

7518 „ n^mT^i:

7504 ^r^rwnt?iTfei3ff*T

by f*f5^TH^fr



No. Name. No.

6821 \

7088 /

7643
7706

;

6348>
7620}

7478

7643
7230

6932 7644

6723 %^ti|fiSl?T ^Wi-
tt*

6640)
75115 Or aTK^Tfjff^T

7645

7064

4162

4334

7405 4335 „ „ „ <?N»T

7577 2552
>, „ „

7325 (*<£*n) by ^5j*nirc:

6847

7015

6807:

76 18 * by Tfw^fT

7595 6873

7556 ( «PH«%«T*J )

6856 1461

7698 by 5to*t*w

7422 7386

7705 7190

I
7334

6975 6853

7661

W 1

7278

6662

7178
!
7526

7193



6701 frwutPhFtatiTT

by ^TPC^teTO

7669)
6999 £ NtfdN

1448 fvnjirTfif*:

6943 fsrasffcTOT ffNw^
7198 „ „

1488 fwrfav^m^
7637 ^lifJTfw mt^n

1476 fspitrq*^:

by ^stt^t^?:

6957 f^sra;* by %idW*t

7336 frwjirft

7328 > . , X M
7485

7078 > , .

7121 i
"TO^nwr^

1531 ft**'ton by sr^-

6782 fimra

6768 far«fr

2717 f*f*mt* §m*s*Tfs

6941
;

6846^
684b
6978
7.51
7313 !

7326 I

7491

6700i
6811

1

7594

7216

7125
7391

7587

6714

2718

2590

( ^ssn^fT^JT )

by Stff-TT^tT

by ^WTO^fTCI

by ijffift

by %^«t^t

» ^ ) by n^nrfiift

7600

Kb}****-
1545 S^wSt
7717 (?)

1544 §*aH^0*8fwfiir)
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1471 §*rf^T^qifcT:

7251 3**tT**'

1541

7060

6713

6793

4170)
7048 [
7202 J

6680 \

7097 /

7131
(

7646}

6771 „ » ftf*

1536 ^fi^st^ ^n?^
by 3Tf^Tj^

6947 wrf^N^
( 1-8 -q^THI^: )

by ^T?D^T*I

6615 =gTiTOT by agw^f

7069 ^Timnw^Tfc^t

75141
7842

|

7923 Y wtf«*i{ (?)

7926
]

7938

j

7559 ^>fen* ^imBf s^t
by *«nrfiifr

7068 sjftfrre

7466 „ *TT : (Wq<&:)

c Society of Bengal. [August, 1908.

o. Name.

6 ejftf^wqrrf^'

s2 «wf^Hira

7479 s'hpn^ m€t ( * *

7219 Z^wNt:

31

7314 rftaWT (?) (5R«WRff)

3 I

I

6883 swsftfaws
I 7589 srsnm^t

I

6938 <ET^fa ^if^

7618 £T<si*n7rc:

6974 cngrth ( «%<r )

7447 cTT*|MTf*Jl?T^*T

6674 cnrn-rcrf and

762 1 q-rarerc ( *m*yw-- )

7056 ctr^ *m

7670 f<ronf^KfNrT«nj



6784]

7530J

7150

7135;

7565J

6789

7280j

6973,
7061

j

6640]

7667]

7535

7654

( SocrT^fTcTT )

by ^w^j

( fkfffwm )

( fenj5?fat%<T: )

( *itw. )

7387

7473 ^q^^Tflr

7154 ^^owrorrara^f^rn:

7033 4fimi^WWfasn>l<nf^

7361 ^«jf* ^T^T^iT

7155

7568r^Tf̂ ^ T

4i631
6780 i

""^^
jSSJ
2574 sut^nf^^rsW

by *rcnrs=*;*;

6918 ^!^Tf*jT^cr?$fRj:

j

2588 ^Tfa^WRlt

( *n?N« )

j

1504 ^gr^^t^T by ^er-

1505 ^f^Z^T *T*Wfa:

by snrsfmfofcT

J

2570 wnt

I

7675 ^T^cnT trft-fsig;*?

;

6918

i 4158
I 7350
7464
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7175

7712

6640

6733

7170}
793J J

7453

7024

1479

7005

2582

6711

<Htww by f^rr-

^fflflfT^ )

by ^%^i^tw

f^5l^S|T ( y. q^ifjn )

by fsr*l5Rf^fT

70311
7126 <

6809
]

7578 <

7565

7408

1538

7500

6759

by

7274
J. %wwfai*W*j:

7524

7155

7011

7403
;

7493
'

6881
7651

liaiWiflfr^ )

by ^f«^^

> *3T«W ( tenHV

by zys\?

^TfMfa^T by f^mx.



Vol. IV, No. 8.] List of Jt

[N.S.]

No. Name.

7235 jftsr*i

7239 wmsra^

VI I

7123 i^r^fiiw*

by WW
746o} *"rftfwii!*

7043 wgFifaswr*

6730 WTCTUITT, ^fTIT-

6808 wwfsrc^fa:

7370 w^^^cft
7150 wiiwi^
7447 srorsrsiVOTj

7682 y^^JUiT

3054 wf^fiuj
by

7360 *T*nft

2593 y^fiq^9D[J7T^T«ffi:

by srof«r>^ft

7352 t^^Trtqci^wwtr^-

57
I

7296 5ng^*!^3nf%:

2515 *rfc^5*T

7045 «if^fN*jrsrarr«inr

7567 ^w^tt^it

iina MS8. 421

I

No. Name.

6627

2516 tpgWTOfa:

by tf^rarftrf*;

6640 i^nisji*? by

76U

7533

7690
j

7697

7502

7409 „ fafir.

7108
7354

_

6912
etc.

2600
3059

4166^

4315

6787
(JU78

7333
7^V8

7488^

6885

j

6640

( f**fNTO )

1 6724
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Ni.!.

6830)
75961^
7522 *rrr[

( q^WR: )

7255 *re^3?t t^t

6791 ^rasr

672H
6821 I

7089|
7199 j> st^tr ^fer.

7368 !

7515
|

7607 j

7238 ^Milfi
7115

by *tt*rfararcpgf?;

7116 TOlfsWTfcfWT:

7145

7701
7703

1738
}

7224 C *tt«i?t5tt by %fr^
7458 J

6625
)

7010)

7123 f»iTO*w by ^i^*

6734 fa<u3r*r by s^jftac

1481 fsnw?sn*^Nrr by q^T-

fwrciT (

)

by *FhR?*ft:

„ „ (W

)

6705 frm$\ (?)

7517 ^Ifaiw

1539 €tf«tw: by wi:?ft

|
., „ «TT*fflt

» 99 V*

4329

7613

7194

7062

7066

7066
7301

6927

7574

6792

6907

7052 £
7140J



Vol. IV, No. 8.] List of Jc

[N.S.]

No. Name.

7185)

7523J

7094 %fro«iOT«n*r

7525) ^
7673|

7677 „ „ qfim
2565 ^n*ra^n by %*r^*r-

7040

6872

7152
)

7452} 'WW**

6753 q^cft^f

7475 xf^iT«^Trf^t

7312 TT^fsT^^q^JD\^?T

6772 nvrc3tf«*^

7713 „ „ mtw
4308)
70765 " » ™mTT:

6666 tn^f^^R
6909 iTOftTOrvfrfW^cf

and *rmfa^r

7161 ij^rar^jniret ij«rciPta

7020 h^j?w^it

2520 N^^irfa\mi

7528 R^n^vn^r

7683 iMtOT«ftfWi

7278} »

6812>
7144*

7250 „ wfc
7609 u^NirnrgwTO

7054 "q^nr^^^srJT

1463 n^OTT^ft'.

7029 iffpw^
6631 h^totsi**iii £tm

by fftH^ft:

2592 9? ^Nn

by Tfw^f*

7298 q^ffur f«5*fiT*

7545 „ „ ^rf?T
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4319

7562

7105
722;)

7254
7455

1449

1510

6799

1518

7244

7427

7085;
7324 <

7139

7091

7076

6914

„ „ ( 5T*c[ )

by Tfl^sTT^T^I

by g^i^mar

by ^^sr

2715-

4327

( <s*¥ignf

)

1509 } » W
by ^t^jw^tr

6797 irrqcr^^ ( \ ti^thW' )

6844 xrT^^rcT

7044 vvifmif N^|Ndl%n^

7633 „ H^Jifif^^fH:

78731
7488
7616 I „ ****
7684
7726 J

67451
6991 i

7063 I

7065 [ m4f^nfk^-
7138
7141

7403 j

1527 ijwm ^fTcT*J

by *w?r^tf«



2587 (
TOWfcni

8040
j

by ,„^ft

6618 WiT^f*^ by v

7484 rafrre^ §fSf^^5T^

748tf }
W^^WTtT^^^

7079 „

6728 „ ^g*rfN^

6768
)

7004 i „ ^fer:

7477)
6796^
6817

|

682 J ^TOfaftr:
6965

|

7158J
6971 m^^fcr:

( )

7690 ]
i™™**

3046 froMfafetfr:

by iTsrsfJTf*

6803 fRigf^f^tfWT

7712 rotftft

6914 ^jftaT
by W^W^JCm^t

7059 Sl^r^
by irofaw*rnf«r

1532 OTT^Tgan^Jj

69 33 H £*nsjrs!'rfH?j

7162 Tjanwi

7126 sfaft^fH^U*

?«$ *****

lltl]
******

6665 xft*^gfaifi*r?!jfwf3[
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by fTsrefflft

SffcTJTTsrf^T fkfH-

- 11}

1 172

7417

7499 vfoTgmwim fcfa'

Sr*lflTf^T<??lsfcr

6673J
by *fl«ii\f«
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by TfcH^tr
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6768 TOOTTC
by frinrfH^.f*; i

1508 *^t-«fiT: (ira-

by %t^^ff

1542 w^rf^rer by h^t-

7690
)

7694 Iwtwwt
7697)

4322]
6768 I

6775 \ %mm&Asm
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7366 J

2517 „ „ fNn

6640 „ „ cfr:
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|

2518
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7547

6718)

by *RH^*

by f*^^
H^rn^WnTsR" and

by wronrc

^f%cr?r) by fsi«T-

7573>
7653j

1844)
by
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4330

7816

7604

7092

7563

7580

7640

6924

7585

6766

7124
755J J

7335

7292

by f«Tfa«ffl

by fsyfcPsT^

7080
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1491

7540

6739
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J
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f
7187 J
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etc.

7436 }
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7800 ^JT^:
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)
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6663

68311
7137 f

7152)
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„ „ „ (*T31fw)

Or cTf^T^Tfrr^T
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7552
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6640
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7490
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)
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^fSEf^H ( )

( *reWr

)
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^ I

by fsfffc^fi;
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6722 ^st^tt^^
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2711 <n
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2599 \

8488 . .

6630 f

1112)

5109 wng^rft*!

2583)
6900r^RT

6676 „ «TTTf^T

4836 „ *tjt ^R?fft-

4840 ^df^:
7429 ^T^rmfl^^r

by v^j^-ft

6827 tp^t*t

by f^nrf^fr

6752 \

7132
7231
7610 J

7177

7077

7622

7223

2523"
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;
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wit ^«ffar

( *W$fK} )

by ^TTi*TTinr
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by sT^tiUKT*!

7029

1270

6764

7022

7337)

7359{

6874

7134

7381

6742

7438

7663

(

)

( f^"^tHT^T )

fsaifcrq^^STlf^fg:

by ^tjti^5^

„ „ (

)

7233 ftafa^flimfsrc^-

7351

6741'
6825

j

685. J

7168
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7210
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7075

( ^reiip^^rwre:

)

by ^fk&5

5SIT^?!I*t ( W^c[ )

ST I

imm*'. by fa^n
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6850)
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7027
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7720|
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7262
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7266 1

7542 [ fro^Nfi tt*
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2550 )
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6627 j
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)

by ^rfsTcTRH^f?:

by ^m^^f*

6746)
7395}
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7119
7150
7263 )

6849 )
7430 C.

7721 )

7714

6774

7175

7211

7332

7153 ^naf«« sxwrre

6868 *?Ntq^n*n*iT

2551 „ „ or *jft*t-

6637 ?M^mw-sfm?-
rN= by raiif*

7031 ift^qfr f*mfiT*

6980 ^^^^kw

( srewinf )

by ffhff«Hrm«i

6732)

7624f
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2576 tfhn*mffcwi(«£N*l)

by 5^^tf^

6635 *twr^»5^i*n

(^hrT)

7229 ^tuT^T^

7072 ^ft^*
6901 i7UMH«H<fl

by ^j+ustmeiRT

7472 $fw*

7038}
TO

1506 ^N<rTf^Nw or

by n^m^fr

( ^Wf^m'

)

by

7047 re^refaw*

7327 wm^w
( ittrq^wr^r

)

by ^reR^rc?

fTCjW^W'i^taT or

6634; ^^^<?fan(TO-

7504 *2THTTO*wn^?Ur
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6659 *?njNft ( faro-
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***fr*T

„ ft*
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7720 TO^^t
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6802) . -
6906J

74-12 „ „ ftmrw*{
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7666 ewsrir^t
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2596 «fft|fi8^l
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7M3 *fq?^*r (^3*Nf

)
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6906 *f*fi*?jw
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7018 ^fiTf^TTf^T^r
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6755{

j
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6697 *f<3WTi: fawr

7718 «fR:fa<T««TT «wt-
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1182 qird ftfu i^ir
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7841

7264
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7504 WTOfsro^fcP

6701) **nrcm?rre-*t ww-

6717 Do. incomplete

1500 ***T*nT33T^lT

)

7158

1462 ^raR^nu.ofV+ii'g igkj*j

) 7186 ^^n
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I
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6650 ^^Ww
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7457 TO

6843

by fc^nfcmtf
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1502 5SfH»
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7406 arefftrarfu*

7087 ^rraRurf^Tw:

7674 mHTK

7381 srrastfrsfiWH^ir

7067 )
7309 I wm^fri
7720)

*

6913 *nwr*nc
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)
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by ^cPETtjr:
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No. Name.

285 rfet*T3 !5fTfKHT«l-

25 )2 ] ^rtn^^Tg^jT^-

7997 A. Ditto (v* Wf^

2567 Ditto ^qfm--

(V^ mww- )

2609 Ditto orararcp

*nnprr:

)

68 7 ftrsT'ff^NT^^R

7420 fcuM*<H«q*^

6763 ftnsiw^farc

1519

1526

75-s

by ^rw^P&

by *i^t*pt

4326 i r«^<«^mr»t

7322
^ *i>^y*rrwr^f] by.

7267 fa^VM^x^'^el^n)

7506 ftRTWiwWi
by 'fThftra^fT
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1489

2566
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7421

1534)

8977
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6764

6762

(^*»WT )
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)

^lf<*W^ by

by ^%=r

by ^^dqTlP^

by ^fjTcRifcf
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„ (8 *TT^)

by 5

7454 ^ficTTifW

2578 „ „

by ^t^tsi

6919 ^rhfitfra^fT

j

7195 ^tnr^Tif^^

I

7508 „ „ (*<?frr*)

j
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|

2607 ^fJre^fte*rcft

7012 ^f^fa'-

j

7536 ^TO€t^T3D^(?)
' 7415 ^^ftraW
!
7ooo> a _•

I
7150J
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|

7723 ^g^nim
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j
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\
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j
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7597 ^TO^R^sf
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7189 I
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7766 «fwwf^:
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«™«

* I
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III. A. 87 siW^IW^
I. B. 75 fs^cTT^f'srcn by WTT^T KfT^T^f

III. H. 1 in^fftqWE^i:

in. H. 21 smn^ffi: by *m*^i

III. F. ^?v*?ft iror by f^fim*
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III. H. 27 TT^TW ffi
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III. E. 2 MfWWl^ *^fa*T

B. 58 ^rsr^ffrcWr by fl^fjifx



46. NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT No. IX.

Note.—The numeration of the article below is continued
from p. 592 of the "Journal and Proceedings " for 1907,

Catalogue of the (Joins in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, includ-
ing the Cabinet of the Asiatic Society of Bengal : Vol. Ill, Mughal
Emperors of India, by H. Nelson Wright, I.C.S., pages Ixxxiv—
360 : Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1908.

58.—The List of Coins in the Indian Museum, compiled by
the late Mr. C. J. Rodgers, and published at Calcutta in 1894,
could not possibly be regarded as in any sense an adequate
or final presentment of the contents of the Museum Cabinets.
In the preparation of that list Mr. Rodgers laboured under
conditions of exceptional difficulty. In a letter in my possession
he mentioned :

" When I look back upon the work I had to give to
this Catalogue I am astonished I ever finished it. Imagine about
7,000 coins, all higgledy-piggledy. They had to be arranged with
the original numbers. I was not allowed to number them consecu-
tively. It took me two years of constant work. It had all to
be written three times before things came into order." These
brave efforts notwithstanding, the final result left much to be
desired. The illustrations were few and poorly executed ; the
method of coin-numbering was a hidden mystery ; and the tran-
scription of the legends, while always correct, yet in many cases
flailed to indicate the arrangement of the constituent words.
That the List, despite its defects, has during the past fourteen
years proved serviceable, aU collectors of Indian Mughal Coins
will gratefully testify ; but that it was a production worthy of
the noble Museum in Calcutta, no one would for a moment
maintain.

It thus became in every way desirable, and especially in view
of the large additions recently made, that the work of arranging
and registering the coins should be undertaken entirely de novo,
and that a complete and illustrated Catalogue, as distinct from a
bare List, should be prepared. By the publication within the
past few weeks of Volume III of the " Catalogue of the Coins in
the Indian Museum, Calcutta," the volume treating of the Coins
of the Mughal Emperors of India, from Babar to Bahadur II,

the Trustees of that Museum have now at length admirably
supplied this long-felt want. They were fortunate in securing

the services of Mr. F. Nelson Wright, I.C.S., for the compilation
of the Catalogue, and did well in having it printed at the Claren-

don Press, Oxford. The illustrations, twenty-two large beautiful

Plates, and the Map of India, showing the Mint-towns, add im-
mensely to the numismatic value of the work. It is not too
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much to say that now for the first time the combined cabinets

of the Indian Museum and of the Asiatic Society of Bengal have
been made really available to the public. Comparatively few-

persons can visit Calcutta to explore the Coin Department of its

Museum; but, thanks to this admirable Catalogue, the Coins have
now been placed virtually in our hand, and admit of inspection

whenever we will. For the Mughal Period, say, from 1526 to

1858, no other treatise is at all as definitely helpful to the student
of Indian Numismatics ; for not only has Mr. Wright with an
infinite patience and accuracy marshalled numerous details, but
he has grouped and correlated them with singular skill. One
scarcely knows which more to admire, the ample stock of minute
information or its lucid presentment.

More than 2,500 coins pass under review, and some of the

specimens, registered here quite unpretentiously, furnish legends
which till now have baffled the ingenuity of numismatists. For
example, one has long wished to discover the marginal readings
on the rupees early struck by Akbar in the Ahmadabad Mint.

Well ! No. Ill in the Catalogue gives these legends in full. It

is also a pleasure to note the entry of some of the very recent

finds, such as the square Akbari fulus from the Ujjain Mint

(No. 527). Reference is further made to the Mint-name Ujjain-

pur, even though the Museum evidently does not possess a speci-

men bearing the name in this enlarged form. Two rupees of the

PurbandarMint,Nos. 1503 and 1697 are given on Plates XIII and
XIV. and a Narwar rupee, No. 2249 on Plate XIX. An excel-

lent specimen is shown of the Zinatu-l-bilad Ahmadabad rupee,

No. 1816, and the Bandar-i-mubarak Surat rupee, No. 1539, is

also figured. Of the reign of Shah 'Alam II alone coins of the
following rare mints are represented in the Plates XX—XXII :

Chhachrauli, ? Kharpur, Jammun, Gokulgarh, Bareli Qit'a and

But the most distinctive feature of the volume is the able
and luminous Introduction. |>auv-. xiii — lxxxii, devoted to notes on
the various Mint-towns recorded on the coins in the Indian Mu-
seum. In the treatment of each mint a due proportion has been
preserved ; and the gathered information supplied regarding the
coins struck at the more important Imperial Mints is of especial

value. Every page of this Introduction evidences wide numis-
matic research and also an intimate acquaintance with the pres-
ently existing coin cabinets. In his Preface Mr. Wright makes
mention of the " considerable impetus " that has in recent years
been imparted to the study of the coins of the Mughals, and the
chief sources of this newly-awakened interest he also indicates.

But most assuredly no more inspiring work has been produced,
and none more practically helpful, than just this volume itself.

It certainly should avail to enthuse many a student in the field

of Oriental research, and bring him under the spell of those
quaint coins that once passed freely from hand to hand but are

If under the impulse of this Catalogue fresh numismatic
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efforts be made, we sincerely hope they will be on the lines Mr.
Wright has suggested. Let a series of monographs be prepared,
each dealing with the issues from a separate mint. For work
of this nature Mr. Wright's Introduction has already paved the
way, and by its help quite a number of such monographs might
be readily outlined : the filling in alone is now needed. In one of
the last letters that I received from Mr. C. J, Rodgers, he
expressed a desire identical with that which Mr. Wright now
voices. He stated that he would like to see the whole of India—
or, at least, all that had at any time been subject to the Mughal
sway—parcelled out into a dozen or so different districts, and in

each district he would have a competent person set apart for the
collecting and cataloguing of its coins. Thus, one after another,
the requisite local monographs would be forthcoming, from
which could readily be prepared, it might be merely by co-ordina-
tion, an authoritative Corpus Nomismatum. This plan is cer-

tainly simple enough, and Mr. Wright's Introduction goes far to

encourage the hope that the cherished scheme will yet be

Naturally the chief value of this Catalogue consists in the
fullness and accuracy of its details, and it is to these that any
serviceable criticism of the book must mainly relate. No one
will be more thankful than Mr. Wright himself for any informa-
tion elicited that will supplement or modify the statements in his

volume. In a Review, however, one's attention must be directed

not so much to details as to the general principles that have been
observed in the compilation of the Catalogue. Mr. Wright
having the courage of his convictions, his work has not been
carried out just on the lines laid down by earlier writers. He
has, indeed, made a distinct forward movement. Yet, along with
much that we cordially appreciate and welcome, there are two
matters regarding which opinion will surely be divided. First

and foremost, why should there have been any need for a " Table
showing the method of Transliteration adopted in this Catalogue"?
It is a dozen years since the Royal Asiatic Society set its impri-

matur on a now well-known system of transliteration, and
strongly urged its general employment, in order that " Oriental

studies may thereby be facilitated." Several of the coins described

by Mr. Wright are the property of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

and accordingly in the Catalogue that registers them one would
have expected that the method of transliteration so definitely

approved by the Royal Asiatic would have been adopted. It

seems a pity that this course has not been pursued. However, for

only three letters do the transliteration-equivalents accepted for

this Catalogue differ from those in the Asiatic Society's Scheme.

In its English dress <i» now appears as 5 instead of ti, as z

instead of d, and ias? instead of dh. So, alas ! the reader has

now to discriminate between four z% to wit, j=s, u° = ?

and It should also be noted that g and Jl are represented

by the digraphs eh and sh without the usual subscribed line
;
and,
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moreover, the long vowels are now distinguished by the slanting

stroke {accent aigu), a sign that should naturally be reserved to

indicate word- stress or an accented syllable. It is true the

changes thus introduced are, after all, but few, and, as they con-

cern only letters of infrequent occurrence, any inconvenience

occasioned is bat slight. None the less one would have preferred

a cordial and complete compliance with the urgent recommenda-
tions of a Society that has proved itself so true and constant a

friend of Oriental scholarship.

Farther, when consulting this volume, one must bear in mind
that the order in which the mints are arranged is the English

alphabetical order. In the Preface Mr. Wright expressly states :

" I have purposely avoided an arrangement according to the

Persian alphabet, in the belief that the majority of those using
the volume are likely to be more readily conversant with the

former than with the latter." Now in this belief Mr. Wright is

quite probably correct ; but even so it might still have been well

to arrange these mints, written as they were originally in Persian

characters, as Persian scholars would arrange them. In high-class

work, such as this volume abundantly evidences, the methods

adopted need not be determined solely in accordance with the

qualifications of the readers. A judicious care must be exercised,

lest, in consulting convenience, the presentment of the subject

itself be prejudiced. If only this Catalogue had been a less

scholarly production, one might have been more content to accept

the English order, but, just because it is rich in scholarship and so

fine a piece of honest work, one feels that, if only for consistency's

sake, the Persian alphabetical order of the mints should have been

followed. For here assuredly not utility alone but " Wissen-
Bchaftlichkeit " too may well press its claims. Could one imagine,

for instance, a German "Gelehrte" permitting an arrangement,
shall I say, so Philistine ? But clearly Mr. Wright is willing to

be, even in his scholarship, English rather than German. Well

!

we, as Englishmen, must try not to complain.
Except for the method of transliteration and the alphabetical

arrangement—and these, after all, relate merely to the form not to

the matter—all else in the Book is of distinctly the highest quality.

Though crowded with details and cross-references, its accuracy is

beyond all praise. [But Urdu should not only occasionally but
always be written Urdu with its first vowel short ; and on page
xv, line 37, the date 1009 should be changed to 1007.] Two fea-

tures of special excellence merit detailed notice ; one is the clear

definition supplied of the "obverse" of a coin, and its consistent

application ; and the other the strict groupiug of all the coins (of

the same metal) that issued during any one reign from one and

Many coin-collectors have, we are sure, felt at times a doubt
as to which side of a coin should be called the "obverse" and
which the "reverse," but, thanks to Mr. Wright's lucid explana-
tion, no one henceforward need hesitate. It is only necessary to

bear in mind that the obverse of a coin is conventionally held to
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be the side more honourable. Now obviously the sacrosanct

Kalima or else its Akbari substitute (*J3U jl^i since

enshrining the holy name of Allah, is essentially pre-eminent in
honour. Next in rank, afc least within his own dominion, will
come the name of the Emperor, that " shadow of the favour of

Allah " (*V\ JbU)
;

while at a lower grade in the scale of

precedence will stand the mint-name. Hence arises the following

(a) The " obverse " of a coin is, and absolutely, that side

which bears either the Kalima or the Akbari for-

(&) Only in the absence of these should the side on which
stands the Emperor's name be regarded as the

(c) And, further, where none of the three occurs, neither
Kalima, nor formula, nor Emperor's name, the
presence of the mint-name suffices to constitute its

side the " obverse."

Naturally, however, where the legends on the two sides of a
coin, read continuously, form a single couplet or quatrain, the
"obverse" is reserved for the first half, even though it be the
second half that carries the distinction of containing the name of
the Emperor.

Next with reference to the distinctive method of grouping the
coins that are recorded in this volume. In the British Museum
and other Catalogues the order in which coins of the same
Emperor and the same metal are entered is simply that of chrono-
logical sequence; and hence specimens differing widely amongst
themselves are yet found placed side by side, owing to the merely
fortuitous circumstance that they happened to have issued from
their several mints at approximately the same time. The regis-

tering of coins by mere rule of thumb—earlier date then earlier

entry—is certainly an easy process ; but no less certainly such
arrangement has only the very slightest scientific value. Recog-
nizing the inutility of this method of grouping, the method hitherto
in vogue, Mr. Wright, by boldly adventuring to follow a new
principle of classification, has immensely enhanced the usefulness
of his book as a practical working catalogue. First the coins are
grouped under the different Emperors ; next the coins of each
Emperor are separated according to their metal, gold or silver or
copper ; and lastly under each Emperor the coins of each metal
are classified according to their mints, the several members of

these mint-sub-groups being arranged chronologically. Here,
then, we have a distinctly scientific presentment of the coins that

issued in different years from each mint during each reign. A
couple of years ago at Mr. R. Burn's suggestion I rearranged my
own cabinet in accordance with this new method, and can bear

personal testimony to the decided advantage that has since

accrued. Our hope is that this system of classification will ere
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long meet with general adoption. The scheme of division and
sub-division is clearly indicated in the following " Tree":

—

r2. Year 3. Year 4. Year 5. Year 6

Every student who even cursorily runs through this Catalogue
will perceive that the mere rearrangement as above of the coins

sets them before us so naturally and in so orderly a manner as to

ensure a more accurate and intelligent acquaintance with them.
Slight variations in any one given type, and the passage, whether
abrupt or gradual, from one type to another are by the present

grouping evidenced each in its own sequence ; and this volume
now for the first time supplies material duly arranged for tracing

any improvement or deterioration that may have taken place in

the design of the coins, also any development in their legends.

To have rendered this high service is no small achievement,
and by his compilation of a Catalogue thus distinguished Mr.
Wright has amply earned the grateful thanks of every worker in

the fascinating field of Indian Numismatics.

Geo. P. Tatlor.

AhmadSblid : 1st August, 1908.
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The following members were present :

—

Dr. N. Annandale, Prof. J. A. Cunningham, Mr. B. L.
Chaudhuii, Mr. W. A. Christie, Mr. E. P. Harrison, Sir Thomas
Holland, Mr. D. Hooper, Mr. CM. Hutchinson, Mr. H. C. Jones,
Mr. T. H. D. La Touche, Dr. Girindranath Mukhopadhyaya,
Rev. A. H. Phillips, Major L. Rogers, I.M.S., Dr. E. D. Ross,
Rai Ram Brahma Sanyal, Bahadur, Mahamahopadh) a v;> Hara-
prasad Shastri, Captam F. H. Stewart, I.M.S., Mr. G. H. Tipper,
Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, Mr. E. Vredenburg, Mr. D. R.
Wallace, Mr. W. C. Wordsworth, Rev. A. W. Young.

Visitors.—Mr. 0. A. Dykes, Babu Hem Chandra Das-Gupta.
Mr. C. T. Park, and Capt. E. G. R. DeLabilliere.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Thirty-nine presentations were announced.

M. M.

The General Secretary reported that Mr. E. P. Chapman and
Lieutenant-Colonel E. C. Hare, I.M.S., had expressed a wish to

withdraw from the Society.

The following two gentlemen were ballotted for as Ordinary
Members :

—

Captain F. A. F. Barnardo, M.B., I.M.S., Eden Hospital,

Calcutta, proposed by Major L. Rogers, I.M S., seconded by Lieut. -

Col. W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S. ; and Captain F. F. Owens,
M.B., I.M.S., Chemical Examiner's Department, Government of

Bengal, proposed by Major L. Rogers, I.M.S., seconded by Lieut -

Col. W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S.

Sir Thomas Holland exhibited a glaciated boulder from the
Blaini conglomerate near Simla.

The President proposed a vote of congratulation to Sir

Thomas Holland, which was carried with acclamation.

Sir Thomas Holland replied, thanking the Society.

Mr. H. Cecil Jones exhibited specimens collected from the

shales near Rampura (Lat. 24° 28'
;
Long. 75° 28'), which belong

to the Vindhyan formation, probably to the Upper Vindhyans.
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Dr. N. Annandale exhibited a collection of Indian Moth-
Flies (Psychodida?) including specimens of a recent species of

the genus Diplonema.

Mr. T. Bentham exhibited a series of skins and skulls of

theTakin (Budorcas) from the Mish mi Hills, Assam, and from
Eastern Tibet.

Captain F. H. Stewart, I.M.S., exhibited a collection of

fishes made by him at high altitudes in Tibet.

Captain R. E. Lloyd, I.M.S., exhibited some deep-sea fishes

recently dredged by the R.I.M.S. " Investigator."

Mr. B. L. Chaudhnri, B.A., B.Sc, exhibited specimens of

fish, etc., captured by the steam trawler of the Government of

Bengal, and read the following remarks .—

As suggested by Mr. K. G. Gupta in his second report, the

.
'

.
; - :

'

' -i

tematic fishery survey of the Bay for food fishes.

" The main points that have to be determined by the experi-

ment are: (1) to locate the fishing ground; (2) to ascertain by

actual catch which of the various appliances with which the

vessel has been fitted out (viz., Otter trawl, drift nets, and set

lines) would be test for each particular area and for each different

'

The vessel, after some addition and alteration, sailed for her

trial trip on the 13th of June and came back on the 23rd of the

same month after encountering the first rush of Monsoon in its

full force. She went out again on the 6th July and came back
on the 14th of the month after crui>intr ri-ht across the Bay near
Elephant Point in worst weather condition. She again ieft on
the 30th July for her third cruise.

The collection placed on the table consists of selected specimens
of her catches in these trial trips. There are over 30 species of
Bsh of which three are believed to be new to science and many are
for the first time reported from the locality. There are also some
interesting specimens of Alcyonarians, Echinoderms, with a few
<nrabs and other Crustacea. In the catches the well-known Ising-
lass fish (Polynemus indicus) was plentiful, and so also were good
sized soles and big skates.

The steam trawler had taken out, each time, 15 to 20 tons of
ice, and was successful in landing fish quite fresh and sweet with
nearly more than half the quantity of ice left over."

The following papers were read :

—

1. Major James Bennett*a Journals, 1764-1767.—Edited by
T. H. D. LaTouche, B.A., F.G.S.

ubsequent number of the
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2. Fresh Light on the word " Scarlet. "—By Dr. E. Denison
Ross.

3. Diagnosis of a Living Species of the Fossil Genus Diplonema
(Psjchodid Diptera).—By N. Annandale, D.Sc, C.M.Z.S.

This paper has been published in the Journal for June 1908.

4. The Kosi River, and some lessons to be learnt from it.—By
Captain F. C. Hirst, I.A.

5. A General Theory of Osculating Oonics. (Second paper).
—By Prof. Stamadas Mukhopadhyaya, M.A. Communicated by
the President.

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of
the Journal.

6. Memoir on the Surgical Instruments of the Hindus, with a
comparative study of the Surgical Instruments of the Greek, Roman,
Arab, and the Modern European Surgeons. Part III, The Sharp
Instruments.—By Girendranath Mukhopadhyaya, B.A., M.B.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section was held at
the^ Society's Rooms on Wednesday, August 12th, 190S, at

Lieot.-Col. W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Dr. Adrian Caddy, Captain F. P. Connor, I.M.S., Lieut.-Col.

F. J. Drurv, I. M.S.. Dr. O. M. Eakm>. Lieut -Col. C. R. M. Green,
LM S.. Captain D. McCay, I.M.S., Dr. Girindranath Mukho-
padhyaya. Major J. Mulranv. T.M.S.. Major F. O'lvinealv. I. .M.S..

Dr. T. F. Pearse, Lieut.-Col. H. W. Pil-rim. [.M.S.. Captain
F. H. Stewart. T.M.S., Major J. C. Vaughan, I.M.S., Major L.

Rogers, I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitors ; -Miss Baumler, M.D., Dr. S. C. Ghosh, Dr. Abinash
Chandra Roy, Captain H. E. Smith, I.M.S., jieut.-Col. W. B.

Thomson, R.A.M.C.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Lieut.-Col. Drury showed cases of Paramyoclonus multiplex

and Infantile Hemiplegia with Athetosis.

Major O'Kinealy showed cases of ankyloblepharon and Pari-

naud's conjunctivitis.

Captain Connor showed cases of bilateral papillema of the

tonsil, and a patient from whom the whole clavicle had been

removed for myeloid sarcema, with very little deformity, and a

case of multiple tumours in the abdomen.

A note was read on the incidence of Gall-Stones in Calcutta
J).v Major L. Rogers, I.M.S.
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47* Dioscorearum novarum Descriptiones qu*dam

auctoribas

D. Prain et I. H. Burkill.

Descriptee sunt :—
Dioscorea aspersa, ex China australe,

Dioscorea belophylloides, ex China orientale,

Dioscorea Brnthamn, ex China orientale,

Dioscorea bicolor, ex China australe,

Dioscorea Gumingii, ex insulis Philippinensibus,

Dioscorea daunsea, ex Burma inferiore,

Dioscorea Fordii, ex China orientale,

Dioscorea Hemdeyi, ex China australe et collibus Shanorum,
Dioscorea Listeri, ex provincia Assam in India,

Dioscorea melanophyma, ex alpibus himalayicis et China

Dioscorea Morsei, ex China australe,

Dioscorea persimilis, ex Chinaaustrale et colonia gallicaTonkin,
Dioscorea precox, ex China australe,

Dioscorea Scortechinii, ex peninsula Malayana et colonia gallica

Dioscorea Wattii, ex montibus Assamicis Sikkimensibusque.

Dioscorea aspersa.—Badix nobis ignota. Caules glabri,

obscure triangulares, inermes, dextrorsum volubiles, purpureo-

fusci. Folia alterna, membranacea, glabra, nigro-aspersa, late

cordata, acuminata, apice mucronnlata, sinu basis obtusissimo,

margine integro, majora 10 cm. longa 11 cm. lata, 9-nervia,

nervis extimis profunde bifidis, nervnlis secondares indistinctis
;

petiolus glnber, supra canaliculars, 7 cm. longus. Spicse masc-ulse

simplices, binse vel ternee, ad 5 cm. longs? ; alabastra ellipsoidea
;

flores solitarii, sessiles, in rhachi minopere angulato 1—2 mm.

perianthio distincte breyiora ; anther® filamentis sequilongw.
Planta fceminea ignota.

China Australis. In provincia Yunnan, supra Meng-tze in
monte " Great Black Mountain " dicto ad 7000-8000 ped. alt.,

Hancock, 287.

remoti; bractese ovatse, aa J mm
latiores, floribus multo breyiores.

longa? ; bracteolae bracteis

Perianthii rruisculi lacinise

Typus in Herbario Horti Regalia Kewensis conservatus est.
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Dioscorea belophylloides. Radix nobis ignota. Gaulis glaber,
inermis, teretiusculus* dextrorsum volubilis, livido-viridis. Folia
alterna vel opposita, chartacea, utrinque glaberrima, basis sinu la-

tissimo, ovato-hastata, acuminata, apice minutissime mucronulata,
margine integra, ad 10 cm. longa, ad 4 cm. lata, 7-nervia, nervis
extimis profunde bifidis, nervulis secondariis reticulatis infra dist-

inctis
;
petiolns glaber, tenuis, sulcatus, ad 4 cm. longus. Spicse mas-

culse nunc terna? ad axil las foliorum, nunc ad axillas bractearum in
racemum brevem conjunctae ; alabastra elongata, obtusa ; fibres

sessiles in rbacbi angulato rigidiusculo alternatim 1—2 mm.
distantes

; bractea? lanceolata?, ad 2 mm. longa? ; bracteola? ovato-
a^uminata?, naviculari-concava?, glabrae, floribus multo breviores.

minora tenuiora. Stamina sex, aequalia, filamentis aequilonga
;

antherae filamentis duplo longiores. Spicse fozminese solitaria? vel

bina?, simplices, axillares, ad 4 cm. longa?, ? dependentes ; flores

4—8, breviter pedicellati, circiter 5 mm. remoti; bractea? et

bracteolae adsunt. Capsulx pedicellata? ; ala? maturae pergamen-
tacea?, latiores quam semicirculares, fulva?, punctulis lineolisque

horizontalsus notata?, 17—19 mm. longa?, 14—15 mm. lata?. Semina
in quoqueloculo solitaria (? semper), rotundata, complanata, 12—14
mm. longa, 12—14 mm. lata, ala membranacea loculum fere im-

plente suba?qualiter circumcincta.—D. glabra, C. H. Wright, pro
parte, in Jonrn. Linn. Soc. Bot. xxxi (1903), p. 91 (syn. excl).

China Orientals. In provincia Kiang-si ad Kiukiang,
Shearer ; et in montibus Lu-shan, Bulloch.

Typi in Herbario Horti Regalis Kewensis reperiuntur.

Dioscorea Benthamii. Radix nobis ignota. Cauks glabvi,

teretes, inermes, dextrorsum volubiles, rufescentes. Folia opposita,

glabra, subtus fulvescentia, lanceolato-ovata, basi rotunda, apice

acuminata mucronulata, ad 8 cm. longa, ad 3 cm. lata, quinque-

nervia, nervis extimis tenuibus apicem versus evanescentibus,

nervulis secondariis oblique transversis subtortuosis supra
invisibilibus infra distinctis, herbacea, margine nec hyalino;

petiolus glaber, canaliculatus, 15 mm. longus. Spicse masculse

singula? vel bina? vel ternae in paniculas longas volubiles

racemiformes dispositae, nunc inaxillis foliorum parvorum nunc in

axillis bractearum, ad 25 mm. longa?, 10—20-flora? ; rbachis in

modo zigzag conspicuissime flexuosa ; alabastra globosa, magna

;

flores solitarii, sessiles, 2 mm. remoti ; bractea? deltoideo-ovatse,

acuminata?, 1 mm. longa? ; bracteola? iis breviores. Perianthii

masculi lacinia? libera?, biseriata?, brunneo-lineolata? ; exteriores

rotunda?, concava?, 1*5 mm. longa?
; interiores obovata?, exterioribus

crassiores paullulo breviores. Stamina sex, a?qualia, in basi floris

inserta
; anthera? oblonga?, introrsa?, filamentis longiores. Racemi

fceminei singuli vel bini in axillis foliorum, longi, 4—10-flori,

deflexi
; rhachis glaber, triangularis ; bractea? ovato-acuminatae

;
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flores foeminei despicientes
;
pedicelli 1 mm. longi. Perianth,' hcni-

lineolate ; interiores crassiores, subclavate, 1 mm. longae. Cap-
sulss dependentes, puberulae, stipitate, apice retrorsae ; alte

pergamentaceae, latiores quam semicirculares, fulvae, brunneo-
liiieolaTa^, 12— 1-1- nun. hmixsv. 11—12 mm. latas. Semina gemina,
ciiviiinnrea alata.—D. oppositifolia, Bentham, Flora Hongkong-
ensis (1861), p. 367 ; C. 11. Wn-ht. pro p irte, in Journ. Linn. Soc.

Bot. xxxi (1903), p. 92 (syn. excl.)

China orientalis. In Colonia britannica Hongkong : Happy-
Valley, et Little Hongkong, (in Herb. Hongkong)

;
Tytam. Eance.

Dioscorea bicolor. Rhizoma nobis ignotum. Canles alte

scandentes, teretiusculi, glabri, inermes, dextrorsum volubiles,

viridi-rufescentes. Folia opposita ( omnia ?
)
utrinque glaberrima,

fere concoloria, pallide lineolata, subcordata, breviter acuminata,
apice minutissime mucronulata, sinu basis lato, margine integro,

plurima 5 cm. longa, 5 cm. lata, maxima visa 6 cm. longa. 7 cm.
lata, 9-nervia, nervis extimis in foliis maximis bifidis, nervulis

secondariis subrectis utrinque distinctis
;
petiolus glaber, sulcatus,

ad 5 cm. longus. Spicce masculae simplices, saepius ternae ad axillas

foliorum, pedunculo 1 cm. longoincluso ad 12 cm. long®, 50—70-
florae ; flores alternatim sessiles in rbacbi trigono densius dispositi

;

bracteae lanceolatae 1—1*5 mm. longae; bracteolae perparvae, ovate.

£efiarUhii mascidi laciniae biseriatae ; exteriores e basi gibbosa or-

biculato-ovate, obtusae, brunneo-maculate, fere 2 mm. longae ; in-

teriores clavatae, vix 1 mm. longae. Stamina sex, aequalia, 0'5 mm.
longa ; filamenta antheris aequilonga. Spicse fceminex axillares,

solitarise, simplices, 10—12-florae ; flores ? despicientes ; bracteae

ovato-lanceolatae. Perianthii foeminei laciniae biseriatae, ovatae, in-

teriores minores crassae. Stamina imperfecta sex. Stigmata con-

spicua. Gapsidse saepius respicientes, vel ab axi patentes ; alee

pergamentaceae, exacte dimidiato-ellipticae, apicem et basin versus

acute, subglaucae, 22—25 mm. longae, 8—9 mm. late.

China Australis. In provincia Yunnan, in dumosis prope
Mao-kou-tchong supra Ta-pin-tze ad 6500 ped. alt., Delavay, 2397

;

et sine loco, Delavay, 1829.

Typi in Herbario Horti Botanici Parisiani conservati sunt.

Species fructu distinctissima.

Dioscorea Cumingii. Radix nobis ignota. Catdis hirtis

brevibus dense vestitus, crassiusculus, inermis, sinistrorsum

volubilis, rufo-nigrescens. Folia alterna, quinata ; foliola charta-

cea, supra ad nervum medium hirsnta, inter nervos pilis

minutis sparsim hirtella, infra lanuginosa ; foliola media

anguste elliptica, basi acuta, apice breviter acuminata, margine

integro, ad 10 cm. longa, ad 3 cm. lata, penmnei via, nervis
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secondares utrinque sex, nervulis reticulatis sapra sat distinctis
;

foliola intermedia similia; foliola externa ineequaliter ansmste
ovato-elliptica, 7 cm. lon^a, 25 cm. lata, nervo laterali primo fere
medium aequante; petioluli 1 cm. longi. Bacemi mas<uli amenti-
formes in paniculam ad 50 em. longam axillarem copiose producti,

pedicellati, 5—10 mm. longi ; flores dense in rbachem tillosum
a^gregati, pedicellati ; bractea in pedicello insidens, ovato-acami-

laciniae ovato-lanceolatse, ad apicem canaliculate, albo nqtatae,

velutsi unguem proferentes, exteriores interioribus paullo majores.

Stamina tres, sequab'a ; antherae filamentis sequilongse ; staminodia
lata, staminibus paullulo nmgis conspicua.

Insula Philippinenses. In insula Luzon, districtu Batangas,
Cuming, 1469.

Typus in Herbario Horti Regalis Kewensis conservatus est.

DiOSCOREA DAUNiEA. Bhizoma ? horiznntale, carne alba.

Caules glabri, inermes, pnrpureo-maculati, teretes, sinistrorsum

volubiles. Folia glaberrima, alterna, lanceolato-ovato-sagittata,

apice acuminata, sinu basis vel profundo id est anpruste deltoideo

velinfoliisparvis aperto, maigine integro, majora ad 16 cm. longa,

ad 7 cm. lata, 5—7-nervia, nervis extimis ad medium bifidis, nervis

proximis conspieuis*ime eurvatis, nervis secondariis in rete

nervulorum decedentibus utrinque distinctis
; petiolus glaber,

canaliculars, 5 cm. longus. Bacemi masculi vel axillares vel in

inflorescentiam longam teiminalem laxam racemiformem dispositi,

ad 5 cm. longi, 8— 2<>.flori, ascendentes, e basi ipsa ramum sin^u-
lum gerentes dimidio Tel ultra breviorem ; rliachis glaber, rec-

tus ; alabastra globosa, glabra ; bracteee perparvae, lanceolate,
acuminata?, 0*5 longa3 ; bracteolse similes, minores ; flores respici-

entes
;

pedicelli 1 mm. longi. Perinnthii masculi lacinise in

tubo infundif'uliforme connate, subsimiles, lanceolate, acuta3,

brunneo-maculate, 2 mm. longa? ; tubus 1.5 mm. longus. Stamina
sex, equalia, in parce inferiori periantbii laciniarum inserta

;

anthere oblonge, didyme, incurve, alba?, introrse.

Burma. In districtu Amberst in cacumine montinm Danna
inter vicos Kawkareik et Thingan-nyi-naung versus fines siam-
enses, alt. 3000 ped. ait., Burkill, 30296.

Typi in Herbariis hortorum botanicorum ad Kew et Cal-
cuttam conservati sunt.

Dioscorea J*'0RDii. Radix nobis igmota. Caulis glaber, teretius-

culus, inermis, dextrorsum volubilis, viridis. Folia opposita,

chartacea, glaberrima, ovato-bastata vel ovato-sagittata, acumi-
nata, sinu basis late deltoideo, margine integro, 7—8 cm. longa, 4
cm. lata, 5- vel 7-nervia, nervis subextemis distinctissime
arcuatis, nervulis secondariis reticulatis infra distinctis

; petiolus
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glaber, sulcatus, 2—3 cm. longus. Spieee masculm simplices, ssepius
2—4-na?, in racemum 10 -It) cm. longum ad nodos 5—15 mm.
remotos disposita? ; alabastra globosa

j flores sessiles in rhai-hi
tetragotio glHbro 1 mm. distante* ; racemi pednncalus glaber nunc
2 cm. nunc ad 6 cm. longus ; bractea? sub spifis lanceolate, 2 mm.
lon^aa

; ea? sub floribus ovato-lanceolata? ; bracteola? ovato-acumi-
nata?, naviculari-t-oncavae. Perianthii masculi lacinia? exteriores
majores, subrotundata?, concava?, obfcusissima?, 075 ram. longa*

;

inteiiores minmes clavata?. Stamina sex, aequalia, antheta?
introrsa? filamentis a?qui!onga?. Spiae fcemine& axilbves, solituria?,

simplices, fructu mattiro Hd 18 cm. longa?, dependentes ; flores ad
12. Gapsnlse sessiles, dependentes ; ala? maturae peigamentacea?,
conspicuissime latiores quam semicirculares, 2 cm. longa?, lata?,

fusco-siraminea?. Semina in qnoque loculo gemina, subrotundata,
fere 2 cm. lata, inaequaliter circumcirca alata, rufo-brunnea. D.
Batatas, Bentbam pro parte, Flora Hongkongensis, (1861) p 368,
0. H. Wright in Journ. Linn. Soc. Bot. xxxi (1903), p. 91 ; D.
glabra, C. H. Wright, pro parte, in Journ. Linn. Soc. Bot, xxxi
(1903), p. 91.

_
China Orientals. In colonia Hongkong, Wright ; etiaraque

in insula adjacente Lantao, Ford, 3 ; prope Wonka? ejusdem
insula?, Lamont, 758, et mercenarius Fordii, 659.

Typi in Herbario Regale Kewense conservati sunt.

Dioscorea, Hemsleyi. Radix ignota. Gaules pubescentes vel
puberuli, a?tate glabrescentes, inermes, aliquo modo canaliculati,

sinistrorsnm volubiles ; bulbilla? absunt. Folia alterna, late
cordata, membranacea, supra pu^erula, infra dense pubescentia
vel a?tate parum puberula pallidiora, late cordata, basis sinu
rotundato, margine integro, acuminata, apice mucronulata, 8 cm,
longa, 8 cm. lata, 9-nervia, nervis extimis saspius bifurcatis,

nervulis secondares subrectis quam tertiariis parum magis conspi-
cuis, omnibus supra distinctis, majoribus infra solum prominenti-
bus distinctis

; petiolus pnbescens vel puberulus, inermis, supra
late canaliculars, 5 cm. longus. Cymse mascuJse 2—4 mm. longa?,

foliorum divergentibus vel dependentibus ad 10 cm. longis dis-

posita? ; rhacbis bast 10—^5 mm. longa sterilis, pubescens, trigonus
;

bractea? ovato-<-ordata? vel lanceolato-cordata?, puberulae ; braeteola?

absunt. Perianthii masculi floris carapanulati lacinia? in tubo

brevi connata? externe villosa? ; tubus I mm. longus; laciniae

lanceolata?, 6btusa?,brunneo-lineolata?, exteriores quam interiores

paullulo longiores. Stamina sex, ad tubi superioram partem

affixa, aaqualia, perianthio conspicue breviora ; antherae filamentis

breviores. Spicm feemmese solitaria?, ex axil lis foliorum depend-

ej.tes, 5—16-flot a?, 3—5 cm. longa? ; flores solitarii, sessiles, ad 2

mm. remoti ; bmctea? lanceolato-cordata? vel ovato-cordata?. Perian-

thium fceminei floris externa pubescens ; lacinia? ovata?, brunneo-

lineolata?. Stamina infertilia parva adsunt. Ovarium dense
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basi aliquomodo retusas, apice conspicuissir.

oblanceolato-ellipticse, pergamenta

China Australis etiamque in Montibus Shanicis. In provin-
cia Yunnan, prope Meng-tze, inter herbis ad 5000 ped. alt., Henry,
10287. In montibua Shanicis principatu Yawng-hwe ad Fort
Stedman, Abdul Khalil, et ad Indein, alias Ang-teng, Abdul
Ehalil; Pwe-hla, in principatu eiusdem nominis ad 4000 ped.
alt., Collett, 826.

Typi in Horto Botanico Regali ad Calcuttam conservati sunt.

Species haec ab omnibus asiaticis descriptis fi-uctu distinctissima

est ; sed ex China media cel. Pottingerius, dux in exploratione

geographica specimen unicum imperfectum fructu simillimum

Dioscorea Listeri. Radix nobis ignota. Caides glabri, 3

mm. diametro, spinosi, rufo-straminei, alte scandentes ; bulbilli

pedicellati, 10 cm. longi, came sicci-

reticulata. Folia alterna, late ovata, pergamen-

ra "glfO)™' infra basi solum pilis stellatis tecta, apice

, basi cordata vel truncato-cordata, sinu latissimo, mar-
ro, ad 18 cm. longa, ad 16 cm. lata, 7-nervia, nervis

sbilibus, nervis subexternis ad medium folii evanescen-

vulis secondariis obliquis subrectis ; rete nervulorum
;inctum; petiolus pubescens, canaliculatus, 10 cm. Ion-

Spic*fc»n-
longa? ; rhachis subtriangularis

pitatse, apice truncata?, stipite pilis stellatis dense tecto ; ala? coria-

cese, Iatiores quam semicirculares, flavo-stramineae, 35 mm. longae,

30 mm. latre. Semina gemina, castanea, loculo fere implentia, ala

membranacea inaaqualiter cicumcincta.

Naga-

Flores ignoti. Spicmfoemineee 6—8-florse, fn

rum, in valle fluminis Dekho, Watt, 11083 ; in d

ad Tengali Bam, Huq.

Tjpi in Herbario Horti Botanici Regali s ad Calcuttam con-

servati sunt, Teste cel. Wattio planta bulbillos ita copiose format
ut dejecti terram obtegent.

Dioscorea melajtophyma. Tubera obovoideo-rotundata, dense
radiculis obtecta, carne roseo-alba esculente. Caules glabri, iner-

osissimi, ad axillas foliorum producti, 5—7 mm. diametro. Folia
alterna, quinquefolia vel septemfolia, glaberrima, utrinque viridia

;

petiolus glaber, canaliculatus, 6 cm. longus ; foliola petiolata ; medi-
um lanceolatum, basiacutum, apice acuminatum, acumine mirabile
attenuato, ad 9 cm. longum, ad 22 mm. latum, penninervium, nervis
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lateralibus utrinque sex supra inconspicuis'infra parnm conspicuis,

dimidio axjnilonga vel minora
;
petioli ad 6 mm. longi ; necnon in

cauliculis filamentosis folia tripbylla vel simplicia perparva ad-
sunt ; bae simplicia ovata abrupte in acn apicali ineuntia. Racemi
masculi amentiformes, singuli vel perparia producri in axil lis f<>li-

orumparvorum vel bractearum, ad 7 cm. longi,20—40-flori ; rhachis
1 1 .o-pu beseens, basi ad 10 mm. sterili-. supra tim es solitarios 1 mm.

disunites gerens, teres, nec tortus; alabastra globosa ; bractea?
rotundato-ovativ, acuminata', in pedieell.. iusidrnies pubescentes

;

bracteola- absunt. Perianth ii ma.<- u'i laeinia' biseHara>
; exteriores

rotundato-ovata>, acuta-, pubescentes, 1mm. longa* ; inreriores

ovata. brevioro. crassiores. Stamina sex, din'ormia. tres ante peri-

fciitih'W solitariie. in axillis foliorum superiorum, 3—4 cm. longa?,
8—20-flora- ; rbacbis tenuis, in 15 mm. basalibus sterilis, pubes-
cens; bractea? ovata?, acuminata?, 1 mm. longa?; bracteola? parva?,

pubescentes, margine ciliata?, lanceolata?. Perianthii foemint i laei-

nia? biseriata?, pubescentes, exteriores ovato-lanceolata? acuta?,

interiores oblanceolata? minores. Ovarium pubescens. Gapsulse
respicientes, fulva?, berbaceo-pergamentacea?, apice truncata?, basi

rotundata? ; ala? seini-obovata?, concolores, 12—14 mm. longa?, 5
mm. lata?. Semina ignota. Dioscorea melanopbryma (spbalm.)
Dutbie in Stracbey, Catalogue of tbe plants of Kumaon, 1906,

p. 186. Vitis No. 9032, Wall. Cat,

Monies Indle Boeealis et Chin^ Aitstro-occidentalis. Mon-
tes Himalayica? sine loco, T. Thomson in Herb. Iud. or. Hook. f.

& Tbomson: in principatu Kasbmir ad Basaoli, 4500 ped. alt,

C. B. Clarke, 31548; in principals Cbamba valle Sao, 4000—6000
ped. alt., Lace, 1201 : in regione Kulu, Trevor in Mus. R. E. P.

27893 : in principatibus Simlensibus prope Simla, T. Thomson,
Mdgeworth, 83 ; ad Jowai, 6000 ped. alt., Gamble, 4921 : infra Sipi,

Collett, 819 ; in districtu Almora ad urbem Almora, 4000—6000 ped.

alt., Madden, et 5000—6500 ped. alt. Stracliey ; in districtu Dehra
Dun ad Missouri, 5500- 6000 ped. alt., King, Machinnon, Gollan,

22145 in Mus. R. E. P., Duthie, 23098 ; in collibus supra Rajpnr,

ad 4000 ped. alt., Gollan : in Garbwal, Gopal Dutt Pant, 19962

in Mus. R. E. P. : in regno Nepalia, probabiliter ex yicinitate urbis

Kbatmandu, Scully, 261: montes Bbutanica? forsan, sine loco,

Griffith, 956 (K. D. 5560). Montes Khasiana?, sine loco, Be Silva

in Wall. Coll., 9032 ; infra Cberrapunji, Hooker f. et T. Thomson ;

Soyung ad 5500 ped. alt, G. B. Clarke, 44724. In Cbina? provincia

Yunnan, sine loco, Bons d'Anty ; ad Meng-tze, 5500 ped. alt.,

Henry, 102bS
;
etiamque in sylvis ad 4600 ped. alt. Henry, 9495 D ;

ad Ta-ouang-miao prope Ta-pin-tze, Delavay, 3189; ad radices

montis Pee-tsao-long-chan, Delavay, 6643.

Typi in Herbariis bortornm regalium ad Kew et Calcuttam

conservati sunt. Species baec cum D. kamaonensi, Kuntb, facile

negligentia confunditur ; at enira distmcta est.
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Dioscorea Morsel Radix nobis ignota. Gaules glabri, fili-

formes, inermes, sinistrorsum volubiles, virides. Folia alterna,
tenaiter chartacea, supra glaberrima, subtus ad nervos pilis per-
pasillis simplieibus sparsim hirtella, deltoideo-cordata, acutissima
vel actiminMto-acutissima, sinu basis latissimo, margine undulata
scariosa, 7-nervia, nervis extimis bifidis, nervulis reticularis infra
distinctis, plurima 6 cm. longa, 3 5—4 cm. lata; petiolus glaber,
suloatus, 2—3 cm. longus. Spicss masculss singula?, simplices,
axillares ; flores solitarii vel bini, sessiles, in rhachi trigono
sparsim dispositi ; bracteae sub glomerulis florum ovatae, acumi-
nata? ; bracteola? obtusae, saepe triloba}. Perianthii masculi crateri-

formis lacinia? ovatae, apice snbrotundata?. Staminum filamenta
sex, aequnlia, fertilia tres, sterilia tres ; antherae didvmae. Planta
fceminea ignota.

^ China Acstralis. In provincia Kwangsi, ad Kuling, Morse,

Typus in Herbario Horti Regalis Kewensis conservatus est.

Species haec foliis D. panthaicse, Prain et Burkill, similis ; differt

staminibas.

Dioscorea pebsimilis. Radix ignota. Gaules glabri, subquad-

rangulares, inermes, dextrorsum volubiles, rufescentes. Folia

suboppoaita vel alterna, chartacea, glaberrima, pellncide lineolata,

ovato-hastata, acuminata, apice minutissime mucronulata, sinu

basis late deltoideo, margine integro, rufinervia, 8—10 cm. longa,

5__8 cm. lata, septem-nervia, nervis extimis profunde bifidis, ner-

vulis secondares subrectis subtus distinctis
; petiolus glaber, supra

canaliculus, 5—8 cm. longus. Spicss masculse singula? vel per
paria inrat-emum 10—16 cm. longum disposita?, 10—15 mm. longa?

5—20-florae ; flores in rhachi glabro 1 mm. remoti ; alabastra sub-

rotunda ; bracteae rufa?, ovata?, ad 1 mm. longa? ; bracteola? rufa?,

late ovnta?, acuta? vel acuminata?, glabra?, floribus dimidio breviores.

Perianthii viasculi lacinias fere aequilonga?, brunneo-lineolata?,

extetiores naviculari-coticavae subacute?, interiores obovata? obtusae.

Stamina sex, aequalia ; anthera? filamentis longiores. Spicas fee-

minese axillares, dependentes, simplices, 10—20 cm. longa? ; flores

8—15, bieviter pedicellati, despicientes, in rhachi angnlato circa 1

cm. remoti ; bractea? et bracteola? adsunt. Cap ulse despicientes

;

ala?maturae pergamentaceae, paullulo latiores qnam semicirculares,

rufo-straminea?, livido notata?, 20 mm. longa?, 15 mm. lata?. Semina
in quoque loculo gemina, oi biculata, complanata, ala membranacea
testacea fere regulariter circumcincta. D. glabra et D. japonica,

C. H. Wright, pro parte, in Journ. Linn. Soc. Bot. xxxi (1903),

pp. 91-92.

China Australis et Tonkin.
tung in montibus Lo-fan, Fordii
in terra adja<-ente, Fordii mercenarius, 183

:

Henry, 8407, 8690. Tonkin, in sylvis montosis prope Quangyen,
Balansa, 300; ad Moe-ha, Balansa, 4454.
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^
TypHn^Herbario Horti Regalis Kewensis conservati sunt.

Gaulis singulus, teretiusculus, inermis, birsuto-glabrescens, sinis-

trorsum volubilis, 50—100 cm. altus. Folia alterna, tenuiter cbar-
tacea, pilis mollibus supra sparsim infra dense hirsuta, late cor-

data vel superiora ovato-cordata, breviter acuminata, apice minnt-
issime mucronulata, sinu basis lato, margine integra, 7—9-nervia,
nervis extimis sa?pe bitidis, nervis secondariis subiectis utrinque
distinctis, majora ad 7 cm. longa et 7 cm. lata, plnrima 4 cm.
longa et 4 cm. lata; petiolus hirsutus, sulcatus, 2 — 8 cm. longus.
Oymse nwsculse axillares, 4—8-florae, 18 mm. longa? ; flores subses-
Biles in rhaehi birsuto; bractea? lineari lanceolate, 3 mm. longa?

;

bracteola? lanceolata?, minores. Perianthii masculi laciniu- biseri-

atae, omnes lauceolata?, subobtusa?, brunneo-punctata?, exteriores
quam interiores paullulo majores, 1 mm. longae, nec patentes

;

infundibulum 1—1-5 mm. longum. Stamina sex, in tubi superiore
parte affixa ; anthera? introrsa?, filamentis longiores. Cymse foemi
ness 3-flora? ; axis 2—4 mm. longus ; flores ovario incluso 4 mm.
longi. Perianthii fceminei lacinia? ovata?, subobtusa3. Antherse
infertiles sex. Ovarium lanosum, Fructus ignotus.

China Australis. In provincia Yunnan, in clivis calcareis

prope Kongti, infra fauces Hi-chan-men, ad 6500 ped., Delavay,

3030; Yunnanfu, Ducloux, 737.

Typi in herbario Horti Botanici Parisiensis conservati sunt.

Species l.sec ex affinitate P. yunnanensis, Prain et Burkill, et

D. birmaniae, Prain et Burkill, est. Inter cognatas statura pusilla

distinctissima.

Dioscorea Scortechinii. Radix nobis ignota. Gaules pilis

rufis hirtello-glabrescentes, spinosi, castanei, ut videtur dextrorsum
volubiles. Folia alterna, 5— 7-folia, glabra, siccitate brunneo-viri-

dia
;
petiolus glaber, parum canaliculars, 6- 7 cm. longus ;

foliola

petiolulata ; foliolum medium oblanceolato-obovatum, basi acutum,
ex apice obtuso vel subrotundato abrupte acuminatum, ad 8 cm.
longum, ad 4 cm. latum, penninervium, nervis lateralibus utrinque ad
7 - -

*

petiolulus 5mm. longus ; foliola lateralia medio simillima sed paululo

minora. Planta musculo, ignota. Spicse fceminess longissime pedun-

culate, 10—20-flora, solitaria?, ex axillia foliorum pHrvornm supe-

riorum vel bractearum pendulse
;
pedunculus sterilis pilis rufis

hirta, mox glabrescens, ad 10 cm. longus ; rhacbis fertilis pilis

castaneis subpersistentibus hirsutus, ad 6 cm. longus ;
bractea?

ovata?, acuta?, castanea?, pubescentes, 2 mm. longa?, Flores subses-

siles. Perianthii fceminei laciniaj consimiles, late ovata?, acuta?,

pilis castaneis dense pubescentes, 1.5 mm. longae. Ovarium dense

pilis castaneis pubescens, 4—5 mm. longum. Cojpsulse conspicua?,
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exspicientes, apice mucronata?, basi truncato-cordata?, mox matur-
itate ad apicem secedentes ; ala? subrectangulares, angulis extends
duobus rotundatis, glabra?, fusco-castanea?, 4—5 cm. longa?, 11—12
mm. lata?. Semina ignota.

Perak. Maxwell's hill, Scortechini. Tonkin. In monte Bavi,
ad 6500 ped. alt., Balansa, 4325.

Typi in Herbario fiorti Botanici Regalis ad Calcuttam con-
servati sunt et ad Kew. Species distinctissima.

_
Dioscorba vexans. Tubera esculenta. Caules glabri, teretins-

cub, mermes, dextrorsum volubiles, virides vel rubescentes, nec
bulbilliferi. Folia utrinque glabra, viridia, pellucido-punctata vel
lineolata, opposita vel alterna, seepissime opposita vel subopposita,
ovata vel cordato-ovata vel in plantis immaturis ovato-hastata,
apice acuminata, basi vel obtusissima vel truncata vel sinu aperto
cordata vel hastata, margine integro anguste hyalino, 8—12 cm.
longa, 5—8 cm. lata,3—5-nervia, nervis primariis lateralibus a medio
remotioribus, nervulis secondariis supra vix distinctis infra dis-

tinctis aliquomodo tortuosis
;
petiolus glaber, sulcatus, 2—5 cm.

longus vel longior. Spicaemasculse nunc 1—4-nata? in inflorescent-

ias racemiformes 14—25 cm. longas decurvas disposita?, nunc at

rare- ad foliorum axillas 4—6-glomerata?, 8—20 mm. longa?, 9—25-
nora? rhacbis panicula? tenuis •, rhacbes spicarum in modo zigzag
torti, filiformes ; alabastra globosa, sessiles ; bractea? ovata?, acuta?,

05 mm. longa? ; bracteola? similes, perparva?. Perianthii masculi
lacinire exteriores oblonga?, obtusa?, firms, brunneo-lineolata?, vix
1 mm. longa? ; interiores exterioribus minores, oblanceolata?, crassa?.

Stamina sex, a?qualia, antheris filamenta a?quantibus introrsis.

Spicse foeminese 1—2-nata?, 15—20 cm. longa?, dependentes, circa

12-flora? ; flores foeminei stricte sessiles, despicientes, 1—2 cm.
remoti, bibracteolati, glabri. Capsulas dependentes, stipitata?

;

ala? subcoriacea?, semicirculares et apice et basi cuneata?, irnma-

INSULA Andamanic^:. Sine loeis. Fr.n'mi mercenarily,

25, 97 ; South Andaman, sine loco, Heinig, 314 ; Port Blair in col-

libus saxosis, Kingii mercenarius, 553, 569 ; Port Mouat in sylvia

montosis, Kingii mercenarius ; Bajajag valley, Heinig ; Namuna
ghar, King

;
Balughat, Kingii mercenarius : Baratang island,

Typi in Herbario Horti Regalis ad Calcuttam conservati
sunt. Species haec ad D. glabram, Roxb., valde affiuis est ; differt

foliis inflorescentiisque.

DioscOREA wabburgiana, Uline. Radix nobis ignota. Caules
glabri, teretiusculi, leves, ut videtur dextrorsum volubiles. Folia
alterna glabra, subcoriacea, utrinque viridia, ovato-elliptica, basi
rotundata vel truncata, apice subito breviterque acuminata, apice
ipso rotundato, 11—12 cm. longa, 8 cm. lata, margine rigido hya-
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bus, nervulis reticulatis, supra et infra promineutibus
;

petio-
lus glaber, conspicue sulcatus, 4 cm. longus. Spicte masculie
bina? vel tenia? vel qnaterna1 ad axillas foliorum, usque ad 17 cm.
longa?; alabastra ovato-oblonga ; flores ad 60, solitarii, sessiles,

remotiores
; bractea? oblongo-lanceolata? ; bracteohv ovato-oblonga-,

acuminata?, bracteis dimidio brevioivs. r> tymth/i masculi lacinia?

eolatee ; exteriores basi lata* ; interiores basi angustata?, exteriori-

busminores. Stamina sex, ad basin periantbii insi-rta. sul>;i M ual ia .

anthera? oblonga?, filamentis duplo longiores. Plantu fu-miwu
ignota. D. ivarburgiana, Uline MS., ex Koorders in Mededeel.
'SLands Plantentuin, xix (1898) 313.

Insula Celebes. In di-tri<-ru Minahasa ( Menado ) in sylvis

prope Pinaniorongan, Koorders, 16720 ; ad Gorontalo, Riedel.

Species haec ex exemplis a cel. Koordersio benevolente com-

Dioscorea Wattii. Tubera ignota. Gaules glabri, striati

lineis 8 vel pluribus, juniores inermes, dextrorsum volubiles, viri-

des, nec bulbilliferi. Folia utrinque glabra, nitentia, viridia, cori-

acea, opposita vel alterna ( sa?pissime opposita vel subopposita ),

elongato-ovata, acuminata, apice mucronulata, basi rotundata,
margine integro flavo indurato, ad 10 cm. longa, ad 5 cm. lata,

5-nervia, nervis extimis submarginalibus, nervulis secondares sub-
rectis supra subdistinctis infra distinctis

;
petiolus glaber, late sul-

catus, 3—4 cm. longus. Spicm masculse 2— 4-nata? in inflorescentiis

racemiformibus strictis ad 20 cm. longis disposita?, 3—4 cm. longa?,

15—25-flora? ; rhachis panicula? fere 2 mm. diametro ;
rhaches

spicarum recti vel aliquomodo cnrvati : alabastra obovoideo-glo-
bosa, sessilia j bractea? ovata?, acuminata?, ad axim repressae ; brac-

teola? absunt. Periahthii masculse lacinise exteriores late oblonga?,

apice rotundata?, firma?, brunneo-lineolatse, interiores similes mino-
res. Stamina sex, aequalia, antheris filamentis a?quilongis intror-

sis. Spicse foeminem simplices, 10—12-flora?. Capsidse magus, des-

picientes, nedicellata? ; ala? latiores quam semicircnlares, admodum
coriacea?, ad basin cuneata?, 30—34 mm. longa?, 25 mm. lata?. Semina

in quoque loculo gemina, subovata, complanata, ala membranacea

castanea parnm ineequaliter circumcincta.

India Orientalis. In montibus sikkimensibus ad Rishop

Jhora, King. In montibus Khasianis provincia? Assam ad Cherra-

punji, Griffith ad Cherrapunji et prope rivulo Borpani, Hooker f.et

Thomson; Mambo ad 3000 ped. alt., C. B. Clarke, 43801 :
in monti-

bus Nagarum sine loco, Griffith, 5551 pro parte ; ad Dimapur, 400

ped. alt., Kingii mercenarius ; in districtn Sibsagar ad Rajahbari.

Watt, 11264. In Bengalia orientali, sine loco, Griffith, 5537, 5551,

Typi in Herbario Horti Regalis ad Calcuttam conservati sunt.

Foliis D. aculeate, Linn., similis est.





Buddhist Inscription from Hasra Kol,

The materials for this

b of A. W. Keith, Esq.,

opening one of the many mounds still to be seen in the
" laya, Mr. Keif

reprodnced. The slab
of hornblende rock, 2' 2" diameter, was found in the centre of the
mound and 4' below the surface : it was horizontally laid in clay
on what would seem to have been the floor of a building. Below
it was a shaft 9" square and 10' deep, coated with 1" lime-plaster
compactly filled with earth, and resting on a bed of rock. Exca-
vation of this shaft yielded nothing.

Our inscription is a dharani or magic litany for the protec-
tion of a building or enclosure of some kind which belonged to a
monk named Vipulakaramati. Lines 11—19 contain the prayers,
which begin with an invocation to the Rsis and to the Usnisa and
white parasol of all the Tathagatas, and continue with the magic
syllables hum, brum and the rest so combined as to hinder or
destroy the evil influences not only of men, yaksas and raksasas,
but also of 84,000 demons and 28,000 constellations. Of more
special interest to the student of the iconography of Buddhism
in its later forms is the unusual combination of a sadliana or
mystical invocation (lines 1—11) with a rough, but graphic
representation of the process by which the devotee is to realize

his identity with the deity (in this case, the Buddha) whom he
invokes. There cannot be much doubt as to the symbolism of

some of the objects drawn within the circle, viz., the Vajra and
the Candra, or white disc of the moon, and the syllable hum
inscribed within the latter. But what is to be said of the human
figure on the right and on the left of the Vajra ? Mahamaho-
padhyaya Haraprasada pastrl very kindly supplies a note in

which he holds that the figure with the full mukuta is the Tatha-

gata with whom the worshipper is directed to identify himself
;

while the other figure, which does not wear a full mukuta, is the

worshipper, the difference in the attitudes being intended to show

that both the Tathagata and the worshipper have left the Vajra

behind in their flight. A second interpretation I owe to the

courtesy of the Rev. Ekai Kuwaguchi of Tokio, now residing in

Benares, according to whom " the figure on the observer's right

is Upayakaucalya or the Means of Salvation and that on the left

is Prajnaparamita or Transcendental knowledge." Whether

the rude drawings are in themselves decisive is a quest«on for

those who know. I would merely recall attention to our text
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which describes the devotee at two stages
;
first, when by a mental

act he is about to realize the yellow hum within the white disc of

the moon (lines 1 and 2) ; and next, when after realizing his

identity with the Buddha, he has turned away from Vajra and

Moon, ^5r^TO«TWreTT5r (1. 4). Can it be the case that the

figure here outlined is only that of the devotee himself as in

progress through the stages which our text describes ?

Our inscription is not dated ; but on paleeographical grounds
it may be assigned to the twelfth century. Its alphabet clearly

belongs to the Proto-Bengali type, to use the convenient name
given by Buehler to that eastern variety of the Nagari alphabet,
which during the twelfth century shows numerous and distinct

traces of changes leading up to the modern Bengali Script.

The engraver has done his work badly. Some of his errors and

2. fief 0 ^ + + + + + + + + + ^
3. ^r*rni!3t + +-f + + + + + + + + <r

4. ?j+ + + + + + + +^r

^ri) *fifefcf ct^3 ?r

10. *r^hr^ uidmmw fammT? ?r4-

11. cT^TITeTTTITKT^ I €f| ^fairaF9*% 3tt

12- cnnTTcft^tJTferrgq^ i IP**? t& f%?n-

13. *^n^ i w ? ? ? l
Jn^rcTpri ^Wf^t vu

14. ? K ? ? gsfo^ lT^^ lMT f^^^PT^ft || y«jf^*
1

5

• wf -*<x<*l[<*\i\ wr^wiht f^i^wT^fr^ i j[*f^fto

16. Sjfa^cffai «H4-4I«YVNDT ^t^JW^tT^t I

17. jfiBf wt" ? it vrrrarnBi fowsrin^ i

18
- ^1* f^f^sTTCfwr: ii
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Lines 19.
*f 'f'f^

fitfa *E^T#t « ii ii ttojhii: i

Lines 1. 2. Read ^ (or ) HT^tcT

iftcf I
The loop to the left of ^ is marked with a

sort of Kakapaksa, which would seem to mean
that the loop is either ^ wrongly placed below ^,

4. Omit cT after a^f ; as a mark of elision is visible

in the right hand margin.

5. Read ^s^TO^flTfiRpr cTRm^*^ The con-

junct "H was at first engraved after TO^tT and

then corrected into U ; but the further necessary-

corrections were overlooked.

6. Read q^jTrHfti* l*M fT^TUT
7. Read ^flTO

11. Supply a principal verb, e.g., f^HT^cT after

cT^TJRnfiwrq Read ^sfturnnrei^r, wnich is a

loose construction. The cursive form of R is here

12. Read eTOroft^hrfWTTaiHl I

„ 12, 13. f^T^ft^ro^ft or fWto"*;-ej<n*Cr ?

„ 13, 14, 16. Read Mark the not infrequent conjunction

of guttural S with palatal ^ which, as Buehler

observes, was probably due to faulty pronunciation.

17. Read 5J«T*ri WTTOTm The engraver apparently

began with the letter 3T.

19. m W W *nWT or *TT*ft is obscure.
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49- The Kosi River, and some lessons to be learnt from it.

By Captain F. C. Hirst.

Speaking of the work of man, in contrast with that of
nature, in the basin of the Mississipi River, Chambeilm and
Salisbury, two eminent American scientists, say I

:
—

The Mississipi and Gauges (with such parts of the feeders
of the latter as occupy a portion of the region known as the
Gangetic plain) have much in common, and the advice tendered
,by the two authorities quoted above applies with greater force to
India than to America, because the conclusions arrived at by
American experts are based on the results of a scientific examin-
ation of the Mississipi River, executed with greater care and in

more minute detail than similar operations in any other part of

the globe. Where the authorities in the United States have
ample information to euide them in dealing practically with river

questions, we, in India, are compelled to resort to speculation,

based on the analogy of the rivers of other countries which, from

rivers flowing through plains similar to the Gangetic plain

very fair idea of how far it is, or is not, at present, advisable to

tamper with such a stream as the Kosi along its reaches in the

plains themselves.
The Kosi River is well known to most people in Bengal as a

scourge to the districts of Bhagalpur and Purnea, and. from time

to time, what may be considered as futile efforts to mitigate, or

even annul, the devastating effects of the river have been

attempted ; the means adopted have invariably been embankments,

which, although they may have afforded temporary relief in

certain places, cannot be considered to have justified the

* Ohamberlin and Salisbury, " Geology and its processes," p. 620.
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expenditure which their provision and maintenance entailed and
still entail. The history of the endeavours to keep the river

under control appears to go back a very long way; although there

is no direct evidence to show the date of construction of the Bir

Band (vide diagram No. 1), which originally appears to have
been built; along the right bank of the Kosi as a protective work,
that date is certainly several centuries back. The Band extends

for many miles roughly along Longitude 87° East, and to this day
is, in places, in a very fair state of preservation. It bears strong

evidences, however, more particularly south of the Bengal and
Nor r,h-Western Railway, of having been broken from time to time,

and the frequent gaps in it show that it has suffered considerably
either at the hands of the Kosi, or—and this is just as likely—from
the ravages of other rivers lying to the west of the Band; no
waterways appear to have been left through the Band, and to-day

it stands as a relic of a useless attempt to tamper with the

master of the situation. The above remarks are based on the

assumption that the Bir Band is a river-protection work; there

are those who look on it as a boundary fortification; if this latter

view is correct, there would assuredly be portions of the Band
raised above its ordinary level to serve as forts, blockhouses, or

spy- posts. There is no sign of any such elevations in the whole
length of the Band, and it may therefore, I think, be accepted
without demur that the embankment was built to protect certain

In recent times, on the left bank of the Kosi, in the Purnea
District, private enterprise has copied the work of the makers
of the Bir Band, giving temporary relief, which, as will be seen
later, is probably a menace to " future welfare." At the point at

which the Kosi enters the Ganges considerable training works
have been erected by the Bengal and North- Western Railway
Company ; these are of modern type, and a description of them
is beyond the scope of this note.

In all the attempts referred to above, perhaps with the
exception of the modern works at the mouth of the Kosi, which
lead the river into the Ganges below a bridge, no effort appears
to have been made to provide for suitable emergency or other
outlets through the embankments; this point is significant, and
its results will be explained in detail hereafter.

About eighteen months ago, an officer of the Public Works
Department was placed temporarily on special duty to make a full

enquiry into the movements of the Kosi River, and to report what

known to the writer, before this officer had carried out any of

the considerable amount of field work which a report would have
necessitated, he reverted to his substantive appointment, and
the matter has not since been reopened. From time to time the
Purnea Local Board has enquired into the subject, but no serious
steps have been taken, as far as I am aware, to carry into practice
the many and varied suggestions put forward by those who had
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a local knowledge of the rivers action. Mr. Shillingford,' some
years ago, published a pamphlet on the river, advocating the

hung from the point at which the K. si haves the hills and enters

Mr. Shillingford believed that the lateral movement, after a

definite period, became reversed, and in this manner the whole
area of operation of the river was covered, time after time, by a
succession of its beds. This theory is doubtless partially correct,

but does not hold good altogether ; recent writings, mostly
published since Mr. Shilling-ford's time, show that a perpetual
oscillation theory cannot he accepted under the circumstances.

Mr. H. Green, the Public Works Officer referred to as
having been placed on special duty to examine the Kosi some
months back, asked me, since I had then very recently finished a
survey of the river in British territory, if I could give him
any information which would be of use to him; but althongh
I had been studying this river for some time, I did not feel

competent to give any opinion which would be of practical use
to Mr. Green

;
further, since I considered the embankment system

to be an erroneous one for a river like the Kosi, and since I believed

that the Public Works Department would, if it attempted training

operations, be compelled to resort to rigid embankments, I decided
that it would be best to give no opinion at that time, but to

continue the study of the river. This note is the result of the further
study just alluded to, and although it is somewhat superficial, the
evidence used shows clearly that the time for the rigid training

of the Kosi is at a considerable distance ahead of us In arriving

at this conclusion the reasoning made use of gives material for

a discussion on other matters connected with the rivers of Bengal,
Eastern Bengal and Assam, the importance of which does not appear
to have been fully realized.

The training of rivers is a subject which has received much
attention from engineers for many centuries past ; the Phoenicians
and the ancient Egyptians inaugurated a science which in the last

300 years has resulted in the launching of projects having far-

reaching effects. The Chinese, however, probably give us the best

examples of the deplorable results which wrongly-designed attempts

to benefit one generation have had on posterity ; an important river,

in the act of fulfilling a definite programme of land construction

by the deposition of the sediment carried in its waters, was forced

into a fixed bed, and maintained there by the closing, with
embankments, of the natural outlets which permitted flood

waters to deposit the matter which they held in solution or

suspension, on hinds which sadly needed it. Each succeeding

generation has been compelled to raise the height of the embank-
ments, to make them keep pace with an ever-increasing flood

Proceedings, 1898, page 41.
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level; at the present time the river runs many feet above tbe

surrounding country, while the low lands liave been drainedand
cultivated and support a dense population increasing year by year

;

an unusually heavy flood breaks down or overtops the embank-
ments, ami the pent-up waters deal death to the posterity of those
who. < riinmilly in good faith, prepared the way for disaster.

The terrible results of the embankment system in China
should serve as a warning to Indian engineers ; it is very doubtful

if the warning has yet been taken, and it is more than probable

that the heavy floods which in very recent years have devastated

several of the North Bihar districts are mainly, if not. entirely,

due to the prevalence of embankments in those parts
;
any training

works carried out with the object of forcing a river of the nature

of those under discussion, however small that river may be, to follow

be contrary to the intentions of nature herself. An embankment,
with little or no waterway through it for the carrying off of flood

waters, is a glove thrown in nature's face—an insult which she has
not yet been known to leave unavenged.

1 am told on good authority, by those with mature experience

one district over eighteen inches in thirteen years, and in another

over three feet in twenty years ; the latter district is Darbbanga,
where recent floods have done inconceivable and irreparable damage

;

the former district is Muzaffarpur, the figures being those of

Mr. Disney, District Engineer, up to 1898. Sincethat date the flood

levels appear to have shown signs of further rising. Further
afield we find similar troubles, Midnapore being a fair example

;

there, I am informed, lands which were dry a few years back

are now perennially inundated. Many other instances of floods

being on the increase might be quoted, and it is very significant

tracts. I admit, that there are well-known cases in which floods

do serious damage although embankments do not exist in the

neighbourhood, or. if they exist, they are too insigni liea nt to

be serious factors in the trouble ; but as far as I can ascertain,

in intensity in which embankments do not exist close at hand and it

seems to be pretty certain that where floods occur in localities in

which there are no embankments, those floods do not appear to be
becoming more violent, as years go on. The natural inference is

that the embankment is to blame for increases in floods under most

There is a difference of opinion as to the actual effect of

embankments on the beds of streams, some authorities holding that

although the bed of the stream is undeniably raised, there is a
limit to the possible rise. I do not consider that sufficient proof

has yet been brought forward to show that a limit exists, and

that the damage which may occur before the limit is reached is

infinitely worse than that which would be caused, in the interim,
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by floods of a more or less fixed high level. Embankments
designed to keep every drop of flood water from protected lands
are inadvisable, bnt it may be admitted that if the design of I he
embankments permits certain flood waters to wander over protected

words, it may, at any time <>f unusual flood, be necessary to admit
flood waters to so-called protected lauds even to the extent of
seriously inundatinir those lands.

The catchment area of the Kosi. in the 1 1 ima lavas, has been
estimated by v'.Wl IJurrard, F. K S.J at about 'J; '2 square

•rcoloL'icallv speaking, subjected to a heavy annual rainfall. In
point of area of hill catchment, the Kosi is" considered f. be the
third largest of the Himalayan Kivers. ranking second only to the
Indus nnd the Brahmaputra. The Kosi, for the last 100 miles of
its course, runs nearly in a straight line. Ivinir almost due North
and South, from the point at winch it del ouches ft om a d, tile it, the
Siwalihs (or outer Himalayas) to that at which il empti.s iistdf

into the Ganges, opposite Colgong. This 100 miles occupies a bed,

or rather a series of beds, on the plain, which slopes, with a slight

tilt from West to East, from North to South. The tilt of the plain
of the Ganges in this neighbourhood is of utmost importance. At
Brst sight it would be natural to expect the river, in British
territory, to take a course bearing somewhat east of South; in

bygone days the river actually took such a course, but, from its

original position (roughly South-east, and possibly still more East
than South-east), it has gradually moved westwards until it assumed
its present course, which it probably maintaius mainly by virtue of

the large volume of water which it carries in the rains.

The subject is perhaps best approached by considering the

Kosi River as it was, as it is, and as it will be
;
history, tradition

and science combine to give us a good idea of the past, the present

is known, and the future history, thanks mainly to the careful

attention given to the subject of the movement of rivers by the

United States Government, can be foretold, I believe, with a
considerable degree of accuracy.

The history of the river has been very greatly affected bv the

gradual depression of the rock floor underlying the Gangetic plain,

owing, perhaps, to the amount and the weight of the silt which

for ages has been accumulating on the surface. Some scientists

aver that the weight of silt deposited is sufficient to bend inwards

the more or less elastic crust of the earth : this depression may have

caused a rise in land elsewhere, and the rise, in the case under

discussion, would have occurred in the Siwalik Ranges. ^It is,

1 Burrard and Hayden—" Geography and Geology of the Himalaya Monn-

taina nnd Tibet," ^Part III, page 1M
;
see also

P^.^^y^hree authore*?©

be the third largest of Himalayan Risers ;^but it^s admittedthat the figure*
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rising, owe their elevation to the thrust from the North which has

elevated the Himalayas. History, tradition, and even ocular

evidence support the theory of recent elevation of the Siwaliks, and
it is unnecessary to enter further into the scientific side of the

question in this note.

Diagram No. 1 shows, in black, the country just North and
South of the main channel of the Kosi River as it exists now, with-

in the line of the hills, and, in red, the same area as surveyed by
Rennell and published in his famous atlas of 1783 ; the positions of

towns marked in red are identical in both the old and recent maps
and they have been used as the fitting points between the two
surveys ; there are, undoubtedly, many discrepancies in Rennell's

of most of the

it might be! but,

8

fortu^ately/'in 1767
6

Kinloch marched up^ the

i
-

^

!

distance [from Mynathpur to the point marked X (in red) in

Rennell's map] agrees almost exactly with the accepted distance

between Mynathpur and the junction of the Likhu with the

Kosi. Admitting, then, that Rennell's map is somewhat out in

Azimuth (as will be seen later, it does not follow that this is the

case), it is clear that inaccuracies which are of any practical

importance need not be anticipated in direct distances in Rennell's

map in this vicinity. A further point in favour of Rennell is that

our own maps of this neighbourhood are not based on a careful

detailed survey.

Examining the diagram, we find that in 1767 the Comla
(Kamla) flowed right through the Siwaliks, while to-day it rises

in them
;
further, on reaching the point X, Kin loch noted a strong

stream flowing from the North,, probably the main stream of the

old Kamla, and he found (or he would surely have noted it) no

f
:

:

'
:

•
'

:

-
:

•
.

-
:

'

',

' ' • :':_:-::...:,:.<
I

having followed it for some distance, he returned to Mynathpur by
the road he had gone by. Now Rennell shows the west arm of

the old Kamla (the stream last mentioned above) as rising east of

the present junction of the Tamba and Kosi, and here we meer. the

only really inaccurate point in Rennell's map; the inaccuracy can,

however, be explained by the fact that Kinloch did not follow that

stream to its source and that he may have given it an imaginary
source in high land into uhi.-h it di>a pp. -at v<l I'mm his view. Be
this as it may, I think that there is little doubt but, that the stream
carried the water of the Tamba Kosi to the point X, and there,

receiving the waters of the Likhu Kosi, turned southwards, and
was known as the Kamla for the rest of its course.

We may therefore suppose that the Likhu Kosi was the upper
direct feeder of the Kamla, but the difference between the poiut X
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and the junction of the Likhu and main Kosi still needs explana-
tion. In 1767 no stream ran eastwards from the junction just
mentioned, while a very strong stream now runs in that direction
and intercepts the waters of the Likhu and Tamba Kosis ; the
natural tendency of the Likhu Kosi's mouth under the new condi-
tions would be to move eastwards, and it is possible that Rennell's
map is not, after all, out in Azimuth.

In addition to the evidence of Rennell's map, there are other
points which support the conclusions drawn from that map.

We have said that the Tamba Kosi in 1767 very probablv
flowed into the Kamla ; when it is remembered that different

languages are spoken on either side of the Siwaliks, that K. and
T. are almost, if not actually, linguistically interchangeable luttet s

;

and lastly, that the nomenclature of many Himalayan rivers is at
present a controversial point, it must be admitted that there is a
great similarity between the names Tamba and Kamla; this

similarity is emphasized by the existence, in the Purnea District,

of a stream also known as the Kamla which is in direct prolonga-
tion of the upper course of the most easterly feeder of the Kosi,

viz., the Tamru 1
; here we find almost an identical parallel with

the former example.
A further and even more striking case exists ; the Tiljooga

River now flows in imaginary prolongation of the Dudh Kosi ; if the
Siwaliks did not exist, the two rivers would probably be one. At
one time this appears to have been the case; for, if we look to the
north of the Choorea Ghatee Hills we find a stream called the
Trigooja crossing the dotted red line between the Dudh Kosi and
the Tiljooga ; the elevation of the Choorea Ghatee Hills » would
cause the appearance of such a stream as the Trigooja, and it is

very remarkable that its name shonld be that of what 1 assume
nee crossed the present bed of the

Trigooja at right angles.

Tradition in North Bhagalpur states that, in the past,

streams of much greater size than the existing rivers flowed from
the north ; a careful observer may notice that the undulations
which occur in this part have, although long since smoothed by
wind and weather, still the appearance of remains of old beds of

important streams
'

t dead, runs in a bed which was obviously made
a river of very much greater importance.

Science, history, tradition and ocular demonstration all agree

t III, of their " Geography and

amrn
Ve
(Monttorerif)7

a

T?mor

and Tibet," Part III, footnote to page 149.

affluents of the Kosi have not been forced to converge by the ridges

mthwarda from Kinchinjanga and Gosainthan, but by the recent
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in pointing to a recent elevation of the Siwaliks, and I hope that

sufficient evidence lias been brought forward to convince the reader

that the feeders of the Kosi within these hills, were, in very recent

times, independent or semi-independent rivers flowing southwards
through the area now occupied by the Siwaliks.

At first sight it may appear to be strange that of all the feeders

of the Kosi River, north of the Siwaliks, only one, the Aran, has

maintained a way through those hills to the plains ; there

are several reasons for the phenomenon
;

first, there are falls

at the point of egress from the hills, and the elevation at that

point has been insufficient to check the course of the river, or

possibly the erosion of the river has been able to keep pace with
the elevation. Secondly, from time to time, the Arun has been
reinforced by the waters of other streams on each flank, find this

reinforcement must have had a considerable effect both on the

wearing power and the head of water passing through the gorge
at which the Arun changes its name to the Kosi.

^

Thirdly, the

the river The second^xplanation is most probably the true one.

It is reasonable to suppose that the growth of the Siwaliks

Still continues, and it seems possible, but improbable, that the exit

from the hills may eventually be closed. At the worst the closing-

would be temporary, for, if once blocked, the dammed-
would soon, having raised themselves to a sufficiently hi-h level,

re-establish the flow towards the plain. It is hardly likely, I think,

that the rate of elevation to-day is sufficient to again cause the
damming up of the river.

The changes detailed above are so far-reaching, startling, and
contrary to the very slow processes of nature, as generally accepted

by geologists, that, before proceeding further, it may be well to

consider whether other agencies, besides that of slow growth due
to the depression of the plains, have not helped to effect those

Roughly speaking, a slow elevation of one foot in a century

would, in a hill, be geologically rapid; from the term "slow eleva-

tion" I exclude the effects of a catastrophe. We do not know,
tely, how many feet were added to the height of the

Siwaliks before the bead-waters of the old Kamla were deflected

towards the Arun. The minimum growth must have been several

feet, and it is possible that even a fifty-foot rise may have been

the interval between Kinloch's time and our own, but since 1762
no sudden earth movement has occurred which would have caused

the changes under discussion ; Kinloch in 1767, or five years after

the greatest earthquake which India has known in modern times,

found a state of affairs existing which has altered very materially

in the last 140 years, and. although the shock of 1762 may have
been one of the ruling factors in the commencement of the changes,
it cannot be altogether responsible for them, unless it caused a
continued imperceptible growth which continued for some time.
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intense than such earthquakes as that of 1897; the effects of that
shock are not properly known; certain areas in the plains wort,

certainly depressed, but how tar these depressions were only due
to local conditions of sub-soil, etc., we have no knowledge.

streams, in and near the Siwaliks, changed their courses consider-
ably; it is well known that in this region minor changes are
not of infrequent occurrence, and that nature has not yet assigned
anything like permanent levels to the Si walik regions ; at the same

insecure levels. After the earthquake, the Nepal I )url>ar ra used an
enquiry into the changes in stream beds to he made, but
unfortunately the records of the enquiry have not been preserved,

k
^

It is of no use to speculate further on the subject ; if geologists

1- !. ,,r sii^jis of water wear on the rocks over which the Comla
flowed MM vears mx<j : and a-ain, an examination of the supposed
old sill of the Dudh Kosi, for the name of that river implies a
heavy silt-carrying capacity, and consequently severe rock-abraising
power, might yield information that at one time a river had passed
over what is now a dip in the Siwalik ranges. Surveyors, too,

could throw light on the situation by measuring the heights of

wester?arm" of the Kosi within the hills.
P

The past, present, and future history of that portion of the
river lying within the hills has now been dealt with ; its case is

very different from that of the portion occupying the plains ; in the
hills the function of the river is to carry away, as fast as possible,

all debris and matter it can pick up, carry, and push along, and also

such material as it is able to transport in solution ; the river is fed

with matter to be transported in a number of ways, the
which need not be entered into here ; the chemical and mechanical
denudation of the hills are the feeding agents, and a description of

these two agents is outside the scope of this note. On reaching
the plains, the river enters on a new phase of activity; in its

mountain reaches it was destructive, but in the plain it i\

entirely by the river from deposits placed layer upon layer, deposits

carried from the hills and built up by slow processes during many
thousands of years. The plains section of the river is at the present

wiirb^seen^fater^its
0

finaJ^fe^object will bTcompleted by 'the

assumption of destructive action, during which stage, having first

levelled its catchment area to the level of its plain area, it will, by
slow degrees, reduce both to the level of the sea; until then the

object with which nature originally created the river cannot be
finally fulfilled; every river, except the mountain torrent which
precipitates itself directly into the sea, into a large lake or another

stream close to the hills, must pass through three stages of existence,
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namely, its youth, during which it is destructive in its action,

(the Kosi River in the hills), its middle asre, or constructive stage

(the Kosi in the plains, as we see it now), and, Anally, its old age,

or perhaps dotage is a better term, in which it again becomes
destructive to the extent of eventually destroying itself. Earth
movements may prolong any one stage for a period which to us is

immeasurable, but the final result must be one, from the river's

point of view, of self-annihilattou.

The action of the river in its constructive stage is somewhat
complicated; although definite laws are obeyed by every river

under similar circumstances, there are certain points connected
with these laws which, being often inexplicable to us, are* classed

together as the " character " of a river ; for instance, if a river

invariably carried the same amount of water, if its bed followed

a slope which never varied, and if the soil, sand, or rock over

which it passed were homogeneous and of the same material as its

banks for its whole course, the river miodat fairly be classed as

one with no individual character. Any variation, however slight

it may be, from the perfect river just described, must introduce

at least one element of character which may upset, at any moment,
the calculations and plans of the greatest river expert living

;

fortunately for us, theoretically, the Kosi boasts of little personal

character during the last 80 miles of its
>

course, and, with one

exception, its movements should be obedient to accepted rules.

The exception is the actual reason for a sudden change of course,

and it will be dealt with later on.

Immediately on the Indian side of the falls by which the
Kosi enterst he plains, lies a comparatively steep-sided cone con-

sisting of silt, rocks and debris ejected from the hills by the current
of the river, bub which the energy of the river has been insufficient

to carry forward and deposit uniformly over the plains, or remove
to the sea ; the loss of energy is due to the sudden change in grade
which, above the falls, is that of a mountain torrent and below
them that of a comparatively sedate body of flowing water;
through the alluvial cone the river runs in one main channel
which may be considered to be semi-permanent ; its permanency
depends entirely on no chancre occurring at its debouching point,

and, since that point is hedged in by hard rock, a semi- permanent
channel aft least may be accepted through the debris cone ; if a
very heavy fall of rock occurred on the east or west side of the
gorge, which now leads the Kosi into its present path, changes of

great magnitude might be anticipated, but as will be seen later,

the longer time the plain-building operations of the river are
permitted to go on as at present, the smaller will become the
danger of a great and unexpected change of course. Rocks wear
away so slowly by weathering, and building operations progress

so comparatively rapidly, that each year renders sudden changes
at this point more improbable. South of the cone the plains

spread out on all sides awaiting the pleasure of the river to elevate

The action of a moving body of water over a sandy plain is
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somewhat similar to that of a freshwater stream entering the sea ;

the effect of the latter at once gives a clue to the methods of the
former; if a freshwater stream enters the sea at a given point,

under ideal conditions, a " bar " will be formed ; one cause of this

bar is the deposition of the silt carried by the river; the velocity

of the stream, which alone permitted the carrying of silt, is

neutralized by the sea, and practically all material carried in sus-

pension is dropped. In addition to carrying matter in suspension
as already stated, the stream exerts part of its energy in rolling

sand, and sometimes stones and boulders, along the bottom of its

bed; these, in their turn, help to increase the size of the bar; it

we apply the action of this bar-forming river to that of the Kosi
in the plains, on which there is no sea to neutralize the flow, it is

easy to see what must happen.
The first work of the Kosi is to roll along its bottom the

stones which it is propelling, and with them as much other
material as can be conveniently transported ; the result is a some-
what steep bed until, with a decreased current, the power to roll

material falls to a minimum ; the river has then reached what we
may look on as a normal of gradient; even then it will continue to

roll matter along its bottom, but the further we get from the cone

the smaller in bulk will be the matter rolled. All this time two
other phases of actions are in progress; as the velocity of the

and matter is steadily deposited in the bed, so that the bed
becomes gradually raised. The other phase is one which I believe

has not been sufficiently noticed by writers on the subject; it is a
kind of ploughing action which tends to push to one side, and
deposit there, a considerable amount of material which helps very
greatly to form the unstable banks which all such rivers as the

Kosi have. Here we see the parallel between water running into

the sea and into a plain sand. In the former a bar was formed,
in the latter the water continues to push forward, and in

to one side, all the material that it can, this material being that

which, under different conditions, would have made up a bar.

rmitted to continue

md its banks, will,

except at high flood, be raised well above the country on either

side; at flood times the banks will, however, be overtopped by

water, and a spill, great or small, according to circumstances, will

inundate the surrounding country. These spill waters, coming

to rest, deposit practically all the sediment they held in suspension,

thus spreading a layer of sand or mud over the areas in which

they operate ; a gradual building-up of the low lands is thus

effected.

Before proceeding to discuss the further reasons for the

elevation of the plains, it will be well to enter further into the

question of how the banks of the river elevate themselves;

Fergusson, in a masterly note 1 read by him in 1863 before the
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Geological Society, considered that bank elevation, so far as the

Ganges was concerned, was often due to the running water of the

river at times of flood, meeting still "jbeel " water at its sides,

the result being that, since still water neutralizes a running
current very rapidly, a heavy deposit was formed along the edge
of the river; this explanation is undoubtedly correct in a limited

number of cases, but, as a general explanation of the principle it

fails utterly when applied to such rivers as the Kosi, which, with

comparatively little still water on either side (for the slope of the

country is too great to admit of water standing as freely as it

does near the Ganges ) . steadily for the whole of their lengths, elevate

their banks. Other writers give other reasons for this phenomenon,
but none, I venture to think, meets the case of the Kosi so well

as the ploughing theory given above. When once the bank is

formed there are other agencies which tend to raise it still further,

and one of these is particularly significant in the case of the Kosi

At about Longitude 87° East the force of the west ^vinds

to feel, in a
?
very marked manner, the effect of the damp'climate

of Eastern Bengal; these winds, heavily laden with dust and sand,

on meeting the first sign of a damp atmosphere begin to lose their

strength, and, as in the case of a silt-laden river, the decreasd

velocity causes the dropping of, at any i*ate, a part of the burden
carried. It is probable that more deposit is dropped from the

heavens in the neighbourhood of the Kosi River in the manner
described above than in any equal area in the world ; how far the

banks are actually raised by this deposit, cannot be said, although
it would not be difficult to obtain a tolerably accurate idea if a
few simple field experiments were carried out. It must, be remem-
bered, however, that although a deposit occurs, the winds are

still sufficiently strong to pick up as well as deposit, and it may be
that much of the material dropped is picked up again. I cannot
help thinking, however, that the action of the wind, if not
constructive as a heightening agent, and I believe it to be
constructive in that way, must tend to consolidate,

the banks of the river, since it must give them increased width.

There i-emain two other points which throw a considerable

light on the building operations of the river
;
they are the effect of

spill water deposits on undulating country, and the reasons for,

and effect of, changes in bed on the country itself. Undulations in

the area of operation of the river are, in all probability, entirely

due to former changes in bed, and an important agent in

smoothing them over is the deposit thrown down by spill waters.
We will first examine the effect of spill water deposits on undu-
lating tracts.

If spill waters cover an undulating country altogether, the
deposit will be greatest where the water- is deepest ; it is therefore
easy to see how l«>w lands grow more rapidly than those situated
at a greater elevation ; a series of floods, consequently, may be looked
on as capable of levelling altogether a slightly undulating area.
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Kosi River ; the explanation of this^

t ri.iMi, ||„

. odd v. wh

. he the case; the river,

e on which the breach

moves, which will leave ridges along which the river recently ran.

and depressions between each two" ridges, in which, for many
centuries, no river hed has existed. In course of time winds, ruin.

which the higher portions are the most recent river beds ; even-
tually t he turn of this undulating land conies round again and it

is finally levelled and no trace of former depressions left.

At first sight this theory appears unreasonable. A little

consideration will, however, show that there is nothing un-
reasonable in it, and that logically it is sound.

We have seen how, by operating in a series of beds over the
whole area assigned to it, the Kosi gradually raises the level of

that area, partly by heightening its successive beds, and partly

joint agencies proceeds^n obedience to a definite law which every
cMn>ti !. cine river in the world obeys. The law may be stated

briefly as follows :— " A constructive river, by the deposition of its

silt, gradually reduces its grade, or fall per mile, starting from

reduction in grade up stream " — the building up of the portion of

British India involved has therefore commenced near the Ganges
and is slowly invading the whole plain northwards, the rate of

progress depending on many things which require some

P
Diagram No. 2 is somewhat similar to a diagram given by

Pergusson in the note already referred to. It is a comparison

between Rennell's survey and Survey of India maps up to date

;

the diagram shows that in 1 780 the Ganges and Brahmaputra

operated in certain areas in the plains ; about a century later, very

great changes have occurred, the Tista, instead of being a tribu-
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tary of the Ganges, has become a feeder of the Brahmaputra, and
the Brahmaputra, instead of running east of Dacca, has moved to

the west ; other changes will be noticed, but the two most im-

portant are those just referred to. Of these, the latter does not

immediately affect the subject under discussion. Now, like the

Kosi, the Ganges and Brahmaputra have, for centuries, been busy
reducing their grades by the deposition of their silt ; the plain of

the Ganges slopes in a south-easterly direction until it meets the

sea or the plain of the Brahmaputra; the sphere of the latter

slopes, from where it crosses Longitude 90°, almost due south,

and is bordered on the west by the plain of the Ganges. The
land lying in the rectangle formed by Latitude 24° to 26° 20", and
Longitude 88° and 90°, is therefore liable to vary between the

plain of the Ganges and its feeders, and that of the Brahmaputra
and its tributaries, the main agent which causes a variation being

a high flood. Diagram No. 2 illustrates the conflict which has

raged between these two great luvers in the last 150 years. We
have seen that the Brahmaputra, during that time, thanks to an
unprecedented flood of the Tista, robbed the Ganges of the water of

the Tista River. This piracy is very probably not the first of

which the Tista has been the victim; it has, in all probability, in

bygone days, alternated, at different periods, between the two

master streams. Be this as it may, it seems to be not unlikely

that the Brahmaputra has now finally become possessed of the

Tista. Now the Kosi (old and new) has operated at different

times over all the land between the debateable area along the

junction of the Ganges and the Brahmaputra plains, and, roughly,

Longitude 87° East; West of that Longitude and north of Latitude
26°,the land is tolerably high, but south of Latitude 26° there is

an area some 30 miles wide, which is lowlying ; in this low-lying
area minor channels of the main Kosi are at present busy
building up most of the depressions.

The sphere of action of the Kosi, then, since the Tista, Attri,

and other rivers, before the Tista last returned to the Brahmaputra,
apparently filled up fairly solidly everything east of Longitude

88% may be defined roughly as a rectangle made by the intersections

of Longitudes 87° and 88° and Latitudes 25° 20", and 26° 20"
respectively; of this area all, except on each side of Longitude
87°, appears to have been dealt with by the Kosi in its older stages

or bysmaller streams issuingfrom the hills north of Purnea ; the Kosi,

therefore, is not likely to move appreciably either east or west of its

present position. In the last 150 years the river has shifted slightly

to the west, and its final point of entry into the G.-inges may, I

think, be safely put at less than 10 miles further west than the

present Kosi bridge, the probability being that the move will be much
smaller, but the final exit will not be known until the Himalayas
are worn down to the approximate level of the plains. Changes
must be expected, but great changes only if the river is trained by
rigid embankments which prevent it temporarily from carrying
out the work upon which it is engaged, which work it will

assuredly, in spite of any effort of man, eventually perform.
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The question of embankments has been raised at this point because
there is the possibility of existing embankments inducing a change
in the river to the east ; it is even possible that the damage has
already been done. This question is dealt with later on in this

note. The estimate of probable movements given above is

dependent on no sudden change in the depression of the plains

taking place ; if the depression ceases, no harm will be done ; if

anticipate the future. For instance,' Oldham 1 and otl.er author-
ities consider that the Ganges at one time flowed westwards to the
Indus, or that the Indus once flowed into the Ganges. Again,
Colonel Burrard has recently pointed otit that the Sangpo 3 (Upper
Brahmaputra) at one time, in all probability, flowed into the
Indus

: if a repetition of such things occurred tlie movements of

the Kosi would be difficult to foretell! All that we can do is to

assume that the rate of depression of the plains is constant, and
that no changes such as those referred to will recur.

The main difficulty in estimating the rate at which the Kosi's
building operations are progressing, lies in our lack of exact
knowledge of the amount of depression now going on ; we have
neither guaged this rate nor that at which the Siwaliks are rising

;

between a rising Siwalik and a falling point in the plains,

there must be some point which neither rises nor falls. If we could
find such a point, or better still, a series of them, it would be
possible to do something towards deciding this difficult question.3

In this discussion I propose to eliminate the factor of depression
altogether; as will be seen later, even if we eliminate what is

quite probably the main argument in the calculation, it is possible

to show that many centuries must elapse before rigid training
works, on a large scale, will be advisable along the lower reaches
of the Kosi River.

It has already been stated that the building operations of the
Kosi commence near the point at which it enters the Ganges, but
since that river is also engaged in land construction work, a com-
plication at once arises in discovering how far north of the Ganges
its silt -depositing sphere exists. What should, however, be a
complication, has already been eliminated by the railway embank-
ments of the Bengal and North-Western Railway ; the Kosi passes

below a bridge built by that railway, the railway line in pro-

longation of the bridee, on either side of it, running along an em-
bankment which, for some distance, is roughly parallel to the

Ganges. I believe that this embankment contains, from Mansi to

Katihar, a direct distance of about 60 miles, an average water-

way per mile of about 75 feet. If we cut out the waterway

1 Oldham—Geology of India, Stratigraphical and Structural, Ch. XYII,

p. 428.
2 Burrard nnd Hayden—"Geography and Geology of the Himalava

Mountains and Tibet," Part III, p. 155.
3 Vide page 51 of the Annual Report of the Board of Scientific Advice

for India 1906-07 ; the effects of the 1905 earthquake on the height of Mus-
soorie are discussed by Mr. J. Eccles, M.A., Survey of India.
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allowed for important streams ( Chota Kosi, Boro, Barundi and
Kosi ) , and tliese can be eliminated since they are not exits for

Ganges water spilling to the north, we find that only just over
3 feet of waterway per mile remain for carrying Ganges spill

through the embankment. In other words, the Ganges is not
building at all north of the embankment. To me this embank-
ment appears to be a " band " of the most dangerous type, name-
ly, one which interferes unnecessarily with the work of Nature.
During a journey made very recently from the west by the
B. & N. W. Ry. I noticed the following points which, I hope, will

show that the statement made above regarding he danger of the

embankment is not without foundation ; for some distance, before

_ lie bridge, I noticed several depressions, on the north of

the embankment, which were obviously beds of sum 11 streams. On
reaching these I found that they were stopped altogether by the

embankment., with the result that they could not, as they ob-

viously did before the building of the embankment, carry their

water to the Ganges; on the south of the embankment, in one
case, there was absolutely no visible trace of the old bed, and in

several other cases, although the old beds could be seen, they

were very much less marked than on the north side of the em-
bankment ; this r. suit is not due to the south side being cultivated

and the north side uncultivated, but simply and solely to too

little waterwav for spill water from the Ganges being permuted
to pass through the railway embankment ; on the south side, the
land is being raised rapidly by the Ganges, and on the north side

little or no deposit is, in the place of which I speak, being given to

the areas on the north, obviously legitimately within the sphere
of the Ganges, but excluded from it by the railway embankment.

Let us turn to the south side of the Ganges. I have on
several occasions searched that line for examples such as those just

quoted, but so far without success ; the reason is that although
the E. I. Ry. was built at least 30 years before the B. & N. W. Ry.,

it was considered then that sufficient waterway 1 to admit flood

final result we find the south bank of the Ganges being raised as

originally intended by nature, and the north bank suffering from
a lack of deposit except along a narrow strip on the south of its

railway embankment. After a limited number of years, a breach in

the B. & N. W. R.y embankment may very possibly result in

damage being done to others than those interested in the railway

itself; the future can but give an increasing flood level to the

Ganges at this point, and it seems quite probable that the action

now going on will result in deterioration of the navigable channel

of the Ganges further up stream.
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From the point of view of this paper, however, the limiting
of the depositing sphere of the Ganges by the embankment on

need not take into account at all the Ganges as a depositing
agent.

Before passing to the Kosi itself, the Ghuggri River
remains to be dealt with; by far the greatest part of the water
carried by this stream from its junction with the Kosi belongs to

the latter. The Ghuggri as a depositing agent may be neglected
also because its deposits are practically altogether made outside
the sphere which we have assigned to the Kosi.

For all appreciable purposes, then, we may assume that the
Kosi only has itself to depend upon to complete the forming of the
ground on each side of it from the Kosi Bridge to a point 100
miles above it.

We do not, unfortunately, know anything definite regarding
the silt-carrying capacity of the Kosi

;
any calculation made must

be based on analogy. As far as I can ascertain, the two rivers most
suited to the case, of which we have figures, are the Ganges and
the Irrawady. Archibald Giekie gives the basin of the upper
Ganges as 143,000 sq. miles, and the annual discharge of sediment
as 6,368,077,440 cubic feet

;
according to Wheeler, a cubic foot of

alluvial matter weighs between 120 and 170 pounds, while a cubic
foot of silt weighs 103 pounds ; since the Ganges and its affluents

discharge a mixture of alluvial matter and silt in at present un-
known proportions, I have, to reduce Geikie's sediment figures to
tons, taken a cubic foot of sediment to weigh 120 lbs ; this assump-
tion gives the discharge of the Ganges as 341,147,050 tons of

Babb
P
estimates the Irrawady to have a basin of 125,000 sq.

miles, with an annual sediment discharge of 291,430,000 tons; if

•we compare Geikie's and Babb's figures the sediment-carrying
capacity of the Irrawady to the Ganges is as 2 33 to 2'38, and
considering the similarity of the two rivers, we may, I think,

accept Geikie's figures as sufficiently correct for the purposes of

the rough calculation given below.
The Kosi has no feeders of any importance outside its catch-

ment area, which is roughly 24,000 sq. miles; the river, therefore,

if it is the counterpart of the Ganges and Irrawady, carries

approximately 55 millions of tons of sediment per annum ;
of this

amount probably not more than one half is used in building oper-

ations. I assume, to be on the safe side, that two-thirds, or about

37 millions of tons, are deposited annually on the lands to the

sides of the river ; 37 millions of tons of sediment are the equivalent

of 691 millions of cubic feet.

Now the actual slope in the bed of the Ganges for the last

300 miles of its course, measured in a straight line, is about,6

inches per mile, a low grade even for a canal; during those 300

miles the river is by no means a tractable stream. The object of

this calculation is to show what minimum period of time must

elapse before the Kosi Kiver will be as far advanced in age, in
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other words in want of tractability, as the lower Ganges is at the
present moment ; the slope of the bed of the Kosi River, measured
alonsf a straight line, is between 1 foot and 18 inches per mile. For
the purposes of calculation, let us accept the former; the area on
which the Kosi deposits its silt is probably on an average at least

20 miles wide; if we accept a strip of 5 miles on each side as the
area on which deposition will occur, we must err on the right side

in our calculation ; in other words, we assume that the area to be
raised is 100 miles in length, and 10 miles in breadth. If from the
above figures we calculate the time which must elapse for the
slope of the 100 miles of the Kosi under discussion to average 6 inches
per mile, we shall find that about 1,000 years is the answer to the
calculation. I admit the figures I have accepted are not based on
the resuts of observations, but, notwithstanding this, they give not

The period is, in all probability, much shorter than that which
will actually elapse before the Kosi reaches as forward a state as

the lower Ganges is in to-day
;
exaggerated figures have been used

in the calculation and the depression of the plains has been

entirely neglected ; if the depression equals the building power of

the river, matters will remain stationary until one side proceeds

faster than the other. From a human point of view, therefore, if

we assume that the plains are still sinking, our estimate may be

multiplied with absolute safety, by infinity. From the above, it

will, I think, be agreed that the time has not yet come for the
rigid training of the Kosi River.

Before any practical attempt can be made to save those
areas in Purnea and Bhagalpur from the ravages of the Kosi, a
considerable amount of enquiry is necessary ; this enquiry will

entaii certain field work. Below is given a series of items about
which full information will be required:

—

(1) Two cross sections of the river surveyed normally to the
current, one at a point as close to the exit from the Siwaliks as
poHsible, and another at the railway bridge; the iHtter may be
obtainable from the B. & N\ W. Ry. authorities. If possible, a third
section should be measured midway between the two just men-

(2) At each section, measurements of (a) changes in bed
,

(b) rate of current; (c) amount of silt carried; (d) chemical
examination of silt carried at different phases of flood level of the

stream, should be made for at least one year, (a) Should be
taken monthly; (b) and (c) daily at a given time; and |<2) at

all differences of height of stream at intervals of 6-inch changes.

(3) From data already described, the mean annual discharge
of the river (a) in water, (h) in silt, should be computed.

(4) The rate at which the plains are being depressed and the
Siwaliks raised, should be found experimentally; this will entail

the discovery of several points which lie between the Siwaliks and
their complement, the plains which do not alter in altitude. If

several lines of really careful levels were run in such a way as to
converge from masonry points on the hills on the south side of the
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Ganges on to a known high point in the Siwaliks, the checking of
these levels annually would, in a few years' time, give a very fair

idea of what points had remained stationary ; there are factors in
tin's oahuhition which would tend to vitiate the final result, but a
sufficiently accurate idea could be obtained to b« of practical
value. Jn addition to tlie one point in the Siwaliks mentioned
above, others should be fixed and observed to. If sufficiently Inn-
lines across the plains were run, the actual subsidence could be
computed in cubic feet, but if annual changes were too small to be
noticeable, the operation should be continued for a series of
years.

The two main points which would vitiate the results are : (a)
the amount of annual denudation of the Siwaliks due to
weathering; this might be eliminated, unless it is a negligible
quantity, and this it probably is, by carefully protecting from the
weather the points observed to

; (6) the effect of the defection of a
plumb line fiom the normal owing to the proximity of the mass of
the Himalayas. For this, with present knowledge, an approximate
correction, sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes, might

(5; The effects of the Ganges flooding before the Kosi, and
vice versa, must be observed; in the former case it would be
necessary to discover how far up stream the -waters of the Kosi
and Ghuggri were dammed up ; to what extent excess deposits
through spill waters in the area outside the beds were induced,
and how far the releasing of the Kosi's waters affected the bed of
the river.

(6) Other information would be required, such as the water
and silt-carrying capacity of the Ghuggri which would have to
be deducted from discharges computed in (3) above. Another
example is the finding, by levels, of the fall per mile of the bed of

the stream.

(7) If the existing maps are not sufficiently recent, a careful

survey should be made showing all details of minor streams,

low-lying areas, and existing embankments with details of water-
way (if any) allowed through them.

Although the field work outlined above is not by any means
an exhaustive statement of all that might be required, its compih

Deviation for those
ng floods, might
carried out with trith the

utmost care, it is impossible to say whether or not any means of

alleviation are at present advisable. In the above, the enquiry re-'

gardingpara4 (rate of elevation and depression of the Siwaliks

and plains respectively) might perhaps be postponed; if it is!

postponed, then levels must be run from side to side of the area of

operation of the river or insufficient information will be collected.

The relief to those affected by the floods of the river must take

one or both of two forms : either embankments must lie erected

with such an amount of waterway through them that the

river will not be hindered from carrying out its programme of
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laDd construction; or else the Italian system of Bonificazione

(artificial land construction) must be resorted to.

The former will necessarily mean that at times of lieavy flood

the interests of those for whom embankments have been construct-

ed must be sacrificed in the interests of posterity
;
crops must

probably be ruined if the river would have flooded them if un-
confined, and a state of affairs brought about by Government
which would be liable to grave misunderstanding from those who,
accustomed to look upon an embankment as a protection against

the loss of their crops, find, on occasion, that, to their uneducated
minds, the embankment is in itself a menace; although, if

careful discrimination is used, it is quite possible to do much to

alleviate the lot of those at present in difficulties, it is ext.emely
doubtful if even a really well-devised system of " bands " would be
'. i,\ • -t' ' • - .t

The Italian system might perhaps be used ; briefly stated, it

consists of the running of silt-laden waters into low-lying areas in

such a manner that, after the water has come to rest and the silt

been deposited, the water can be run off. A detail* d description

of this system was given in a note read before the Arts Society in

London some short time ago by Sir Edward Buck, K.C.S.I. The
system is doubtless excellent, if a careful chemical exmnination

of the silt carried at certain heights of rising or falling flood

is known, and if the fall of the river and surrounding country is

sufficient to permit of the water admitted to low lands being run
off by gravitation after it has performed the work intended to be
obtained from it. In the case of the Kosi, it i* possible that much
might be done by this system, but without accurate levels it is

not possible to say how far Italian methods can be copied. Sir
Edward Buck advocates a pioper enquiry into the system of

Bonificazione as applicable to India, and. although, before he left

India, he made careful enquiries into the amount of artificial

fertilization by silt, and was in a position to expect to obtain full

answers to his enquiries, it is very significant to notice that the

case of Chota Nagpur (where a form of Bonificazione has heen

practised probably for many centuries, and where it is perhaps more
actively used than anywhere else in India) has no place in Sir

Edward's able note. The traveller in Chota Nagpur cannot but

notice the quaint way in which rice lands collect on each side of

the " nalas " in undulating country ; the running water is directed

down the centre of the depression and is capable of deflection into

any " kiari," or sub-field, at will ; the silt of the stream is thus

deposited where wanted, without any difficulty; Sir Edward
briefly reviews the different methods reported to him by Indian

officials in his paper, and since no mention is made of the Chota

Nagpur system it must be assumed that the officials in those parts

had, at the time of enquiry, failed to notice it. The case is quoted

at some length here since it shows that, from the methods of an

Indiau race only half emerged from savagery, we may learn at

any rate some of the elements of one system which is perhaps

applicable to the mitigating of the evil-doing of the Kosi River.
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I admit that, owing to greater declivity of bed, the Chota Nagpur

also that Bonificazione is only practical in the reaches of streams
whose bottoms are not visibly rocky ; at the same time it must be
admitted that lessons are to be learnt from the methods of the
Chota Nagpuris.

The Kosi River is really only of local interest ; the examina-
tion so far made in this note, however, leads to questions of more
general importance; although the Kosi cannot be called navigable
to-day, the time will come when it will be so ; that time will prob-
ably not be until the Himalayas almost disappear. As soon as
the bed of the river approximates a slope of six inches to the
mile, it will assuredly then be capable of being navigable, and it is

not improbable that this happy state of affairs may arise with
a bed of somewhat greater declivity; with a slope in bed of six

inches to four inches to the mile, when that grade is^r^ reached,
a river may, I think, be considered to have attained mature
middle age ; as the slope decreases beyond that limit, in the case
of rivers running through country formed by their own deposits,

after passing the transitional state between old middle age and
young old age, old age actually sets in and the action of the river

changes
;
despite a reduced grade, and one which has fallen

almost to a minimum, the river begins to deepen its channel.
This is the second real sign of self-destruction ; the first sign is to

be observed during the transitional stage. After raising the
surrounding country as far as possible, the river must begin to
think about destroying the work which it has been engaged upon
for many centuries : in doing this it is forced into a fixed bed, but,

before that bed becomes actually permanent, since the country
through -which the river flows is very little different from a flat

surface and its consistency is homogeneous, it naturally flows in a
wide and shallow stream, and later, by a series of contractions,

due to the actual middle of the stream beginning to eat away a
suitable bed, a final and winding course is decided upon and

It is thought by some that the lower reaches of the Ganges
are bordering on the transitional state at the px-esent moment;
the river, for some reason, appears at times to be more shallow

than it used to be; it is not impossible that the Ganges hopes

shortly to assume a permanent bed, but, if modern theories are

of any value, and they are based on carefully recorded experience

in manv parts of the world, we have only to look at the Himalayas

to obtain the correct answer. According to Russell, 1 in round

numbers, the basin of the Mississippi is being reduced in height

at the rate of one foot in about 4,000 years; this degradation

includes both mechanical and chemical action; and before the

Mississippi, the Tista, the Kosi, or any other similarly-situated

river can be said to have reached a transitional stage, the height

of the Himalayas must have been considerably reduced; these

l See page 84 of Professor Russell's River Development.
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rivers must be constructive in their lower reaches until they have
practically levelled to their plain elevation the mountains from
which they collect their water, and with their water their silt.

This being so, we cannot expect the Ganges (below Benares) and
the Brahmaputra (throughout British Territory) to reach a stage
at which they are likely to be permanently navigable without
artificial help for a considerable time to come ; it is pleasant to

anticipate that at some period, assuming that climatic conditions
remain unchanged, the Himalayas will be an undulating country
more suited as a retiring ground for Anglo-Indians than any
place we can imagine. This acme of perfection is, however, far

ahead of ur, but until it is somewhat close at hand, we cannot
expect our rivers to be naturally navigable ; at present Natui <

the forethought i
' '

"

) frustrate

rivers to De naturauy navigaoie ; at present i> ami e, wn
mght which all of us unhesitatingly allow to be hi

irtue, is busily engaged in a struggle with the rive

to prevent them becoming navigable, or to frustra

their suicidal efforts to avoid the work which they have got t

carry through, and we may confidently anticipate that Natur
will win the day. Nature wishes to prevent the assumption of

hich by degrees will contract ; to present-day
• ' id we shall

or other measures, the changeable
Brahmaputra.

The Ganges and the Brahmaputra are both, within limits, at

the present moment, navigable up to certain points. With regard
to the former, since she is practically hedged in by railways on
either side for the greater part of her length, it may be argued
that the keeping open of steamer ways is of no great import-
ance; at the same time, the paralysing effects of the recent
strike on the East Indian Railway, which for a considerable
distance follows the Ganges, suggests the grave necessity of due
attention being paid to that river as a transport medium ; if

steamer lines had existed on the Ganges to the extent to which
they migl.t have existed, there is little doubt but that the effects

of the strike would have been less paralysing.

It has been here assumed that railway transport, if available,

is always preferable to river transport ; the assumption is a wrong
one and it should be remembered that for many articles water is

preferable to railroad carriage. Continental and other nations are

rapidly, at the present moment, increasing their lines of canals

and improving their river channels for that very reason, and so

seriously is the necessity for efficient water transport recognised,

that canal dues are being rapidly abolished ; as the old road toll

bar levies disappeared, so canal dues must go to the wall, and the

school which maintained that the introduction of railways w*s the

death-knell of canals, has, in civilized countries, long since been

reeognised to have preached unsound doctrine. We may there-

fore take it that, if at reasonable expense we can, without
upsetting the balance of Nature's arrangements, keep the Ganges
open for low-draught steamer vessels throughout the year, it is
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essential, in the interests of the advancement of the inhabitants of

the Gangetic Plain, that the requisite expenditure should not be
grudged.

The case of the Brahmaputra is, however, still more important
than that of the Ganges ; this river, in its whole length in British
Territory, is, as a public highway, of the utmost importance at
present, and yet nothing, except by private enterprise, is being
done to improve its navigation. River steamers stick on sand
banks for hours, and sometimes for

American methods, the obstacles wh
can, at small cost, be done away wi

In making such statements as those just made, I do not
intend to criticise the attitude of Government ; the records of the
tours of Sir Lancelot Hare, Lieutenant-Governor, E. B. & Assam,
for the last year, show clearly the sympathy he feels with
those incommoded by the action of the rivers of his Province,
and the wish he invariably expresses for applicants to be patient

adjustment of the con) plications of nature's machinery would
be unwise, and all concerned should clearly recognise that,

without considerable delay, any attempt to deal with the question

wholesale would be an unsound, if not a positively dangerous,
policy. Already there are signs that Government intends acting

as soon as possible, and when action is taken a vast stride in

the advancement of North Eastern India will have been made.
Whatever the changes are which are going on in the levels

of the channels of the Ganges and Brahmaputra, they are

proceeding very slowly, and anything that can be done to improve
those channels, although it will involve work year by year, may
be looked on as labour which, although it may not have a per-

manent result, will help materially to improve our own communi-
cations, and, if continued, those of future generations.

In our inquiry into the possibility of training these rivers

there are two final objects which require to be borne in mir.d : (a)

the improvement of low water channels
;

(b) the protection of

country from floods. It has already been shown that wholesale

protection from floods is either inadvisable or impracticable. The

provision of suitable embankments may, I think, for reasons

already given, be dismissed as a general plan of allev

possible courses open fc» us are at once narrowed down to— (a)

dredging; and (b) contraction of the stream by" baudals" or

some similar method.
Bandalsare screens of mats and bamboos placed across the

sides of wide and shallow beds in su. h a way that a series of such

screens breaks the force of the current to the extent of forcing it

to deposit silt in suitable places, places in which it would other-

wise not deposit ; the current m the middle of a shallow reach

can be thus accelerated, and a deeper bed maintained at lower

water. Bandals can be made to carry out two mam kinds of work-

er) bank consolidation ; and (b) channel deepening; the case of
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the bank is dealt with by compelling the main stream to keep away
from the banks and so preventing it from eating away the sand of

which they are generally composed ; bandals are a true imitation

of the methods of nature
;
they cost little, are efficacious, and,

for our Indian rivers, are probably the most suitable means of

ever, teaches that the forced deposition of silt does not tend to

improve channels appreciably if the slope in the bed is less than
•4 feet per mile; at the same time, it is not impossible that the
banks of streams whose grades are less than "4 feet per mile could
be protected somewhat by the bandal system.

Speaking roughly then, our scheme for treating the Ganges
and Krahmaputra should take the following lines :—Where
grades are 5 inches per mile and less, channels should be im-
proved by the use of hydraulic dredgers ; where grades are greater,

bandals should be used— (a) to contract and s<> deepen channels
;

and (b) ( which in many cases would be included in (a) ), to

consolidate or to prevent unstable banks being eaten away. Final-

ly in the lower reaches in which Hydraulic dredgers would be
used, the improvement of banks would be made, after careful

enquiry, by bandals where possible, and occasionally protective

embankments which would not be designed to stop spill water of

any but the lowest of high floods.

One other point only remains for consideration, viz., the ques-

tion of lighting rivers for night traffic, for without lights an
expeditious service is impossible. At present, except in times
of fog, the Brahmaputra is navigated by steamers both by day and
night ; the lighting is done by the company owning the steamers
used, and such bandalling as exists is also done at the expense of

that company; the freight rates by steamers are considerably
lower than railway rates, but they could, I believe, be still further

lowered if the lighting and keeping open of the channels was not

done at the expense of private enterprise. At present, as has
already been stated, nearly every civilized nation in the world is

busy improving its waterways at the expense of the State, and the
abolition of dues for this work is proceeding apace. India alone

hangs back, although her possibilities are far ahead of those of

most other countries. For years the question of the improvement
of the Indus has been under discussion ; seven years ago Dawson
published his notes on the Mississippi River and showed bow the

methods of American engineers could be copied with advantage in

India. Dawson has, unfortunately, since died, but his able book

still stands as a monument of careful work and careful study, and
shows us, in India, how very far we are behind the times.

Mr. Lees has shown that by moderate expenditure the water

routes from Calcutta to Eastern Bengal, Assam, and the United

appears to have been taken on his suggestions.

The examination of the Kosi River which we have made has
shown that there is much to be learnt by studying the movements
and causes of movements of the river. There are, however, a
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number of other matters which might have been included in this

note, but, as they will involve an examination of the Sunderbans
tract, and the application of its methods of formation to those of

such rivers as the Kosi, it has been thought best to postpone
further discussion on those points until a future date.

In conclusion, I may add that it is with considerable diffidence

that I have written this note. I am an amateur student of the

subject, and my practical experience is limited to some seven
year's observation of large rivers in Bengal and Eastern Bengal,

at such times as my work has called me to visit them. At the

same time, since the questions raised appear to have received so

much less attention then they deserve, I have, after much hesi-

tation, made bold to place my views on paper. There are many
with a better knowledge of the subject than I, who will disagree

with much that this note coutains : if my comments are capable of

raising a proper discussion amongst those competent to criticise

them, the object of my simple effor t will be partiallj fulfilled. If

such a discussion ends in the questions being dealt with practically,

that object will be amply fulfilled.





50. Proposals for a Standard Temperature for Tropical

Countries.

I am probably not wrong in assuming that other people
besides myself, engaged in physical and chemical work in India,
have seriously felt the want of tables such as we find in
Landolt-Bdrnstein's Phvsik.lisch-Chemische Tabellen and simi-
lar publications, but constructed for a higher temperature than
15° C. or 62° F. or even 20° 0. In the year 1892 I consulted several

analytical chemists on what might be the most convenient
temperature to be adopted as a standard temperature in such
intellectual centres as Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, Allahabad,
and others ; and all of them agreed that the conclusion at which
I had arrived, after ten years' experience in Bengal, was correct,

namely, that 30° C. would be the most suitable temperature to

choose as a standard temperature for India, and probably also

for other tropical countries. Acting on this opinion I had a set

of volumetric apparatus constructed by Muencke of Berlin, correct

at 30° C., and I have been using that set with satisfactory results

ever since 1895. A more complete set has l>een lately made to my
specification by Mueller-Uri of Braunschweig.

Besides persons engaged in purely scientific, chemical and
physical work, it is analytical chemists such as mining and
metallurgical chemists, agricultural chemists, sugar chemists,

further electricians in charge of electric-testing laboratories, the

Survey Department and others who are interested in the definite

choice of a standard temperature for tropical countries, because-

it is only after a definite temperature has been fixed as a standard

temperature that it will be worth while proceeding to the work-
ing out of percentage and other tables specially useful to people

working in tropical climates.

I am evidently not alone in considering a temperature some-

where near 30° C. as a suitable standard temperature for India.

When obtaining, in 1897, a potentiometer set for the Physical

Laboratory of the Sibpur Engineering College from Crompton &
Co., London, Col. Crompton, who is personally acquainted with

Indian thermal conditions, of his own accord sent out some one-

volt standard cells correct at 32° C. Mr. Meares, M.I.C.E.,

the Electrical Adviser to the Government of India, writes as

follows :
" I heard recently that it is proposed to fix a standard

temperature for India, 15° C. being obviously unsuitable. Owing

to the large temperature corrections in electrical work of a^uracy

Hefe- almost a necessity to have the instruments standardised

near the mean temperature of the place ; and in drawing up the

specifications for the standard balances, resistances, etc., for the
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Laboratory which the Government of India are about to establish

under my charge, I have made 30° C. the standard. "We work, of

course, almost entirely in centigrade, which is a sufficient reason
for having an integral value for the standard on that scale."

The Indian Survey Department are in possession of a standard
yard, which is kept 'in the Mathematical Instrument Office,

Calcutta. The following is a copy of the certificate :—

Bated the 20th February, 1889.

This is to certify that the Government of India have had and
received from the Standard Department of the Board of Trade an
accurate copy of the Imperial Standard Yard, a standard foot, and
a standard inch, as follows :—

I. The scientific length of the yard at sixty-two degrees
Fahrenheit is determined by two fine lines marked on the gold studs
inserted in the brass bar which accompanies this certificate, which
brass bar is marked :

—

"Accurate Copy of Imperial Standard Yard, 1889."
" Calcutta." " Standard Yard at 85° Fahr."

At 85° Fahr. the precise length of this yard is 36 00039041
inches, and for one degree Fahrenheit its thermometric expansion
is 0 0003744 inch.

II Signature.

7, Old Palace Yard,
Westminster.

The temperature of 85° F. was selected as a standard tem-
perature, because it is a convenient temperature of reference in
the Indo-Gangetic Plain as well as in most localities of the Indian
Peninsula. Eighty -five itself was evidently chosen because it lies

midway between 80° F. and 90° F., the former temperature being too

low, whilst 90° F. is somewhat too high. Unfortunately 85° F. does
not correspond to an integral valuedn the centigrade scale, whilst
86° F. is the same as 30° C. The difference of one degree Fahren-
heit is a very small one for the purposes of the Survey Depart-

ment, and a change in the standard temperature from 85° F. to

86° F. will therefore hardly affect the working of that department,

for the coefficient of expansion of the standard bar having been

determined, the correct distance of the two marks at 86° F. = 30° C.

can be easily calculated.

I should have liked to make a set of thermographic observa-

tions in my own laboratory, but I did not succeed in getting the

loan of an automatic temperature recorder.

My friend, Dr. Amrita Lai Sircar, the Secretary of the Indian

Association for the Cultivation of Science, has recorded a con-

tinuous series of temperature observations for a number of years
in his Calcutta residence. An inspection of these records proves
that 30° C. is a convenient standard temperature for Calcutta.

Of special interest in connection with onr subject is a study
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of plates 37 to 62 of Sir John Eliot's beautiful Climatologieal
Atlas of India. The following table shows the limits between
which the mean temperature of the day, the mean maximum, and
the mean minimum, all expressed in Fahrenheit degrees, lie with-
in the region containing the main centres of intellectual activity

The following table gives the mean daily temperatures of

Calcutta, Allahabad, Bombay, Poona, Bangalore, Madras, and
Rangoon for the different months of the year

Table II.

I
3

Bombay.

Jj

1 j

Bangalore.

!

March
April

May
Jane
July

September"'
octobCT

er

;;;

November ...

66
71

79

84
83
B2-6

83

72-5
66-5

61
66

92
-

91

69
61

73
75

79
82
>4

^2 5
7^

7-

7-

77 5

875
B7-5

79
78
78
81

77

76
77

84
887
88
B6 5

86

78
76

76
78

s>

79 5
7!* 5

79
79 B

77
74

74
78

B3
80

80

79-5

79-5

75
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The next t^)le gives the mean maximum temperatures of the
same localities.

Table III.

J
g

o

1

1
1

l

s

1

1

Jannary 78 74 85 85 85 86 86

February ... ... ... 80 84 85 89 91

March

j
91 90

101 90 95

M*y 95 98 97 95 90

June z 88 89 87

July ... ... 92 83 84 97 85 85

87 83 83 85

91 83 85

October ... 90 88 88 90 87

s-j 88 88 87

78 8$ 83 80 85
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The mean day temperature, calculated on the whole year as

an average of twenty years' observations, is according to plate 49
of the Climatological Atlas :

—

Table V.

i

1
I

1
1

§

1 i

Mean day temperature ...

MeanmfnTmnm

78
875

78
90

79

73
5

79
88
675

82
89
75

80
SO

71

As in standardising work, the range within which temperature
varies is a matter of considerable importance, we subjoin a table

showing the dinrnal range of temperature, in Fahrenheit degrees,
for the different months in the year and for the stated localities.

Table VI.

1
J | J J

g

I Rangoon,

jj

Maidh
817

g ::: ::: :::

September
October
November

21
25

20
17
12

8
10

L6

21

26

31
31
26
18
12
12
14

26
m

15

14
10
8
7
8

15
20

90
31
12 5

25
15
10

15
20
26
so

6

8
8
6
*

>-

5

22
27
27
23

22
17
17
17

17
19
20

26
26

21
14
10

9

13
It?

As for the purposes of calibration the diurnal range of

variations in temperature is even of more importance than the

closeness of the actual temperature to a chosen standard temper-
ature, it will be seen, on scrutinising the preceding table, that

all over India the months of June, July, August, and September
are the best in which to carry out standardising operations

;

whilst starting from the town most favourably situated the stated

localities arrange themselves in the following order: Bombay,
Rangoon, Calcutta, Poona, Allahabad, Madras, Bangalore. This
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is the order in which they appear, if we compare the tem
(

ranges in June, July, August, and September. If we 1

count of the data for the whole year, the order is different, i

l>'-mbav. Madras. Kamrnun— Calcutta, Bangalore, Poona,
bad. The range of variation is most uniform for 2u

the other localities do not differ much from each other

the other hand 25° U. = 77°F. is distinctly too W. That seems to

me clearly proved by the data contained in the foregoing tables.

Every argument appears, therefore, to be in favour of 80° (!. as a

standard temperature for India, and probably for tropical and
sub-tropical countries in general.

The choice of a standard temperature is. however, the least

part of the business. The main part of the work will consist in

working out percentage tables and collect data for that tempera-
ture And that is not the work of a single man. I shall shortly

doles giving the percentage composition of sulphuric
acid of different specific uTavitm-, for vat ion- temperatures, from
20° C. upwards, but specially worked out for 80° C. Generally, we
want tables constructed for 3<J° C. giving the percentage com

f
x

sition corresponding to different specf"

Now, as a look at the preceding tables shows, 30° C. is some-
what too high a temperature of reference during part of Novem-
ber, December, and January. It appears to be generally recog-

nised that 15° C. is too low a standard temperatur e even for

Europe, and a number of data are now available for 20° C. Some-
times a tendency is discernible towards sjoiny even beyond 2u°C,
say to 22° C. There are of course ohjerti. ms to ±S~ l\ which we need
not point out here. But 22° C. would reallv be a good tempera-

ture of reference for our cold weather. I am 'far from adv. .eating

the fixing of two standard temperatures. But it is sometimes
easy to determine constants for more than one temperature, if

one once is engaged in work of that nature ; and it might be
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recommend a definite lower temperatu

vhich to collect data, this second temperature

not 'being a real standard temperature, but a sort of auxiliary

re of reference for cold- weather work. And i

or-MJ. wcnld serve our purpose. The decision on this, as well

as on other points connected with i\u- |»r«- nt subject, will have

to be left to a committee of scientific workers.



SEPTEMBER, 1908.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 2nd September, 1908, at 9-15 p.m.

The Hon. Mr. Justice Asdtosh Mukhopadhtaya, M.A., D.L.,
President, in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Dr. N. Annandale, Mr. I. H. Burkill, Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri,
Babu Amulva Ci.aran Ghosh. YidvaMmsana. Mr. K. A. K.
Hallowes, Mr. C. M. Hutchinson, Mr. T. H. D. La Touche, Dr.
Girindranath Mukhopadh v ava, Captain C. C. R. Mu.pl, v. Sutiolk

Regt,, Dr. E. D. Boss, Mr. G. H. Tipper, Dr. T. F. Pearse, Dr.
Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

Visitors

:

—Babu Jogindraprasad Moitra, Babu Jitendra
Natl! Rakshit.

Tlie minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The General Secretary reported the death of Mr. J. F. Hewitt,

an Ordinary Member of the Society.

The General Secretary also reported that the Rev. A. H.
Phillips had expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.

The following four gentlemen were ballotted for as Ordinary
Members :

—

Lieut. R Foster, I.A., Survey of India, proposed by Mr.

T. H. D. La Touche, seconded by Captain F. C. Hirst, I.A.,

Revd. A. G. Ridsdale, Bengal Chaplain, St. Thomas', proposed by
Mr. T. H. D. La louche, seconded by Rev. W. K. Firming,-:

Si/ed Fid., A'i. Registration Office, proposed by Maulvi Abdul
VVali. seconded bv Syad Naseer Hosain Khan; and Professor John

Richard Cumiiii'jhani, Assistant Director of Public Instruction,

Bengal, proposed by Professor J. A. Cunnigham, seconded by

Mr. H. R. James.

Dr. N. Annandale exhibited specimens of Indian barnacles

and fish procured by the Bengal Government steam trawler
" Golden Crown."

The following papers were read :

—

1. Saptagrama or Satguaw. By Rakhal Das Banerji : with

a note on a new inscription of Alauddin Ilusain Shah,—By
Dr. T. Bloch.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the

Journal.
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2. Notes on a Buddhist Inscription from Hasra Kol, Gaya.

By Arthur Venis.

3. Madhainagar Grant of Laksmana Sena.—By Rakhal Das

Banerji.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

4. A Polyglot List of Birds in Manchu, Chinese and Turki,

Part 2.—By Dr. E. D. Ross.

This paper will be published in the Memoirs.

5. On the retardation and acceleration in the dissolution of

ZitrateaZ ZanganoZ
1

nSr^.—B^^ZFL^T^!^ B.ic^
This paper has been published in the Journal for August,

1908.
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Si. A General Theory of Osculating Conies
(Second Paper). 1

By Prop. Syamadas Mukhopadhyaya, M.A.

Introduction.

Abel Transon in a classical memoir, published in Liouvilles
Journal (vol. vi, 1841, Besearches on the curvature of lines
and surfaces), gave the first impulse to the study of osculating
conies and higher affections of curvature.

To him we owe the important discovery, that if 0 be the
middle point of an infinitesimal chord PQ, and T the summit of
the arc PQ, then the line OT, in its limiting position, makes an

angle S with the normal, such that tan5 = -i^. He calls the

line OT, in its ultimate position, the axis of deviation, and takes
tnnS as the measure of the rate of deviation of the curve from
circular form, or, of the second affection of curvature.

The more exact interpretation of tan 8 8 seems, to the present
writer, to be what he has called the partial rate of variation of

curvature, and the formula tan S=^~ follows at once from this

notices that the deviation axis is the locus of centres
of osculating conies of four-pointic contact. He determines the
centre of the conic of five-pointic contact, as the intersection of

two consecutive deviation axes. The distance B of this centre,
from the point of contact, he first expresses in terms of p,
dp d2

P

dw' dw*
1

6n reduces to an exPressi°n in g, r, s, takings to

be zero. His result is

—

He gives elegant geometrical constructions for completely deter-

mining the osculating parabola and the osculating conic, after

tan S and B have been determined.

His work is quasi-geometrical. His chief aim was to discover
• the second and third affections of curvature.' His discovery

2 Vide ' The Geometrical Theory of a Plane Non-oyclic Arc, finite as
well as infinitesimal' (J.A.S.B., vol. iv, No. 6, New Series),

3q (r* + 9q*)i
' 3qs-5r*
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of tan S was beautiful, and he rightly thought he had obtained

the third affection of curvature when he had determined the value

of B, which enabled him to construct the osculating conic.

Professors M. and R. Roberts and J. Wolstenholme have, as

isolated problems set in University Papers or published in Collec-

tions of Problems, made a number of useful determinations about
osculating conies. They have not done, however, any systematic

work, and it is not apparent what methods they may have fol-

lowed in deducing the results. There is strong presumption that

they have mainly relied on Transon's researches.

Dr. A. Mukhopadliyaya, in his admirable contributions to the

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, more specially in his

paper 'On the differential equation of all parabolas,' has treated

the subject more methodically, and has deduced and interpreted

several important results.

This second paper is based entirely on certain transforma-
tions of analytical equations, deduced in determinant forms, in

the first paper. The results have been invariably expressed in

general differentials. The use made of the quantities P, Q, B, S,

etc., will, it is hoped, be found interesting.

14. The general equation of the osculating conic, obtained as

equation (41), namely-

I (x-xy (Y-yy
2(dxY 2(dy)*
6dxd*x Qdyd*y

I
6(d2»)H 8dzd*x 6(d*y)* + 8dyd*y

(X-x){Y- y)
(Y-y)dx-(X-x)d» I

2dxdy d2ydx-d2xdy I 0
3dxd*y + 3dyd*x cPydx-d*xdy
6d?xd*y + 4,{dxd?y + dyd*x) d*ydx - d*xdy \

is capable of a simple transformation.

0 we

( Y~ y )dx — (X- x)dy — L
(Y~y)d^-(X-x)d*y =M

d*ydx— dzxdy = Q
diydx-dixdy =B
d*ydx-d*xdy = S
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M*-2QL LM I

-2QB |
= C

-8QB'~2QS -4QB
|

(3QAX- BL)2 + (3QS - 5 ff* + 12QB')L« = 18Q8L.

{(Y-y)(3Qd>z-Rdx)-(X-x) (SQ&y-Rdy)}*

+ (3QS - 5122 + 12QR'
) { ( Y- y )dx - (

X

-

z )dy)* (52)

= l8QH(Y-y)dx-(X-x)dy}

the osculating conic is an ellipse, hyperbola or parabola.
ng as

3QS-bR*+ 12QR'

ive, negative or zero. (53)

3dsw28ar Sdydty
3(d*z)*+4dxd*x 3(dh,)* + 4dyd*y
lO&xdSx + hdxd^x 1 Qd*ydhj + 5 lydhj

2dxdy dxd*y-dyd*z\
dxd*y-dyd*x
d.clhi-diitPx

I
10E ^+55' 10fl'+ 5£l

40E3 - 45QBS+ 9Q*T -90QRR'+ VoQ^S' = 0 (54

,
therefore, the general form of the differential equatic
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16. The conic of four-pointic contact, at any point (x, y) of

a given curve, has the first, second and third differentials of x find

y, the same as with the given curve, but the fourth and higher
differentials arbitrary, and, in general, different from those with
the given curve. Hence if we put, in equation (52),

where A is an arbitrary constant, we shall have, as the equation of

the system of conies, of four-pointic contact, at any point {x, y) of

{

(

Y-

y

) (3Qd?x - Rdx) -
(X - x) (3Qd?y - Bdy) }»

+ X{(Y- y) dx - (X- x)dyY = 18Q8
{ ( Y-y)dx- (X- x)dy}* (56)

Again, if we consider third and higher differentials of x and y

arbitrary, and put ^ = fx, = v, where /x and v are arbitrary

constants, we have as the equation of the system of conies of three-

pointic-contact, at any point (x, y) of a given curve,

{ ( Y- yK&x - fxdx) ~{X-x){d?y- udy) Y

+ v{
( Y- y)dx - (X- x)dy}* = 2Q{(Y-y)dx- (X- x)dy) (57

)

In particular, the equation of the system of parabolas of

three-pointic contact is

{(r- 1/Xd2J!-^a,)-(X- !I,)fd21/- /
udi/)}2 = 2Q {(Y-y)a*-{X-x)dy} (58)

17. It may be interesting to deduce directly the equation

of a conic of three-pointic contact, from a special form of the

equation of a conic passing through three given points.

Let (as, y), (xv y,), (x
z , y%) be the co-ordinates of any three

points P, P
lt P2 , and let

Now, the equation of a conic through P, Pu P2
can evidently be

\LM-^(M-I/)-r(if-L)2-(M-rL)(M+I-Ar)=0

(55)
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where A and /* are arbitrary constants, for, it is the same as

A LM-fi(MN-NL) — (4LSI-MN -NL) =0

which circumscribes L = 0, M = 0, N = 0

Thus, the general equation of a conic, through three given
points, is of the form

M(ir
-2/i)(a'i-»)-(X- aJl )(y 1 -2/))((^-yi)K-^)

-M(y-y)(«a-»)-(X-»)(y,-y)}{(r-y,)(»»-2aH +»)

-(X~»
l)(y8-3yl +y)}

+ {(F- 2/l
)(*2-2a5

1 + ^)-(X- aJl )(y2 -2j/ 1 + y)}
2

"{(r-iri)(^-«)-(x-*i)(yi-!f)){(»i-!F)(«i-«)

-(»*-»)(?, -y)}=0 (61)

Now if (a?, (a;^ t^), (aj2 , 2/2 ) be consecutive points on a curve then

x
Y
= x + dx, ^ = 3?!+ dx

x
=x^ 2dx+d*x ")

yi=y + dy, y2
= y l

+ dy
l
= y + 2'ly + d?y j

Therefore (61) becomes

\{(Y-y)dx-{X-x)dy}*-2n{{Y-y)dx-{X-x)dy){ (Y-y)d*x
~(X-x)d*y}

+ {(Y-y)d*x-(X-x)d>y}*-2Q{(Y-y)dx + (X-x)dy} = Q

Or { (Y- y) ( d»* - jufc) - (X-«) (rf3y - ^y) }*

+ v{(r-y)d»-(X- a!)iy}»= 2Q{(r-y)^-(Z-aj)dy}

where v= k-[x*. This equation is the same as (57).

18. Again, the general equation of a cubic through three

given points (x,y), (%i,yi), {x%$z) can evidently be written in the

a(X-x)(X-x
l
)(X-xi ) + {3(Y-y)(Y-y1

)(Y-ys)

+ y(X-xXY-y l
){Y-y2) + S

{
Y-yKX~x

lXX-x.i )

-{X-x.Xy.-y,)}
-n{(Y-y)(Xz-x)-(X-x)(y2 -y)}

+{(Y-y
l
)(x,-2x

l
+x)~(x-x

l )(y,-2y l
+ y)^

-{(r-yi)(*2-*)-(*-*,)(</2 -!/)}

( (y»- y)(*i - ») - (*» -*)(yi - »)) = 0 (62)
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Therefore, the cubic of three-pointic contact at any point
(x, y) of a curve, is of the form

+ H(Y-y)dx-(X-x)dy}*

-2fi{(Y-y)dx-(X-x)dy}{(Y-y)&x-(X-x)d*y)

¥{(Y-y)d*x-<iX-x)dZy}Z-2Q{(y-y)dx-(X-x)dy}=0 (63)

In general, the equation of a curve of the nth degi^ee, which has
three-pointic contact with a given curve at the origin will have
the portion below third degree, of the form

A{ Ydx - Xdyf - 2/t{ Ydx - Xdy] { Ydtx - Xd*y}

+ { Y3*a»- Xd*y] 2 - 2Q{ Ydx - Xdy] = 0 ( 64)

19. It is easy to deduce from i

of three or four-pointic contact, tha

tact, and the method is a useful one.

For example, the general equation of a parabola of thr<

pointic contact is (58)

{(Y-y)(d*x-ndx)-(X-x)(dty-hdy)}2

= 2Q{(Y-y)dx-(X-x)dy]

r SQ

Again, to determine A, so that we may get the conic of five-point

contact, from the system of four-pointic (56),

{(Y-y)(3Qd2x-Bdx)-(X-x)(3QdZy-Bdy)p

+ \{{Y-y)dx-(X-x)dy}*= m*{(Y-y)dx-(X-x)dy}

Substitute (65) in (56), and remembering that A is an infin
tesimal of order ei«ht, we have
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( - 3Q2 - \BQ + \QB! -\Wf 4 \{\Q + \B)

or, + 3W +fW - 3 Z2'QS + ixq2

or, A = 3QS-5E3 + 12&R'

20. Equation (56) can be written as

C(T-y) (SQd2x - Bdx) -(X-x) (SQd*y - Bdy) }*

(Y- y) {3Qd*x - Bdx) -(X-x) (BQcPy - Bdy) = 0 (66)

and (Y~y)^-(X- aJ)^=^- (67)

are the equations of two conjugate diameters.

Equation (66) gives the diameter through the point of contact,

and as it is independent of A, it represents the locus of centres of

Equation (67) gives the diameter ^parallel to the tangent at

(*, y)-

The intersection of (66) and (67) is the centre, whose co-ordi-

nates^e^^^^^^
SQ^y-Bdy)

OP* = ~- {(3Qd*x - Bdx)*+ (SQd*y - Bdy)*}

9Q*{9&+(3QQ
l
-RP)2)

AZP

(3Qd*x-Bdxy + ( ZQd*y - Bdy )
»

= 9Q2((^)2+ (<%)«} -6QB{dxd*x+dyd2y}

+ B*(dx* + dy*)

9Q4 + (3QQ,-BP)2
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of centres (66),

If a and b be the semi-axes of the conic (56), then, evidently,

7*
+ P

=
sTq}

1md*x " Bdx) * + Ux% + {m*
y~ Bdy)Z + Xdy%)

- {(3Qd*x-Rdx)(3Qd2y-Rdy) + \dxdy}*]

=g~ i(3Qd*y- Rdy)dz- (3Q<2fa- jRd»)dy}*

Therefore, a»+&a = |jp{9Q*+ (3QQ, -.BP)» + XP»}] (72)

If CD be the diameter conjugate to GP, then from (69) and (72)

0P2 9Q*+r3QQ,-^P)2
CFa

=
\pi

j-
(73)

CP3 3QPf
op {9Q*+(3QQ

i
-J^P)a}l

_PCOS,,
'

J

(72)^
eqUati°n °f the ditector circle

>
deduced from (68) and

H(X-x)*+( Y-yy] ~6Q{(X-x)(3Qd*x-Rdx)
+ ( ^^?/)(3^2

j/
- Btfy) + iQP] = 0 (74)
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Thus the director circles of the system of conies of four-
pointic contact, form a co-axial system, of [which the radical

(X - x){3Qd*x - Bdx) + ( Y- y) (3 Qd*y- Bdy) +fQP«0 ( 75

)

This radical axis is the directrix of the osculating parabola.

21. The condition that the osculating conic may be an
equilateral hyperbola is a« + 63= 0. Therefore, from (72)

anda>= *i2*L

m'+mQi-RP)*)*
ire a is the semi-axis of the osculating equilateral hyperbola

The co-ordinates of the point, where the normal at the poi

contact meets the equilateral hyperbola again, are found to

2Pdx

But the co-ordinates of the centre of

Therefore, the osculating equilateral hyperbola meets the
normal again, towards the convex side of the curve, at a distance

from the point of contact equal to twice the radius of curvature.

Again, as the co-ordinates (77) do not involve higher
differentials than the second, we conclude that all equilateral

hyperbolas of three-pointic contact pass through the same
point (77).

Further, as two consecutive osculating equilateral hyperbolas

may be conceived to possess three consecutive points common,
they intersect again at (77), and, therefore, the envelope of the

further branch of the osculating equilateral hyperbola is the locus

of the point given by (77).

22. The equation of the osculating parabola, obtained from

(56) by putting A= 0 is

{( Y- y) (3Qd*x- Bdx) - (X- x) (3Q<% - Bdy)}*

= l8Q*{(Y-y) dx-(X~x)dy ] (78)

The diameter through point of contact is (66)

(
Y-y)(3Qd'x - Bdx) - (X-x)(3Qd*y - Bdy) = 0 and the directrix

is (75)

(Y-y)(3Qd*y-Bdy) + (X-x)(3Qdix-Bdx) 4 |QP = 0.
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: intersection, of the diameter

*
8 9Q*+(3^Q,-5P;»

x=X
l
-udy p^Y^udx

9Q SP

(i)

27 Pf

W + ^Q^-BP) 2
}
1

if */)

= Bli = e cog . (82)W + CSQ^-EP)}* 2

The axis passes through (a, 0) and is, therefore,

(Y-y) ( 3Qd«* - 5cZz) - (X -a)(3^ - Bdy)

9Q»P(3QQ,-aP)
(g3)

9Q*+(3QQ l
-J2P)«

The normal at the point of contact meets the axis (83) at

X =x-ndy Y=y + udx (84)

The distance of this point, from point of contact, is

uP ± = ^!£t =p C0S 2 , (85 >

9Q4 -r(3Q^
l

- -BP)3 ^
*

The co-ordinates of the intersection of the directrix with the

3 the convex side of the curve, at a distance iron

tact equal to half the radius of curvature,

the co-ordinates (86) do not involve highe

%n the second, we conclude that the directrices o
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asymptotic angles are suppliementary, then we can prove in the

= a* (92)

where a is the semi-axis of the osculating equilateral hyperbola.

24. The system of simple binomial differential quantities

P, Q, R, 8, T, Q„ B', S', which have been introduced in the

preceding investigations, can, of course, be taken with any
independent variable. Of the eight quantities only the first five

may be looked upon as primary, and the rest as dependent
auxiliaries. If we take x as the independent variable, then dx is

constant, and therefore, &x, dlx, d*z, dhx all vanish. The
quantities P, Q, R, 8, 1\ Q x

are, in this case, equal to (l+p*)dx*
qdx\ rdx\ sdx\ tdx*, pqdx*, respectively. R' and S' evidently

If we take the arc («) as the independent variable, then

P= d*2 + dyp= ds* = constant

Therefore, QA
= dx&x + dydhj = ±dP = 0

Again dQ^i&xy + i&yy + dx d*z + dy d*y = \ d*P = 0

Therefore, dx d*x+ dy d*y = - -~ W

Therefore PR' -RQ l + {dx d*x + dyd*y)Q = 0

Hence R'

The
|

40 R3 + 9Q2r=45 qE



*-9 L

Thus, 9Q^(3QQ1
-Pi?)^^(9 +^) (100)

3QS - 522* + 12QB' =^9 +£ -^) (101)

40 £8-45 + 9 Q2T-90 QRR' + 45W
= _^ { 4/3 _ 9 P P > p

» + 9 p* p'" + 36 P P '

| (102)

Therefore the differential equation of a conic in p and * is

4p's-9pp' />" + 9p* p'" + 36Pp' = 0





52. The Later Mughals (1707- 1803).

By William Irvine, Bengal Civil Service (Retired).

[In continuation of article in Part I of the Journal for 1904, Vol. LXXIIT,
pp. 28-59 (Extra Number).]

Chapteb VII (continued)—MuHAMMA d Shah (1719-1748).

Section 5. Chabelah Ram and Girdhai Bahadur at Allahabad.
6. Flight. >f Xizam-ul-mulk fro nMalw;.h to tin- Daklnn.
7. Defeat and death of Dilawa ? Ali Khan.
8. Perplexity of the Sayyid br •there.

Attacks on Muhammad Am n Khan.
"

10. Nizam-ul-mulk's contest with 'Alim AH Khan
—Alim Ali Khan's preparations—Nizam-ul-mulk
replies to the letters from Agrah—The battle with
'Alim 'All Khan.

11. The nesvs from the Dakhin reaches Agrah.
12. The Emperor's advance to the Dakhin.
13. Assassination of Husain 'Ali Khan.
14. Abdullah Khan hears of his brother's death.

15 Muhammad Shah's movements.
16. Letters sent to the Emperor's adherents.
17. 'Abdullah Khan remonstrates.
18. Prince Muhammad Ibrahim raised to the throne.
19. The Emperor Muhammad Shah's advance.
20 Preparations for battle.

21. The battle of Hasanpur.
22. Capture of Prince Ibrahim.
23. End of 'Abdullah Khan.
24. The two Sayyids, their character and conduct,

L'Envoi.

Section 5.—Chabelah RIm and Girdhar Bahadur at
Allahabad.

Chabelah Ram, Nagar, owed his fortunes entirely to 'Azim-

ush-shan, fighting for whom his brother, Dya Ram, was killed

in 1124 EL, 1712, at Labor. He had been one of the earliest to

declare himself in Farrukhsiyar's favour, after that prince's cause

had been espoused by the Sayyid brothers. In reward for this

zeal he had obtained high rank and various important appoint-

ments. He had never been well affected to the Sayyids, and had

made a good deal of underhand complaint about them to Fai-rukh-

siyar. At the time of that emperor's deposition, he was governor of
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the Allahabad province. The downfall of his patron was dis-

tinctly opposed to his interests
;
bnt, as the saying is, "the earth

is hard and the sky far off." 1 From that moment he stood aloof

from the Sayyids, in an attitude not far removed from rebellion
;

and his name was mixed up with all the rumoured projects having
for their object the rescue of the late sovereign from the hands
of the Sayyid ministers. His declared revolt against them may
be dated from the middle of Ramazan 1131 H., (August 1719), just

a little before the time that Agrah fort was re-captured and the

movement in favour of Nekusiyar suppressed. Troubles raised

by Jasan Singh, zamindar of Kalpi, instigated by Muhammad
©in, Bangash, and his agent, Rustam Khan, Afridi of Mau-
Shamsabad, had kept Chabelah Ram busily occupied within his

own province, and had prevented his marching to Agrah. As the

fort at that place had now been recovered and Jai Singh, Sawae,
bought off, it was necessary to deal next with Chabelah Ram,
more especially as bis contumacy barred the road to a remittance

from Bengal, which had been detained at Patnah *

His nephew, Girdhar Bahadur, son of the late Dya Ram, had
been summoned to Dihli just before Farrukhsiyar's removal from
the throne; and after that event, Chabelah Ram's discontent be-

coming known, Girdhar Bahadur was detained at the capital in a

sort of honorable captivity. When the Wazir started for Agrah
with the emperor, Rafi'-ud-daulah, Girdhar Bahadur was placed

in charge of Lutfullah Khan, Sadiq, and by him entrusted to his

son, Hidayat 'Ali Khan. 3 This custodian visited his prisoner

daily. On one occasion he happened to mention that Husain Ali

Khan would soon march to Allahabad, and put an end to Chabelah
Ram and bis opposition. That very night Girdhar Bahadur fled,

having bought over his guard. At dawn fifty horsemen started

in pursuit, but no trace of the fugitive could be discovered. Soon
it was learnt that he had reached Allahabad and joined his uncle,

Chabelah Ram. *

Girdhar Bahadur was sent out from Allahabad with a fresh

force against Jasan Singh of Kalpi ; and after that rebel hid been
repeatedly defeated, the parties came to an agreement and Girdhar
Bahadur returned to Allahabad. This place was already seriously

threatened. Sayyid Abdullah Khan had detached 'Abd-un-nabi
Khan against it with six thousand horsemen ; and on Husain 'All

Khan's part, Daud Khan, deputy of Muhammad Khan at Gwaliyar,
was ordered on the same service at the head of three thousand
men, with whom he marched through Karrah to Allahabad.
Diler Khan, a slave of the Bangash chief, joined 'Abd-un-nabi
Khan at Itawah with fifteen hundred men. *

1 Zamin tokht wa asmdn dur, Khnshhfil Cand, Berlin MS. 495, fol. 998*.

* a^ahlial Caud.^BerlinMS. 495, fol. 999*
^ .

-

jr7 R
(1763-4K

E
Mu{%m^t'M^i^IJtho/of^n

TSH&™Musaffa™, was this

man's sixth son (see that woTk under the sixth year of Ahmad Shah).
' -

- ii. • . - ,

6 Biwinih-UKhizri, p. 8.
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w in charge of Allahabad
id himself. The two forces

were not yet in sight of each other, when Chabelah Ram was
seized with paralysis and died before he could reach Allahabad. 1

His death took place in Zu, 1 Hijjah 1 H. ( X.-veniWr 1710).
The two brothers looked on this death as a special interposition of
Providence, receiving the news with every demonstration of joy

;

and they at once sent off a robe of honour for Girdhar Hahadur.
with a request for the surrender of the fort of Allahabad. Active
hostilities had meanwhile been suspended. 'Abd-un-nahi Khan,
as soon as he heard of Chabelah Ram's death, halted at Shah-
zidpnr* for further orders, and conveyed to Girdhar Bahadur
the Waztr's offer that if he would come peaceably out of Allahabad,
he should forthwith receive the province of Audh with the
fauj tor-ships of Lakhnau and Gorakhpnr.

Girdhar Bahadur, however, rejected all overtures. His ex-

cuse, an obviously insufficient one, was that he had not yet finished

the funeral obsequies of his uncle, which could only be completed
at the holy Tribeni (that is, Allahabad, alias Pryag), where the
Ganges, Jamnah and Sarsut'i are supposed to meet. For one year
he would not be at liberty to leave the place. He employed this

breathing space in active preparations for a siege, and in the ac-

to have dug a trench from the Ganges to the Jamnah and filled it

with water from those rivers, thus protecting the fort on its most
vulnerable side, that towards the west. Outside this channel he
erected a number of small earthen forts.8

At this time the Bundelahs were active and troublesome, both
to the south of their country on the borders of the Malwah, and to

the north of it between Allahabad and Agrah. With regard to the
first of these outbreaks, Nizam-ul-mulk, the &uba7idar of Malwah,
was written to. For the' protection of the country near the
Jamnah, a force was ordered to assemble under Muhammad Khan,
Bangash, 'Aziz Khan, Da,udzai, Hasan Khan, fanjdar of Korah
Jahanabad, and other jnglrdars.

' They were to await orders on
the south of the Jamnah. Sa'adat Khan, Burhan-ul-mulk (who
had been recently, 6th October 1719, appointed faujdar of Hindaun
and Bianah) was designated as commander of the imperial

vanguard. About this time Mir Jnmlah, Tarkhan, who had lately

made his peace with the Sayyids, bad been nominated (8th

Zo.,1 Hijjah 1131 H., 21st October 1719) to the office of yaJr-vf-

sudur, or superintendent of endowments, but found a difficulty in

obtaining the issue of his patent of appointment, owing to the

1 Hiusnbal Cand, Berlin MS., No. 495, fol. 999*. reports that some men
suggested foul play. Their story waB that " a letter arrived from the Sayyids,

and as soon as he (C R.) had opened the envelope, he gave up the ghost."

2 In the Cawnpore district, lat., 26°77', long. 80°2', Thornton, " Gazet-

te61
3 Mwdnih+ghipi, _P- 8? Kimwar Kfean, entry of^Sfch^Zn^Hijjah

;

mi^m^^^^^^^^h^ ; Shi?Ms" 33«°
0^
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obstructive action of Rajah Ratn Cand. Mir Jumlah invoked
the aid of Sa'adat Khan who spoke to Husain «Ali Khan. Ratn
Cand was displeased, and soon succeeded in alienating 'Abdullah
Khan from Sa'adat Khan. The command of the vanguard was
taken from him and given to Haidar Quli Khan. 1

With reference to Ratn Cand's interference, even in matters
belonging to other departments, 'they tell the following story :

One day Ratn Cand brought to 'Abdullah Khan a man whom he
wished to be made a qnzi. 'Abdullah Khan said with a smile to

a bystander :
" Ratn Cand now nominates tbe qnzis." The cour-

tier replied: "He has got everything he wants in this world,

why should he not now look after the other world ?"« Or, as

Fakhr-ud-din Khan, son of Shekh 'Abd-ul-'aziz, remarked one
day to 'Abdullah Khan :

" Now-a-days, through your favour,

Ratn Cand is as great a man ng was Himu, the shopkeeper." 3

Haidar Quli Khan started for Allahabad on the 1st Muhar-
ram 1132 H., 13th November 1719. On the way he was joined

by Sher Afkan Khan, Panipati, fatijdar of Karrah.* After a
halt near Karrah, they advanced to a place twenty-five kos from
Allahabad. At this stage Shah 'All Khan arrived, bringing
with him Da,ud Khan, an officer sent by Muhammad Khan,
Bangash. Shah 'Ali Khan was a Barhah Sayyid who had been
deputed by the wazir and his brother to represent their in-

terests. 6 Muhammad Khan, Bangash, excused himself from
personal attendance, the Rajput clan of the Bamtelahs having
risen and tried to destroy the newly-founded town 'of Farrukha-
bad. But he vouched for the zeal and energy of his officers,

Da,ud Khan and Diler Khan.*
By this time, at tbe instigation of Budh Singh of Bondi, a

large number of Bundelahs had taken the field. These men har-

assed 'Abd-un-nabi Khan and Diler Khan in their advance.
One day 'Abd-un-nabi Khan was taken prisoner, but rescued by
Diler Khan after a severe struggle. Before the fight could be
renewed on the following morning, Tahavvar 'Ali Khan marched

1 Kamwar Khan, entries' of 23rd Zu.l Qa'dah and srh Zu.l Hijjah 1 131 H.,
Khizr Khan, p. 10, Shiu Das, 33. Korah Jahanabad is in the Fatehpur Dis-

'
• ,. •

; , ;r : .
" -

Bianah (in Bhartpnr territory), lat. 26°57', long. 77°20', Thornton, 387, 119.

2 An allnsion, no doubt, to the lines which Sa adat Yar Khan (Bangm)
in Ma3alis-i-rangm, Irvine MS. 263,/. 2«, attributes to Fardausi-i-Tusi :

—
Tii Mr-i.zamin nikii saMti

" That you try to regulate the heavens ? "

8 Tarm-i-muzaffari, Irvine MS., p. 167, Khushhil Cand, Berlin MS. 495,

/. 1.0OO6. Himu, QbttMT, wmr of «Xdil Shih, Sur, was defeated and taken
prisoner in Muharram 964 H., November 1556, Beale, 160.

4 This man was tl
'

M^affiri, VJO, has Kora}
& According to Khushhal Cand, Berlin MS. No. 495, /. 999«, this man

tad been promised the succession to the governorship, if saccessful in eject-
ing Girdhar Bahadur. He had 4,000 men with him.

» Khi?r Ki.'.. .......
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in with two thousand men sent by Dilawar 'Ali Khan. The
Bundelahs now avoided a renewal of the entrapment, but
Tahavvar "AH Khan, out of bravado, disregarding "Ahd-un-nabi
Khan's advice, took the initiative. IblerKhan. scorning to bo
left b. hind, followed in ins wake, and 'Abd-un-nahi Khan felt

bound to support them. The Afghans, when near enough, began
to shout out abusive words until Bhatrwant Sin«rli . the Bundelah
leader, stung by these taunts, broke off his holy thread,' put it on

Tahavvfr 'Ali Khan as his opponent^^ that Officer's

T:,Lv\:.r • \1, Khan'- arm with another I bier Khan now atYeinpt-

ed to take the Bundelahs in the rear. Bhatrwant Singh with
two hundred men turned to face him. Diler Khan did not flinch,

and after three quarters of an hour's desperate fitrhtintr. Bhao--

want Singh was cut down by the Pathan. The Bundelalw dis-

persed and were pursued for two or three kos by the Afghan
horse. 'Abd-un-nabi Khan and his companions then rejoined
Haidar Quli Khan by forced marches.3

All the reinforcements having now reached him, Haidar
Quli Khan divided his army into three divisions : one under his
own orders ; one under Sher Afkan Khan, Panipati, Bahadur
Khan and Da,ud Khan; one under Shah 'AH Khan, Barhah, and

^
Abd-un-nabi Khan.s An advance was then made. When the

3ta were five kos from the fort, the Candelah zamindars
who had joined Girdhar Bahadur came out to oppose them, and a
sharp engagement ensued. The Candelahs forced their way into
the ranks of the second division, and the newly recruited men
gave way, Shah 'Ali Khan being so severely wounded that he fell

from his elephant. His troops fled in disorder. But Da,ud
Khan, calling on his Afghans, ma jgle as long as
there was any daylight, and during the night the third division

reached the spot. The enemy being now out-numbered, took to

their heels and retreated-within shelter of the trenches outside the
fort,*

Haidar Quli Khan hurried up with his own division, and two
days were spent in restoring order in the force. On the third day
he marched close np to the entrenchments with his whole army.
As soon as they came in sight, they were received with a heavy
fire of cannon and rockets, and from afternoon to sunset the fight

continued. Girdhar Bahadur in person issued from his trenches

and created a diversion by a bold attack. At length, owing to

the darkness, they could no longer distinguish friend from foe,

and each army returned to its own quarters. Fighting went on

1 The janeo or Brahmin ical thread, worn across one shoulder by the

8
2 Khizr Kiln. p. 11.

8 Khfishhll Cand, Berlin MS. No. 495, /. 999*, names also Mir Kallii, son

4 Khizr Kfran, p. 13. - . ...
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daily for two or three days. One nignt an attack was made on
'Abd-un-nabi Khan's camp, and great damage was done before

Sher Afkan Khan could arrive, when thej jointly drove back the
assailants to the very ditches of their entrenchments. Two men
were taken alive. Their story was that within the fort there

were food and supplies enough to last for ten years ; Girdhar
Bahadur's own men numbered ten thousand, and there-were as

many more belonging to Budh Singh, Hada, Chattarsal, Bun-
delah, and the Hindu landholders of the adjacent country.

Haidar Quli Khan reported all this to Husain 'Ali K&an, and
asked for reinforcements. 1

Nor did the commanders of the investing force act in unison.

'Abd-un-nabi Khan declared thfit he would behead the two prison-

ers in retaliation for ihe loss of men that he had suffered.

Baidar Quli Khan refused his consent. He said that lie required
these men in order to find out from them the condition of the fort

and its defenders, subsequently, whatever order was given in

regard to the prisoners by Husain 'Ali Khan, Amir-ul-umara,
would be carried out. Beginning with civil words, the discus-

sion was prolonged until they spoke harshly to each other.

'Abd-un-nabi Khan thereupon withdrew his troops from the

investment of the northern bastion, and that very night a rein-

forcement sent by Budh Singh, Hada, passed through the aban-

doned post and entered the fort without let or hindrance.

As already stated, Husain 'Ali Khan, as soon as he learnt of

Budh Singh's encouragement of the Bundelahs and of Girdhar
Bahadur's resistance, detached Dilawar 'Ali Khan and others

into the Kotah-Bondi country. At the same time Muhammad
Khan, Bangash, who had obeyed the command to proceed to

Albthabad by sending some of the officers, was pressed to take

the field in person. Accordingly, he soon arrived at Allahabad,
and occupied the position vacated by 'Abd-un-nabi Khan. One
night, shortly after his arrival, two thousand men, an hour or two
before dawn, made a sudden attack on him. The Nawab, whose
eyes were inflamed, was unable to take the command himself,

but Diler Khan, for whom an urgent message had been sent, was
soon on the spot. In the confusion and darkness, some two
hundred of the retreating enemy lost their way and fell into

the river; while Salim Singh, their leader, was wounded and
made a prisoner by Nur Khan, Khatak. But before he was re-

cognized, he yielded up his accoutrements, his sword, his turban,
and all that he had of value, and was allowed to go his way.
Diler Khan received two severe wounds in the back, but escaped
with his life.*

The morning after this night surprise, Haidar Quli Khan
ordered a general assault from two directions. One force he took
command of himself, the other was led by Sher Afkan Khan,
Da,ud Khan. Bangash, and Shah 'Ali Khan, Barhah. After
repeated attacks, Haidar Quli Khan cleared the enemy out of the
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entrenchments at the foot of the north side of the fort. In the
same way, Shah 'Ali Khan and the leaders with him drove those
in front of them back to the very foot of the walla. Da ud
Khan, accompanied by Sher Afkuu Khan, brought up the scal-

ing ladders, hoping to make an entry, but after much struggle
and effort he was compelled to abandon r he attempt. Since the
river flows close under the fort, and a number of boats were
moored below the walls, it was feared that if the enemy saw the
day going against them, they would use this means of escape.
To prevent this manoeuvre, Muhammad Khan sent out his men
and took possession of all the boats.

For three days the fighting continued. By the fourth day
the imperial army had worked its way close to the fort and began
to mine under the walls. Girdhar Bahadur, believing the day
was lost, made overtures through Muhammad Khan; in these
negociations a long time was consumed. Girdhar Bahadur then
found out that Muhammad Khan had received a promise of the
Allahabad proyince, if he, Girdhar Bahadur, could be ousted
from it. Ceasing to believe any longer in that noble's imparti-
ality, Girdhar Bahadur said he would treat through no oue but
Ratn Cand.

The retention of Allahabad in hostile hands was most detri-
mental to the Sayyids' power. It formed a centre round which
disaffection could rally and grow troublesome. In itself it was
as strong a fortress as Akbarabad, but in other ways many times
more difficult to overcome. Instead of a revolted garrison
having no competent leaders, it was held by a well-tried and
valiant soldier at the head of a well-disciplined force ; instead of a
miserably provisioned stronghold there was one with sufficient sup-
plies for many years. Obviously some great effort must be made.

Husain 'Ali Khan ordered a bridge of boats to be thrown
across the Jamnah at .A grab, and sent ids troops to the other side

as a preliminary to his own advance down the Diiabah. He had
no reverence for the prognostications of astrologers, saying

:

" Whatever is chosen by the Eternal Felicity is felicitous ; what-
ever is not adopted by Him is devoid of felicity." On the 3rd
Safar (15th December 1719) he quitted his camp at Bagh Dahr-
Arae, and proceeded by boat to the garden of Jahan-arae Begam.
Negotiations continued at Allahabad

;
day and night camel riders

came and went. But Girdhar Bahadur persisted that he had no
faith in the Sayyids and could not trust their honour, or give up
the place of refuge that he held. Several months elapsed, but

no settlement was arrived at. 1

At length, on the 23rd Jamada I, I132H. list April 1720),

Husain 'All Khan resolved to match on Allahabad ; and quitting

the garden of Jahan-aiae, his tents were put up on the grazing

grounds of Bagh. Buland. * Bat 'Abdullah Khan did not approve

l Muijammad Qisim, Lihorl, 303.
a Khoshbal i;and, Berlin MS. No. 495, /. 1,000«, names Mod 115$,
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of this move. A few weeks before this, on the 1st Rabi' II.

1132 H. (10th February 1720) the emperor's advance tents had
been seat off towards Dihli, but no start followed ; and on the
1st Jamada I (10th Marcb 1720), they were brought back from
Sikandrah Italah. 1 About this time the quarrel over the Agrab
booty broke out afresh between 'Abdullah Khan and his younger
brother, and it was only through the strenuous exertions of Ratn
Cand that a settlement was made ; and these differences were pre-

vented from reaching the public ear. Still sore at the role played
by his brother at Agrah, 'Abdullah Khan, directly Husain 'AH
Khan moved towards Allahabad, swore that he would not be
defrauded a second time. If Husain 'Ali Khan had appro-
priated the booty of igrah, he would take that of Allahabad.
In short, he insisted on his right as wazir to assume the supreme
command. At length, a middle course was hit upon, both
brothers remained at Agrah, and Ratn Cand went as their emis-
sary to Allahabad.*

On the 25th Jamada I, 1132 H. (3rd April 1720) s Ratn
Cand started with many nobles in his train, and sixty large guns
each drawn by one hundred to two hundred oxen and three or

four elephants. On his way the faujdars, the agents of the

JOgirdSrs, and the zamindUrs flocked to his standard. The rajah

camped two kos from Allahabad fort and sent a message to

Girdhar Bahadur that he had come thus far to see him, and was
anxiously awaiting an interview. Rajah Girdhar Bahadur
returned answer that to meet him was a pleasure, but the period
set apart for mourning on account of Chabelah Ram's death not
having yet expired, he must trouble his visitor to come and see
him, which would also accord with the usages observed at condo-
lences upon a death. Rajah Ratn Cand, leaving everybody
behind him except Muhammad Khan, Bangnsh, Haidar Quli
Khan, and one or two of his most trusted subordinates, went
into the fort. Rajah Girdhar Bahadur came as far as the door
of his dwelling, and Ratn Cand on meeting him offered the
usual condolences. Gifts were brought forward, of which Ratn
Cand accepted an elephant and two horses

;
then, having sat a

moment, he left for his quarters. Next day Girdhar Bahadur
came in full state to return the visit. Ratn Cand met him at the
tent door and seated him on the right hand upon his own carpet
{masnad), offering one elephant and five horses with rich trap-
pings. Girdhar Bahadur, too, refused all except the elephant
and two horses.4

After they had exchanged some conciliatory words in public,
they sat apart and consulted. The terms offered were the

J
.gPP*1

*6^ tbu Place weafc of Agrah, and the Bite of Akbar's mauso-

2 Muhammad Qaeim, Lahori, 306 ; Kumwar Khun, 220, Khafi Khan, II,

3 Khafi Khan, II, 84H, has " end of Eab? II," which iB a month earlier.

Shiu Deb, /. 34«; Khushbal Cand, Berlin MS.'
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govermneut of Audh with all the divisions {sark&rs) dependent
thereon, and the right to appoint all the military and civil subor-
dinate officer (i.t . the f.iujdai uid I'm Mir Mushrif, the
former governor, and the other officials being removed. To these
appointments was added a gift of thirty lakhs of rupees, payable
from the Bengal treasure remittance, to replace the expenditure
on his army and the defence of the fort, together with a jewelled
turban ornament, a special dress of honour and an elephant from
the emperor. This conference took place upon the 2.«th .huuada
II, 1132 H. (3rd May J 720).'

After binding oaths on Gauges water had been exchanged,
Girdhar Bahadur accepted the above terms, and, with all his
family and their belomjinys. his treasure and his -roods, marched
out of the fort on the 4th Rajah (Uth .May 1720);* whereupon
Ahmad Khan, a brother of Muhammad Khan, Bangash, entered
with five hundred men and occupied the place. Leaving Shah
A; h'htn in charge of Allahabad, Ratn Cand started on his

return to Agrab. The Bengal treasure, until now delayed at
Patnah, was sent for, orders being left that out of the total sum
thirty lMkh$ should be paid over to Rajah Girdhar Bahadur, and
the balance sent on to headquarters.

On the 9th Rajab, upon the receipt of Ratn Cand's report,

'Abdullah Khan attended audience, where he had not been for

some time, and received the emperor's permission to beat the
drums in honour of a victory. On the 16th Rajab (23rd May
1720) Husain «AU Khan recrossed the Jamnah and took up his

old station in Bagh Dahrah as before. Ratn Cand, on hia arrival

on the 2nd Sha'ban, 8th June 1720, was warmly congratulated
by the two brothers and promoted to 5,000 zat, 5,000 horse,

receiving a special robe and a very valuable pearl necklace.
Haidar Quli Khan received 50,000 rupees and a robe of honour

;

Muhammad Khan, Bangash, and Sher Afkan Khan, each twenty-
five thousand rupees and a necklace of pearls. During this

period the emperor had moved once (14th JamadS II, 22nd April

1720) to the village of Mumtazabad, in order to pay a visit to

Shahjahan's tomb ; onthel7thof the same month (25th April
1720) the camp was brought back to Talab Khela Nath.s

6. Flight op Nizam-ul-mulk prom Malwah to the Dakhin.

Between Itfizam-ul-niulk and the Sayyids there were many
reasons for mutual distrust. Spoiled in earlier years by the

exceptional favour with which he and his father were honoured

during the last part of 'Alamgir's reign, Nizam-ul-mulk was
ever afterwards discontented with the treatment he received

from that monarch's successors. In Bahadur Shah's reign he
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served grudgingly, more than once sending in his resignation.

It was tlie same in Jahandar Shah's reign. His services to

Farrukjjsiyar at the time of Jahandar Shah's overthrow secured

bim the government of the Dakhin, a region in regard to which,

as there can be no doubt, he had cherished secret projects ever

since the death of 'Alamgir. Nizam-ul-mulk, like his father,

had won his spurs in the Dakhin campaigns, and, as gndfiqar

Khan unquestionably did, he must have seen that it offered a

splendid opening for acquiring partial, perhaps even complete,

independence of Dihll and its sovereign. He had held the six

subahs for hardly more than two years, when he was superseded

by Husain 'All Khan.
This supersession rankled apparently in his mind, for he with-

drew to his new appointment at Muradabad, and only returned

to the capital at Farrukhsiyar's urgent request. Unable to work
with Farrakhsiyar, he went over nominally, as we have seen, to

the faction of the wazlr and his brother. Being anxious to

secure his absence from Dihli, they offered him the government
of Bihar, a difficult charge which they hoped would fully employ,

even if it did not exhaust, his strength. Before Nizam-ul-mulk
had started for Patnah Farrukhsiyar had been dethroned, and

Malwah being then vacant was offered to him. The brothers

thought that as their own nominees and relations held Akbarabad
on the one side, and the Dakhin on the other, any danger from
this able man's intrigues would be obviated by thus placing him
between two fires. Remembering how short his tenure of the

Dakhin had been, Nizam-ul-mulk made his acceptance of Mal-
wah conditional on a "solemn agreement that he should not be

removed again. The promise was given and the Nawab started

for ITjjain on the 24th Rabi' II, 1131 H. (15th March 1719), a
few days after the accession of Rafi'-ud-darajat, taking the pre-

caution to remove the whole of his family and possessions, thus

leaving no hostages behind bim in the Sayyids' hands.
Ever since Ins departure rumours had been rife that he had

helped to instigate the abortive rising at Agrah. Although he
was guilty of no overt act of hostility, he failed in some matters
to study the susceptibilities of Husain 'All Khan. Owing to a

slight offered by him to Khan 1 Husain 'All Khan, Marahmat
had been superseded in his command at Mandu by Khwajam
QuliKJban.* Difficulties arose about giving over that fort, and after

these had been overcome, Marahmat Khan, instead of being re-

moved by Nizam-ul-mulk, was employed in ejecting Jai Cand, Bun-

of treasure from Bengal were received at Agrah on the 19th Rajab (24fch

May 1720).
I Mir Ibrahim, Marahmat Khan, belonged to a distinguished family.

He was the third son of Amir Khan, KSbnll (d. 1109 H.), Bon of Khalllullah
Khan, Yazdl, Ni'matilahl. He" died while governor of Patnah on the 17th
VI . : v

art, p. 173, has Rajearh. and adds that parganah Canderi was invaded.
* gfewijam Qali Khan (originally Beglar Begi Khan) was the son of a

Taram, Naxar Be, who had come as an ambassador to 'Alamgir's court. On
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delah, from Ramgarh. The Nawab then applied for the offender's
pardon. Husain 'Ali Khan disregarded these requests in favour
of Marahmat Khan. Soon afterwards the news-writers reported
to headquarters that Nizam-ul-mulk was enlisting men and col-

lectins materiel of war in excess of his requirements as a pro-
vincial governor.

On receipt of these reports. Husain 'Ali Khan sent for the
agent who represented Xi/.im-ul-mulk at court, and, after abus-
ing him and his master, told him to report to his employer what
had been said to him; the grievances alleged being tlie above-
mentioned matter of Marahmat Khan, the removal of a zamin-
<lnr in yavjanah Nalgm, 1 and some other disputes about lands.

Nizam-ul-mulk acknowledged the letter by writing direct to

Husain 'All Khan. After complaining of the enmity of the
official reporters, he points out that people who had never been in

Malwah, could not know its condition; but Husain 'All Sfcan
having lately passed through it must know the facts well. The
Mahrarrahs, with over fifty thousand horsemen, were harrying it

;

if troops in large numbers were not entertained, what hope was
there of defending the country from their ravages ? For this rea-

objected to giving up Malwah just as the instalments of the RnbV
ng due, this being the time when most of the

'lis only
-

hope of getting back his

heavy expenditure. None but his evilwishers could
cused him of intending adverse action. If that had been his

wish he could have gratified it when at Agrah, where several
times messengers came to him from Nikusiyar. He had no such
purposes in his heart, and his detractors ought to be silenced.

The allusion to what he could have done at Agrah, if he had
chosen, only incensed Husain 'Ali Khan still more against him. 8

A farman was now issued to Nizam-ul-mulk recalling him
from Malwah, on the plea that it was necessary for the protection

of the Dakhin that Husain 'Ali Khan should take charge of that

province. He was offered the choice of any one out of the four

provinces of Akbarabad, Allahabad, Multan, or Burhanpur.
This was a distinct breach of faith, and no doubt confirmed

Nizam-ul-mulk in the belief that he was to be destroyed. He
had already some reason for apprehension, due to the movements
of Bnsain »A1I Khan's bakhshi, Dilawar 'Ali Khan, who was

hovering on the western border of Malwah, attended by Rajah

Bhira Singh of Bondi, Rajah Gaj Singh of Narwar, and other

tuli Khan died at Mandu on the 19th Rajab 1136 H (12th April

o, the man who went to the Dakhin with Nifsro-ol-mnlk, and

i 1170 H. (1756-7) or 1179 H. (1766-6), is probably a son and

i individual. See M-ul-u, I, 834, aud Mxrat-uM«ff*, B.M 6540,
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chiefs. The secret instructions of these generals were that after

they had settled the matter of Salim Singh who, with the con-

nivance of Rajah Jai Singh, Savvae, had attempted to usurp
Bondi, they should keep the proceedings of Nizam-ul-mulk under
observation and await further orders. Dilawar 'All Khan was
told to announce publicly that he had a commission to proceed to

Aurangabad in the Dakhin, to conduct thence the family of

Nawab Husain 'AH Khan.
This movement could not be construed otherwise than un-

favourably by Nizam-ul-mulk. Nor was other instigation to action

wanting. His cousin, Muhammad Amin Khan, wrote from
A grab, that the Sayyids were only waiting for the suppression of

the Nikusiyar party and the recovery of Allahabad, when their

next task would be to uproot and destroy him, Nizam-ul-mulk.
With his own letter Muhammad Amin Khan sent one written by
Muhammad Shah's own hand, and one bearing the seal of that

emperor's mother. These letters complained of the Sayyids, of

their entire usurpation of authority, of their leaving no per-

sonal liberty to the emperor ; and called on Nizam-ul-mulk to

espouse his cause and effect his deliverance. 1

Further details of Nizam-ul-mulk's stay in Malwah are

obtained from another source. The night following his arrival at

Ujjain there was heavy rain ;
" this was, indeed, to him God's

gracious rain, for from that day he never ceased to prosper."

Ujjain became to him in fact as well as name the Bar-ul-fath t the

Abode of Victory. After the rains (of 1719) had ended, he set

out to reduce his province to order. It was then that the friends
of Husain 'Ali Khan wrote alarming letters about the strength
of his army and complained that mischief was brewing, as he
was tampering with the court intelligencer's reports. Upon
hearing this Husain 'Ali Khan broke out into strong language.
He asserted that Nizam-ul-mulk should never have been allowed
to leave the court," and now one " Nizam-ul-mulk " had multi-

plied into a thousand ; it would be found as difficult to deal with
him as to tackle a young tiger in an open plain.

To this Qutb-ul-mulk ('Abdullah Khan) replied with the
saying, " The past is beyond remedy, fate does its own pleasure."

Some way must be devised. After many consultations, a farman
of recall was despatched by the hands of mace-bearers, while a

force was moved across the Chambal. If the governor submitted,

all would be well ; if not, they could still fight or negotiate. IE

he fled to the south, their general could pursue. 'Alim 'All

Khan at Aurangabad was warned to be on the alert. Thus
Nizam-ul-mulk would inevitably be caught between two fires.

It had already been a subject of remark at Nizam-ul-mulk's

darbtir that disturbed times were at hand, that probably the first

difficulty would arise in Malwah. Nizam-ul-mulk began to pre-

pare for an emergency, as the only hope of being left undis-

turbed. He argued that, though in position a great noble, Husain

1 gfeafl ^an, II, 850, 851, 852
j Muhammad QaBim, Lahori 307.
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'Ali Khan was in character a mere soldier, who, as Boon as he
hear.- anything unfavourable, burns with anger and becomes at
once an enemy. In that case, " the Lord be our keeper." There
is nothing for it but to make ready to fight.

When the advance of Sayyid Dilawar 'Ali Khan was
announced, Nizam-ul-mulk consulted his most trusted officer,

Muhammad Ghiyas Khan. This man said there was no nse in
losing one's head, the matter could easily be carried through.
Fortune had alu a\s been favourable, and t<> resist was best. The
Xawal- rejoined:'" Why speak thus ! Still, lam in perplexity:
• that I have done no wronu' is plain, nor need 1 feel ashamed. I

" I have lived respected from the days of the late 'Alam^ir until
" now, and for the few more days that may be vouchsafed me, I

" trust I may be saved from dishonour. Why do these pan'enus
" try to harm me, merely because they are putted up by their sud-
" den elevation. Such an attitude is becoming in an emperor ; if

"others gain a little rise in life, why need they lose their heads.
" Thanks to God on High, who is there that shall not himself receive
" what he has done to others. But it is not for me to begin. If
'• in spite of my quiescence they attack me, there is no help for it.

" After all, I am human. What man is there holding my high
'* station who would not defend his honour ? Victory lies hidden
" from us, it is the gift of the Most High, and is not gained by the
" greatness of a host. I swear by the God that made me, that
" they may bring all Hindustan against me and I will still resist
" undaunted. If longer life has been decreed me, no harm will
" arrive ; if the hour of departure is at hand, nothing can avail

Ghiyas Khan approved these words, pointing out that he had
only meant to suggest that preparation was necessary, " a blow
after the fight " 1 meant mere dishonour. The Nawab's kinsmen
approved, and preparation was decided on. Ghiyas Khan pro-

posed a march from Mandeshar to Ujjain, where they should
await the farman and leave in safety their superfluous baggage.

Thefarm&n ought to be received with outward honour, to be fol-

lowed by a march towards the capital. If they were to fight,

they could fight as well there as here
;
nay, at court the position

was better. When men have once resolved on death they can

fight even against heaven ; as to any other low wretches, of what

and able to take flight ; men with bodies, however much fenced

in, can be reached. Right was on their side. If a gracious God
shielded them, Right would triumph. If, befoi-e they reached the

vicinity of Sironj, things took another turn, what would it mat-

ter ? On hearing of their ostensible return to the capital, would

not their opponents be forthwith put off their guard. Muham-
mad Amin Khan, Hamid Khan and others at court should be

addressed, as also 'Iwaz Khan and others in the Dakhin. The
commandant of Asirgarh should be gained over* money might be

1 Musht ba'd atjang.
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offered him for the cession of that fortress. That place could be

easily reached from Sironj, " and when Asir is ours, God has

given us the key of the kingdom of the Dakhin." Ra'ayat

Khan, 'Abdurrabim Khan, Qadir Dad Khan and Mutawassal
Khan supported Muhammad Gbiyas.

Letters were written in all directions, as agreed on, and after

a delay of two or three days they started in the direction of

Dihli. Of this move the news-reporters immediately sent off

announcements to the court. Stage by stage they advanced as

far as Dorahah. Letters came from the chief men in the Dakhin,

but no fresh orders were issued, and the soldiers rejoiced at being

on their way to Hindustan. Suddenly they were marched back
by the way that they had come ; the men were amazed, but the

secret was well kept, and at last, by a night march on the 8th

May 1720, they reached and crossed the Narbada. 1

Nizam-ul-mulk had heard that mace-bearers were on their

way to enforce his return to the capital. A farman to this effect

had indeed been sent, in which it was added that the province of

Akbarabad would be given to him as soon as be arrived. On the

9th Rajab 1132 H. (16th May 1720), news came to Agrah that he

had left Malwah. It was then reported that in the middle of

Jamada II, 1132 H. (about the 23rd April 1720), at the hea-1 of

five or six thousand horsemen, and attended bv 'Abd-ur rahim
: burnt Khan, Ra'ayat Khan, Qadir Dad Khan, Rau-

:
.

'

-

'Inayat Khan and others, Nizam-ul-mulk had left Mandeshar and
marched back to Ujjain. There, giving out that he was on his

way to Sironj, one or two marches were made as far as the
village of Kayath ; thence he made straight for the Narbada,
which he crossed on the 1st Rajab 1132 H. (8th May 1720) by
the ford of Akbarpur.8

Rusain Ali Khan was for immediate action ; he wished to

go in person. On the other hand, 'Abdullah Khan and Samsam-
ud-dauiah (Khan Dauran) counselled delay

;
for, as the saying

is, "Delay is of God; haste, of the Devil. "« Sayyid Dilawar
'Ali Khan and the officers with him, in one direction, and 'Alim
'All Khan, in the other, would suffice to retrieve everything.

Even if Asir fort had been taken, there had been no time to

place it in a state of defence and it could be easily recovered
;

" cleverness is a good thing, be you as strong as Rustam."*
Husain 'All Khan continued unappeased and blamed his

brother's want of energy. The latter stuck to his own opinion

and protested that it was not adopted through want of courage.

He was surprised at being called a coward. " Am I not your

brother ? Am not I, too, a Snyyid ? " Let his brother be a little

reasonable, and he would agree to anything. He had said over

J Ahwai-al-Khawaqin, /. 1556.
2 KMfl Khan, II, 852, 860, 861 ; Muhammad QaBim, Lahorl, 308 j

Kamwnr Khan, 221.

3 Ul-tiMfr min ur-Rahimdn, ul ta'ajjul min ush-shaitdn.
* Aql chin.i.sharifast, go kih Ruttam-tawin bdshad.
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and over again that the imprisonment of Farrukhsiyar was a
mistake. But his words were put aside, and his brother had
done his own pleasure. They could but reap what they had
sown, and this rising of Xizmi-ul-mulk was only the first-fruits.

In th- rvul th<> l.n.thi-rs sent <dl' invent orders to Saw id Dilawar
'Ali Khan to follow instantly in pursuit, taking w'ith him Kan
nimn S:n.irh, Ha da. Rajah Caj Sin-h. Xarw.-m. Most Muhammad
Khan, Afghan, and others. In anticipation of some such move-
ment, these men were already close to the borders of Maluah,
and were thus able to start without delay. 'Alim 'All Khan,
a youth about twenty years of age and a nephew of the Saw-ids,
who was acting at Aurantrahad as depulv governor of the Dakhin,
received orders to bar the nay to the Nawab's advance. 1

One of Nizam-nl-mulk's tir-t arts was an attempt to buy over
the garrison of the stromr fortress of Asirgarh. which lies about
forty-five miles south of the Narbada and not far from Burhan-
pur. Klmsrau, one of his slaves, had a friend in the garrison
named 'Usman Khan, Qadiii, to whom he was sent with over-
tures. The very day that the Nawab crossed the Nar'oada.

KJni*rau came back with 'Usman Khan, who stipulated that he
should be appointed to the command of the fort. Money for
paying to the garrison the arrears of two years' pay was pro-
vided, and 'Usman Khan, accompanied by Hafizullah Khan,
bakhskl, and the NawaVs eldest son, Ghazi-ud-dln Khan, Firaz
Jang, returned to Asirgarh. Nizam-ul-mulk followed as quickly
as possible by way of Bijagarh Kahrgauw. The fort w
vered up on the 13th Rajah 1132 H. (20th Mav 1720 .

ommandant, a very old man named Abu Talib Khan, was
made a prisoner. About this time Rustam Beg Khan of Kahr-
ganw and Fath Singh, Rajah of Makrae, came in and joined.

Ghiyas Khan was sent on to occupy the town of Burhanpur,
lying at a distance of about twelve miles. After a visit to

Asirgarh, to the top of which he ascended, Nizam-ul-mulk, leav-

ing behind him his two sons and his spare baggage, followed to

Burhanpur and encamped m the Lai Bagh at that place.3

Hearing that Nizam-ul-mulk had crossed the Narbada 'Alim
4Ali Khan sent off"Anwar Khan, Qutb-ud.daulah,3 faujdar of

Burhanpur, who was then on leave at Aurangabad. With him
was joined Rao Rambha Nirobalkar, a Mahrattah leader who

1 Ahwal-ul-hhaicdqin, f. Ittb . KSmwar Khan. 221.

2 Khafi Khan, II, 853, 865 ; Tarlkh-i-Mnz.^.n-,, p. 1*\ and >l v;ih-i.

Daihin bv Mnn'im KhSn, Anrangibadi, Irvine MS. No. 396, ff. 131 and 152.

The Burhdn-uLfutSb, 167* ,
gives Islamnllab. Hflzarl.as the name of the man
.d that of Sharf Kfean as the new^ commandant.

!8h), pp.
Khan, Pirzadah, a proteee^of SayyidJ Abdullah Ihan,

ud-durajat's

ien brought to the Dakhin by Huaain «Ali Khan and apj

rajat's reign to the high office of governor at Bijapui
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owed his release from imprisonment at Dihli to the intercession

of that officer. They were at 'Adilabad, 1 twelve kos south of

Burhanpur, when they heard that Ghiyas Khan was already there

and preparing to invest the town of which Nurullah Khan, dhvan
of the province and brother of Anwar Khan, was in charge.

Ghiyas Khan tried to intercept the relieving force by sending

troops across the Tapti
;

but, favoured by the darkness of the

night, they evaded his men and taking to by-paths passed in to

the town, their litters (palkis) and other property falling into the

hands of plunderers. Soon after the faujtWrs arrival, the citi-

zens assembled and protested against a resistance for which they

alone would suffer. The walls would be escaladed by Ghiyas
Khan, their lives endangered, and their property destroyed. The
faujdcir was advised by them to fight outside in the open, for, if

he did not, the city would be surrendered by the citizens to his

Khan, who was far from courageous, lost his
- -"ayl7raltogether, and on the 16th 'Rajab (23rd May 1720) applied

terms. The next day Nizam-ul-mulk arrived

Khan and Nurullah Khan, with all the offi-

to Ghiyas Khan for terms. The next day N
in person. Anwar Khan and Nurullah 4S>5
cials and citizens, attended and

then occupied. By the acquisition of

Asirgarh and Burhanpur, Nizam-ul-mulk's position was rendered

Veiy
2t

>

°tlns time the mother of Sayyid Saif-ud-din 'Ali Khan,
Barhah, younger brother of the wazir, had reached Burhanpur
with her grand-children on her way from Aurangabad to rejoin

her son at. Muradabad, suhah Dihli, where he was now faujdar.
When Nizam-ul-mulk appeared and occupied the town, the men
of her escort were overcome with terror, and proposed to send
to the Nawab all the jewels and valuable property which they
had in their charge, on condition that the family honour was
saved and their lives guaranteed. Nizam-ul-mulk refused to

accept the offer of the property, spoke kindly to Muhammad 'AH,
the Begam's agent, conferred on him a dress of honour, and sent
him back with a present of fruit for the children. The Begam
was then allowed to depart, an escort of two hundred horsemen
going with her as far as the banks of the Narbada. 3

As soon as 'Alim 'Ali Khan received at Aurangabad the

letters sent by his uncles, 'Abdullah Khan and Husain 'Ali Khan,
he set to work to collect an army of Mahrattahs and of new men.
All the neighbouring faujd&rs were called in to the capital. His
idea was that when Dilawar 'All Khan appeared from the north,

he would march from the south, thus taking Nizam-ul-mulk

between two fires. To encourage his men he gave liberal promo-

tions, and tried in every way to win over the people of town and

1 It is in the Khandesh district, and is spelt Edilabad in " Bombay
azetteer," XII, 447 ; it lies aboat 15 miles N.-E. of the Bhusawal station

! the G.I.P. Railway.
2 Khafi Khan, III, 853, 871, 872; Burhdn-ul-futiih, 168«

; Tiiri&'i-Mugaf.

ri, p. 181.

3 Khlfi Khan, II, 873.



country. 'Alim «Ali Khan tlien reported to head-quarters at
Agrah that lie had seven thousand cavalry of his old establish-

ment, two to three thousand 1

zamindars, and more than 6

In addition he counted on the aid of about fifteen to sixteen
th..u>and Mahrartal, horsemen sent by Rajah Sahu. Amin
Khan, late governor of Nader, i.e., Barar, although he had pre-
viously expressed great enmity towards Husain AH Khan, was
bought _over by gifts of money, elephants and jewels. 1 Alto-
gether 'Alim 'AH Khan reckoned his army at thirty thousand
horsemen, of whom he intended to take command in person. He
commenced his march early in Sba'ban (lst= 7th June 1720).8

On his side Nizam-ul-mulk had proposed to suspend further-

active operations until the cessation of the rains, the interval

being passed at Deogarh in an attempt to gain over or conquer
the zamindars of that place. But, as it was pointed out, it

would be difficult to keep the troops together for four months
without more money than wa< available. In consequence, imme-
diate action was resolved on. When Nizam-ul-mulk heard that
'Alim 'All Khan had sent his tents out from Aurangabad, he
marched from the Lai Bagh on the north of Burhanpur, crossed
the Tapti, and pitched his camp on the east side of the town.
But_ at the end of Rajah (30th = 6th June 1720) he learnt that

Dilawar 'All Khan, following in hot pursuit, had crossed the
Narbada somewhere about Handiya.8 Dilawar 'All Khan had got
as far as Husainpur in the Handiya sarkSr, about fourteen kos

from Burhanpur. Considering this opponent to be the more
formidable, Nizam-ul-mulk decided to encounter him first.4

It seems that the Sayyids had sent their general a letter in

which they accused him of cowardice. Stung by the imputation,
he wrote to Nizam-ul-mulk when drank, as he often was, in the
following strain :

" What manly virtue is there, nay is it not a
death-blow to honour, thus to flee from death; and for the

" sake of saving this paltry life, to climb so many mountains and
" cross so many deserts ? Would it not be well to confide in the
" All Powerful and come out to meet the writer, so that side by
" side we might return to the Presence, where exceeding exertion
" will be made for the pardon of that exalted one. Otherwise,
" be it thoroughly understood, this slave at the head of twenty
" thousand horsemen thirsting for blood, follows like a wind that
" brings a destructive tempest; and if imitating a deer of the
" plains you escape and flee to the mountains, this pursuer will,

Tarikh-i-Muzaffari,
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''like a panther, spring on your back and make wet the teeth
" of desire with the blood of his enemy." Unable to bear the
provocative language of this letter, Nizam-ul-mulk had begun to

Nizam-ul^mulk marched northwards early in Sha'ban (lst =
7th June 1720), sending his family and dependents together with
his heavy baggage for safety to Asirgarh.8 Ahead of him went
his artillery under Ghiyas Khan and Shekh Muhammad Shah,
Faifiqi ; he soon foliowed"in person (9th Sha'ban, 15th June).

When they had gone sixteen or seventeen kos from Burhanpur,
and were within two or three kos of Ratnpur, belonging to the

Rajah of Makrae, 3 he encamped. Dilawar 'All Khan's camp was
then at a distance of two or three kos from him. Nizam-ul-mulk
proposed an amicable arrangement, but Dilawar 'All Khan reject-

ed all his overtures.4

Dilawar 'All Khan's force, although not a very large one,

consisted of thoroughly tried and well-equipped men. As lie was
the bakhshi, or paymaster, he knew the quality of all the Sayyid's

troops ; and when he was sent on this enterprise, he had selected

six thousand of the best armed and best mounted horsemen out
of seventeen or eighteen thousand who were present with the

Sayyid. They were mostly Barhah Sayy ids, Hindustanis, and
Afghans. Two of the chief men placed under him were Babar
Khan and Sayyid Shamsher Khan,6 cousin of the two Sayyids.

There were also the mail-clad Rajputs of Maharao Bhim Singh,
of Bondi, and Rajah Gaj Singh, son of Anup Singh, of Narwar.
The latter chief brought between two and three thousand men.
Dosfc Muhammad Khan, Rohelah ' (afterwards of Bhopal),6 also

joined with three thousand five hundred men. The total force
could not have been less than thirteen thousand, and may have
amounted to eighteen thousand men.?

7. Defeat and Death op Dilawar 'AlI KhIn.

Hoshaugabad district ; its present are

about 30 miles S. of Handiya, •« Ceni
4 Khafl Khan, II, 875 ; Khushi

Mhd. Qasim, Lahorl, 311 ;
Bayun-i-v:,t>

Dakhin, p. 163, says the site of the battle was
Chardah of sarkdr Handiya, and twelve kos to tt

6 Elsewhere, II, 879, Khafl Khan has " i

the copy of Nizam-ul-mulk' s fumdr (despatch

9 The Burhdn-ul futuh, /.168«~calls him t

i - -

I Khifi Khan, II, 877.
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battle. Ghiyas Khan was placed in command of the vanguard,
having under him Shckh .M uhammad Skill 1 and his brother.
Xurullah, l-armd, heads «.f the artillery. In the right centre
was 'Iwaz Khan, w, : , m of Barar

(
llichpuri and the Xawah's

uncle hy marriage, with his son. .1 anial idla h Khar,. Anwar Khan,
Hakim Muhammad Mmta/a ami oi lift >. .Mai alimat Khan. Kil

Aziz Be- Khan, Hariri : and to the lett,"'A l.d-,i,-r.diin. Khan

uhile Mutawassil Khan (grandson' of Sa'dullah Kha..\- l>uwril

Khan. Khwohui. Kamvah Khan* and Daral, Khan * Sa'd-ud-
dh, Khan ai d Mi. Ah-an. h ik/i-!,/, took their place in the centre.

Ra'ayar Khan. Xi/.am-ui-mulk's first cousin and the hrother of

Muhannnad Amin Khan, Cln, was left in charge of the town of

Rurhanpur. while Rustam lie- Khan was told otV to protect the
rear of the army. Fathullal, Khan, Klmsti. and Rao Ramhha
XimVdkar, the Mahrattah. with Hve hundred men, acted as skir-

S

The site of the battle, as we are told, was in the hilly

.•onntrv called Pandhar' 1 between Rurhanpur and the Narbada,
and Xizam-nl-mulk himself says th-at he had inarched forty kos
ironi Rurhanpur. He moved out four kos from his last camp
before he met the enemv, and the battle did not begin until the
afternoon (18th Slurhfui IV.V2 H., 19th Jnne 1720). Dilawar 'All

Khan had occupied a rising ground to the east of the Kawab.
Leaving bis baggage at the foot of this hillock, Dilawar 'Ali

_ and. consisting of some three
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thousand horsemen and about eight thousand matchlockmen,
under the command of Sayyid Sher Khan and Babar Khan.
Then, surrounded by his principal officers on their elephants, he

followed in person at the head of the main body. 1

The action began after midday with artillery fire and the

discharge of rockets. Ghiyas Khan and 'Iwaz Khan advanced
from two different directions to attack Diliwar 'All Khan. They
were unable, however, to effect a junction, and 'Iwaz Khan was
left to meet alone the full force of the Sayyid, Rajput, and

ntil he was severely wounded and forced to retire. With shouts

of exultation, Sayyid Sher Khan and Babar Khan, riding rein to

rein, started in pursuit. Qadir Dad Khan in spite of his wounds
fought on. 'Aziz Beg Khan and his brother were also wounded.
Then 'Azmat Khan, one of the principal officers under 'Iwaz

Khan, dismounted and continued the contest on foot. Mutawa$sil
Khan now brought up reinforcements. Thus one attack followed

another and the fortunes of the day varied at every turn. At
length, both Sayyid Sher Khan and Babar Khan were cut

killed

many of the Barhah Sayyids losing their li

Bhim Singh and Rajah Gaj Singh still kept the field. Soon Bhim
Singh was shot.3 Then Gaj Singh of Narwar, a fine-looking

young man, dismounted with forty or fifty of his brethren, and
attacked at close quarters. Taking sword and shield in hand,
they pressed the Nawab's vanguard very hard. But I !

Khan charged them vigorously from the left. In the end,
after the death of the remaining Rajput chief, four hundred
Rajputs and many Barhah officers, and in all some four thousand
soldiers, fell a prey to the arrows, spears, and swords of their

opponents. The broken remnant of survivors, among them Dost
Mohammad Khan, Afghan, withdrew from the field and made
good their retreat into Malwah, pursued and plundered by the
Mahrattah auxiliaries of Nizatn-ul-mulk. This somewhat unex-
pected victory gives an opening to one author to quote the lines :

;Kh5fi Khan, 11,876. The turn

Rccoant of Bhim Singh's death, II, 487, i

lertaken by Bhim Singh without allies, w
i ground along the Sind i

bar Nisam-ul-mnlk'fl road ! The town referred to is evidently Kurwai i

.Iwah (Thornton, 520) on the right or east, bank of^the ^etwa, with Boras
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Bakht baivar garbavad,
sindan zi dandan bi-shkanad,

Tdli'-i-bargashtah rd

faliidah dandan bi-shkanad.

The fates aiding, you may bite a bit off an anvil,
" With the stars against you, your teeth break over flummery." 1

Nizam-ul-niulk ordered his drums to beat for victory. On
his side the losses were few, the only men of any note who fell

being- Badakhshi Khan and Diler Khan, an olli.'vr serving under
Mwaz Khan. Among the wounded were 'Iwaz Khan himself and

ian. In addition to the guns and elephants appro-

priated by Nizam-ul-mulk to his own use, much booty fell into

the bands of the soldiers and plunderers. The victors encamped
where they were, the night being disturbed by a false alarm
caused by an unruly elephant which broke from his chains and
rushed about the camp, destroying as he went, until his pro-

gress was arrested by an arrow from the bow of Mutawassil
Khan.

»

The above is the official account and is, no doubt, the one
most favourable to Nizam-ul-mulk and his army. Other writers

describe the event differently and tell us of an ambuscade. Such
a device would not only accord with Nizam-ul-mulk's scheming
habits, but would also more satisfactorily account for the great

loss sustained by the other side, more especially among its leaders.

From these other sources we learn that between the two forces

lay deep ravines where a large army could have been effectually

concealed. Nizam-ul-mulk sent out his guns and placed them in

position so as to command from both sides the only road across
this ravine. His advanced guard was concealed in the hollows
on each side. Then two or three men, closely resembling the
Nawab in beard, features and age were dressed up, placed on
elephants, and sent out to represent Nizam-ul-mulk at the head
of his main body, which showed itself beyond the entrance to the

ravine. Dilawar 'All Khan's men came straight at their foe, and

tumar of ttVbattlefn Wib'liA g&ujistah-kalam (Irvine MS., p. 323;. A
copy was sent to Mohammad Khan. Bangash, of FarrukhabSd, under cover

of an exulting letter. The report enda with the lines

:

A% dast o zabdne kih bar-dyad,

Ki.z 'uhdah-i-shukr-ash ba-dar-dyad.

tionZlMS^Sfy byXn*hnBanTshiKhf/. 62^"^ above If'
'

foot in front of 'Iwaz Khan'Telephant an<

a KMfi Khan, II,
~*

Ma,d»ir-ul-umard, III, 370, we find an incident of

ther of Isma'il Khan, Panni, marched on
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or capture the opposite leader, who, as they believed, was in com-
mand, they pursued steadily, disposing on their way of several

of the pretended Nizam-ul-mulks. When Sayyid Slier Khan at

length brought his 'elephant close to that of 'Iwaz Khan, the

Mughal, by a sign, caused his elephant to kneel, and by this trick

escaped with his life. The ravine having been reached, the

guns did their work ; and their leaders having been killed, the

rest of Dilawar 'Ali Khan's army dispersed.*

The morning after the battle the bodies of Dilawar 4All Khan
and of Sayyid Sher Khan were prepared for burial and des-

patched to Aurangabad, where the sons of the former were
serving with 'Alim 'All Khan. The same day a report was
brought in that 'Alim 'All Khan had arrived at Talab Hartalah *

seventeen kos to the south of Burhanpur, and Mutawassil Khan
was sent off at once with three thousand horsemen to reinforce

the garrison and protect that town, where the families of many
of the men had been left. Mutawassil Khan marched forty_ kos

in one day and thus prevented the surprise of Burhanpur. 'Alim
'AH Khan, who had not anticipated such a prompt movement,
was perplexed and therefore halted where he was. 8

NOTE.—Another version of the fight taken from the " Ahival-nl-

Khaicaqin," f. 162».

Dilawar 'All Khan, after crossing the Narbada, made four or

rive marches till he was near to Nakti Bhawani. As the Shab-i-

barat i Uth Sha'ban, 20th June 1720) approached, they made
•in.- : I.".'"

-

'
• _ -

•

^
'

' !! :

their direction, the Sayyid came out and ranged his men in battle
order one kos from his camp.

Nizam-ul-mulk's scouts reported thnt the Sayyid was facing
eastwards, with his guns in front. Nizam-ul-mulk thinking a
frontal attack dangerous, enquired if the rear could be reached.
The scouts said that by a detour of six kos this could be effected

;

the sun was not yet in the meridian, they had time to make
the movement. Changing direction they arrived afc the Sayyid's
rear in about tln < hours and were then at a distance of one kos.

U '!,. N .

distance, Sayyid Dilawar 'Ali Khan was amazed and accused
his head spy of treachery. This accusation the man, an old
Barhah Sayyid, vigorously repudiated. As there was no help for

it in this sudden emergency, the artillery was left behind, and
the front changed to meet the enemy. The ai'tillery was ordered

to follow as quickly as it could.
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Ghiyas Khan, commanding Xizam-ul-mulk's vanguard, was
attacked by Bhim Singh. Caj Singh, and " Be-dost Rohelah

'"

(Dost Muhammad Khan ; ; while Savvid Slier Khan, Babai
Khan and Ka>al. Khan turned against : lwaz Khan, (iaj Singl
and Bhim Sinirh. Hada. dismounted and at the head of two
'h..!i-:uid liajput- I'.. light hand X>> hand, hiea-t to lueast. (

t
>urosh

hardly nmiv than a pinch of salt in flour. Against two thousand
mail-clad Kajpiits uhat were forty men ! Bhim Singh and (

t
>uresh

Beg fought in single comi.at ; then some forty Kajputs attacked
the latter. In spite of t hese odds 1 he Beg succeeded in killing

Bhim Singh before he fell himself under nnmberl,ss wounds.
The bodies of the Rajputs lav piled on the top of each other.

Meanwhile Mwa/ Khan was engaged with Slier Khan and
Mai ;.! Khan. The lighting was so hot that it was like the com-
ing of the Day of Judgment. It went on for two hours, and the
Sayvid's men did their Lest, until he and four thousand live

hundred of his men were killed. Dosl Muhammad Khan, Rohe-
lah, was the only one who turned and fled.

Nizam-ul-mulk was not even wounded, but Khwajah Ma--
sum, Mir/.a Na'Im and others of his men were killed.' Savvid
Musafir Khan especially distinguished himself in repulsing ' an
attack on Gliiyas Khan, in whirl, lie was givatlv aided by Yalras
Khan, Khwajah 'Abd-ul-hamau, Mir Qutb-ud-din, Khwajah
Ibrahim and some others, one hundred and twenty-five men in all.

Some of the Panni Afghans, too, were killed and wounded while
defending 'Iwaz Khan. Altogether some tl

and about one hundred wounded on that side ; while of the Say-
yid's army four thousand five hundred were killed and the number
of wounded was not known.

Nizam-ul-mulk's officers asked for orders to pursue, but he
refused. He collected the wounded near his tent and sent them
surgeons, healing salves and clothes. For some he provided
horses, for some palankins, for some litters. On their recovery

he asked them to enlist with him. As their master, Husain <Ali

Khan, was still alive, they refused; their road expenses were
then paid and they departed. The body of Dilawar 'All Khan was
decently buried; those of the Hindus were burnt under the

supervision of Rajah Indar Singh. Nizam-ul-mulk and his

troops returned to Burhanpur.

8. Perplexity of the Saytid Brothers.

By the end of Sha'ban (29th = 5th July 1720) 'Abdullah

Khan and his brother received intelligence of the disaster which

had befallen them in Khandesh. Not only had they failed to

arrest Nizam-ul-mulk's progress, not only had they lost a gen-

eral and an army, bot the whole of Husain 'Ali Khan's family

was likely to fall into the victor's hands. Saif-ud-din 'All Khan's

children had been intercepted, as we have seen, at Burhanpur,

though they were passed on in safety ; but Husain 'Ali Khan
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had left his wife and family behind him when he quitted the

Dakhin, and they were still at Aurangabad. At all hazards, the

family name and fame must be preserved. Both brothers agreed

to write again to 'Alim 'Ali Khan and also try to pacify Nizam-
ul-mnlk. To the former they wrote ordering hirn to delay any
decisive action until the women were safe and Husain 'Ali Khan
had arrived.

As we learn from a statement of Diyanat Khan, once diwdn
of the Dakhin, but at this time a semi-prisoner in the custody of

Husain 'Ali Khan, overtures to Nizam-ul-mulk were very reluc-

tantly undertaken. On the day that the disastrous news
arrived, Husain 'Ali Khan professed to seek Diyanat Khan's
advice in "this difficult conjuncture. This noble, referring to

gently if it is caught beneath J stone, said that in this case the

Nawab's own head was in danger, for was not his family in peril ?

They should, without an instant's delay, issue a patent for the

government of the whole
^
Dakhin in favour ^of Nizam-ul-niulk

better opportunity.
Glancing towards Rajah Ratn Cam! with a sneering smile,

Husain 'Ali Khan said :
" I have sent sums of money to the Kast

"From this place (Agrah) to the Dakhin, crowd after crowd of

- • - - ;

" day nor by night, will I stay my course or cease to gallop
" on." Diyanat Khan admitted that the Nawab's >tivn L'th would

man or horse f Knitting his brows,
' The sammit of a soldier's ambi-

" tion is to die. Alas for us ! w hen a leader with a reputation
" like yours speaks cowardly words, and is like a man who has
"lost all heart." The Khan retorted with an Arabic sa vino-

equivalent to " Man proposes. God disposes." In the end these
heroics were seen to be out of place, and other means were tried.

To Xlza-n-nl-mulk they enclosed nfarmtn in a long letter, both
of which I proceed to give. 1

The farman began by expressing His Majr-tv's surprise at

hearing that the Nawab had left Malwah without orders. What
could be the cause ? What apprehensions had he ? Why had he
not submitted a representation to the Throne, and acted according
to the reply that he might receive P In what matter had his

re«
t
bests ever been refused ? If he longed to travel and shoot in

the Dakhin, how was it possible that such a request should not

be granted, or if he had asked for it, the government would have
been made over to him. A patent would have reached him, so
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HU Majesty was in no way ill-disposed towards him, but he
should have avoided the appearance of offence. "As the
"disorders of the Dakhin are frequently repotted to him, His
" Majesty couteinpla'ed making over to you all the siihahs of that

•' them a proper escort ami ^eein-' to their safety."*

With the f'trmdn was a letter from Husain All Khan. He
wrote that Dilawar 'All Khan had been sent to Aurangabad to

escort the writer's family to Hindustan. It was now reported

that, pretending orders for which there was no foundation, the
said Dilawar "Ali Khan had interfered with Nizam-ul-mulk, but,

the Lord be praised, had only received what he deserved. It was
also said that several persons, led by love of mischief-making and
devilish devices (shaitanat), had written untruly of several

matters in a manner likelv to sow discord between them. Alas !

that such suspicious should arise between old friends! Envious

•• up. w hioh Miuht 'have anuvred Hi. Majesty! and short-sighted

" knowing your loyalty, made a detailed representation. By this
" means, I am thankful to say, your Emmies were cast down and
" your friends made happy. *His Majesty has graciously resolved
'• to issue to you a patent for the government of the Dakhin.
" Accept my congratulations. 'Alim 'All Khan, my (adopted)
• sou. and my family propose to return to this counfrv : kindlv
" furnish them with an escort and see that they are not molested
" on the way/* •

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
had been thrown, that every clay produced some new plan of

emperor; then, that Husain 'Ali Khan should so with Muham-
mad Shah, while 'Abdullah Khan returned to Dihli

;
next, that

Muhammad Shah should return with the wazir to the capital.
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9. Attacks on Muhammad AmIn Khan.

One of the Sayyids' main difficulties was the strength of the

Mughal element in their own army. They did not know what to

do with Muhammad Amin Khan, cousiu of Nizam-ul-mulk and
head of the Mughal soldiery. At one time they thought of leav-

ing him behind, at smother of taking him with them. By some
accounts they tried to poison him. However much Muhammad
Amin Khan may have rejoiced inwardly at the troubles now accu-

mulating on the luckless Sayyids' heads, he continued to attend
x

nl-mulk's conduct.^
It is said Muhammad Amin Khan had taken the Sayyids'

part for tear of losing his great wealth. He also had a very high

idea of his own superioritv to everybody else, and his power of

finally coming out the victor. After he had become very intimate

with'llusnin 'All Khan, the latter s friends warned him that

Muhammad Amin Khan was acting in a double-laced manner.
TheSayyid answered: "What power has he to fight against me '

" And at the worst, i shall easily escape from his clutches."

Muhammad Amin Khan carried at once to Husain 'All Khan
every insulting story he heard, hoping that the Sayyid, being put

off his guard, might give him a chance of plunging a dagger into

him. But Husain 'AU Khan was suspicions of his covetous

I - '
: - '

'

assiduous in his attendance. Those who prided themselves on
their strength of understanding said, over and over again, that
be was at the root ,,f nil the trouble and the real cause of

KarrukhsivaKs deposition. " The truth or falsehood of this rests

'on the relator ! The author mast record the essential tacts.
• thousrh his enemies may taunt him. If lie should turn evil into
" good, the whole store would become faulty, but only the Knower
" of all hidden things can reveal the true kernel of the matter."2

But at length the Sayyids were supposed to have decided to

rid themselves of this " old wolf," also of 'Abd-us-samad Khan,
governor of Labor, another strong pillar of the Mughal faction,

and connected by marriage with Muhammad Amin Khan.
'Abd-us-samad Khan they intended to exile to Balkh or Bukhara.
Informers told Muhammad Amin Khan of his danger, and one
day his soldiers thought he had been seized or killed in the
darbar. They raised a disturbance, which was not allayed until

they saw their general come forth unmolested. He was spared
chiefly on the advice of Ikhlas Khan, whose opinion had great

weight with both brothers, but more especially with Husain
'All Khan. Ikhlas ghan argued that his removal would stir up a

spirit of revenge among a set of men who were not easy to

appease. The clan of which he was the head was a large one,

and if this " wasps' nest " was disturbed, there would be no one

1 Bayan-i-imqH (Mhd. Karlm), 319, KMfl Khan, II. 882, Shiii Das, 45*.

2 Ahwal-id.Mmcdqm, 1466.
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left to pacify or sootlic them after M nhammad Amm Khau was

But. before a reconciliation in accordance with this advice had

tho'^i'iLhals.' 'tIm- l^pme^vas^^^ the news
of Sayyid 'Alim "All Khan's defeat and deatli, under the circum-
stances which will be related presently. Camel-riders brought the

news of this catastrophe to Airrah'on the 22nd Shawwal (2»;th

August 1720), sixteen days alter the date of the battle. In their

i aire the Savyids resolved to wreak their vengeance on Muham-
mad Amiii Khan. At once M. Amin Khan fortified the house
which he occupied iu the quarter of Kajah Bhoj in Aural, city.

On one side of it the Jamnal, flowed : on the other th.ee sides he
duo a ditch. Husain'Ali Khan held his troops in readiness for an
attack, but was di»uaded from carrying the hba into execution.
Then Muhammad Amin Khan, when he heard this, came out at

the head of his men and sent a ehalleuL-e to the brothers, that
if they wanted him he was there and willing to meet them. But
the Savyids now denied that they had intended to harm him.l

On another day they planned to semi the emperor to the Taj

.

His Majesty had only come to visit the tombs and spend a day or

i wo in recreation. As is well known, it was the custom for nobles
to take it in turn to mount guard. The brothers agreed that when
their turn came they would proceed to Tajganj with their troops,
ostensibly upon this duty only, but in reality with the intention,

after having placed the emperor in safety within the mausoleum,
of leading their troops against Muhammad Amin Khan. That
noble must have received some hint of what was in the air, for,

seizing all the boats to be found on the Jamnah, he crossed the
river and ramped mi the other bank, leaving enough men to

defend his house. More moderate counsels now prevailed, Ikhlas
pan was listened to, and 'Abdullah Khan dissuaded his brothei

from f urther violence, pointing ont the danger to themselves that
micrht result. Muhammad Amin Khan was invited to a feast,

they all ate together, and an understanding, at any rate outwardly,

10. NlZAM-TJL-MtJLK's CONTEST WITH 'ALIM 'AlT KjtAN.

Having disposed of Sayyid Dilawar 'All Khan and his army
V

.
-. - _ :

the 21st Sha'ban 1132 H. (27th June 1720). In regard to his

negociations with *A lira 'Ali Khan, we are told that Nizam-ul-

mtdk informed him that as he refused to yield him possession, he

1 Shiu Das, 4o«.
2 It lies two miles north of the town, and is now the site of a station on

the Great India Peninsular Kailwav, Bombay Gazetteer, XII (Khandesh),
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would go instead on a pilgrimage to Mecca. Accordingly he had
turned off towards Surat and pretended to have discharged his

men, leaving two to three hundred of them behind him at every

town or village. By a public order he directed his cavalry to go
wherever they pleased and take service where they could. But
secretly they were instructed to halt where they were or go over

to the enemy. When he wanted them they must either return to

his standard, or desert him in the battle. He proceeded on his

journey like a mere traveller or the member of a caravan.

Induced by reports that Nizam-ul-mulk was almost alone, Aliin

'All Khan came out to bar his way. Nizam-ul-mulk admonished
him, writing that his heart was now cold for worldly things, he
knew nothing of public place or power, and only dreaded the

unjust shedding of Mahomedan blood. At length when these

remonstrances were not listened to, he determined to fight and
recalled his troops. 1

As already stated, Alini AH Khan, when he heard of the

approach of Savyhl Dilawar All Khan, set up his tents in the

Muhamdi Ba-h"on the 12th Ka.jab <Li>th .May 17202) and left

the city of Aurangabad at the hea.! of thirtv thousand horsemen.

He marched via 1'hulmari. => Early in Kama/an (May 1720. on

reaching the pass of Eardapur,* which is half-way between

artillery through the pass, and sent an advance srtnu

The Mahrattahs and some troops under Tahawar Khan, with
half his guns only, were through the pass, when two thousand
or mote Barhah Sayyids, fugitives from the late Dilawar All
Khan's army, made their appearance, brino-intr the disturbing
intelligence of that officer's defeat and death. Most of the
M. - and some of his own officers counselled 'Alim <AH
Khan, under these circumstances, to retreat Aurangabad or even
Ahmadnagar, there to await the arrival of Unburn 'AH Khan,
leaving the Mahrattahs outside to harass Xizdn-ul-mulk's army
by the methods of which they were such perfect masters. 6

'Alim 'All Khan, looking on a retreat as a disgrace, brought
the rest of his army through the pass. Nizam-nl-mulk, on hear-
ing of this movement, sent him the biers of Sayyid Dilawar AH

1 Yahya j£han, 126«.

y ^
Eaho : " Jde derd deo maiddn mon,

Xu-yk M» ha null Bdtfy unclun^ ,„ri/."

'

Indian Antiquary, XXXIII (1904), p. 5.

3 A towu 1G miles N.E. of Aurangabad, see Hossain Bilgrami and Will-

r. tt - Sketch of Nizam's Dominions," II, 705.

4 A village at the northern foot of the Ajnnta ghat, 20 miles south of

F -

467, and Constable's " Hand Atlas," plate 31.

o Burhan-ul-futnh, 166 a
;
Ahivdl.ul-khawdqhi 1656—170« ; Khafi Khan,

II, 885: Trn-JM.i.inHZ.inuit, p. 186.
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could arrive from either Khandesh or Baiar. Secondly, the

Mahvattahs of Nagpur, who had crossed over from 'Alim 'All

Khan's army, were plundering all round the camp ; not:) singh-

camel or bullock could be sent out to graze, much less conld any
supplies be brought in. Prices rose until for thirteen or fourteen
days there was nothing left to feed the cattle but the leaves and
young shoots of trees, which were pounded with stones and given
tbem as forage. " The smell even of grass or grain did not
" reach the four-footed animals." Many of them, standing up to

their shoulders in mire, starved to death. As for food, it conld

only be obtained by the wealthy, who paid one rupee for two to

four pounds of flour. Many soldiers of small resources left the

army and returned to their homes. 1

Many things contributed to the coufusion in the camp—the

rising of the streams, the hunger of the soldiers, the falling of

tents, and the incursions of the Mahrattahs, who ventured them-
selves as far even as the edge of the camp market. Seeing thai

their soldiers were worn out and dispirited, the officers made
'ompiaim-. AocMi'tlinirlv. when the rain held off for a little,

the army marched to a deserted village three kos from Balapur,
and there encamped again. As the Mahrattahs had become
exceedingly troublesome, 'Iwaz Khan, Ghiyas KJian and Rambha.
Xp I., u,,,. .em : ^, t i.r,t them. After some fighting the

Mahrattahs were driven off, leaving behind them many of their

mares, spears and umbrella standards. They were pursued for

three or four kos?

The festival of the 'Id (1st Shawwal 1132 H., 5th August
1720) was celebrated at this new place, where supplies of grain
arrived in sufficient quantity; but grass could not be got for the
horses. It was as dear as saffron : it' anv camp-follower went
out to gather it, he came back with his nose cut off. A further
march became imperative. Before they moved away, several

on were buried here, the muddy roads and the bad con-
dition of the draught oxen rendering their removal an impossi-
bility. The next cam]) was at Balapur itself, where supplies
were plentiful. A halt of three days was made to allow the
troops to rest and recruit their strength.4

[•Alim 'AlT Khan's Preparations.]

Instructions had been received by 'Alim 'All Khan from his

uncles to collect a strong force, and prevent their family and
dependents from falling into Nizam-ul-mulk's bauds. Money,
they wrote, must be liberally spent, and rank and promotion
accorded freely. The measures he took to carry out these orders
had soon resulted in the assembling of a large army round his

standards.

i Khafi Khan, II, 888 ; Aha fd-ul-khawaqin, 166&.
* Dowson transliterates Ximbulkar, while the text lias clearly L;,- k-i .

3 Khafi Khan, II, 888. * Khafi Khan, 889 ; Ahival-id-khmmqhi, lfi7«.
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As lie had been married to a young girl nearly related to the
late Da,ud Khan, Panni, the partisan leaders of that clan, who
were very numerous in the Dakhin. readily joined him ; even
1'iuai- Khan, the nephew or cousin 1 of that deceased noble, atten-

ded, although Da, fid Khan's blood still cried for vengeance
Other leaders of note were Johar Khan and Muhamdi Beg. The
hitter had long been deputy pn,j.ln,- of Gulshanabud,'2 and when
Nizam ul-mulk previously held rule in the six subahs, he had
been put in fetters and imprisoned by that governor as a punish-
ment for his exaction-. Subsequently he was pardoned and
appointed to a subordinate post in the Nawab's army. At this

time Alim 'All Khan bought him over with an absurdly high
title, the rank of 5,000, and the right to beat kettle-drums.
Others gained over in a similar manner were Mat t i Khan, las

brother Latif Khan, Banwar, and his nephews Saw id Wali
Muhammad and Muhammad Ashraf of Nazarbar.3 These were all

promoted to the rank of 5,000, and were placed under Tahavvar
Khan,* commanding the vanguard. Ghalib Khan, son of Rus-
tam Khan, 5 whose family had been for generations in the Dakhin,
joined along with A pa Pandit, his Jhrn'n or chief official.*

Others were Mirza All, a noted warrior, and Sayyid 'A lam,
Bar!iali. Among the rest came Arnin Khan/ the brother of

Khan Ahum Dakhini. This man was very ill-disposed towards
the Sayyids, owing to the injury caused to him a few years before,

at the time he was deputy governor of the Bidar suboh, when at

Husain 'All Khan's instigation, he was suddenly attacked by the
adopted son of Rajah Sahu, the head of the Mahrattahs. Arnin
Khan, propitiated by the gift of money and of two or three
elephants, now became a doubtful ally in the campaign. Other
half-hearted adherents were Turktaz Khan and Fidae Khan,
Ihrnu, both secret adherents of Nizam-ul-mulk. Among the other
leaders were Ashraf Khan, bakhsU of the Dakhin, Rafihat

-
: - Kh t

-

commander of 'Alim 4 All Khan's artillery, and Shamsher Khan.
The Mahrattah commanders were Santa Ji Sendhiah, Khanda Ji

Dhabariyah, the senSpatt or Mahrattah Commander-in-Chief

•> Or Nfmdnrbar, part of Baglanah, now in the Khimdesh district-
Bombay Gazetteer, XII, 379.

4 As to this Tahavvar or Mntahawar Khan (died 115(3, If 1743),
•••

.• X: - .

lilt* II . 17"7), see Mn,a*ir ul-umara. III, 787. A brother, Tahavvar Dil
;.i

5 Possibly the Rn8t»m Dil Khan of Ji ./.,;*„•- ,,,,,,-a. II. 323. The
Tarm-i-Muhmnmadt 'vear 1132 H.) mentions a GhSlib Khan, son ef Kiistam.

a J>8>khinl Sayyid, rank 5,000.

« Shiu Das. 40; M. Qasim, Labor!, 325 ; Khfifi Khan, II, 890.

1 Tl,e son of Khan Zamsm. Shekh, Nizam, Dakhini; he was killed

in battle on the side of MnbSriz Khan, 23rd Mnharram 1137 H., October 15th,

1724, M -«l.r I. m-i.axn\Tarlkh-i-Muh(nnmadl year 1137 H.).

« The TarWl'i- ' 187. has Rafahat 'AH Khan.
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sent from Satarah, Sankra Ji, Mulhar, 1 Kanu Ji and others.

Rajah Sahu had sent some of these men at the head of seventeen

to eighteen thousand horsemen, and they all proclaimed them-
selves sworn friends of Husain 'Ali Khan. Anwar Khan, acting

the part of a double traitor, wrote to 'Him 'Ali Khan from
Nizam-ul-mulk's camp, pointing out that the latter' s strength

being as yet unconsolidated, now was the time to strike a blow,

and the sooner it was done the better. The letter was intercepted

and the result was the dis-race of Anwar Khau, followed by his

imprisonment and the confiscation of all his property.8

[Nizam-ul-mulk Replies to the Letters from Agrah.]

Nizam-ul-mulk, with his usual ability in such matters, soon

sowed dissension and distrust in the huge but badly wielded force

opposed to him. The letter from Husain 'Ali Khan, forwarding
a patent for the government of the Dakliin, was received with all

due form and ceremonial ; a special enclosure was erected, the

Nawab rode out to meet the bearer of it, and it was publicly read
with the proper observances and the beating of drums. These
documents were at once put to a use that bad not been foreseen

when they were despatched. A copy of the farmon, duly attested

by a qazi's seal, was sent to 'Alim 'Ali Khan, and a letter informed

him that, since Nizam-ul-mulk was now appointed governor,

it was useless for him to keep in the field. He ought to disband

his troops at once and relieve himself of that unnecessary ex-

pense. Should he desire to return to Hindustan, Nizam-ul-mulk
would furnish him with as many men as were necessary. The
news of Nizam-ul-mulk's appointment took the heart out of the
local leaders and the newly enlisted soldiers, who sought their
own safety either by flight to their homes or by joining the new
subahdnr. Or, as one writer puts it : "On the way many of the
idle boasters and valiant trencher-men deserted." In short,
Nizam-ul-mulk, up to this i

ude of

he was at Aurangabad as the envoy of Rajah Sahu. He was originally a

Rajifto be SttcAco (formerVcalled SrS^'TnVwa^one of
?
the ^ght pin-

eipal offices of the Mahruttah state, with the duties of record-keeper md
jxaniiner of letters. He^retired from office during the siege of Jinji, 1608,

and entered the service of Husain 'All Khan when^e^ame to the Dakliin.
Grant Dnff, 105, 164, 171, 197, 198.

' Tdrikh-hmusnffari, 186, KhafI Khan, II, 889. The GuUhan-i-'ajaib
,

: Baba Ji (Bfiji RSo ?) son of Bala Ji

Plla, Jadu ; Dawnl Ji, Snmusya :

tnd Sankara, Brahman



legally appointed governor, loyally righting tor his sovereign'-

rights.*

Long answers were sent to the emperor's mrmtni and in

Husain 'Ali Khan's letter. As usual in such cases, the comedy
of outward deference was played through unblushingly to the
end. After thanks for his new appointment, he met t lie accusa-

tion that he had left Malwah without orders, by the audacious
assertion that his action was due to the disorders caused by the
Mahrattahs round A urangabad. which led him to fear for tin-

safety of Burhanpur and even of Malwah; still more, for the
safety of the family of the Amir-ul-umara, Husain 'Ali Khan.
The great distance precluded his asking for orders or awaiting
an answer, and for this reason he had marched at once, and the
Malii.'inali- had dispersed at his approach. His acts had been mis-
represented. Newly-risen men, who had not yet learnt the
reverence due to His Majesty's high rank.* might be guilty of
such thing--, to ancient servants like himself, whose every l'imb

and very bones were built up of the salt that he had eaten, they
were impossible. His Majesty knew the disordered state of the

Dakhin, in spite of all that the Dweller in Paradise ('Alamgir)
had done. As it was now devoid of a ruler, what more likely
than that some disaster should happen there ? The only remedy
was a hasty advance. It had been his desire, for many a day,
to make a pilgrimage to the holy Ka'bah, and he had meant, as
soon as he had defeated the Mahrattahs, to ask for leave of

absence. But now, his appointment to the Dakhin having been
sent, he could not dream of disobeying orders ; to carry out his
sovereign's wishes he held to be far above the worship of God,
he would soon be on the spot, and by God's help and His
Majesty's good fortune, would carry out the necessary mea-

To the Amir-ul-umara, Husain 'Ali Khan, after quoting the
letter sent to him, in which he was told that Diliwar 'Ali Khan
had been sent only to fetch the Sayyid's family from Aurangabad,
he wrote :

" Nawab Amir-ul-umara ! May you be preserved ! In
" spite of his knowing your kindness and friendly feeling, and of
" my writing several times and my sending trusty messengers,
'« the said Khan (Dilawar 'Ali) would not listen to reason, and in
" the end brought on himself what happened to him. My feel-
'* ings of friendship to you remain unchanged." He then
repeats the story about marching to the Dakhin merely to protect

Aurangabad and save the Amir-ul-nmara's family from dishon-
our, the latter involving the suggestion, a very galling one to a
proud and high-placed man like Husain 'Ali Khan, that he was
too weak to protect them himself. "Praise be to God! all has
" passed off harmlessly. As soon as my troops arrived the rebels,
" making no stand, fled in all directions. The envious have

1 Shii Das, 406 ; Mfed Qasim, Lihori, 327.

S Shiu Das, 41 «.
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" represented the matter contrary to the truth and induced His
Majesty to he displeased with me. I thank God that the truth

" has been re-established and my word accepted. A report in
" answer to the farman is enclosed, and I trust it may be brought

• forward at n proper moment. By God's aid I will soon reach
" Aurangabad, whence I will forward your family and your other

holoii^incrs with the greatest care." 1

[The Battle with 'Alim Ali Khax.]

On the 5th Shawwal (9th August 1720), leaving his baggage
in Balapur, Nizam-ul-mulk ranged his army in order of battle at

a distance of two or three kos from that town.* To the advanced
guard were appointed Mbd. Ghiyas Khan, Muhammad Shah, com-
manding the artillery, Shekh Nurullah, his brother, Yalbarz

K&an, Aghariyah, Anwar Khan and others.3 On the right, where
the opposing Mahrattahs showed in the greatest strength, were
posted Iwaz Khan and Jamalullah Khan, his son. With the

main body and left wing were Ghazi-ud-din Khan, the BTawab's

eldest son. Marahmat Khan, XiMnat-ilahi, •Abd-ur-rahlm Khan
( Rvavat Khan). Mutawassd Khan. Sa ld-ud-dln Khan,* Qadir

, ,
•

'<
•

- -
;

Ni<a. K.m:. . Ikhtisas Kban (grand-nephew of Khan 'Alam,

Dakhini), Ruhullah Khan, Mutahavvar Khan, with many other

nobles and Rajput chiefs. The command of the rear guard, with

charge of the baggage, was made over to flambha, Nimbalkar,

ami Ambu Ji. the ,lr.->„iukh of -p.tryn.i Sanesar. 5

On the other side 'Alim 'Ali Khan, mounting his elephant
and taking his nu n place in the centre, with Ghiyas-ud-din Khan
in the seat behind him, sent forward his artillery, supported by
fourteen or fifteen thousand horsemen from the Karnatik. The
battle be-an on the Ctli Shawwal 1Jo2 H. ( 10th August 1720), the

firsi movement being made by Nizam-ul-mulk. 'Alim 'All Khan
replied by two or three shots from his guns, which fell to the
ground without hitting any one. The first shot returned by
Nizam-ul-mulk fell close to the elephant on which Latif Khan

V- .,/./-. II. 70S, under Shuja't Khan (Mhd Shah. Paruqi. killed IU« 1747).
- i-.

, « • :.. .
. . \ . V ;

M-id-U, I, 834.

and Mir Atash in the reign of 'Alamgir Sam. The latter was Ghulam 'Ali

Khan's own father-in-law. 6 ghafi Khan, II, 8»9,
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was riding, the haudah was upset and the rider thrown to the
ground. Before the smoke could disperse, Mutahavvar Khan,
who commanded 'Alim 'Ali Khan's vanguard, followed by seven-
teen or eighieen elephants and fourteen to nfteer^thoiisand horse-

men, fell suddenly on Nizam-ul-inulk's vanguard and caused
many of the Mughals to give way. When Muhammad Shah,
Ni/um ul-mulk's general of artillery, saw the day going against
them, he, his brother Nurullah, and his other officers, following

the usage of Hindustan, dismounted and continued the contest

on foot. Nizani-ul mulk's vanguard had been thrown into great
disorder. Shekh Nurullah was slain and Muhammad Shah
wounded. Muhammad Ghiyas Khan, who commanded it and was
already blind of one eye, received a wound in his other eye.

Yalburz Khan, Aghariyah, and other leaders were also wounded.
The division retreated.*

At this moment the other divisions from the right and left

of Nizatn-ul-mulk's army advanced to the attack »nd closed upon
the enemy, 'ilim 'All Khan, with the chiefs immediately under
his orders, hurried forward the centre of his army with such
rapidity that a portion of his division was outstripped and left

behind, 'lwaz Khan, Ma. ahmat Khan, and Qadir Dad Khan met
and repelled him wherever he turned. But 'Ahm 'Ali Khan
though wounded kept the field. Then Mutawaesil Khan,* a
youth of 'Alim 'Ah Khan's own age, drove his elephant to cloi

quarters with that of the Barhah leader. H« assailed Johar
Khan,3 and the other eight or nine chiefs on elephants
who accompanied 'Alim 'Ali Khan. He fought on until com-

nds and loss of blood. Qadir Dad Khan
supported him bravely i

'Alim 'Ali Khan's elephant-driver, who was the brother-in-
law of Mutahavvar Khan, was killed; Ghiyas-ud-din Khan com-
manding his artillery had fallen ; so also had' Gbalib Khan 6 and
Apa Ji, that officer's dnonn, Shamsher Khan, Sayyid Wall and
Sayyid 'A lam Barhah: in all eight or nine of the chief men.
The Mahrattahs, however, had reached Nizam ul-mulk'n baggage
and carried off some of his treasure of gold coins. At one time
'Alim 'All Khan's elephant had stnck in a marshy place, from
which it extricated itself with great difficulty and came out on
the farther side alone. The first thing its rider saw was the

1 Khafi Khan. II, 891, 893; Ghnllm 'All Khan. Muqaddamah, 34*.
• - •

'

MS. 495, / 100t» mentions MutRh»vvar Khan's receiving u mnaket wound.
2 The grandson of Sa dullah Khan, Wazlr, and therefore Ni5am-al.

4 Khafi Kh>, II

fart, 188. are Aqmar,
Khan, Khwajal. Rahir
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dead body of Mutahavvar Khan. Then between thirty and forty

Barhah Sayyids, sword in hand, forced their horses through the

mud and rejoined their leader.

Soon afterwards the elephant ridden by lA\im. *Ali Khan
turned tail, unable to bear any longer the rain of arrows. But
'Alim 'Ali Khan, his wounds dripping blood, persisted and turn-

ing round in his seat continued to face his foe, exclaiming

:

" The elephant may turn to flee, but I do not. " Three times did

he succeed in renewing the attack, seeking everywhere for the

invisible Nizam-ul-mulk ; and unsuccessful in his search, was
forced to beat a retreat. His stock of arrows being exhausted, he

drew out those sticking in his face or his body or in the elephant

trappings, and shot them resolutely at his opponents. At length

Ikhtiaas Khan disabled him by a sword stroke, which cut to the

bone the fingers of his right hand. A fourth time he renewed
his challenge to Nizam-ul-mulk, calling out how strange it was

that the leader kept out of the way. Nizam-ul-mulk d]

bow to the full and shouting, "I am Nizam-
*

fly. '51

let his arrow
m All was again wounded, he was surrounded, and
Khan cut off his head. Thus at the age of twenty-two

he bravely gave up his life, a sacrifice on behalf of his two
les.1

Altogether seventeen or eighteen noted chiefs, "riders on
*" and a large number of men Ml in the battle ; while

____ were wounded. Amin Khan, 'Umar Khan, Turktaz
Khan, Fidae Khan, diivSn of the Dakhin, and some other men of

note transferred their services at once to Nizam-ul-mulk. San-
kra Ji, the chief officer of Rajah Sahu, Mahrattah, was wounded 2

im. Auranjrabadi.

, Mlim'Ali Khana
The Mahrattahs were in his i-ear, and against

ms xen tnousana were- ranged fully eighty thousand men. Six
hundred and thirty four Mahrattahs were killed.8

Except Sayvid Sulaiman (known as the grandson of the
saint Ghaus-ul-'azim*) Sl.ekh Nurullah, and two or three less

important men, no one was killed in the army of Nizam-ul-mulk.
'Iwa? Khan was slightly wounded, and the other principal

men among the wounded were Mutawassil Khan, Qadir Dad

1 Khafi Khan, IT, 891; Tarikh-uMuzaffnri. 189 ; MuqnMamnh hy GhnHm
•AH Khan 34* ; Khusk.hil Cand, Berl... MS. 495,/ 1005«. Y»hv» Khan,
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Khan, Mhd. Gbiyas Khan, Muhammad Shah and Karuyab
Khan. When the fatal news reached Anrangabad, the ladies

of Husain 'Ali Khan's family and those dependent on 'Alini

•All* Khan became afraid, and asked for shelter from the

commandant of the Daulatabad fortress, some ten miles north-

west of the town. This man was descended from Murtaza Khan
and Sayyid Mubarik, relations of Sayyid Jalal of Bukhara; and
his family had held the appointment from the reign of Shahja-
hau 16/7-1658). In spite of the fact that Husain 'Ali Khan had
reduced him in rank and appointed others in his place, this officer

gave the ladies a refuge with all their property. A few days
after the battle, Mubariz Khan, governor of Haidarabad, and his

brother, Dilawar Khan, who had announced that they were
marchiim' to the aid of the Sayyids, came in and joined Nizara-

ul-mulk. With their adhersion to his cause ended all possibility

of further danger to the usurper, so far as any opponent in the

Dakhin itself was concerned. 1

Section 11.

—

The News from the Dakhin reaches Agrah.

Swift camel-riders reached Agrah. on the 22nd Shawwal
(26th August 1720), bringing information of the defeat and death

of 'Alim 'Ali Khan near Balapur. Four days before this date

Husain 'Ali Khan's advance tents had gone out to Kuraoli, seven-
teen or eighteen miles" from Agrah, as a preliminary to his start-

ing for the Dakhin. One encampment was formed at the village

of Sihara near Sarae Khojah, five kos from Agrah, there being
a good supply of sweet water from a masonry tank or reservoir*

The new disaster threw the Sayyids into a state of conster-™
i the letters were put into 'Abdullah Khan's hand,

unable to read them, and could
l gather the facts from the oral statements of the

messengers. He then broke forth into lamentation. Husain 'Ali

Khan bore the blow with more outward calm, though he was
not completely successful in suppressing all signs of grief. Both
brothers at once quitted their public audience room. Husain
'Ali Khan really felt the blow more acutely thau his brother, nor
did he recover his equanimity until he heard about a week
afterwards that his women with their property had received a

a refuge in the fort of Daulatabad. Consultation now succeeded

consultation, plan followed upon plan. As already described,

they had made an attempt to rid. themselves of Muhammad
Amin Khan, head of the powerful clan to which Nizam-nl-mulk
belonged. Hut finding that they were not. strong enough to effect

did their best to make friends with this
"

iey did their best to make inends with thisimpoiv

tant chief. On his side, Muhammad Amin Khan had endea-

voured to lull their suspicions to sleep by talking loudly in darhar

Khafi Khan
18'.
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of the baseness of Nizam-ul-mulk's conduct and bis wickedness
generally. 1

At length it was decided that Muhammad Shah in person,

with the imperial artillery and all head officials, should proceed
to the Dakhin in charge of Husain 'All Khan ; while 'Abdullah
Khan returned to Dihli to maintain order in the uorthern half of

the empire. Husain ' Ali Khan, who had quite outstripped his

elder brother in real power, had insisted on taking with him the

offices and establishments of diwfin, bakhshi, and sudr-us-sudur

for all the twenty-two provinces, with the two head I>i

leaving to 'Abdullah Khan only a small office staff. 'Abdullah

Khan objected, but the dispute was kept secret, and at last it was
arranged that the complete establishment of four sitbahs only in

Hindustan, that is Akbarabad, Ahmadabad, ijmer and Malwah,
and of all the six Dakhin subahs, with a small staff for the other

provinces, should accompany His Majesfy and Husain 'Ali Khan.8

Taking his imagery from the game of draughts, Yahya Khan's
comment on this separation of the two brothers is that, in the

general opinion, the player had made a wrong move by scattering

his men, and thenceforward his piece could not be protected ; and
so it turned out in the end.

Instead of the more direct road through Gwaliyar and
Narwar, the longer route through Ajmer was chosen, with the

object of meeting Rajah Ajit Singh ami reinforcing the imperial

arm* by his Rajputs. Accordingly the imperial tents were sent

out to Sarae Sahara on «he 1st Zu,l Qa'dah 1132 H. (3rd

September 1720), and on the 9th (11th September) the first march
was made. On the 10th they moved to Kuraoli, the camp being
pitched on a high mound beside a sheft of water. Here 'Abdul-
lah Khan had his audience of leave-taking and departed for

Dihli, Rajah Ratn Cand remaining at court as his agent and
representative. The nobles who accompanied 'Abdullah Khan to

Dihli were: Savyid Salabat Khan, Batbshi, Ghazi-ud din Khan
Ghalib Jang, Hamid Khan, Bamid-ud-din Khan, Ni'matnUah
Khan, Bairam Khan, Qilic Muhammad Khan, Baqir Khan (son of
Ruhullah Khan, deceased), Hafizullah Khan, Murid Khan, and
Amir Khan.*

Outwardly the Sayyids strove to preserve an attitude of

unconcern. When anyone condohd with them on the loss of

their young nephew, they would say, " Praise be to God ! no one
of any importance has been lost," and express their joy that the

youth had borne himself in a way to uphold the Sayy id name.

1 Kamwar KM". 226 : Khifi Khan, II, 896 ; Mhd. Qasim, Qahori

319, 320; Ahudl-uL-kAawdqw, 17 1*.

2 Mhd Qasim, Lahon, 322 ; Khlfi Khan, II, 897, 898 ;
Yahja Khan, 127&,

3 Kamwar Khan, 228 ; Khafi Khan, 17, 5fl5 898 899; TarikJi-i-MuSaffan,

190. Baqir Khan may be meant fur H»ir«m Khan (Mhd Baqir). third son of

"QUi'c Muh f7n7mnd Khan may he° identical withthe brother of Mihr Parwar,
widow of Bahadur Shah, M-ul-U, III, 780.
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But some of their chief men began to lose heart, i

of sickness or other lame excuses declined to

ion- these bring Sayyid Firuz Ali Khan, unrle of
Khan. Hu'Ilim 'Ali Khan. Husain 'Ali KMn, still full of confidence,

thought not hing of these desertions, holding that his troops and
those of his near relations were sufficient for every emergency.
It was intended to raise the total numbers to 100,000 men ; and
urgent letters were sent by the hand of Sayyid Muhammad Khan,
son of Asadullah Khan, to the most noted of the Barhah Sayyids
and the Afghans, calling upon them to join the column at once.
But the numbers did not rise beyond fifty thousand men, includ-
ing both the old and the new troops. 1

Section 12. The Emperor's Advance to the Dakhin.

On the 13th Zu.l Qa'dah (15th September 1720) the camp
was at a place between Mahaur and Gopalpur ; next day it was
moved on to between Kan« ari and Muniinabad. Four days ( 15th
to 18th ; were spent in celebrating the anniversary of Muham-
mad Shah's enthronement, and on the 19th (21st September) a
visit was made to the shrine of Shah Salim, Cishti. at Fath-
pur Sikri. The succeeding matches were Jalwah (21st), Nabah-
rah (23rd), Salihabad (26th), Bajahrah (28th), Bahadurpur
(29th). At Qasbah Bahadurpur, about four miles north of
Hiudaun, the camp was under the shade of pleasant trees and the
water was sweet and wholesome. In the two previous marches
the rough country, full of thorny shrubs, and the want of water,
had caused great suffering. Tw^o days for rest were allowed.
They marched thence on the 2nd Zu.l Hijjah (4th October 1720),
and ar. ived at a place between Mahwah and Muhkampur. Next
they passed through the Lakhi darrah (or pass) and encamped
at the foot of some hills in a very lonely and desolate country.
Thence they marched on the 6th Zu,l Hijjah (8th October 1720)
to a, position between Jinnd and Biund, about two kos to the east
of Todah Bhon (or Bhim), a place now in Jaipur territory, about
seventy-Bve miles south-west of Agrah and about sixty miles
east of Jaipur.2

During these marches there w^ere, to all outward appearance,
agreement and friendship between the Mir Bakhshi and his

principal rival. Muhammad Amin 'Khan tried to procure
terms for Nizam-ul-mulk, offering himself as security that the
Sayyid ladies and children would be brought home in safety. He

k
8 KimwarKhSn, Mbd. Qasim, Lahoi

.he army and serving under Rke Sir^t
•Rajputana States," 1859, marks the
;he same as the Kariti of the Indian At!

Indmn Atl*s, as Mhow, sis miles west

nd (Jond) is shown five miles N.-

» miles N.-W. of "Jond" and Todah Bhon (Toda Bheen
. of " Jond.'
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offered to send his own son, Qamar-ud-din Kb an, to act as their

escort. Tbe proposed campaign would tben be unnecessary.
But Husain 'All Khan's pride debarred Mm from assenting to

these proposals. Then Mhd. Amin Khan brought up the objec-

tion that the army, especially his division, was full of soldiers

who had served for years under Nizam-ul-mulk. No loyal service

could be looked for from these men, they would do harm instead

of good, and it would be better to leave him and them behind.

dants that, in any case, be meant to strike at the Sayyids. If he
were ordered to go on to the Dakhin, he would either seek an
opportunity on the way, or withdraw from the battle-field when
victory was trembling in the balance. If left behind, he would
make certain that the two brothers never joined forces again.

Husain 'All Khan, who was not altogether blind to the difficulty

in which he was placed, for to take the Mughals on or to leave

them behind was equally dangerous, exerted himself to the utmost
to keep Mhd. Amin Khan in good humour, addressing him when-
ever they met as " Respected Uncle.

7
' A large sum of money

was advanced to him by way of pay for his Mughals 1

Haidar Quli Khan was also .taken into special favour, and

on the 4th Zu,l Qa'dah (6th September 1720), he replaced Sayyid

Ghulam 'AH Khan as Mir Itash, or General-in-chief of the

imperial artillery, of which there was a very large display, some
sixteen-hundied cannon, large and small, besides gafnnl, shutar-

rhis man professed to be devoted
heart and soul to the Sayyids, and Husain 'Ali Khan had formed
a high opinion of his ability as an artillery officer. The men
about the Mir Bakhshi hardly shared his fancy for this man.
They spoke scornfully of his " low stature but high fortune "8

and afterwards the line was applied to him, " Who would have
thought this tempest could arise from an empty oven." 41

Mu'azzam Khan, Afghan, Sayyid Ghairat Khan, MirMnshrif, and
others bade the Nawab beware, for there was a plot on foot
among the Mughals. He ought not, they said, to allow their
officers to attend audience with a crowd of armed men. Husain
'AH Khan retorted anerily that they were thwarting him" in his

effort to win over Mhd. Amin Khan, adding: "Who is there
" who could raise a hand against me, what plot is there, what
" reason for my assassination ? " It only meant that they did

1 Mbd. Qisim, Lahorl, 324, 341.

place with KSmwar Khan. Warid, 1K1*. calls Haidar Quli Khan a Shirdni.

He was really a native of Iafarain, a town in Khnrls>an ; but he may hare

been for a time at Shiraz on his way to India. In one place he is called an
Maham.

S Kotdh kadd o kdmat, daraz salamat.
* Eih mi-guft ass tanHr-x-Udm in t&fdn shavvad paidd. Tanilr, a portable

Muhammad Amin Khan said to his confi-

1 of
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[WO
not like to see the artillery pass from the hands of a Sayyid into

those of a Mughal. Then he would launch forth in praise of
Hiiidar Qui! Khan. The new general justified his appointment
in the eyes of the army by the alterations which he at once
introduced. Among other things he re-established the practice of

former reigns, adopted from European models, of filing off a
salute of ten to twenty field pieces (rahkalahs) whenever the
emperor entered his quarters from a march or- a hunting expedi-
tion. In this way notice of his Majesty's movements could be
communicated to the whole camp. 1

Another new favourite was Sa'adat Khan, a Persian from
Naishapur, then chiefly known as a relation of Ganj 'Ali Khan,
lately deceased 2

; he had been appointed a few weeks before to be
faujdar of Hindaun and Biyanah, some fifty to sixty miles south-
west of Agrah, and as the route of the army lay through his
district, he remained in attendance. He paraded his troops daily
before Husain 'Ali Khan and made such a great show of zeal

that his requests for more money and new jagirs were willingly
Complied with. Perhaps, in spite of the many favours now
conferred by the Sayyid, he may have retained in his heart a
grudge for the way in which he had been reprimanded only a
little time before. A poor man's buffalo had been taken from
him, the only thing he had in the world. On the march a report
of this was brought to Husain 'Ali Khan. The faujdtirs agent
at Court was sent for and warned that if an acquittance were not
produced from the owner of the buffalo, it would not go well
with

.
Ids master. Sa'adat Khan thereupon told the peasant to

take his buffalo and write his receipt. The man. replied:
" You took it forcibly , I am not content." "Take two buffaloes

then." This offer also was refused, and in the end fifty buffaloes

were given him before he would sign any paper. This inter-

ference may possibly have been rankling in Sa'adat Khan's
heart ; otherwise, being a Sayyid, a Slu'ah and a protege of the

Mir Bakhshi. it is surprising that he should have gone over to

the other side. But being a pushing, energetic man, with his

way still to make, he may have thought that there was more to

gain on the side of the malcontent in the commotion attending a

change of regime.3

'All Khan

During this time, bet

ber 1720), the date of
i

Mtad Qasim. Lahori, 343, 344 ; Kamwar KMn, Khnshhal Cand, Berlit

No. 495, f. 1007«.

t For accounts* of Sa'adat I^an see KMfi Kh5n, II, 992, and Maatir

1010a. The Uajmajul-alAhSr,

iiimat rasldah, ba M

Rnstam 'Ali, 234*.

Ynhyi Eiin, 127*.
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Hijjah 1132 H. (8th October 1720), a plot had been hatching for

the destruction of Husain 'Ali Khan. The chief conspirators

were Muhammad Amin Khan, Haidar Qui! Khan, Abd-ul-ghaf-
fur and Mir Jumlah. It would be thought that the last-named,

after his unfavourable experience in Fanukhsiyar's reign, would
have declined to enter into any more projects of this sort ; and
he does not, figure as a very active sharer in the plot. 1 Sayyid
Muhammad Amin, Sa'adat Khan, the new faujdar of Biyanah, was
also entrusted with the secret. A willing instrument was found
in the person of Mir Haidar Beg, Dughlat, a man from Kash-
ghar.3 Muhammad Amin Khan is reported to have made an
appeal to the loyalty of his Mughals. Unable as they were to

overcome Husain 'Ali Khan's army, would any brave man devote

his life to the Mir Bakhshi's removal ? If the assassin survived,

the Nawab would be his slave for life ; if he were killed, his

family should be liberally cared for. At first no one spoke.

Then Mir Haidar Beg offered himself: "lama Sayyid and he
" is a Sayyid : if 'brother kill brother what matters it ? " 3

Communications were opened with Muhammad Shah's

mother through Sadr-un-nissa, head duenna of the harem, the

intermediary being one Shah 'Abd-ul-ghaffur, a faqir from

Tattah in Sind, who passed to and fro disguised in woman's attire

as a seller of milk. We shall hear more of this man later in the

reign. Muhammad Amin Khan also made hints several times to

Muhammad Shah in the Turki tongue, which they both under-

stood. Once this was done in Husain Ali Khan's presence. He
asked what had been said. Muhammad Shah replied that the
noble had asked for leave to withdraw as he bad a pain in his

stomach. As Muhammad Shah thus kept his secret, Muhammad
Amin Khan inferred that he was not unfavourable to the plot.

Once after they had left Fathpur Sikri behind, Sa'adat Khan,
in the darkness of night, came to the tent of Mhd. Amin Khan,
and it was decided that an attempt upon the life of Husain 'All

Khan should be made next day while they were on the march.
Bringing up their divisions on his right, hand and on his left, they
were to envelop him and his retinue, and slay him. Qamar-ad-
din Khr
was found that Husai
and had mounted an elephant. An attack was thought inadvis-
able; and another plan was now devised*

The day before his assassination Husain Ali Khan uttered a
foolish speech about making an emperor of any one on whom he

1 ghafi Kham, II, 903, 905, den

2~The brother of
P
Shapnr Khan'}k

903, calls him of Chaghatle race. His family" hore
shamsher, and he was commonly 'called Mir Haidar Beg. Mirza Haidar,
governor of Kashmir and author of the Tdrikh-i'-rashidi, is said to have been
his great-grandfather.

8 ghafi Khan, TI, 902, 903 ; ATiwal-ul-khaicaqin, 175«
ghafi pan, II, 903

;
Wirid, 42 ; Tarm-Makir tadni, Yahya Khan,

1 Cand, Berlin MS. 495, f. 1009«.
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chose to cast his shoe. That night Muhammad Amiu Khan and
Haidar Quli Khan met, and it was decided that the next morn-
ing their plot should be carried into execution. It is said that

when Mhd. Amin Khan had left, Husain 'Ali Khan chanced to

come on a visit to Haidar Quli Khan, and began to ask his advice

on some point, Haidar Quli Khan, who was by nature a man of

pened.^He told Husain 'AH Khan that as a rumour prevailed

through the camp of his (the speaker's) supersession in the com-
mand of the artillery, Mhd. Amin Khan proposed to come t<> his

(Haidar Quli's) tent next morning. After he, the Mir Bakhshi,
had escorted the emperor to the door of the female apartments,
he could on his way to his quarters call at his, the Mir Atash's,

tents, and there through someone ready to risk life for him could
procure the assassination of Mhd. Amin Khan. This plan
having been agreed on, Husain 'Ali Khan departed. Haidar
Quli Khan's idea waa that whichever side got the upper hand, the
winner would be grateful to him for his suggestions and take him

It was the custom for Nawab Husain 'AH Khan to present
himself before the emperor at the end of every march and make
his morning obeisance. The ceremony was known by the Hindi
name of the Juhar* Accordingly on the morning of the 6th
Z%1 Hijjah 1U2 H. (8th October 1720),* on reaching the new
camp pitched two kos to the east of Todah Bhim,4 Husain Ali

Khan and other great nobles followed Muhammad Shah as
usual to the entrance of his tents, made their bow. and departed
to their several camps. Husain 'Ali Khan entered his litter

within the imperial enclosure (Jali), having in attendance seven
or eight servants and two relations. Muhammad Amin Khan,
Sa'adat Khan, and several others were present. Then Muham-

1 Yahya Khan, f . 128 <*.

2 Shakespear, 813; Juhar, a Hindu salutation ; obeisance.
3 KhuahhiU Cand, Berlin MS. 495 : f. 1007» is the only writer who has

the 8th Zii,l Hijjah.
4 Todah Bhim (Indian Atlas, Sheet 50) lies about six miles west of a

pass through the hills. Khafi Khan, II, 903, calls the place Torah, and
says it is 35 reputed kos from Pathpur SIkri. It is really a bont 45 miles

•
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of Bhusawar. This must be the village Kareli to the east of the pass (see
"Map of Rajpntanah Stares," 1859). The Indian Atlas, Sheet 50, has

north east of it Khushhal Cand, Berlin MS. 495. f. 1008 « speaks of the
darrah or pass of Lakhrl This name may be taken from the Laker ke pnrah
of the Indian Atlas, which lies abont two miles ninth of Khareli. Bhusa-

•• r -va, .

132 The town lies about 13 miles north-east of the pass (Indian Atlas,

Sheet 50). Todah Bhim was itself the chief town of a pargannh. Jarrett,

133 ; Khushhal Cand, f. 1QQ9« says that after leaving p.irganah Bhosawar,
camp was at Qasbah Piiotah, which is eight- miles north-east of Todah Bhim,
and five miles north of the pass.
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mad Amin Khan, who is said to have filled his mouth before-

hand with raw blood, put his fingers into his mouth, simulated
vomiting, and complained of vertigo. He laid himself down full

length on the ground. Husain 'Ali Khan sent for rose-water and
a preparation made from an odoriferous willow (bed-mushk),
supposed to be a restorative, and after these had been adminis-
tered, Muhammad Amin Khan made signs that they should
carry him into Haidar Quli Khan's tent, which by reason of his

office of Mir Atash was close to the imperial gateway. Round
Husain 'Ali Khan there then remained no more than two or three

persons. The time was about midday. 1

As the palanquin issued from the imperial precinct, Haidar
Beg, Dughlat, with one or two other Mughals, appeared on one
side shouting, " A complaint! a complaint !

" and drew from his

sleeve a paper in the nature of a petition. As the bakhshl knew
the man by sight, he was allowed to approach, when he launched
forth into imprecations upon Muhammad Amin Khan, the second

exceedingly
that their

general embezzled their pay and, with this Dakhin, campaign be-

fore them, they were dying of hunger and their horses were at

the last gasp. Would not the Nawab, as chief bakhshi and noted

for liberality to his troops, do something to help them ? A body-

servant advanced to take the petition, but the Mughal made a

gesture of refusal. Husain ' Ali Khan, in his usual considerate

way, said :
«« Come here and give it." The petitioner came close

and put the paper into his hands. A pipe-bearer appeared at the
other side of the palanquin ; the Nawab turned his head that way,
took hold of the mouthpiece of the pipe-snake and began to

read the petition. The bakhshfs attention being given to the
reading of the paper, the assassin in an instant drew from his

waistband a long dagger-like butcher's knife, and plunged it

into Husain 'Ali Khan's side. The wounded man struck with
his feet at his murderer's chest, so that he fell and his turban
tumbled off ; then exclaimed :

«' Bring a horse ! 1 must mount."
Recovering himself Haider Beg laid hold of the NawaVs feet,

dragged him from the palanquin to the ground, sat on his chest,
and began to cut off his head. 8

On foot near the palanquin
Nurnllah Khan, a boy of fourteei

1 Mhd. Qasim, LShori, 346, 347; KhafI Khan, 11,903; Warid, 161»;
Shiu Das, 49» (farmdn to Girdhar Bahadur).

2 Mhd Qaaim, Lahori, 347 ; KhafI Khan, II, 903 ; KhGshhal Cand,
Berlin MS. 495. ff. 1008*. 10095, Warid, 162«.

3 Kamwar Khan, 230. calls him 'Azmatullah Kbim, son of ARadullah
Khan; bnt KhafI Khan, II. 904, has NfirulUh Khan. Both the latter and
Mirza Mnhammad. TSn^.i.MukammadR (year 1146) describe him as ancle's
son of Husain « Ali Khan ; Warid, 162a has " Anwarullal.," a.<d calls him
the so,, of Husain 'Ali Khan s paternal aunt ; in B.M. Oriental MS., 1747,
f. 2076, he is said to be a maternal nncle's son. Khushhal f!and, Berlin MS,
495, f. 10095, asserts that he was slain by Qamar-ud-din Khau (son of Mhd,.
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was the son of Asadullah Khan, Bahadur, called Nawab Auliya,
and one of Husain 'Ali Khan's cousins. As soon as he saw what
had happened, the boy shouted out, " The wretches have killed
the Nawab," quick as lightning drew a pistol 1 from his belt and
with a shot from it wounded Haidar Beg. Then, with three
blows from his sword, he stretched the murderer on the ground
dead at the side of his victim. But, before the boy could escape,
he was attacked by the other Mu^halg, and fell lifeless across the
mangled body of his cousin. Husain 'Ali Khan's head was
borne in triumph to the small tent (rSwati) of Haidar Quli
Khan, whence lie and Mhd. Amin Khan had hurriedly emerged
barefoot when the shouting began. 2

Muhammad Amin Khan made his way at once to the impe-
rial quarters, and called on the emperor to come out and take
command of his troops. The head of the murdered bakhshi was
thrown at his feet in the space before his private tents. Muham-
mad Shah, whether he had been in the secret or not, now showed
some inclination to draw back, and began to remonstrate. His
mother, too, though she had no doubt intrigued to get her son
freed from the galling tutelage of the Sayyids, was now afraid

for his personal safety and drew him back within the women's
apartments. Then Sayyid Ghulam 'Ali Khan, cousin of the icazir

and of the bakhshi, and superintendent of the Privy Audience
Chamber, who had come inside the private enclosure with Islam
Quli, a slave, and some gunners (hasari) in his pay, cut through
the canvas walls and tried to obtain possession of the emperor's
person. Muhammad Amin Khan and some Mughals drove them
back, and Sa'adat Khan then captured and confined them.

Further delay was dangerous. Brushing aside all the
restraints of etiquette, Sa'adat Khan threw a shawl over his head,
pushed his way into the harem, took Muhammad Shah in his
arms, and dragged him by force to the scene of the assassination.

It was still free of men. Elephants were called for and they
mounted, Muhammad Shah on Qamar-ud-din Khan's elephant,

Buland Bakht, with Mhd. Amin Khan in the seat behind him.
They took up their station at the gateway of the street of shops
dependent <m the guardhouse where the kettledrums were played.

Husain 'Ali Khan's head was held aloft on the end of a long- pole.

Orders were given for the general plunder of Husain 'Ali

Khan's tents and treasure. There were at first onlv forty or
fifty of Mhd Amin Khan's cavalry and some artillerymen

present, between one and two hundred men altogether. Haidar
Quli Khan sent urgent messengers to collect elephants, horses,

and men, while Mhd. Amin Khan busied himself in writing

1 Dowaon 'Elliot, VII, 572), reads nimchah and tran 8lates " short

sword," bat the I.O. Library MS of Mhd Qasim has tamanchah (pistol).

Khlfi Khan, IT. 904, refers to a «* sword " I shamsher I.

2 Mhd. QSsim, Lahori 349; Kbafi Khan, II, 904; KhQshhal Cand,
Berlin MS N-> 495, f. 1009a

; Shakir Khan, 10*. Mir Mush rif is said t»

have been present, to have killed one Mughal, and to hare been wounded
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urgent notes to the various commanders. " Now is the time to

display your friendship. He who comes now will do a great

service and obtain great rewards." No man of any rank ap-

peared ; there were only Muhammad Amin Khan himself, Qamar-
ud-din Khan, his son, Haidar Qui! Khan, and Sa'adat Khan.
The imperial artillery began to play upon the Sayyid's camp.
Just before the fight was over Khan Dauran appeared on the

scene with some troops, but Zafar Khan, Turrak-i-baz, continued
to k.

of the Sayyid's army were engaged in putting np their i

obtaining their supplies for the day. The sound of firing did not

alarm them. It was, they assumed, nothing more than the usual

salute notifying the emperor's arrival at his quarters. The first

intimation of the assassination was brought to Sayyid Ghairat

Khan, the nephew 2 of the victim, just, as he had taken off his

weapons and had begun to eat his breakfast. Putting back into

the dish the morsel he had just taken up, and not even washing
his hands, but wiping one hand upon the other, wearing nothing

but a thin cotton coat, he ran out and mounted^ his elephant. He

gether. 3 The need of delay and caution was impressed on him

by older men ; but he would listen to no dissuasion. Like a

roaring tiger just wounded by an arrow, he hurried on, venting

loud oaths and curses, until he reached the imperial enclosure

Ijnli); and as he came face to face with the force drawn up
there, most of his companions were shot down and he himself

received two arrow wounds. In the struggle part of the canvas
wall enclosing the emperor's camp was knocked down.

Seated alone in his iron-clad canopy, Ghairat Khan pressed
on, shooting his arrows, until he came near the elephant of

Haidar Quli Khan. Stinging reproaches for base ingratitude
were hurled at the latter. On his side Haidar Quli Khan
retorted: " O man, untrue to the salt you have eaten!
" descend fr-on that elephant and submit, and I will obtain for
" you His Majesty's pardon." The young Sayyid advanced and
shouted :

" I await your commands," adding in the most scorn-
ful tone : "Fie upon your faithfulness and upon the quality of

your friendship !
" Ghairat Khan then shot an arrow which fixed

itself so firmly in Haidar Quli Khan's bow, that after the fight

it was withdrawn with difficulty. Behind Haidar Quli Khan

1 Mhd. Qssim, Lahori, 350, 351; KhQshhal Cand, Berlin MS. 495,
f. 1010-

; Baydn-i.ivdqi', 424; Kimwar Khan, 231
;
Warid, 162* ; Khafi Khan,

II, 906, 907, HU8
; Sbakir Khan, 10*.

2 According to the Tari^-i-Mu^ammadi his father was Sayyid
Nasrnllah, Sadat Khan, Bahadnr, Barhah. and his mother was Hnsain 'All

t Khan was killed and Ghairat Khan survived.
afi Khan, II, 905, says there were four or five hundred.
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was an Abyssinian slave named Haji Bashir, holding a loaded
European matchlock. His master turned and said angrily to him :

" What are you waiting for P " The slave fired, the ball entered
the breast of Gthairat Chan, and lie fell from the elephant dead. 1

Sayyid Karimnllah Khan, who had succeeded to Ssiyyid

Dilawsir 'All Khan's office of bakhshi, headed another onset and
reached the entrance of the imperial enclosure (jolt), but
his meu were soon killed. Shekh Najm-ud-din, entitled Nek-
andesh Khan, Superintendent of the 'Adalat, also fought his

way with five or six horsemen into the enclosure and tried to

carry off the Amir-ul-umara's body. But, after receiving two ox-

three wounds on the shoulder-blade and side, he fell down insen-
sible and was carried awav bv llaidar Qnli Khan's men. Mean-
while, Rajah Muhkam Sin-h himself, with' a troop of his men,
stood looking on as a mere spectator ; but. Cnraman, Haznri, a
man long in the service of the Snyyids, did his duty well and
forced his way to the private entrance {deodhl) of the emperor's
tents, but could do nothing mo>e. Khwajah Maqbul Ahmad the
Sayyid's no sir, followed by a water-carrier and a sweeper,
attacked the imperial group with drawn swords, and these three
courageously made their way as far as the imperial chapel-tent
(tasbih-khftnah) where they were cut down. The Khwajah died
of his wounds three or four days afterwards. In another
direction Mustafa Khan, the paymaster of hajah Muhkam
Singh, without consulting his master, made his way with some
men to the gate of the enclosure; repulsed there, he turned
off and cut through the canvas walls of the Privy Audience
Chamber, entering it with shouts and curses. But after losing
a few men, he was ejected by the Mughals. During this scrim-
mage Muhammad Shah hid behind Sadr-un-nissa, wife of Riza
Quli Khan, Jahandar Shahi 2

Rae Surat, Singh,* Multani, and his son, LfilS Anand Singh.s
did nothing but provide for the safety of their own persons and
property. Lala Jaswant Rae, son of Sahib Rae, Munshi,
escaped by allowing his father's hoards and much of his own pro-
perty to he plundered. Another man who escaped was Rae
Saroman Das, Kayath, wakil at Court on beh>.lf of Sayyid
'Abdullah Khan. He shaved, rubbed his face with Hshes, and
turned himself into a fnqir. Then, hiding a few valuables in his

waist-cloth, he lay concealed in his friends' tents until he was able

to escape to Sayyid 'Abdullah Khan. Mu'azzam Khan, a man
from the east country, although of high rank did nothing, but
'Umar Khan, his brother, was killed by the plunderers. Sayyid Jan
'Ali, brother of Mir 'All Khan, Superintendent of horse-branding,

1 Khiishhal Cand, Berlin MS. 495, f. 101O*. says the f»lav<=> handed the
. \ 7.

Yahya Khan. 12s«, Shakir Khan. 9*. Wiri.l, 162« n.-d *

* Q5sim. Lfihori. 3S4, Khafi Khi-., II, 910 Ghnlam 'All

ih, 37«, Khushbal Cand. Berlin MS 495. f. KX**
8 of Mhd. Qasim, '

"
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fought his best and lost his life ; while his brother escaped

for a time, only to be made a prisoner a few days afterwards.

The confusion lasted ten to twelve hours, and duriner this

time countless

destroyed.

unspeakable indignities at the hands of the low scoundrels and
hangers-on of the army. The event yielded striking evidence of

the want of cohesion in an Indian army under the pressure of

any sudden disaster. When the plundering was done, not a trace

of the Sayyid's vast encampment or his mighty host could be

seen. It was impossible to believe that there had ever been a

heel-rope or a tent peg on that ground. Everything had been

burnt or carried off, and the men had disappeared.

Muhammad Amin Khan held it wiser not to check the plun-

dering, in which both friends and foes were busily occupied, for

thereby the chance of any resistance was obviated. As an

incident in this reckless plundering we are told that a common
.soldier carried off two bags of coin, and supposing them to be

rupees, he took them to a money -changer, and asked for gold in

exchange, as being lighter to carry. When the bags were opened

they were found to be full of gold coins! Before the assassina-

tion the money-changers' shops, most of Husain 'All Khans
equipage, and carts sahl to contain a kror of rupees, had arrived

in camp from the march. All these were plunde-ed and carried

off. Hut the Bakhshi's jewels and some money chests, which

were still on the road, were saved and confiscated to His

Majesty's use. 1

Rajah Ratn Cand, Banya, who was much more hated by the

general public thnn the Sayyids themselves, knew not which way
to turn. The armed array of his foes barred his flight, and he
was not the man to take the field and meet blow by blow. As
the saying is : "A prancing ass and a shopkeeper are equally
worthless." 8 He told the beads of his rosary 8 with one hand and
with the other used his handkerchief to wipe the tears from his

eyes. 4Abd-nr-rahman Khan and other Afghans of Sihrind offered

to rescue him, spying : "Mount, M->unt." He refused with idle

phrases. All that he could do was to write a hurried note of a
line or two to Sayyid 'Abdullah Khan, and send it off by a camel-
rider. Soon Rajah Dya Kam,* the agent of Muhammad Amin
Khan, came for him and he submitted at once. On the way some
Mughals and low fellows from the bazars surrounded his palan-
quin, dragged him out, beat, cuffed, and kicked him, and tore his

1 KhafiKhSn II. »04 905, 9i>8. 90<*, 910, Ghulam 'All Khan, ATwgad-
damah, :<7«. KJiGshhal Cnd, Berlin MS 495, f . 1009*, 10I0», Yabya
Khin, 1291, Warid, I6>, 8hiu Die. 49«.
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clothes to tatters. Brought in this pitiable naked condition

piteously tl

spared. Aluhammad Amin Khan
clothes, ordered the Rajah to be put in chains and kept

before the now u-azh\ he beirsred piteously that his life might be
ared. Aluhammad Amin Khan, after sending for a suit of

example of the saying :
" As you do,

so shall it be done unto you." 1 In spite of all their efforts Ratn
Cand made no disclosure of the Sayyid's treasure or buried
hoards. A short time afterwards, while tliey were on the march,
he tried to escape. The Mughals who were guarding him pur-
sued him, cut him down, and would have liked to slay him.
But he was reserved for formal execution. 8

Muhkma, the son of Cura, Jat, was brought in a prisoner,

and in his despair offered to turn Mahomedan if his life were
spared, but Muhammad Shah declined hia offer and treating him
kindly sent him away. Sayyid Asadullah Khan was also cap-
tured and was long kept in confinement, until he received permis-
sion to make the pilgrimage to Mecca and started for the
Dakliin. Ghulam 'Ali Khan, because he had been the emissary-
sent to Delhi to bring Muhammad Shah to Agrah to be enthroned
as emperor, was spared and protected ; but in a few days made
use of an opportunity, and escaped to 'Abdullah Khan.8

The death of such a highly placed and powerful noble as
Husain 'Ali Khan gave rise, as usual in such cases, to many
myths and legends. One man said he dreamt that he was in the
audience-hall of the Imam Husain. Husain 'All Khan, in blood-
stained raiment, presented himself at'ihe door. He was brought
in with honour, the Imam greeting him with the words: Balagha
wa'dakd, tea gk'ilaba 'adaka. Strange to say these words yield,
taken as two chronograms, the ye:ir of the Sayyid's martyrdom.
Other chronograms were found, meaning "The month Muhar-
ram of Husain arose anew " and " In the Indian Karbaia a

second Husain was martyred by a second Tazid." 4

Section 14.—'Abdullah IChan hears of his brother's death.

Hamah 'dlam-ash pae bar snr nihand.

I Mhd. Qasitn, hahori, 355, Shiu n*8. 48« Khuahhal Cand, Berlin MS.
r. IMJO*, KhSfi Kh-.n, II, 9<»9, Yatrji Khan, I2H«.

> Shiu DaB, 48», Khafi Khan, II, 91o. Asadullah Khan died 1146 H.
t-4), Tarikh-i Mhdt.
> Muharram-i-Hutain tizah shud (1133), Jtft/tfK, p. 307, at top, Husain
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He halted for a few days at Sikandrah near .A grab.. On the 7th
Zu,l Hijjah (9th October 1720 ) he was at a halting place near
Sarae Chath, about forty-eight miles north-west of jigrah and
about sixty-four miles from Dihli, 1 when at midnight, within
eighteen hours of the event, a camel-rider brought the scrap of

paper from Ratn Cand announcing the overwhelming news of

Husain "All Khan's assassination. Revenge was his only thought.

Summoning to his presence the nobles in his train, he told them
his heart-rending story, beseeching and imploring them to throw
in their lot with him. Some from their hearts, others only out

of prudence, agreed to stand by him.
A lew of the more ardent spirits proposed an immediate

trial of strength, befo.e Muhammad Shah could be reinforced,

or Hu.snin 'Ali Khan's troops be bought over by him. But
'Abdullah Khan, reflecting that Muhammad Shah was in full

possession of the throne, while his own army was out of heart,

decided that to take the field without any claimant to the thron

was undesirable. It was better, '
"

the capital, th.-re to collect an an
tore the confideme of his adherem

That same day the march for Dihli was resumed. Dis-

regarding the attacks of the Mewatis and the Jats, who daily

plundered their baggage and slew their camp-followers, they

pushed on until they came to Faridabad, twenty-one miles from

Dihli Shuja'at-ullah Khan, son-in-law of 'Abdullah Khan, Mur-

taza Khan, and Sita Ham, a man in the wazirs confidence,

were sent forward in haste to the capital with orders to consult

Najm-ud-dm 'Ali Khan, the waziSs brother," and select one of

ironed princes of the house of Tain.ur for elevation to

the thr.-ne. Disturbances hud broken out at once in the jagirs
were ejected, and the r- 1 ---

nt &w
'

'Ali Khnn's" JiJawLation"^^^ are:—™
6118 *****

Az rahlat-i-Rutain 'Ali £h<>n-i-din pavah
I..:; I: .

,

T.if.«'-nm *ihr zi Uatif.i~gka\b in nndi shuwd ,

Oufbn.d qwlsi„Sn kih :
1 Yazid-i-duyam namiid

" Dor Karaite Hind Husain-i-duyam sh„hid."

k
A tarm by •Abgnl.jplil, BUgrimi^ is (riven in the Tabsirat-un-nazirin of

g
' From TodHh*Bhrm

8

to^SiSi^ abont^i^miles as the crow flies.

KhushbSI Cand, Berlin MS. 495. f. 10116 g.va Abdullah Khan was in far-
gwh Hodal and trves the date as the 8th ZaJ #ijj»h. The towu of
that name is about 15 miles nearer Dihli than Chath.

2 Khan Jahan, the to .«V« uncle and fib -kdor of OihlI. had died about
the 12tt. *lmww«l I132H. (Ifith Antra** 1720 , KS.nwar Khan, 2 <4

3 KAmwar Kh5n, 214, 238, KhafI Khan, II, 901, 911, 912, 913, Warid,
163 o, ShiuDas, 54a. ~ ~
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Section 15.—-Muham ma i> Shah's Movements.

On the day following Husain 'All Khan's death a formal

audience was held by Muhammad Shnh. In the interval

Muhammad Amin Khan had posted pickets of Mughals to arrest

deserters, and instructions were given to the armed villagers to

stop any one who tried to leave the camp. In this way many
men, thougli partisans of the Sayyids and anxious to escape, were
forced to remain. Muhammad Amin Khan went among them
in person to try and secure their adhesion. In spite of his

Mahomedan bigotry, he visited the quarters of Rajah Mubkam
Singh, one of the Sayyids' principal officers. As the Rajah saw he
was in the Mughal's power, he made his submission and at his first

audience was presented by Dya Ram, the agent of Muhammad
Amin Khan. He was promoted to the rank of 6,0l>0 with the
right to beat kettledrums. Mir Mushrif of Lakhnau. another of

the Sayyids' chief men, after rejecting the first overtures made
to him, was also propitiated and promoted. 'Inayatullah Khan,
Kashmiri, the khantfiman. Rajah Gopal Singh, Bhadauriyah, and
twenty-one other nobles laid their offerings at the emperor's
feet.

Muhammad Amin Khan was promoted to 8,000 zM and was
loaded with gifts. Khan Daman, although at the critical

moment his fear of the Sayyids had prevented Ids declaring him-
self, received the same exalted rank. The grade of seven
thousaud had been hitherto the limit for any person not of the
blood royal. Qamar-ud-dm Khan, Haidar Quli Khan and
Sa'adat Khan were made respective] v 7,000, 6,000, and 5,000 in
rank. Zah.r Khan and Rajah Gopal Singh, Bhadauriyah, also

received promotion. To celebrate the emperor's emancipation
from the Sayyid bondage, some poet found a chronogram :

" He was a bright star (Roshan Akhtar) and is now a

" Like Joseph he left prison to become a king.

The camp was about seven tv two miles from Agrah, about
one hundred arid twenty-eight miles from Dihli, and the nearest

point on the Jamnah, to the north-east, was distant nbout sixty-

eight miles. Under the altered circumstances any further

advance in the direction of the Dakhin was nseless. There was
some doubt and debate as to whether they should return to Jlgrah

1 Roshan-A&tar bid, ikvin m&h shud ;

" Yusuf az zindan bar-amnd shah shud." (1133).

Miftah. 305, Shiu Bas. 49« The ^rn^mu^ffari says there is an

/ -
-
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h
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*kintwar Khan, VS, Mhd QasiraTLanon,^,' Shia
Das, 4D», Khari Khan, II, 910.
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or make for Dihli. At last it was decided to move northwards till

they struck the Jamnah. Curaman, Jat, although he owed a
great deal to the Sayyid brothers, was for the moment persuaded
by the offer of great rewards to join Muhammnd Shah with a
large force. A cunning answer of his has been preserved.
Muhammad Amin Khan said to him :

" Thou art a creature of

the Sayyids, I have no reliance on thy service or aood will."

Swearing by his Hindu gods, he replied :
" Nawab Sahib ! it is

true that those great men have conferred on me such benefits

that if I had a thousand lives and a thousand times my wealth,

I would have offered up all, including my family and children,

on their behalf. But now I am under the imperial flasr, the true
lodestone, and I swear by Bhagwan I will do such service on
the day of battle that the Nawab himself will acknowledge it."

He spoke the truth, for on the day of battle he pluudered the
imperial baggage and the goods of many others. 1

As the route chosen would have passed through Curaman^s
Tillages, he persuaded the emperor to change it. Leaving his

own villages on the right, he led them across Jai Singh's terri-

tory, and tooK them over high hills and through thorny jungles.

There was a great scarcit.y of water : it had to be brought im-

mense distances and used most sparingly, as if it were oil and
not water. Many were unable to quench their thirst and endured

great hardships. On the 9th Zu,l Hijjah ( 1 1th October 1720)

the camp was moved to a place between Bhusawar and Kharida,

where the festival of the Sacrifice was celebrated. In answer to

a letter from Khan Dauran, written by the emptor's special

order, Sayy.d Nas.at-yar Khan, Bai hah, faujdar of Mewat, who
was on his way to the army on a summons from Husain 'Ali

Khan, presented* himself and was well rec<Ked, and promoted to
the rank of 7,000. Sabit Jang

t Ja'far Beg), a protege of Khan
Dauran's, wa« another valuable adhesion. He joined a little

later, just before the battle of Husain pur. When the dust
raised by his mar<;h was seen across the Jaranah, all exclaimed:
"Rajah Girdhar Bahadur has come!' He and his men then
crossed the river by a ford. Dost 'All Khan, 'ibid Khan, and
Ghalib Khan, formerly superintendent of branding for the
emperor's own troops, all three officer s of the late Husain 'Ali

Khan's army, also came in, submitted, and were promo'ted.»
On the Itch (13th October 1720) there were many presenta-

tions with the attendant promotions and appointments ; and on
this day the biers of Husain 'Ali Khan. Gha rat Khan, and
Numllah Khan, after the bodies had been wrapped in doth of
gold, were despatched for bnrial at Ajmer in the tomb of 'Abdul-
lah Khan, the Nawab's father, whic lies outside the city wall
close to 'Abdnllahganj. At the time fixed, no bearers to carry
the biers could be found ; and after this difficulty had b.-eu over-

l Kamwar Khan, 236, 237, Mhd. Qas.m. hahori, 366.

J :

2" S»fi ^n, U, 910, 911, KMsld,al Cand, f. Iul4* Kasiaui 'all, f. 245-
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come, robbers, believing that the coffins contained treasure, seized

them, but finding nothing threw the bodies away. After a time
they were recovered by the faujdSrs of those parts, and in the

end, as was reported privately, they reached Ajmer and were

The emperor's next stages were Ranigarh (12th) and Gopal-

pur ( 13th ). Here Sa'adat Khan was farther promoted to 6,000
and named to the government of Akbarabad. Otiier stages

were Mandugarh (15th), Malkahri (21st); next a place between
Jalauri and Malikpur (22nd), then near Khori (23rd), Salganw
(35th), Qa§bah Kama (27th), and between NanHganw and Barsa-
nah (28rh). All towns, such as Narnol, Alwar, Tijarah and
Khohari had been avoided.*

At Barsanah on the 2nd Muharram 1133 H. (2nd November
1720) Muhammad Khan, Bangash, at the head of two or three

thousand men, and 'Aziz Khan, Bahadurt
Chaghatae, appeared

from Akbarabad. Before Husain *Ali Khan's death, Muhammad
Khan had sought an interview with 'Abdullah Khan while he
was still near Ag>ah, at which he demanded fifty thousand rupees
in addition to previous advances. He then, though very reluc-

tantly, marched professedly to join the imperial army already on
its wav to the Dakhin. Both _officei s had come as far as Sarae
Chath on the direct road from Atfrah to Dihli. Their attitude

was doubtful ; and if they were hostile, they could bar the em-
peror's way to Dihli. 'Abdullah Khan, who was Muhammad
Khan's patron, had also called to his mind the benefits lie had
received, trying to win him over thus to his cause. 3 So g> ave
were the apprehensions of the other side, that Haidar Quli Khan
and Qamar-ud-din Khan were sent to interview the Bangash
chief. Their mission was successful, and they brought the two
Afghan nobles into the imperial camp. In addition to promotion
in rank, Muhammad Khan received an assignment of four krors

of dam* on the revenues of Allahabad. Paryauahs Pali, Bairah,
and Bawan of sarknr Khurabad, and pargnnah Ha. hah and part
of Sandilah in sarkar Lakhnau, all in subah Audh, were granted
to 'Azis Khan.

i Khafi Khan, II, 910, on the authority of Sayyid 'Abdnllah Khan hfra-
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At Pahari, Sher Afkan Khan, Panipati, the faujdar of

Korah and Jahanabad, subah Allahabad, also marclied in and
joined the imperialists. When near Agrah, on his way from
Allah 4b-\d to hisjdyirs at Sikandrah, he had met some messen-
gers riding from Court, and asked the news. They told him that
two days previously Husain 'Ali Khan had been killed. Khushbal
Cand, who was near his elephant, saw Ids face flush with joy at

the emancipation of Muhammad Shah, the son of his old master,
Jahan Shah. Not long after this, a letter came to him from
Nawab Qudsiyah, the emperor's mother, written by her own
haud, in which he was distinguished with the epithet " brother."

Other arrivals were Hayazid Khan, Mewati, a powerful man in
that country, and Khema. Jat, one of ( 'uraman's chief officers.

This Jat was placed in charge of the imperial rear guard. 1

One of Muhammad Shah's first task had been the issue of

reassuring letters to the provincial governors, and demands for

reinforcements from those known to be opposed to the S»yyid
faction. Among: those written to were Nizam-ul-mulk. Rajah
Girdhar Bahadur. Rajah Jai Singh, Sawae',' and 'Abd-ns-samad

Khan, the governor of Lahor. To a certain extent these letters

were in identical terms,* and as was natural, a note of triumph is

perceptible in them. " Praise be to God ! Husain 'All Khan has

obtained the punishment of his deeds and the penalty for his

acts ; his suppression and removal, as my heart desired, has been

effected in the easiest manner," and so on, in the same strain,

theu the elate and place of assassination are given, with other
details added, Ghairat Khan appearing as the "Devoid of
Honour "3 Husain 'All Khan's head was sent with the letter to
Nizam-ul-mulk, and that noble w:is called upon to march at once
to Join His Majesty. Girdhar Bahadur, Jai Singh, and 'Abd-us-
samad Khan were, in the same way, urged to join as soon as

^ In answer to these orders Rajah Jai Singh, instead of com-
ing: in person, sent his diivnn, Jag Ram, with a force of three or
ibnr thousand men, horse ami foot, and wrote that he was busy
enlisting more men, and as soon as this was finished he would
attend himself. Abd-us-samad Khan replied that without delay
he had begun to prepare for a march. But lately he had been
forced to suppress a revolt by Husain Khan, head of the Afghans
of Qasur, and for the pay of the troops he had enlisted on that
service he still owed four lakhs of rupees. The soldiers had

I Kamwar Khin, 237, Shiu Das. 57*. Khafi Khan, II, 900. 920, Khu»h-
hal Can.), Berlin MS. f. 1012*. For the p.,rganns named Bee !.»», II, 176,
177, 17S, 17.», and •' OufUi Gazetteer, I, 274 ; II. 72; 111,50, 292.

3 For one uf these farmdns see M<ijma'.ul-inshd i lithographed edition),

p. 85, to the effect, that H.A.K. w>.s killed on the 6rh Za,l Hijjah of the
2nd year, when Ghaimt Khan and Mir Mushtif attauked the imperial camp,
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mutinied and hindered him from marching. The diwSn of the

province, in spite of his, the governor's, offer ing to execute a
bond, would not disburse the money froin the imperial treasury.

Until B-me order was issued or provision made for the money, he
was unable to move. Girdhar Bahadur promised a speedy
arrival, and Nizam-ul-mulk reported that he was about to start. 1

Section 17.—'Abdullah Khan remonstrates.

As soon as he learnt of his brother's death, and before he
resumed his march to Dihli, 'Abdullah Khan addressed a letter

of compLdnt to the emperor. It was couehed in the customary
language of respect. After referring to the disturbances in the
Dakhin and Lahor, reports of which had already been laid before

His Majesty, and the arrangements made by which Husain 'All

Khan, his younger brother, undertook the former business and he
himself had started to take charge of the capital, 'Abdullah Khan
goes on to say :

" Although separation from my younger brother
was distasteful to me, stdl in obedience to the exalted order, we
"made no objection, and of the two brothers one set out for the
" capital, the other for the Dakhin, in attendance on Your
" Majesty. This faithful one was still on his journey and had
" not yet arrived at Dihli, when finding their chance and seeing
" my brother alone, men acting unfairly and without justifica-
" tion from the law, have done him, Ohairat Khan, and the son
" of Nawab Auliya, to death in Yonr Majesty's very encampment,
" and all their goods and property have been plundered. O
44 Qiblah* of the world and its inhabitants ! may yon be preserved!
44 If so be that all this has been carried out by Your Majesty's
44 order, and these men have done all this harm, and spilt all this
44 blood, by your direction, there is nothing farther to be said.
41 What has a slave to say against the order of his master ? But
41

if it was not done by your or.ler, and they of themselves did
" these vile deeds, I rely on your acting according to justice and
14 equity by ordering the murderers to he imprisoned, so that they
44 may not escape. This faithful one and the heirs of the
44 deceased are coming. We rest assured that this complaint wdl
44 be dealt with before Your Majesty according to the precepts of
44 the Holy Law. This devoted one's prayer is that until he
44 arrives they be not be released. If, by any chance, any one asks
44 for their release, let not the request be granted.

" s

Mnhamraiid Shah answered by asseverating his extreme
grief and regret at recent events ; God alone knew the extent to
which he felt them. By God's help, Haidar Beg Khan, the cul-
prit, had been killed on the spot.

44 By God's name I swear that
44

I knew absolutely nothing of this affair. When the outbreak
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u occurred, strict injunctions, such as were appropriate, were
" issued ; but as that wretch had carried out his purpose, they
" were of no avail. Haidar Beg Kban is dead, the names of the
" others are not known, nor do you give those names. If you
" write precise details, action will be taken. The extreme loyalty
" and the clearness of the thoughts of that Pillar of the State
" are more evident than the sun itself, and are impressed on my
" heart. By the aid of God I, too, will soon reach that place

;

" that Loyal One also purposes to come to the Presence. If it

" please the Lord Most High, this matter will then be decided
" in the most perfect and satisfactory manner according to the
" Holy Law and to Justice

" l

After a little time had elapsed, and the rumours of 'Abdul-
lah Khan's preparations grew louder, the emperor addressed a

fannan to him. His Majesty was still awaiting his arrival at

Court, as promised in his letter, and had looked for him every-

day. "Now comes the unexpected report that he has hurried off

" to Dihli, has brought a royal prince from the State prison, has
" placed him on the throne and enlisted a great army. If the
" cause of this conduct be the death of his brother, (although
" against God's decrees man is helpless), the Holy Law provides
" for retaliation (qisas). Through God's favour the man in fault

" has received his punishment. If at first, owing to human
" weakness, angry thoughts arose, he must now submit himself
" to God's decrees. To i>la<-e reliance on an army and cannon is

" not only to resist God's vicegerent, but is unfitted to the
" character of such a mighty noble. Let him come himself to
" the Presence, and whatever he wishes shall be done. He has
" not made any application. Let him come without delay and
" lay his case, in his own way, before His Majesty. His Majesty
" has no other thought than his subjects' welfare, and his heart-
" felt desire is that such a nobleman may not come to be evil-
" spoken of among the people. Thus it is fitting for him to give
" attentive ear to these words ; and having understood them and
" well reflected, let him act accordingly."8

To this admonishment 'Abdullah Khan sent a final answer.
' Certainly this true one's arrival in the presence of that Source
" of Beneficence will be to him a joy equal to that of the worship
" of God. But the things which happened to Amir-ul-umara,
" the brother of this one of lowliest qualities, are apparent to
" Your Majesty. If this faithful slave h»d been at court, he,
" too, would have undergone the same

;
nay, God alone knows

" what might have occurred. From these causes, this slave sees
" no safe course or refuge for himself except in turning his face
" away from Tour Majesty's presence. Although a sovereign is
* God's vicegerent upon earth, still that power is deputed to him
" only for the welfare and protection of created beings. If there
" were safety where Your Majesty is, how were it possible for a
" lowly thing like me to disobey the exalted order. Guardian of

i Shiu Dae, 55<*. Shiu Das, 56«
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t; the Realm ! Muhammad Ibrahim, too, is of Your Majesty's
" family and brethren. Yea verily, in him 1 have provided an
" instrument for my safety. If it please the Most High God, in
" short time, attending on his stirrup, we shall be honoured
with the felicity of an audience, and the true state of the

" matter will be laid before you. To say more would be to trans-
" gress the rules of politeness." In these more or less ironical

terms the gauntlet was thrown down by 'Abdullah Khan before

Muhammad Shah and his supporters.'

Section 18.—Prince Muhammad IbrahIm raised to the throne.

'Abdullah Khan's letter to his brother, Najm-ud-din 'All

Khan, instructing him to begin enlistments, reached Dihli late on
the 8th Zu,l Hijjah 1132 H. (October 10th, 1720). Before the
bad news could spread, he gave out a report the very contrary of

the truth, and sent the head of the police with cavalry and in-

fantry to the house of Muhammad Amin Khan. By midnight
the house had been surrounded. But Muhammad Amin Khan's
people had by this time learnt the truth, and, erecting defences,
had made ready for resistance, rejoicing and singing all the while,

and announcing to everybody what had really happened.
The news spread like wildfire through every street and lane

of the city. Soon, either a note came from ''Abdullah Khan
forbidding interference with the women and family of Muham-
mad Amin Khan, or else Najm-ud-dm 'All Khan changed his
mind. At any rate, the troops investing the house were with-
drawn. Durinsr the night the death occurred of Kesu. Rae,
husband of Ratn Cand's sister, and himself chief official of the
Dihli subahdnr; and although he had been then on his death-bed
for several days, it was given out that he had poisoned himself.
On the day of the 'Id (10th Zu,l Hijjah, October 12th, 1720),
Najm-ud-din 'Ali Khan attended the'great mosque, his eyes full

of tears, and as he was returning.home 'Abdullah Khan's emis-
saries greeted him.8

Forthwith he repaired to the prison-house of the princes and
.sent men to the dwelling of Jahandar Shah's sons. At first the
princes shut their gates in the faces of the messengers, but after

a long altercation, admission was accorded. On learning their
purpose, the princes gave a harshly expressed refusal. Some say
the messengers next addressed themselves to Nekuslyar, and were
again repulsed. Lastly, proposals were made to Prince Ibrahim,
from whom they met with a more favourable reception.3

Before 'Abdullah Khan arrived at Dihli, Prince Ibrahim
was brought out of prison and placed upon the throne, the
Tthntbah was recited with the titles Abu,l Fath, Zahir-ud-din,
Muhammad Ibrahim, and coin was issued in his name. On the
latter the inscription was :—

Shiu Das, 56». 3 Khafl Khan, II, 913. 3 Khafi Khan, II, 914.
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Sikkah bar stm zad dar jahan
Bafazl-i-Muhammad Ibrahim, Shah-i-shah&n.

Silver was stamped in the world
By favour of Muhammad Ibrahim, king of kings.'

This enthronement took place on the 15th ZQ,1 Hijjah,

(Ociober 15th, I720j. The prince, then about twenty-
three years of age, was the eldest son of Rafi'-usb-shan,
son of the Emperor Bahadur Shah ; and whs therefore tne
brother of the Emperor* fUfi'-ud-darajat and Rafi -ud daulah.

He 8 had been designated bv the Sayyids as t>>e Litter's suc-

cessor, but Sayvid Khan Jahan, subuhdor of Din II, with whom
the final choice rested, dreading Ibrahim's reputation for violent

temper, had substituted Roshan Akhtar, now become Muhammad
Shah.s

Two days after the enthronement of the new sovereign,

'Abdullah Khan reached the capital, and possession was taken of

the imperial treasury. The money found there, added to 'Abdul-
lah Khan's own accumulations and Ratn Cand's hoards, which

were now dug up, was devoted to enlisting an army. It is said

that over one kror of rupees was disbursed in the next few days.

Urgent orders were sent out far and near, and every Barhah
Savyid, whether in the service or not, made it a point of honour

to appear. Many Jats, TA ratie I 1 1 i
i
outs had been collected

on the way back to Dihli. As much as thirty thousand or forty

thousand rupees were advanced to each leader to meet the

demands of new troops. Asked why he was scattering so mu«-h
money, 'Abdullah Khan replied: "If I win, the realm and its

treasures are mine ; if otherwise, it is better to give the money

with one horse the pay was eighty rupees, with two horses, one
hundred and fifty rupees a month. Each foot soldier received
ten rupees for the same period. On enlistment payment was
made for one or two months in advance. Every animal, whatever
its size or condition, was branded and taken into the service,

1 British Mnseam Catalogue, p. 372, bat Rodgers, p. 217, has one coin,

Sihhah zad dar jahan ba fazl-i harim
Shdh-i-shahan-i-Multummad Ibrahim.

2 The Jam-i-jam, a modern work, places hia birth on the 26th RabI,
I, 1115 H. (August 9th, 1703j. thus making him the youngest of the three
brothers. It also gives him the same mother, Nur-un-nisea Besam, and
assies the enthronement to the 28th 35,1 IJijjab, 113& H. (Octoher 28th,
172o). As, however, Uanishmand Khan's Bahadur ghdhnamah, under date
of 7th Hamazan, 1119 H. (De. ember 2nd, 1707), tells us Prince Ibrahim was
then given the rank of 70OO.2UOO horse, he could hardly have been born
later than 1107 H. (1695-6;, twelve years being the earliest »ge at which
mauvibs were granted to princes. The Tdrikk-i-Muhammadi gives hia age at

(1746) as about fifty ; this places his birth in ll09 H.

3 KhYfiKhan,' II. 914 ; Ghulam 'Ali ^An^MuqadTamallXshah 'Alam-
tah, TariUk-i'tnugaffari, Mhd. Qaaim, LShori, 36l ; Warid, 16ia, 16*.
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donkey8 only being refused. Every man who presented himself,

whatever his antecedents, was accepted as a recruit.'

In the end this liberal increase of pay to the troops produced
as much harm as benefit. The increase was made recklessly,

without regard to the man's length of service, the old soldier

receiving no more than one newly enlisted. The veterans were
disgustrd at being treated the same as the recruits, and men-at-

arms with good horses worth two or three hundred rupees were
angry at. receiving no more pay than any buteher, cook or

cotton-carder who presented himself, mounted on some wretched
pony that he had picked up for ten or fifteen rupees. This care-

lessness was especially prevalent in Najm-ud-din 'Ali Khan's
division, and many of the bazar loungers, as soon as they had
received their month's pay in advance, were seen no more; nay,

many of the regular soldiery disappeared in the same way. In
spile of the immense expenditure, it was noticed that the private

servants and clerks of Prince Ibrahim had no saddles for their

In a few days as many as fifty thousand men had been regis-

tered. The force was poorly provided with artillery, having otdy

a tew large guns, about two hundred smsill field-pieces [rahklah),

and five-huudied swivel-guns {jazair). In their boastful way the
Sayyids said that cannon were not needed

;
they meant at the

very first onset to come to close quarters. Khafi Khan, from the
Bakhshi's records, to which he had access, and al*o from what
•Abdullah Khan told him, found that there were over ninety
thousand horsemen recorded ; out of this number perlmps four-

teen or fifteen thousand new men with ponies, or other miscel-
laneous levies, had disappeared. This account does not include
Curaman, Jajs, and Rajah Muhkam Singh's men, nor the fugi-

tives of Husain 'Ali Khan's army and the zavnmiari contingents.
It was the general estimate that one hundred to one hundred and
thirty-five thousand men were assembled.2

Ghazi-ud-din Khan, Ghalib Jang, who since Farrukhsiyar's
death had retired into private life, was won over by 'Abdullah
Khan. He was flattered and styled "brother," and brought back
with the rank of 7000, 7000 horse duaspah* the title of Amir-ul-
umara, and the office of first bakhshi. Great efforts were made
by the other side to detach him from the Sayyid's party, as can
be seen by the long letter addressed to him by Amin-ud-din
Khan, Sambhall, who had once more come to the front. 'Abdul-
lah Khan, he wrote, could only collect the same troops that had
already fled in a cowardly manner after Husain 'Ali Khan's
death ; it was a true saying, " Beaten once will be beaten again,"*
and the common people looked on the easy de-truction of the one
brother as an omen for the speedy defeat of the other. Is not

1 KhSfi KhSii, II, 914-917 ; Shiu Das, 5o6 ; Mohammad Qasim. Lahorl,
361 ; Khiishhai Cand, Berlin MS., 495. f. 1011*; Tdrm-i Muzaffan, 204.

3 Khafi Khan, II, 918; Muhammad Qasim, Lahori, 362.
3 Khafi Khan, II, 914, says 8,000 horse.
* Zadah ra bdyad zad.
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l Khan was steadfast in upholding the

Sayyid.*

Another adherent of some note was Hamid Khan, nicknamed
" Jangali Shahzadah" or Rustic Prince, uncle of Nizlm-ul-mulk
and cousin of Muhammad Amin Khan, Cin, the new wazir.

Although so nearly related to the leader of the opposite side

Hamid Khan and his cousin were on very bad terms, and he was
thus willing enough to support his cousin's enemies.3

Najm-ud-din 'All Khan was promoted to 7000,7000 horse

made second I

Khan, and Bairan
were made third and fourth bakhshis* Saif-ud-din 'All KM
who arrived from Muradabad when his brother, 'Abdullah Khan,
was at Palwal, 6 was promoted to 5000,5000 horse. Other promo-
tions were those of Shahamat Khan ^ (Sayyid Taj Mahmud),
5000,5000 horse

;
Sayyid Rafa'at Kljgn. 7000,7000 horse ; I'tibar

Khan, Darya Khan, Shekh. Sibghatallah KJjan (alias Shekhu).Lakh-
nawi, who joined with four sons, Sayyid Muzaffar 'All Khan,

Sayyid Akbar 'AH Khan, Sa'id Muhammad Khan, Ma'sum Khan,

Kustam 'All Khan, Sayadat Khan.6

Even men who had been in disgrace with the Sayyids were

offered employment. Among them I'tiqad Khan (Mhd. Murad,

Kashmiri) ; Mhd. Yar Khan, former governor of Dihli ; Shaistah

Khan and Saifullah Khan, two connections of the late Emperor
Farrukh.Hiyar ; and the two brothers Islam Khan, once Mir itash,

and SafiKhan, lately commandant of Agrah fort. Muhammad
Yar Khan, Islam Khan and Safi Khan declined, but I'tiqad Khan
and Saifullah Khan accepted mansabs and money to pay troops.

As, however, I'tiqad Khan was not treated according to his pre-

tensions, he returned to Dihli after he had marched a stage or
two.'

1 Halq.i.khalq,kns.i-Khrdiq, literally: ' TI.e throat of the created, the
dram of the Creator,' i.e., Vom populi vox Dei.

2 Shiu Das. 55&; Mhd. Qfcrim. LShori,3fi8; Mae Tar MuTiammad. p. 44.
S Mohammad Qf.sim, Lahori, 363. The nickname above noted explains

what Tod, " Annals.^ II, 100, conld not understand, viz., the presence of a
prince with the Mahrattahs in Ahmadabad, Hamid Khan figuring as an ally

of those plunderers a few years after this time. For antliorities see Khush-
1; < . '

.

' - ' '

; i
.1

The name was one given him by FarrulAsiyar's courtiers. One day in the

shouted, "Long live the emf»eror!" and mad* his obeisance. The explan-
ation leaves as nearly as much in the dark as before ; I presume there was
some breach of etiquette involved, which laid him open to the depreciatory
epithet, B.M. MS.. \83i, f. P3«.

4 Yahya Khan, 129&. says Bairam KhSn was first, and his brother
NiWullah Khin, second bakAshi.

« According to Muhammad 'Omar's Shcdnih-i Mizri (Irvine MS.) hie
father. Khizr Khan, Panni, was an officer in Saif-ud-din 'All Khan's array,
and came w.rh him from Mnradabid.

Khafi Khan, II, 914;
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By the 26th Zn,l Hijjah (October 28th, 1720) 'Abdullah
Khan's camp was formed just outside Dihli in the direction of

the 'Idgah. 1 He moved on the 1st Muharram, 1133 H. (Novem-
ber 1st, 1720) from Sarae Sahil to the Qutb, and then next day to

Sarae Bakhtawar Khan. 'Abdullah Khan's first intention had
been to wait near the capital the attack of the other side,

supposed then to be marching through the Rajput States. But
he soon learnt that the emperor was not advancing direct upon

return of the soldiers to their homes. He therefore changed his

direction. Ghulam 'Ali Khan, who had escaped from Muham-
mad Shah's camp, was left beliind in charge of Dihli, having
with him Najabat 'Ali Khan, nephew and adopted son of 'Abdul-
lah Khan, a boy of fourteen years of age.

On the 10th (November 10th, 1720) camp was at Faridabad ;

they theu moved on to Palwal, where he was joined by Saif-ud-
din 'Ali Khan, Shahamat Khan, his sons and relations, Sayyid
Muhammad Khan, the eldest son of Asadullnh Khan, Nawab
Auliya, and Zu,lfiqar 'Ali Khan. The last two had been sent up
by Husain 'Ali Khan to raise a corps of Barhah Sayyids for

service in the Dakhin. They brought in over twelve thousand
horsemen. In their train came cartload after cartload of Sayyids
who although unable to raise a horse to ride on, were eager for

the fray and looked forward to the day when they would be riders
on elephants. Finally 'Abdullah Khan fixed on Bilochpur, a
village close to the Jamnah in -pargnnah Palwal, as the place at
which he intended to give battle. The inhabitants were turned
out of the villages, and he entrenched himself.8

At this time the strain upon 'Abdullah Khan's mind was so
great that, meaning to say one thing he would utter something
else. If he asked a question no one listened, and if he wanted
a thing no one brought it. The men round him had quite lost

their heads. This was seen by what happened at the Qutb.
Following an old custom, Prince Ibrahim was taken to that
shrine to have a turban bound round his head. The same was
done to 'Abdullah Khan. A sword was then attached to the
emperor's waist, followed by a prostration at the Khwajah's
shrine. It was usual when an emperor went forth to war to
loosen the string of a bow and place it near the blessed shrine.

If the string returned of itself to its place, it was a sign of
coming victory. Someone reminded 'Abdullah Khan of this

observance. A bow was sought for, and the demand for one
became known even outside the shrine. They waited from half
to three quarters of an hour, but no attention was paid to the
order, and no bow was brought.8

1 The old 'Idgah is about three-fourths of a mile from the city wall,

and to the west of it; see Constable's "Hand Atlas," plate 47. Yahya
Khan, f . 12y». Hays the first nvirch was towards the Q itb. and KhafI Khan,
II, 917. pHces the mow to the Idtjah on the 17th Zu,l Hijjah.

* Shin »3a S7 fiSa • KhifT Khan. 11 017. 918 ? TirtJrk.i.musaffnri. 204

the capital, while the of the city facilitated the secret

2 Shiu Das, 57. 68« ; Khafi KhHn. II, 917, £

S Yahya Khan, f. 129*. As to the how,
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Before the armies met there were many desertions from
Muhammad Shah's army, and the scattered soldiers of Husain
.'Ali Khan began to roily round his brother. Rajah MuhUam
Singh, Jfhatri. after collecting as many as he could of the secret

adherents of the Sayyids, fled from the emperor's camp at mid-
night, leaving his tents standing and fill his property behind.
With him cm me Bahadur Khan, Ghaus Khan, Sayyid Kamal
Khan, Sayyid Muhammad Khan, and others. Curaman, Jat, in

response to letters sent him by 'Abdullah Khan, had also deserted

Muhammad Shah earlier and had begun to plunder, he and his

advisers holding that in case of the Sayyids' defeat, it would be
much ensier to secure pardon from Muhammad Shah, than it

would be, in the reverse case, to save themselves from the Say-
yids' vengeance. The Jat brought in with him several elephants
and horses that he had taken. This booty was offered to 'Abdul-
lah Khan but returned as a gift to the captor. To Curaman was
confided the duty of harassing the imperial force and plundering

wherever he could. His orders were to blow up, if possible, the

imperial powder magazines or carry off the draught oxen of the

gun carriages. But in this he was foiled by the watchful care of

Haidar Quli Khan.*

Sectiok 19.—The Emperor Muhammad Shah's Advance.

We left Muhammad Shah encamped (October 30th, 1720)

between Nandgariw and Barsanah, about twenty miles from the

Jamnah. In that poorly watered country it was imperative to

acquire as speedily as possible a position commanding access to

that river. They marched ten miles north-east to Deothan on
the 3rd Muharram, 1133 H. (November 3rd, 1720'. Two days
afterwards they moved another twelve miles to Majhwi on the
Jamnah. The heavy baggage was sent back to Shergarh, a
village owned by Biloch zamindars, six or seven miles to the r*-ar,

and some of the greater nobles and richer traders sent their

families and dependants to the town of Mathura, over thirty
miles away to the south. On the 1 1th Muharram camp was moved
northwards six miles to near Shahpur, and again on the 12th
(November 12th, 1720) five miles farther to a place near Hasan-
pur. Bilochpur, 'Abdullah Khan's position, is about six miles to
the north of Hasanpur. Both places are on the right bank of the
Jamnah in parganah Palwal.8

Janhar, Aftibehl, B. Mnpenm, Oriental MS. 1690, f. 126« and Addl. 16, 711.
f 67» (Stewart's

^
J
f

°"he^" P- ^ ™st™|, b™ ^as^placed by

WM
^^TAm^l^^ZS^^.S^i^^^n, II, 919, 921.
* Shiu Dfis, f. 58« the Bfiyrfn-i-waqi', 431, naya that Rajah Mnhkam

Singh, and the others alreadv rpferred to, joined ' Abdnllnh Kpn in th>ni*fcfc
between the 12th and 13th Mnharratn. According to the Ahual-ul-^awdqin,
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Section 20.

—

Preparations for Battle.

The force told off to take the field with Muhammad Shah
was under the command of Muhamm ad Arum Khan and his sou

(•ainar mi-din Kitan, Haidar Quli Khan, general of Artillery,

Khan Daura... Slmr Afkan Khan, llizhar Khan. llizhar Afkan
Khan and Amin-ud-din, Sambhali. Haidar Quli Khan went

: body for several miles, and olaced his

artillery in a strong t nt n nched positic

camp- and l>ayga<re was left in charge of 1,'ajah Gopal Sit

Bhadauriyah, Rajah Raj Bahadur, Rathor, of Kishn-arh, 1 ,lag

Ram, diwan of Rajah
•Inavatullal. Khan, Ikhla- Khan, /afar Khan. R-han ud-daulali.

Muhammad Khan. Bamr.-ish. "Aziz Khan (Miaghatae and Mir
Mushrif. These leaders Lad under them 37,000 horsemen. The
total numbers are not given, but three of the other contingents
amounted to 27,000 horsemen ; and Khafi Khan estimates .Muham-
mad Shah's army at less than half that of 'Abdullah Khan *

Khan Dauran, Samsam-ud-daulah, commanded on the left

wing, supported by Nnarafc Yar Khan, Sabit Khan, Sayadat
Khan and others ; while the right rested on the river. The
wings of the centre were under A'zam Khan, and its advance
guard under Qamar-ud-din Khan, 'Azimullah Khan, and Tali'

Yar Khan. The centre whs held by Muhammad Amin Khan, the
new wazir, Sher Afkan Khan, Had! Khan, and Tarbiyat Khan.
In reserve were Asad 'AH Khan, Saifullah Khan. Mahamid Khan,
Amin-ud-din Khan, and the contingent of Rajah Jai Singh,
Sawae, ready to reinforce either the right or left wings as might
be necessary, and to protect the imperial harem.8

On 'Abdullah Khan's side, after many changes of plan,
posiiions were assigned to the several commanders for the
morrow's battle. Round the e^wazlr gathered all the Barhah
Sayyids who had flocked to the assistance of their clansman,
those who had no horses marching on foot roun«l his elephant.

'Abdullah Khan took command on his right, where he was
opposed to Khan Dauran; making over the left, where less dan-
ger was anticipated, to Ghazi-ud-din Khan, the new Mir B^ikh-

shi. At the head of the artillery and the vanguard Najm-ud-din
'Ali Khan was placed, aided by Saif-ud-din 'Ali Khan, Sayyid
Muhammad Khan. Shahamat Khan, Tahavvar 'Ali Khan, Shuja'-
at-ullah Khan, gudnqar 'All Khan, 'Abd-un-uabi Khan, and
Muzaffar Khan.*

There was great difficulty in forcing the Sayyids into any
sort of subordination, no one of them being ready to serve under
another, and thus the two wings could not be properly consti-

tuted, each man taking up his position where it seemed best to

* SiTio Din, 58*
;
Khafi Kh5„, ;

. Berlin MS N •

i KhSfi Khan, II, 921, 922 ; Ba
i Khafi Khan, II, 918 ; Baydn-i
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himself. Other leaders who took the field for Sultan Ibrahim
and 'Abdullah Khan were Hamid Khan, Saifullah Khan

"

Ni'matullah Khan,1 Amir Khan, Sayyid Salabat Khan,
1-ghani Khan, lkhlas Khan, Afghan, 'Umar Khan, Rohe-

lah, Dindar Khan,2 'Abd-ul-qadir Khan, S.bghatullah Kha
(alias Shekhu) of Lakhnau, Ghulam Muhi-ud-din Khan, Diler
Khan, Shuja' Khan, Palwali, and 4Abdullah Khan, Tarin. In all

there were seventy chieftains riding on elephants.8

•Abdullah Khan's own division numbered twenty-five
thousand horsemen under command of his bakhshis, Abu,l Hasan
Khan, Sayyid 'Ali Khan, and Hiraman. With the other details

we have a total of forty thousand horse and eighteen thousand
foot. The rest of the army, consisting chiefly of new levies, was
left behind in charge of the baggage and of Prince Ibrahim.
Rajah Muhkam Singh, Khatri,who had escaped from the imperial

camp the night befoie the battle, commanded in the rear, with
orders to support the new troops, w hose staunchness was doubted.

With the Rajah were Kbudadad Khan, Khan Mirza, and the

seven or eight hundred horsemen who had followed him in his

flight.4

During the night 'Abdullah Khan sent out Tahavvar «Ali

Khan and Sayyid Zu,lfiqar 'All Khan to reconnoitre. 6 At a little

distance from the imperialist camp they came across some Rohe-

lah horsemen. Talmwar 'AH, on being challenged, went forward

and declar. d himself to be one of Nugrat Yar Khan Barhah's

men, and that he had been sent by Khan Dauran to spy out the

position of 'Abdullah Khan. He went on talking till Zu,lfiqar

'Ali Khan and his men rode up. Th.ee of the Rohelahs were
captured, two escaped. Afraid of pursuit, the Sayyid made off

with the prisoners to his own camp. About midnight the
prisoners were produced before 'Abdullah Kl.au, and in answer to
his questions they said they belonged to the force of 'Aziz Khan,
Chaghatae, that Bayazid Khan, Mewati, was in charge of the
rear tents and the pavilion of the emperor. Owing to the Jats
having plundered during the preceding day in the rear of the
camp and carried off some elephants, Muhammad Amin Khan
had ordered Afghan patrols to be sent out. That night it was
the turn of 'Aziz Khan, who sent out these men with orders to
announce at once the approach of any Jats. 'Aziz Khan himself
lay in ambush with one thousand men. The B^ngash Afghans
and Sa adat Khan were on the left wing. Haider Quli KLan,
with the artillery, was in advance of the main body. This was
the story got from the prisoners.

'Abdullah KLan sent for one of his officers, 'Umar Khan,

1 Bairant Khan »i.d Ni matullah Khan wern, as already noted, the sons
' I •

2 JfUWmdi i e >o„ of Jalal Khan, deceased, of Jalalabad (Mugaffar-
i.agar d-sm.-r). Tankh-i-rnvzaffdri, p. 208.
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Rohelah, to interrogate the men further. They told him of the

gifts and honours conferred on 'Aziz Khan, and that he had
brought with him over six thousand Mewatl Afghans. The Jats,

they said, were for ever plundering, ami the Rohelahs, being held

equally proficient in the art of robbery, had been ordered out as

videttes. The talk went on for several hours, mostly in the

Afghan tongue. The men were then rewarded and released. 1

Section 21.—The Battle of Hasanpdr.

Early in the morning of Wednesday, the 13th Muharrani,

1133 H. (November 13th, 1720), before the sun rose, Muhammad
Shah mounted his elephant Padshah-pasand and took his place in

the centre. In the emperor's immediate retinue were Sayyid
Ikram 'Ali Khan and Sheki Gfcaffarullah with the red and the

yellow regiments, the Bhil and Karnatik matchlockmen, the

mace-bearer* and the Ah'idls (gentlemen-troopers). Haidar Quli

Khan was sent on ahead with the strong artillery force under his

command, while Khfm Dauran and Sabit Khan were ordered to

follow and support him with the left wing. Muhammad Khan.
Bangash, and Sa'ad'.t Khan were sent towards the river and the

rear. Round His Majesty's person were the new icazir Muham-
mad Amin Khan and his son Qamar-ud-din Khan, Dil-diler Khan,
Sher Afkan Khan, Hizbar Afkan Khan, and others. Zafar Khan,
Fakhr-nd-din Khan, his brother, Rajah Raj Bahadur of Kishn-
garh, Nusrat Yar Khan. Jag Ram, Jai Singh's d>wnn, 'Aziz Khan,
Mir Mushrif, and Rajah Gopal Singh, Bi.adauriyah, were placed
in charge of the main camp, which was at a distance of one kos

from the position taken up by the emperor. The prisoner, Ratn
Cand, was now sent for. He was brought before the emperor on
an elephant ; he was then made to dismount and was at once
executed. The severed head was thrown before the emperor's
elephant and trodden under foot. 2

Curaman, Jat, who was hovering near the army on the west,

cut off many followers and penetrated into the camp. But the
abovenamed Rajahs drove him out again. Next the Jats
attacked on the south, whence they carried off some private goods
and part of the imperial baggage. ZA-av Khan. Muzaffar Khan,
and Muhammad Kh in. Bangash, once more repelled them. They
then made a farther attempt on the east side. Here Mir
Mushrif and 'Alwi Khan, Tarin, of Lakhnau, met and defeated
them. But the upn>ar was so great, that the csimp followers and
traders in their fright jumped into the Jamnah Rnd tried to swim
across it, many losing tueir lives in the attempt. By three
o'clock the b<gjage camp was moved to a safer place, and the
confusion continuing, it was again moved still farther off.3

1 Siwanih-i-Khiz 7. 79.

2 Sh.u DSa 59* ;
Kirawar Khan, 240 ; Kbafi Khan, 924, 928 ; Khushhal

Cand, Berlin MS. 495, f. 1013&, 1014«.

9 Shiu Das, f. 60".
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When Najm-ud-dln 'All Khan, at the head of the Sayyid
vanguard,' appeared in the distance from the direction of the
river, Haid=.r Quli Khan, the imperial Mir Ata»h, moved out his

a storm of balls from his big guns and his S^ecesT The
fire was so continuous and heavy that the artillery of the other
side was silenced. After every volley Haidar Quli Khan urged
on his men by lavish gifts of gold and silver. As the artillery

advanced the rest of the army followed and occupied the ground.
Stimulated by their commander's liberalitv the gunners worked
zealously, }.nd a second set of guns were loaded by the time the
first were discharged. Khan Danran's troops moved in support
of the imperial artillery, Sanjar Khan and Dost 'Ali Khan, in

command of that noble's gnus, particularly distinguishing them-
selves. The latter was wounded in the foot,. Sayyid Nus.at Yar
Khan and Sabit Khan also took a leading part, while Sa'adat
Khan and Muhammad Khan, Bangash, created a diversion on
the left. During the day a rocket fell on Sayyid 'Abdullah
Khan's powder magazine, exploding it and causing much loss of

Thronghout the day of the 13th the battle was chiefly one

of ai-tillery. The brunt of the fighting on 'Abdullah Khan's side

was home by his brother Najm-ud-din 'Ali Khan, who was com-

manding his vanguard. Originally the Sayyids h id intended to

rely on a general onset. But Rajah Muhkam Singh, who had
deserted from the imperialists, dissuaded them, pointing out
that to charge down on such a powerful artillery as the other side

possessed would be to expose themselves to destruction. Their
own small supply of guns ought, he said, to be entrenched in a
good position on the edge of some ravine, and there they could
await the favour of events. AlthDugh M-.hkam Sinsjh had
acquired in the Dnkhin the highest reputation as a soldier, his

advice was not adopted. The Sayyids' artillery was phiced on a
high mound under the shelter of some trees near a deserted

village, and they tried to subdue the other side's fire to the extent
of their ability. One of their shot passed to the left of Muham-
mad Shah's elephant, at two or three yards' distance and close to

Khuslihal C >rxd, the historian's horse, he being on the right side

of Sher Afkan Khan. It struck the ground two arrows' flight

off, ricoched a little, and wounded a horseman.*
In the field the usual scattered fighting with charsres and

countercharges went on all day, and at one time it looked as if

1 Khushhal Cand, Berlin MS. No 495. f. 1014« 5, has a different dis-

Saif-nd-din 'All Khan at the hpaiiof the Trtillerv? Vajra-ud-diri KhSn' was,
he says, on the ri^ht wing, and Ghazi-ud-din Khan, Kosah, in charge of the

2 His dhamdkah and rahUah.
3 KhuxhbSl C»„ii, Berlin MS. No 495, f. 101 5» ; Shiu Da*. 59«, 605.

- mad Qasim, Lahori, 374; Khushhal Cand, Berlin MS. 495,
f. imm. loifia

—



'All Khan, Sayyid Hamid
Khan and Asad 'All Khan, by redoubled exertions, prevented a

catastrophe. Finding he needed reinforcements, Khan Dauran
sent a eunuch to the emperor, who detached Sher Afkan Khan
from the centre to his relief. Some of the Sayyids' field-pieces

were taken, and the remainder were forced to move from their shel-

tered position under the trees. Among those who lost their lives

were Shekh Sibghatullah of Lakhnau," three sons, and seventy of

his men; 'Abdul-qadir Khan, Tutthawi, nephew of Qazi Mir,

Bahadur Shahi, 'Abdul-ghaui Khan '(son of 'Abd-ur-rabim Khan,
'Alamgiri), Ghulam Muhi-ud-din Khan, and the son of Shuja'

Khan. Palwali. Many soldiers were also slain. 1

'Abdullah Khan had decided to single out for attack the
force under Sayyid Nnsrat Yar Khan, who had command of the

advanced guard near the emperor. Against this man the
Sayyids had a special grudge, because he, one of their own clan
and a relation, had sided against them. Having swept him on
one side, 'Abdullah Khan hoped to be able to push on to Mubam-
mad Shah's centre. First of all, he tried to make his way to his
objective from his own left, but found the river such an obstacle

that he changed his direction and moved across his front to the
right of his own army. As soon as the movement was detected
reinforcements were sent for, the emperor's centre having been left

very weak. The generals who were summoned objected to quit
their posts. The artillery present with the emperor's division
was then despatched towards the river to bar the way, and part of
the vanguard was also transferred to the same point.8

Unfortunately the change in 'Abdullah Khan's line of
advance resulted in his "being drawn away from the river bank,
and thus his main position was now some miles from the water
side. The battle had continued till the afternoon, and so far
•Abullah Khan showed no signs of discouragement ; bnt his men,
more especially the new levies, became uneasy and soon lost their
heads completely. On pretence of watering their horses and
camels they rode off towards the river, or as one writer puts it,

" flew away like so many sparrows." At the river they found
the hanks in the possession of their opponents. Group after
group, on the pretext of getting water, left the standard ; these
desertions continued until sunset, and all night long from the
camp to Barahpulah just outside Dihli, the road was encum-

" '
. At nightfall there were not more than a
the huge host which had set out from Dihli

>efore. a

'Abdullah Khan had ordered a small tent to be put

- a j i*, 437 ; KhSfi Kha n, II, 925, 930 ; KMshhal Cand, Berlin

s left of 1
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up for the night where he stood, but countermanded it when he
reflected that it would be a target for the enemy's fire. The
night was a moonlight one, and the imperial artillery never ceased
its fire. If any man stirred in the Sayyid position or showed
himself, a gun was at once pointed in that direction and dis-

charged. From time to time the guns were dragged forward, the
oxen being harnessed to the muzzle, instead of as usual to the
breach end of the gun. Among the guns were those named
Ohazi Khan and Shah Pasand. These heavy guns were fired

oftener than had ever been done before in the recollection of the
oldest man. Haidar Quli Khan kept up the energy of his men by
continual largesse. 'Abdullah Khan's troops continued to

abscond in small parties. On the other side, Muhammad Shah
passed the night seated on his elephant so near the vanguard as

to be under fire.

When day dawned on the 14th Mubarram (November 14th,

1720) 'Abdullah Khan found his army reduced to a few of his

relations and his veteran troops. They were altogether not more
than one thonaand horsemen. These resumed the fight to the

best of their power. Najm-ud-din 'All Khan and Saif-ud-din

'Ali Khan, the ex-wasir's younger brothers, -Sayyid Afzal Khan•All Jlfian, the ex-wazir s younger motners, ^ayyia Arzai

sadar-us-sudur, and Rae Tek Cand, Bali Kl.atri, his chief <

Ghazi-ud'-din Khan (Ahmad Beg), Nawab Allahyar Khan
Shahjahani, Sayyid Salabat Khan and Ruhullah Khan were

upon their

hours. Access to the riverside

plundered impartially friend and foe.

a ball Btrunk the seat upon Muhkam Singh's elephant. The
Rajah descended, mounted his horse and galloped off. and for

many a day it was not known whether he was alive or dead. 1

Early in the morning, returning to his place of the previous
day, *Abdullah Khan, joined by Najm-ud-din 'Ali Khan and many
Barhah chiefs, again delivered an attack in the hope of reach-

ing the emperor's centre. The imperial left opposed a stout

resistance to this onset, and at length dismounted to continue the
fight on foot at close quarters. Shahamat Khan and his son
Pirzadah, Fath Muhammad Khan, Tahavvar 'Ali Khan (better

known as Baiiarlnr 'Ali Khan), and many others on the Sayyids'

side, were slain. Darvesh 'Ali Khan, head of Khan Dauran's
artillery, w.-s killed ; Dost 'Ali Khan * and Nusrat Yar Khan were
severely wounded. Sa'adat Khan and Sher Afkan Khan were
also prominent in this encounter. 'Abd-un-nabi Khan and Maya
Ram, two of R.idar Quli Khan's officers, and Muhammad Ja'far

(grandson of Husain Khan) were the only other
whoh '

818 i KhHf
928, says the Savyidg had 17,000 to 18,000

* Do8 t «AIi KhSn died of his woandi
(Jane 23, 1722).

nperial side. Najm-ud-din '

,

378,

I
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was wounded by an arrow near the eye, 1 and a ball from a swivel

gun struck him on the knee.

After a time the men of Khan Dauran, Haidar Quli Khan,
Sa'adat Khan, and Muhammad Khan, Ban«?ash, surrounded the

ex-wazir, and an arrow struck him on the forehead, inflicting a
skin wound. The soldiers then tried to make him a prisoner ;

but, clad in chain-mail though he was, he leapt to the ground
sword in hand, intent on fighting to the death. In spite of their

knowing his practice of fighting

w his elephant
I each man began

to think only of his own safety. Sayyid *Ali Khan (brother of

Abu,l Mubsin Khan, the bakhshi) was wounded and taken.

Then Tali'yar Khan charged at the head of his men and cut down
Shekh Nathu, commanding 'Abdullah Khan's artillery, and the

Rajputs came up, took possession of the Shekh's body and carried

it to the imperial camp. Najm-ud-din 'All Khan and Grhazi-ud-

din Khan did their utmost to rally the men, but no one paid them
any heed. Shuja'atullah Khan, £a,lfiqar 'AH Khan and 'Abdul-
lah Khan, Tarin, fled. Even Saif-ud-din 'All Khan thought the
day was lost and left the field along with two or three hundred
men, taking with him Prince Ibrahim, who quitted his elephant
and mounted a horse. Ibrahim's elephant and imperial um-
brella were afterwards found and taken to Muhammad Shah.
The feebleness of the defence on the Sayyids' part would be
fully proved if we believe, as Warid tells us, that after two days'
fighting only f-.rty men were left dead on the field.2

Najm-ud-din 'All Khan, a drawn sword in his hand, rode on
to enquire for and search out his brother. He found 'Abdullah
Khan standing on the ground quite alone, and although wounded
in the hand still fighting like a lion, while on every side the crowd
of his assailants grew greater every minute. So far not one of
them had had the courage to lay hands up >n him ;

although one
of Khan Dauran's men had wounded him on a finger of the right
md. Najm-'udf-

'*

out to him : " BeWold the inconstancy of Fortune, and the end of

all earthly greatness," adding a verse of Sa'di, Shirazi, fitting to
the occasi-m.8 Haidar Quli Khan, who had noticed that the

1 He lost his ey* from this wound, and the glass hall by which he

his Hfe. Mi 4t "u£..mw2
C

II.°5C« *Jtt^Mi™£™&> ^^ °f

2 Mnh mm . Q«*im, Lnhori, 378; JCMf! Kh&n, 931 , 932 ; Tdrm-i-mtuaf.
fan, 215; Warid, 1C,4»; Baydn-i-waqi', 447.

ve their mark.

the batr.le as one of th* Sayvid's army.
Abdullah Khan called out. bo* from the

Some years afterwards, in 1138 H. (1725-6),
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and was informed by one of his soldiers that the Nawab
foot, bare-headed, and wounded in the arm. Coming up at once
with a led elephant, Haidar Quli Khan addressed the Sayyid, in

the humblest manner, with words of praise and flattery :
" Was

he not a well-wisher, and was not his life one with his ? Except
to set forth for the presence of the Emperor what course was
there left?" Najm-ud-din 'All Khan made a movement to cut

down the speaker, but 'Abdullah Khan held his brother back.

Then with a haughty and dignified air he took Najm-ud-din 'All

Khan's hand and mounted the led elephant. Throwing the

Sayyid a shawl to wind round his head, Haidar Quli Khan
followed on his own elephant, and conducted his prisoner to the

Emperor Muhammad Shah. 1

His hands bound together with Haidar Quli Khan's shawl,

'Abdullah Khan was ushered into the presence of Muhammad
Shah. Saluting him with a " Peace be upon you, *' the Emperor

ayyid, you have yourself brought your affairs

'Abdullah Khan answered

God's will." Muhammad Amin Khan, unable to

contain himself, leapt from the ground with joy and exclaimed :

" Let this traitor to his salt be confided to this ancient servitor."

But Khan Dauran in respectful terms intervened :
" Never !

Nevfer! Make not the Sayyid over to Muhammad Amin Khan,

for he will at once slay him in an ignominious manner ; such a

deed is inadvisable ; whal ar gain by the murder
of Zu,lfiqar Khan ? Let him remain with Haidar Quli Khan or

be made over to the Emperor's own servants." * The prisoner was
accordingly made over to Haidar Quli Khan, along with Najm-ud-
din 'Ali Khan, his brother, whose wounds were so severe that he

was not expected to recover. Hamid Khan was also taken a

prisoner and brought, bare-headed and bare-footed, before his

cousin, Muhammad Amin Khan, and Khan Dauran. The new
waztr calmed his fears and assured him of being tenderly dealt

with. There were many other prisoners, the chief among them
being Sayyid 'Ali Khan, brother of Abu,l Muhsin Khan, and
'Abd-un-nabi Khan.*

he met at Mathura Najm-ud-din 'Ali Khan, then on his way to Ahmadabad,

•Abdullah Khan claimed aman (safety for lifefby announcing himself aa a

,018*; Mail Khan, __,

? that the w

ullah Khan
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On the Sayyids' side the entrenchments were held and the
fight maintained by Ghazi-nd-din Khan and others for nearly an
hour after the capture of 'Abdullah Khan. When at length they
were satisfied that the day was lost, they desisted. Ghazi-ud-
diu Khan moved off the field with such baggage as had been
saved, and, with Allahyar Khan and many others, made straight

for Dihli ; while the Barhah Sayyids endeavoured to cross the
.lamnah in order to make their way to their homes. Saif-nd-din
'Ali Khan had brought Price Ibrahim off the field of battle, hut
owing to the entire absence of carriage was obliged to leave him
in the orchard of Qutb-ud-din Khan, close to the village of
Nekpur. Saif-ud-din *A1I Khan went home to Jansath, sending
Baqir 4Ali Khan and Khizr Khan to Dihli to bring away the
Sayyid women and dependants. These messengers reached the
capital before the Emperor, and carried off the ladies and
childreu to the Sayyids' country.

Late in the evening of the 14th Muharram, 1133 H. (Novem-
ber 14, 1720), news reached Dihli of the defeat and capture of

Abdullah Khan. His wives and women, a numerous body,
nearly took leave of their senses. Many of the concubines,
seizing their chance, threw old veils and sheets over their rich
clothes and made off with whatever they could lay their hands
upon. The man in charge, one 'Abdullah Khan, Kashi, made no
attempt to do his duty, and in the confusion a ten-year old

daughter of Najm-ud-din 'All Khan took refuge in the house of

a Mtr&sin or singer, attached to the Sayyids, where she was dis-

covered and seized by the Emperor's adherents. The girl was
placed in charge of the Emperor's mother, Nawab Qudsiyah, who
proposed to marry her to Muhammad Shah. 'Abdullah Khan
complained to Haidar Qali Khan that such a thing had never
been done before to a Barhah Sayyid. That noble, by much
persuasion, obtained possession of the child and sent her to
Najm-ud-din 'Ali Khan's house.*

To return to the field of battle. The Mughal soldiery, as
their custom was, took to plundering, and appropriated to them-
selves whatever horses, camels, mules and cattle fell into their

hands. Guvaman, Jat, followed suit, and plundering both sides
with strict impartiality, made off with his booty to his own
country. Among his spoils were one thousand baggage oxen and
camels, which had been left negligently on a high sandy mound
close to the river, several camel-loads of goods intended for
charitable distribution, and the records of the Grand Almoner's
Department.8

nmau Qasira, Lihori, 381 ; Khafl Khin, II, 933, 934, 936. The

""i.e. . ;
',.1

. .

1 xmroz kisht ast,fardah darau
;

2 proverb : Jcih kard kih ita yafi, xoa kih kisht hih nah darwid.

nmad QSsim, LahorT, 381 ; Shiu Das, 6l« ; Khafi Hian, 11,930.
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Section 22,—Capture of Prince Ibrahim.

After Sayyid Saif-ud-din 'Ali Khan had removed Prince
Ibrahim from the battle-field, finding it impossible to escort him
to a place of safety, he made him over to the Sayyid s of the
village Nekpur, in parganah Palwal 1 some miles from the field.

Those villagers were nnable to protect him and refused him
shelter. With him were Amir Khan, whose family had been for
generations in the royal service, and some others. He sat down
with these few companions in a mango orchard belonging to

Qutb-ud-din 'Ali Khan, and not far from the houses. His men
suggested that if he would move elsewhere, they would not desert
him. The prince replied that he considered this battle as a final

test of his fortunes ; if sovereignty had been meant for him, the
fact would have declared itself by a different result. He had
now nowhere to go. By this time the prince's place of shelter

had been traced, and Haidar Quli Khan, ZafarKhan, and Qamar-
ud-dm Khan came to arrest him a

When these men had made their obeisance he rose up and
came with them. That night, when he reached the Presence,

Muhammad Shah embraced him and made him sit down beside

him, asking : "How have you come ? " The prince answered :

" By the way you came." His Majesty said :
" Who brought

you?" He replied: "The person who brought you." The
allusion is, of course, to the fact that they had both been set on

the throne by one and the same man. 'Abdullah Khan. An
allowance of forty rupees a day was fixed for Ibrahim's main-
tenance , and he was sent back to prison in the citadel of Shah-
jahanabad. There he died on the 8th Muharram 1159 H.
(January 30th, 1746) at the estimated age of fifty years. As a
quatrain quoted by Khushhal Cand says, his day of power had
been shortlived, " like a drop of dew upon a blade of grass." 3

Section 23.—End of 'Abdullah Khan.

Muhammad Shah announced the victory to his adherent,

Nizam-ul-nmlk, in the following terms :
" After the death of

" Husain 'Ali Khan we marched towai-ds the capital, as soon as
" we had heard that 'Abdullah Khan had raised Prince Ibrahim to
" the throne and was planning resistance. Nor would he listen to
" our remonstrances. On the 12th Muharram of our second year

him with fonr gold coins. The r

Berlin MS., No. 495, fol. l<>2ia.

^
8 Shiu Das, f. 618; Khafi Khai

tr I ;r," H >.

t 49, S.E.; I can find nc

Khan and inserts Sa'adat

reached the takiyah of a
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" we pitched our tents twenty kos from Dihli. Next day the
" battle began and lasted from morn to nisjht. On the following
" day the imperial troops charged the rebels, 'Abdullah Khan was
" captured, and Ibrahim, who had fled from the field, was brought
" back a prisoner." 1

'lnayatullah Khan and the officers of the Escheat Depart-
ment (buyutSt) were now sent with all despatch to confiscate the

late Wazir's property together with that of all his relatives and
dependants. Sayyid Gjmlam 'AH Khan, who had been left in

charge of Dihli as the Sayyid's deputy, directly he heard of the
great disaster, collected all the gold and jewels he could lay hands
upon, and in the confusion got clear away, thanks to the disguise

he had adopted. Sayyid Najabat 'AH Khan, nephew and adopted
son of the defeated wazir, and then a boy of thirteen or fourteen

years, was seized and sent to share his uncle's prison. 2

After this seizure, there was at this time no farther pursuit

of the fugitive Sayyids ; their home villages were not confiscated

nor their houses plundered. This forbearance is attributed to the
intercession of Sayyid Nusrat Yar Khan, a native of the Barhah
village of Kaithorah," who had taken the side of the Turanis.
Muhammad Amin Khan, however, did not approve of this

clemency, and gave orders to his 'amil or manager, 'A

Beg, then present with five thousand horsemen in the new wazir's

fiefs of Budaon and Sambhal, to cross the Ganges into the
Duabah and lay waste the Barhah country. Nothing came of

this attempt. The Sayyids collected the Gujars and other tribes

dwelling on their estates, and " broke the covetous teeth of the
Mughals"; and as that " old dodger," Muhammad Amin Khan,
died soon after, they were left for the time in peace.*

Meanwhile Sayyid 'Abdullah Khan remained a prisoner in
the citadel of Dihli under the charge of Blaidar Quli Khan, who,
after the death of Muhammad Amin Khan, was high in the
imperial favour. The Sayyid was treated with respect, receiving
delicate food to eat and fine clothes to wear. But so long as he
survived the Mughals remained uneasy, not knowing what sudden
change of fortune might happen. Thus they never ceased their

efforts to alarm Muhammad Shah. At one time, according to

them, Rajah Ajit Singh, of Jodhpur, intended to make his own
submission and loyalty conditional on the release of the Sayyid.
From time to time other rumours were put into circulation. At
last 'Abdullah Khan was removed from Haidar Quli Khan's care
to a place near the imperial apartments, where he continued to be
well treated. Two years elapsed, but the Mughals never ceased
in their plotting, until at length they obtained the emperor's

1 Majma ( -ul-in$ha (lithographed copy), p. 86.
2 Kiifi Hum, IT, 934.

3 Knithorah or Kathorah, one of the principal of the thirfcy-two villages

occupied hy the Chathanuri branch of the Barhah Savyida, see Sayyid
Roshan 'Ali's MSS., Sayyid-nt-taivarm (composed in 1864 A.D.).

* Mhd. Qasim, Lahori, 384.
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consent to the administration of poison. 1 Sayyid Qutb-nl-mulk,
'Abdullah Khan, died of poison given in his food on the 1st

Muharrani 1135 H. (October 11, 1722), being then about fifty-

seven (lunar) years of age. He left no children. In accordance

with his dying wishes he was buried at the side of his favourite

mistress, a singing woman called Kesar Main, in a walled garden

outside the Pumbah gate of Old Dihli. This garden was situated

on the high road to the shrine of the saint Nizam-ud-dln Auliya

;

it had been presented to Qutb-nl-mulk by Rajah Bakht Mai,

ditoBn of the Khalisah*

Section 24.—The two Sayyids : their Character and Conduct.

Muhammad Shah ordered that the Sayyids should be referred

to after their death, the one as NamakharSm and the other as

aardw., t .i,„ak, an order whi.-h Nizam-ul-mulk objected to and
refused to comply with. 3

'Alamgir does not seem to have been fond of Barhah Say-

yids. Once in the official news-letter from Ahmadabad it was
reported that Sayyid Hasan 'AH Khan, Bahadur (afterwards

Abdullah Khan), had shown promptitude in attacking and

plundering one Hanwant, and liad also captured the nephew of

Jang Ji and forced him to become a Mahomedan. Zu.lfiqar

Khan, Nxwrat Jang, then on a campaign against Dhana, Jadon,

heard of these feats and sent to Court a proposal for raising the

rank of both brothers, the elder from 800 to 1,000, and the

younger from 700 to 800. 'Alamgir wrote across this report:
" Wherefore should I not offer congratulations ? But the very
" fact of their being Sayyids, those fountains of felicity, demands
" hearty exertions from them in support of the Pure Faith of
" their ancestor. His Majesty the Lord of Apostles. Let two
" robes of honour for the two brothers be issued from my private
" wardrobe, and let them be sent together with two swords, jewel-
" hilted and provided with pearl-mounted belts. Let Jaradat-ul-
" mnlk (i.e., the wazir) write much praise and many congrattiln-
" tions when sending these presents."

Then, on the petition received from Zu,lfiqar Khan, he wrote:
" The proposition of that servant of my house, who knows my
" way of thinking, was exceedingly out of place. It is a matter
" of course for men of the sword (saif) to punish leaders of strife

" (kaif). But to agree to immediate promotion is difficult. Love
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" for Sayyids, those men of high lineage, is an obligation imposed
" by the Holy Faith, nay, is a proof of having fully accepted it

;

" while to harm that clan is to expose one's self to the displeasure
" of the Most Merciful. But no action should be taken which
" produces evil in this, and disgrace in the next world. Undue
" favour to the Barhah Sayyids will be disastrous in both worlds.
" For when promoted or exalted they say: ' I am and there is

" none other,' and stray from the path of duty. They list their

"gaze too high and begin to cause trouble. If this attitude is

" overlooked, the business of this world ceases to be carried out

;

" if it is punished, objections will arise iu the other world." 1

In spite of the opposition he had encountered from the
Sayyids, Nizam-ul-mulk is said to have done his best to protect
'Abdullah Kjjan's life after his fall from power. Khafi Khan,
who tells us this fact, thinks it only fair to record his tribute to

the good qualities of the two brothers, since he has said so much
about their misdeeds. He attributes the disrespect shown to

Farrukhsiyar with all the bribe-taking and harshness in revenue-
farming, to the bad influence of Ratn Cand, the Wazir's chief

official. Up to the time of his leaving for the Dakhin, Husain
'Ali Khan had shown extreme aversion to taking money irregu-

larly
;
afterwards, Muhkam Singh, Khatri, and others did their

best to pervert him. But both brothers were really friendly to

the poor and non-oppressive in disposition. The townsmen, who
were left to live in peace, made no complaints against them.
They were liberal to the learned and the necessitous, and full of
consideration for the deserving. In these respects Husain *Ali
Khan was even more conspicuous than his elder brother. The
younger brother began a reservoir in Aurangabad, afterwards
enlarged by 'Iwa? Khan, which formed a welcome addition to the
scanty water-supply in that town. He also built in the Barhah
country a sarae, a bridge, and other works for the public
benefit*

'Abdullah Khan was remarkable for forbearance, patience,

and extreme humanity. When Haidar Quli Khan was faujd&r
of Surat he confiscated the estate of 'Abd-ul-ghaffur, Bohrah, a
wealthy merchant recently deceased, in spite of the existence of

legal heirs. The line of action adopted by 'Abdullah K^an w&a
most commendable. Haidar Quli Khan was removed from office

and the estate made over to the rightful owners. Husain 'AH
Khan, within whose jurisdiction Surat was situated, passed a
sleepless night thinking over the matter. Upon the release of

the property not one dam or diram was kept back. The younger
Sayyid is also applauded for upholding the bazar people against
a false complaint brought by his own elephant-driver.8

The conduct of the wazir in the case of the East India Com-
pany's embassy to Farrukhsiyar's court is also very much to be

commended. Misled by his Armenian colleague John Surma

n

l Ahiam.i.'Alamgiri, Irvine MS., No. 252, fol. 26*.

* KhifT Khan, 941 , 943. 3 Khifi Khan, II, 943.
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had negotiated through Khan Dauran, the second bakhshl, instead
of through the wazir. When Khan Dauran had reaped all the
benefit he could and had wasted nearly two years, he repudiated
the whole affair. The envoys were at last forced to apply to

•Abdullah Khan. According to Oriental standards of conduct,

"y applies
"

neglect.

Khan, when the Englishmen went to mm, was anaDie ana neip-

ful, also, for a wonder, most prompt in action. The preparation
of the desired farmdm was carried through in a few weeks ; and
still more wonderful, the Wazir accepted no present. We need
not be surprised that Surman should style him " the Good

The Surman diaries also yield an indication that 'Abdullah
Khan was not quite strict in the observance of Muhammadan
rules. " Hearing the Visier drinks," the envoys sent him a

handsome present of Shlraz wine and brandy ; and we are not

told of its being returned with indignation and resented as an
insult.

Another entry in the Surman diaries shows 'Abdullah Khans
kind heart. At the envoys' last audience Farrukhsiyar refused

to allow the departure of William Hamilton, the surgeon who
had attended him in his illness. In this emergency they invoked

the aid of •Abdullah Khan, and " the good visier readily offered

to use his utmost endeavours." He wrote a very pathetic address

to His Majesty, in which an imaginary wife and children in

Scotland were introduced to heighten the effect. On Hamilton's
promising a speedy return to India, Farrukhsiyar yielded a
reluctant consent to his departure. 1

The Bar) iah Sayyids have remained almost to our own day
more or less Indian in their practices. Thus it is no surprise

to learn from a contemporary historian that 'Abdullah Khan
observed the Basayit or spring festival, and the Holl powder-
throwing usual among Hindus. In another direction he dis-

played superstition. Anand Ram, Mukhlis, noticed that every
time he gave pnblie audience, two men called majamrah-gardan,
or censer-swingers, stood at the head of his carpet swinging
silver censers full of smoking rue-seed. This was done to avert

the Evil Eye. We have also seen in the course of our narrative

that he was more of a soldier than an administrator ; and that

he was a voluptuary who in time of peace was indolent and
negligent of business. He left his affairs too much in the hands
of his Hindu man-of-business, Ratn Cand.»

One of the Wazir's deeds of merit was the construction of a

1 C. R. Wilson's " Early Annals," Vol. II, Part 2. " The Surman D.arv,
'

pp. 74, 131—133. 142. 143, 200, 202, 203, 205.
* Kamwar Kiln, entry of 3rd RabI, IT, 1132 H. ; Anand Ram, MuMlis,

says the seed used is that of Hahndi (Lawsoni
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canal in Patparganj, a suburb of Dihli. It was begun in 1127 H.
(1715) after a great fire in that quarter of the town, and it was
finished in the fifth year of Farrukhsiyar (1716). As to it Sayyid
'Abd-nl-jalil, Bilgrami, wrote :

—
Bahr-i-jud o faiz, Qutb-ul-mulk, 'Abdullah £han,
Nahr-i-ki >

Bahr-i-an 'Abd-td-jalU-i-WasiU tarikhkard:
" Nahr-i-Qtitb-ul-mnlk madd-i-bahr-i-ahsan o karam."

(1127 H.)

The same learned man and poet sings the praises of

'Abdullah Khan in his Masnavt, as follows :—

Aristu-i-fit rate. k. Asa f-nishan ast,

Yamin-ud-daidah, 'Abdullah fChnn ast

;

Ba diwfin Ciin nashinad nau-bahdr ast,

Ba maidan can darayad sujfiqdr ast. 1

Husain 'All Khan, Amir-ul-umara, differed considerably in

character from his elder brother. He was prompt in action

and inclined to the use of exaggerated and insolent language.
Several stories showing this habit of his are on record. For
instance, the hired flatterers in his train used to recite, even in

the emperor's presence, Hindi verses in praise of their master.

A Persian translation of two lines has been handed down
;
they

are to this effect :—

The whole world and all creation seeks the shelter of your
umbrella,

Kings of the world earn crowns through your emprize.8

Once, on the ill-fated march to the Dakhin, being intoxicated
with his own greatness, he boasted that on whosoever's head he
cast the shadow of his shoe, that man would become the equal
of the Emperor 'Alamgir. This remark gave great offence to

those who heard
Although he put no faith in lucky or unlucky moments and

the prognostications of soothsayers, he seems to have been

troubled by presasres of his approaching doom. Hakim Nakki
Khan, Shirazi, told Warid that in the last weeks of his life,

Husain 'Ali Khan was for ever extolling and finding new mean-
ings in the following lines :—

Ham cil man be-kase shahlde hech kafir na bud,

Snbh-i-mahshar khud damid, wa khun-i-man khtvabidah

1 Ma,a*ir-uUimard, III, 140 ; Khnshbal Cand, B.M. No. 3288, foi. 407«.

Ah.di-vl-ttawaqin, fol, 176«. In the original they are :—

Panah-i-chatr bigirand jumlah-i-'alam o khalq,

Kalahddr.i.jahan ra kalah az muqdam.i.tf'.

3 YahyaKMn. TazUrat.vl.mv.M, fol. 125°.
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With the disappearance of the Sayyid brothers the story-

attains a sort of dramatic completeness, and I decide to suspend
at this point my contributions on the history of the Later
Mughals. There is reason to believe that a completion of my
original intention is beyond my remaining strength. I planned on
too large a scale, and it is hardly likely now that I shall be able
to do much more. The reign of Bahadur Shah (1707-1712) is

ready to be faired out for the press ; and the first draft for the
years 1721 to 1738 is written. I hope soon to undertake the
narrative of 1739, including the invasion of Nadir Shah. It

remains to be seen whether I shall be able to continue the story
for the years which follow Nadir Shah's departure. But I have
read and translated and made notes for another twenty years
ending about 1759 or 1760. The preliminary work for the period
T7KQ 1 QAO "U„„ 1 l,„ T„ T 1 „,„

published studies on the period, although covering only part of

the ground, may prove of some use
;
that, at the least, they may

relieve some more fortunate successor of much drudgery, of a
nature commonly thought to be arid, and repellent to many
tninds. -May my reward be, as an Oxford historian phrases it,

that " some Gibbon of the future may throw me a word of thanks
in a footnote."

L'ENVOI.

1759—1803 has not been begun.

October 20, 1907.



53. NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT No. X.

Note—The numeration of the article below is continued

from p. 446 of the " Journal and Proceedings " for 1908.

The Date of the Salim! Coins—A Rejoinder.

59.—It was with no little surprise I read in the Journal and
Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for May, 1908, a brief

note by Mr. Beveridge, in which the old fiction is again advanced,
that the Salimi coins were issued daring Akbar's lifetime, either

because the Prince Salim was de facto governor of Gujarat or
because he was a rebel. I say "fiction," for in support of the
view now advocated by Mr. Beveridge, not a shred of satisfac-

tory evidence has been adduced. However, as the subject is thus
being broached anew, it may be well to indicate once more the
evidence the coins themselves supply, subversive of the deservedly

discredited hypothesis. The Salimi coins, whether in silver or.

in copper, are all dated, and not a single one of the dates they
bear admits of reference to any period in Akbar's lifetime. On
the other hand, every one of the dates finds a simple and natural
explanation when assigned to the term, extending over just nine
months, immediately subsequent to Akbar's death. The month
in which he died was the 6th (Jumada II) of the Hijri year_1014,
corresponding in the Persian calendar to the 8th month (Aban)
of his 50th regnal year. For coin purposes it suffices to know the
month and year of the Emperor's decease. As to the exact day
of Akbar's death the Histories are not concordant. See on this

subject an informing note on pages 212 and 213 of Blochmann's
volume of the translation of the " Ain-i-Akbari." Mr. Beveridge is,

however, alone in assigning the Emperor's death to the 10th day
of Jumada II. The correct date, according to Blochmann, is the
12th of that month, which works out as the 10th of the Persian
month Aban. In my article in the Numismatic Supplement,
No. 1, 1904, I accepted as the date of Jahan^ir's accession the 8th

of Jumada II. Mr. Beveridge now rightly corrects the 8th to

the 20th, an emendation, however, that I myself made a year

ago in the Numismatic Supplement, No. 7. But, be the day what
it may, it is quite certain that Akbar died in the early half of the

month Aban of his 50th regnal year, and that in the same month
his son, the Prince Salim, ascended the throne as the Emperor
Jahangir.

Thus the question that now falls to be answered is, Were the

Salimi coins issued in Akbar's lifetime, that is to say, Were they

issued before Jban 50 ? Now- these coins, as we have already

said, are themselves dated, and not one of them bears a date prior

to that month of Aban. The dates are, and quite distinctly,
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Aban (the 8th month), Id^ar (the 9th), Dai (the 10th), Bahman
(the 11th), and Isfandarmuz (the 12th) of the year 50, and then
Farwardin (the 1st month), Ardlbihisht (the 2nd), Khm-dad (the

3rd), and Tir (the 4th), of the year 2. Such is the evidence of

the coins themselves, evidence absolutely counter to the supposi-

tion that any of them were struck during Akbar's lifetime.

Mr. Beveridge holds it unlikely that Salim would use on his

coins the regnal year of his father (50). But, whatever the 50

may denote, it is certainly present ; and it would be interesting

to know how Mr. Beveridge explains the number, if it do not

represent Akbar's regnal year. It stands in juxtaposition with

one or other of five of the nine month-names, and hence we may
safely infer that it indicates some year, some 50th year. It cer-

tainly was not the 50th year of Salim' s " rebellion," nor was it

the 50th year of his " de facto governorship."
But if, as we maintain, the Salimi coins were struck imme-

diately on Akbar's death, the number 50 presents no difficulty

whatever. In the month of Mihr there had issued, quite nor-

mally, from the Ahmadabad mint, rupees on which was impressed

the regnal year 50. Within a fortnight after the close of that

month (on the 10th of Aban) Akbar died. Before this new
month Aban had ended, the Salimi coins were issued, and these

bore the same regnal year as had been entered on the coins of the

preceding month. Now this is the procedure that would in ordi-

nary course have been adopted had the date been according to the

Hijri era ; and it was not unnatural to carry out the same proce-

dure when reckoning the date from the new epoch approved by
Akbar, the epoch, to wit, not of Muhammad's Flight but of
Akbar's own accession to the throne. As a matter of fact the 50
did remain on the coin-dies until the next New Year's Day came
round, and only then, coincident with the change of year, was a
change made in the year's number as exhibited on the coins.

Mr. Beveridge thinks it extremely improbable that after his

accession Jahangir would use on his coins the name Salim.
Well, Jahangir was not by any means the only Emperor to insert

on the current coins of the realm the 'Alam, or " Christian name,"
giv«n soon after birth :

—

1. On the well-known Lahor rupee Shah Jahan I. found
room for the name Khurram that he had borne
while a prince (Br. Mus. Catal., No. 578).

2. Of the coins issued in his first regnal year by Shah
'Alam I. there are two distinct types, on each of

which appears that Emperor's birth-name, Mu'azzam
(Lah. Mus. Catal., p. 197, Nos. 4 and 5). One type
hails from the Tatta mint, and the other probably
from Murshidabad.

3. Shah 'Alam II. before he mounted the throne was
known as the Prince 'Ali Gauhar, and this latter

name occurs on rupees dated—so my own cabinet
shows—as late as the 13th and 14th years of Shah
'Alam's reign. A regnal year so late suffices to dis-
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prove the hypothesis brought forward by Mr. Long-
worth Dames that the 'Ali Gauhar coins were
struck in the lifetime of that prince's father,

'Alamgi II.

It is thus evident that Jahangir is but one of at least four

Emperors whose coins bear the sovereign's birth-name. So far as

I am aware, no one has suggested that the Khurram or Mu'azzara.

or 'Ali Gauhar rupees were issued by these princes while' in

rebellion. But if in each of these three cases the coins were
those not of a rebel prince but of a reigning emperor, one need
not shrink from the supposition that the Salimi coins too were
issued not by the Prince Salim but by the Emperor Jahangir.

Mr. Beveridge sets much store by the fact that the Prince
Salim had large interests in the province of Gujarat. He
was, of course, a man of wealth, and quite possibly a con-

siderable portion of it came from this " Garden of India." But
how does all this bear on the Salimi coins ? If the prince
ever was, which I very much doubt, de facto governor of Gujarat,
and even if he held the province in fief, he would not thereby
have been entitled to issue coins in his own name. Such action

on his part would at once have constituted him a rebel, and, had
he ventured on it during his father's lifetime, the autocratic

Akbar would have insisted on knowing the reason why. In the

whole range of Indian Mughal numismatics there is not a single

instance of a coin known to have been issued by a provincial

governor—all without exception were struck in the name either

of the regnant Hhnperor or of some aspirant to the imperial
throne. Thus the Salimi coins, if struck before Akbar's death,

were struck by Snlim not as governor nor as fief-holder but
simply as rebel. Yet of any rebellion in Ahmadiibad, fomented
in the interests of Salim, the histories supply not a word. His
revolt in the year 1600 was apparently confined to the Allahabad
district. In Irvine's recent translation of Manucci's " Storia
do Mogor" (Vol I., p. 131) this rebellion is des.-ribed in the

following terms:—"Jahangir, then a \ouh (he was about thirty-

two) allowed himself, in spite of his natural goodness, to be led

astray by the soft words of traitors, and rose against his

father, hoping that Fortune, abandoning Akbar, would transfer

herself to his side. But it was not so. Akbar w-.is able to make
such efforts that in a short time Jahangi. was take ' a prisoner."

Clearly then the revolt was shortlived. That it . xtended at any
time to the distant Ahmadabad we have no evidence what-
soever. It should further be rera-mber <l in this connexion
that several of the Salimi coins bear the date 2. If these rupees

really were issued by a rebel prince, we are s •nt u;» to the con-

clusion that at the time of their issue the r belli was already

in its second yea* . Of a revolt thus p.-otra -i s -me mention
would assuredly have been made in the ds< s of Gujarat,

yet not a hint of it is forthcoming O e may then safely

relegate to the doma-n of fiction rfali u- re v hmadabad,
and with it we may, I feel sure, also consig his de facto
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governorship. These discredited, the hypothesis that the Salimi
coins were issued "either because the Prince was de facto
governor of Gujarat or because he was a rebel " of itself falls to the
ground. Tested alike by the evidence of the coins themselves and
by the histories of the time, the hypothesis is untenable. All

the evidence to hand leads definitely and consentaneously to the

conclusion that these coins were first struck within a few days
after Akbar's death, and that they continued to issue for nine

It is true that in the year 1014 H. some of Jahangir's heavy
Kalima rupees issued from the Ahmadabad mint. A specimen,
dated distinctly 1-1014 and weighing 211 grains, is contained
in the Bombay Asiatic Society's Cabinet. Evidently then, if

our theory of the date of the Salimi coins be correct, the

Ahmadabad mint must have been producing simultaneously some
rupees bearing the Emperor's princely name Salim and others

his regal name Jahangir. This fact, I admit, did impress me
for a time as being adverse to the theory here advocated ; but my
esteemed friend Mr. Framji J. Thanawala has recently supplied

me what is, I believe, the true explanation of this double issue.

The Ilahi rupee that Akbar favoured to the very end of his

reign weighed just a few grains less than 180 : but Jahangir

signalised his accession to the throne by raising this weight,

and for some five years the current rupee turned the scale

between the limits of 210 and 222 grains. Now it would appear

that in Ahmadabad, though there alone, during the first nine

months of Jahangir's reign, coins of both types, the lighter and
the heavier, were permitted to be struck. But each denomination
had its own legend. Hence it came to pass, and quite in accord-

ance with the fitness of things, that, while the heavier Kalima
rupee bore invariably the imperial name Jahangir, for the lighter

Salimi coin the less exalted princely name sufficed.

Geo. P. Taylor,

Ahmadabad.
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 4th November, 1908, at 9-15 p.m.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad S'astrI, M.A., Vice-Presi-

dent, in the cliair.

The following members were present :
—

Mr. I. H. Burkill, Mr. B. L. Chaudhnri, Mr. L. L. Fermor,
Mr. H. G. Graves, Mr. D. Hooper, Rev. A. C. Ridsdale, Mr.
G. H. Tipper, Dr. Satischandra Vidyabhusana, Mr. W. C.
Wordsworth.

Visitors Dr. W. Huntly, Dr. J. T. Jenkins, Mr. E.
Woodhams.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Three-hundred and thirteen presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported the death of Rai Ram Brahma
Sanyal Bahadur, an Associate Member of the Society, and i^ead

the following obituary notice contributed by Mr. I. H. Burkill.

The Society has suffered the loss, by death at the age of 57,

of Rai Ram Brahma Sanyal, Bahadur, since 1899 one of our As-
sociate Members. From his home in the Murshidabad district,

he came to Calcutta about 1872 as a medical student, but did not
qualify, his love of natural history leading him instead to take
in 1875 the post of Superintendent of the Zoological Gardens, at
Alipur, Calcutta. He held that post until his death, and did
most excellent work in it. The landscape gardening of the
•Zoo' was his, as well as the care of the animals. His annual
reports reflected his medical training, always containing informa-
tion regarding the causes of death of the animals lost from time
to time. His uatural bent and ability brought him friendship and
encouragement from Dr. Thomas Anderson and Lieut.-Col.

D. D. Cunningham : these two he looked on as his masters. He
wrote a " Hand-book of tlie Management of Animals in Captivity in
Lower Bengal" (Calcutta, 1892), "Honrs with Nature" (Calcutta,

1896), a small text-book of Zoology in Bengal, and many shorter
papers which appeared in various journals. His last work in

connection with this Society was a plea (see the Proceedings for

June) for the establishment of a marine zoological station on the
coasts of Bengal, a plea which we hope is going to bear good
fruit. He visited Europe once that he might gather ideas from
the Zoological gardens there.

The Zoological Society of London made him a corresponding
member in 1893, and the Government of India a Rai Bahadur
in 1898.
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tinted

•etary

in the place of Mr. T. H. D. La Touche, proceeded on tour, and
Mr. D. Hooper as Treasurer in the place of Mr. J. A. Chapman,

The Chairman laid on the table the following :
—

1. A report by Dr. G. A. Grierson on the Linguistic Survey
of India presented by him to the Fifteenth International Congress
of Orientalists held at Copenhagen on 14th to 20th August 1908.

The Linguistic Survey of India has made satisfactory progress

since I had th
'

International C

four sections of the work, %

Vol. II. Mon-Khmer and Tai family.
Vol. III. Part III. Kuki-Chin and Burma Groups of

the Tibeto-Burman family.
Vol. V. Part I. Bengali and Assamese ; and Part II.

Bihari and Oriya.

The following is the proposed list of volumes of the Sur-

vey:—
Vol. I. Introductory.

Vol. II. M5n-KhmSr and Tai families.

Vol. III. Part I. Tibeto-Burman languages of the
Himalaya and North Assam.

Part II. Bodo, Naga, and Kachin Groups of

ps of

the Tibeto-Burman languages.
Vol. IV. Munda and Dravidian languages.
Vol. V. Indo-Aryan languages, Eastern Group.

Part I. Bengali and Assamese.
Part II. Bihari and Oriya.

Vol. VI. Indo-Aryan languages, mediate group (East-
ern Hindi).

Vol. VII. Indo-Aryan languages, Southern group
(Marathi).

Vol. VIII. Indo-Aryan languages, North-Western group
(Sindhi, Lahnda, Kashmiri, and the
" Pisaca " languages).

Vol. IX. T

Part II. Rajasthani and Gujarati.

Part III. Bhil languages, Khand§&, <ec.

Part IV. Himalayan languages.
Vol. X. Eranian family.
Vol. XI. " Gipsy " languages and supplement,

t has been found necessary to divide Vol. IX into four
id of three parts, owing to the fact that to have included the
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As regards the progress made in these volumes :

—

Vol. I must necessarily wait till all tbe rest has been
finished.

Vol. II has been printed, and was laid before the Four-
teenth Congress.

Vol. III.—Part I. This is finished and is now being

printed off.

Part II is finished and was laid before the

Thirteenth Congress.

Part III is finished and was laid before the

Fourteenth Congress.

Vol. IV has been printed.

Vol. V. Both parts have been printed and were laid

before the Fourteenth Congress.
Vol. VI. Printed. Was laid before Thirteenth Con-

Vol. VII. Printed.

'artly fi]

IX.—Part I. This has lon^ been finished in MSS.
but the Introduction cannot be prepared for

press till the remaining parts have been

printed off.

Part II. This is finished, and is now being
printed off.

Part III. This has been printed.

Part IV. I am at present at work on this.

About half the manuscript has been pre-

pared, and part of this is in type.

X. All complete and in type, except Balochi, and
a language spoken in Waziristan known as

Ormurl.
XI. Not yet touched.

y complete volumes therefore remain untouched.

Vol. XI.

Since the last Congress the following sections have been
printed and issued :

—

Vol. IV. Munda and Dravidian Languages.
Vol. VII. Marathi.

Vol. IX. Part III. Bhil languages and KhandSsi.

I have the honour to-day to lay these sections, and also the
final proofs of Vol. Ill, Part I, and Vol. IX, Part II, before
the present Congress.
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I take the opportunity now presented to me of again express-
ing my gratitude to my friend and assistant, Dr. Sten Konow,
for his invaluable help. Each one of the three complete sections

presented to-day comes from his pen. Besides these he has
written Parts I and III of Vol. III.

I think that, when it is published, Dr. Konow's section on the

Tibeto-Burman languages of the Himalaya will be found of more
than ordinary interest. Following the lines originally laid down
by B. H. Hodgson, he has been able to sepai-ate out a remarkable
group of what he calls " Pronominalized " Tibeto-Burman langu-

ages. These extend from Kunawar in the Panjab in the West,
along the southern face of the Himalayas, as far as Darjiling in

the East, and are scattered over this area amid a number of non-

pronominalized cognate languages. Their chief peculiarity lies in

the great freedom—almost without limit—with which they employ
pronominal suffixes, in the conjugatio

liarity, and several other remarkable
for

Dr. Konow to show that these languages, although Tibeto-Burman
at the present day, are built up on a substratum of an entirely

different linguistic family—the Munda. The Munda languages at

present occupy the central hills of India, and traces of their

influence are observable even in the Aryan languages of the Eastern

Gaugetic Valley. Hence there must once have been a time when
they were far more widely spread than they are to-day, and have
extended as far north-west as the Panjab Himalaya. This taken
in connection with Pater Schmidt's proof of the connection of the

aguages with Khasi and with Mon-Khm§r, and, perhaps,
ultimately with the languages of the Pacific even as far as Easter
Island, opens out questions of wide ethnological interest.

The section on the B I til languages has offered us no surprises.

Hopes were entertained that closer enquiry into these forms of

speech might reveal some secrets as to the ethnological relationship

of the Bhils themselves. But this hope has. I regret to say, come
to nothing. The Linguistic Survey shows that all the Bhils speak
various forms of an Aryan language closely akin to Gujarat!.

The vocabulary sometimes shows slight traces of Dravidian influ-

ence, but these few words may easily have been borrowed from
neighbouring Dravidiau tribes, and there is nothing to show that

they belong to the original stock of the language.
The Aryan languages of the East and Central Himalaya,

—

Khas Kura of Nepal, KumaunI, and Garhwali,—the sections

dealing with which are now complete in manuscript, show some
interesting results from the collision between Aryan and Tibeto-
Burman forms of speech. The Aryan languages we know, from
history, to have been brought by immigrants from Rajputana.
The old Aryan language of the Khasas seems to have died out.

The presence of the numerous Himalayan Tibeto-Burman languages
in the same country has strongly influenced the Rajasthani
grammar brought by the immigrants, and, especially in Khas Kura,
we come across several instances of an Aryan noun declined, or an
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Aryan verb constructed, according to the rules of Tibeto-Burman

2. A letter from Dr. G. A. Grierson and Mr. M. L. Dames
giving an account of the Congress which they attended as delegates

for the Society.

In accordance with your request we attended the Fifteenth

Congress of Orientalists which assembled at Copenhagen on the

13th August, and brought its sessions to a close on the 20th of the

same month.
The members of the Congress were received with the greatest

cordiality and hospitality by the Government of Denmark and the

Municipality of Copenhagen. Every facility was placed at our
disposal, as will appear from the information given in Bulletin

No. 4. The Congress was formallv opened by the Crown Prince

of Denmark on August the 14th, and H. M. the King of Denmark
was graciously pleased to attend one of the meetings, that at which
Herr von Lecoq gave an account of the explorations and excavations

carried out by the German expedition to Central Asia under
Prof. Griinwedel and himself at Turfan and other sites on the

southern slopes of the Thian Shan mountains.
Owing to the printers' strike which prevailed at Copenhagen

up to the end of the Congress it was found impracticable to issue

frequent bulletins, as had been intended, in which accounts of

the proceedings in the various sections would have been given.

Bulletins nos. 7 & 8, herewith forwarded with the other bulletins,

nos 3 to 8, under separate cover, which appeared on the last day
of the Congress, are the only ones of this sort issued, and refers

only to the first day's proceedings. Bulletin no. 6 gives a full

list of the members who actually attended the Congress.
Before the close of the Congress the Delegates assembled to

consider the question of the next place of meeting. An invitation

from Sir Andrew Fraser, Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, to make
Calcutta the next centre, was warmly received and acknowledged,
but a majority decided that its acceptance was impossible as the

difficulties were too considerable to be surmounted. The Indian

section however passed a resolution in favour of holding a meet-

ing of Indianists in India apart from the Main Congress.

On the invitation of the Greek Government, Athens was finally

selected as the place of meeting of the Sixteenth Congress.

3. A circular on ringed birds issued by the Director of the

Hungarian Central Bureau for Ornithology.

The winter-quarters and routes of our migrant birds are unti^

now yet unknown, and there is only one method which leads to

positive knowledge on this account : the marking of birds by alu-

mininm rings, a method which has been tried with success in

Germany and in Denmark, as a house-stork, marked in Pomerania,

was caught in Africa 15° S. of the Equator. The Hungarian
Central Bureau for Ornithology has now also begun the marking of

young storks, herons, gulls and swallows. The aluminium ring is
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fastened around the leg of the bird and it bears in each case the

inscription «' BUDAPEST," followed by a number which corres-

ponds to the entry in the Register book of the Hungarian Central

Bureau for Ornithology. Anyone catching such a marked bird, or

hearing of the capture of such, is kindly requested to send the ring

on to the Hungarian Central Bureau for Ornithology, Jozsef-kdrut

65, Budapest VIII., Hungary, accompanied by a notice stating the

locality, time and particulars of capture.

The following two gentlemen were elected Ordinary Members
during the recess in accordance with rule 7 :

—

Lala Jyotiprokas Nande, Zemindar, Burdwan, and Sayed
Muzaffarali Khan, Zemindar and Ries, Muzaffarnagar.

The following seven gentlemen were ballotted for as Ordinary
Members :

—

Mr. S. M. Jacob, I.C.S., Sialkot, proposed by Mr. R. B.

Whitehead, seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper; Mr. Bisvesar Bhatta-

charya, Deputy Magistrate and Deputy Collector, Eastern Bengal

and Assam, Nilphamari, proposed by Dr. Satischandra Vidya-

bhusana, seconded by Babu Nagendranath Vasu; Mr. J. Hector

Barnes, B.Sc., F.I.C., PCS. (Lond.), Agricultural Chemist, Punjab

Government, and Principal, Punjab Agricultural College, Lyallpur,

proposed by Mr. G. H. Tipper, seconded by Dr. N. Annandale

;

Mr. Bamlal Gupta, M.A., B.L., Pleader, Gaya, proposed by
Mr. Harinath De, seconded by Dr. Satischandra Vidyabhusana

;

Oaftain Michael Harris Thornely, I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Durbhanga,
proposed by Major L. Rogers, I.M.S., seconded by Mr. G. H.
Tipper; Captain Charles Frederick Weinman, M.B., I.M.S., Civil

Surgeon, Midnapur, proposed by Major L. Rogers, I.M.S., seconded
by Mr. G. H. Tipper; and Captain L. Cook, I.M.S., Central Lunatic
Asylum, Berhampur, proposed by Major L.Rogers, I.M.S., second-
ed by Mr. G. H. Tipper.

Dr. N. Annandale exhibited a freshwater Polyzoon from
Puri, Pectinatella burmanica. The statoblast of this Polyzoon was
found in Lower Burma earlier in the year, and was described in the
" Records of the Indian Museum." In describing it he regarded
its relationship to the Japanese species P. gelatinosa as probable.

The discovery of the living animal in the Sar Lake near Puri,

Orissa, proves this view to be correct. The compound colonies

cover a great area, as a rule, surrounding the stems of reeds, and
consist of innumerable small zoaria embedded in a greenish jelly.

Numerous embryos were observed in October ; and large numbers
of statoblasts were found at the base of some of the zoaria.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad S'astri exhibited some 12th
century manuscripts written in Bengali.

The following papers were read:

—

1. Customs in Bashahr and its Dependency Kanawar. By
H. A. Rose, I.C.S.
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2. The BiJeramasiloZ. By Nundolal Dey.

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

3. Bamacarita by Sandhydkara Namli. Edited by Manama iro-

PADHYAYA HARAPRASAD S'ASTRi, M.A.

This paper will be published in the Memoirs,

4. On Sikhim Monasteries. By Dr. SatIScANDBA VlDYiBHU-
?ANA, M.A.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the

5. Bioscorearum Novarum descriptions qnsedam auctoribus

D. Prain et I. H. Burkill.

This paper has been published in the Journal for September.
1908.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the Society

was held at the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, 11th November.
1908, at 9-15 p.m.

Lieut-Colonel W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Miss R. Cohen. Dr. H. M. Crake, Captain D. McCay, I.M.S.

;

Major J. Mulvany, I.M.S.
;
Captain J. G. P. Murray, I.M.S. ; Dr.

J. E. Panioty, Major J. C. Vaughan, I.M.S.; Major L. Rogers,
T.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

The Minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Major J. C. Vaughan, I.M.S., showed a specimen of a growth
of the heart with microscopical sections.

Captain J. G. Murray, I.M.S., showed some temperature

charts of cases of interest.

Major Vaughan, Captain McCay, and Major L. Rogers joined

in the discussion.
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54- Some Rare Sanskrit Works on Grammar, Lexico-
graphy and Prosody recovered from Tibet, No. 2.

This paper gn e> a short account of the Tibetan versions of
some rare works on Grammar, Lexicography and Prosody, the
Sanskrit originals of several of which are still extant in India.
The Tibetan versions are included in the Tangyur which flu

mite] of the paper examined while residing at the monastery of
Pamiangchi. Sikkim, in October 1908. A most remarkable work
in the lot is the Chandoratnakara by Ratnakara Santi of
Vikramasila, the Sanskrit original of which is extinct in India
but preserved in Tibet along with the Tibetan version.

^•sipjaj-q-^g-sj—Elucidation of verbs ending

The Tibetan version of this work extends over folios 1—75
of the Tangyur, Ss;ra, Po. The original Sanskrit text was com-
posed by the sage Rama-yasas 8 (called in Tibetan Dgah-wahi-

wrote his Avadin

r is (*JTV»TO *f**TI1<<W*<W which has beei

mformity with the Tibetaa title.

t whose request the Kistmrian poe

(Avadanakalpali

King Ananta reigned in K5smlra daring 1028—1063 A.D.,

Translation of Bajatarangim, Book VII, verse 135.

Ramayasas, therefore, lived in the middle of the elevent
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•kyi-

i-po) by favour of the great' sage Bu-ston 1 at a place called

r
which had been sanctified by the blessings of Pandita

2. ^fH«IT*lin^lf^I5i^sift???rif?jfH^Tig3iTW^ TUT,

g*yST]*^C;'q'^'g'^—A dictionary elucidating en-

tire things, otherwise called a garland of pearls.

The Tibetan version of this work extends over folios 75—251
of the Tangyur, Sgra, Po. The original Sanskrit text, which is

extinct, was written by Pandita Sthavira noble SVvjfiana (Dpal
ye-ses), at Gautamadhisthana Vihara in Lalitapura (Dpal-rol-

pahi-groii).3 The text was translated into Tibetan by Sha-lu-lot-

sava monk Dharmanala Bhadra in consultation with the Tibetan

versions of Amarakosa, etc., which themselves were thoroughly

revised by this translator. The translation was made during the

ascendancy of theKarmapa sect 4 (Shwa-dmar-bcod pan-hdsin-pa-

) at the site afterwards occupied by the capital of the Phag-
i-pahi-dan-sa-rin-po-che),

po-che "was still alive.

O^QJ'q—A commentary on the aphorisms of Can-

dra-vyakarana relative to letters (of the alphabet).

its, was composed by the great teacher Candra Gomin
whose spotless white fame filled the entire Jambudvipa. At the

suggestion left by the illustrious Sha-lu-lotsava Dharmapala
Bhadra, who was a single eye to all the people of Himavat
(Tibet), the text was translated into Tibetan by Me-pn-byi-wahi-

1 Bu-ston was born in 1288 A.D., vide Csoma's Tibetan Grammar, p. 187.

2 Dipank»ra SrljfiSna was born in 980 A.D., and viaifced Tibet in 1038 A.D.
3 Lalitapara is in Nepal.
* The K«rrai»pa sect was founded in the middle of the twelfth centurv

A.D. Their first monastery was bnilt in 1154 A.D., at Tshnr-phu. about one

r's journev to the north of Lhasa beyond
6 The Phag-mo-gru dynasty rose to i

.D.. vide a short history - ...

. No. 8,

'hag-mo-gru dynas 3_ highest power in Tibet about

1302—1432 A.D., vide a short history of the House of Phagdu by Rai Sarat

j in the J A.SF ~ '

pal established his s
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INJ3.}

rgyal-can under auspices of the Phag-mo-gru governor Nag-
dwan-rin-chen-bkra-sis. 1

An ocean of metres.

The Tibetan version of this work extends over folios 281—
286 of the Tangyur, Sgra, Po. The original Sanskrit text, which
is extinct in India, was composed by RatnakaraS'anti 2 (Rin-chen-
hbyun-gnas-shi-wa). The text was translated into Tibetan by
Chos-ldan-i as-wa, Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan and Lo-chen-byan-rtse-

wa. Afterwards the translation was corrected by Lotsava Nam-
lnkhah-bzaii-po. Finally the text with examples was systemati-

cally translated into Tibetan by S'es-rab-rin-chen of Stag-ched.

The Sanskrit text of «<|<Wl4iT along with the Tibetan version is

preserved in Tibet.

5. mot*, Nava sloka, ^^^S^T^p - Nine

The Tibetan version of this work extends over folios 332—333
of the Tangyur, §gra, Po. The original Sanskrit text, which is

extinct in India, was composed by Venerable Sri La-wa pa. 8 The
text was translated into Tibetan by the great KaSmirian Pandita

Sumanasri and the Tibetan interpreter-monk Rin-chen-grub.

6. ^HT-^RcTT*:, T|-(g-q^|m"q — An introduction to

Kalapa (grammar).

The Tibetan version of this work extends over folios 334—
348 of the Tangyur, Sgra, Po. The Sanskrit text of it was trans-

lated into Tibetan from a Nepalese copy by Taranatha of Rgyal-

khams, the difficult passages having been explained by a Brah-
mana Pandita named Krsna.

7. wi^Sti^WR!, ^5^qnr§^'^aJa^ — a

Sanskrit grammar called Manjusri-sabdalaksana.

The Tibetan version of this work extends over folios 1—190

1 Nag-dwan-rin-chen-bkra-sis was a governor of Tibet who patronised

the Grand Lama Baod-namsrirya-tsho ( 1543—1589 A.D.).

» Ratnakara Santi was a great scholar of the university of Vikramasili
abont 983 A.D.

3 La-wa-pa is spelt variously as Of/yC^ OPTCI and
|

He was also called Kambhala. He was a great teacher and born of a
Ksatriya family in Kahkara. Vide Pag-sam-jon-zan, pp. 108, 125.
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of the Tangyur Sgra, Pho. The Sanskrit text, whic his extinct

in India, was composed by Sadhukirti, and a commentary on the

first two chapters was written by Raja-raja Deva, teacher of the

Buddhist lord of Kalinga. The text was translated into Tibetan

under orders of Spyan-sna-rin-po-che, the 4th hierarch of the

Karmapa sect, by ShaTu-lotsava Dharmapala Bhadra in the

monastery of Grwa-than.

8. ^^cft^rT^n^, q^g^*q'^gc:^'^g'5^—Apho-

The Tibetan version of this work extends over folios 190—198
of the Tangyur, Scrra, Pho. The original Sanskrit aphorisms

with explanation were composed by Aearya Anubhuti under

inspiration from SarasvatL

risms of Sarasvata grammar.

The Tibetan version of this work extends over folios 198—
335 of the Taueryur, Sgra, Pho. The original Sanskrit aphorisms

were composed by Acarya Anubhuti under inspiration from
SarasvatL A Sanskrit commentary on the aphorisms was com-
posed by Pandita Bhinia Sena (Hjigs-sdes). The Sanskrit text

of the aphorisms and commentary was obtained from a pure
Brahmana of Kuruksetra and was translated into Tibetan by
Dkon-mcliog-chos-grags of Tha-6al at Potala under the auspices
of the "Dalai Lama (Tsafts-dwyans-rgya-mtsho) in the wood-ox
year (1684 A.D.).

The work begins thus :

—

risms of Sarasvs

«wrqgaq-qa;-g
1

1



10. sf^rrartg<ft, ^q-|'^c*yq]^q-q-gsT]^-q^-q]^'

£J—Elucidation of etymological structure, Volume II).

The Tibetan version of this work extends over folios 1—255
of the Tangyur, Sgra, Mo. The Sanskrit text, which still exists

in India, was composed by the great teacher Ramacandra. It was
obtained by the Tibetans from Pandita Balabhadra and his brother

Gokula Natha Misra who were two pure Brahmanas of Kuruk-
setra. The work is said to be based on Panini's grammar. 1 It

ends thus :

—

of Prakriya-ka

acandra, author of the work, was born in the Andhra country,
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tpi^^ 1

1

(Prakriyakanmudl, Colophon.)

b composed about 1400 A.D?
^ SaaSkrifc text °f the Prakriya kan



55. The Etymology of " Ranchi."

By Maulavi 'Abdu'l Wali.

A few years ago, the Deputy Commissioner of Ranchi
found it impossible to trace the origin of the word Ranchi,
the administrative headquarters of the District of the same
name, and of the Chota Nagpur Division. The following story,
in reference to the origin of the word, was told me by certain
Kols of Ranchi :—

Many years ago, when the Oraons were driven out from
Rohtas Garh and migrated to Chota Nagpur. certain members
of the tribe settled in a place now called Ranchi. This place
is close to the beautiful hillock called Pahart, which overlooks
the town of Ranchi. One day in summer, an Oraon farmer of the
village went to till his land , which was on the foot of the hillock.

As the Oraon was about to commence tilling the land, a deo
(demon) in the form of a human being appeared, and addressed
the farmer thus :—" This is my land which you can not
till. " The farmer at first got frightened, but soon took cour-

age, and began to plough the land, saying, " This is my land.

I can not stop ploughing." The demon tried to obstruct the
farmer, but the latter became enraged and beat the demon
with his archi or stick. In the Kol language the stick with
which a cultivator drives his plough-oxen is called an archi

(sometimes pronounced akhi). The demon being severely

hit, began to cry loudly archi, archi, archi and disappeared.

The farmer told the incident to his co-villagers. From this

fact the village was named Archi or Rchi. The transition

from Archi toRachi, and latterly to Ranchi, was gradual but

inevitable. The first vowel a in archi being short was dropped,

and a fresh vowel was substituted after r by the aliens to

assist them in pronouncing the word.
The above fable, in my opinion, if cleared from the mist

of superstition, shows distinctly the fact that might was then,

as it is now, the arbiter of the right. Was the deo, or the man
in the shape of a demon, one of the Mundas who, as it is said,

preceded the Oraons in their migration to Chota Nagpur pla-

teau, and whose land the latter was going forcibly to cultivate ?

If fancy can picture the correct situation, the fable clearly

demonstrates the fact that, however peaceful might be the

settlement of the Oraons, they dispossessed by force the Mundas
of their land. This fable also suggests that agrarian disputes,

now so rampant, was not unknown in the hazy past, when one
aboriginal people came in contact with the other. It is incon-
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sistent with the commonly accepted theory that the Oraofis

settled in Chota Nagpur peacefully, and that the Mundas were
eventually crowded out from their habitations. However
peaceful might be at first the influx of the Oraofis, it is incon-

ceivable that it continued to be so for long. The emigration
of the Oraons in large numbers was the cause of the rupture,

which at last compelled the Mundas to leave the place and
move to the south.

The interval between the dim past and the historic present

is long. In 1833 Captain (afterwards Sir Thomas) Wilkinson,

as Agent to the Governor-General of South-Western Frontier

Agency, established the headquarters of the Agency at Ranch!.
He built a residence, now occupied by the Commissioner, and
on its north-western side he built a Kachhari and record-room,
and close to them quarters for Mukhtars and 'Amlas. His
residence touched the outskirts of the Oraofl hamlet, Ranchi.
The new town was called Wilkinsonpur, after its founder, but
corrupted in the vernacular to Kisunpur. In 1840 the head-

quarters of the District, too, were transferred from Lohardaga
to Ranch!. Colonel Ouseley was the Agent, and his brother,

Captain Richard Ouseley, was his Senior Assistant. Colonel

Ouseley, though it may seem incredible, built a Hindu tem-

ple on the hillock, which forms to this day a peculiar sight of

Ranch! . In 1899 the name of the District of Lohardaga was
changed to that of Ranchi—the archi of the Oraons of the fabu-

lous time. The modern town consists of three villages—Chadri,
Kr.nka. and only a part oi Ranchi. The old village is now
called Puranki Ranchi (or old Ranchi) to distinguish it from its

modern namesake.
The Hindi version of the fable was written for me by a

young Oraofi, and is transcribed below verbatim et literati in in bl-

own patois, which is spoken by the aborigines of Ranchi in

conversation with other people. It shows at once the language
and the mode of expression of the tribe. The story is now
almost forgotten, and is remembered only by a few.

APPENDIX.

[Of the two plateaux in the Chota Nagpur Division, the
Aryan language of the northern or Hazaribagh plateau is

Magahi, and that of the southern or Ranchi plateau a form of

Bhojpuri~Dr. Grierson's Linguistic Survey of India, vol. v,

The following story is told in what is called Ganwarl or
Nagpuria Hindi , admixtured with such expressions as the liter-

ate aborigines pick up in schools.]

Ranchi sahar ke nam ke bare men ek kahani hai. Bahut
baras bit gaye, orthat jab Uraon log Rohittas Garb se khadere
gaye our Chotanagpur ke basinde hue. Us wakt Ranchi sahar
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ek chhota sa basti tha usi pahari ke najdik, wahi basti men
kitne Uraon log rahte the. Ye Uraon najdik ke jaminon ko
jotte our chain se rahte the.

Dhupkal men ek roj ek kisan apne khet ko jotne ko gaya
khet usi pahari ke najdik men tha, jab wah jotne par tha, tab
ek Deo (ed saks ke rup men) hajir hua our usko jamin jotne se

roka, yah kah karke, " Yah mera jamin hai, turn jot nahin
sakte ho. " Wah kisan jaubhi bahut hi usko achanakse dekhne
se dar gaya, nahin thahar gaya, lekin jotne hi laga, yah kah
karke, " Yah mera hai, main nahin thahar sakta hun." Wall
Deo usko rokne ko bahut hi kosis kiya lekin wah kisan, krodhit
hoke, us Deo ko apne lathi se aisa mara jis lathi se wah apne
bailon ko hank raha tha (yahi lathi Uraon men Archi kahlata
hai). Deo mar pake bahut jor se Archi, Archi, Archi kahkar
chilane laga aur chilate ehilate wah phir nahin dekh para.
Wah kisan is ghatna ko ganwwalon ko bataya, tab ganwwale
us wakt se apna ganw ko archi kahne lage. Archi Rachi hua,
aur Rachi Ranchi hua. Abhi samucha sahar Ranchi kahlane
laga.

Translation.

{Literal).

Regarding the Ranchi town there is a story. Many years

have gone by, that is, when the Uraon people from Rohitas
Garh were driven away, and of Chotanagpur became inhabi-

tants at that time Ranchi town a small village was near that
hillock. In that hamlet some Uraon log used to live. These
Uraons the adjacent lands used to cultivate, and peacefully
they used to live.

In summer season, one day, a cultivator (Uraon) his own
farm to till went. The farm near that hillock was. When he
was about to plough, then a deo (in the form of a man)
appeared, and him from tilling the land (he) forbade, this by
saying, " This my land is, you cannot till it." The cultivator,

nevertheless, very much, him on a sudden by seeing, got fright-

ened
; nay (the cultivator) staid on, but continued to till, this

by saying :
<c This is mine, I cannot stop. " The demon (deo)

him to stop very much tried, but the cultivator, becoming angry,

dim, with his stick so struck, with which stick he was driving

his cattle. (This stick in Uraon is called archi). The deo

having got beating, very loudly shouted archi, archi ,
archi,

and shouting and shouting he {deo) could not be seen any more.

The cultivator this incident to the villagers told. Then the

villagers, from that time, their own hamlet, have been calling

Archi. Archi became Rachi, and Rachi became Ranchi. Now
the entire town is called Ranchi.





56. Recent Plant Immigrants.

By Prof. Paul BrOht,. Engineering College, Sibpur.

Part L—Croton sparsiflorus, Morung.

About four or five years ago, the author noticed a species

of Croton establishing itself along the foreshore road in front
of the Engineering College, Sibpur. He found himself unable
to identify the plant by the aid of any book or paper available in

Sibpur, but was informed by one of the assistants in the
Herbarium of the Sibpur Botanical Gardens that Colonel Prain
had discovered the plant a few years previously growing near
Diamond Harbour and ..flier places in the Sunderbans ; and from
some sheets preserved in the Herbarium it appeared that

Colonel Prain had identified it with Crof.-n *por*;il,.ri<s. Morung.
On those sheets it is .stated that Croton sparsiflorus had been first

described in the Journal of the ISTew York Academy of Sciences,

1893, vol. VII, page 227. Colonel Prain had meanwhile left the

country, and the writer's search for the journal in the libraries of

i he Botanic Gardens and the Asiatic Society proved unsuccess-

ful; he finally bethought himself of that refuge of the despairing

searcher after scientific literature, the library of the Geological

Survey of India, and he found the required information. Some
herbarium specimens collected in Eastern Bengal he owes to the

courtesy of Mr. I. H. Burkill, Reporter on Economic Products to

the Government of India,

The following is a ^detailed description of the plant as it

Croton sparsiflorus, Morung.

An undershrub ; when in flower from about 8 cm. (or even

less) to 80 cm. high (about 3 in. to 3 ft.)
;
full-grown on suitable

soil and isolated, forming bushes of approximately spherical

outline ; but when growing in a crowded condition, assuming a

more or less straggling habit, Faintly fragrant.

Root a tap-root, rather woody, slender conical, little

branched, of larger specimens up to 50 cm. long. Stem much
branched from near its base ; stouter branches woody ; bark

greyish-brown. Twigs green, with mostly elongated lenticels,

tubercled and pale-striated ;
upwards longitudinally ridged and

grooved, and rather densely beset with small white stellate hairs

distributed chiefly along the ridges.

Leaves scattered, more densely crowded near the tips of the

branches below the inflorescences, alternate, near the tips nearly

opposite or whorled, petioled
;
petiole \ to £ the length of the

blade, semiterete to nearly terete, grooved above, stellately I miry.
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commonly more or less orange-tinted ; blade membranous, lanceo-

late, 25 to 60 mm. (1—2£ in.) long, commonly 3 to 4 times as

long as its greatest breadth
;
larger leaves 15 to 20, rarely 25 mm.

broad, the greatest width at £ to \ the length from the base ; base

of blade rounded or obscurely cordate
;
margin undulate, simply

and rather obtusely serrate
;

tip acute or subacuminate ;
upper

surface dark-green and glabrous, lower surface paler and sparsely

stellately hairy.

Inflorescence terminal on the branches, monoecious, protogy-

nous, female below, male upwards ; axis sparsely stellately hairy.

Female flowers two to six in each inflorescence, alternate, some-
tiroes accompanied by a male cyme reduced to a single flower,

monochlamydeous
;

sepals 5, inserted on a very short swollen

pedicel, rather distant from each other, lanceolate, about 2 mm.
long, green, persistent ; disc consisting of 5 small orange-red glands

opposite the sepals
;

pistil 3-carpellary, sessile
;
ovary 3-locular,

ellipsoidal, in flower about 2 mm. long, densely stellately hairy ;

-styles 3, bifid to about the middle, spreading, about 1 mm. long
;

ovules single in each cell, pendulous. Male flowers in clusters of

three to four ; clusters 12 to 18 in number, subsessile, arranged
in a racemose manner at a distance of 3 to 9 mm. from each

other, supported by small ovate pale-margined bracts ; male
flowers stalked

;
pedicels 1—2 mm. long, of a pale-orange hue

;

sepals 5, valvate in aestivation, herbaceous, ovate, subacute,

green below, more or less orange upwards, glabrous or nearly so,

about 2 mm. long
;
petals 5, alternate with the sepals, oblong,

attenuated at base and apex, blunt, white, subpellucid, recurved,
about 2 mm. long, rather less than 1 mm. broad, villous at the
base with white hairs ; disc of 5 small spherical orange-coloured
glands iilternating with the petals ; stamens about 15; filaments
inflexed in bud, terete, about 2 mm. long, slightly attenuated up-
wards ; anther orbicular in outline, subintrorsely dehiscing,
abnnt 1 mm. in diameter, white, connective ovate; pollen-grain

spherical, smooth.
Fruit tricoccons, subellipsoidal in outline, triquetrous, shal-

lowly 3-grooved, brownish-green to greenish-brown, more or less

stellately hairy
;
pericarp dehiscing- into three cocci, cocci finally

splitting up ventrally and often also dorsally
; epicarp herbaceous

;

endocarp crustaceous, white, thinner ventrally.

Seeds pendulous ; caruncle forming a shallow, oblique, rather
thin, fleshy, white, somewhat dentate cap ; testa crustaceous,
covered with a whitish external layer, otherwise minutely reticu-
lately wrinkled, brownish-black outside, lighter brown on the inner
surface.

As no authentic specimens of Morung's plant are available
in India, it appears to me advisable to reproduce here Morung
and Britton's original description of Morung's plant from the
Journal of the New York Academy of Sciences, loc. cit.

" A low shrub, f to 1 m. in height. Stem fuscous, branching
irregularly, angular," lepidote, the scales deeply cut by 15 to 20
appressed radiating hairs. Leaves dark-green, alternate, ovate-
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lanceolate, acute at the apex, cuneate at the base, sen-ate, penni-
nerved, smooth above, sparsely lepidote beneath, with two patelli-
form glands, f ram. broad at the base ; blades 3—6 cm. long
and 1—3 cm. wide; petioles 1—2 cm. long. Stipules mere
subulate points, caducous. Flowers in slender terminal racemes,
6—12 cm. long, the flowers continuous, pistillate below, stamin-
ate above, pistillate much fewer. Staminate flowers scattered
along the rhachis, about 2 mm. high, the perianth segments
white and smaller, woolly at the base inside ; stamens about L3.

Perianth segments of the pistillate flowers lanceolate, filiate ;

inner segments none; ovary tornentose
;
styles 3. each 2-divided.

Capsule angular globose, 5 or 6 mm. long, and 4 mm. broad,
sparsely lepidote; seeds flattened cylindrical, obtusely L'-an<r led.

with a furrow on one side, truncate at either end, glabrous,
slightly mamillate-asperous, shining, 5 mm. long, the caruncle
conspicuous. The young branches and petioles are densely white
lepidote.

It will be seen that the two descriptions agree closely with
each other, so that there can be hardly any doubt about the plant
which is making its way into Eastern and Western Bengal being
the same as that collected by Morung in South America. I prefer

to describe the hairs as stellate instead of calling the indumen-
tum lepidote. Of course, the two forms of indumentum pass
into each other ; but the trichomes of our plant are very much
like that of Fig. 23 C—Croton floribundus, Spring—in Engler,
Pflanzenfamilien, vol. Ill, pt. 5, page 37 ; and the author of

the Euphorbiaceae in the Flora of British India would probably
have placed our plant in the same subsection as Croton Wallichii,

Muell. Arg.
In Britton's description no mention is made of the rather

conspicuous orange-red disc-glands ; this is probably due to

Britton having drawn up his description from dried material, or

because the disc-glands are a generic character, and therefore,

perhaps, were not referred to by him.

The present Distribution of Croton sparsiflorus

in Bengal.

In Western Bengal the plant has been spreading from the

Sunderbans upwards and is now found on both sides of the

Hugli River. It has already been mentioned that Croton sparsi-

florus had been observed by Colonel Prain at Diamoud Harbour
and other places in the Western Gangetic Delta.

Just below the Botanical Gardens, Sibpur, it has been found

growing for at least seven years ;
immediately above the Gardens

it made its appearance four or five years ago. The plant appears

to prefer road and railway embankments in the vicinity of livers

and extensive pools of water. It grows abundantly near the Lime
Works below the Sibpur Gardens, and on that side of the river

I have followed it right down through Andul. After having once

taken a foothold on the foreshore road south of the Engineerings
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College it soon became a prominent feature of the riverside flora,

specially adorning occasional rubbish heaps with its deep green

spherical masses of foliage. When the Port Commissioners

proceeded with the rectification of the foreshore, throwing up
spurs, Croton sparsiflorus experienced a temporary eclipse, one

single specimen having escaped destruction. All the seeds, how-
ever, had, of course, not been destroyed, and a new generation is

rapidly faking the place of the old, having found in the new
spurs just the locality which suits its predilections. Croton

sparsiflorus occurs sporadically within the precincts of the Shalimar

Railway Yard, but for several years it has flourished along the

new road leading from the Bataitola Police Station to Sibpur

Ghat. There it forms a dense strip of vegetation along the

short branch-railway embankment between the railway yard and
the Bengal Flour Mill. 1 have not discovered it along the bank*
of the Hugli above the Shalimar railway yard, nor have I been

able to trace it between Howrah and Utterpara. On the right

bank of the Hughli, therefore, Howrah appears to act as an effective

check on the upwards spread of the immigrant. It is evident-

ly not able to get across rice-fields, as I have not met with it

along the Howrah-Andul road and in other places west of the

river. I have undertaken some bicycle excursions east of Che

Hughli, below Calcutta, with the special purpose of establishing

the northern limit of the present distribution of Croton sparsiftorti*

in that direction. Proceeding along the Diamond Harbour road

on the 5th of April 1908 I came across a flourishing colony of

the immigrant just below Barisa where the country opens out into

ricefields and hogla (Typha) swamps ; here we find the Croton on
either side of the road for quite a short distance ; but I could find

no further trace of it down to the 20th mile-stone, nor could I

discover it along the roads running east and west of the Diamond
Harbour road. This isolated appearance of the plant is rather
puzzling.

On the 26th of April, 1908, I searched for the plant along the
Budge-Budge Road down to the 18th mile-stone without seeing a

single specimen. But on the river banks in Budge-Budge it

had established itself firmly, and it was there, on an open plot

of land, which evidently had been cleared for the purpose of
laying out a garden, that I met with some of the finest speci-

mens of Croton sparsiflorus that I ever have come across. I have
followed it up to Garden Reach, but Calcutta seems to form
another full stop on that side of the river.

It is highly probable that Croton sparsiflorus was first imported
into Chittagong and from there made its* way up the Megna
and across to the mouths of the Hughli. Mr. Hooper collected it

in Chittagong in October, 1898, and again on the 3rd of October,
1905. Mr. Burkill gathered it in Tippera, along the railway
embankment near Hajisranj and Chandpur, during an excursion
undertaken in 1906. One of my former students in the Agricul-
tural Department of the Sibpur College, Bahu Hemendra Kishor
Datta, informed me, in a letter dated the 13th July, 1907. that he
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had observed the plant, to which I drew his attention whilst in

Sibpur, for at least ten years along- the railway embankment be-

tween Ckandpur and Akharera, and on the banks of the river

Titus near Brahmanbaria.
The one feature which strikes the observer more than any

other is the freshness of the leaves even during the driest parts
of the year. The leaves, however, are very thin and a water
tissue is absent, so that the plant does not utilise the dew
directly. But its root deeply penetrates into the ground, and it

depends probably nearly entirely on the water which it receives

by percolation.

Like Jatropha gossypifolia, it has no special facilities For

spreading. The secret of its conquering course lies in a property
which it has in common with field mice—its consistent multipli-

cation leading to the production, ever repeated, of a numerous
progeny. I have seen specimens which began to flower when they

were only three inches high, and the plant blooms and fruits all

the year round. Further, cattle do not seem to touch it, nor have
1 ever discovered an insect attacking its leaves.

Having in Groton sparsijbrns a species, the arrival of which in

India can be dated to a close degree of approximation, and whose
exact present distribution is tolerably well known and could, with-

out great difficulty, be ascertained still more exactly, we shall

be able to follow its spread in future and thus get possession of

an excellent example illustrating the dispersal of a species.

Part II.

—

The ' Flora Advena ' of Bengal and Bihar.

My investigations on the subject of Recent Plant Immi-
grants prompted me to draw np a list of the Phanerogams of

which we know, either with absolute certainty or at least with a

high degree of probability, that they are natives of other

countries. I have confined the list to species which grow in

Bihar and in Bengal Proper, excluding the country east of the

Megna, as well as Orissa and the inner parts of Chhota Nagpur.
These provinces really belong to different botanico-geographical

subdivisions, and the vast bulk of the exotics which have settled

down for good in the Lower Provinces are inhabitants of Bengal
Proper and of Bihar. I have also excluded from my list all the

plants which are indigenous in the Indian Peninsula west and
south of the Gangetic Plains.

The literature referred to in the list consists of Prain, Bengal
Plants (B. P.) ; Hooker's Flora of British India (F. B. L)

;

Firminger, Indian Gardening, 3rd and 5th editions
;

Voigt.
Hortus Suburbanus Calcuttensis (H. S. C.) ;

Roxburgh, Flora
Indica (F. I.)

;
Roxburgh, Hortus Bengalensis (Hort. Beng.)

;

Rumphius, Herbarium Amboinense (Herb. Amb.)
; Rheede, Hor-

tus Malabarieus (Hort. Mai.) ; and Watt, Economical Dictionary
(Ec. Diet.). I have usually preferred to quote from these works
literally.
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In a country which is as essentially agricultural as are Bihar

and Bengal, crops and plants growing in gardens and village

jungles play a considerable part in the Flora of the country, and
purposely or accidentally introduced species which find the climatic

and other conditions suitable have a mucb greater chance of spread-

ing in Bengal and Bihar than they have in the more hilly and
more jungly parts of India. Even trees which occur only planted

and show no tendency to spring up spontaneously may become
prominent features in the landscape.

Ranuncclacea:.

1. Nigella sativa, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 194 :
" In cultivat-

ed ground, spontaneous, especially in the western pai'ts. A crop,

also occurring as a weed." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. v, p. 428 :
" A

native of Southern Europe. Its Sanscrit name indicates its in-

troduction at a very early period." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 4: " Accli-

matized in the gardens of India. Domesticated about Serampore."

Roxb., F. I., p. 450 :
" Nigella indica, R. A native of Hindoo-

stan." Probably originally a native of Northern Syria and the

adjacent parts of Asia Minor. Now found wild in the whole of the

Eastern Mediterranean Region. The writer has also found it

-•m wh\2 on the banks of the Ganges in N. Bengal.

Anonace.®.

2. Anona reticulata, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 206 :

k
< Near

villages, planted and oftener self-sown, very common. Bullock's

Heart." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. i, p. 258 :
" Naturalised in some

parts of India." F. B. I., i, 78 :
" Naturalised in Bengal and else-

where. Tropical America."' Voigt, H. S. C., p. 14: " Domesticat-
ed in India." Roxb., F. I., p. 453 :

" It is said to be indigenous
amongst the mountains immediately east of Bengal, and univer-
sally cultivated in India." Rheede, Hort. Mai., 3, t. 30-31.

3. Anona squamosa, Linn. B. P., i, p. 206 :
" Near villages,

planted and sometimes self-sown, common. Custard Apple."
Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. i, p. 259 :

" Naturalised in Bengal. There
seems to be hardly any doubt as to Anona squamosa being an in-

troduced plant." Brandis says that it is almost wild in the Central
Provinces and the Bandelkhand. Murray believes it to grow wild
in the Deccan. General Cunningham is very emphatic on Anona
squamosa being indigenous. Neither Anona squamosa nor Anona
reticulata appear to possess an ancient Sanscrit name, the names
Ramphal and Sitapbal being probably of vernacular origin. Con-
sidering that out of sixty species of Anona, all of which are na-
tives of Tropical America, only two or three are doubtfully African
and Asian, we may take it as highly probable that both A. squa-
mosa and A. reticulata are indigenous in America, probably in the
Antilles Islands. So much appears to be certain, that if either of

the two is Indian, it is rather A. reticulata than A. squamosa.



4. Papaveb SOMNu-ieum, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 215 :
" Culti-

vated only." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. vi, 1, p. 17 :
" DeCandolle says

that botanists are agreed in regarding the opinm-yielding poppy to

be a cultivated state of P. sehgerum, a species which is wild on the
shores of the Mediterranean." F. B. I., i. 117. Roxb, F. I., p. 426 :

" Extensively cultivated in many parts of India." Papaver seti-

gerum is indigenous in the Peloponuese and in Cyprus.
5. Argemoxe mextcana, Linn, B. P., vol. i, p. 216. Watt, Ec.

I Met ., vol. i, p. 306 :
" Introduced into India within historic times."

F. B. I ,
i, 117. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 6 :

" Domesticated all over In-

dia." Roxb., F. I., p. 426, makes no remark about its being of
foreign origin. As all the other species of Argemone are natives

of Tropical and Subtropical America, we may safely assume that
.!/•:/ "tone mexicana hails, as its name indicates, from Mexico, or
neighbouring countries.

Crucifer*.

6. Altsstjm maritimum, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 222 : "In gar-

dens, cultivated in the cold season, but occasionally coming up spon-
taneously on rubbish heaps." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 68 :

" Kceniga
maritima." Southern Europe.

7. Capsella Bursa -pastoris, Moench. B. P., vol. i, p. 222.
" A weed of cultivation in the cold season, Tirhut, Behar. Very
rare in C. Bengal." F. B. I., i, 159. Spread into India probably
from the Iranian countries or from Central Asia. Now a denizen
of all temperate countries.

8. Lepidium sativum, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 223 :
" Cultivated

in Tirhut, Behar, and N. Bengal." F. B. I., i, 159 :
" Cultivated

throughout India." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 70. Roxb., F. L, p. 497 :

- Universally cultivated in the warmer parts of Asia." It is prob-
ably a native of the eastern parts of the Mediterranean Region.

9. Thlaspi arvexse, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 223 :
" Behar, very

rare. A weed of cultivation in the cold season." F. B. I., i, 162.

An inhabitant of the Northern Temperate Zone. Frequently met
with in the Himalayas.

10. Senebieba prNNATiPiDA, Del. B. P., vol. i, p. 223: "A
weed in garden grounds and by roadsides, but apparently only in

C. Bengal. Especially common at Mnt lah. Ofr.v.'nt introduction

to India." Not mentioned in F. B. I. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 69 :

' Europe. Domesticated in our gardens." Roxburgh does not

11. Bixa Orellana, Lin. B. P., vol. i, p. 230 :
" An Ameri-

can tree or large bush. Cultivated everywhere, but in Bengal
proper very generally wild in village jungles." Watt, Ec. Diet.,

vol. i, p. 454. F. B. I., i, 190. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 85. Roxb., F.

I., p. 429. " Appears to be a native of India. The flowers are
however white. In plants reared from West India seed the flowers

are rose coloured." Rumphius, Herb. Amb., ii, t. 19. A native
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of Panama, Columbia, and Peru. Cultivated throughout the Trop-

ics. An interesting account of the present distribution of Bixa
orellana in India is given by I, H. Burkill in the "Agricultural

Ledger," 1904, No. 12, p. 183 and ff.

PORTULACACE2E.

12. Talindm patens, Willd. B. P., vol. i, p. 240 :
" C. Bengal,

becoming somewhat common in the neighbourhood of Calcutta.

An American introduced weed." A native of Brazil, where it is

used as a vegetable. Roxb., F. L, p. 391 : " Talinum
Native place uncertain. In the Botanic garden at Calcutta it

flowers chiefly during the rains, and ripens abundance of seed in

the cold season." Not referred to in F. B. I., nor by Voigt.

13. Malvastrum coromandelianum, Willd. Mcdvastrum
tricuspidatum, Ait. B. P., vol. i, p. 257 :

" Common in W. and
C. Beugal." F. B. L, i, 321 :

" Various parts of Bengal and Mad-
ras, introduced." Neither in Voigt, H. S. C, nor in Roxb., F. I.

Native of tbe warmer parts of America, now spread to Australia

and Tropical Africa and Asia.

14. Malvastrum spicatum, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 357 ;
" In

waste places in C. Bengal, rare." F. B. I., i, 321 :
" Various parts

of India, introduced." Hails from Tropical America, now spread

through the tropics of both hemispheres. Enumerated neither by
Voigt, nor by Roxburgh.

15. Anoda hastata, Cav. Not mentioned in B. P. As it

occurs, however, in various parts of India, it may yet be traced in

the Bengal Provinces. F. B. I., i, 321 :
" Various parts of N. W.

India and the Western Peninsula." A weed indigenous in Tropical
America. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 115 :

" Mexico." Not enumerated
by Roxburgh.

16. Wissadula rostrata, Planch. B. P., vol. i, p. 260 :
" C.

Beugal, an occasional escape." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. vi, 4, p. 308 :

1 Native of the Malay Peninsula, Java, Tropical Africa and Ameri-
ca." F. B. I., i, 325. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 114 :

" Abutilon periplo-
cifolium : Sumatra, Malay Islands." Roxb., F. I., p. 516 :

" Sida
periplocifolia."

17. Malachba capitata, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 262 :
" Com-

mon. A weed of waste places." F. B. I., i, 329 :
" Throughout

the hotter parts of India. Probably introduced." Voigt, H. S. C,
p. 112 :

" W. Indies. Domesticated about Serampore." Not re-
ferred to by Roxburgh. It is almost certain to be native of Tropi-
caKAmerica, but it has taken a firm foothold in West Africa and

18. Hibiscus Manihot, Linn. B. P., vol.i, p. 266 : "C.Ben-
gal, naturalised. Native of China." F. B. I., i, 341. Voigt, H. S.
C, p. 120. Roxb. F. I., p. 529 :

" Reared in the Botanic Garden
from seeds received from Mr. Kerr at Canton in China."

19. Hibiscus hirtus, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 266 :
" Behar

frequent; probably, however, only an escape from gardens."
F. B. I., i, 335. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 118. Roxb., F. I., p. 523 :

44 Hibis-
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cus phoeniceus." Rheede, Hort. Mai., x, p. 1. This species is prob-
ably indigenous in the Indian Archipelago, but has been growing
in India for centuries. It may be a native of the Indian Peninsula.

20. Hibiscus PiApia'its, Willd. B. P., vol. i, p. 267 : "Ben-
gal, cultivated." P. B. I.,i, 335. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 116 :

' Com-
mon in gardens. Native place ? " Roxb., F. I., p. 528 :

" Native
place uncertain, but it is common in gardens about Calcutta." Per-
haps a native of the Indian Archipelago or the Malay Peninsula.

21. Hibiscus sykiauus. Linn. B. P , vol. i. p. 268 :
" In gar-

dens everywhere." F. B. I., i, 344 :
" Cultivated throughout India

and China." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 117. Roxb., F. I., p. 523 :
" I

have not yet found it in the wild state." Its real home is Turkish
Armenia and the Lenkoran ; does not appear to be a native of

22. Hibiscus rosa-sinensis, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 268 :
" In

most gardens." Watt, Ec. Diet,, vol. iv, p. 242 :
" A native of

China." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 116 :
" China, Moluccas, interior of

Hindustan." F. B. I., i, 344. Roxb., F. I., p. 523 :
«' I have only

found it in cultivated state ; however the single sort is found wild
in the interior of Hindustan." Its real home is probably the In-

dian Archipelago.

23. Hibiscus mutabilis, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 268 :
" In most

gardens." Watt, Ec. Diet., iv, p. 242 :
" It is a native of China."

Voigt, H. S. C, p. 118 :
" Moluccas." F. B. I., i, 344. Roxb., F.

I., p. 525 : "A native of China ; now common in gardens all over
India. Rheede, Hort. Mai., vi, t. 38-42. Rumphius, iv, t. 9.

24. Adansoma digitata, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 270 :
" Planted

here and there, especially in the western drier parts, and especially

near the tombs of Mahommedan saints." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. i,

p. 105 :
" Originally introduced by Arab traders. Experiment-

ally cultivated in the Sunderbuns." A native of Tropical Africa

F. B. I., i., 348. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 106. Roxb., F. I., p. 513 :

" The tree is scarce in India. In the Botanic Garden at Calcutta

are many trees, the largest about twenty-five years old." Adanso-
nia digitata hardly deserves to be considered a member of the

Bengal Flora.

STERCULIACEiE.

25. Guazuma tojientosa, Kunth. B. P., vol. i, p. 278 :
" Often

planted by roadsides and near tanks, but also very readily self-

sown." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. iv :
" Perhaps only introduced. Prob-

ably a native of the West Indies." F. B. I., i, 875. Voigt, H. S. C,
p. 108 :

" S. America. Cultivated in India. Yonng bark used in

Martinique to clarify sugar." Roxburgh, Hort. Beng., p. 50

:

" Bubroma Guazuma."
Geraniace^.

26. Averrhoa. Carambola, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 296

:

" Planted rather frequently everywhere
;
occasionally also self-

sown." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. i, p. 359. F. B. I., i, 439 :
" Native coun.

try unknown." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 191 :
" Moluccas. Cultivated."

Roxb., F. I., p. 387 :
" Native place uncertain." Rheede, Hort. Mai..
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iii, t. 43, 44. Rumphius, Herb. Amb., i, t. 35. It has been sug-

gested that the species of Averrhoa now cultivated in the Eastern

Hemisphere have been brought by the Portuguese from America.

Of the two most closely related genera, Connaropsis with three

species is indigenous in the Malay Archipelago, whilst Dapania is

a native of Sumatra. Voigt's suggestion may therefore prove to

be correct.

27. Averrhoa Bilimbi, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 296 :
" Planted

everywhere ; and often occurring self-sown." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol.

i, p. 359 :
" It has almost become naturalised in India." F. B.

I., i, 439 :
" Native country unknown." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 191 :

" Moluccas. Cultivated." Roxb., P. I., p. 387 :
" This pretty little

tree I have only found in a cultivated state. Where it is indigen-

ous, I cannot say. In Bengal it is uncommon." Rheede, Hort.

Mai., iii. t. 45, 46. Rumph., Herb. Arab., i, t. 36. Undoubtedly
a native of tlie Malay Archipelago.

28. Tribulus cistoides, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p.292 :
" C. Bengal

only near Calcutta ; introduced and rare." F. B. I., i, 423 :

- West-

ern Peninsula, Tenasserim. Throughout the Tropics." Voigt,

H. S. C, p. 184 :
" S. America." Voigt quotes Roxb., Hort. Beng.,

p. 33. Not enumerated in Roxb., F. I. Probably a native of the

Antilles.
RlJTACEiE.

29. Clausena Wampi, Blanco. B. P., vol. i, p. 301 :
" Chota

Nagpur, planted." Vern. Wangpi (from the Chinese name). F. B.
I. ,

i, 505 :
" Cultivated in India and the Eastern Islands." Voigt,

H. S. C., p. 140 :
" Cookia punctata. China." Roxb., F. I., p. 364 :

" A Chinese fruit tree, now common in Bengal." Rumphius, Herb.

gardens in all the provinces. Apparently introduced into In-

dia from China." Watt, Ec. Diet., vi, 4, p. 88 :
" Common as an

escape in the Western Peninsula and in gardens throughout India.

It is a native of China, and has been introduced into India for

many years." F. B. I., i, 507 : "lam not aware that it has any-
where been found in an indigenous state." Voigt, H. S. C,
p. 138. Roxb., Hort. Beng., p. 25.

31. Citrus decumana, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 307 :
" Cultivat-

ed very largely. ThePumelo. Beng. Batavi nimbu. The Bengali
name indicates pretty clearly that the first knowledge of the fruit

in our area was derived from the Malay Islands." Watt, Ec. Diet.,

vol. ii, p. 348 :
" A native of the islands of the Malay Archipelago,

more particularly abundant in the Friendly Isles and Fiji. Intro-
duced into India from Java and into the West Indies by Captain
Shaddock." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 141 :

" Moluccas. Sunda Islands.
Cultivated in India." Roxb., F. I., p. 590 :

" The Bengali name
denotes its being an exotic here." Rumph., Herb. Amb., ii, 96,
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32. Swietenia Mahagoni, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 319 :
" Native

of W. Indies and Honduras." F. B. I., i, 540. Brandis, For. FL, 70.

Voigt, H. S. C, p. 137. Roxb., H. B., p. 33. Introduced into the
Royal Botanic Garden, Sibpur, in 1795.

33. Swietenia mackophylla, King. B. P., vol. i, p. 319 :

" Planted very generally." Hooker, Icones Plantarum, 1886, vol.

vi, 2, plate 1150. Here Sir George King says :
" The seeds of this

tree were received from the India Office in the year 1872, and were
said to have been collected in Honduras. It seeds freely, whereas
the true Mahogany rarely seeds at all." The earliest fruiting

specimens preserved in the Sibpur Herbarium date from February
1886.

Sapindace*:.

34. Litchi chinensis, Sonnerat. B. P., vol. i, p. 346 :
" Ne-

phelium Litchi, Camb." Watt, Ec. Die-., vol. v. p. 346: " Intro-

duced from South China. F. B. I
,

i, 687. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 95.

Roxb., F. I., p. 328 :
" Scytalia Litchi. This famous tree is now

common in Bengal. It was originally brought from China. Speci-

mens of this tree have been sent to me from old trees growing on

the Garrow mountains."
35. Euphoria Longan a, Lamk. B. P., vol. i, p. 346 :

" Nephel-

ium Longana, Camb. : Planted occasionally." Watt, Ec. Diet.,

vol. v, p. 348 :
" It is called Longan in China, from which country,

according to DeCondolle, it was introduced into the Malay Penin-

sula some centuries ago." F. B. I., i, 688. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 95.

Roxb., F. I., p. 329 :
" Scytalia Longan. It is a native of Chin n.

as well as of the mountainous countries which form the Eastern

frontier of Bengal." Chinese: Long-gen or L <
» - Reng = Dragon's

" Cultivated and sometimes appearing as wild, especially in Orissa

and Chittagong. Native of America." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. i, p.

232: "Introduced from South America, now established in the

coast forests of India, Chittagong, Tenasserim, and the Andaman
Islands, and over South India." F. B. I., ii, 20. Voigt, H. S. C,

p. 270: "W. Indies, Mexico, S.America, Chittagong." Roxb.,

F. I., p. 342: «A tree common in the East and West lndk s."

Rheede, Hott Mai., lii, t. 54. Rumphius, Herb. Amb., i, t. 69.

An undoubted native of the Antilles. Appears also to grow wild

on sandy places in Brazil.

37. Spondias dulcis, Willd. B. P., vol. i, p. 356 : Otaheite

apple. Native of Polynesia." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. vi, 3 :" Indi-

genous in the Society, Friendly, and Fiji Islands. In India it

does not appear to germinate freely." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 144

:

"Cultivated in India." Roxb., F. I, p. 387: "A native of the

Society Islands and now common in the Botanic Garden at

Calcutta, where it grows to be a large tree."
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Belonging to this natural order there are a number of species
cultivated in the Indo-G-angetic plains from ancient times, prob-
ably not originally indigenous in tbis area, but introduced by
the Aryan settlers from the countries lying north-west of India.
I mention them here, and shall not refer to them in detail fur-
ther on. They are the following. The localities placed in bracket s

after each name are the areas in which the respective species
are most probably really indigenous.

Cicer arietinum, Linn. (Mediterranean Region).
Vicea sativa, Linn. (Most parts of Europe, the Mediterranean

Region, and Western Asia as far as Persia).
Lens esculenta, Moench. (Central Europe, the Mediterranean

Region and Western Asia including Afghanistan. Probably intro-
duced by the early Aryan settlers.)

Lathyrus Aphaca, Linn. ( Most parts of Europe, the Mediterra-
nean Re-urn. Western Amu into the Himalayas).

Lathyrus satirus, Linn. (Western Asia to Afganistau and the
X. W. Himalaya).

Pisum arvense, Linn. (Italy).
Pisum sativum, Linn. (Western Asia).
Gajanus indicus, Spreng. (Tropical Africa).
The following species, on the other hand, have been intro-

duced into Bengal, or into India in general, in later times, ami then

least traceable with a considerable amount of probability.
*

°r &

38. Crotalaria saltiaxa, Andr. B. P., vol. i, p . 373 •

" Tlm.utrhnut 1-Sen-al. inel.ulin- the Sundrilmus. and in Chitta-
-ong. Probably introduced during the last century." P. B. I

8
t^

G'*triata in Part - See also'under the following,

tivated and^o^n sZ™! ' ^ ^ 1
^ :

•'
Cu| -

('. striata, in part. Voigt enumerates, on pa-e -207. a G\ 'striata
/" .. Denial.

- Serampore) " and a " C. Browm-i. B>-,-t. W. n.diV
!

40. Crotalaria incana, Linn. B. P., vol. i. p. 373 :
" Culti-

vated, also at times an escape " F. B. I., ii, 83 :
" Perhaps natural-

ised only. Malay islands. Trop. Africa and America." VoijH
H. S. C, p. 207. " W. Indies."

S
'

41. Pterocarpus indica, Willd. B. P., vol. i, p. 412

:

" Native of the Moluccas. Planted occasionally in C Bengal "

Watt, Ec. Diet vol. vi, 1. p. 355. Padouk. F. B. I., ii, 338 partlv
Roxb., F. I., p. 538: -A native of China, the Moluccas and
bastern parts of Asia. From the former it has been brought t..

Calcutta, and now, April 1808, a young tree is in flower°in Sir'
John Royd s garden.

42. Pterocaepus dalbi
"Planted not infrequently
I

.
B. L. ii, 238 -.Pterocarpus

.

A natlve of the Andaman Islands, from thence, in 1794, youne'
trees were sent to the Botanical Garden by Colonel Alexander Kyd.
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These are now, 1809, from forty to eighty feet high, blossoming
during the rains in June and July chiefly ; and ripening their
seeds eight months after."

43. Araceis hypogjea, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 415 :
« Occa-

sionally cultivated. Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. i, p. 262 : " An annual
of South America. Cultivated in certain parts of Bengal."
F. B. L, ii, 161. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 243 :

" Hot parts of Amer-
ica." Roxb., F. I., p. 552: "Found in all the warmer parts
of Asia. Though in Bengal it appears to be rather scarce/'

Rumphius, Herb. Amb., v. t. 156, fig. ii.

44. Phaseolus lunatus, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 386 :
" C.

Bengal ; cultivated." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. vi, 1, p. 186 :
" Ac-

cording to DeCandolle it is a native of Brazil, and is believed
to have come to India originally from the Mauritius." F. B. I., ii,

200. Roxb., F. I., p. 554 :
" I doubt its being a native of India."

45. Phaseolus vulgaris, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 386 : "Culti-
vated." Watt., Ec. Diet., vol. vi, 1, p. 195. According to De
Candolle's researches this species is probably of South American
origin. F. B. I., ii, 200. Roxb., F. I., p . 554 :

" Where indigen-

ous uncertain."

46. Phaseolus multlflorus, Willd. B. P., vol. i, p. 387

:

l

- Cultivated. The Scarlet Runner." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. vi,

1, p. 187 : " It is a native of Mexico." F. B. L, ii, 200.

47. Indigofera sumatrana, Gaertn. B. P., vol. i, p. 432 :

" Cultivated, chiefly in Tirhut
;
occasionally spontaneous in Tama-

risk jungles and on river banks. Bengal Indigo." F. B. I., ii, 99,

I tinctoria, partly. Roxb., F. L, p. 585 : "Native place uncer-

tain, for though now common in a wild state over most parts of

India, yet is in general not remote from places where it is or has
been cultivated." Indigofera sumatrana is most probably a species

developed under cultivation from the wild form of L tinctoria

w hich is indigenous in Tropical Africa (Nubia). See Prain and
Baker in Journal of Botany, 1902, vol. 40.

48. Indigofera articulata, Gouan. B. P., vol. i, p. 432 :

" Behar ; not now cultivated in our area. Surat Indigo. " I.

argentea var. casrulea in F. B. I., ii, 99. I. cmrulea, Roxb. in

F. I., p. 584 :
" A species growing on dry, barren, uncultivated

ground. After an inquiry of nearly two years I have not been

able to discover that the natives of any part of India make use

of it." Indigofera articulata is a native of Nubia (and Arabia).
;. [•;

.
,

;.[;!' , .

sionally planted. Native o Mada^isc i
' K B.I, ii, 285. Kurz

in Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, xlii, 2, 73. Not mentioned by Voigt
and Roxburgh.

50. Parkinsonia aculeata, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 446:
" Planted, but also as if wild in all the provinces." F. B. I., ii,

260 :
" Universally cultivated and often naturalised. A native of

Tropical America." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 246 :
" S. America.

Domesticated in India." Roxb., Hort. Beng., p. 31.

51. Poinciana REGiA, Bojer. B. P., i, p. 446 : "This was
introduced to India from Mauritius ; the general supposition that
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it is a native of Madagascar does not appear to be correct : whence
it came to Mauritius is not exactly known." F. B. I., ii, 260.

Voigt, H. S. C., p. 245. Not mentioned in Roxb., F. I.

52. Colvillea racemosa, Bojer. B. P., i, p. 447 :
" Planted

occasionally ; introduced from Mauritius." Voigt, H. S. C,
p. 245.

53. Neptonia plena, Benth. B. P, i, p. 454 :
" Introduced.

Native of America." Roxb., F. I., p. 420 :
" Mimosa Adenantliera.

Native place uncertain." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 254 :
" Desmanthns

punctatus, Willd. Jamaica. St. Domingo. Guadeloupe." Bentli,

in F. B. I., ii, 286 :
" Neptunia plena, a native of Tropical

54. Desmanthus vibgatus, Willd. B. P., i, p. 455: " C.

Bengal, naturalised, but rare."' F. B. I., ii, 290 :
" Only intro-

duced. Wild throughout Tropical America." Voigt, H. S. C,
p. 259 :

" W. Indies." Roxb., Hort. Beng., p. 41.

55. Leucaena glauca, Benth. B. P., i, p. 455 : Chota Nag-
pur; C. Bengal; naturalised. Native of America." F. B. I., ii,

290 :
" Spread throughout India, but probably indigenous only in

Tropical America." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 261 : "Acacia t'rondosa,

Willd., Patna (Buch.)."
56. Albizzia rjchaudiana, King et Pram. B. P., vol. i,

p. 460 :
" Planted in C. Bengal. Native of Madagascar."

57 Pithecolobium bulge, Benth. B. P., vol. i, p. 462

:

" Planted everywhere, but often also self-sown. Native of Trop-
ical An. erica." F. B. I., ii, 302 : "Cultivated throughout India,

but not indigenous." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 257: "Ino-a dul.-U.

Willd." Roxb., Coromandel Plants N. 99 and Hort. Beng., 40 :

• Mimosa duleis." F. I., p. 421: " A native of the Philippine
Islands." Watt, Ec. Diet, vi, 1, p. 281: - A large tic. n, in-
duced from Mexico."

58. Enterolobium Saman, Brain. B. P., i, p. 463 i
" Planted.

Tropical America." Somtimes called the Rain Tree. Watt,
Ec. Diet , vi, 1, p. 283 :

•• Native of America, introduced into the
neighbourhood of Calcutta, the plantations of Kadapah and
Kadur, etc., as an ornamental tree of rapid growth."

R0?ACE^.

59. Rosa gallica, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 467 :
" In gardens,

• <> • iUy." Watt. Ec. Diet., vol. vi, 1. p. 566. Not ennmerat, I

by Voigt and Roxburgh: A native of Western. Central and
South Europe and Asia Minor.

60. Rosa damascena, Mill. B. P., vol. i, p. 466 :
" In gardens,

frequent; cultivated for Attar." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. vi, i,

p. 561 :
." Its native country is absolutely unknown. It is not till

the close of the thirteenth century that we find any mention of
rose-water. In India, attar of roses is said to have been first

discovered by Nur-i-Jehan Begum, A.D. 1612." The most prob-
able hypothesis is that Bosa damascena is a secondary species
derived from Rosa gallica as a consequence of cultivation.
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61. Eosa centipolia, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 467 :
" In gardens.

The Cabbage Rose." Watt, Ee. Diet., vol. vi, i, p. 560 : " A
native of the Caucasus and Assyria." F. B. I., ii, 364.

62. Rosa indica, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 467 :
" In gardens

frequent." Watt, Ec. Diet,, vol. vi, i, p. 567 :
" A native of China,

but early introduced into India, where it has found a congenial
home." Rosa semperftorens Willd. is a marked variety of Rom
indica. Roxb., F. I., p. 407 :

" Rosa chinensis. A native of
China." Rosa indica has played a part as a centre of develop-
ment of secondary species in Eastern Asia similar to the part
played by Rosa gallica in Europe and Western Asia,

63. Rosa alba, Linn. B. P.. vol. i, p. 467 :
" In gardens."

Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. vi, 1, p. 559. Boissier states it to be a
native of Iberia in the Caucasus and of Pontus. Roxb., F. I.,

p. 407 :
" Rosa glandulifera. Where this plant is indigenous,

I don't know
;
probably in China, as I know it has been brought

from thence to the Botanic Garden at Calcutta." It has reached
Upper India probably over Persia and Afghanistan.

64. Rosa iiubiginosa, Linn. Firminger, Gardening, 3rd ed.,

p. 470 :
" Sweetbriar. Common in all parts of India." Voigt, H. S.

C, p. 194 :
" England." Its native country extends from

the Canary Islands and England to the Caucasus, Persia and
Arabia petraea.

65. Rosa sixica, Ait. F. B. I., ii, 364. Firminger.

Gardening, p. 471 :
" Rosa ternata. A common plant about

Calcutta. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 195 : "Rosa ternata Pais." Roxb.,
F. I., p. 408: "Rosa triphylla, R. From China this very

extensive rambler was brought to the Botanic garden at

Calcutta, previous to 1794, and is known to the Chinese
gardeners in the garden by the name Tsha-te-bay-fa."

66. Rosa moltiflora, Thunb. Firminger, Gardening, p.

471. F. B. I., ii, 364: "Japan, China." Voigt, H. S. C, p.

194. Not mentioned by Roxburgh.
67. Eriobotrya japoxica, Lindley. B. P., vol. i, p. 468

:

" Cultivated. The Loquat." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. iii. p. 257 :

"Introduced from Japan. Extensively cultivated for its fruit."

F. B., ii, 372. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 198. Roxb., F. I., p. 106:
" Mespilus japonica. From China 'it was introduced into Bengal,

where it is much cultivated."

68. Fragaria vesca, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 465 :
" Cultivated

in the cold season in the western provinces." Indigenous in

Europe and temperate Asia including the Himalaya. Voie't,

H. S. C, p. 196. Roxb., Hort. Beng., p. 39.

COMBRETACE.E.

69. QursQUALis indica, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 484 :
" In

gardens everywhere." Watt. Ec. Diet., vol. vi. 1, p. 388 :
" In-

digenous to the Malay Peninsula." F. B. I., ii :
" Wild prob-

ably in the Transgangetic Peninsula. Wild in Malaya."
Voigt, H. S. C, p. 39: "Moluccas, Moulmein, Singapur,
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Malacca, Pegu." Roxb., F. I., p. 379 :
« A native of Amboyna."

ttumph., Herb. Amb, v, t. 38. Brandis considers it to be indi-
te Eastern Peninsula, the Philippines, and in Western

iropical Africa.

Myrtace,e.

70. Melaleuca Leucodendron, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 486 :

' ^en^1^in parks and gardens." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. v,

p
- LB

- h iij 465
-

Voi^ H
-
s - c

> p- 45
-

Roxb
>
F -

pp. 590-O92 :
" Melaleuca Cajuputi and Melaleuca Leucodendron.

Urn species
i

(M. Leucodendron) was introduced into the Botanic-
Garden m 1811, whereas M. Cajuputi has been there since 1797-8."
The genus Melaleuca is eminently Australian, but M. Leuco-
dendron extends from New South Wales and West Australia over

T^eaonia and the Malayan Archipelago to the Philippines
and Further India. Firminger, Gardening, 5th ed., p. 568:.

' Numerous plants spring up self-sown."

• i j f
SI°1?1

.
GlJTAVA

> B. P., vol. i, p. 487 :
« Natural-

ised and planted m all provinces. The Guava." F. B. I., ii, 468
- Indigenous m Mexico and possibly in other parts of Tropical
America. In India it often grows wild, but there are no grounds
i-i- supposing that the Guava is indigenous in India (Brandis):'
Koyle surmises that the Guava was introduced into
India by the Portuguese. Roxb , F. I., p. 396 : « Psidium
pyriferum, Linn., and Psidium pomiferum, Linn " In discuss-
ing the original home of the Guava tree it must be remembered
that everyone of the more than hundred species of Psidium is

luidThTAntTlles
1 extendin^ from ^raguay to Mexico

•

if'
^™TA 0FKICfyALIS

'
**rg- B. P., vol. i, p. 487 :

" Occa-

P F T.

m
T
natlLeo gardT' esPecia% m the Eastern

Provinces F B. I., ,,, 462 :
« Allspice, a West Indian tree is

vated for the sake of its aromatic leaves and berries.

"

\ <»gt. H. > C, p. 4/ :
- Jamaica." Roxb., Hort. Bene., p. 37.

73. Mtrtus communis, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 488 : "Inhedges
: Behar, 1'irhut. Myrtle." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. v, p.31b: Indigenous m the area extending from the Mediterran-

46
n T

Rnrh V° t
% An?^^5 Beluchistan." Voigt, H. S. C, p.-to. Roxb F. I., p. 402: " Common in gardens."

/4. Eugenia malaccensis, Linn. B. P vol i n 490 • « Pian*
ed m E. and C. Bengal." Watt, Ec Dil

' P
'

'

3 of the Malay Islands,' and is now cultivlted"in"Bengal
net liurma, chiefly m s^arrl fins " PPT A.m tt c ^

'Moluccas. Culti

uit at d

Rheede! Hurt. Mai

Kjuimvatea. ~ Koxb., F. I., p. 397 :
" In Bengal it

Herb Amb w £ P^°dS
?*

*he
"

Rum -
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Gardening, p. 407 :
" Met with growing out of old walls about

Calcutta." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 85 :
" Jamaica. Domesticated about

Serampore." Tnrnem »Jvvp>Ua is indigenous in the area extend-
ing from Argentina to Mexico and the Antilles. Naturalised in
the Seychelles and in Indo-Malaya.

76. Turn era teioxiklora, *
Sims. Firminger, Gardening,

p. 406 :
" Native of Brazil." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 85: "Brazil,

Trinidad, Mexico. Domesticated about Serampore." Not known
w liether it occurs as an escape at the present day.

77. PcNICA GRANATUM, Lin. Watt, Ec. Diet., vi, 1, p. 369 :

"'Cultivated, or spontaneous throughout India." Voigt, H. S. C,
p. 50. Roxb., F. I., p. 402. Wild in Persia, Afghanistan, and
Kurdistan. Has been cultivated in India from very old times.

Passiflorace^e.

78. Passiplora suberosa, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 512 :
« C. and

E. Bengal ; Sundribuns
;

Chittagong-. A native of America, but
quite naturalised." F. B. I, ii, 599. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 80. Roxb.,

of America, hut fairlv naturalised." F. B. I., ii, 599. Voigt,

H. S. C„p. 80: "W.Indies."
80. Passifloea adenophylla, Mast. B. P., i, p. 513 :

" N.
IJenoal. naturalised. A garden escape." Not referred to by
V°i§

81 Passifloea uadrancul,
Uen^al. naturalised. A garden
" Jamaica."

82. Carica Papaya, Linn. B. P., i, p. 514 :
" Generally cul-

tivated and often subspontaneous. Native of America." F.'B. 1.,

ii. 599. Roxb., F. I., p. 736. Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. ii, p. 159,

states that in 1626 seeds were sent from India to Naples.

Cactace*.

83. Opuntia Dillenii, Haw. B. P., vol. i, p. 531. Watt, Ec.

Diet., vol. v, p. 490: " Indigenous in America, but a

all over India, from Ben-al and Madras to the Panjab. It is most

probable that it was introduced by the Portuguese. When the

cochineal insect was brought to India in 1795, this species of

Opuntia was then so prevalent in India as to lead the writers of

that date to speak of it as an indigenous species." F. B. I., ii,

657 : "An American plant." Voigt, H. S. 0., p. 62 :
« South

" Roxb., F. I., p. 395 :

84. POLYSCIAS
" Panax fruticosum,
" Throughout the wa
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and Polynesia, cultivated ; wild state unknown." Voigt, H. S. C,
p. 24 :

" Moluccas, Java." Roxb., F. I., p. 266 :
" This elegant

sbrub was introduced into the Botanic Garden near Calcutta from

the Moluccas in 1798." Rumphius, Herb. Amb, iv, t. 33. Evi-

dently indigenous in Ternate, Amboina, Java, New Guinea.

Rubiacej:.

85. Hamelia patens, Jacq. B. P., vol. i, p. 563 :
" A favour-

ite shrub in gardens ; often also subspontaneous near villages in

C.Bengal." Firminger, Gardening, p. 586 :
" Ifo plant is more

easily propagated either by cuttings or by seed." Voigt, H. S. C,
p. 385: "S. America. Flowered 1840." Hamelia patens, a

species rich in varieties, is indigenous in the area extending from
Paraguay to the Antilles and Mexico. Now establishing itself in

village shrubberies about Calcutta.

dens." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. iii, p. 480 :
" AWandsome shrub,

which, though native of China, is now extensively cultivated in

India." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 377 :
" China. Cultivated in Japan,

the Moluccas, India," F. B. I., iii, 115. Roxb., F. L, p. 236 :

"A shrub found in gardens about Calcutta and originally from

China." Rumphius, Herb. Amb., vii, 26, t. 14, f. 2. Gardenia

fiorida has become naturalised in Tropical America.

87. Ixora stricta, Roxb. B. P., vol. i, p. 571 :
" Planted in

most provinces." F. B. I., iii, 145 :
" Cultivated in various parts

of India, but a native of the Moluccas and China according to

Roxburgh. Knrz regards ir as indigenous in Rangoon and Upper
Tfua«erim." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 389 :

" China, Manilla. Moluc-
cas, Cochin China." Roxb., F. I., p. 127 :

" This beautiful plant
was brought to the Botanic Garden from the Moluccas in 1798.

In the Botanic Garden there is a more ramous variety of this

charming plant introduced from China." Rumphius, Herb. Amb.,
iv, 107, t 47 : " Flamma sylvarum peregrina."

88. Vangoeria kdulis, Vahl. B. P., vol. i, p. 575 :
" Culti-

vated occasionally, Native of Madagascar." F. B. L, iii, 136.

Voigt, H. S. C, p. 386 :
" Madagascar, from whence it has been

introduced into the Mauritius, China, etc. Has been introduced
into Honorable Company's Garden." Not enumerated by Rox-

COMPOSITJS.

89. EtJPATOBiUM Ayapana, Vent. B. P., vol i, p. 592 :
" Cul-

tivated in C. and E. Bengal." Watt, Ec. Diet,, vol. iii, p. 293 :

i4 A small aromatic shrub naturalised in many parts of India,"
F. B. I., iii, 244. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 407 :

" Eupatorium tripli-

nerve, Vahl (E. Ayapana, Vent). Banks of the Amazon river.
In India and America formerly employed against snake-bite."
Not enumerated in Roxb, F. I, but in Roxb., Hort. Beng., p. 61.
A native of Equatorial America, but cultivated in the West
Indies, Mauritius, Bourbon and India,
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90. Eupatoricji odoratum, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 592 :
" Cul-

tivated sparingly in C. and E. Bengal." F. B. I., iii, 244. Voigt,
H. S. C, p. 407 :

' Jamaica." It was not grown then in Seram-
pore. Roxburgh does not enumerate it.

91. Mikania scandens, Willd. B. P., vol. i, p. 592 :
" C.

Bengal, locally quite naturalised." F. B. I., iii, 244 :
" Native

from Eastern Assam to the Malay Archipelago and the Philip-

pines." Not known to Voigt as occurring in Bengal and not grown
in the Serampore garden in his time.

92. Flavekia repanda, Lagasc. B. P., vol. i, p. 606 :
" W.

Behar, rare. An introduced weed
;
slowly spreading eastwards

from the Deccau, where it is now common." Not mentioned in the

F. B. I., nor by previons writers. A native of Tropical America.
93. Tagbtbs patdlus, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 607 :

" Cultivat-

ed, but often also an escape. " Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. vi, 3 :

" African and French Marigolds are quite naturalised in India."

Firminger, Gardening, p. 319 :
" The plants where once grown,

continually reproduce themselves by self-sown seeds." Voigt,

H. S. C, p. 416 :
" French Marigold. Mexico." Roxb., F. I.,

p. 604.

94. Tagetks r.KK.-n Linn. Perhaps a variety of the former.

Hoffmann, in Engler's Pflanzenfamilien, keeps them separate. Voigt,

H. S. C, p. 417 :" African Marigold. Mexico. Domesticated in

India." Roxb., F. I., p. 604 :
" If originally from Mexico, like

Tobacco, they (T. patulus and T. erectus) have now become deni-

zens of the East and considered as indigenous, particularly in

Persia and China." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. vi, 3, p. 403 : "Bojia, the

name current in Western India, perhaps denotes the introduction

>y the Portu^
the Rosa de

at mass on a Sunday in Lent (Dymock). ,
'' Is it mentioned in

Sanskrit literature "r

*

It is quite possible that it has reached

different parts of India by different channels.

95. Xanthium spinosum, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 608 :
" C.

Bengal ; occasional in waste places. A native of Southern Europe,

receutly introduced." Not mentioned in F. B. I., nor by Voigt.

96. Lagascea mollis, Gav. B. P., vol, i, p 608 : C. Ben, d.

i, 302 :
- A

lia. Indigenous in

Central A
H. S. C, p. 406 :

" Hills of Cuba, and at St. Fe, in Mexico." Not
mentioned by previous writers.

97. Zinnia elegans, Jacq. Firminger, Gardening, p. 317 :

" In a spot where once grown, Zinnia plants are sure to come up
self-sown the following season." Indigenous in America. Voigt,

H. S. C, p. 413 :
" Mexico."

98. Zinnia pauciflora, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 609 1
" In gar-

dens in every province, but occasionally springing up subspon-

taneously." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 413 :
" Peru/' This species has a

wide distribution :'
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99. Cosmos sulfureus, Oav. B. P., vol. i, p. 616 :
" Chota

Nagpur; C. Bengal. A weed in waste places ; native of America."
Voigt, H. S. 0., p. 416 :

" Mexico." Cosmos caudatus, H. B. K.,

which has spread throughout the warmer parts of America and
has become practically endemic in some parts of the Old World,
should be looked for in India.

100. Tithonia tagetiflora, Desf. B. P., vol. i, p. 612 :
" In

most of the provinces, cultivated." Not enumerated by Voigt,

nor mentioned in Firminger, Gardening, 3rd edition. The plant

is sometimes cultivated in Europe. It is a native of Mexico.

101. Helianthus annuus, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 613 :
" In

gardens in all the provinces ; cultivated only." Watt, Ec. Diet.,

vol. iv, p. 210 :
" Said to be a native of Mexico and Peru, and to

have been introduced into Europe about the end of the sixteenth

century. The Aftabi, or sunflower, is mentioned in the Ain-i-

Akbari as a flower cultivated for ornamental purposes during the
reign of Akbar. Iu many hill-stations it is rapidly becoming
naturalised." Voigt, H. S. 0., p. 415. Roxb., P. I., p. 607:
"Although originally from Peru, it may now be inserted here as

102. Helianthus aegyrophyllus, Torr. et Gray. B. P., vol. i,

p. 613 :
" In gardens in all the provinces ; cultivated and also

freely springing up spontaneously in cultivated ground and waste
places." Not enumerated by Voigt.

103. Helianthus tuberosus, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 613 :
" In

gardens generally. The Girasole or Jerusalem Artichoke." Watt,
Ec. Diet., vol. iv, p. 211 :

" The Jerusalem Artichoke was first

introduced into Rome about 300 years ago and x^apidly spread
over Europe." Champlain, in 1603, found the root employed by
the natives of North America as a vegetable. Voigt, H. S. C,
p. 415 : " Commonly cultivated in gardens."

104. Guizotu abyssinica, Gass. B. P., vol. i, p. 614 :
« Cul-

tivated." Watt, Ec. Diet. :
" Native of Tropical Africa, but

extensively cultivated as an oil-seed in various parts of India."
F. B. I., iii, 308. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 414: " Lower Bengal."
Roxb., F. L, p. 606 :

" Verbesina sativa. In 1800, the seeds were
received into the Botanic Garden from H. Colebrooke, Esq., the
Resident at the court of the Berar Raja, and from Mr. Heyne at

Bangalore."

105. Synedrella nodiflora, Gaertner. B. P., vol. i, p. 615 :

'• C. Bengal ; in cultivated ground." F. B. I., iii, 308 :

" Tropical
America." Not mentioned by Voigt and Roxburgh. Found in
the whole of Tropical America.

106. Galinsoga parviflora, Cav. B. P., vol. i, p. 618 : 'Ap-
pearing occasionally as a cold weather weed, but not persisting."
Very common in the tea gardens of the Darjiling District, F. B.
I

.
iii, 311 :

" Introduced from America." Not mentioned by
Voigt. A native of Mexico, now in most of the temperate and
wanner parts of the world.

107. Tridax pbocumbens, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 618: F. B. I.,

m, 311: "Introduced from S. America," Wall, Cat., 3197.
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Voigt, H. S. C, p. 417 :
" Mexico, Vera Cruz. St. Martha, Cuba.

Entirely naturalised in the Mauritius, in Tropical India, etc.

In Serampore and its neighbourhood it is one of the worst
weeds." Not mentioned by Roxburgh, which, considering that
it is now exceedingly common in Sibpur, is very remarkable.
Mr. Burkill has kindly given me the following additional inform-
ation. He states that he believes that this plant has but
recently arrived in Northern Bengal; thus in 1906 Tridax
procumbens was only sparingly found along the railway lines

near Jalpaiguri; in 1908 there was abundance of it by the bridge

over the Murti River on the newer branch of the Bengal Duars
Railway, but it appears to be still generally absent from the

Duars and evidently a relatively new arrival even at Jalpaiguri.

Mr. Burkill did not observe it at Siliguri in 1906.

108. Chrysanthemum coronarium, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 619 :

" N. Bengal. An annual herb ; a cold weather field crop." Watt,
Be. Diet., vol. ii. ]). 272: • A native of the Mediterranean region."

F. B. I., iii, 314. Voigt, H. S. C., p. 419. Roxb., F. I., p. 604 :

" Pyrethrum indicum. A native of Bengal." The plant,

although indigenous in the region extending from the Azorian

Islands to Syria and Egypt, has become naturalised in various

parts of the Old and New World.
109. Chrysanthemum indicum, Linn. Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. ii,

p. 272 :
" Commonly cultivated in Indian gardens, and is in fact

only known in the garden state. It would appear that this and
the preceding plant are not distinguished from each other by the

natives of India." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 418. "China. Japan.

Common in gardens." Roxb., F. I., p. 604: " Common in gardens
all over India." Rheede, Hort. Mai., x, t. 44. Rumphius, Herb.
Amb., v, t. 91.

Campanulaceje.

110. Lobelia radicans, Thunb. B.P., vol. i, p. 634 :
« Chota

Nagpur ; naturalised near Banchi." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 367 :

"Pratia radicans, Don." Roxb., F. I., p. 170 : "Accidentally

introduced from China into the Botanic Garden at Calcutta."

SAPOTACEiE.

111. Achras Sapota, Linn. B. P., vol. i, p. 648 :
" Cultivated.

Native of America. The Sapota." Watt, Ec. Diet., i, p. 80:
" Introduced from America, and now cultivated throughout India."

F. B. I., iii, 534. Voigt., H. S. C, p. 339 :
" W. Indies. Cultivated

throughout the hot parts of South America." Roxb., F. I.,

p. 300 : " A native of China, from thence introduced into the

Botanic Garden at Calcutta, where growing in the same place

with the West Indian tree they are not to be distinguished from
it." Achras Sapota grows wild in the forests of the Antilles

and is now cultivated in all tropical countries for the sake of its
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Ebenace^.

112. Diospyros Kaki, Linn. f. B. P., vol. i, p. 653 :
" Planted

only in our area. Cultivated for its edible fruit." Watt, Ec.

Diet., vol. iii, p. 145 :
" Native of the Kliasia Hills, Upper

Assam, and Burma." Firininger, Gardening, p. 256 :
" Date-plum.

Thrives well, and bears abundantly in the neighbourhood of

Calcutta." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 345. Roxb., F. I., p. 412 :
" This

tree is now pretty common about Calcutta." Roxburgh consi-

dered Dioxpyros Kaki to be a native of China, Japan, and " the

mountains of Nepal to the northwards of Bengal." Hooker f.

found it wild in various localities in the Khasia Hills.: F. B. I.,

iii, 556. It is very probable that Diospyros Kaki reached Bengal
proper from China ; the tree seems to have been cultivated for a

long time in Japan, China and Tonkin.
113. Diospyros philippensis, Desr. B. P., vol. i, p. 654 :

" D. discolor. Cultivated in C. Bengal." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. iii.

p. 138: "Native of the Philippine Islands." Not mentioned in

Firminger, Gardening, 3rd ed. Diospyros philippensis is culti-

vated in various parts of S. E. Asia, in Mauritius, the Seychelles,

and in Brazil.

114. Allamanda cathartica, Linn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 667 :

" Planted in gardens
;

occasionally naturalised in C. and E.

Bengal." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. i, p. 168 :
" Run wild in the tidal

backwaters of the western coast (Beddome)." Voigt, H. S. C,
p. 528 :

" This shrub was introduced from Guiana into India in

1803, and is now very common in gardens." Roxb., Hort. Beng.,

p. 19. The original home of this species extends from Brazil to
Central America and the West Indies.

115. Thevetia neriifolia, Juss. B. P., vol. ii, p. 669 ;
" In

gardens in all the provinces." Voigt., H. S. C, p. 531 : "New
Granada, etc. Domesticated about Serampore." It is indigenous
in North, Central, and South America from Mexico and the
Antilles to Brazil. Roxburgh does not mention the plant,

116. Plumiera acutifolia, Poiret. .B. P., vol. ii, p. 670:
" Planted everywhere in gardens and near temples." Watt, Ec.
Diet., vol. vi, 1, p. 297 : " Dr. Hove in 1787 found the tree

indantlyon Malabar Hill." Voigt., H. S. C, p. 528 :

"Cultivated in China, India, the Moluccas, etc., where it is

thoroughly domesticated. It is, however, no doubt, with the
other Plumieras a native of S. America or the W. Indies." F. B.
I., iii, p. 641. Roxb., F. I., p. 248 :

" This very elegant, small
tree does not appear to be a native of this part of India. I have
only found it in gardens ; but there it is very common, which
shows it to be of considerable antiquity." This species is almost
certainly a native of Mexico.

117. Rauwolfia canescens, Linn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 671

:

" C. Bengal, cultivated and at times naturalised. Native of West
Indies." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 532 :

" Jamaica," Indigenous in the
Antilles and on the neighbouring South American Main.
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118. Locha-eha rosea (Linn. ). B. P., vol. ii, p. 672 :
" Vinca

rosea. Planted everywhere in gardens and near temples, also

often subspontaneous. Native of West Indies." Its present dis-

tribution comprises the whole of the Tropics where it is frequently

naturalised, but it seems to be really indigenous in the Antilles

only. Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. vi, 4, p. 244 :
" Occasionally domes-

ticated in waste places near villages." Voigt supposes it to be a
native of Cochin China. Roxb., F. L, p. 242 :

" Both the red

and white varieties are common in gardens over India. I have
never found it in its native state."

119. Vallaris pergulana, Burnt. B. P., vol. ii, p. 675 :

" Occasionally cultivated." F. B. I., iii, 651 :
" I doubt the

species being British Indian." It is a native of the Malay Archi-

pelago. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 524. Roxb., F. I., p. 247 :
" A native

of Bengal, but scarce." Rumph., Herb. Amb., 5, t. 29.

120. Roupellia grata, Wall. B. P., vol. ii, p. 677 ; "Fre-
quently planted." Strophanthus gratus, Baillon. A native of

West Africa from the Gaboon to Senegambia. Firminger, Garden-
ing, 3rd ed., p. 498 :

" In the cold season large plants will occa-

sionally bear a seed-pod or two." Not mentioned in Voitrt. H. S. C.

nor in F. B. I., nor in F. I.

ASCLEPlADACEiE.

121. Cryptostegia GRAND1FLORA, R. Br. B. P., vol. ii, p. 684 :

" In gardens in most of the provinces. Native of Africa or of

Madagascar." F. B. I., iv, 6 :
" Supposed to be a native of Af-

rica or Madagascar, from which latter country another species is

described, but this is only known from Mauritius garden speci-

mens." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 544 Roxb., F. I., p. 245. Roxburgh
thought this species to be a native of the Peninsula of India. The
other species referred to is C. madagascariensis, Boj., wrhich has

lately been found to grow wild in Madagascar.
122. Asclepias curassavica, Linn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 689 :

'< Na-
tive of America." F. B. I

,
iv, p. 18: "A weed introduced from

the West Indies throughout the Tropics. Voiyt, H. S. O, p. 539 :

' Curacao, Esseqnibo, Cumana, Trinidad." Roxb., Hort. Beng., 20.

123. Stephanotis floribcnda, Thouars. B. P., vol. ii, p. 695 :

'« Native of Madagascar." Not mentioned in F. B. I., nor in

Voigt's H. S. C, nor by Roxburgh. Firminger, Gardening, 3rd
ed., p. 504.

POLEMONIACEJS.

124. Phlox Drummondi, Hook. B. P., vol. ii, p. 710 : "Oc-
casionally subspontaneous on rubbish heaps in C. Bengal, but only
the white-flowered form. Native of N. America." Not mentioned
by Voigt.

Boraginaceji:.

125. Heliotropium curassavicum, Linn. Voigt, H. S. C,
p. 444: " S. America, etc. Domesticated about Serampore." Col.
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Pram does not include the plant in his treatise ;
it lias probably

disappeared, but it should be searched for.

126. Evolvulus nummularius, Linn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 726 :
" A

native of the West Indies, now completely naturalised and rapidly

spreading." Mentioned neither in F. B. I., nor in Voigt, nor in

Roxburgh, P. I. It must therefore be of comparatively recent intro-

duction. I have observed it within the precincts of the Engineer-

ing College, Sibpur, and in the Botanic Gardens for about twenty

years. It is common on grass plots about Calcutta and prefers

tennis grounds. It is found hanging down the side of tiled drains

from the edges, and the frequent mowing or cutting of the grass

of grassy plots seems to favour its growth and spread, as the cutting-

tool does not touch it. Although its delicate roots penetrate but

slightly into the soil, it succeeds in weathering even such seasons

of intense heat and dryness as India experienced in the earlier

parts of the present year, always looking cheerfully fresh and
green except during the hottest part of the day, when its leaves

become flaccid, to refresh themselves again by and in the dew of

the following night. It will be exceedingly interesting to watch
its gradual spread in this country. Mr. Burkill has kindly sup-

plied me with the following additional information. Evolvulus

nummularius is advancing in two directions—in the direction of

the North-West Provinces, and in the direction of Assam. In the

first direction we find it to be common near Bardwan along the

Grand Trunk R,oad under planted trees. Similarly it is found in

Arrah in a planted avenue under Pipal trees ; at Tarkaulia

Factory in the District of Champaran and at Keota Factory, Dal-
sing Serai, in the District of Darbhanga, it has settled down
under planted Mango trees. East of the Hughli we notice it

growing in great abundance in the Park at Barrackpur ; at Chua-
danga in the Nadia District it has taken root under young Mango
trees, whilst half-way between Pachuria and Goalando in the
District of Faridpur Mr. Burkill found a single patch of the Evol-
vulus, about a yard across, growing on the railway embankment
far away from trees. Col. Prain once received it from a corres-

pondent at Gauhati, Assam, but it was not stated whether the

specimen had been gathered at Gauhati or elsewhere.

127. Jacquemontia c&rulea, Ghoisy. B. P., vol. ii, p. 728 :

" In gardens, general." F. B. I., iv, 220 :
" Cultivated often in

India." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 364, enumerates it as desirable :
" Gui-

nea." Not in Firminger's Gardening, 5th ed.

128. Ipom(EA tricolor, Oav. B. P., vol. ii, p. 736 :
" In gar-

dens. Native of America. This species, though of recent introduc-
tion, is now one of the most favourite of annual trellis climbers/'
Not mentioned by Voigt. A native of Mexico.

129. Ipom<ea Learii, Paxt. B. P., vol. ii, p. 734 :
" A favour-

ite garden plant ; semi-naturalised in Chittagong." Not in Voigt's
H. S. C. A native of Argentina.

130. Ipomcea Nil {Linn). B. P., vol. ii, p. 734 :
" In gar-

dens in all the provinces ; as if wild at times in the western parts."
F. B. I., iv, 199 : " I. hederacea. Probably an American plant,
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naturalised in the Old World." Roxb., F. I., p. 168 :
" I. cceru-

lea, K6nig." A native of Tropical America.
131. Ipom<ea purpurea, Lamk. B. P., vol. ii, p. 735 :

" This,
though often found growing as if wild in the Himalayas, is only
to be met with in gardens in the plains." P. B. I., iv. 200 :

" Trop-

VoigtfH^S^ C.^p
6

35lf
7
" Pharb^is purpureas. Xnerica."

Roxb., Hort. Beng., p. 14. A native of Brazil and other parts of

Tropical South America.
132. Ipojkba Batatas, Lamk. B. P., vol. ii, p. 735 :

" Culti-

vated occasionally, especially in the western provinces." Watt,
Ec. Diet., vol. iv, p. 478 : "Originally a native of Tropical S<vnh
America." F. B. I., iv, 202. Roxb., F. I., p. 162. Rheede, Hort.

Mai., vii, 35. Rumphius, Herb. Ami)., v. t. 130. Possibly native

of Central America (Honduras).
133. QOAMOCLIT C0CC[NEA, MoBuch. B. P., vol. ii, p. 737 :

" Quamoclit phoenicea, Choisy. In all provinces, cultivated and
naturalised." F. B. I.. iv, 199 :

' ; Iponicea coccinea. Cultivated and
quasi-wild throughout In.lin. i'it-mummi-Iv supposed by Roxburgh
to be a native of Coromandel. Introduced from Tropical America.''

Roxb., F. I., p. 169: "Ipomcea phoenicea, R. This plant has

also been reared from seeds received from the Island of Trinidad."

Roxb., Hort. Beng., 14. Not referred to by Rheede. Whilst there

can be hardly any doubt about Quamoclit coccinea being a native

of Tropical America, it is very different with Quamoclit pexnata

(Lamk.), Q. pinnata, Bojer, Q. vulgaris, Choisy. B. P., vol. ii,

p. 738 :
" In most of the provinces, cultivated and naturalised." It

is certain not to be a native of Bengal, but Roxburgh may be quite

correct when he, in F. I., p. 169, declares it to be a native of India.

It was known to Rheede . Hort. Mai., xi. 123, t, 60) and Rumphius
(Herb. Amb., v, 155, t. 2).

134. Solanum Ltcoperbicum, Linn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 743:
" Cultivated and sometimes an escape." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. v. p.

100 :
" Introduced from South America." F. B. I., iv, 237 :

" Cul-

tivated and an escape." Voigt, H. S. C, i, p. 513 :
" Domesticated

in India." Roxb., F. I., p. 190 :
" Although this is now very com-

mon in India, I suspect it is as little a native as the common pota-

to, which is now very generally cultivated over India, even by
natives, for their own use." Rumph., Herb. Amb., v., t. 154.

Probably indigenous in the western parts of South America.
135. Solanum tuberosum, Linn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 745 :

" Culti-

vated sparingly." A native of Chili, Peru, and New Granada,
According to Watt the cultivation of the potato was probably intro-

duced into India some time between the end of the sixteenth and the
beginning of the eighteenth century. The potato was probably in-

troduced into India by the Portuguese, as it was cultivated on
the Iberian Peninsula a considerable time before Walter Raleigh
introduced it into Ireland. See Roxburgh's remark under Lyco-
persicum esculentnm.
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136. SOLANUM SISYMBBIF0L1UM, Lamk. B. P., vol. ii, p. 746 :

" An escape : native of America." Not mentioned in F. B. I., nor

by Voigt, nor Roxburgh.
137. Capsicum anhtjum, Linn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 748 :

" Culti-

vated sparingly in gardens of Europeans." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. ii,

p. 135 :
" A native of equinoctial America, most probably of

Brazil." Hove states that capsicums were grown in Bombay in

Capsicum ankuum, tar. acuminatum, Fingerhut. B. P., vol. ii,

p. 748 :
" Cultivated generally. There is little doubt that the

forms (Gachh mirich, Lai gachh mirich, Lanka mirich, and Lai Lanka
mirich) have been evolved since C. annuum was first introduced

into India, for in America they are only known as having been
raised from Indian seeds." This is the Capsicum frutescens of

F. B. I, iv, 239 and F. L, p. 193.
Capsicum annuum, var. abbreviatum. B. P., vol. ii, p. 748 :

" Cultivated sparingly in the gardens of Europeans. This includes

the majority of the pungent forms of chillie usually raised from
European seed." Roxb, F. I., p. 193 :

" This does not appear to

be a native of India as the Hindoos have no name for it, nor is it

even found in their gardens. In India the capsicums are all

shrubby and they are seldom suffered to remain longer than one

^^cipsicuM annuum, var. grossum, Sendt. B. P., vol. ii, p. 748 :

- Cultivated in gardens, both European and native." Capsicum
grossum. F. B. L, iv, 239. Roxb., F. I., p. 193 :

" The plant does
not appear to me a native of India."

" Cultivated occasionally in European gardens. Cherry pepper."
F. B I., iv, 239. Roxb., F. I., p. 193 :

" Capsicum cerasiforme.
I doubt much whether this be a native of India, for I have only
found it in the gardens of the curious."

Cafsicdm annuum, var. nigrum., B. P., vol. ii, p. 749: « Culti-

vated occasionally in native gardens. Purple chillie." Roxb., F.

I., p. 192 :
" Capsicum put pureum. In 1796, 1 found a single plant

of this species in the garden."
138. Capsicum fkutescens, Linn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 749 :

" Cul-
tivated, but not very extensively

;
quite naturalised in waste places

in all provinces. Birds'-eye chillie." C. minimum, F. B. I., iv,

239. Roxb, F. I., p. 193. East Indian Bird Chilly.

Capsicum frutescens, var. baccatcm, Irish. B. P., vol. ii, p. 749 :

" Cultivated occasionally. Brazil pepper or pimentas." F. B. I.,

iv, 239 : Capsicum minimum, in part.

139. Physalis peruviana, Linn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 750 :
" In all

provinces, cultivated in gardens." The Tipari or Cape goose-
berry. Watt, Ec. Diet, vol. vi, 1, p. 225: " Occasi.mall v

spontaneous from cultivation." F. B. I., iv, 238. Voigt, H. S. C,
p. 314. Roxb, F. I, p. 189 :

" I have found this only in the cul-
tivated state." A native of America.

140. Nicotiana rustica, Linn. B. P, vol. ii, p. 752 : "In all
the provinces sparingly cultivated, except in N. Bengal, where its
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cultivation is general." Watt, Ec. Diet,, vol. v, p. 352 :
" Believed

to be a native of Mexico, and according to De Candolle, it is prob-
ably indigenous in California." F. B. I., iv, 245. Voigt, B. B.

C, p. 516. Roxb., Hort. Beng., p. 16.

141. Nicotiana Tabaccim, Linn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 752 :
" In all

provinces, generally cultivated, but most extensively in N.
Bengal." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. v, p. 353 :

" De Candolle gives
Ecuador and the neighbouring countries ;i - thr region where it prob-

ably had its origin." F. B. I., iv, 245. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 516.
Roxb, Hort. Beng., p. 16.

142. Nicotiana plumbaginifolia, Viv. B. P., p. 752:
lt Though now so general a weed, this plant is not alluded to by
Roxburgh ; it is not, however, certain that it is an introduction
subsequent to Roxburgh's time, because the genus Nicotiana is

omitted from the Flora Indica
;
though it is probable, because

Roxburgh enumerates the two preceding species (N. rustica and
N. Tabacum) in the Hortus Bengalensis, but omits this one." F.

B. I., iv, 246 :
" Bengal, a common introduced weed. Native of

Mexico and the W. Indies. The only species of Nicotiana that has
established itself in India." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 516: "Rio
Grande. Domesticated about Serampore."

143. Beowallta elata, Linn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 753 :
" In gar-

dens in the cold season ; often occurring spontaneously in garden
beds and on rubbish heaps. Native of Peru." Voigt, H. S. C, p.

500. Roxb., Hort. Beng., p. 45.

144. Antirrhinum majus, Linn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 758 :
" In

gardens during the cold season
;
subspontaneous in some parts of

India, but not so in Lower Bengal." F. B. I., iv, 253. Voigt, H.
S. C, p. 499. A native of the Mediterranean Region. It would be
interesting to know whether Antirrhinum majtu (the snap-dragon )

ever occurs as an escape in Bihar or Chota Nagpur as it does in

145. rtUSSELIA JUUCEA, Jacq. V., vol. n, p. VoS :
" In

gardens, very common." Firminger, Gardening, 5th ed., p. 470

:

" Every portion of it that touches the ground in the rains takes

root. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 501 : " Mexico."

146. Herpestis eHAMtfDROtDEs, Linn. B. P., ii, p. 765 :
" C.

Bengal. A small weed of garden paths, of recent introduction,

but now thoroughly naturalised. Native of America." Not re-

ferred to in Voigt, H S. C.

147. Torrenia Fourniert, Linn. B. P., ii, p. 767 :
" An

annual which springs up spontaneously in garden beds and waste
places. Native of Cochin China." Not mentioned by Voigt.

148. Scoparia dulcis, Linn. B. P., ii, p. 772, without any
remark. F. B. I., iv, 289 :

" Plains of Bengal, abundant, Clarke,

Distr. Tropics of America and sporadically in Africa, Asia, and
Australia. Though now a superabundant Bengal plant, it was un-
known in Roxburgh's time, and occurs in no Indian Herbarium
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except Clarke's." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 507 :
" Native of every part

of the world within the Tropics, common particularly near the sea.

About Serampui\ An infusion of the plant is used by the Indians

of S. America to cure agues (Thunb.)" Sir Joseph Hooker
in F. B. I. suggests that the plant has spread from Serampore. It

is certainly remarkable that Roxburgh does not mention the plant

as it is now very common about Sibpur, as in other parts of Bengal.

BlGNONIACEiE.

149. MlLLINGTONIA HORTENSIS, Linn. f. B. P., vol. ii, p. 788 :

• Planted along roadsides and in gardens, also often occurring sub-

spontaneously." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. v, p. 247. F. B. I., iv, 377 :

" Burma. Planted extensively in India, and in other tropical coun-

tries. Perhaps wild also in Central India and on the Upper Goda-
very." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 476, under Bignonia suberosa. Roxb , F.

I., p. 495 :
" The native country of this beautiful tree I have not

been able to discover ; all I can learn is that some plants or seeds

were brought from the Raja of Tanjore's garden to Madras, from
thence one plant was procured for the Company's Botanic Garden
in Calcutta, about fifteen vears ago." Roxb., Coromandel plant*.

3, t. 214.

150.
, Tecoma stans, Linn. B. P., vol ii, p. 788 :

" In gardens,

general." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 479 :
" W. Indies, Mexico. Intro-

duced at Bombay."
151. Campsis grandifloka (Thunb.). Firminger, Gardening,

p. 540: " Tecoma grandiflora. It bears seed abundantly in No-
vember." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 478. Roxb., F. I., p. 493 :

" A
native of China; runs over bushes, etc." Cumpsis grandiflora is

indigenous in Japan.
152. Campsis kadicans (Linn.). Firminger, Gardening, p. 540 :

"Tecoma radicans. Emitting roots from its branches wherever
they touch the ground." Voigt, H. S. C.,p. 478. Roxb., Hort.
Beng., p. 47. This species is a native of the United States, from
Illinois to Florida.

Martyniace^:.

153. Martynia annua, Linn. (Martynia diandra, Glox.)
B. P., vol. ii, p. 791 :

" Chota Nagpur, very common on roadsides
and near villages." Also found by the writer in N. Bengal.
Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. v, p. 192 :

" An American weed (called

Tiger Claw or Devil's Claw) is now common in the Gangetic plain
and elsewhere in India." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 475 :

" Mexico.
Domesticated about Serampore." Roxb., Hort. Beng., p. 45. This
species, although having its probable home in Mexico, is now a
tropical cosmopolitan.

Acanthace,e.

154. Rcellia tuberosa, Linn. B. P.,ii, p. 803 :
" Occasion-

ally naturalised. Native of America." Found along the Howrah
Botanical Garden road not far from the northern gate of the
Civil Engineering College. Not mentioned by Voigt.
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155. Lantana trifolia, Linn. B. P., ii, p. 824 :
" Naturalised,

native of America." F. B. I., iii, 563. Voigt, H. S. 0., p. 472 :

West Indian mountains." Roxb., Horfc. Beng., p. 46.

156. Lantana camara, Linn. B. P., ii, p. 825 :
" In the cen-

tral and eastern provinces frequently, in the western parts only
occasionally naturalised." F. B. L, iv, p. 562 : "An American
plant, has run wild in India, especially in the W. Deccan and
Ceylon." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 472 : L aruleata, L. Jamaica and
most W. Indian Islands, where it is called Wild Sage, on account of
its strongly aromatic smell." Roxb., Hort. Beng., p. 46. Of some
interest is also Lantana indica, Roth. This grows in most parts
of Bengal. In the Flora of British India it is stated that it is

common in the warmer parts of India and Ceylon, and one of the
commonest weeds on the river banks of Bengal. It appears, how-
ever, that the shrub has spread in Bengal only in recent times

;

for Roxburgh says that it is a native of Mysore, whence Dr.
Heyne sent seeds to the Botanic Garden at Calcutta, " where the
plants thrive luxuriantly." It does not appear to have been a
common plant in Bengal in 1840, for the only remark that stands
against Lantana indica in Voigt's H. S. C. is: " Mysore. Com-
mon about Dharwar. Fl. small, light purple, inodorous. R. S. ;

fr. 0."

157. Stachytarpheta indtca, Vakl. B. P., ii, p. 826 :
" Natu-

ralised ; often also cultivated in native gardens. Native of Amer-
ica." F. B. I., iv, 564, 565 :

" Probably naturalised in Asia ; the

examples from extra -tropical India are almost surely escapes."

Voigt, H. S. C, p. 471. under St. jamaicensis and St. nrticxfolia,

stated to be from the W. Indies and S. America. St. jam uicem<"*

is also mentioned in Roxb., Hort. Beng., p. 4.

158. Lippia geminata, E. B. K. B. P., ii, p. 825. Col.

Prain treats it as indigenous. C. B. Clarke in F. B. I., iv, p. 564,

also appears to consider it so, for he writes :
" Bengal, frequent

;

below Dacca, J. B. H., etc. Distrib. Trop. America, a widely
dispersed weed." Voigt enumerates Lantana canescens, Kunth,
which may, or more likely, may not be Lippia geminata. Possibly

Lippia geminata may have been overlooked by the earlier authors

in consequence of its great resemblance to Lantana indica.

159. Duranta Plumieri, Jacq. B. P., ii, p. 827 :
" In gar-

dens and shrubberies in all provinces, planted
;
occasionally also

subspontaneous in village thickets in C. Bengal." F. B.
,
I.,

iv, p. 560 :

u Duranta, a large American bush, is much cultiva-

ted in India." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 471: " W. Indies." Not
mentioned by Roxburgh. The freedom with which it produces
fruits and seeds would lead one to expect this shurb to spread
much more copiously into the jungles of Bengal than it does. In-

deed it is rarely met with in localities where it may not have been
planted.

160. Clerodendron fragrans, Vent. B. P., ii, p. 835: " C.

Bengal ;
Chittag-ong : escaped from cultivation. Native of China."

F. B. I., iv, p. 589 ::
" Extensively cultivated." Voigt, H. S. C,

rp. 466. : .
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161. Callicarpa cana, Linn. B. P., ii, p. 828 :
" Often culti-

vated
;

occasionally naturalised in C Bengal. Native of the

Malay Peninsula." F. B. I., iv, 568. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 467.

Roxburgh, F. I., p. 131 :
" This shrub was introduced into the

Botanic Garden from the Moluccas in 1798."

162. Hyptis capitata, Jacq. B. P., ii, p. 848 :
" C. Ben-

gal, naturalised, rare. Introduced from America." Not referred

to by previous authors. An erect annual. Its native distribution

is from Mexico to Brazil and Paraguay.
163. Hyptis suaveolens, Poit. B. P., ii, p. 848 :

" In all the

western provinces, very common. Native of America." F. B. I.

:

" Deccan Peninsula, Cachar and Nicobar Islands ; introduced.

Distr. Tropical America, introduced into Tropical Asia." Does
not appear to be referred to by Voigt, unless his Hyptis pectinata,

Poit., is the present species. Roxburgh does not mention it. Its

original home extends from S. Brazil and Peru to Mexico.
164. Meriandra bengalensis, Benth. B. P., ii, p. 858 :

" In
native gardens in C. Bengal. Native of Abyssinia. Vern.
Kafur ka pat." F. B. I, iv, 653. Wall, PI. As. Rar., i, 29.

Salvia bengalensis, Konig. Roxburgh, F. I., p. 49. " Is only found
in gardens.'

165. Salvia coccinea, Linn. B. P. ii, p. 859 : "In gardens
generally, and occasionally subspontaneous. Native of S.

America." Voigt,, H. S. C, p. 455: " Domesticated in many
parts of India."

166. Mirabilis jalapa, Linn. B. P., ii, p. 862: "Culti-
vated, and as an escape. Native of America." Voigt, H. S. C,
p. 328 ; " Domesticated in our gardens."

167. BOUGA INVILLEA SPECTABILIS, Willd. B. P., ii, p. 864

:

" In gardens of European residents common. Native of Brazil."
Voigt, H. S. C, p. 329 :

" Rio Janeiro, August 1839."
168. Bougainvillea glabra, Ghoisy. B. P., ii, p. 863 : 'In

gardens, both native and European. Native of Brazil."

PHYTOLACCACEiE.

169. Rivina humilis, Linn. B. P., ii, p. 883 :
" In all the

provinces, cultivated, and in most of them thoroughly naturalised
and as if wild. Native of America." F. B. I., v, 21 :

" Rivina
Lathenia, Ham. in Wall. Cat. 6952, from Patna, is the common
South American Rivina hevis, Linn , or an allied plant." Voigt,
H. S. C, p. 323 :

" Rivina laevis, W. Indies. Domesticated about
Serampore." Roxb., H. B., p. 11.

PlPERACEJE.

170. Peperqmia pellucida, Kunth. B. P., ii, p. 894 :
" C.

Bengal, naturalised. A succulent herb, recently introduced, but
now extremely abundant." Not mentioned in F. B. I., nor in
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Voigt, H. S. C. Its native country extends from Northern Brazil
and Peru to the Antilles. Doubtfully indigenous, but completely
domesticated in Western and Eastern Tropical Africa. In Amer-
ica it is eaten as a salad.

POLYGONACEJS.

171. Antigonon leptopus, Endl. B. P., vol. ii, p. 889 :
" In

gardens generally." Firminger, Gardening, 3rd ed., p. 437 :
" Of

late introduction. Propagated by seeds or cuttings." Not men-
tioned by Voigt. A native of the western parts of Mexico.

Laurace^e.

172. Cinnamomum ZBTLANicuM, Breyn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 899 :

" Planted, but rarely. Native of Ceylon." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol.

ii, p. 324 :
" A native of the Ceylon forests ; also said to be met

with in the forests of Tenasserira. F. B. I., v, 131. Voigt, H. S.

C, p. 307. Roxb., F. I., p. 336: " General Macdowal, in com-
mand on the Island of Ceylon, sent to the Botanic Garden at Cal-

cutta, in 1801, several plants of the best sort. The sort introduced
forty years ago is of the narrow-leaved, inferior kind."

173. Oinnamomum Camphora, F. Nees. B. P., vol. ii, p. 899 :

" Planted rather commonly. Native of China." The Camphor
tree. Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. ii, p. 317 :

" A native of China, Ja-
pan, and Malay Islands." F. B. L, v, 134. Voigt, H. S. C,
p. 308 :

" Camphora officinarum." Roxb., F. I., p. 339 :
" Laurus

camphorifera. This tree is a native of the Malaya Islands and
was introduced into the Botanic Garden in 1802/' This tree is a

native of China, Formosa ( and Japan).

El'PHORPJACEjE.

174. Euphorbia Tirucalli, Linn. B. P., ii, p. 924 :
" A

hedge plant in most of the provinces, now quite naturalised in the

western parts. Native of Africa." F. B. I., v, 254 :
" Natural-

ised in Bengal, the Deccan Peninsula and Ceylon." Voigt, H. S.

C, p. 162. Roxburgh, F. I., p. 393. Rheede, Hort. Mai _

Rumph, Herb. Amb., t. 29. The Bengali name, Lanka Sij, seems to

indicate that the plant has been introduced from Ceylon directly.

This probably justifies Buchanan- Hamilton's view (Trans. Linn.

Soc, xiv, 286) that the plant is of comparatively recent introduc-

tion. It is very probable that the plant had been introduced into

Ceylon and the Indian Archipelago from Africa, before reaching
the Indian continent.

175. Euphorbia pulcherrima, WiUd. B. P., ii, p. 924:
" Cultivated in European gardens. Native of America." Gener-
ally known under the name of Poinsettia pulcherrima. F. B. I.,

v., 239. Voisrt, H. S. C, p. 164 :
" Poinsettia pulcherrima, Grab .,

Mexico. In Honourable Company's Garden fl. C. S." (cold season).

The plant seems not to have been common in Calcutta gardens in

1840.
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176. Euphorbia geniculata, Ortega. B. P., ii, p. 924: " In

gardens, occasionally. An annual herb." F. B. I., v, 239 :
" Is

both cult ivated in gardens, and has been found apparently wild,

bat no doubt as an escape, in the Sutlej Valley." Euphorbia

prunifolia, Jacq., Wall. Cat., 7690. Voigt, H. S.C., p. 163 :
" Peru."

Roxb., H. B., p. 36. It would be interesting to know whether this

-pedes shows any tendency to run wild in Bengal.

177. Euphorbia splendens, Bojer. Often cultivated. Ana-
fcive of .Madagascar. Firminger, Gardening, 3rd ed., p. 393. Voigt,

H. S. C, p. 162.

178. Euphorbia Bojeri, Rook. Often cultivated A native of

Madagascar. Firminger, Gardening, p. 362. Voigt, H. S.C., p. 162.

179. Euphorbia heterophylla, Linn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 924:
" In gardens generally, and often also subspontaneous in waste

places in C. Bengal.'' Not mentioned in Firminger, Gardening,

3rd edition. It is indigenous in the urea extendino from Peru

and Brazil to Illinois in the United States. Euphorbia heterophytlu

is mentioned under the name of Euphorbia cyathophora as a desir-

able by Voigt in H. S. C, p. 164.

180. EUPHORBIA ORAMIXEA, Jacq. B. P., ii, p. 924: "C.
Bengal, naturalised. An annual herb. A recently introduced

American weed, not yet very common." Not mentioned by Voigt.

Its original home extends from Mexico to Peru.

181. Pedilanthus tithymaloides, Poit. B. P., ii, p. 925 :

*' A hedge plant, especially in the central and eastern provinces;

introduced." F. B. I., v, 239 :
" A West Indian succulent shrub,

which is much cultivated in native gardens and planted in hedges."

Voigt, H. S. C, p. 164: "Was introduced into the country
before 1794, and is now domesticated everywhere. Chiefly
used for hedges, as neither goats nor cows will touch the leaves.

Used in the W. Indies medicinally under the name of Ipecacu-
anha in all cases where that drug is required." Roxburgh, H. B.,

p. 36.

182. Jatropha multifida, Linn. B. P., ii, p. 941 : In

gardens and near temples, general. Native of S. America." F.

B. I., v, 383 :
" Cultivated and naturalised in various parts of In-

dia." Wall. Cat., 7801. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 159 :
" Coral plant.

America." Roxb., Hort. Beng., p. 69.

183. Jatropha gossypifolia. Linn. B. P., ii, p. 941 :
" In

all the provinces, in waste places. A common weed of roadsides.

Native of Brazil." F. B. 1., v. 383 .

- Bengal. Clarke:' Notmen-
tioned in Voigt, H. S. C, nor by Roxburgh. As the plant was not

collected by Sir Joseph Hooker, it has probably been introduced
after 1850. I found it to be very common in C. and N. Bengal in

1881. It would be very interesting to trace the history of its

spread in Bengal.
184. Jatropha Curcas, Linn. B. P., ii, p. 941 :

" In all prov-
inces and in village thickets." F. B. I., v, 338 :

" Throughout
India and Ceylon, common near villages, cultivated and natu-
ralised." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 158: " Cuba, South America. Do-
mesticated in India." Roxburgh, F. I., p. 689, takes the plant to
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be a native of the coast of Coromandel. It would be interesting
to know how far back this species can be traced in Indian medical

185. Aledrites moluccana, Willd. B. P., i, p. 942 :
" In

gardens, especially in C. Bengal." F. B. I., v, 384 :
" Native of

the Malay ? and Pacific Islands." As if wild in the Wainad.
Roxburgh, F. I., p. 670 :

" Aleurites triloba. A large tree, now pretty
common in gardens about Calcutta, originally from the Malay
countries." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 159.

186. Croton sparsifi/'IM's. Morung, described in the present
paper. Not mentioned in B. P., nor anywhere else.

187- Croton sp. A new species from Chittagong, evidently
an immigrant, under investigation.

188. Codij5UM variegatdm, El. B. P., ii, p. 944 :
" In gar-

dens everywhere." Croton of the Anglo-Indians. F. B. I., v,

399 :
« Native of the Molucca Islands." Voigt, H. S. C., p. 157 :

" Codiaeum chrysosticton, Rumph." Roxburgh, F. I., p. 687

:

" Croton bractiferum, R. A native of the Moluccas."
189. Ricints cOMMfNis, Linn. B. P., ii, p. 952 : "Apparently

introduced from Africa." Roxburgh, F. I., p. 690.

190. Manihot utilissima, PoJil. B. P., vol. ii, p. 940: "N.
Bengal Duars, cultivated in clearings." Watt. Ec. Diet., vol. v,

p. 157. Voigt, H. S. C !

- • K •

never flowered here, nur had it done so in H. C. G. in 1814, though
introduced in 1794." Roxb., Hort. Beng., p. 69. Cultivated in

Brazil, Peru, and Mexico before the advent of the Europeans. Prob-
ably a native of Brazil where it is reported to grow wild.

191. Sapium sebiferum, Roxb. B. P., vol. ii, p. 954 : "Cul-
tivated, occasionally, especially in the northern parts." Watt, Ec.

Diet., vol. vi, 2, p. 472: "Indigenous to China, and introduced as a

cultivated plant into various parts of India " F. B. I., v, 470.

Voigt, H. S. C, p. 161 :
" Stillingia sebifera. Domesticated about

Serampore." Roxb., F. L, p. 691 :
" Is now very common about

Calcutta, where in the course of a few years it has become one of

the most common trees. In Bengal it is only considered as an
ornamental tree." A native of China and Japan.

Urticaces.

192. Canhabjs sativa, Linn. B. P., ii, p. 960. F. B. I., v, 487,

'^Wild in the^N.^W. Himalaya. Central Asia, wild ; cultivated

inhabitant of waste places and on roadsides in many places in Ben-
gal. It may now fairly be considered to be indigenous.

193. Broossonetia papyripbra, Vent. B. P., ii, p. 967

:

" Planted, occasionally, and wherever planted springing up sponta-

neously. The Paper Mulberry. Native of Burma, Malaya, and
Polynesia." F. B. I., v, 490. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 284 :

« Has been
in the garden here more than twelve years without flowering."

194. Ficos pumila, Linn. B. P., ii, p. 982 :
" In many of the

provinces, planted to take the place of ivy as a creeper on Avails.
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Native of Japan and China. The Ivy-Fig." Not mentioned by
voigt.

Cycadacej;.

195
•

Ctcas Rumphii, Miq. B. P., ii, p. 993: "In gardens,
occasionally. Native of the Andamans and Malaya." F. B. I., v,

Inn.^' H
' S * °' P" 554 : -Cvc^ circinalis." Roxb.. P. I.,

p. 709: Cycas circinalis, Willd. This beautiful small palm has
of late years been introduced from Amboyna into the Company's
Botanic Garder ~u— :± "----- • 1

freely.'

dens, frequently. Native of Japan." P. B. I., v, 656 : Voigt
-H-- C., p 555

: '' Common in gardens about Calcutta." Roxb.,
V. 1., p. 709: " Very common in gardens about Calcutta Voisrt

troduced into H. C. G. in 1794.

Casuarixace.e.

197. Casuarina equisrtifolia, Forst. B. P., vol. ii p 985-
"Chittagong coast. Elsewhere often planted." I include this
species in the present enumeration, because, as far as Bengal
proper is concerned, it is eminently an introduced plant, which,
however, forms a familiar feature in many a Bengali landscape
Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. ii, p. 230 :

« Introduced into the plains of
India as a roadside tree about the beginning of the nineteenth
century." P B. I., v, 598. Roxb., F. I., p

° 632 :
« It was sent

by Dr. Buchanan (from Chittagong) to the Botanic Gardenwhere in the course of ten years from the seed, they have grown
to be trees of from sixty to eighty feet in height."

Conifers.

Thuja orientals, Linn. B. P, vol. ii, p. 992 :
« Often

planted." Voigt, H
China it has been introduced

«TnTrn^' *
S^r?^7 planted." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. i, p. 236 :

Tt^l , a T 1

Amflca
'

Jt is apparently a native of Brazil.
It was introduced by the Portuguese into Bengal in 1594. Its
introduction is expressly mentioned by Indian Authors." Roxb..

" ' P " 7 ? \
Bromeha a»anas. Its not being a native of India

IZTnanl 7 1*™^™™°^ evidently derivediiom ananas, as well as there being no Sanscrit name for *o

ifTZ a
h
t a Plan*« a thin^ which co*14 scarcely have happened

Jf * had been a native of the East Indies." Rheede* Hort. Mat 1
1

!
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ILemodoracej:.

200. Sansevieria trifasciata, Hort. B. P., vol. ii, p. 1054 :

- Often cultivated
; sometimes as an escape." Evidently closely

related to 8. guineensis, and perhaps a variety of the latter. It
may be considered to be a native of Africa.

201. Sassevikria cv i.i.m.rica, Bojer. B. P., vol. ii, p. 1054 :

"Occasionally cultivated." A native of Zanzibar; cultivated
along the coast of Africa from Zanzibar to Angola.

202. Maranta arundinacea, Linn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 1048:
Occasionally planted. Arrow-root." Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. v, p.

180 :
" In Bengal it did not attract attention much before 1830.

Voigt, H. S. C, p. 575. A native of Tropical America.
203. Ravenala madagascariensis, Sonnerat. B. P., vol. ii,

p. 1050 :
" Occasionally planted." F. B. I, vi, 198. Voigt, H. S.

C, p. 579. Roxb., F. I., p. 279 :

4i Urania speciosa, Willd. In 1802
three plants of this elegant tree were brought from the Island of
Mauritius by Captain Tennant to the Botanic Garden at Calcutta

The seeds of the first crop of flowers ripened in November 1807."

204. Iris chinensis, Curtis. Firminger, Gardening, 5th ed.,

p. 372 :
" A common plant in gardens in all parts of India, but

seems to blossom more freely in the United Provinces than in

Bengal." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 604. Roxb., F. I., p. 57 : "This
species has been introduced from China into the Botanic Garden."

205. Morjea iridioides, Linn. Firminger, Gardening, 5th

ed., p. 373 :
" Iris morseoides." Voigt, H. S. C., p. 603 :

" Thrives
and blossoms well in Calcutta."

206. Tigbidia pavonia, Linn. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 605 : It

thrives well in Upper India (Firminger). A native of Mexico and
Peru.

207. Cipora paludosa, Aubl. B. P., vol. ii, p. 1055 :
- C.

Bengal; quite naturalised in thickets near Calcutta." Voigt,

H. S. C, p. 601. Roxb., Hort, Beng., p. 5. Tropical America,

widely distributed.

208. Belamcanda chinensis, Leman. A native of Tropical

East Asia and Japan. B. P., vol. ii, p. 1056 : " In gardens in all

the provinces." Firminger, Gardening, 5th ed., p. 373 :
" Par-

danthus chinensis. A common plant in all gardens in India."

F. B. L, vi, 277. Voigt.H. S. C, p. 605. Roxb., F. I., p. 57 :
" Mo-

rea chinensis. Common in gardens over India." Rheede, Hort.

Mai., xi/t. 37.

Amaryllidacej:.

209. Zephtranthes tcbispatha, Herb. B. P., vol. ii, p.

1060 :
" In gardens and sometimes naturalised. Native of Peru."
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F. B. I., vi, 277 :
" Cultivated in gardens and found as an escape

far from habitations." Voigt, H. S. C., p. 582 :
" Blue Mountains,

210. Amaryllis belladonna, Linn. Firminger, Gardening,

5th ed. :
" Common in Indian gardens." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 586.

A native of the Cape and the Canary Islands.

211. Eurycles amboynensis, Willd. ( = E. sylvestris Salisb.).

Voigt, H. S. C, p. 594. Roxb., F. I., p. 285 :
" Crinum ner-

vosum. Introduced into the Company's Botanic Garden at Cal-

cutta, where it blossoms, but rarely ripens its seeds." A native

of the Malaya Archipelago. Pretty common in Calcutta gardens.

212. Eucharis grandiflora, Planch. ( = Eucharis amazo-

nica, Lindley). Firminger, Gardening, 5th ed., p. 369 :
" Native

of Brazil, and quite naturalised in this country."

213. Hippeastrom rtjtilum, Herb. var. PULGIDUM ( = Hip-
peastrum fulgidum, Herb.). Voigt, H. S. C, p. 585. A native of

Brazil, now frequently seen in gardens about Calcutta.

214. Hippeastrom reticulatum (L'Herit.). Voigt, H. S. C,
p. 585. Indigenous in Brazil, now common in Calcutta gardens.

215. Hippeastrem equestre (Herb.). Voigt, H. S. C, p. 585.

Roxb., Hort. Beng., p. 24. Bahama, Antilles, Guyana. Fre-

quently met with in Calcutta gardens.
216. Hippeastrum stylosum, Herb. ( = Hippeastrum maran-

ense (Ker) ). Voigt, H. S. C, p. 584. A native of N. Brazil

often seen in gardens about Calcutta.

217. Agave Verje-Crucis (Miller). In Drummond and
Prain, The Agricultural Ledger, 1906, No. 7, p. 86 :

" Agave Vera
Cruz, Miller. Native country doubtful, probably Mexico ; natural-
ised throughout Southern Europe, also in North-Western Africa
and the Atlantic Islands -. S. Africa; Mauritius; Ceylon," besides
Indian localities. Mr. Burkillhas observed Agave Vero'-C w is at

the following places in Bengal and Bihar— Siliguri in the Darjee-
ling Terai, Patgram in the Jalpaiguri District

;
Rangpur and Kakina

in the Rangpur District ; in the Districts of Dacca, Mymensingh,
Dinajpur and Bogra

;
Rampur Boalia ; Naihati and Naihati ; Cut-

tack (very plentiful) and Jajpur in Orissa ; Boinchi in Bardwan
District

;
Bankipur ; near Mokameh and Katihar

;
Bairagnia,

Mozafferpur District
;
Papri, Hatwari, and Chitani in the District

of Darbhanga. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 597 :
" Agave Vera? Crucis, S.

America. Introduced in 1840."

218. Agave Wightii, Drummond and Prain. These authors,
loc. cit., p. 91 :

" Native country unknown." We may take it to

be a native of some part of Tropical America, perhaps Mexico.
It existed in India in Wight's time. Mr. Burkill notices the
following localities—Rangpur

;
Bogra

;
Gauripur in Mymensingh ;

neighbourhood of Bardwan ; Naihati.
219. Agave Cantala. Roxb. Drummond and Prain, loc. fit.,

p. 87 : Native country unknown." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 597

:

"Fourcroya cantala." Roxb., F. I., p. 296: "Agave cantula. It
is now common everywhere. In Bengal the plants blossom in
May and June." Roxb., Hort. Beng., 25. Rumph., Herb. Amb.,
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v, t. 94. This species is found growing at some localities in

Bihar: Chilwara and Tarkaulia in Tirhnt. It is probably a

native of Central America.
220. Furcrjia ? selloa, G. Koch. Mr. Bnrkill informs me

that a rough-leaved Fourcroya is planted at Kutupur in the Mozaf-
ferpur District.

221. Polianthes tuberosa, Linn. Firminger, Gardening, 5th
cd.. p. :>.

r
)2 :

" The commonest, perhaps, of any plant in the gfardens

of India." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 656 :
" No doubt a native of Mexico

or S. America." Roxb., F. I., p. 295: "In gardens only."

Rumph., Herb. Amb., v, p. 285. Polianthes tuberosa is most
probably a native of Central America, as the remaining two
species of Polianthes hail from that part of the world.

222. Allium ascalonicum, Linn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 1075 :

" Cultivated. The Shallot:' Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. i, p. 168 : "Has
been cultivated from the remotest times by all nations of the

East." F. B. I., vi, 337. Roxb., F. I., p. 288. A native of Asia

Minor.
223. Allium ampeloprasum, Linn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 1076 :

" Cultivated. The Leek: 7

F. B. I., vi, 337. Watt, Ec. Diet.,

vol. i, p. 171 :
" Allium porrum. This esculent plant has been

known from time immemorial." Roxb., F. I., p. 287. A native

of the Mediterranean Region.
224. Allium cepa, Linn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 1075 :

" Culti-

vated. The Onion." F. B. L, vi, 337. Watt, Be. Diet., vol. i,

p. 169 : " Cultivated all over India." Roxb., F. I., p. 287. Native
country unknown; but probably a native of the Mediterranean
Region.

225. Allium sativum, Linn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 1076 :
" Culti-

vated. Garlic." F. B. L, vi, 337. Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. i, p.

172: "Cultivated all over India." Roxb., F. I., p. 287. A
^ *

226. Hbme^rocallis pulva, Linn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 1078 :

" In gardens, generally." F. B. I., vi, 326 :
" The Hima

Khasia Hills
;
possibly indigenous ; cultivated throughout India.

Distr. S. Europe, the Caucasus, N. Asia to Japan." Voigt, H. S.

C, p. 670. Roxb., F. I., p. 296 :
" It was introduced by Dr. W.

Carey into the Botanic Garden at Calcutta from Dinajpur, where,
if not indigenous, it may have been carried thither from China,

its native country, through Bhutan."

PalmacejE.

227. Cartota mitis, Lour. B. P., vol. ii, p. 1093 : Occa-

sionally planted or self-sown, but chiefly in and near European
centres : perhaps wild in Southern Chittagong. Native of

Burma, Andamans, Malaya." F. B. I., vi, 423. Mentioned

neither by Firminger nor Voigt.
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228. Livistona chikexsis, Ii . Br. B. P., vol. ii, p. 1092 :

- Cultivated frequently. Native of China." F. B. I., vi, 434:
" A Chinese and Japanese species." Griffith, Palms of British

India, 131. Not referred to by Voigt.

229. Typhonium inopinatum, Prain. B. P., ii, p. 1108 :

"C. Bengal, introduced; a native, as now appears, of Upper
Burma. Plentiful and rapidly spreading in thickets in and about

the Royal Botanic Garden. This was never in cultivation ; how
it may have been introduced is unknown, but the introduction

would seem to have been recent."

230. Typhonium Roxburghii, Schott. B. P., ii, p. 1108

:

" C. Bengal, introduced. Native of Malaya. Accidentally intro-

duced into the Royal Botanic Garden a century ago, where it

occurs with the three preceding (T. inopinatum, T. Schottii, T.

trilobatum) species, but more locally and rarely than they.

Unlike the others, this seems not yet to have spread beyond the

limits of these gardens." F. B. I., vi, 510 :
" T. M-ttleyanum

;

Malacca, Penang, Borneo." Voigt, H. S. C, p. 686 :
" Typho-

nium trilobatum." Roxb., F. I., p. 628 :
" The roots came acci-

dentally from the Moluccas, amongst the earth that some other

plants were brought in."

Graminace*:.

231. Pennisetum •Typhoideum, Rich. B. P., vol. ii, p. 1169:
" Cultivated in the western provinces." F. B. I.,vii, 82: - Through-
out the hotter parts of India, cultivated as an escape." Watt,
Ec. Diet., vol. vi, 1, p. 128 :

" Most probably of African origin."

Roxb., F. I., p. 95.

232. Avena sativa, Linn. B. P., vol. ii, p. 1217: "Culti-
vated sparingly.*' F. B. I., vii, 275. Watt, Ec. Diet., vol. i,

p. 356 :
" Of recent introduction into Indian agriculture. It was

depots'." Probably a native of the northern parts of Europe.
233. Bambusa nana, Boxb. B. P., ii, p. 1232: "Native of

China," F. B. I., vi, 390: "Native of Chi. -a and Japan."
Roxb., F. I., p. 306.

234. Bambusa vulgaris, Schrad. B. P., ii, p. 1233:
" Native of Malaya." F. B. I., vii, 391. Voigt, H. S. C, p. 718 :

" Det.drocalamus tulda, var." Roxb., F. I., p. 305 : treated as a
variety of Bambusa Tulda, Roxb.

It is of some interest to know how many species each of the
different botanical regions has contributed to the Flora advena of
Bengal. The percentages indicated are calculated on the total of
the exotic species given in the preceding enumeration. In cases
of doubt the most probable native country has been assumed as the
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I. Eurasian species.

A. Temperate European species in general, and species indig-

enous in the Mediterranean Region, Western Asia, and Songaria.

ll-2%- Rosagallica. Fragaria vesca. Avena sativa. Nigella sativa.

Papaver somniferum. Senebiera pinnatifida. Alyssum maritimum.
Lepidium sativum. Thlaspi arvense. Gapsella Bursa-pastoris.

Hibiscus cyriacus. Punica Granatum. Myrtns communis. Rosa
centifolia. Rosa alba.

^
Rosa rubiginosa. Xanthium spinosum.

nis. Cannabis sativa. Allium ascalonicum. Allium ampeloprasum.
Allium Cepa. Hemerocallis fulva. Allium sativum.

B. Japan, China, and Indo-China. 98 %. Hibiscus Manihot.
Hibiscus mutabilis. Glausena Wampi. Triphasia Atirantiola.

Lifchi chinensis. Euphoria Lougana. Rosa indica. Rosa sinica.

Rosa multiflora. Eriobotrya jnponica. Gardenia fiorida. Chrysan-
themum indicum. Lobelia radicans. Oampsis grandiflora. Clero-

dendron fragrans. Ginnamomum Camphora. Sapium sebiferum.

Ficns pumila. Cycas revoluta. Thuja orientalis. Belamcanda
chinensis. Iris chinensis. Livistonn chinensis.

C. The Eastern Peninsula, the Andamans, and Ceylon. 5*2%,.

Pterocarpus dalbergioides. Quisqualis indica. Diospyros Kaki. Mi-
kania scandens. Torrenia Fournieri. Millingtonia hortensis. Calli-

carpa cana. Broussonetia papyrifera. Gasuarina equisetifolia.

Garyota mitis. Typhonium inopinatum. Bambusa nana.

D. The Malay Archipelago and the Philippines. 8'5%.

Hibiscus hirtus. Hibiscus radiatus. Hibiscus Rosa-sinensis. Aver-

rhoa Garambola. Averrhoa Bilimbi. Citrus decumana. Pterocarpus

indica. Melaleuca Leucodendron. Eugenia malaccensis. Diospyros

philippensis. Polyscias fruticosa. Ixora stricta. Vallarispergulana.

Ginnamomum zeylanicum. Aleurites moluccana. Codiseum

variegatum. Cycas Rumphii. Eurycles amboynensis. Typhonium
Roxburghii. Bambusa vulgaris.

II. Polynesian species. 0'4°/
o -

8po7idias dulcis.

III. African species.

A. Continental, chiefly Tropical Africa. 4-7%. Adansonia

digitata, Indigofera sumatrana. Indigofera articulata. Guizotia

abyssinica. Roupellia grata. Jacquemontia cserulea. Meriandra

bengalensis. Euphorbia Tirucalli. Samevieria trifasciata. San-

sevieria cylindrica. Pennisetum typhoideum.

B. Madagascar, the Mascarenhas (and the Cape). 5l0°/o.

Bauhinia monandra. Poinciana regia. Colvillea racemosa. Albiz-

zia nchardiana. Vangueria edulis. Oryptostegia grandiflora. Stepha-

notis floribunda. Euphorbia splendens. Euphorbia Bojeri. Raven-

ala madagascariensis. Morsea iridoides. Amaryllis belladonna.

IV. American species.

A. United States. P7%. Helianthus tuberosus. Phlox

Drummondi. Campsis radicans. Nicotiana rustica.
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B. Tropical and Subtropical America in general. 16'7%-

Malvastrum coromandelianum. Malvastrum spicatum. Anoda kas-

tata. Malachra eapitata. Quazuma tomentosa. Arachis hypogsea.

Parkinsonia aculeata. Neptunia plena. Desmanthus virgatus. Leu-

carna glauca. Enterolobium Saman. Turnera ulmifolia. Turnera
trionifolia. Opuntia DiUenii. Passiflora suberosa. Passiflora foz-

tida. Carica Papaya. Hamelia patens. Flaveria repanda. Syned-

rella nodiflora. Allamanda cathartica. Thevetia neriifolia. Ipo-

moea Nil. Herpestis chamsedroides. Scoparia dulcis. Buellia

tuberosa. Lippia geminata. Hyptis eapitata. Hyptis suaveolens.

Salvia coccinea. Mirabilis Jalapa. Brivina humilis. Jatropha Gur-
cas. Jatropha midtifida. Peperomia pellucida. Euphorbia grami-
nea. Euphorbia heterophylla. Oipura paludosa. Furcraea sp.

C. Mexico and Central America. 1V9°/Q . Argemone mexi-

cana. Swietenia macrophylla. Phaseolus multiflorus. Pithecolo-

bium dulce. Psidium Ouyava. Tagetes patulus. Tagetes erectus.

Lagascea mollis. Zinnia elegans. Cosmos sulfureus. Tithonia

tagetiflora. Galinsoga parviflora. Tridax procumbens. Plumiera
acutifolia. Ipomoea tricolor. Ipomoea Batatas. Nicotiana plumba-
ginifolia. Busselia juncea. Tecoma stans. Martynia annua.
Antigonon leptopus. Euphorbia pulcherrima. Iris pavonia. Tig-

ridia pavonia. Agave Verse-Crucis. Agave Wightii. Agave Gantala.

Polianthes tuberosa.

D. The Antilles (and Central America). H'5%. Ano-
na squamosa. Anona reticulata. Tribuhis cistoides. Swiete-
nia Mahagoni. Anacardium occidentale. Crotalaria saltiana.

Crotalaria Broicnei. Crotalaria incana. Pimenta officinalis. Pas-
siflora quadrangidaris. Passiflora adenophylla. Eupatormm odora-
tum. Tridax procumbens. Achras Sapota. Bauwolfia canescens.

Lochnera rosea. Asclepias curassavica. Evolvulus nummularis.
Quamoclit coccinea. Heliotropium curassavicum. Lantana trifolia.

Lantana Gamara. Strachytarpheta indica. Buranta Plumieri.
Pedilanthus tithymaloides. Zephyranthes tubispatha. Hippeastrum

q
E. Andesean Region. 6*0%. Bixa Orellana. Phaseolus vul-

garis. Eupatorium Ayapana. Zinnia pauciflora. Helianthus an-
nuus. Helianthus argyrophyllus. Solanum sisymbrifolium. Sola-
num Lycopersicum. Solanum tuberosum. Physalis peruviana.
Nicotiana Tabacum. Broicallia elata. Euphorbia geniculata.

Gipura paludosa.

F. Brazil. 6-1%. Talinum patens. Phaseolus lunatus.

Ipomcrn purpurea. Capsicum annuum. Capsicum frutescens.
Bougainvillea spectabilis. Bougainvillea glabra. Jatropha gossypi-

folia. Manihot utilissima. Ananas satimts. Eucharis grandiflora.
Hippeastrum rutilum. Hippeastrum reticulatum. Hippeastrum
stylosum.

G. La Plata Region. 0 9%.
Ipomoea Learii. Croton sparsiflorus.

H. . Tropical Cosmopolitans. Exact native country quite
imascertamable. Wissadnla rostrata.
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The percentage contributions are therefore

—

Europe and Asia, north-west of India ... 11'2 %
Asia, north-east, east and south-east of

India, including Malaya and Polynesia 23 9 %
Africa ... ... ... 9-8%
America ... ... ... 54'7 %

America has, as is seen, contributed more than one-half of the
total of introduced species.

A glance over the main list of introduced species reveals

the fact that the various natural orders found in Bengal have
gained very unequally by the access of foreign plants. To give

a precise idea on this point I subjoin a list of the natural orders
occurring in Bengal with the number of indigenous species in

bold (clarendon) type, and the number of immigrants in ordinary
type, together with the percentage increase calculated on the
number of indigenous species. From this enumeration I exclude
the species found in Orissa, Chhota Nagpur, and Chittagong
but not found in Bengal proper and Behar. Chittagong be-

longs very essentially to the Eastern Peninsula, and the south-
western and western portions of Chhota Nagpur together with
Orissa have their marked affinities with the Central Provinces
and the Circars. By including Behar we include virtually

iciallynd northern portions of Chhota Nagpur, especially the

of the coal-fields. Our area comprises therefore the

of the real Bengal country together with Bihar and
accidentally the more accessible portions of Chhota Nagpur. We

"^ippera, and Chitta-

,vgn.

whol

Polygalacea? ... ... 5-0
Caryophyllacese ... ... 1—

0

Portulacaceae ... ... 3—

0

Tamariscace© • ... ... 2—0
Elatinacea? ... ... 2—

0

Hypericacese ... ... 1—

0

Guttiferte ... ... 6—0
Ternstrcemiacese ... ... 1—0
Dipterocarpacea? ... «. 2—0
Malvaceae ... ... 35—12-
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7—2—28-6 *

11—3-27-3°
2-0

Ampelidacese ... ... 20—0
Supiiuliu-ere ... ... 8—2—25%
Anacardiaceae ... ... 4—2—50 %
Moringaceoe ... ... 1—0

(a) Papilioneaa 171—11-6
'

(6) Caesalpinieae ... ... 29—4—13 8 °/°

gac-ea>

(c) Mimoseae ... ... 22—6 - -27 3 °/
e

Rosacea ... ... 4_10-25 0 °/'

Crassularea*

Drug
ragaceae

Coinbretacea^

Myrtacese



cent Plant Immigrant*

4 -1-25 7
3-2-66 6 °

n

2-0
11-0
2-0
19-7—36-5 •/

Polemoniaceoe
(J

Hydrof)hylla<oa> '

i 0
Boratfinacea- "

-J _i 7a o,

.
... ... 14-10-71-4\.Imlanaceie ... . 49—5—10-2°/

Orobanchacea^
"

' ^ _ q
/o

Lentibulariarp^
... '"' g__Q

pja™ Z 5-4—80%
Martv,

1-8 %••• ... DO—l

—

Its L
^erbenace* ... ... 33 7-212 *
Labiate

... 29-4—13-8°°
Xyfta.irinaceie ... _ 2—3—150 °/°

Wnaiantacea? ... 25—0
°

sjasr ... ;;; *s
I olyu-Miiacea^

... 27—1—4*8 °/

.Vi-istoloohiaceaB ...
". 3_0

°

Piperacea?
...

"'
6_l__g.g »/

Uaracea*
... "[ ll-2-l8-2°/

0
hJa-agnacea1

...
.

\—0
Loranthaeea1 ' 7—0
Santalacea? 2 l_0
Kupborbiacea*

\\\ 67—18 - 269 °/

Urticacea?
... 34—3—8-8°

Oeratophyllacea?
Conifera?

Cycadacea?

Hydrocbaridacea?

Amaryllidacea1

Taccaceae

Dioscoreacea1
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Liliaceae

Commelinace
Palmacea?
Pandanaceae
Typhaceae

13-5-38-5 %

2—0
2-0
20-2-10 %

Eriocaulacea?

6-0
7-0
18-0
8-o

119-0
190-2—ii %

The total number of species which either are pure natives

of the area considered or which at some time or other have
immigrated from other parts of India where they were indigenous,

is, as the above list shows, 1801. The number of immigrants
from other countries, except various provinces of India proper,

is, according to oar enumeration 234, or 12 4 % on the total of

indigenous plants. If Bihar had been excluded, the percentage

of immigrants would have been decidedly higher. Col. Prain

describes 2773 species in his Bengal Plants. Deducting 215
exotics there are left 2558 species; the difference beween this

and 1796 is 762, which would be the number of species growing
in Chittagong, Tippera, Chhota Nagpur, and Orissa, but not found
in Bengal proper and Bihar. As a matter of fact, that number
is too low, as the stretches of country referred to ai-e by no means
completely explored. The way in which the various species

which, at least originally, were exotic to Bengal and Bihar, have
been introduced into these countries is to a large extent suggested
by the following classification

—

I. Cultivated plants.

A. Field crops.

a. Drugs and narcotics

—

a. Only cultivated—Papaver somniferxvm. Nicoti-

ana Tabacum, Nicotiana rustica.

8. Cultivated and run wild

—

Nigella sativa. Can-

nabis indica.

b. Fibre plants.

a. Cultivated only

—

Sansevieria cylindrica.

B. Cultivated and as an escape— Wissadida rosirata.

Grotalaria Brownei. Grotalaria incana. San-
sevieria trifasciata.

c. Dye plants. Cultivated and as escapes

—

Indigofera

sumatrana. Indigofera articulata.

d. Oil-seeds. Cultivated

—

Guisotia abyssinica.

e. Cereals

—

Pennisetum typhoidenm. Avena sativa.

f. Vegetables.
a. Tubers—Ipomcea Batatas. Solatium tuberosum.

Manihot utUissima. Maranta arundinacea.
fc'i

'
; „

'
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Cultivated in gardens.
etables. Lepidium sativum. Phaseolus lunatus
Phaseolus vulgaris. Phaseolus multiflorus. Meri-
andra bengalensis. Allium ascalonicum. Allium
ampeloprasum. Allium Cepa. Allium sativum.
Capsicum annnum. Capsicum frutescens. Helian-
thus tuberosus.

a. Only cultivated—Averrhcea Carambola. Aver-
rhoea Bilimbi. Clausena Wampi. Triphasia
aurantiola. Citrus decumana. Litchi chin-
ensis. Euphoria Longana. Spondias dulcis.

Eriobotrya japonica. Eugenia moluccensi-s.

Psidium Guyava Punica Granatum. Van-
gueria edulis. Achras Sapota. Biospyros
KaTci. Biospyros philippensis. Aleurites

moluccana. Fragaria vesca. Physalts pern-

B. Cultivated and growing as if wild—Anona squa-

mosa. Anona reticulata.

Dye plants—Bixa Orellana ( also as if wild ).

Trees and shrubs grown in gardens chiefly for the
sake of their foliage.

a. Cultivated only

—

Myrtus communis. Pimenta
officinalis. Polyscias fruticosa. Cinnamo-
mum zeylanicum. Cinnaviomum Camphora
Sapium sebiferum. Broussonetia papyrifera.

Fictis pumila. Cycas Rumphii. Cycas revo-

luta. Thuja orientalis. Ravenala madagas
cariensis. Caryota mitts. Livistona chinensis

B. Cultivated and as if wild

—

Melaleuca Leucoden

Flower plants.

a. Trees and erect shrubs,
a. Cultivated only—

Hibiscus syriacus. Hibiscus Rosa-sinensis.

Hibiscus mtdabilis. Adansonia digitata.

Rosa gallica. Rosa damascena. Rosa

centifolia. Rosa indica. Rosa rubiginosa.

Rosa sinica. Rosa multiflora. Gardenia

florida. Ixora stncta. Plumiera acuti-

folia. Tecoma stans. Euphorbia pulcher-

B. Cultivated and self-sown—
Guazuma tomentosa. Hamelia patens. The-

vetia neriifolia. Rauwolfia canescens.

Russelia juncea. Buranta Plumieri.

Clerodendron fragrans. Callicarpa cana.

b. Ramblers, climbers and twiners.

a. Cultivated only—
Rosa alba. Quisqualis indica. Vallari
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pergulana. Boupellia grata. Gryptostegia
grandiflora. Steplianotis floribunda. Jac-
quemontia coerulea. Ipomcea tricolor.
Ipomcea Leant. Ipomcea purpurea.
Campsis grandiflora. Bougainvillea spec-
tabilis. Bougainvillea glabra.

B. Cultivated and as escapes—
Mikania scandens. Allamanda cathartica.
IpomseaNil. Quamoclit coccinea. Campsis
radicans. Lantana trifolia. Lantana
Camara. Antigonon leptopus.

Undershrubs and herbs,
a. Cultivated only—

Hibiscus radiatus. Turnera trionifolia. Eu-
patorium Ayapana. Eupatorium odora-
turn. Helianthus annuus. Chrys*
mum coronarium. Chrysanthemum
cum. Antirrhinum majus. Salvia w„„
nea. Euphorbia geniculata. Euphorbi
splendens. Euphorbia Bojeri. Jatropha
multifida. Iris chinensis

Tigridia pavonia. Belamcanda
chinensis. Amaryllis Belladonna. Hip-
peastrum rutilum. Hippeastrum equestre.
Hippeastrumstylosum. Polianthes tuberosa.

Alyssum maritimum. Tribulus cistoides.
Turnera ulmifolia. Tagetes patulus.
lagetes erectus. Zinnia pauciflora. Titho-
nia tagetiflora. Helianthus argyrophyllus,
Lochnera rosea. Phlox Drummondi. Heli-
otropium curassavicum. Browallia elata.
Torrenia Fournieri. Buellia tuberosa
Stachytarpheta indica. Hyptis suaveolens.
Mirabilis Jalapa. Rivina humilis. Eu-
phorbia heterophylla. Gipura palndosa
/

f l - - •'

i
:

:

•est, avenue, and hedge plants.

Forest and jungle trees, chiefly grown for the sake
of timber

; some of them also grown in gardens or

Anacardium occidentale. Pterocarpus indica.
Pterocarpus dalbergioides. Leucsena qlauca.
Bambusa nana. Bambusa vulgaris.

Avenue trees (sometimes also singly "in gardens ).

a. Planted only—
&

'

Stvietenia Mahagoni. Swietenia macrophylla.
Poinciana regia. Colvillea racemosa. Albizzia
richardiana. Enterolobium Saman. Gasua-
rina equisetifolia.
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B. Planted and also as if wild—Millingtonia hor-

c. Hedge plants.

a. Only planted—Coditeum variegatum. Furcrseasp.
8. Also run wild—Parkinsonia aculeate. Pithecolo-

bium duke. Opuntia Dillenii. Euphorbia
Tirucalli. Pedilanthus tithymaloides. Jatro-
pha Gurcas. Agave Verse-Crucis. Agave
Wightii. Agave Gantala.

II. Found only wild.

A. Field weeds

—

Thlaspi arvense. Capsella Bursa-pastoris. Lagascea mollis.

Asrh pias curassavica.

B. Garden weeds

—

Synedrella nodiftora.

C. Weeds growing on grass plots, roadsides, in waste places
and village jungles

—

Argemone mexicana. Senebiera pinnatifida ( also in garden
grounds ). Malvastrum coromandelianum. Malvastrum spieatum.
Anoda hastata. Malachra capitata. Hibiscus hirtus. Hibiscus
Manihot. Crotalaria saltiana. Desmanthus virgatus. Flaveria

repanda. Xanthium spinosum. Cosmos sulfureus. Tridax pro-

cumbens. Evolvulus nummularius. Solanum sisymbrifolium.
Nicotiana plumbaginifolia. Scoparia dulcis. Martynia anm a.

Lippia geminata. Hyptis capitata. Peperomia peUuci'da. Euphor-
bia graminea. Jatropha gossypifolia. Qroton sparsiflorus. Groton
sp. Typhonium inopinatum.

D. Plants growing in tanks, jhils, and marshes

—

Neptuniaplena.
Of all these species the most interesting are undoubtedly

those enumerated under II. They were not specially indented
for, but reached this country as genuine adventurers and probably
mostly as stow-aways. Their time of arrival can in most cases

be fixed only with a rough degree of approximation, if it can be

fixed at all. Some of them, like Thlaspi arvense and Capsella

Bursa-pastoris, penetrated into this country in ancient times,

probably accompanying cereals on their march south-eastwards.

Most of them arrived in sailing vessels from distant lands, some
of them even by steamers. Pretty exact dates of arrival of the

true advent

which found its way into the Calcutta Botanic Gardens from
the Moluccas, both in Roxburgh's time.

The following chronological classification of the immigrant
plants will help us in gaining some idea about the period within

which the various species made their appearance in Bengal, or

at least in India. For this purpose I subjoin the dates of the

well-known publications which have been referred to and quoted

from in the main list.
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Rheede, Hortus Malabaricus, 1678—1703.
Rumphius, Herbarium Amboinense, 1750.

Roxburgh, Plants of the Coast of Coromandel, 1795—1819.
Roxburgh, Hortus Bengalensis, 1814.

Roxburgh, Flora Indica, manuscript finished before 1820.
Voigt, Hortus Suburbanus Calcuttensis, published in 1845.

(Voigt was in charge of the Serampore Garden from 1834 to

the beginning of 1843.)
Hooker, Flora of British India, vol. i, 1875 ; vol. ii, 1879

;

vol. iii, 1882 ; vol. iv, 1885 ; vol. v, 1890 ; vol. vi, 1894
;

vol. vii, 1897.

Watt, Dictionary of the Economic Products of India, 1889—

ngal Plants, 1903.

We may therefore somewhat arbitrarily distinguish the
following periods :

—

Period I : up to the arrival of the Portuguese, 1498.
Period II : up to the completed publication of the Hortus

Malabaricus, 1703.
Period III : up to the completion of Roxburgh's works in

1820.

Period IV : up to the end of Voigt's Indian career, 1843.
Period V : up to the completion of the Flora Indica, 1897.
Period VI : after 1897, including Col. Prain's elaboration

of the " Bengal Plants."
To period I belong

—

Nigella sativa. Palaver somniferum
(in Bihar probably not cultivated long before 1600).
Capsella Bursa-pastwis. Thlaspi arvense. Lepidium sati-

vum. Punica Granatum. Bicinus communis. Cannabis
sativa. Allium ascalonicum. Allium ampeloprasum. Alli-

um Cepa. Allium sativum. Pennisetum typhoideum. 1&
species= 5'5 %.

Period II. Anona reticulata,

mexicana. Bixa Orellana. Hibisc
Averrhcea Carambola. Averrhcea Bilimbi. Anacardium occidentale.

Bosa damascena. Psidium Guyava. Eugenia malaccensis. Cari-
ca Papaya. Tagetes patulus. Tagetea erectus. Helianthus annuus.
Chrysanthemum indicum. Ipomoea Batatas. Quamoclit coccinea.
Solanum tuberosum. Nicotic
phorbia Tirucalli. Ananas i

anthes tub&rosa. 25 species= 11 '170 .

Period III. Bixa Orellana. Talinum patens. Hibiscus Ma-
nihot. Hibiscus radiatus. Hibiscus syriacus. Hibiscus Bosa-sinen-
sis. Adansonia digitata. Guazuma tomentosa. Tribulus cistoides.

Glausena Wampi. Triphasia Aurantiola. Citrus decumana.
Swietenia Mahagoni (1795). Litchi chinensis. Euphoria Longana.
Spondias didcis. Pterocarpus indicus. Pterocarpus dalbergioides
(1794). Arachis hypagaea (mentioned by Bumphius). Phaseolus
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lunatus. Phaseolus vulgaris. Indigofera sumatrana. Indigofera
articulata. Parkinsonia aculeata. Neptunia plena. Desmanthus
virgatus. Leucsena glauca. Pithecolobium dulce. Rosa indica.
Rosa alba. Rosa sinica. Eriobotrya japonica. Fragaria vesca.

Quisqualis indica (mentioned by Rumphius). Melaleuca Leucoden-
dron (1977 and 1811). Pimento officinalis. Myrtus communis.
Passiflora suberosa. Opuntia Dillenii. Polyscias fruticosa (1798).
Gardenia florida. Ixora stricta (1798). Eupatorium Ayapana.
Guizotia abyssinica (1800). Chrysanthemum coronarium. 'Lobelia

radicans (introduced in Roxburgh''s time). Achras Sapota. Diospy-
ras Kaki. Allamanda cathartica. Plumiera acutifolia. Lochnera
rosea. Vallaris pergulana. Cryptostegia grandiflora. Asclepias
curassavica. Ipomoea Nil. Ipomoea purpurea. Solanum Lycoper-
sicum Cap icum annuum. Capsicumfrutescens. Physalis peruvi-
ana. Broivallia elata. Millingtonia hortensis (about 1800). Gamp-
sis grandiflora. Campsis radicans. Martynia annua. Lantana
trifolia. Lantana camara. Stachytarpheia indica. Callicarpa

cana (1798). Meriandra bengalensis. Mirabilis Jalapa. Rivina

phora (1802). Euphorbia geniculata. Pedilanthus tithymaloides.

Jatropha midtifida. Jatropha Curcas. Codiseum variegatum. Ma-
nihot •••//•'•/W,,-/ (1794). Sapium sebiferum. Cycas Rumphii (intro-

duced in Roxburgh's time). Cycas revoluta (1794). Casuarina
equisetifolia (introduced in Roxburgh's time). Thuja orientalis.

Ravenala madagascariensis (1807) . Iris chinensU (introduced dur-

ing Roxbtirgh's time). Cipura paludosa. Eurycles amboynensis.

Hippeastrum equestre. Agave Cantata. Agave Wightii. Hemero-
callis fulva. Typhonium Roxburghianum. Bambusa nana. Bam-
busa vulgaris. 96 species = 41 -0°/o .

Period IV. Alyssum maritimum. Senebiera pinnatifida.

Wissadula rostrata. Malachra capitata. Crotalaria saltiana.

Crotalaria Brownei. Poinciana regia. Qolvillea racemosa. Rosa
rubiginosa. Rosa multiflora. Turnera ulmifolia. Turnera trioni-

folia. Passiflora fcetida. Passiflora quadrangularis. Hamelia
patens (1840). Vangueria edulis. Eupatorium odwatum. Lagas-

cea mollis. Zinnia elegans. Cosmos sulfureus. Helianthus tubero-

sus. Tridax procumbens. TheveHa neriifolia. Rauwolfia canescens.

Heliotropium curassavicum. Nicotiana plumbaginifolia. Antirrhi-

num mains. Russelia juncea. Scoparia dulcis. Tecoma stans.

Lippia geminata. Duranta Plumieri. Clerodendron fragrans. Sal-

via coccinea. Bougainvillea spectabilis. Euphorbia pulcherrima.

Euphorbia splendens. Euphorbia Bojeri. Aleurites moluccana.

Brousionetia papyrifera (about 1830). Maranta arundinacea. Mo-
rsea iridioides. Tigridia pavonia. Zephyranthes tubispatha.

Amaryllis Belladonna. Hippeastrum rutilum. Hippeastrum re-

ticulatum. Hippeastrum stylosum. Agave Verse-Crtccis. 49 spe-

cies =20-9%.
Period V. Malvastrum tricuspidatum. Malvastrum spica-

tum. Anoda hastata. Crotalaria incana. Phaseolus midtiflorus.

Bauhinia monandra. Enterolobium Saman. Rosa gallica. Rosa

centifolia. Mikania scandens. Synedrelli nodiflora. Galinsoga
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parviflora. Diospyros philippensis. Boupellia grata. Stephanotis

floribunda. Phlox Drummondi. Jacquemontia cozrulea. Hyptis

suaveolens. Bougainvillea glabra. Antigonon leptopus. Jatropha

gossypifolia. Eucharis grandiflora. Garyota mitts. Livistona

chinensis. Avena sativa. 25 species = 10'

5

0
/0 -

Period VI. S,,::.„;, macrophylla (1872). Albizzia richar-

diana. Passiflora adenophylla. Flaveria repanda. Xanthium spi-

nosum. Tithonia tagetiflora. HeUanthus argyrophyllus. Evobmlus
nummularius. Ipomoea tricolor. Ipomcea Learii. Solanum sisym-

brifolium. Herpestis chamsedroides. Torrenia Fouvnieri. Ruel-

Ua tuberosa. Hyptis capitata. Peperomia pellucida. Euphorbia
heterophylla. Euphorbia graminea. Oroton sparsiflorus. Groton sp.

Ficus pumila. Sansevieria trifasciata. Sansevieria cylindrical.

Furcrsea sp. Typhonium inopinatum. 25 species = 105%-

A comparatively small number of the enumerated species have
had Bengali names bestowed on them. According to the way in

which they have been named they may be grouped as follows.

The list is, however, not complete.

I. Species with simple Bengali names the origin of which
cannot be further traced except that some of them are found in

(later) Sanskrit literature.

I. Anona squamosa—^rhsl, ata.

2 and 3. Tagete* erectus and Tagetes patulus—dtt or c?fTf1—

genda, the former being the ^n? dhfl—bara genda, the latter the

cvtfr c^Tl—chota genda.

4. Bicinus communis-—C»rta1, bheranda, and ^js eraiidn. the

Sanskrit form of the name.

6. Bixa Orellana—ef^r, latkan. The connection with stt^t

drooping, hanging, is not at all clear
t

Also called sr^jrftl, not-

kona.
7. Hibiscus Bosa-sinensis—STTl, jaba. This flower appears to

have been used in pujas from old times, and the word jaba is

Sanskrit. As it is almost certain that Hibiscus Bosa-sinensis is

not indigenous in India, but is a native of the Malay Archipelago,

the most probable hypothesis is that it was brought to India when
Java, like Ceylon, was practically an integral part of a Greater

8. Pennisetum typhoideum—TtvSfTl, bajra.

II. A second group consist of species the Bengali names
of which have a poetical ring about them

—

1. HeUanthus annuus—^tl^fk or t[*T%*?\, surjja mukhi,

with its face towards the sun, the English sunflower.

2. Hibiscus hirtu*—i*J*ft, surjja mani, the sun-gem.

3. mrabili* Jalapa—J*™^, krishna keli, Krishna's delight

(?), spf^Ttsr, 3Sanda dulal, the pet son of Nanda, the father of
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Krishna. The exact history of Mirabilis jalapa is yet wrapt in

mystery.

4. Belamcanda chinensis—vr* ^t£f, dash bahu, ten arms.

5. Agave Verse-Cruris— mukut phul, " flower like

the crown worn by a bridegroom." The name is really that of

the flower.

III. Species the Bengali name of which is formed by the

aid of the name of some part or property of a plant or of some
article in common use with or without a qualifying adjective

1. Argemone mexicana—^^ shrigal kantak, C*httsr

*Pt^1 sheyal kanta, the " jackal's thorn," also OlTftretfcl bara

sheyal kanta, to
^

distinguish it from the tr«lirt^^f^| proper,

2. Euphoria Longana, the Longan <«t»lw, ansh phal.

3. Thevetia neriifolia, ^r, kalke phul, from ?s*rt<F the

hukka bowl, and fc\ flower.

4. Meriandra bengalensis, *rhfl, karpur pata, from

5. Polianthes tuberosa, %W^[ 'JtW, rajanl gandha, " night scent."

IV. Species whose Bengali names are modifications of

1. Anona reticulata, c^rKI, nona, or c-ftW, lona, with the not

uncommon interchange of 1 and n. The Dictionary of Economic
Products gives luna as a synonym of ata. It is very doubtful

word Anona is said to be derived from the Malay name Manoa,
dialectice menona.

2. Papaver somniferum— c«Ttu, posta, really the name of the

seeds, efts &ft, posta dheri, being the capsule. The word c*fns

does not seem to be Indian ; is it Persian ?

3. Averrhcea Carambola, Vtsnrt*1, kamranga, or *Hnr*J,

kamranga ; similar in Sanskrit. The word may be a corruption

of the Malay name of Averrhcea Carambola.

4. Averrhcea Bilimbi—fkfkfk, bilimbi, probably derived

from the Malay name of the tree.

5. Stcietenia Mahagoni—Oi'S'tfft, mehagani, -srJTIJT mahagni,

*^=T hangan.
6. Litchi chinensis—fw$, lichu, from the Chinese name of

the frnit.

7. Anacardium occidental*—-^<rtTfnr, kaju badam : Cashew
Niit.

8. Rosa damascena, Rosa centifolit

introduced from the West—csttsrfa, gola
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10. Psidium Guyava—ctstal, peyara, or T*i"St3l, piyara, very
probably derived from the Spanish pera= pear, or the correspond-
ing Portuguese name. The Eastern Bengal name goya,
is clearly derived from guava or guyava.

11. Garica Papaya—c^ff^ful, pepiya, from the Mexican name
of the plant or fruit.

'

12. Physalis peruviana—C$*tffs,
tepari.

13. Nicotiana Tabacum—isfsfrz, tamak, ssWf, tamaku,

tobacco, from tabaco, a kind of pipe out of which the natives

of Antilles smoked the dried leaves of Nicotiana Tabacum.
14. Ananas sativus—^rfatg-*!", anaras, probably from South

American (Peruvian) name Nanas. It has also been suggested

that the name may be derived from "sfartz the Pomegranate, and

<PT, ras, scent, smell—a less probable hypothesis.

V. Species in the formation of whose Bengali name the

vernacular name of some indigenous or previously known plant

is utilised, without or with the addition of some distinguishing

noun or adjective, the indigenous plant either belonging to an

allied species or genus or otherwise bearing some suggestive

resemblance.

a. The case is one of simple transference of a name—
Aleurites moluccana—^rt^r?"^, akhrot, from the kernels of

Aleurites moluccana tasting somewhat like the kernels of the true

akhrot, the w-allnut.

b. The distinguishing name is that of a country or the cor-

responding adjective. Here fwt^, foreign, European, English,
often only meaning introduced by Europeans, plays a prominent

1. Spondias dulcis—frsThfl" ,5rti£Tl, bilati amra, from I =
Spondias mangifera.

2. Arachis hypogsea—fwt~st ^w, bilati mung, from =
Phaseolus radiatus.

3. Parkinsonia aculeata—"R^Tt^ f%?P3", bilati kikar, from
f%W= Acacia arabica.

4. Pithecolobium dulce—f^^tit ^1%, bilati amli, from

^r1"srfiT= Tamarindus indica.

5. Neptunia plena—freThft *Tt#f ^ bilati pan! najak,
from *Tt^V water, and H tor-* = Mimosa pudica.

_

6. Albizzia BicJiardiana—fTsff^ ^rf^orit, bilati amlaki, from
-sf+rrsrp^- = Phyllanthus embelica.

7.
_

Myrtus communis—f^rt^ c*ft, bilati mendi, from C^=
Lawsonia alba.

8. Diospyros Kalci—TWi"ft *rfa", bilati gab, from itt%=
Diospyros embryopteris.

9. Solanum Lycopersicum—fk^tit cr«sr, bilati begun, from
c**R= Solanum Melmgena.

10. Solanum tuberosum—f^tit *rtsj, bilati alu, from ^rftj,
the tuber of various species of Dioscorea.



12. Pedilanthus tithymaloides—fr^rtf)
-

"Rtt, bilati shij, from
f^lrSf= Euphorbia Nivulia.

13. Gasuarina equisetifolia—fTWf'ft' W^, bilati ihau, from
^-Tamarix gallica.

14. Nicotiana rustica—"s&zSift ^t*rf$, angreji tamaku, from

^rsfifl^ angreji, English.
15. Capsicum annuum, grossum—*\%<\ kaphri marich,

?U3"5= Piper nigrum.
16. Pithecolobium dulce—xff%«fr Tt^fl, dakhini babla, the

Deccan babul," from TT^srl = Acacia arabica, more commonly
called Bilati amli (see above).

17. Capsicum frutescens— »T*1 tIts, Lanka marich, from
*r*1= Ceylon, lfT9= Piper nigrum.

18. Euphorbia Tirucalli—W*} f^ftr, Lanka sii, see Nos. 12
and 16.

19. Eugenia malaccensis—TfrzWi *t^?r, malaka jamrul,
^TtsTW Malacca, Sit^W^= Etigenia alba.

20. Citrus decumana—Tttft csr£, batabi nebu, from <rtTtrr-

Batavia, = 0*trrt» medica, acida, the Indian Lime.

21. Triphasia Aurantiola—ftz* *tt**1, chine narenga, the
" China Orange."

22. Arachis hypogaea—ffal T^rt*, china badam : the "China
Almond.'

'

c. The distinguishing name is some adjective or some noun
in the nominative or genitive case which either indicates some
prominent characteristic or the locality where the plant grows.

1. Nigella sativa—ffa ifral or *tsi afar*, kala jira or kala

jirak, from *t*r= black, *hr*=the seed of Cuminum cyminum.

2. Rosa albc^—crs wtsrtf, svet g5lab, the " white rose."

3. Thevetia neriifolia—w^ffi WfT^t, haldi karabi, from S^ft

— turmeric, here the colour turmeric, and = Nerium odorum.

4. Jatropha gossypifolia—^rfw c»<rto1, lai bheranda, from
?rt5r==red, cartel = Ricinus communis.

5. Bambusanana—Csfi* tM, chota barish, " the small bambu."

6. Hibiscus mutabilis, var. plena—fsr *rsr, sthal padma, from

»55r = dry land, and *V%=Nelumbium speciosum.

7. Guisotia abyssinica—iUpt»i, Ram til, from ftt=Ses-
amum indicum ; rfa" the well-known hero of Hindu mythology ;

the word, when prefixed to a plant name, indicates something

taller, bigger, coarser, in contradistinction to ^til, Sita,the gentle

culata, and J?Ut**f, Sitaphal, is the more tender and more deli-

cately scented fruit of Anona squamosa.

and faithful wife of Rama, whose n

indicates something smaller, more t<

—3tn*er, Ramphal, is the gritty,

preceding a plant name
or more delicate. Thus

ser fruit of Anona reti-
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8. Allamanda cathartica—** <F^^1, har kakra from *<r=
Terminalia Chebula, thorny.

9. Rosa indica—^\ <tttart*, kanta golab, " the thorny rose."

10. Nicotiana plumbaginifplia— ^Fftrtff, ban taniaku, " the

jungle tobacco."

11. Jatropha Curcas—Xt*t <Wto1, bag bheranda. The first

part of the name is evidently of Hindustani origin : £b bag =
garden, c^^tol being the Bengali form of the name for Ricinus

communis. Tt*T c«Tta1 would mean therefore " the garden castor-

seed plant " in distinction to the true <4T<3, the Ricinus communis
cultivated in fields. There exist other forms of the name of

Jatropha Curcas, namely Tf*T C»sTt«1, which would mean "the
Tiger's castor-seed plant," which has not a clear meaning, and
^f-fa c«rt«1, which would indicate a resemblance to the stfT, gab,

i.e., Diospyros embryopteris : unfortunately the most vivid

imagination could not find many features in common between
Jatropha Curcas and Diospyros embryopteris. As the form ?flT

cwt«1 is undoubtedly in use, we have evidently to deal with a
not uncommon case of metathesis.

In conclusion 1 may be allowed to remark on the scantiness of

specimens of Bengal plants in our local herbaria. There exists a
fair number of specimens of so-called " useful " plants, but as far

It is evidently a case of " Tho'u art so near and yet so far !
^ \t is

to be hoped that mofussil colleges will develop into centres for

botanical studies, and that their authorities will make it one of

their duties to start museums containing complete collections of

the plants growing within the limits of the Division in which the
educational institution is situated. Such a collection should not
only contain the dried specimens themselves, but copious notes on
the mode of occurrence, the time of flowering and fruiting, the
colour of the different parts of the flowers as well as the fruits, on
various physiological facts, such as the time of opening and closing

of the flowers and drooping of leaves and many others, the uses to

which the plants are put by the peasantry, and any existing ver-

nacular name, excluding, however, fancy names invented for the
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 2nd December, 1908, at 9-15 p.m.

The Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, M.A., D.L.,
President, in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Dr. N. Annandale, Mr. J. C. Brown, Babu Monmohan
Chakravarti, Mr. G. R. Clarke, Mr. D. Hooper, Dr. Girindranatn
Mukhopadhyaya, Dr. J. E. Panioty, Rev. A. C. Ridsdale, Dr
C. Schulten, Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, Mr. G. H.
Tipper, Dr. Satischandra Vidyabhusana, Mr. E. Vredenburg,
Rev. A. W. Young.

Visitors :—Babu Jaganmohan Chakraburty, Mr. R. W.
Church, Major F. De B. Young, and Dr. B. Sommerfeldt,

The Minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Fifty-seven presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported :

—

(1) That Mr. T. D. Edleston and Mr. J. F. Duthie had ex-
pressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.

(2) That the election of Dr. J. S. Brooke as a member of

the Society has been cancelled at his own request.

The following four gentlemen were b^.llotted for as Ordinary
Members :

—

Captain G. B. Biddick, B.A.M.C, Staff Surgeon, Fort

William, proposed by Major L. Rogers, I.M.S., seconded by Lieut.-

Col. W. J. Buchanan. I.M.S.: Captain (Hem St. John Moses, M.D.,

F.R.S.E., I.M.S., Resident Physician, Medical College, proposed

by Major L. Rogers, I.M.S., seconded by Lieut.-Col. W. J.

Buchanan I.M.S.
;
Captain Hugh Barkley Steen, M.B., I.M.8.,

Resident Medical Officer, Eden Hospital, proposed by Major L.

Rogers, I.M.S., seconded by Lieut.-Col. W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S.;

Lieut.-Col John Gregory Jordan, M.B., I.M.S., 9, Russell Street,

proposed by Major L. Rogers, I.M.S. , seconded by Lieut.-Col.

W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S.

The following papers were read :—

1. Note on a Copper-plate Inscription found at Pachar in

Jhansi District. By C. A. Silbebead, B.A., B.Sc.

I received recently information of the finding of a copper-

plate inscription at Pachar (TO*), a village 12 miles N.E. of
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Jhansi City from the Tahsildar. Inquiry showed that it ha(been originally dug up some 40 or 50 years ago by one Ganeshiwhile excavating the foundations of his h»uL The ex!act spot
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of the village ; it is lined below the level of the surface with
the large bricks characteristic of Chandel work.

At Lewa there is a ' Baoli ' (large well) lined with squared
stones some of which are clearly of Chandel workmanship, and
a granite slab that clearly formed originally part of a Chandel
building has been utilized to form a Sati stone bearing an
inscription which, however, is quite illegible. The Sati stone is

of the usual Bundela type common all over the district, and is

quite unconnected with the Chandels.
At Kargawan pieces of granite bearing Chandel carvings

have been built into the walls of an old Mahratta fort, and there
is said to be an old well now filled in, lined with the large
Chandel bricks.

Chandel ruins and carvings occur in many other villages

throughout the whole district, from the extreme north-east near
the junction of the Dhasan and Betwa to the extreme south
where are the famous Chandel sites of Deogarh, Chandpur,
Dudhai and Madanpur.

2. Sikim copper coins.—By Monmohan Chakravarti, M.A.,
B.L., M.R.A.S.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the

3. Some Bare Sanskrit Works on Grammar, Lexicography and
Prosody recoveredfrom Tibet. No. 2.

—

By Dr. Satischandra Vidya-
BHUSANA.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the
Society was held at the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, the 9th
December, 1908, at 9-15 p.m.

Libut.-Colonel Gr. P. A. Harris, I.M.S., in the chair. •

The following members were present :

—

Rai Hiralal Bose Bahadur, Dr. U. N. Brahmachari, Lieut.-

Col. W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S. ; Dr. G. C. Chatterjei, Miss R.

Cohen, Captain P. P. Connor, I.M.S. ; Dr. O. M. Bakins, Dr. H.
Finck, Sir Thomas Holland, K.C.I.B. ; Lieut. -Col. P. P. Maynard,
I.M.S.; Major J. Mulvany. I.M.S. . Lieut. -Col. H. W. Pilgrim,

I.M.S. ; Dr. T. F. Pearse, Captain H. B. Steen, I.M.S.
; Major L.

Rogers, I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitors:—Dr. A. M. Leake and Dr. Jagatpati Ray.

The Minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Clinical cases were shown by Lieut.-Col. Harris.

A discussion on "Tubercular diseases in Bengal" was
introduced by Lieut.-Col. G. F. A. Harris, M.D., F.R.C.P.,

I.M.S. ; and communications on the same subject were made
by Majors C. R. Stevens, L. Rogers, and Captain F. P. Connor,

I.M.S., and the subject adjourned until the following meeting.
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